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Introduction
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻤﻦﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In The Name of Allah, The Beneﬁcent, The Merciful
“Verily the Qur'an doth guide to that which is most right (or stable) (to run societies), and giveth
the glad tidings to the Believers who work deeds of righteousness, that they shall have a
magniﬁcent reward”1.

“We have sent down to thee the book explaining all things, a Guide, a Mercy, and Glad tidings to
Muslims"2.
“When those come to thee who believe in Our Signs, say: 'Peace be on you: Your Lord hath
inscribed for Himself (the rule on Mercy; verily, if any of you did evil in ignorance, and thereafter
repented, and amended (his conduct), Lo! He is oft-forgiving, Most Merciful”3.
The light of Islam is illuminating hearts of individuals in nearly all parts of the world, in spite of heavy
barriers and careful controls and religious interrogation exerted by not only many governments of nonMuslim nations, but also in some Muslim countries, against their believing people, especially during the
years after the Islamic Revolution of Iran.
The effective inﬂuence of the light of the truth together with the speed in the movement of the Age has
brought forth a more vital exchange of thought and religious ideology in connection with the Holy Qur'an.
In regard to this, we refer to what the Messenger of Allah (S) has said about it:
When afﬂictions surround you like the dark night refer to the Qur'an, because, it is an Intercessor whose
intercession is accepted. It reports the evils (of people) which will be conﬁrmed. It leads the person to
Heaven who puts it in front of himself (follows it); and he who puts it behind himself (neglects it) will be
driven to Hell.
This very Qur'an is the best guide to the best ways. It is a Book in which there are useful explanations,
statements and gaining (of goals). It is the Separator (of right and wrong).4
Obviously, those people whose language is not Arabic can refer to the Holy Book in English, because
this is an international language and it is possible for all nations with any native language, to read and
understand it in English. As far as we know, there are more than 50 different English translations of
Qur'an available in Iran alone, and probably others exist in libraries (and homes) throughout the world.
This makes it easy for the lovers of truth to obtain the knowledge of the Holy Qur'an and Islamic
ideology, through the medium of English, which formerly was acquired directly by the Arabic and Persian
languages.
But, a fact should be mentioned here that not all of the words of Allah are easily understood by ordinary
people and need explanatory commentary, i.e. 'Tafsir’.
Alongside this path, there are some problems that those eager to learn the Qur'anic truth should know
and be careful of. Hence, we deal here with some of the difﬁculties we were involved in and recognized
when we were preparing this endeavour; the fruit of our humble labour of more than three years, a
translation of the commentary of over one section (of the 30 sections) of the Holy Qur'an from different
commentary sources.

The work is based upon popular commentaries accepted by Muslim scholars. We consulted other books
and present living scholars, learned in the Qur'anic Sciences for our work to produce this commentary in
a simple standard of English easily understood by the laymen.
The style of writing here is a mixture of British-English and American-English, understandable for all the
readers; even for those acquainted with only one of them. However, excuse us for using interchangeable
spellings. If both are used, from time to time, they are acceptable; for example, honour and honor.
Not All English Versions of Quran Are Acceptable
Some Western translators of the Holy Qur'an; not all of them, and some producers of literature on Islam
in the English language, are the anti-Muslim elements which are busy in distorting the facts about the
faith to create disruption in Islamic ideology.
These hostile minds have attempted to black-list the Holy Prophet (S) and the religion of Islam, through
their purposeful and subtle mis-translations, mis-interpretations, mis-representations and distortion of
the facts.
The distortion and the misinterpretations are so skilfully decorated in linguistic excellence and delusive
logic that the blind lovers of the English language, who are hardly or even totally unaware of the actual
Qur'anic factors of their own faith, get caught up in the falsehood tempered with eloquence and they
swallow the 'sugar-coated poisonous pills of deceit' allowing themselves to become duly conditioned to
serve the purpose of the publications of the hostile camps.
The current standing of Evil has always been against the Truth in the history of man, even before written
history, when the sons of Adam came into existence.
When these antagonistic elements have successfully extended their active inﬂuence upon our own
religion, ideology and social tradition, we are also duty bound to Allah, His Final Word (the Holy Qur'an),
the Faith, and to Islam, to do our best to present to every sincere seeker of Truth, a selection of a
translation of the verses of the Holy Qur'an of the original Arabic text, and the 'Tafsir' (commentary) of
them.
By the way, we believe that it is the essential belief of 'Shi'a' that the present Qur'an, that which is in our
hands today, is the Holy Book of Allah, revealed to the holy Prophet Muhammad (S), as arranged and
compiled during his lifetime and read out to him and it contains nothing less or more than what was
revealed.
And it should be noted that,
"Nay, but it is a Glorious Qur'an, (inscribed) in a tablet preserved."5,
whose present arrangement is the order in which the various verses were sorted and arranged at the

command of the Holy Prophet (S), himself.
This is the uncorrupted or undisturbed Word of Allah, the preservation of which has been guaranteed by
Allah, Himself:
"We have, without doubt, sent down the Message; and We will assuredly guard it (from
corruption)"6.
Furthermore, the English translations, along with the Arabic text of the verses, in this book, are selected
from different translations of English versions of the Holy Qur'an, (whose names are listed at the end of
the book under the title of 'References') which are from the best available sources in which some better
styles and more proper meanings are employed. The translator and editor did their best to preserve this
divine message and in conveying the Qur'anic facts in English.
In a few instances this writer, the translator, changed a word of those existing translations to a better
one, from the existing material which was employed in this work.

What is a 'Commentary'?
A pure, correct, accurate translation of the Qur'an is necessary, but sometimes it is difﬁcult for the
readers to understand all of the apparent and hidden meanings and it is the duty of every Muslim, man
or woman to read, understand and contemplate on the Holy Qur'an according to his own capacity:
"...read you, therefore, of the Qur'an as much as may be easy for you.."7.
This reading has to be done not only with the tongue, voice and eyes; a mere recitation, but, also, with
the best light that our intellect can supply, and even more, with the truest and purest light which our
heart and conscience give us.
However, it is not always possible to fully understand the Holy Book as Allah says:
"That is indeed a Qur'an most honourable,"Which none shall touch but those who are puriﬁed"8.
Thus, some additional information is needed. For example, it is sometimes necessary, for understanding
the text, to refer to the particular occasion for the revelation of a particular verse; or to know the
philological changes of a word used at the time of revelation or before it and the meaning that it has in
Arabic, today.
Or the alphabetical symbols which evidently and undoubtedly are secrets, and especially the ambiguous
/mutashabihat/; the knowledge of which has been announced to be with the /rasixuna ﬁl 'ilm/; those
deeply established in knowledge.
They are some things that only 'the particular ones, the sinless ones', besides the Prophet (S), himself,

viz, Ahlul-Bait, knew with all the Qur'anic facts and talked about them in their traditions and narrations
(as He says:
"And whom We had taught knowledge from Our own Presence"9.
For instance, the Apostle, himself, answered the questions which used to be asked by people as to the
meaning of certain words in the verses revealed, or details of certain historical or spiritual matters on
which they sought more enlightenment. These answers and explanations or in other words, the
commentaries were gathered by some Companions /ashab/ and were afterward written down which are
called 'Hadith' or 'traditions'.
Of course, the holy Prophet (S) had openly declared in Hadith-uth- Thaqalayn that the Qur'an is with the
Ahlul-Bait, and to avoid going astray, the Muslims should be attached to these two. Later, the AhlulBait's explanations and narrations, were added to them and together with the effect of expert religious
scholars, in the past and present, established 'Exegesis' (explanation of Qur'an) which became a science
in itself and was called 'Tafsir', commentary.
'Commentary' shows how every verse, or group of verses, were revealed to the holy Prophet (S) on a
particular occasion, but which also has a general meaning. The particular occasion and the particular
people concerned have passed away, but the general meaning and its application remain true for all
time.
This is also one of the miracles of the Qur'an that with the help of 'commentary' it is always open and it is
always new for those new generations to come.

The Current Commentary
As was mentioned earlier, the light of Islam is enlightening every corner in the world and seekers of
truth, having referred to the translations of the Holy Qur'an, ﬁnd that they need 'Tafsir', (commentary).
Some of them, Shi'a believers in particular have been led to this Center; Imam Ali (a) Library, requesting
a clear, concise English Tafsir; 'a commentary of the Holy Qur'an'.
From the beginning of Islam until today (although many times the Holy Qur'an has been translated into
English and a few of them are published with brief, detailed commentary, as footnotes, there has rarely
been, as far as we know, a fairly complete commentary in English sufﬁcient for them to ﬁnd their
answers. So the decision was made to supply this commentary.
Ayatullah Mujahed Al-Hajj, Allamah Sayyid Kamal Faqhih Imani, the founder and responsible party of
this Islamic Scientiﬁc Research Center, approached us and reported the situation to scholars and
appropriate research societies.

Then 12 people, who had varying nationalities and educational backgrounds, especially from the point of
the English language and Islamic Theology, gathered. In their ﬁrst gathering, which was held on 28th
Safar, 1412 (1370 H. / 1991), they concluded that the commentary of the whole Qur'an which they
intended to supply in English, would take many years to produce.
In order to quench the thirst of the lovers of Truth who had demanded it again and again, they decided to
supply the commentary of the last section of the Qur'an, as a sample, and after its publication and
receiving constructive comments by the readers and with a better skillfulness of the ones involved, the
translation of the commentary would begin from the beginning of the Holy Qur'an.
Therefore, they thought it would be better that the sample, entitled 'An Enlightening Commentary Into
the Light of the Holy Qur'an', begin with Surah Insan, the end of the 29th Section, because the Qur'an
was revealed for the improvement of Man and this Surah is about Man and his creation from a lowly lifegerm which can develop unto the highest point where no other creature can ascend.
But, after several weeks the number of us dwindled to a handful and after some months, until the
present, we remain two people; the translator and the editor. During this period of more than three years,
a few people have tried their hands at this task to have a share in the translation, but, for different
reasons, they were not successful.
However, we are completely grateful for their efforts and extend our thanks for their attempts, as well as
to those who had any involvement in this work.

Attributes Needed for Working on This Kind of Commentary
This endeavour needed not only the knowledge and skillfulness in the English language, but also the
knowledge of Arabic, and Islamic science and culture, because Tafsir is an attempt to analyze and
explain the meaning of verses in the Holy Qur'an.
Moreover, Allah, Himself, says:
"We have sent down to thee the book explaining all things, a Guide, a Mercy, and Glad Tidings to
Muslims"10.
Then, it needs that those involved know a little bit about almost all sciences and knowledge that human
beings are concerned with when working with the commentary. Also, the phonetic sound systems of the
two languages, English and Arabic, are different. Therefore, when an Arabic word from the Qur'an is
mentioned in the English text, it is shown with the phonetic alphabet and in its special phonetical sign,
i.e.: / /, to avoid using 'Arabic script' in the book, as far as possible.
A transliteration table of the Arabic letters and sounds and the corresponding phonetic signs, applied in
this book, is given at the beginning of the book.

The Problems in Translating
We tried to avoid mixing up our own personal theories and conclusions with the interpretation of the text
itself. With the help of Allah, we did our best; at times asking for guidance from some learned religious
men (Ruhaniyan), and used all the knowledge and experience we possessed in the service of the Holy
Qur'an for its commentary, hoping that Allah accepts it.
The nature of this sort of endeavour is so that, in the course of translation, some difﬁculties arise from
various causes.
For instance, cultures in the Arabic language and English language are different so that some of the
words like /amrun bayn al amrayn/ in the case of fatalism and freewill are nearly impossible to translate
into English, because of the difference in the concept in English literature; or the meaning of a word like
'prostration', in English, is rather different with what /sajdah/ exactly means in Arabic.
In such cases, we selected the meaning of the words from among what the earlier commentators and
phililogists used and where they were not unanimous, we also used the ideas of new writers, who had
reasonable advantages in their interpretations, when the senses adopted with the commentary sources
that we were taking and translating materials from. Explanations, of course are always helpful which we
took beneﬁt from, too.
It is noteworthy that there are some circumstances in the text, of the commentary, in which a verse or
verses of Qur'an from other Suras rather than the Surah under discussion are mentioned as evidence or,
thereby, for strengthening the idea.
The text of these verses and also the traditions and narrations from the holy Prophet or Ahlul-Bait (a) is
printed in bolder type than the running commentary in order to distinguish, at a glance, the substance
from the shadow. Also, the mentioned verses are generally taken from A. Yusuf Ali's translation.
It Was Only By His Merciful Will!

Translators Note
Both the editor and the translator have interesting factual stories to tell of how the way of this endeavour
was paved by Providence and how they were divinely led to be absorbed into this task, Alhamdulillah. A
few words given here in this regard are not to be misunderstood as a display of vanity for any peculiar
distinction; for there is none.
It is purely to attract the attention of the readers to a living instance of the Providential implementation of
the divine plan and how man drifts to his assignment and how matters are automatically manipulated,
though, they seem yet only to be circumstantial.

"He said: Our Lord is He Who gave to each (created) thing its form and nature and further gave
(it) guidance"11.
For example, once, on a night, the writer of these lines, the translator, had seen in a dream that the Holy
Qur'an, was placed, honourably, on a high position, wide open, high above a very great crowd of people
amongst whom he was standing, watching. The full name of his was clearly written in the midst of the
writings on the right page of it with magniﬁcent bold letters.
The dream was obviously a good one, but it did not mean vividly to him at that time.
It was four years before he found out, in the course of translating the commentary of verses 11-16 from
Surah 'Abasa No. 80, both the meaning of that dream and the cause of later changes in his career of
twenty years, as a manager of a proﬁtable Foreign Language Center, thanks to Allah.
It is always true what the Qur'an says:
"You will not unless Allah wills, surely Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise"12.
By His graceful arrangement this writer was separated from his almost material gains, of this ﬂeeting
world, to be set toward the assured, perfect, pure, spiritual rewards of the next, everlasting world from
Him, Allah willing, when he began translating the commentary of the Qur'an and entered this great Divine
Ocean of light, he found out that from earlier times such a success had been appointed and bestowed to
him by Allah.
Therefore, all changes and graceful arrangements directly are from Him and it was His helpful Will that
planned His graceful design and showered the ability and insight upon us to lead us to the present point.
We are eagerly in hopes that He will help us and guide us in all cases to complete the task successfully
so that He accepts it from us.

Editor's Note
In my case, it is a fact that only by the grace of Allah have I come to be at the helm working, side-byside with the translator, on this commentary of the Holy Qur'an. Editing and checking this translation of
'An Enlightening commentary into the Light of the Holy Quran' has been a most important and
rewarding experience for me.
To be of value in this work several things were necessary; my mother tongue, English, was almost at the
top of the list. Then, having the ability to use a computer and printer, which involved me having to learn
and use a Farsi program named Zarnegar, produced in Tehran, Iran, I was able to make use of the
wonderful array of fonts it contains; necessary to type the Arabic and English languages.
Next, living in Iran, for four years, has made it possible for me to become acquainted with the native

language and customs. However, the greatest asset, of all, is that I am a Shi'a Muslim woman.
It is ﬁfteen (15) years from now, that in America, I became enlightened to the existence of the Holy
Qur'an and accepted it as a better way of life. Over this period of time it has put me in touch with the
purity of the religion and the logical answers to the religious questions I had as a Catholic.
My father told us (during our childhood) that if we ever wanted to know anything we should go to the
source and to always have the correct tools on hand to do the job right.
When I started hearing and seeing, on television, the upheaval of the Islamic Revolution, in Iran, and the
speech of a brave and courageous man they called Ayatullah Khomeini, I became very intense on
knowing why it was happening and in knowing who this man was who had been exiled and was making
his return to his homeland.
"Our Lord! We have heard the call of one calling (us) to faith, 'Believe ye in the Lord,, and we
have believed. Our Lord! Forgive us our sins, blot out from us our iniquities, and take to Thyself
our souls in the company of the righteous"13.
It was something more spectacular than I had ever read about in my high school history books. There
was a charge in it that I could not explain, and up until that time, I had never really heard anything about
Islam, Prophet Muhammad or Muslims, for that matter.
I bought A. Yussuf Ali's English Translation of the Holy Qur'an, basing my decision on my father's
counsel and I began from page one.
It was talking about the same things I had already learned; Adam and Eve in the Garden, disobeyed
God due to the wiles of Satan and then, were expelled to Earth; Moses is given the scripture and leads
his people out of Egypt, but they forfeited their covenant for a golden calf; Abraham, Ismail and Issac of
the religion true, and there, Mary.
Hail Mary! Chaste, pure, chosen above other women, given glad tidings of a Word from Him; his
name will be Christ Jesus, son of Mary, held in honor...14
And it went on: Practise charity, take care of the orphans, speak a speech that is just, beware of the
deceits of the Unbelievers...I was in awe as I neared the end. No place was any obscenity found -no
trace of ugliness which I found in the Bible -nothing but pure scripture; a complete religion, the one and
only continuing from the ﬁrst of Abraham. So, it became crystal clear to me that Islam is the ﬁnal, reﬁned
message from God.
True, just, undeniable, containing what I had always felt and that is this: There is only One God; unique,
needing no partner, powerful, and yet merciful and kind. How could God be more than one; Creator of
such a vast universe and more?

With this understanding, though, came many tests to my new-found-faith; albeit necessary tests. Did I
really believe - did I really submit to His Will - was I really worthy?
I began by only putting on a scarf, covering all of my hair.
"And say to the believing women...that they should draw their veils over their bosoms and not
display their beauty except to their husbands, their fathers..."15
Immediately the responses that I encountered proved the rightness of it all. I was chided, spit at, hit and
cursed. Well, of course, a great deal of this was due to the propaganda which caused mass hysteria
against Iran and not having their facts straight about the religion of Islam, however, it hurt just the same,
but I had learned forgiveness and perseverance from my mother.
It was difﬁcult for my family in the beginning; this change I was making, however, we are very close at
heart, today, due to my faith and reliance on Allah.
"And out of kindness, lower to them the wing of humility, and say: 'My Lord! Bestow on them Thy
Mercy even as they cherished me in childhood.'"16
Almost at once the veils over my understanding fell away and I started rejecting a lot of the 'bigbusiness' propaganda that had inﬁltrated into my life.
"Let there be no compulsion in religion: Truth stands out clear from error; whosoever rejects Evil
and believes in God bath grasped the most trustworthy hand-hold, that never breaks..."17
The 'Big Sell' eats away at the very fabric of human society to the point that life has only a superﬁcial
meaning and high value is put on every inanimate object which man can produce.
"The life of this world is alluring to those who reject faith, and they scoff at those who believe.
But the righteous will be above them on the Day of Resurrection; for God bestows His
abundance on whom He will "18.
I had developed an intense desire to go to Iran--the country of martyrs; having an air so thick with
emotions, direction and goal, at that time, and having the presence of an undeniable strength caressing
it in the hands of an unseen power.
Ten years after I started practicing the tenets of Islam the opportunity presented itself for me to be able
to fulﬁl my desire.
"Not equal are those Believers who sit (at home) and receive no hurt, and those who strive and
ﬁght in the cause...God has granted a grade higher to those who strive...”19
I wished very much to become involved in some type of work regarding the Holy Qur'an and in due time I
was approached to work with a group of people on a commentary of the Holy Qur'an.

"And for those who fear God, He prepares a way out" "And He provides for him from (sources) he
never could imagine..."20
Those of you who know anything about the rigors of editing know that it is very time-consuming and
attention to detail is very necessary.
Spending many hours discussing the meaning of a single word, or phrase, can cause the ordinary soul
to become frustrated, but that frustration is ultimately quelled when peace and tranquillity cover the heart
at the point where there is that ﬁnal agreement and gives those involved renewed enthusiasm to
continue.
Sometimes you will notice more spacing than usual on a line or within the phonetic brackets (/ /), but this
is due to the fact that the Zarnegar program is a Farsi program and it took much time trying to place the
little phonetic line over, or the little dot under, the correct letter, because English is written from left to
right and Farsi is written from right to left, so, I had a bit of anarchy on my hands for a time.
I leave you, now, in the hopes that you, too, will be provoked to question and seek. (Seek and you will
ﬁnd). Looking back, I feel that Allah does consider me worthy.
"God is the protector of those who have faith; from the depths of darkness He will lead them into
light"21.
Wa Salam.
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ًﺒِﻴﻨﺎ ﻧُﻮراً ﻣﻢﻟَﻴﻟْﻨَﺎ اﻧﺰ ا وﻢِﺑﻦ ر ﻣﻦﻫﺮﻢ ﺑﻛﺎءﺎ اﻟﻨّﺎس ﻗَﺪْ ﺟﻳﻬﺎﻳ
“O mankind! Verily there has come to you a convincing proof (the Messenger and the Qur’an)
from your Lord: for We have sent unto you a light (that is) manifest.”1
َﻈﻮنَﻔ ﻟﺤﻧّﺎ ﻟَﻪ ا وﺮﻟْﻨَﺎ اﻟﺬِّﻛ ﻧَﺰﻦﻧّﺎ ﻧﺤا
"We have, without doubt, sent down the Message and We will assuredly Guard it (from
corruption)."2
ﻤﻋ اﺔﻤﻴ اﻟْﻘمﻮ ﻳهﺸﺮ ﻧﺤﺎً وﻴﺸﺔً ﺿﻨﻌ ﻣنّ ﻟَﻪﻦ ذِﻛﺮِى ﻓَﺎض ﻋﺮﻋ اﻦ ﻣو
"But whosoever turns away from My Message (the Qur’an), verily for him is a straitened toilsome
life, and We shall raise him up blind on the Day of Judgement''.3

ﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮﻠْﻤّﺔٌ ﻟﻤﺣ ر وﻔَﺎء ﺷﻮﺎ ﻫانِ ﻣء اﻟْﻘُﺮﻦ ﻣِل ﻧُﻨﺰو
“And We send down (stage by stage) of the Qur’an that which is a healing and a mercy for those
who believe ..."4
1. 4:174
2. 15:9
3. 20:124
4. 17:82
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A Presentation to Muslims
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻤﻦﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ

ُﻨﻚﺮِ ﻣﻣ اﻻﻟوا وﻮلﺳﻮاْ اﻟﺮﻴﻌﻃا وﻪﻮاْ اﻟﻴﻌﻃﻨُﻮاْ ا آﻣﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻬﻳﻳﺎ ا
In The Name of Allah, The Beneﬁcient, The Merciful
"O ye who believed! Obey Allah, and obey the Apostle, and those charged with authority among
you”.1
('Those charged with authority'
are only the twelve sinless Imams (a) and; at the time of occultation, Sources of Imitation, who are
learned, pious, and just, should be referred to.)
ﻪﻪ ﻋﺮﻓﻨﺎ اﻟ ﻳﺎ رﺳﻮل اﻟ: ﻗﻠﺖ:ﻪ اﻻﻧﺼﺎري ﻗﺎل ﻋﻦ ﺟﺎﺑﺮ ﺑﻦ ﻋﺒﺪ اﻟ ﺣﺪﻳﺚ ﻋﻦ ﺟﺎﺑﺮ اﻟﺠﻌﻔ إﻛﻤﺎل اﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﻓﻓ
 وأﺋﻤﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﻠﻤﻴﻦ ﺑﻌﺪي، ﻳﺎ ﺟﺎﺑﺮﻪ ﻃﺎﻋﺘﻬﻢ ﺑﻄﺎﻋﺘﻚ؟ ﻓﻘﺎل )ص( ﻫﻢ ﺧﻠﻔﺎﺋ اﻻﻣﺮ اﻟﺬﻳﻦ ﻗﺮن اﻟ ﻓﻤﻦ اوﻟ،ورﺳﻮﻟﻪ
 اﻟﺘﻮراة ﺑﺎﻟﺒﺎﻗﺮ اﻟﻤﻌﺮوف ﻓ ﺛﻢ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺑﻦ ﻋﻠ، ﺑﻦ اﻟﺤﺴﻴﻦ ﺛﻢ ﻋﻠ، ﺛﻢ اﻟﺤﺴﻦ واﻟﺤﺴﻴﻦ، ﻃﺎﻟﺐ ﺑﻦ أﺑأوﻟﻬﻢ ﻋﻠ
، ﺑﻦ ﻣﻮﺳ ﺛﻢ ﻋﻠ، ﺑﻦ ﺟﻌﻔﺮ ﺛﻢ ﻣﻮﺳ، ﺛﻢ اﻟﺼﺎدق ﺟﻌﻔﺮ ﺑﻦ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ. اﻟﺴﻼموﺳﺘﺪرﻛﻪ ﻳﺎ ﺟﺎﺑﺮ ﻓﺈذا ﻟﻘﻴﺘﻪ ﻓﺎﻗﺮأه ﻣﻨ
 ﻋﺒﺎده اﺑﻦ وﺑﻘﻴﺘﻪ ﻓ، أرﺿﻪﻪ ﻓ ﺣﺠﺔ اﻟ وﻛﻨﻴ ﺛﻢ ﺳﻤﻴ، ﺛﻢ اﻟﺤﺴﻦ ﺑﻦ ﻋﻠ، ﺑﻦ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺛﻢ ﻋﻠ،ﺛﻢ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺑﻦ ﻋﻠ
 ﻳﺪﻳﻪ ﻣﺸﺎرق اﻻرض وﻣﻐﺎرﺑﻬﺎﻪ ﻋﻠ ذاك اﻟﺬي ﻳﻔﺘﺢ اﻟ،اﻟﺤﺴﻦ ﺑﻦ ﻋﻠ
In 'Ikmal-ud-Din' a tradition, through 'Jabir-il-Ju'ﬁ', is narrated from Jabir-ibn- Abdillah thus:
I said:
"O Messenger of Allah, we have known Allah and His Apostle; then who is 'Ulil-Amr', those that Allah
has made their obedience the same as your obedience?'
Then, the Prophet (S) said:

'O Jabir! they are, after me, my successors and the Guides of Muslims; the ﬁrst of them is Ali-ibn-Abi
Talib; then (Imam) Hassan, and (Imam) Husain; then Ali-ibn-il-Husain; then Muhammad-ibn-Ali, known
in the Torah as Baqir, whom you will see.
O Jabir! When you visit him, give my regards to him. After him, there is Sadiq, -Ja'far-ibn-Muhammad;
and after him Musa-ibn-Ja'far; then Ali-ibn-Musa; then Muhammad-ibn-Ali; then Ali-ibn-Muhammad,
then Hassan-ibn-Ali; and after him (there comes) Al-Gha'im whose name and sir-name is the same as
mine. He is Allah's Authority on the Earth and His Remainder amongst His servants.
He is the son of (Imam) Hassan-ibn-Ali (a.-Askari). This is the very personality by whose hands Allah
will open the Easts and Wests of the world.’2
 ﻳﻮﺣ "وﻣﺎ ﻳﻨﻄﻖ ﻋﻦ اﻟﻬﻮى إن ﻫﻮ إﻻ وﺣ:ﻪ ﺗﻌﺎﻟ"ﻗﺎل اﻟ
"Nor does the Apostle speak out of desire. It is naught but revelation that is revealed".3
 وإن، أﻫﻞ ﺑﻴﺘ اﻷرض وﻋﺘﺮﺗﻪ ﺣﺒﻞ ﻣﻤﺪود ﻣﻦ اﻟﺴﻤﺎء إﻟ ﻛﺘﺎب اﻟ،ﻢ اﻟﺘﻘﻠﻴﻦ ﺗﺎرك ﻓﻴ "إﻧ:( )صﻗﺎل اﻟﻨﺒ
 "ﻟﻦ ﺗﻀﻠﻮا: ﺣﺪﻳﺚ آﺧﺮ" وﻓ اﻟﺤﻮض ﻓﺎﻧﻈﺮوا ﺑﻤﺎذا ﺗﺨﻠﻔﻮﻧ ﻳﺮدا ﻋﻠ أﻧﻬﻤﺎ ﻟﻦ ﻳﻔﺘﺮﻗﺎ ﺣﺘاﻟﻠﻄﻴﻒ اﻟﺨﺒﻴﺮ أﺧﺒﺮﻧ
ﺘﻢ ﺑﻬﻤﺎ"ﻣﺎ إن ﺗﻤﺴ
The Prophet (S) said:
"I leave behind me two weighty (very worthy and important) things:
The book of Allah (i.e. the Quran), which is a stretched string from the heaven to the earth, and my
progeny, my Ahlul-Bait; for verily Allah, The Merciful, The Aware, informed me that never, never, will
these Two get separated from each other until they meet me at the Houd of Kauthar (the Pond of
Abundance).
Therefore, be careful and contemplate on how you will treat them (after me)”
...and in another tradition it is added:
"Never, never, shall you get astray if you attach yourself to these two”.4
Abul-Hassan-ir-Rida (a) said:
"May the Mercy of Allah be upon the servant who Keeps alive our commandment".
I asked him (a) how the one could keep your commandment alive.
He (a) said:

"He (can) learn our sciences and teach them to people. In fact if people knew (the merits) and
goodnesses of our speech, surely they would follow us.” 5
1. 4:59
2. Ikmal-ud-Din, Vol. 1, p. 253; with nearly similar meaning, in Yanabi-ul-Mawaddah, p. 117
3. 53:3,4
4. Ma'uni-ul-Akhbur, p. 90, tradition 2, & Musnad Ahmad-ibn-Hanbal, Vol. 3, p.17, and other books from the Sunnite
School and Shi 'ah School mentioned in Ihqaq-ul-Haqq, Vol 9, p. 309 to 375
5. Ma' ani-ul-Akhbar, p. 180 & 'Uyun-i-Akbar-ur-Rida, Vol. 1, p. 207

Surah al-Jathiya, Chapter 45, Verses 1 - 22
(The Kneeling)
Section (juz’ 25)
Number of Verses: 37

General Overview of the Chapter
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
The Chapter was revealed in Mecca. The designation of the Chapter is taken from Verse 28 in which the
word jathiya denotes kneeling. God Almighty is described as the Omnipotent (al-’Aziz) and the Wise (alHakim) in the opening and closing Verses of the Chapter.
The subject matter of the Chapter includes the Greatness of the Qur’an, arguments substantiating Divine
Unity, refutation of materialistic views, history of some ancient peoples, warning to the astray,
encouragement to forgiveness, and allusions to the depictions of resurrection.

The Merit of Reciting the Chapter
According to a Prophetic tradition,
“God Almighty will conceal the defects of whoever recites Surah al-Jathiya and will turn his fear into
serenity1.”

Surah al-Jathiya - Verses 1-3
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
ﺣﻢ

ﻴﻢﺰِﻳﺰِ اﻟْﺤ اﻟْﻌﻪ اﻟﻦﺘَﺎبِ ﻣْ اﻟﺗَﻨْﺰِﻳﻞ

ﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮﻠْﻤﻳﺎتٍ ﻟ ِضرااتِ وﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴنﱠ ﻓا
1. Ha Mim.
2. The revelation of the Book is from Allah, the Omnipotent, the All-Wise.
3. Verily, there are signs for the believers in the heavens and the earth.
Allah is All-Wise.
His Book is full of Wisdom2.
His Messenger is the instructor of Wisdom3.
His Book and Creation are manifest, though the God fearing solely beneﬁt from His Book.
“It is Guidance for the God fearing”4.
The creation may merely remind believers of their God.
The Holy Qur’an constitutes the commonly used letters of alphabet and it was revealed in time.
Revelation of the Book and the Law are among the greatest Divine Bounties. As a consequence, it
precedes the creation of the heavens and the earth (tanzil al-kitab
“Revelation of the Book”).
In the ﬁrst place, speciﬁcation of the position of the Holy Qur’an should precede Its Instructions in the
manner of promulgation.
The textual content of the Qur’an is impervious to alterations, since it is revealed by God.

Ha Mim is the Name of the Chapter. It is narrated from Ibn ‘Abbas that Ha Mim is the greatest of Divine
Names. The Name alludes to the Divine Names beginning with Ha or Mim, e.g. the Praiseworthy
(Hamid), the Clement (Halim), the Living (Hayy), the Truth (Haqq), the Wise (Hakim), the Arbitrator
(Hakim), the Protector (Haﬁd), the Guardian (Haﬁd), the Ruler (Malik), the Glorious (Majid), the
Honorable (Majid), the Beginner (Mubdi’), the Returner (Mu’id), the Exalted (Mu’izz), the Vigilant
(Muhaymin).
It is also said that Ha Mim is an oath by Divine Clemency and Sovereignty, viz. I swear by My Clemency
and Sovereignty that I shall not chastise those sincerely uttering ‘There is no god save Allah.’
Some say that Ha and Mim are the two middle letters al-Rahman (“the Merciful”) and the name of
Muhammad (S) alluding to the secret known by God Almighty and his Friend, Muhammad.
There are other justiﬁcations for these two letters; however, since the letters of alphabet in the openings
of a number of Qur’anic Chapters are, as it is well known in Islamic sources, among ambiguous Verses
(mutashabihat) whose knowledge is with God Almighty and
“those ﬁrmly rooted in knowledge” (rasikhun ﬁ al-’ilm).
The word tanzil is an inﬁnitive used ad hoc as a past participle denoting an oath regarding the revelation
of the Qur’an by God, the Omnipotent, the Dominant, the Wise, and the Beneﬁcent through Whose
Everlasting Will has established everything in order out of Wisdom such that the system of creation is
ﬂawless.
According to exegets, the following Verse is substantiated by the fact that when theoretical sciences may
not be proved through the ﬁve senses, i.e., any matter beyond the domain of the senses should be
proven through either apriori demonstration, viz. from cause to effect, or aposteriori demonstration, viz.
from effect to cause.
Since Divine Existence is Supernatural, i.e., beyond perception, unintelligible, and without cause, it is the
cause of causes not necessitating apriori demonstration. As a consequence, His Existence maybe
proved merely through aposteriori demonstration, viz. the perceiver should become aware of and attain
certitude from effect to cause and believe in His Attributes of Glory and Beauty.
Therefore, many a Qur’anic Verse prove the Existence of the Creator and attainment of certitude through
the existence of the heavens and the earth.
The blessed Verse denotes that whoever, if not a materialist, has a holistic view of this vast world and
the system of cosmos like the levels of heavens and the earth and the revolving conﬁrms the truth of the
former view and believes in the Omniscient and Omnipotent God, the Creator, the fountainhead of
creation and the Governor and Instructor of the world.
The existence of the world serves as the indubitable argument for the Existence and the Attributes of

God Almighty. It is common sense to know that any building requires a builder, any created entity
requires a creator, any moved entity requires a mover, and any composite entity requires a composer.
All superior and inferior creatures serve as signs for believers.
Therefore, it is sufﬁcient for the attainment of faith and belief in the Existence of the One God to have an
open and enlightened mind and know His Omniscience, Omnipotence, and Wisdom through meditation
on the heavens and the earth. There would be no need for philosophical arguments, even if we happen
to be unaware of the manner of composition, the chain of causality, and the perfect harmony among
heavenly bodies and other creatures.
“Signs for believers”
particularly denotes believers since the eyes of their hearts are open, but concupiscence has blinded
those of non-believers, depriving them of perceiving the rays of light emanating from Divine Existence
illuminating the worlds and rendering their eyes of the heart incapable of perceiving such light.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 4
َﻨُﻮنﻮﻗ ﻳمﻘَﻮ ﻟﺎت آﻳﺔاﺑ دﻦ ﻣﺚﺒﺎ ﻳﻣ وﻢ ﺧَﻠْﻘﻓو
4. And in your creation, and what He scattered [in the world of existence] of moving [living]
creatures are signs [of Divine Omnipotence] for people who have faith with certainty.
All existence is the book of knowing God. In this vein, the heaven, mankind, and the animal world may
render us assistance towards achieving one single goal. The creation of heavens, the earth, and living
creatures lies on one scale and that of man on the other. Making mention of man independently and
prior to other living creatures is worthy of note.
The existence of heavens and the earth are referred to in the preceding Verse, but the Verse in question
regards the creation of mankind and all living creatures of the world as signs for believers who have
attained to certitude, since the level of the latter stands above that of faith; knowledge of certitude (‘ilm
al-yaqin) is inferior to essence of certitude (‘ayn al-yaqin) and the latter is in turn inferior to realization of
certitude (haqq al-yaqin).
Besides signs upon the horizons, the Verse in question treats of signs upon the soul saying:
“And in your creation and what He scattered [in the world of existence] of moving [living]
creatures are signs [of Divine Omnipotence] for people who have faith with certainty.”
According to a well known narration attributed to the Commander of the Faithful, ‘Ali (as), man is the
microcosm embracing the macrocosm. His qualities constitute an admixture of the qualities shared by all

living creatures and the diversity of his creation is an extract of all the accidents of the world.
The structure of a human cell is as enigmatic as that of an industrial metropolitan city and the creation of
one single hair whose various characteristics have been discovered by science may serve as a great
Divine Sign.
Thousands of kilometers of veins and vessels some of which are extraordinarily delicate and thousands
of kilometers of commissural ﬁbers of the nervous system and the manner of their interrelation with the
highly complicated, enigmatic, and powerful brain system and the functions of each and every internal
bodily organ and their strange harmony at the time of emergencies and the strong immune system
against external bodies demonstrate the greatness of Divine Signs.
Besides mankind, hundreds of thousands of living creatures from microscopic living beings to huge
animals with totally diverse characteristics and structures, one of which may be the subject of lifelong
research for many a scientist, bear testimony to Divine Signs.
In spite of the fact that thousands of books have been authored on the mysteries surrounding their
creation, human knowledge is still quite limited. Each of these creatures serves as a sign of the
Creator’s Inﬁnite Knowledge, Wisdom, and Omnipotence.
What is the reason lying behind the fact that many individuals witness such signs for decades but they
are totally unaware of them? The Holy Qur’an provides an answer to the question: these signs are for
seekers of faith and certitude and those who think.
They are for those who have opened their hearts and are thirsty for certitude and knowledge. Such
people do not fail to notice the slightest movement and the tiniest being, rather ponder about them for
long hours, thus transcend towards God and the Book of knowing the Creator, spending their time in
devotions and supplication, brimming the goblets of their hearts with the wine of love for God.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 5
مﻘَﻮ ﻟﺎت آﻳﺎحِﻳﺮِﻳﻒِ اﻟﺮﺗَﺼﺎ وﻬﺗﻮﺪَ ﻣﻌ ﺑضر اﺎ ﺑِﻪﻴ رِزْقٍ ﻓَﺄﺣﻦ ﻣﺎءﻤ اﻟﺴﻦ ﻣﻪ اﻟلﺎ أﻧْﺰﻣﺎرِ واﻟﻨﱠﻬ وﻞﻼفِ اﻟﻠﱠﻴاﺧْﺘو
َﻠُﻮنﻘﻌﻳ
5. And in the alternation of night and day and the provision [viz. rain] that Allah sends down from
the sky and revives therewith the earth after its death and in the turning about of the winds are
signs for a people who understand.
The book of existence abounds in diverse signs the understanding of which requires intellection.
Following an enumeration of three Bounties, viz. light, water, and air, each of which play a signiﬁcant
role in the life of mankind and other living beings and serve as a Divine Sign, the Verse goes on to say

that
“in the alternation of night and day and the provision [viz. rain] that Allah sends down from the
sky and revives therewith the earth after its death and in the turning about of the winds are signs
for a people who understand.”
The question of the order of ‘light and darkness’ and the alternation of night and day each of which
substitutes the other with a precise pattern are well calculated and astonishing. If day time were
permanent or too long, the temperature would increase to the extent that all living beings would burn. If
the night were everlasting or too long, all living beings would freeze to death!
The word ikhtilaf may not denote alternation but the same difference in the length of nights and days in
different seasons of the year through which man may beneﬁt from the produce, rain, snow, and other
bounties.
Interestingly scientists say that despite the differences in the length of night and day in different altitudes
and longitudes, a calculation of the days of the year demonstrates that the sun shines equally on each
and every point!5
Secondly, mention is made of rain, the heavenly life bestowing element regarding the delicacy of its
nature and its reviving force is indubitable. It is a sign of life, freshness, and beauty. The fact is that
water constitutes the main constituent element of man, many animals, and plants.
Thirdly, mention is made of winds turning around and moving the air which is full of oxygen, making it
available to living beings. Winds move the dioxide polluted air to be puriﬁed on plains, forests, and
deserts. After being puriﬁed, the wind moves the fresh air to cities and habitats.
It is a source of wonder that animals and plants precisely function in opposition to each other, i.e., the
former takes oxygen and emits carbon dioxide and the latter functions vice versa so that equilibrium may
be maintained in vital system and the air supply of the earth may not come to an end through the
passage of time.
Furthermore, winds pollinate plants and scatter seeds in different lands, help pastures and forests grow,
make waves in oceans, waves that invigorate the seas and purify water from putrefaction and decay,
and make ships sail in oceans.6

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 6
َﻨُﻮنﻣﻮ ﻳﻪﺎﺗآﻳ وﻪﺪَ اﻟﻌﺪِﻳﺚٍ ﺑِ ﺣ ﻓَﺒِﺄيﻖﻚَ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤﻠَﻴﺎ ﻋ ﻧَﺘْﻠُﻮﻫﻪ اﻟﺎتﻠْﻚَ آﻳﺗ
5. These are the Ayat (‘Verses; signs; proofs, evidence’) of Allah which We recite to you with

truth. Then in which speech after Allah and His Ayat will they believe?
Those listening to Divine Ayat but do not heed Guidance, suffer from complications, but Divine Ayat are
true and evident.
In this Verse, God Almighty addresses His Messenger, Muhammad (S), saying that when disbelievers
do not believe in these evident Ayat revealed to you in truth from the springhead of Divine Glory in
conformity with logical principles, common sense, and human nature, they will not believe in the words of
prophets and their scriptures nor in the sayings of ancient sages.
It demonstrates that the Qur’anic Verses are so unchangeable and consistent with pure nature; they
have made evident the path of guidance for people that there is no room for denial or objection for
anyone. One unaffected by such evident proofs may not be inﬂuenced by any true word; rather such an
individual has lost his pure human nature.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verses 7-8
ﻴﻢ أﻓﱠﺎكٍ أﺛﻞ ﻟﻞﻳو

ﻴﻢﺬَابٍ أﻟ ﺑِﻌهﺮّﺸﺎ ﻓَﺒﻬﻌﻤﺴ ﻳﺄنْ ﻟَﻢﺒِﺮاً ﻛَﺘﺴ ﻣﺮﺼ ﻳ ﺛُﻢﻪﻠَﻴ ﻋَ ﺗُﺘْﻠﻪﺎتِ اﻟ آﻳﻊﻤﺴﻳ
7. Woe to every sinful liar.
8. Who hears the Verses of Allah being recited to him, yet persists arrogantly as if he heard them
not. So announce to him a painful torment!
The present participle affak derived from ifk denotes “one who tells many lies.” Athim derived from ithm
signiﬁes “one who is very sinful.”
Wayla, recurring in the Qur’an 27 times is used in the sense of “woe to,” this word too refers to
intellectual traitors who author false claims and attribute them to God;
(“Then woe to those who write the Book with their own hands and then say, ‘This is from
Allah,’”)7.
It also denotes those who do wrong in their business transactions, like
“Those who give less in measure and weight”8.
The word Wayla refers to ideological deviants, such as disbelievers9 and polytheists10 and also to
slanderers and backbiters11.

Divine Chastisement is consistent with the offenses committed. One who hears the words of the Prophet
(S) but ignores them and as such offends him will be chastised by a severe torment and that of one who
slanders others mockingly will be punished by a humiliating torment.
According to some exegetes wayla used in the sense of ‘woe’ connotes warning to very sinful liars.
Some have also said that it is the name of a well in the lowest level of the hell and the dwelling place of
disbelievers and the damned in the sight of Allah.
It is also said that the antecedent of the pronoun of yasma’u “hears” is Nadhr ibn Harith;
“Who hears the Verses of Allah recited to him, yet persists with arrogance as if he heard them
not. So announce to him a painful torment!”12
Whoever might be the antecedent of the pronoun, the Verse refers to anyone ignoring the Qur’anic
Verses as Divine Revelation for whom severe punishment is in store.
It is worthy of note that the word bishara is used in the sense of good tiding; however, it had hoc signiﬁes
Divine Retribution that is in store for disbelievers, as if the good tiding for contesters is the warning of
torment.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 9
ﻬِﻴﻦ ﻣﺬَاب ﻋﻢﻚَ ﻟَﻬواً اُوﻟَﺌﺰﺎ ﻫﺌﺎً اﺗﱠﺨَﺬَﻫﻨَﺎ ﺷَﻴﺎﺗ آﻳﻦ ﻣﻢﻠذَا ﻋاو
9. And when he learns something of Our Verses, he makes them a jest. For such there will be a
humiliating torment.
Since humiliation lies in offense, the mockers’ chastisement is a humiliating torment. The blessed verse
makes mention of another blameworthy quality of the arrogant and begrudging disbelievers. They not
only ignore Divine Verses but also react against them through slander and mockery. A humiliating
torment is in store for such people.
As mentioned above, chastisement should be consistent with the wrong deed. Humiliation is the
recompense for humiliation. Disbelievers such as Abu Jahl and Nadhr ibn Harith upon hearing Qur’anic
Verses, not only ignored them but also engaged in mockery and slander and attributed untrue qualities
which were worthy of themselves to the Prophet (S); hence the severe and humiliating torment in store
for them.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 10
ﻴﻢﻈ ﻋﺬَاب ﻋﻢﻟَﻬ وﺎءﻴﻟ أوﻪونِ اﻟ دﻦﺎ اﺗﱠﺨَﺬُوا ﻣﻻ ﻣﺌﺎً وﻮا ﺷَﻴﺒﺴﺎ ﻛ ﻣﻢﻨْﻬ ﻋﻐْﻨﻻ ﻳ وﻨﱠﻢﻬ ﺟﻬِﻢاﺋر وﻦﻣ
10. Before them there is Hell. And that which they have earned will be of no proﬁt to them, nor
[will be of any proﬁt to them] those whom they have taken as protectors) besides Allah. And
theirs will be a severe torment.
Mundane property will be of no avail on the Last Day. It is merely attending to Hellﬁre that may serve as
the best means of abstaining from arrogance and persistence in committing sins.
This blessed Verse explicates
“humiliating torment”
(‘adhabun muhin) as
“Before them there is Hell.”
The phrase Min wara’ihim jahanamu literally means “there is Hell behind them,” though the hell is
before them and it is in store for them. It may connote that they turn to mundane affairs ignoring Divine
Retribution. According to a common expression, man ignores certain things.
The Holy Qur’an says:
“They love the transient life and disregard the severe Doomsday.”
The Verse further says that if they suppose that their abundant wealth, idols, and false deities may solve
their problems, they are in sheer err since:
“whatever they gain nor protectors from whom they sought succor may never rescue them from
Divine Retribution”
and as there is no way out, they will have to taste Divine Wrath
“and there is a severe torment in store for them.”
They paid no heed to Divine Verses and Signs and God increased their torment. They were arrogant
and Divine Retribution fell into their share. The torment is quite severe, everlasting, and humiliating and
deeply affects the sinful. Undoubtedly, committing mortal sins before God will lead to severe Divine
Retribution.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 11
ﻴﻢﺰٍ أﻟ رِﺟﻦ ﻣﺬَاب ﻋﻢ ﻟَﻬِﻬِﻢﺑوا ﺑِﺂﻳﺎتِ رﻔَﺮ ﻛاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺪی وﺬَا ﻫﻫ
11. This [Qur’an] is guidance and those who disbelieve in the Ayat (signs, proofs, Verses) of their
Lord, for them there is a painful and awe inspiring torment.
The word rijz denotes anxiety and may connote rijs (“ﬁlth”). The Verse may connote that disbelievers are
being chastised by polluted and disgusting material.
The demonstrative pronoun hadha
(“this”)
refers to the Quranic Verses revealed to the Prophet (S) for the guidance of mankind. Those who were
not guided by the Qur’an, but persisted in their disbelief and underrated the Divinely Revealed Verses for
their guidance and attainment of felicity shall taste torment and chastisement.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 12
َونﺮْ ﺗَﺸﻢﻠﱠﻟَﻌ وﻪﻠ ﻓَﻀﻦﺘَﻐُﻮا ﻣﺘَﺒﻟ وﺮِه ﺑِﺄﻣﻴﻪ اﻟْﻔُﻠْﻚُ ﻓﺮِيﺘَﺠ ﻟﺮﺤ اﻟْﺒﻢَ ﻟﺨﱠﺮ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﺳﻪاﻟ
12. It is Allah Who has subjected to you the sea, that ships may sail through it by His Command,
and that you may seek of His Bounty, and that you may be thankful.
Divine Acts are Purposeful, Wise, and Fruitful for mankind. The seas and other natural phenomena are
under Divine Sway.
Even though
“By His Command”
is Divine Bounty and Mercy, but man has to make attempts to attain to them;
(“that you make seek of His Bounty”).
Divine Essence reminds man with Its Inﬁnite Grace to behold! Know thy God, and know that your Lord is
He Who has subjected to you boundless seas abounding in waves such that by Divine Command ships
may easily sail in them and thus beneﬁt from Divine Bounty and Mercy. He is also reminded that he may
express his gratitude if he remember Divine Bounties.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 13
َونﺮَﺘَﻔ ﻳمﻘَﻮﻳﺎتٍ ﻟ َﻚ ذَﻟنﱠ ﻓ اﻨْﻪﻴﻌﺎً ﻣﻤضِ ﺟر اﺎ ﻓﻣاتِ وﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴﺎ ﻓ ﻣﻢَ ﻟﺨﱠﺮﺳو
13. And He has subjected to you all that is in the heavens and all that is on the earth. It is all a
favor and kindness from Him. Indeed there are signs in it for a people who think deeply.
All creation is available for man’s use and the harmony of the constituents of existence solely indicates
Divine Oneness. The Blessed Verse in question reminds mankind that whatever exists in the seas,
heavens, earth, and heavenly bodies have been subjected to them for their creation, sustenance, and
welfare. Each and every element of this organic whole has its own speciﬁc function.
Upon perceiving the great and remarkable system of the world, the wise study the system and
immediately submit to Divine Will and accept that the immense wheels of creation are incessantly
revolving, the sun and the moon shine, the stars ascend and descend in their speciﬁc manner, the earth,
resembling a cradle, gently rocks, constituent elements despite inconsistency and contrariness stay in
harmony for a speciﬁc span of time speciﬁed in the system of creation subject to Divine Command
regarding genesis and function to sustain human life.
The wise do not regard such enormous creation to no avail, but maintain that it leads to a great purpose
and beneﬁt. Upon scrutiny it seems that its greatest beneﬁt is the enigmatic creation of mankind who
becomes existent ex nihilo, becomes perfect from imperfection, prepares himself for everlasting life.
To demonstrate man’s superiority over all creatures, it would sufﬁce to know that all archangels were
commanded to prostrate before him and many an angel were subjected to manage the affairs of man
such that he may avail himself of them.
“Cloud and wind, moon and sun move in the sky
That thou mayest gain bread, and not eat it unconcerned.
For thee all are revolving and obedient.
It is against the requirements of justice if though obeyest not.”
As mentioned above, man’s perfection and dignity depend on his intellection and knowledge.
According to a Prophetic tradition,
“one hour spent on thinking is better than sixty years of devotions.”
As per another tradition,

“one hour spent on thinking is better than one year of devotions.”13
It is evident that the difference between the traditions concerning thinking lies in the types and
hierarchies of thinking, i.e., the thought concerning devotions is meritorious and praiseworthy in its own
right, but it may not be compared with that regarding Divine Attributes and Acts. The latter is superior to
the former. True submission to Divine Will depends on the accurate understanding the subject of
worship.
As a consequence, the dependent clause li-ya’budun attested in 51:56:
(“And I created not the jinn and mankind except that they should worship Me [alone]”)
is interpreted by scholars as li-ya’rifun denoting “getting to know.”

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 14
َﻮنﺒﺴﺎﻧُﻮا ﻳﺎ ﻛﻣﺎً ﺑِﻤ ﻗَﻮﺰِيﺠﻴ ﻟﻪ اﻟﺎمﻮنَ أﻳﺟﺮ ﻻ ﻳﻠﱠﺬِﻳﻦوا ﻟﺮﻐْﻔﻨُﻮا ﻳ آﻣﻠﱠﺬِﻳﻦ ﻟﻗُﻞ
14. [O Prophet] say to the believers to forgive those [i.e., leave them to God] who hope not for
the Days of Allah [viz. the Last Day], that He may recompense people, according to what they
have earned.
The Noble Prophet (S) is Divinely appointed to enlighten the believers as to their manner of conduct
toward disbelievers. Undoubtedly, faith requires forgiving and magnanimity. Consequently, one ethical
Command is provided in the blessed Verse in question concerning their encounter with disbelievers so
that the foregoing logical discussions be perfected by this ethical Command.
Addressing the Prophet (S), God Almighty says:
“Say unto the believers to forgive those who hope not for the Days of Allah”
rather than be strict with them. Owing to their distance from the fundamentals of faith and religious
ethical principles, they may suffer from undesirable and inhumane conducts and attitudes; however, you
are supposed to treat them magnanimously and generously lest they may wax their animosity and
further distance from Truth.
Such magnanimity and generosity will improve their conduct and may also make them embrace the pure
faith.
Such instructions are recurrently attested in the Holy Qur’an, e.g.
“So turn away from them and say peace! But they will come to know”14.

Basically, strictness and persistence in retaliation are of no avail in dealing with the ignorant, but
showing indifference and magnanimity may serve as a means of awakening and guidance. It is to be
noted that it is not a general rule, since in a number of cases there remains no other alternative save
retaliation and punishment.
Another point is that all days are days of Allah; nonetheless, Days of Allah are applied to speciﬁc days
as the designation indicates their signiﬁcance. The expression is attested twice in the Holy Qur’an, once
in the Verse in question and another instance is to be found with a broader application in Chapter 1415.
The Days of Allah have been interpreted as different days within the body of Islamic traditions. For
instance, according to ‘Ali ibn Ibrahim’s , the Days of Allah are enumerated as the Day of Mahdi’s (as)
Rise, the day of death, and the Day of Resurrection.
According to another Prophetic tradition:
“The Days of Allah are the days of His Bounties and those of His Trials by afﬂictions.”16
This expression indicates the signiﬁcance of the Last Day, the day of Divine Manifest Rule over anyone
and anything, and the day of total administration of justice.
To prevent these individuals from misusing such magnanimity and forgiving, the Verse ends in
“that He may recompense people, according to what they have earned.”
Some exegets have regarded the clause as a warning against disbelievers and sinners; nonetheless,
some have considered it as a good tiding for believers because of their forgiveness and magnanimity.
The clause may equally indicate good tidings for the latter and warning for the former.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 15
َﻮنﻌﺟ ﺗُﺮﻢِﺑ رَﻟ اﺎ ﺛُﻢﻬﻠَﻴ ﻓَﻌﺎء أﺳﻦﻣ وﻪﻨَﻔْﺴﺤﺎً ﻓَﻠﺎﻟ ﺻﻞﻤ ﻋﻦﻣ
15. Whosoever does a good deed, it is for himself, and whosoever does evil, it is against
[himself]. Then you will be made to return to your Lord.
Divine Retribution and Reward is just and according to man’s good and evil deeds.
The blessed Verse says:
“Whoever does a good deed, he will gain the beneﬁts thereof and whoever commits evil acts, he
will reap the evil consequences thereof.”
The same expression is recurrently attested in the Qur’an with different wordings as a reply to those who

inquire what gain or loss may be made by God owing to their obedience or rebellion and is the reason
behind insistence on obedience to or rebellion against Him.
These Verses express that the rewards and the evil consequences will fall into their share. It is you who
tread the path of perfection through your good deeds and soar toward God and it is again you who fall
into depravity, Divine Wrath, deprivation from His Mercy, and ending up with everlasting damnation out
of your sins and evil deeds.
All Divinely appointed obligations, prophetic missions, and the revelation of Books are for the same
purpose.
The Qur’an says:
“And whoever gives thanks, he gives thanks for [the good of] himself. And whoever is
unthankful, then indeed, Allah is Self-Sufﬁcient and Praiseworthy”17.
It also says:
“So whosoever accepts the guidance, it is only for himself and whosoever goes astray, he goes
astray merely for his loss”18.
In another instance, the Holy Qur’an says:
“And he who puriﬁes himself, then he puriﬁes solely for his own beneﬁt. And to Allah is the
Return [of all]”19.
Such expressions indicate that the call of the ‘callers to Allah’ is a great service in all its dimensions
rendered to the mankind rather than a one rendered to Allah, the Self-Sufﬁcient or to His Messengers
whose Reward will be bestowed to them by Him. Attending to this fact may signiﬁcantly lead to
proceeding toward obedience to God and abstaining from sins.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 16
ﻴﻦﺎﻟَﻤ اﻟْﻌَﻠ ﻋﻢﻠْﻨَﺎﻫﻓَﻀﺎتِ وِﺒ اﻟﻄﱠﻴﻦ ﻣﻢزَﻗْﻨَﺎﻫرةَ وﻮاﻟﻨﱡﺒ وﻢاﻟْﺤ وﺘَﺎبْ اﻟﺮاﺋﻴﻞﺳ اﻨﻨَﺎ ﺑﻟَﻘَﺪْ آﺗَﻴو
16. And verily We gave the Children of Israel the Scripture, and the understanding of the
scripture and its laws, and the Prophethood, and provided them with pleasant [provisions], and
preferred them above the people of the time.
The Children of Israel failed to beneﬁt from the Divine Favors mentioned in the Verse in question; as a
result of their disobedience and wrong doing, their exalted station turned into humility and damnation.
This blessed Verse enumerates certain Divine Bounties some of which were bestowed on the Children

of Israel and the offspring of Jacob (Ya’qub).
Firstly, the Torah, embracing theoretical and practical wisdom, was sent down for them.
Secondly, prophets like David (Da’ud), Solomon (Sulayman), Moses (Musa), and Jesus (‘Ïsa) were
appointed from amongst them. It is reported that one thousand prophets were appointed for their
guidance between Moses and Jesus.
Thirdly, they were provided with pleasant provisions like manna and salwa. Fourthly, they were granted
superiority and privileges above all peoples of the time and such superiority and privileges are among
the best Bounties bestowed on them.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 17
ﺎﻴﻤ ﻓﺔﺎﻣﻴ اﻟْﻘمﻮ ﻳﻢﻨَﻬﻴ ﺑﻘْﻀﻚَ ﻳﺑنﱠ ر اﻢﻨَﻬﻴﻐْﻴﺎً ﺑ ﺑﻠْﻢ اﻟْﻌﻢﻫﺎءﺎ ﺟﺪِ ﻣﻌ ﺑﻦ ﻣﻻﺎ اﺧْﺘَﻠَﻔُﻮا اﺮِ ﻓَﻤﻣ اﻦِﻨَﺎتٍ ﻣﻴ ﺑﻢﻨَﺎﻫآﺗَﻴو
َﻔُﻮنﺨْﺘَﻠ ﻳﻴﻪﺎﻧُﻮا ﻓﻛ
17. And We gave them clear proofs in matters [of religion]. And they differed not until after the
knowledge came to them, [and the difference was] through envy among themselves. Indeed, your
Lord will judge between them on the Day of Resurrection about that wherein they used to differ.
God Almighty has given an ultimatum to people to the effect that the worst disbelief is to differ in matters
of Truth. Even though God granted them superiority over enemies, instead of being thankful, they
differed. The blessed Verse says that from among the privileges bestowed upon the Children of Israel by
God Almighty was that He made the affairs of this world and the world to come manifest to them.
We bestowed them the knowledge to be aware of the proper management of this worldly and
otherworldly affairs. Some exegets have said that by evident proofs, certain indications in the Torah as
to the Prophet of Islam are being meant.
However, despite enjoying many a Bounty, they advertently disobeyed the injunctions of the Torah and
knowingly ignored the tidings of the Divine Appointment of the Noble Prophet (S). God will indubitably
judge between you and them as well as the objections raised by them.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 18
َﻮنﻠَﻤﻌ ﻻ ﻳ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦاءﻮ أﻫﻻ ﺗَﺘﱠﺒِﻊﺎ وﻬﺮِ ﻓَﺎﺗﱠﺒِﻌﻣ اﻦ ﻣﺔ ﺷَﺮِﻳﻌَﻠﻠْﻨَﺎكَ ﻋﻌ ﺟﺛُﻢ
18. Then We have put you on a way of Commandment. So follow you that and follow not the
desires of the ignorant.

God speciﬁes the path of piety and whoever is responsible for guiding the people is supposed to be fully
aware of the path. The Noble Prophet (S) was fully aware of the path. The word shari’a is applied to a
waterway leading to a river, but in common usage it denotes the path of the prophets. Addressing his
Prophet (S) in this blessed Verse, God Almighty says that He has placed him, rather than others, on the
Divine Path.
Therefore, he is asked to turn away from the desires of the ignorant. The word amr may ad hoc be
employed in the sense of Divine world rather than the world of creation and nature, meaning that your
path is from the Divine world descended onto this world of nature.
All the prophets’ Divine Laws and Scriptures are descended from the supernatural world and they all
embrace Divine Proofs, Wisdom, Teachings, and Laws; however, they differ largely in certain respects,
one difference being the circumstances of the time. It is evident that the ancients did not differ much with
animals; as a consequence of which the Commandments and Paths suited their understanding.
It may for be owing to this point that a number of prophets were superior to other prophets in rank. God
Almighty says in the Holy Qur’an20 that the prophets at any time were superior to others.
Since there are solely ﬁve Arch-prophets and the book of prophethood has been sealed by the Prophet
of the Islamic faith (S) as the last one, it becomes evident that whatever attains to its ﬁnal purpose
comes to its end.
Therefore, owing to the highest station of the Prophet (S) and his sublime perfectness, and as a
consequence of the perfectness and unchangeability of Divine Commands, the Divine Law suits any
period of time.
Consequently, the Verse in question reminds us that the Prophet’s (S) Divine Law is mentioned following
that of prophet Moses (as) and Allah addresses Prophet Muhammad reminding him that your revealed
religion is from the Divine World and above any other religion and the Prophet (S) is supposed to follow
the same religion and ignore the desires of the ignorant, since he is vested with revealed truths,
traditions, and religion so ﬁrm in basis that it will remain to the Last Day.
The Islamic faith is such that had Moses and Jesus (as) been Prophet Muhammad’s (S) contemporaries,
they would have obeyed the same Divine Law.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 19
ﻴﻦﺘﱠﻘ اﻟْﻤﻟ وﻪاﻟﺾٍ وﻌ ﺑﺎءﻴﻟ أوﻢﻬﻀﻌ ﺑﻴﻦﻤنﱠ اﻟﻈﱠﺎﻟاﺌﺎً و ﺷَﻴﻪ اﻟﻦﻨْﻚَ ﻣﻐْﻨُﻮا ﻋ ﻳ ﻟَﻦﻢﻧﱠﻬا
19. They shall never defend you against God and verily the wrong doers are helpers of one
another but Allah is the protector of the pious.

Piety leads to the attainment of Divine Protection and Succor. One of characteristics of the pious is their
turning away from the passions of people.
“And Allah is the protector of the pious.”
The pious abstain from wrong doing and being subject to it. Since disbelievers, irrespective of polytheists
and Jews, as mentioned in the Qur’anic Verses, out of their evil intentions, left no stone unturned to
make the Prophet of the Islamic faith to follow their distorted religion, the Verse in question as well as
other Verses emphatically warn the Prophet (S) against following them.
Such Verses inform the Prophet that they are unable to make the Prophet needless of God Almighty.
They also indicate that wrong doers, viz. the disbelievers, help one another, but God is the Friend of the
pious.
The Verse refers to the fact that the disbelievers’ friendship with one another is of no avail. They may
neither stop the occurrence of disasters and afﬂictions in this world nor may they save their friends from
torment in the Last Day. However, as God is the Friend of the pious and He is Omnipotent, He protects
and helps His friends at all times.
“Verily the pious are in place of security”21.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 20
َﻨُﻮنﻮﻗ ﻳمﻘَﻮﺔٌ ﻟﻤﺣر وﺪیﻫﻠﻨﱠﺎسِ و ﻟﺮﺎﺋﺼﺬَا ﺑﻫ
20. This [Qur’an] is a clear insight and evidence for mankind and guidance and mercy for people
who have faith with certainty.
Piety is supposed to serve as the basis of insight. Qur’an is the basis of insight in all intellectual, ethical,
political, social, economic, and family domains. The demonstrative pronoun hadha apparently refers to
the Qur’an and enumerates three Qur’anic merits in the blessed Verse in question.
Firstly, the Holy Qur’an is vision. In the same manner as the eye of the head makes seeing objects and
colors possible, the Holy Qur’an is the eye of the heart through which knowledge ﬁnds its way to the
heart.
One who ponders a while on Qur’anic Verses, the light meant by the Infallible Imam (as):
(“Knowledge is the light shed by Allah on the heart of whoever He wills from among His servants”)
illuminates his heart and shows him the path of deliverance from the shadows of ignorance to the light of
knowledge and wisdom. Secondly, the Qur’an is Guidance toward the path of felicity and the Guide to

the path of deliverance.
It is by following the Qur’anic teachings that one may leave the way of err and tread on the straight path.
Thirdly, the Holy Qur’an is Divine Mercy bestowed on the faithful through following Its Injunctions and
Instructions Divine Mercy, Forgiveness, and Bounty will be granted to them. Such merits and virtues
belong to those who act upon Qur’anic Verses through certainty and meditation.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 21
ﺎ ﻣﺎء ﺳﻢﺎﺗُﻬﻤﻣ وﻢﺎﻫﻴﺤ ﻣاءﻮﺎتِ ﺳﺤﺎﻟﻠُﻮا اﻟﺼﻤﻋﻨُﻮا و آﻣﺎﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ ﻛﻢﻠَﻬﻌﺎتِ أنْ ﻧَﺠِﯩﻴﻮا اﻟﺴﺣﺘَﺮ اﺟ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺐﺴ ﺣأم
َﻮنﻤﺤﻳ
21. Do those who commit evil deeds think that We shall hold them equal with those who believe
and do righteous good deeds and their life and death shall be equal? How incorrect is the
judgment that they make.
The verbal noun ijtirah deriving from the root j-r-h denotes any harm afﬂicted on the body. Since
committing sins hurts the sinner’s soul, the verbal form ijtarahu “they harm” is used in this Verse.
It is worthy of note that a comparison between a believer and a disbeliever indicates that the former ﬁnds
peace of mind by remembering God, is satisﬁed with whatever God has given to him, is hopeful about
future, his path is illuminated, and regards death as migrating to a more spacious dwelling, whereas the
latter always circumambulates false deities and illegitimate authorities, entangled with the vain desires of
his or others, regards the future to be dark, and considers death as perdition.
Therefore, the Qur’an makes use of comparison and contrast for further illumination so that people with
different backgrounds be able to understand the point in question. Thus it is inquired in this Verse
regarding the disbelievers thinking that those who have committed sins and opposed the believers who
have found guidance and insight through the Qur’an, are worthy of being granted Divine Mercy, and
have done good deeds are equal.
It is never like that. How would it be possible to pass such inaccurate judgment? The believers’ and
disbelievers’ life and death are not equal.
Believers have grasped:
“the most trustworthy handhold that will never break”22,
i.e., through grasping the ﬁrmest and unbreakable handhold, believers in their mundane life rely on
Divine Mercy and seeking succor from Him and their hearts are illuminated by the light of knowledge.
They know that they are always protected by Him and thanks to their hope in Divine Grace they are

happy at all times irrespective of being healthy or sick, poor or rich, and experiencing ups and downs.
They are always patient, satisﬁed, and submitted to the Divine Will, since they know that everything
happens by Divine Will and whatever happens to them is in accordance with Divine Omniscience and
Wisdom and the believers’ and disbelievers’ deaths are not on an equal basis.
After death, the latter descend to the lowest level of nature beﬁtting their mundane life, as God Almighty
says in the Qur’an23 that upon their demise, angels beat them on their faces and their backs and harshly
make their souls leave their bodies. Au contraire, upon their demise, believers ascend from the
vicissitudes of the mundane world and enter the Divine world as per their way of life in this world.
The angels of mercy bear them the good tidings of transporting them to Paradise and the Abode of
Dignity:
(“an exact recompense [according to their deeds]”)24.
Divine Reward and Retribution are consistent with man’s acts. One whose heart is illumined by Divine
Light is not on a par with one whose heart is tarnished by the shadows of disbelief.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 22
َﻮنﻈْﻠَﻤ ﻻ ﻳﻢﻫ وﺖﺒﺴﺎ ﻛ ﻧَﻔْﺲٍ ﺑِﻤﻞی ﻛﺰﺘُﺠﻟ وﻖ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤضرااتِ وﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴﻪ اﻟﺧَﻠَﻖو
22. And Allah has created the heavens and the earth with truth, in order that each person may be
recompensed what he has earned and they will not be wronged.
The Verse in question substantiates the preceding one. The preceding Verse reads that the sinful think
that we regard them on a par with believers. It is wishful thinking. Do they not know that the heavens
and the earth are created with truth and in a true system, the good and the evil are not on an equal
basis. Creation in truth requires justice in retribution.
According to the blessed Verse, God created the heavens and the earth with truth in order to make
manifest his Omnipotence and purposelessness is far from the sacred threshold of the Creator of the
world.
The prepositions li- in li-tujza and bi- in bi-ma kasabat indicate that the ﬁnal purpose of the creation of
the heavens and the earth is the existence of man so that he may tread the path of improvement and
attain to perfection and on the Last Day that is the destination of his becoming perfect may encounter
the recompense of his acts, as it is mentioned in Verse 13 of this Chapter;
“And He has subjected to you all that is in the heavens and all that is in the earth,”

so that they may meet the needs of man’s life and pave his way toward perfection.
“And they will not be wronged”
refers to the fact that the All-Merciful God who has subjected such great creation and this innovative
system of the world for the sake of man will not be wronged, but he will be rewarded for his good deeds
and chastised for his evil ones.
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Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 23
ِﺪﻌ ﺑﻦ ﻣﺪِﻳﻪﻬ ﻳﻦةً ﻓَﻤﺸَﺎو ﻏﺮِهﺼ ﺑَﻠ ﻋﻞﻌﺟ وﻗَﻠْﺒِﻪ وﻪﻌﻤ ﺳَﻠ ﻋﺧَﺘَﻢ وﻠْﻢ ﻋَﻠ ﻋﻪ اﻟﻠﱠﻪأﺿ واهﻮ ﻫﻪﻟَﻬ اﺗﱠﺨَﺬَ اﻦ ﻣﺖأﻳأﻓَﺮ
َونﺮ أﻓَﻼ ﺗَﺬَﻛﻪاﻟ
23. Have you seen him who takes his own vain desires as his god? And Allah knowing [him as

such] left him astray and sealed his hearing and his heart and put a cover on his sight. Who then
will guide him after Allah? Will you not then remember?
When one follows his vain desires and regards his concupiscence as object of worship, they will turn into
a cover covering his vision, hearing, and heart. As a consequence, the Words of Truth may not affect
him. In this way, he is not worthy of being guided and thereby he is led astray.
God has made available to man the means of deliverance from error, but when he does wrong to himself
and follows the path of error, he will be deprived of Divine Guidance. It is not Divine Will to lead him
astray, but his deprivation from Guidance is mere error. It is for the same reason that the Verse closes
with the question;
“Will you not then remember?”

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 24
َﻈُﻨﱡﻮن ﻳﻻ اﻢنْ ﻫ اﻠْﻢ ﻋﻦﻚَ ﻣ ﺑِﺬَﻟﻢﺎ ﻟَﻬﻣ وﺮ اﻟﺪﱠﻫﻻﻨَﺎ اﻠﻬﺎ ﻳﻣﺎ وﻴﻧَﺤ وﻮتﺎ ﻧَﻤﺎﺗُﻨَﺎ اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﻴ ﺣﻻ اﺎ ﻫﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﻣو
24. And they say: “There is nothing but our life of this world, we die and we live [viz. a group
departs and another group enters] nothing destroys us except Nature and Time.” And they have
no knowledge of it: they are only wishful thinkers.
The word dahr denotes the passage of time. Materialists maintain that the passage of life time leads to
human perdition.1 Following vain desires blinds the eye of the heart such that he denies resurrection and
regards life restricted to transience.
According to this blessed Verse, those who take their vain desires as their deities and obey Satan and
concupiscence and thereby weaken their intellect think that life is restricted to this mundane and
transient life and deny the life in the world to come, saying that life is nothing save this mundane life in
which we see the light and then we die and nothing may destroy man except the passage of time.
Their words are not substantiated by knowledge since they have lost their innate sound nature owing to
following their vain desires. They regard Divine Omnipotence as limited and falsely conjecture that the
world is limited to this mundane world.
By saying:
“And nothing destroys us except Time”
disbelievers mean the passage of time.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 25
ﻴﻦﺎدِﻗ ﺻﻨْﺘُﻢنْ ﻛﻨَﺎ اﺎﺋﺘُﻮا ﺑِﺂﺑ أنْ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا اﯨﻻ اﻢﺘَﻬﺠﺎنَ ﺣﺎ ﻛِﻨَﺎتٍ ﻣﻴﺎﺗُﻨَﺎ ﺑ آﻳﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋَذَا ﺗُﺘْﻠاو
25. And when Our Clear Verses [concerning Resurrection] are recited to them, their argument is
no other than that they say: “Bring back our [deceased] fathers, if you are truthful.”
Qur’anic Verses are clear and enlightening. Instead of thinking about Divine Ayat (“Verses, signs,
evidence”) disbelievers ask for reviving their ancestors.
“And when”
(wa idh) refers to the preceding Verse concerning the disbelievers’ false claims that when the Verses
concerning proving Resurrection are recited to them, they fail to provide an acceptable reply saying if the
prophets were truthful in proving Resurrection, bring our fathers back to life so that they inform us of the
other world and if they accepted your words, we would accept them to be true.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 26
َﻮنﻠَﻤﻌ اﻟﻨﱠﺎسِ ﻻ ﻳﺜَﺮ أﻛﻦَﻟ وﻴﻪ ﻓﺐﻳ ﻻ رﺔﺎﻣﻴ اﻟْﻘمﻮ ﻳَﻟ اﻢﻌﻤﺠ ﻳ ﺛُﻢﻢُﻴﺘﻤ ﻳ ﺛُﻢﻢﻴِﻴﺤ ﻳﻪ اﻟﻗُﻞ
26. Say: ‘Allah gives you life, then causes you to die, then He will assemble you on the Day of
Resurrection about which there is no doubt.
The system of creation follows an order dominating the world of existence through the Will of the Wise
God denying which stems from ignorance. The evidence of Divine Omnipotence, Wisdom, and Justice is
so clear that there leaves no room for any doubt regarding Resurrection.
In the blessed Verse in question God Almighty says:
“O Muhammad, say unto these disbelievers denying Resurrection that God makes you see the light out
of human seed and will cause you to die after the completion of this mundane life. Then, He will
assemble you on the Day of Resurrection and there is no room for entertaining doubts regarding being
assembled on the Last Day; though the majority of people do not know.”
The Verse refers to the fact that if they knew, they would recognize the order, harmony, and purpose of
their own creation and would be capable of perceiving the qualities of their life and death.
In this case, they could be certain that there is a signiﬁcant purpose behind man’s life and death – this
worldly death is a preamble to everlasting life, since the ﬁnal purpose of this worldly death is that what

the Creator has placed in human faculty may be actualized and attain to its ﬁnal purpose through death
and when something is actualized it may ﬁnd immortality; as the ﬁnal purpose of man’s creation is
attainment to everlasting life, he will not be subject to annihilation.
Therefore, following the end of the mundane world, all human beings who have seen the light and have
passed away successively shall be assembled for everlasting life and shall meet their recompense;
otherwise, human existence, even the creation of the world were in vain and acting in vain is far from
Divine Threshold.
There is no doubt in it2 since the point is clear to the knowledgeable, but the ignorant who neither know
themselves nor are aware of creation or resurrection and their intellects are entangled with vain desires,
nor are they capable of perceiving anything may solely refer to the life after death only if their fathers
were brought back to life.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 27
َﻠُﻮنﻄﺒ اﻟْﻤﺮﺨْﺴﺬٍ ﻳﺌﻣﻮﺔُ ﻳﺎﻋ اﻟﺴ ﺗَﻘُﻮممﻮﻳضِ ورااتِ وﺎوﻤﻠْﻚُ اﻟﺴ ﻣﻪﻟو
27. And to Allah belongs the kingdom of the heaven and the earth. And on the Day that
Resurrection will be established – on that Day those talking nonsense shall be losers.
Bringing to life and causing to die is facile for God Almighty, since existence is in His Hands. Worldly
losses are trivial, but the losses to be incurred on the Resurrection Day shall be signiﬁcant. Those who
deny Resurrection shall be losers on that day.
The Verse in question is related to the preceding one. God Almighty is the Lord of the heavens and the
earth and everything is within the Sway of that Omnipotent King. All the worlds of creation have come
into existence from non-existence through His Will. As the All-Praiseworthy God is the Cause of the
existence of possible beings, He is the cause of their survival as well. Any alterations may be made in
any being through His Omnipotence.
On the Day of Resurrection, this world will turn into the other one and the Day of Resurrection shall be
established on which evil doers shall be losers since they spend their life in vanity and ignorance. This
world resembles a commercial center and life is the merchant’s capital from which he is supposed to
accrue otherworldly gains, pure everlasting life, and spiritual stations.
Failure to accrue gains despite the availability of the capital of life to him may be likened to a bankrupt
merchant having lost his capital without accruing any gain from his worldly life. There will be nothing in
store for him save rue and regret for having lost his capital.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 28
َﻠُﻮنﻤ ﺗَﻌﻨْﺘُﻢﺎ ﻛنَ ﻣوﺰ ﺗُﺠمﻮﺎ اﻟْﻴﺘَﺎﺑِﻬ ﻛَﻟ ا ﺗُﺪْﻋﺔ اُﻣﻞﺔً ﻛﻴﺎﺛ ﺟﺔ اُﻣﻞی ﻛﺗَﺮو
28. And you will see [on the Day of Resurrection] each nation humbled to their knees; each
nation shall be called to its Record [of deeds]. This Day you shall be recompensed for what you
used to do.
On that Day everyone shall kneel down in terror. The system of creation is kept in order and harmony
and the records of human deeds are based on evidence.
The blessed Verse is thus addressed to the Prophet (S):
“O Muhammad! You shall see that on that Day each and every nation shall kneel out of fear and each
nation shall be called to its Record of deeds.”
The clause:
“[Each nation] shall be called to its Records”
apparently signiﬁes that when on that Day all mankind shall stay motionless on their knees out of severe
fear and anxiety, the Records of their deeds shall be opened and everyone will be called by his own
Record of deeds, since on that Day everyone shall be known by his deeds rather than by his name and
lineage. Everyone shall be recompensed according to his deeds.
Some have said that everyone shall be called by the Divine Book revealed to the prophet of his time and
he will be asked whether he acted upon Its Instructions. A number of points are worthy of note. Jathiya
denotes kneeling down at the time of fear, awe, humility, and submission.
According to the Holy Qur’an, three types of Books and Records are mentioned for mankind on the Day
of Resurrection:3
There is a Record kept for everyone in which his deeds are recorded:
“And We have fastened every man’s deeds to his neck and on the Day of Resurrection We shall
bring out for him a book which he will ﬁnd wide open.[It shall be said to him]: Read your book”4.
There is a Book for each nation in which social affairs are recorded in it, as the blessed Verse in
question reads:
“Each nation shall be called to Its Book.”
All nations have one single Book in which everything and the deeds of everyone are recorded in it:

“And the Book [of one’s records] shall be placed and you shall see the sinners fearful of that
which is [recorded] in it”5.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 29
َﻠُﻮنﻤ ﺗَﻌﻨْﺘُﻢﺎ ﻛﺦُ ﻣﺘَﻨْﺴﻨﱠﺎ ﻧَﺴﻧﱠﺎ ﻛ اﻖ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﻖﻨْﻄﻨَﺎ ﻳﺘَﺎﺑﺬَا ﻛﻫ
29. This is Our Book that speaks about you with truth. Indeed, We were recording what you used
to do.
There shall be nothing concealed on the Day of Resurrection. Everything shall be put forward. The word
kitab connotes that everything shall be written down on that Day.
Again It is God who addresses them emphatically:
“This is Our Book [viz. Record] that speaks about you with truth”
and reveals your deeds. You could never believe then that your deeds were being recorded somewhere;
however, We had commanded [the angels] to record all your deeds.
The word nastansikhu and its verbal noun istinsakh are originally derived from n-s-kh denoting “to
erase, take away,” e.g. erasing something by something else; for instance, “The sun took away the
shade or shadow” (nasakhta al-shams al-dill). The word was later employed to signify “to transcribe” a
book from another book without the latter being destroyed.
Some exegets say that
‘the Book’
in the Verse may indicate ‘Divine Book’ revealed to that nation, but
‘the Book’
ad hoc is apparently employed in the sense of ‘record of deeds’ and the majority of exegets accept this
view.
According to a tradition narrated from ‘Ali (as), the Commander of the Faithful,
“God sends down angels every day to record the deeds of men.”
Following the narration of the mentioned tradition in Tibyan6 under the Verse in question, Shaykh Tusi
says:

“By Nastansikhu it is meant that God Almighty commands the angels responsible for recording the
deeds to take from this group the deeds worthy of recompense and deed them, but delete the rest, since
the ﬁrst group record all the deeds.”

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 30
ﺒِﻴﻦزُ اﻟْﻤ اﻟْﻔَﻮﻮﻚَ ﻫ ذَﻟﻪﺘﻤﺣ ر ﻓﻢﻬﺑ رﻢﻠُﻬﺪْﺧﺎتِ ﻓَﻴﺤﺎﻟﻠُﻮا اﻟﺼﻤﻋﻨُﻮا و آﻣﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻓَﺄﻣ
30. Then as for those who believed [in God] and did righteous good deeds, their lord shall admit
them to His Mercy. That shall be the evident deliverance.
The word fawz used in this Verse denotes triumph and attainment of good together with security and
fulﬁllment of wish. In the Holy Qur’an, the word collocates with evident (mubin) and great (‘adim, kabir).
Instead of “They enter Paradise” (yadkhuluna ﬁal-janna), it is said:
“Their lord shall admit them to His Mercy” (yudkhiluhum rabbuhum ﬁ rahmatihi)
denoting that the believers and the beneﬁcent enjoy Divine Grace and Mercy.
Following an expression of the fact that everyone shall be recompensed according to the record of his
deeds, the Verse in question says that the deeds of the believers and the beneﬁcent shall be assayed
following which their lord shall admit them to His Inﬁnite Mercy.
Indubitably, this is felicity, merit, deliverance, and the ﬁnal purpose of mankind rather that of all creatures
created for the sake of mankind. It is through the creation of such perfect man that the Divine attribute of
Mercy is manifested without which the existence of the world became non-existent.
The Divine Tradition:
“Had it been not for your sake, I would have not created celestial spheres”
is addressed to Prophet Muhammad (S), since the perfect man is the ﬁnal purpose of the existence of
the world.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 31
ﻴﻦﺮِﻣﺠﻣﺎً ﻣ ﻗَﻮﻨْﺘُﻢﻛ وﺗُﻢﺮﺒَﺘ ﻓَﺎﺳﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋَ ﺗُﺘْﻠﺎﺗ آﻳﻦَ ﺗوا أﻓَﻠَﻢﻔَﺮ ﻛﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦأﻣو
31. But as for those who disbelieved [it shall be said to them: Were not our Verses recited to
you? But you were arrogant and you were a people who were sinners.

Sins stem from disbelief and arrogance. Following an expression of the believers’ and good doers’
sublime station, the blessed Verse, addressing the disbelievers, reproaches them saying that they are
entangled with torment and chastisement on the Day of Recompense. Were not Divine Verses recited to
them by Divinely appointed Messengers?
Instead of accepting them and ﬁnding deliverance from the torment recompensed owing to your own
deeds, you ignored the words of the prophets and declined to submit to Divine Command. They were
arrogant. Now they are sinners. Whenever the prophets said unto them that Divine promises would be
true and there would be no doubt regarding the Resurrection Day, they replied that they had not found it
to be true and they disbelieved in such Hour.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verses 32-34
ﻴﻦﻨﻘﺘَﻴﺴ ﺑِﻤﻦﺎ ﻧَﺤﻣ ﻇَﻨﱠﺎً وﻻ انْ ﻧَﻈُﻦﺔُ اﺎﻋﺎ اﻟﺴﺎ ﻧَﺪْرِي ﻣ ﻣﺎ ﻗُﻠْﺘُﻢﻴﻬ ﻓﺐﻳﺔُ ﻻ رﺎﻋاﻟﺴ وﻖ ﺣﻪﺪَ اﻟﻋنﱠ و اﻴﻞذَا ﻗاو

َﻮنﺰِﯨﺘَﻬﺴ ﻳﺎﻧُﻮا ﺑِﻪﺎ ﻛ ﻣ ﺑِﻬِﻢﺎقﺣﻠُﻮا وﻤﺎ ﻋ ﻣﺎتِﯩﻴ ﺳﻢﺪَا ﻟَﻬﺑو

ﺮِﻳﻦ ﻧَﺎﺻﻦ ﻣﻢَﺎ ﻟﻣ و اﻟﻨﱠﺎرﻢاﻛﺄوﻣﺬَا و ﻫﻢﻣﻮ ﻳﻘَﺎء ﻟﻴﺘُﻢﺎ ﻧَﺴﻤ ﻛﻢﺎﻛ ﻧَﻨْﺴمﻮ اﻟْﻴﻴﻞﻗو
32. And when it was said: “Indeed, Allah’s Promise is the truth and there is no doubt about the
coming of the Hour,” you said: “We know not what is the Hour: we do not think it but as a
conjecture, and we have no ﬁrm convincing [in it].”
33. And the evil of what they did shall appear to them, and that which they used to mock at will
completely encircle them.
34. And it will be said: “This Day We shall forget you as you forgot the Meeting of this Day of
yours. And your abode is the Fire and there is none to help you.”
The characteristics of the disbeliever include suspicion and those of the believer include inquiry, follow
up, and attainment to certitude. On the Day of Resurrection, in addition to the evil deeds committed,
disbelievers shall be encircled by the evil consequences of their evil deeds.
Thus, according to Verse 32, whenever the prophets said unto you that Divine Promises were true and
there was no doubt for the establishment of Resurrection, you replied that you did not think it but as a
conjecture and you were not ﬁrmly convinced in it.
It is mentioned in Verse 33 that their evil deeds committed in their worldly life shall be manifest on the
Day of Resurrection. In other words disbelievers failed to perceive their arrogance against and denial of
Divine Verses nor did they understand their evil deeds stemming from concupiscence and vain desires.

Thus the muddy water of this world covered their eyes and left them deprived of truth such that they
regarded their deeds as desirable unaware of what would be in store for them owing to their derision of
Divine Verses.
Verse 34 demonstrates that afﬂicted by torment disbelievers shall be told by the angels Divinely
appointed for their tormenting that Messengers of God reminded you of such a Day but you greeted
them with derision. Now that you are desperate, you shall be recompensed by abandoning you to
experience everlasting torment in the Hell. There shall be no savior to save you from such torment.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verse 35
َﻮنﺘَﺒﺘَﻌﺴ ﻳﻢﻻ ﻫﺎ وﻨْﻬﻮنَ ﻣﺟﺨْﺮ ﻻ ﻳمﻮﺎ ﻓَﺎﻟْﻴﺎةُ اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﻴ اﻟْﺤﻢْﺗﻏَﺮواً وﺰ ﻫﻪﺎتِ اﻟ آﻳ اﺗﱠﺨَﺬْﺗُﻢﻢ ﺑِﺄﻧﱠﻢذَﻟ
35. This is because you derided the Divine Verses and the life of the world deceived you. So this
Day they shall not be taken out from there [Hell], nor shall they be returned to the worldly life [to
seek Divine Satisfaction].
Being deceived and satisﬁed with mundane life leads man to deride truths. Those who deride Divine
Verses shall not ﬁnd the path of deliverance, nor shall their excuses be justiﬁed. The blessed Verse
warns disbelievers that this is the recompense for your deriding Divine Verses springing from the
fountainhead of Truth and ignoring the words of the prophets.
Allured by mundane life, you forgot your origin and Resurrection. Like as you failed to leave aside your
disbelief, you shall not leave the Hell. You may not embark on any desirable act as it is too late and
today is the Day of Recompense.

Surah al-Jathiya - Verses 36-37
ﻴﻦﺎﻟَﻤِ اﻟْﻌبضِ ررِ ابراتِ وﺎوﻤِ اﻟﺴبﺪُ رﻤ اﻟْﺤﻠﱠﻪﻓَﻠ

ﻴﻢ اﻟْﺤﺰِﻳﺰ اﻟْﻌﻮﻫضِ ورااتِ وﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴ ﻓﺎءﺮِﻳﺒْ اﻟﻟَﻪو
36. All the praises and thanks be to Allah, the Lord of the heavens and the Lord of the earth, and
the Lord of all that exists.
37. The Majesty in the heavens is His, and He is the Omnipotent, the All-Wise.
The One God is the Creator of the heavens, the earth, and all that exists. Verses 36 and 37 indicate that
all the praises belong to the Creator of the heavens, the earth, and whatever exists in them including

soul and bodies as well as what exists on the earth from among inanimate beings, plants, and animals.
He is the protector of all the worlds.
Generalization following speciﬁcation indicates generality, i.e., the Creator of the heavens and the earth
is the same as the Creator of all the worlds including the mundane world as well as the supernatural
worlds of intellects and souls and the inﬁnite worlds existing between them whose number is known by
their Creator whose Majesty and Sovereignty are manifest in the heavens and on the earth; He is the
Omnipotent Sovereign Who has arranged everything out of Wisdom in harmony with the order of the
world.
Thus, Majesty and Magnanimity solely belongs to Him.
It is attested in Divine Traditions that:
“Sovereignty and Majesty solely belongs to My Essence. Whoever vies with Me for these two Attributes,
I shall cast him into the Hell.”
The words rida’ (“cloak”) and izar (“shawl”) connote Divine Encompassment and Self-Existence; like as
cloaks and shawls encompass the body, Divine Essence also encompasses all the worlds and anyone
attempting to vie with God for any or both of the twain Attributes shall be cast into the abyss of the Hell.
1. See Raghib’s Mufradat.
2. 2:2
3. Tafsir al-Mizan, vol. 13, p. 348.
4. 17:13-14
5. 18:49
6. vol. 9, p. 260

Surah al-Ahqaf, Chapter 46, Verses 1 - 21
(The Curved Sand-Hills)
Section (juz’): 26
Number of Verses: 35

General Contents of the Chapter
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.

Placed at the beginning of the twenty sixth section of the Qur’an and revealed in Mecca, the Chapter
consists of thirty ﬁve Verses. The word ahqaf is used in the sense of curved sand hills piled up due to
the action of the wind. The land of the people of ‘Ad was covered by sand hills, hence the designation of
Ahqaf.
The word appears in Verse 21 wherein the story of prophet Hud (Hod) and the people of ‘Ad are being
mentioned. The Chapter is the last one among the seven Chapters beginning with detached or
abbreviated letters HM followed by the revelation and signiﬁcance of the Qur’an.

Merits of the Chapter
According to a narration narrated by Imam Sadiq (as):
“One who recites Surah al-Ahqaf every night or every week is vouchsafed against the fears of this world
and the world to come.”

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verses 1-3
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
ﺣﻢ

ﻴﻢﺰِﻳﺰِ اﻟْﺤ اﻟْﻌﻪ اﻟﻦﺘَﺎبِ ﻣْ اﻟﺗَﻨْﺰِﻳﻞ

َﻮنﺮِﺿﻌوا ﻣﺎ اُﻧْﺬِرﻤوا ﻋﻔَﺮ ﻛاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ وﻤﺴ ﻣﻞأﺟ وﻖ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤﻻﺎ اﻤﻨَﻬﻴﺎ ﺑﻣ وضرااتِ وﺎوﻤﺎ ﺧَﻠَﻘْﻨَﺎ اﻟﺴﻣ
1. HM.
2. The revelation of [this] Book is from Allah, the Omnipotent, the All-Wise.
3. We created neither the heavens nor the earth nor all that is between them except with truth and
for an appointed term. But those who disbelieve turn away from that whereof they are warned.
Seven Chapters, namely Ghaﬁr1, Fussilat2, Shura3, Zukhruf4, Dukhan5, Jathiya6, and Ahqaf7 open with
the detached letters HM and are well known as the Seven HMs.
The reiteration of

“HM the revelation of [this] Book”
in a series of recurrent Chapters bears testimony to the fact that fundamental and signiﬁcant issues are
to be reiterated. Divine Glory (‘Izza) is one of the attributes of Allah, His Book8, His Messenger (S), and
believers9. Divine Creation is based on Wisdom and Truth.
Encountering things of whose existential mysteries we are unaware may not affect the Creator but it
stems from the restrictions of our knowledge as it is mentioned in the Holy Qur’an:
“We have not created the heavens, the earth, and all that is between them for mere play. We
created them not except with truth; however, most of them know not”10.
A meager attempt at attending to the verses following the detached letters HM leads us to the fact that
the Qur’an is from the springhead of Divine Omniscience, Glory, Omnipotence, and Wisdom. It is the
source of Blessing, Bounty, and Grace. It is Illuminating and pondering on it leads one to intellection.
The revelation of the Qur’an is merely possible from Omnipotent and All-Wise God, lying beyond the
limited human power.
The second Verse, besides the Book of Compilation (tadwin), deals with the Book of Creation, making
mention of the glory and truth of the heavens and the earth saying:
“We created neither the heavens nor the earth nor all that is between them except with truth.”
There is no single untrue word in His Book nor is there any unharmonious and untrue thing in His
System of Creation. Everything is well calculated and stands in perfect harmony according to truth.
However, the world of creation has an end as it has a beginning.
In this vein, the Verse further adds:
“We have appointed a term for it,”
upon which the transient world will come to its end. Since this world is true and purposeful, there should
naturally exist another world in which deeds be recompensed. Therefore, the truthfulness of this world
bears testimony to the existence of resurrection, or else it would have been vain and abounding in wrong
and oppression.
Despite the Truth of the Qur’an and the creation of the world,
“those who disbelieve turn away from that whereof they are warned.”
On the one hand, Qur’anic Verses recurrently warn them of the Great Tribunal awaiting them and on the
other hand, the world of creation, with certain orders of its, warns the negligent that everything shall be
reckoned; nonetheless, they heed neither of the twain warnings.

The present participle mu’ridhun “turning away,” from the root ‘-r-dh, demonstrates that attending to the
Ayat (“Verses; Signs”) of creation and compilation may enable one to comprehend the Truth; however,
they turn away from Truth lest that it may not affect their passions and lusts.”

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 4
ﻞ ﻗَﺒﻦﺘَﺎبٍ ﻣِ ﺑﺘُﻮﻧاتِ اﯨﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴكٌ ﻓﺮ ﺷﻢ ﻟَﻬضِ أمر اﻦﺎذَا ﺧَﻠَﻘُﻮا ﻣ ﻣوﻧ أرﻪونِ اﻟ دﻦﻮنَ ﻣﺎ ﺗَﺪْﻋ ﻣﺘُﻢأﻳ أرﻗُﻞ
ﻴﻦﺎدِﻗ ﺻﻨْﺘُﻢنْ ﻛ اﻠْﻢ ﻋﻦ ﻣة أﺛَﺎرﺬَا أوﻫ
4. Say: “Think you about all that you invoke besides Allah? Show me. What have they created of
the earth? Or have they a share in [the creation of] the heavens? Bring a trace of knowledge [to
substantiate your claims] if you are truthful!”
The word Athara denotes the traces and tokens of the existence of something. The logic of Divine
Oneness rests on such ﬁrm and indubitable grounds that it may be used in debates with disbelievers to
defeat them.
In this vein, Imam Baqir (as) says:
“The word
‘Book’
in this Verse denotes the Torah and the Bible and the word
‘knowledge’
signiﬁes the words of the prophets’ successors.”
The Prophet (S) in all matters related to his prophethood, even the manner of debate with opponents,
acts upon Divine Command.
Addressing the Noble Prophet (S), thus God Almighty says in this blessed Verse:
“O Muhammad! Ask those worshipping false deities believing in their power to show Me what they have
created on the earth thanks to which they have become worthy of being worshipped and thanked.
Do they have any share in the creation of the heavens? Bring a book unto Me preceding the Qur’an to
substantiate your claim. Ask them to show the tokens of their knowledge, if they are true in claiming the
veracity of their godhead.”
The Verse in question indicates the logical argument produced to make disbelievers comprehend that
each and every claimant produces arguments to substantiate his claims and each being has its own

tokens. It is particularly true about those standing higher on the hierarchy of being. What characteristics
have they found in the false deities in which disbelievers have sought refuge and before them they
prostrate themselves invoking them to answer their prayers?
They merely fancy that they have made themselves close to such worthless objects. Have they created
anything ex nihilo to demonstrate that it stands within their power? Have they shown any extraordinary
knowledge? Have you learned that they are related to heavenly beings?
The fact is that they lack any merits or privileges, but they are worthless, inanimate objects fashioned by
you who claim to be sensible, knowledgeable, and humane. It stands against reason to seek refuge in
inanimate things.
In short, the Verse in question bears testimony to Its Divine Origin demonstrating that whatever exists in
the heavens and the earth and all things between them have come to light through Truth and the Source
of Truth and the Verse substantiates Divine Oneness;
(“No one affects existence save Allah”)
and everything is from Him and is dependent on the Sublime Intellect. They are all needful of the
Absolute Self-Sufﬁcient Being.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verses 5-6
َﻠُﻮن ﻏَﺎﻓﻬِﻢﺎﺋﻋ دﻦ ﻋﻢﻫ وﺔﺎﻣﻴ اﻟْﻘمﻮ ﻳَﻟ ا ﻟَﻪﺘَﺠِﻴﺐﺴ ﻻ ﻳﻦ ﻣﻪونِ اﻟ دﻦﻮ ﻣﺪْﻋ ﻳﻦﻤ ﻣﻞ أﺿﻦﻣو

ﺮِﻳﻦﺎﻓ ﻛﻬِﻢﺗﺎدﺒﺎﻧُﻮا ﺑِﻌﻛ وﺪَاء أﻋﻢﺎﻧُﻮا ﻟَﻬ ﻛ اﻟﻨﱠﺎسﺮﺸذَا ﺣاو
5. And he who is more astray than one who invokes [ones] besides Allah who will not answer
him till the Day of Resurrection and who are unaware of their being invoked?
6. And when mankind are gathered, they will become their enemies and will deny their
worshipping.
The worst error is deviation from true recognition and one who turns away from the Omnipotent,
Omniscient, All-Hearing, and All-Seeing God and turns to false deities will be entangled with such error,
since none but God Almighty may embark upon doing anything. Polytheistic and mundane ties shall turn
into animosity on the Resurrection Day.
The blessed Verse is a reproach to idolaters treading the path of error and astrayness to the extreme
since they are deeply sunk in ignorance to the extent that they invoke the succor of false deities and
objects of worship:

“other than Allah”
including angels, jinn, and prophets. The Verse is a reference to the fact that the only true object of
worship and the Provider of Needs (qadhi al-hajat) is God. According to the second Verse, whatever
has been regarded as their object of worship and support turn into their enemies on the Day of
Resurrection.
At the end, attention may be paid to the differences between God and false deities in the life of mankind:

The Role of God in the Life of Mankind
“He is the Creator”11.
“He is the Lord all that exists”12.
“Allah is full of kindness toward mankind”13.
“He is the All-Hearer of invocation”14.
“He responds to the distressed”15.
“He will surely guide them to His Paths”16.
“He provides the pious with support”17.
“He guides them unto growth”18.
“The hearts ﬁnd rest in the remembrance of Allah”19.
“He has taught [man] by the pen”20.
“If man thanks, He will give him more [of His Blessings]”21.
“And when I am ill, it is He who cures me”22.
“And Who, I hope, will forgive me my faults on the Day of Recompense”23.

The Role of Deities Other Than God in the Life of Mankind
They have no power over creation “They cannot create [even] a ﬂy”24.
“They are unaware of their invocations to them”25.
“They do not hear his invocation”26.
“They have no power to remove the adversity from you”27.

“They are their enemies.”
“They are unable to ward off adversity from you”28.
“They harm them and proﬁt them not”29.
To sum it up, mention may be made of Yusuf’s (Joseph) words to his fellow inmates:
“Are many different lords [gods] better or Allah, the One, the Irresistible?”30.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 7
ﺒِﻴﻦ ﻣﺮﺤﺬَا ﺳ ﻫﻢﻫﺎءﺎ ﺟ ﻟَﻤﻖﻠْﺤوا ﻟﻔَﺮ ﻛ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦِﻨَﺎتٍ ﻗَﺎلﻴﺎﺗُﻨَﺎ ﺑ آﻳﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋَذَا ﺗُﺘْﻠاو
7. And when Our Clear Verses are recited to them, the disbelievers say of the truth when it
reaches them: “This is plain magic!”
Dominance of obduracy leads to the denial of the Clear Signs, i.e. the illuminating Qur’anic Verses. The
obdurate regarded the prophets’ miracles incredible, but interesting and weird;
(“This is plain magic!”).
The Verse in question demonstrates that disbelievers regarded Qur’anic Verses as extraordinary since
despite the fact that the Holy Qur’an was revealed in eloquent Arabic and Arab polytheists were
speakers of the Arabic tongue, they knew that composing such Verses were beyond them; nonetheless,
the prejudice predominant at the time of pre-Islamic ignorance in Arabia and the arrogance and vanity
deeply rooted in the hearts of polytheists impeded them from believing in the prophethood of the Seal of
the Prophets (S) and confessing that It is the Word of God, so that whenever they heard a Verse, they
attributed magic and sorcery to the Noble Prophet (S).

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 8
ﻮﻫ وﻢَﻨﻴﺑ وﻨﻴ ﺷَﻬِﻴﺪاً ﺑ ﺑِﻪَﻔ ﻛﻴﻪﻮنَ ﻓﻴﻀﺎ ﺗُﻔ ﺑِﻤﻠَﻢ أﻋﻮﺌﺎً ﻫ ﺷَﻴﻪ اﻟﻦ ﻣﻮنَ ﻟﻠ ﻓَﻼ ﺗَﻤﺘُﻪﻳنِ اﻓْﺘَﺮ ا ﻗُﻞاهﻘُﻮﻟُﻮنَ اﻓْﺘَﺮ ﻳأم
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮاﻟْﻐَﻔُﻮر
8. Or they say: “He has fabricated it.” Say: “If I have fabricated it still you have no power to
support me against [the Wrath of] Allah. He knows best of what you say [engage in debates]
among yourselves concerning it! He is sufﬁcient as a witness between me and you! And He is the
Forgiving, the Most Merciful.”

The verbal form tuﬁdhun is from the root f-w-dh (“to enter, to ﬂow”). If someone falsely claims to be a
prophet, God shall disgrace him and no one may impede his disgrace and support him against God.
Obduracy and impiety result in diverse contradictory words and conducts.
It is mentioned in the preceding Verse that polytheists and disbelievers claimed that the Qur’an was
magic and he Prophet (S) was a liar.
Addressing the Prophet (S), the Verse says unto him:
“O Muhammad (S)! Do disbelievers produce such false claims saying that the Qur’an is your own
fabrication?
God bids you to respond to them saying:
‘If I fabricate the Qur’an for your guidance and attribute it to Divine Revelation, you shall have no power
to do anything to my beneﬁt and save me from torment. God knows better as to what you say, viz. your
criticism and mockery regarding Divine Verses. God is sufﬁcient for me to be a witness between us. He
is Most Forgiving and Most Merciful.’”

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 9
ﺒِﻴﻦ ﻣ ﻧَﺬِﻳﺮﻻﺎ أﻧَﺎ اﻣ وَﻟ اﻮﺣﺎ ﻳ ﻣﻻ انْ أﺗﱠﺒِﻊ اﻢِﻻ ﺑ وِ ﺑﻞﻔْﻌﺎ ﻳرِي ﻣﺎ أدﻣ وﻞﺳ اﻟﺮﻦ ﺑِﺪْﻋﺎً ﻣﻨْﺖﺎ ﻛ ﻣﻗُﻞ
9. Say: “I am not unprecedented among the Messengers nor do I know what will be done with me
or with you. I only follow that which is revealed to me and I am but a plain warner.”
The word bid’ indicates something novel and unprecedented. The Noble Prophet’s (S) opponents
reacted as if no prophets preceded him and his prophethood is something novel. The Prophet utters
solely the Divine Word and practically follows nothing save the Divine Revelation. Therefore, his words
and conduct may serve as a model for mankind. Divinely appointed guides, even in substantiating their
truthfulness, act upon Divine Command.
The Verse in question says:
“O Muhammad (S)! Say unto the disbelievers that you are not the ﬁrst divinely appointed
prophet. You are not unaware of the preceding prophets so as to regard my prophethood as
falsity, but God Almighty, out of His Grace and Mercy appoints prophets and messengers at all
times to provide mankind with Divine Guidance.”
By saying:
“I am unaware as to what God shall do with me and you,”

it may be meant that the Prophet (S), despite his sublime station of prophethood, is not fully aware of
Divine Ordainments, but admits that Omnipotence solely belongs to God and he does not command or
forbid people out of his taste, but he is totally obedient to Divine Revelation.
He is Divinely appointed to fulﬁll his mission and his claim does not transgress prophethood. In the same
vein, he does not consider himself to be independent in judgment and discretion. He is appointed to
apprise people of their evil deeds and warn them against the torment in store for them out of evil deeds
as a recompense of their vices.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 10
ﺪِيﻬ ﻻ ﻳﻪنﱠ اﻟ اﺗُﻢﺮﺒَﺘاﺳ وﻦ ﻓَﺂﻣﻪﺜْﻠ ﻣَﻠ ﻋﺮاﺋﻴﻞﺳ اﻨ ﺑﻦﺪٌ ﻣﺷَﻬِﺪَ ﺷَﺎﻫ و ﺑِﻪﺗُﻢﻔَﺮﻛ وﻪﻨْﺪِ اﻟ ﻋﻦﺎنَ ﻣنْ ﻛ اﺘُﻢأﻳ أرﻗُﻞ
ﻴﻦﻤ اﻟﻈﱠﺎﻟماﻟْﻘَﻮ
10. Say: “Tell me! If this [Qur’an] is from Allah and you deny it, and a witness to it from among the
Children of Israel testiﬁes that this Qur’an is like it and he believed while you are too proud [to
believe].” Verily, Allah guides not the people who are wrong doers.
Wrong doing impedes insight and results in deprivation from Divine Grace.
In the blessed Verse in question, God says:
“O Muhammad (S)! Ask them to inform you of their sayings. If this Qur’an is Revealed by God and a
witness from the Children of Israel bears witness to its veracity but you waxed proud and disbelieved in
it, what will be in store for you? Are you not from among wrong doers? God shall not guide wrong
doers.”
It is reported that by
“witness”
(shahid) ‘Abd Allah ibn Salam is being meant. He was one of the ascetics and scholars of the Children of
Israel. By “like it” (mithlihi) the verses and meanings of the Torah are being intended that testify to the
Qur’an as Divine Revelation and is consistent with it in terms of Divine Teachings and Promises and
Threats.
In short, the Verse signiﬁes that the Noble Prophet (S) is Divinely appointed by God to provide the Jews
with guidance saying that as per the testimony of their own scholars it is substantiated that the Qur’an is
Divine Revelation but they deny it out of their vanity. Are they not wrong doers? Sunk in wrong doing,
they are not guidable.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 11
ﻓْﻚٌ ﻗَﺪِﻳﻢﺬَا اﻘُﻮﻟُﻮنَ ﻫﻴ ﻓَﺴﺘَﺪُوا ﺑِﻪﻬ ﻳذْ ﻟَﻢا وﻪﻟَﻴﻘُﻮﻧَﺎ اﺒﺎ ﺳﺮاً ﻣﺎنَ ﺧَﻴ ﻛﻨُﻮا ﻟَﻮ آﻣﻠﱠﺬِﻳﻦوا ﻟﻔَﺮ ﻛ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻗَﺎلو
11. And those who disbelieve say of those who believe: “Had it [the Islamic faith] been a good
thing, they would not have preceded us thereto!” And when they have not let themselves be
guided by it, they say: “This is an ancient lie!”
The enemy does not enter from one single way and his words and logic are not in the same vein.
At times he says:
“Islam is worthless or else we would have preceded in embracing it. He sometimes says the call to
embrace the Islamic faith is an age old and precedent lie.”
The blessed Verse addresses either the disbelievers from Quraysh or the Jews or disbelievers in
general who were the Noble Prophet’s (S) contemporaries. Since they regarded themselves as wealthy,
noble, magnanimous, scholars, and knowledgeable, they considered the Noble Prophet’s (S) poor
Companions, e.g. ‘Ammar, Suhayb, and Ibn Mas’ud as unworthy and weakling.
To persuade the believers they said unto them that had there been merits and felicity in following
Muhammad (S), we would have preceded you in embracing the Islamic faith. According to the blessed
Verse, since disbelievers did not ﬁnd their way toward felicity and merits and were deprived of guidance
and their vanity and prejudice impeded their hearts from being enlightened by the Qur’anic light and
admitting the true source of the Qur’an, they pretend ignorance and say this Qur’an is a fabrication
attributed by Muhammad (S) to God.
The content of the Verse resembles one31 as per which disbelievers said that the Qur’an is nothing save
ancient lies (in hadha asatir al-awwalin).

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 12
ﻴﻦﻨﺴﺤﻠْﻤی ﻟﺸْﺮﺑﻮا و ﻇَﻠَﻤ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻨْﺬِرﻴﺎً ﻟﺑِﻴﺮﺎﻧﺎً ﻋﺴ ﻟﺪِّقﺼ ﻣﺘَﺎبﺬَا ﻛﻫﺔً وﻤﺣرﺎﻣﺎً وﻣ اﻮﺳ ﻣﺘَﺎب ﻛﻪﻠ ﻗَﺒﻦﻣو
12. And before this was the Scripture of Musa (Moses) as a guide and a mercy. And this is a
conﬁrming Book in the Arabic tongue to warn those who do wrong and as glad tidings to good
doers.
Revelation of the Divine Book is a Divine tradition

(“And before this was the Scripture of Musa”).
Through the glad tidings included in preceding Scriptures, the Holy Qur’an conﬁrms them.
The antecedent of
“before this”
is the Holy Qur’an which is preceded by Torah, the Scripture of Musa which had been Divinely Revealed
as the precursor of all Divine Scriptures as a Mercy demonstrating the Path of Guidance through the
Books of the Torah.
This Book, namely the Qur’an, which is revealed in the eloquent Arabic tongue conﬁrms what is included
in the Torah and other Divine Books so that it may inspire awe in disbelievers as to the torments of this
world and the world to come and threaten disbelievers and polytheists and bear the glad tidings of
Paradise and the stations prepared for them as rewards of the good deeds to the pious and the
beneﬁcent.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verses 13-14
َﻧُﻮنﺰﺤ ﻳﻢﻻ ﻫ وﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋفﻮا ﻓَﻼ ﺧَﻮﺘَﻘَﺎﻣ اﺳ ﺛُﻢﻪﻨَﺎ اﻟﺑ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا رنﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦا

َﻠُﻮنﻤﻌﺎﻧُﻮا ﻳﺎ ﻛ ﺑِﻤاءﺰﺎ ﺟﻴﻬ ﻓﺪِﻳﻦ ﺧَﺎﻟﻨﱠﺔ اﻟْﺠﺎبﺤﻚَ أﺻاُوﻟَﺌ
13. Indeed those who say: “Our Lord is Allah,” and thereafter stand ﬁrm and straight [on the
Islamic faith of Monotheism], on them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve.
14. Such shall be the dwellers of Paradise, abiding therein [for ever] – a reward for what [good
deeds] they used to do.
To say
“our Lord is Allah”
signiﬁes nothing by its mere form, but it connotes the choice of the True Path and standing ﬁrm on It. It
is hard to stand ﬁrm on the True Path, but it turns facile through a great reward like Paradise abounding
in bounties and devoid of grief. Thus hard tasks turn more convenient though great rewards.
After threatening opponents and bearing glad tidings to the beneﬁcent believers, the blessed Verse
enumerates the qualities of believers standing ﬁrm on the True Path and the rewards to fall into their
share through their good deeds. Good doers (muhsinin) are those who utter their belief, conﬁrm from the
bottom of their hearts, and stand ﬁrm on the Path of True Religion in terms of faith and practice.

They need not fear of what is in store for them nor do they grieve as to their past deeds.
Needlessness of fear and grief by believers standing ﬁrm on the Path may refer to fears and grieves in
the other worldly matters. On the Resurrection Day, they stand near to God and are saved from the
great distress there.
They neither fear of torment nor are they grieved since as per the Verse in question, negation of fear
and grief from the beneﬁcent may include their mundane life and that to come, since one who fears God
fears no one but is enclosed within the enclosure of:
“There is no god but Allah”
(La ilaha illa ‘llah).
He does not grieve since one who loves God and seeks meeting his Lord may not be grieved from
mundane matters but such a person has joined those regarding whom it is said:
“God is satisﬁed with them and they are [satisﬁed] with Him.”
It is worthy of note that it is solely through clemency and perseverance that man may attain to perfect
faith and certitude. It is not sufﬁcient to utter the declaration of the faith verbally and conﬁrm it by heart in
order to attain to perfect faith.
The perfect believer is one who admits no impediments in his way attains to the station of certitude by
sight (‘ayn al-yaqin) or real certitude (haq al-yaqin). Such attainment is possible through ﬁrm will to act.
To put it short, perfect faith depends on clemency, perseverance, and standing ﬁrm so that one may
struggle against his concupiscence and ward off devils such that angels may ﬁnd their ways into his
heart and he may attain to the station of peaceful soul (nafs al-mutma’inna).
Such a person may be termed as perfect believer and as per the Verse in question; there will be no fear
or grief for him.
The second Verse in question makes mention of another merit of good doers and those standing ﬁrm on
the Path of Faith, as per which they are from among the dwellers of Paradise for good as a reward for
their good deeds in this world, admitting to Divine Oneness, standing ﬁrm in their faith without any
instability in their certitude and faith in their mundane life. Paradise is the reward of those who act rather
than those who merely talk.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 15
ﻠَﻎَ أﺷُﺪﱠهذَا ﺑ اﺘﱠﺮاً ﺣ ﺛَﻼﺛُﻮنَ ﺷَﻬﺎﻟُﻪﺼﻓ وﻠُﻪﻤﺣﻫﺎً وﺮ ﻛﺘْﻪﻌﺿوﻫﺎً وﺮ ﻛﻪ اُﻣﻠَﺘْﻪﻤﺎﻧﺎً ﺣﺴﺣ اﻪﺪَﻳاﻟﺎنَ ﺑِﻮﻧْﺴﻨَﺎ اﻴﺻوو
ﺢﻠأﺻ وﺎهﺿﺤﺎً ﺗَﺮﺎﻟ ﺻﻞﻤأنْ أﻋ وﺪَياﻟ وَﻠﻋ وَﻠ ﻋﺖﻤ أﻧْﻌﺘَﻚَ اﻟﱠﺘﻤﻌ ﻧﺮْ أنْ أﺷﻨزِﻋِ أوب رﻨَﺔً ﻗَﺎل ﺳﻴﻦﻌﺑﻠَﻎَ أرﺑو

ﻴﻦﻤﻠﺴ اﻟْﻤﻦ ﻣّﻧاﻚَ وﻟَﻴ اﺖ ﺗُﺒّﻧ اﺘِﻳ ذُر ﻓﻟ
15. And We have enjoined on man to be dutiful and kind to his parents. His mother bears him
with hardship. And she brings him forth with hardship, and the bearing of him, and the weaning
of him [lasts] thirty months, till when he attains full strength and reaches forty years, he says:
“My Lord! Grant me the power and ability that I may be grateful for Your Favor which You have
bestowed upon me and upon my parents, and that I may do righteous good deeds, such as
please You, and make my offspring good. Truly, I have turned to You in repentance, and truly, I
am one of the Muslims [submitting to Your Will].
Being dutiful and kind to one’s parents is highly rewarded by God.
The phrase:
“We enjoined”
is attested ﬁve times in the Qur’an three instances of which are employed for parents32. Owing to the
hardships of pregnancy, delivery, and suckling, mothers enjoy a special privilege and deserve further
kindness. It is noteworthy that being dutiful and kind to one’s parents does not depend on their being
Muslims.
The basis of man’s life and his felicity and improvement rests on unanimity, kindness, and philanthropy
and his closest relations are his parents who partially form his material existence. That is why God
Almighty enjoins man to do good to his parents.
In this vein, motherly love for her child is one of the wonders of the world and one of the secrets of
creation, since despite suffering so many hardships and so much pain, however her child be ugly in form
or character, her love never turns into disgust. She bears the child for a period of nine months and her
delivery is very painful. She suckles her child.
According to the Verse, such activities last thirty months. Therefore, compared with fathers, mothers
suffer further hardships; however, fathers undergo many hardships for their children in other respects. In
bringing up their children, parents undergo many a hardship to provide for their children’s provisions and
education until their children reach majority.
The verse connotes guidance through intellect since any fair individual knows through their reason that
they are dutiful against their parents and the verse stands on such rational command.
The Qur’an33 says:
“Is there any reward for good other than good?”
which is a reference to the rational command in question.

However, when we compare this Verse with:
“And worship Allah and do not associate false deities with Him in any way and do good to your
parents”34
which is attested in four Qur’nic Chapters for the sake of emphasis and we take the large number of
traditions and narrations narrated from the Infallibles (as) we notice that the number is so large that
enumerating all of them will run to many a page.
Taking the Qur’anic Verses and the traditions and narrations bears testimony to the fact that as per
Divine Command doing good to one’s parents is on a par with worshipping God based on which it is
obligatory to be dutiful to one’s parents and obey them unless their commands be inconsistent with
Divine Commands and those of His Messenger.
It is incumbent upon every individual to make every attempt to do good to them and obtain their
satisfaction at all times and to the extent possible to do so since obedience to them and obtaining their
satisfaction are on a par with obedience to God and obtaining Divine Satisfaction.
Man attains to the perfect state of physical and mental development when he is forty years of age. It
clearly demonstrates whether he treads the path of felicity or is astray.
Thus God Almighty says that within a period of forty years, man may proceed on the path of felicity and
thus say in a state of need and gratitude:
“Bestow upon me the blessing that I may be grateful for the abounding material and immaterial
bounties granted to me and my parents and as a token of gratitude act upon Your Satisfaction.”
Such individual not only invokes God to respond to his needs but also seeks felicity and welfare for his
offspring.
He turns to the threshold of the Absolute Self-Sufﬁcient God and sincerely addresses God saying:
“I have turned toward you. I have submitted to Your Will and Command.”
Experts of Islamic law have employed:
“the bearing of him and the weaning of him [lasts] thirty months”
and
“the mothers shall give suck to their children for two whole years”35
to conclude that pregnancy in the least lasts six months which together with two months of suckling
amount to thirty months.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 16
َﺪُونﻮﻋﺎﻧُﻮا ﻳﺪْقِ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻛﺪَ اﻟﺼﻋ وﻨﱠﺔﺎبِ اﻟْﺠﺤ أﺻ ﻓﻬِﻢﺎﺗِﯩﻴ ﺳﻦزُ ﻋﺎوﻧَﺘَﺠﻠُﻮا وﻤﺎ ﻋ ﻣﻦﺴ أﺣﻢﻨْﻬ ﻋﻞ ﻧَﺘَﻘَﺒﻚَ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦاُوﻟَﺌ
16. They are those from whom We shall accept the best of their deeds and overlook their evil
deeds. [They shall be] among the dwellers of Paradise – [this Paradise is] a promise of truth,
which they have been promised.
The value of deeds lies in their being accepted;
(“They are those from whom We shall accept …”).
For instance, being dutiful and doing good to one’s parents and being grateful to God leads to the
acceptance of one’s good deeds and being dutiful to and doing good to one’s parents and gratitude
toward God results in Divine Forgiving.
“They”
in this Verse refers to the people some of whose qualities are enumerated in the preceding Verse. The
Verse in question makes mention of their good deeds and intentions accepted by God better than what
they have done. God forgives their sins and has promised them to enter Paradise. His Promise is true
and shall be fulﬁlled.
The Verse indicates that such Grace and Mercy are the rewards of three good deeds of theirs:
1. Being dutiful and doing good to one’s parents
2. Their invocation and supplication to the Absolute Self-Sufﬁcient for the bounties granted to them and
their parents
3. Their repentance and turning away from opposition to embracing the Islamic faith in case of
committing any sin or fault, since invocation and supplication at the Threshold of the Omnipotent God as
well as repentance from committing sins and faults serve as two gates of Divine Mercy and Grace.
Mention will be made of a number of traditions concerning showing respect for parents:
The Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as) said:
“The most signiﬁcant Divine obligation is to do good to one’s parents.”36
The Messenger of Allah (S) Said:
“Any good doing child who looks at his parents out of kindness is granted the Divine Reward of

pilgrimage to Ka’ba for each and every look. He was asked concerning a child who looks kindly at his
parents one hundred times a day and he replied: “God is the Greatest and the Most Pure”37.
The Messenger of Allah (S) Said:
“A servant who is obedient to his parents and God shall dwell on the highest place in Paradise”38.
The Messenger of Allah (S) Said:
“One who obtains the satisfaction of his parents, has gained the satisfaction of God and one who angers
his parents, angers God”39.
The Messenger of Allah (S) Said:
“One who wishes to have his life prolonged and his daily sustenance increased should do good to his
parents and provide for his blood relatives”40.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verses 17-18
ﻪﺪَ اﻟﻋنﱠ و اﻦﻠَﻚَ آﻣﻳ وﻪﻴﺜَﺎنِ اﻟﺘَﻐﺴﺎ ﻳﻤﻫ وﻠ ﻗَﺒﻦونُ ﻣﻗَﺪْ ﺧَﻠَﺖِ اﻟْﻘُﺮ وج أنْ اُﺧْﺮﻨﺪَاﻧﺎ أﺗَﻌﻤٍَ ﻟ اُفﻪﺪَﻳاﻟﻮ ﻟاﻟﱠﺬِي ﻗَﺎلو
ﻴﻦﻟو اﻴﺮﺎﻃ أﺳﻻﺬَا اﺎ ﻫ ﻣﻘُﻮل ﻓَﻴﻖﺣ

ﺮِﻳﻦﺎﻧُﻮا ﺧَﺎﺳ ﻛﻢﻧﱠﻬﻧْﺲِ اا و اﻟْﺠِﻦﻦ ﻣﻬِﻢﻠ ﻗَﺒﻦ ﻣ ﻗَﺪْ ﺧَﻠَﺖﻢ اُﻣ ﻓل اﻟْﻘَﻮﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﻖ ﺣﻚَ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦاُوﻟَﺌ
17. But he who says to his parents: “Fie upon you both! Do you hold out the promise to me that I
shall be raised up [from the grave posthumously] when generations before me have passed
away?” While they invoke Allah for help [and say unto him]: “Woe to you! Believe! Verily, the
Promise of Allah is true.” But he says: “This [promise] is nothing but the tales of the ancient.”
18. They are those against whom the Word [of torment] is justiﬁed among the previous
generations of Jinn and mankind that have passed away. Indeed, they are ever the losers.
Unworthy children insult their parents;
(“Fie upon you both!”)
but faithful and compassionate parents seek God’s assistance to guide their children and ask them to do
good deeds and keep away from vices.
In the Verse in question, mention is made of unfaithful and ungrateful individuals who are cursed by their
parents:

“He who says to his parents: ‘Fie upon you both! Do you hold out the promise to me that I shall
be raised up when generations before me have passed away?’”
Faithful parents do not desist before their obdurate son,
“they invoke Allah for help [and say unto him]: ‘Woe to you! Believe! Verily, the Promise of Allah
is true.’”
But he says:
“This [promise] is nothing but the tales of the ancient.”
What you say concerning the Last Day and Reckoning is superstitions and legends of the ancients and I
shall never submit to believing them.
The qualities enumerated in this Verse concerning such obdurate individuals are as follows:
1. disrespect toward parents, since
“Fie”
refers to impurities and connotes insult and humiliation.41
2. Such people not only disbelieve in the Last Day but also mock such belief and regard it on a par with
legends and superstitions
3. Enjoining them to embrace the true faith falls onto deaf ears as they do not submit to the Divine Will
and they are conceited with false pride and ignorance. Compassionate parents make every attempt to
rescue their obdurate children from the abyss of ignorance and the painful torment in the world to come;
however, the unworthy children persist in their disbelief and their parents ﬁnd no other alternative but to
leave them.
According to Verse 18:
“Obdurate disbelievers are those against whom the Word [of torment] is justiﬁed among the previous
generations of Jinn and mankind that have passed away. Indeed, they are ever the losers [viz. they shall
suffer the painful chastisement and shall abide in Hell].
The reason is that they are all losers. What loss is worse that losing all one’s capabilities and gaining the
Divine Wrath? In comparing the dwellers of Paradise and Hell in these Verses we notice that one group
attain to growth and development and the other loss all their capabilities and turn into losers.
The former are grateful to God and their parents but the latter are ungrateful and show their disrespect to
their parents. The former shall abide in Paradise near to God and the latter are the dwellers of Hell to

abide there among faithless people.
Each of them joins their lot. The former repent of their sins and faults and submit to the Will of God and
the latter are rebels sunken in false pride. It is to be noted that the latter are obdurate in their deviation
from the true path and rely on their predecessors and shall be raised up in Hell with their likes.”

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 19
َﻮنﻈْﻠَﻤ ﻻ ﻳﻢﻫ وﻢﺎﻟَﻬﻤ أﻋﻢﻬﻴّﻓﻮﻴﻟﻠُﻮا وﻤﺎ ﻋﻤ ﻣﺎتﺟر دﻞﻟو
19. And for all [viz. Jinn and mankind, the preceding and coming generations], there will be
degrees according to that which they did, that He may recompense them in full for their deeds.
And they will not be wronged.
Divine degrees and stations are consistent with human deeds. Resurrection shall be a reward for the
faithful and a chastisement for evil doers
(“He may recompense them in full for their deeds”).
“And”
(wa) in
“and for all”
(wa li-kulli) refers to the last two Verses; the former concerns those who embrace the true faith and
submit to the Divine Will following their maturity and development invoking God to grant success to them
and their parents, repenting their evil deeds and turning to God Almighty and the latter concerns those
who showed disrespect for their parents and denied the veracity of the Resurrection Day. Each of them
shall be granted degrees of ascension consistent with their deeds.
Every act shall be recompensed in full and no one shall be wronged.
The Qur’an says:
ﻓﻤﻦ ﯾﻌﻤﻞ ﻣﺜﻘﺎل ذره ﺧﯿﺮا ﯾﺮه و ﻣﻦ ﯾﻌﻤﻞ ﻣﺜﻘﺎل ذره ﺷﺮا ﯾﺮه
“So whosoever does good equal to the weight of an atom shall see it and whosoever does evil
equal to the weight of an atom shall see it”42.
In short, the Verse apparently refers to the fact that degrees are the results of deeds and since people

are quite different in their deeds, their degrees are quite different. Each and every individual’s degree is
determined by his qualities and morals acquired by himself in his mundane life.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 20
ﺎﻮنِ ﺑِﻤ اﻟْﻬﺬَابنَ ﻋوﺰ ﺗُﺠمﻮﺎ ﻓَﺎﻟْﻴ ﺑِﻬﺘُﻢﺘَﻌﺘَﻤاﺳﺎ و اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﻢﺎﺗﻴ ﺣ ﻓﻢﺎﺗِﺒ ﻃَﻴﺘُﻢﺒ اﻟﻨﱠﺎرِ أذْﻫَﻠوا ﻋﻔَﺮ ﻛ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦضﺮﻌ ﻳمﻮﻳو
َﻘُﻮن ﺗَﻔْﺴﻨْﺘُﻢﺎ ﻛﺑِﻤ وﻖﺮِ اﻟْﺤضِ ﺑِﻐَﻴر اونَ ﻓﺒِﺮَﺘ ﺗَﺴﻨْﺘُﻢﻛ
20. On the Day when those who disbelieve will be exposed to the Fire [it shall be said]: “You
received your good things in the life of the world, and you took your pleasure therein [without
saving anything for this day]. Now this Day you shall be recompensed with a torment of
humiliation, because you were arrogant in the land without a right, and because you used to
rebel against Allah’s Command.
Diverse physical and mental torments shall be in store for evil doers on the Resurrection Day beginning
posthumously with reproach, humiliation, losing one’s capabilities and bounties, and regretting their loss.
Concerning the manner of dying, Imam ‘Ali (as) in Nahj al-Balagha says:
“In his last minute, man thinks about what he has done in his lifetime (ﬁ-ma afani ‘umrahu)”43.
The blessed Verse in question treats of the manner of torments of the Resurrection Day, when
disbelievers are exposed to Hell ﬁre. It will be said unto them that the bounties granted to you in your
mundane life, e.g. outward ones like health, property and wealth, delicious food and inward ones such
as intellect, intelligence, and bravery were spent inappropriately rather than employing them for the
attainment of felicity, virtue, and perfection.
You spent them on the pleasures of the ﬂesh and as a consequence of ingratitude for such blessings,
disobedience against Divine Command you will pay for your ingratitude by suffering from a humiliating
torment (jaza’an wifaqan). Since recompense is supposed to be consistent with deeds, false pride and
vicious conduct shall be chastised by humiliating torment (‘adhab al-hawn).

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 21
ﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋ أﺧَﺎفّﻧ اﻪ اﻟﻻﺪُوا اﺒ ﺗَﻌ أﻪ ﺧَﻠْﻔﻦﻣ وﻪﺪَﻳ ﻳﻦﻴ ﺑﻦ ﻣﻗَﺪْ ﺧَﻠَﺖِ اﻟﻨﱡﺬُرﻘَﺎفِ وﺣ ﺑِﺎﻪﻣ ﻗَﻮذْ أﻧْﺬَرﺎدٍ ا أﺧَﺎ ﻋﺮاذْﻛو
ﻴﻢﻈ ﻋمﻮ ﻳﺬَابﻋ
21. And remember [Hud] the brother of ‘Ad, when he warned his people in Ahqaf. And surely,
there have passed away warners before him and after him [saying]: Worship none but Allah;

truly, I fear for you the torment of a mighty Day.”
The proper noun Ahqaf is from hiqf (“ﬂowing sand”) is applied to a region covered by sand in the South
of the Arabian Peninsula located between the Yemen, Oman, and Aden in which the people of ‘Ad dwelt
(cf. Tahqiq ﬁ Kalimat al-Qur’an).
Addressing His Messenger in this Verse, God says:
“Remember ‘Ad’s brother [namely Prophet Hud (as)].”
It is said that Hud (as) was ‘Ad’s brother by blood or from the latter’s tribe. Hud (as) was asked to inspire
awe in his Bedouin tribe and threaten them.
God Almighty appointed Hud (as) as His Messenger to encourage the people of ‘Ad to worship the One
God saying unto them:
“Do not worship any god other than the One God. I fear for you the torment of a mighty Day.”
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Surah al-Ahqaf - Verses 22-23
ﻴﻦﺎدِﻗ اﻟﺼﻦ ﻣﻨْﺖنْ ﻛﺪُﻧَﺎ اﺎ ﺗَﻌﻨَﺎ ﺑِﻤﻨَﺎ ﻓَﺄﺗﺘﻬ آﻟﻦﻨَﺎ ﻋﺘَﺄﻓﺘَﻨَﺎ ﻟﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا أﺟِﯩ

َﻠُﻮنﻬﻣﺎً ﺗَﺠ ﻗَﻮﻢاﻛ أرّﻨَﻟ و ﺑِﻪﻠْﺖﺳﺎ اُر ﻣﻢُﻐّﻠاُﺑ وﻪﻨْﺪَ اﻟ ﻋﻠْﻢﺎ اﻟْﻌﻧﱠﻤ اﻗَﺎل
22. They [the people of ‘Ad to Prophet Hud] said: “Have you come to turn us away from our
gods? Then bring us that with which you threaten us, if you are one the truthful!”
23. He said: “The knowledge [of the time of Resurrection] is with Allah only. And I convey to you
that wherewith I have been sent, but I see that you are a people given to ignorance!”
At times polytheism and disbelief appear so true that monotheism and belief are considered to be
deviation from the right path. Requesting the prophet to bring torment upon them rather than pondering
on the True Word is a token of ignorance.
Such obdurate people stood against Divine Invitation and said unto Hud:
“Have you come to turn us away from our gods with your lies. Then bring us that with which you
threaten us, if you are one of the truthful!”
The two sentences clearly demonstrate the deviation and obduracy of this disobedient people. According

to the former, they say that Hud’s call to Monotheism is false since it is against their common practice
regarding their objects of worship passed down to them from their forefathers. In the latter, they request
the prophet to bring torment upon them, a torment which will be totally irreversible.
In response to their unwise request, Hud says:
“The knowledge is with Allah only. He is the only One who knows when and under what circumstances
the torment shall be brought forth whose occurrence shall be irrelevant to their request or his will and
desire. The purpose is giving the ultimatum since Divine Wisdom requires the same. He further adds
that it is his duty to convey to them that wherewith he has been sent.
It is his responsibility but they are to decide concerning obeying God and it rests upon His Will to bring
torment upon them. However, he sees that they are a people given to ignorance. Their misfortune has
its roots in their ignorance that together with obduracy and false pride impedes them from giving their
ears to the Messengers of God and makes you persist in requesting God to send down His torment
upon them and cause their annihilation. Had they been aware in the least, they would have thought
about the realization of the threat.”
The people were indifferent toward Hud’s (as) words and Divine Promise and Threat but waxed their
disobedience. According to Qur’an exegets, God Almighty sent down famine and three years passed
without a single drop of rain so that they may take a lesson.
Prophet Hud (as) asked them to believe in Monotheism so that God may send down rain or else Divine
torment would be brought upon them. At the end and out of dire necessity they sought refuge in Ka’ba
which was merely a pile of red sand at the time. A certain adherent of Hud (as) asked them to believe in
Hud’s prophethood in order to save themselves from the disaster, but they ignored him and put him in
prison.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verses 24-25
ﻴﻢ أﻟﺬَابﺎ ﻋﻴﻬ ﻓ رِﻳﺢ ﺑِﻪﻠْﺘُﻢﺠﺘَﻌﺎ اﺳ ﻣﻮ ﻫﻞﻧَﺎ ﺑﺮﻄﻤ ﻣﺎرِضﺬَا ﻋ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﻫﻬِﻢﺘدِﻳ أوﺘَﻘْﺒِﻞﺴﺎرِﺿﺎً ﻣ ﻋهأوﺎ رﻓَﻠَﻤ

ﻴﻦﺮِﻣﺠ اﻟْﻤمﺰِي اﻟْﻘَﻮﻚَ ﻧَﺠﺬَﻟ ﻛﻢﻨُﻬﺎﻛﺴ ﻣﻻی اﺮﻮا ﻻ ﻳﺤﺒﺎ ﻓَﺄﺻِﻬﺑﺮِ ر ﺑِﺄﻣءَ ﺷﻞ ﻛﺮﺗُﺪَﻣ
24. When they saw it as a dense cloud coming toward their valleys, they said: “This is a cloud
bringing us rain!” Nay, but he [Hud] said that it is that [torment] which you were asking to be
hastened – a wind wherein is a painful torment!
25. Destroying everything by the Command of its Lord! So they became such that nothing could
be seen except their dwellings! Thus do We recompense the people who are sinners.

The word ‘Aridh denotes a cloud appearing in the sky covering the horizon all over. Awdiya is the plural
form of wadi (“valley; dwelling place”). Having faced severe famine and having awaited rain for long, the
people of ‘Ad were gladdened to see the cloud in the sky but later on they found out that the cloud was
not a harbinger of felicity but one of misfortune. It was the torment sought desirously and hastily by
them.
Seeing three clouds in the sky, the people of ‘Ad thought that they would bring rain, but they were
mistaken. Au contraire, they led to their annihilation. It was the same severe torment of which prophet
Hud (as) had informed them and said that had they not believed in Monotheism and had they
worshipped the One God, they would have not suffered from the severe torment.
However, they were too ignorant to believe him and said that if he had been in the right he would have
brought that severe torment upon them. According to the exegets, the cloud contained a wind which
blew so hard that they were desperate and their property and animals were scattered and they were
annihilated as well.
As per a narration recorded in Manhaj and narrated on the authority of ‘Amr ibn Maymun, the wind blew
so hard that it took the tents and the camels with their litters to the sky like grasshoppers jumping up.
According to another narration, the ﬁrst person to notice the torment was a woman who said:
“I see a wind blowing and blazing with ﬂames.”
Hud (as) took away the believers from among the disbelievers. The wind invigorated the believers and
softened their bodies and they enjoyed its blow.
The fact is that all creatures are the Divine Host at His Command. They are the enemies of God’s
enemies and the friends of God’s friends. If they do not turn away from God’s enemies for a while we
should know that God works in mysterious ways and the Creator has granted them respite so that the
world may be refashioned.
It is said that when the people of ‘Ad were desperate with the harsh wind blowing, they sought refuge in
their houses and closed the doors thinking that they could save themselves from God’s torment.
The wind blew harsher and pulled out the doors. It blew for seven days and nights and embraced them
beneath the piles of sand in Ahqaf so that they were hidden beneath them and were annihilated:
“such that nothing could be seen except their dwellings!”
According to Verse 25, following the occurrence of the harsh disaster, no trace was seen of the people
of ‘Ad but their houses and dwelling places. It becomes evident that when the wind subsided, their dead
bodies had also disappeared, since it is said that the wind hurled them toward the mounts so that their
bodies were destroyed.

Thus is the chastisement decreed for the sinners. If God wills, they have to meet the recompense of
their vices so that others may take a lesson.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 26
ﻢﺪَﺗُﻬﻻ أﻓْﺌ وﻢﻫﺎرﺼﻻ أﺑ وﻢﻬﻌﻤ ﺳﻢﻨْﻬ ﻋَﺎ أﻏْﻨﺪَةً ﻓَﻤأﻓْﺌﺎراً وﺼأﺑﻌﺎً وﻤ ﺳﻢﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻟَﻬﻌﺟ وﻴﻪ ﻓﻢﻨﱠﺎﻛنْ ﻣﺎ اﻴﻤ ﻓﻢﻨﱠﺎﻫﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﻣو
َﻮنﺰِﯨﺘَﻬﺴ ﻳﺎﻧُﻮا ﺑِﻪﺎ ﻛ ﻣ ﺑِﻬِﻢﺎقﺣ وﻪﺪُونَ ﺑِﺂﻳﺎتِ اﻟﺤﺠﺎﻧُﻮا ﻳذْ ﻛ اءَ ﺷﻦﻣ
26. And verily We had ﬁrmly established them with that wherewith We have not established you!
And We had assigned them hearing, seeing, and hearts; but their hearing, seeing, and their
hearts availed them nothing since they used to deny the Signs of Allah, and they were [ﬁnally]
completely encircled by that which they used to mock at!
To have access to facilities necessitates making efforts, but they all belong to God:
(“And verily We had ﬁrmly established them”).
In ad hoc indicates negation and is addressed to Meccans signifying:
“O people of Quraysh! The people of ‘Ad were better than you in terms of property, wealth, power, high
stature, and perseverance.”
It is said that they were so powerful that they would built houses out of mountain rocks. God had
provided them with such wealth and power that they were superior to Quraysh in this respect. In ad hoc
may be taken as a particle referring to the fact that the people of ‘Ad, despite their strength, power, high
stature, and lofty and fortiﬁed dwellings were unable to stay unharmed from the harsh wind blowing as a
result of Divine Wrath.
How could you who are weaker than them save yourselves from God’s torment?
In spite of having been granted hearing, seeing, and perceiving hearts, i.e., having provided them with
all the requirements of mankind in terms of bodily strength and intellectual power, they failed to enjoy
Divine Bounties, felicity, and spiritual merits. They made use of them to satisfy their bestial needs,
denied Divine Signs, and derided the Messenger of God. As a consequence of their vices, they suffered
from the torment and paid for their mockery.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 27
َﻮنﺟِﻌﺮ ﻳﻢﻠﱠﻬﻳﺎتِ ﻟَﻌﻓْﻨَﺎ اﺮﺻی و اﻟْﻘُﺮﻦ ﻣﻢَﻟﻮﺎ ﺣﻨَﺎ ﻣَﻠﻟَﻘَﺪْ أﻫو

27. And verily We have destroyed towns round about you and We have shown [them] the Signs
in various ways that they might return [from error to the Truth].
Annihilation and Divine Wrath follow the ultimatum given by prophets. Studying the history of peoples
closer to us in terms of time may bear further results. The blessed Verse in question refers to the
preceding one saying that in the same manner that the people of ‘Ad were annihilated as a consequence
of their opposition against their prophet, he inhabitants of the villages around you, namely within the
vicinity of Mecca were also destroyed.
Consider the peoples of Hud (as) in the Yemen, Salih (as) in Hijr, and Thamud in Sodom, and Lot on
your way to Sham [viz. Syria, Palestine, East Jordan, Lebanon, and the northwestern parts of the Fertile
Crescent] and take a lesson. God recurrently showed His Signs and the Tokens of His Omnipotence
unto them so that they may turn away from disbelief to Monotheism. Failing to do so, they were afﬂicted
with the torment as a consequence of their vicious deeds.
The Verse refers to the fact that God repeatedly shows His Signs in the forms of miracles, threats,
rewards of Paradise, Heavenly Bounties, Tokens of His Omnipotence, poverty, and hardships so that
man may forego his obduracy. God gives an Ultimatum to man to not deny the Divine Message, harming
prophets and the faithful. Failing to take a lesson, man will be afﬂicted with torment so that others may
take a lesson.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 28
َونﻔْﺘَﺮﺎﻧُﻮا ﻳﺎ ﻛﻣ وﻢﻬْﻓﻚَ اذَﻟ وﻢﻨْﻬﻠﱡﻮا ﻋ ﺿﻞﺔً ﺑﻬﺎﻧﺎً آﻟﺑ ﻗُﺮﻪونِ اﻟ دﻦ اﺗﱠﺨَﺬُوا ﻣ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻢﻫﺮﻻ ﻧَﺼﻓَﻠَﻮ
28. Then why did those whom they had taken for gods besides Allah, as a way of approach [to
Allah] not help them? Nay, but they vanished completely from them [when there came the
torment]. And that was [the end of] their deviation and what they were seeking.
Inclination toward proximity to God is innate; even idolaters regard idols as a means of nearness to God:
(“as a way of approach”).
We may rely on someone as a means of succor in hardships, but it would be wishful thinking to regard
idols as means of support:
(“Nay, but they vanished completely from them”).
The Verse in question rejects the claims of those entangled in torment owing to their polytheism and
disbelief.

They worshipped the statues of gods fashioned by them and said:
“we do not worship them except for rendering us nearer to God.”
Upon sending down the torment they were abandoned.
At that time:
“they vanished completely from them when there came the torment.”
They were unable to ﬁnd their objects of worship owing to slandering the One God and associating false
gods with Him. The Verse refers to the fact that had they enjoyed any rank or merit with, they should
have been able to save their worshippers from torment rather than being annihilated in it.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 29
ﻨْﺬِرِﻳﻦ ﻣﻬِﻢﻣ ﻗَﻮَﻟا اﻟﱠﻮ وﺎ ﻗُﻀﺘُﻮا ﻓَﻠَﻤ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا أﻧْﺼوهﺮﻀﺎ ﺣآنَ ﻓَﻠَﻤﻮنَ اﻟْﻘُﺮﻌﺘَﻤﺴ ﻳ اﻟْﺠِﻦﻦﻚَ ﻧَﻔَﺮاً ﻣﻟَﻴﻓْﻨَﺎ اﺮذْ ﺻاو
29. And when We sent toward you a group of the jinn, listening to the Qur’an. When they stood in
the presence thereof, they said: “Listen in silence!” And when it was ﬁnished, they returned to
their people, as warners.
Familiarity with the Qur’an broadens man’s horizon. According to the Qur’an, man is not the only
perceiving and willful being, but other beings called jinn enjoy the same conditions but excel man in
power. The Verse may allude to polytheists and those in error who regard themselves as masterminds.
It denotes that you listened to so many Verses but failed to believe; however, the jinn listened to a few
Verses and believed in the Islamic faith and promulgated its teachings.
The Noble Prophet (S) is thus addressed herein:
“Remember when We sent toward you a group of the jinn, listening to the Qur’an.”
It is said that some of the jinn were Divinely inspired to leave their dwellings and lands and make their
presence there to listen to the Qur’an. It is also said that when devils noticed that the way to the sky is
blocked for them and whenever they wish to ascend the sky they were warded off by meteors.
They said that a great event has occurred on the earth as a consequence of which the path to the sky
has been blocked for them. They embarked upon a thorough search. Traversing on the earth they came
upon idols and met with the Messenger of God (S) in Wadi Nakhla. Listening to the Qur’an they learned
that the same impeded them from ascending the sky.
Narrating on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbas, a number of exegets regard nafaran as denoting a number of

the jinn ranging between seven, nine, and ten. Upon hearing the Holy Qur’an they asked each other to
stand silent and listen to the Verses being recited. Upon returning to their folk they warned them.
It is reported that following listening to the Qur’an, the jinn believed in the Islamic faith and inquired about
a number of issues and the Prophet (S) appointed a number of the jinn to promulgate the Islamic
teachings among their folk.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 30
ﻴﻢﺘَﻘﺴ ﻣ ﻃَﺮِﻳﻖَﻟا وﻖ اﻟْﺤَﻟﺪِي اﻬ ﻳﻪﺪَﻳ ﻳﻦﻴﺎ ﺑﻤﺪِّﻗﺎً ﻟﺼ ﻣﻮﺳﺪِ ﻣﻌ ﺑﻦ ﻣﺘَﺎﺑﺎً اُﻧْﺰِلﻨَﺎ ﻛﻌﻤﻧﱠﺎ ﺳﻨَﺎ اﻣﺎ ﻗَﻮﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﻳ
30. They said: “O our people! Verily, we have heard [the Verses of] a Book sent down after Musa,
conﬁrming what preceded it: it guides to the Truth and to the Straight Path.”
The prophets of mankind are the prophets of the jinn as well and a group of the jinn were appointed to
promulgate prophetic teachings among their own society:
(“They said: ‘O our people! Verily, we have heard …’”).
The jinn knew the history of prophets and the Divine Books.
Upon hearing a number of Verses the jinn comprehended the truth; however, people like Abu Jahl and
Abu Lahab spent a life time with the Prophet (S); however they did not wish to perceive the truth:
(“It guides to the truth”).
According to the blessed Verse in question, upon returning to their people, the jinn said:
“We have heard [the Verses] of a Book sent down after Musa.”
It is said that the jinn made no mention of the Christian Bible since they were either Jews or unaware of
the Christian Bible or did not believe in it. Upon their return, they addressed their people saying that they
had heard a Book conﬁrming the preceding Scriptures including the prophets’ truthfulness and guiding to
the truth and the straight path.”

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 31
ﻴﻢﺬَابٍ أﻟ ﻋﻦ ﻣﻢﻛﺠِﺮﻳ وﻢِ ذُﻧُﻮ ﺑﻦ ﻣﻢَ ﻟﺮﻐْﻔ ﻳﻨُﻮا ﺑِﻪآﻣ وﻪ اﻟاﻋﻮا دﻨَﺎ أﺟِﻴﺒﻣﺎ ﻗَﻮﻳ
31. O our people! Respond to Allah’s Caller [namely the Messenger of God, Muhammad (S)] and
believe in him. He [Allah] will forgive you of your sins, and will save you from a painful torment.

As per the Holy Qur’an, faith, repentance, interest free loan, and fearing God lead to Divine Forgiving.
The blessed Verse enumerates the principles of Islamic dogma, i.e., Divine Oneness:
(“believe in him”),
Prophethood:
(“Allah’s Caller”),
and Resurrection:
(“He will save you from a painful torment”).
Divinely appointed prophets call people to God rather than to themselves. Faith absolves man of a
number of sins like polytheism and disbelief, but sins like transgression of the rights of people is
different. The Verse holds that certain sins may be forgiven. The other point is that the jinn, like mankind,
have obligations and their disobedience shall lead to being regarded as sinners and subject to Divine
Recompense.
According to the blessed Verse, the jinn addressed their people to guide them to the true path saying:
“O our people! Respond to Allah’s Caller [namely the Messenger of God, Muhammad (S)] and
believe in him. He [Allah] will forgive you of your sins, and will save you from a painful torment.”

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 32
ﺒِﻴﻦﻼلٍ ﻣ ﺿﻚَ ﻓ اُوﻟَﺌﺎءﻴﻟ أوﻪوﻧ دﻦ ﻣ ﻟَﻪﺲﻟَﻴضِ ور اﺠِﺰٍ ﻓﻌ ﺑِﻤﺲ ﻓَﻠَﻴﻪ اﻟاﻋ دﺠِﺐ ﻻ ﻳﻦﻣو
32. And whosoever does not respond to Allah’s Caller, he cannot escape on earth, and there will
be no supporter for him besides Allah [from Allah’s punishment]. Those are in manifest error.
Any path besides that of God is manifest error. Disbelief entangles man such that he may neither
release himself nor may anyone release him. According to the blessed Verse, whosoever does not
respond to Allah’s Caller, i.e., Prophet Muhammad (S), out of disobedience and turning away from God’s
Callers, torment shall befall him and he shall have no support to release him from the afﬂiction, since all
beings are God’s friends and the enemies of His enemies.
Such astray ones tread the path of manifest error.
In the same vein, Qur’anic exegets say that following the demise of his support, Abu Talib, the Noble
Prophet (S) was harassed by the Quraysh and know that his call could not affect the disbelievers from
Quraysh whose hearts had been hardened in time. Consequently, the Noble Prophet (S) found himself

in jeopardy.
Even though he entertained no fear, but in order to accomplish his mission he left Mecca for Ta’if,
located at the verdant foot of a hill at a distance of a three day journey from Mecca. Ta’if and Thaqif, his
maternal uncles, resided there and the Prophet (S) thought that they may render him support there.
He entered into negotiation with three chiefs of Thaqif, ‘Abdiyaliyl ibn ‘Amr and his two sons Mas’ud and
Habib and called them to his support; however they not only declined his call but also derided him and
instigated some rascals against him.
The people of Thaqif were of substance and had transactions with Quraysh. Their town was the seat of
Lat, one of the most respected Qurayshi idols. They even failed to send their guest away unharmed.
When the Noble Prophet (S) learned that they did not accept his call, he requested them to disregard the
call so as not to instigate the Qurayshis.
Au contraire, they instigated rascals to stone him such that he suffered a wound in his foot and was sent
away. On his way, the Prophet (S) stayed in a garden called Nakhila for a few days.
Released from the hands of the rascals from Ta’if, his heart broke and ﬁnding himself without support
from men, he turned to his Lord with tears in his eyes saying:
“O Lord! I complain to You from powerlessness, insufﬁcient means, and humility in the eyes of people, O
Most Forgiving Lord!”
When the sons of Rabi’a noticed his sadness, their sense of family ties made them to ask ‘Addas, a
Christian slave, to take a dish of grapes to him. Fining the dish before him, he said “In the Name of
Allah” and began eating the grapes.
Shockingly ‘Addas asked him:
“The inhabitants of this town never utter such words. Where are you?”
He replied:
“From Mecca. Where are you from? What is your religion?”
The slave answered:
“I am a Christian from Nineveh.”
The Prophet (S) inquired:
“Are you from the village of the pious man Yunus ibn Matta (as)?”
‘Addas asked:

“What do you know about Yunus?”
Muhammad (S) replied:
“Yunus (as) the prophet was my brother and I am a prophet too.”
Upon hearing him, ‘Addas fell to his knees and kissed the Prophet’s (S) hands and feet. The sons of
Rabi’a saw them surprisingly from afar; however they did not convert to the Islamic faith. Upon their
slave’s return they warned him against the Prophet asking him to be cautious lest he might lose his faith
though his was better than the one proclaimed by Muhammad.
‘Addas informed them that he had heard something from Muhammad (S) that no one save a prophet
would be apprised of it.
They said to him:
“the man is a sorcerer and a charlatan.”
When Prophet Muhammad (S) learned that the people of Ta’if would not believe in the Islamic faith, he
departed for Mecca and upon arriving at Nakhla at night he established his late night prayers and recited
the Qur’an when the jinn heard him and believed in the Islamic faith:
(“And when We sent to you a group of the jinn listening to the Qur’an…”).
The Verse in question as well as those of Chapter 72 (Surah al-Jinn) and some other Verses evidently
indicate two points – one is that the jinn exist and they are different from mankind and the other is that
the Seal of the Prophets (S) was Divinely appointed to proclaim his Call to the jinn and mankind alike.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 33
ءَ ﺷﻞ ﻛَﻠ ﻋﻧﱠﻪ اَﻠ ﺑَﺗﻮ اﻟْﻤِﻴﺤ أنْ ﻳَﻠ ﺑِﻘَﺎدِرٍ ﻋﻬِﻦ ﺑِﺨَﻠْﻘﻌ ﻳﻟَﻢ وضرااتِ وﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﺧَﻠَﻖﻪا أنﱠ اﻟوﺮ ﻳﻟَﻢأو
ﻗَﺪِﻳﺮ
33. Do they not see that Allah Who created the heavens and the earth and was not wearied by
their creation is Able to give life to the dead? Yes, He surely is Most Able to do all things.
Lam ya’a is from ‘ayy (“powerlessness”). In order to conceive the inevitability of Resurrection, it would
sufﬁce to notice the Inﬁnite Divine Omnipotence.
Do disbelievers in Resurrection think that raising the dead is more difﬁcult than creation of the heavens
and the earth?
(“Do they not see that Allah Who created the heavens and the earth … is Able to give life to the

dead?”)
The blessed Verse rejects disbelievers’ incredulity of Resurrection and proves the raising of the dead on
the Last Day.
In response to their disbelief the Verse says:
“Do they not see?”
Do disbelievers not perceive that God created the heavens and the earth without any toil? The Creator is
so Omnipotent that He has created such heavens with such grandeur abounding in planets, stars,
galaxies, and creatures whose number is solely known by Him. He has also created the earth together
with mountains, oceans, and diverse species of creatures through His Divine Will.
The Qur’an says:
“When He decrees a matter, He only says to it: ‘Be!’ – and it is”1.
“Be!”
in the aforementioned Verse indicates the immediate response of possibilities that through Divine
Creative Command come into being ex nihilo which bears testimony to Divine Omnipotence including the
raising of the dead unintelligible to disbelievers’ imperfect intellect attempting in vain to deny and/or
restrict Divine Omnipotence and interpret the Verses without the scope of physical phenomena through
their comprehension and taste.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 34
َونﻔُﺮَ ﺗﻨْﺘُﻢﺎ ﻛ ﺑِﻤﺬَاب ﻓَﺬُوﻗُﻮا اﻟْﻌِﻨَﺎ ﻗَﺎلﺑر وَﻠ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﺑﻖﺬَا ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤ ﻫﺲ اﻟﻨﱠﺎرِ أﻟَﻴَﻠوا ﻋﻔَﺮ ﻛ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦضﺮﻌ ﻳمﻮﻳو
34. And on the Day when those who disbelieve will be exposed to the Fire [God will say to them]:
“Is this [Hell] not the truth?” They will say: “Yes by our Lord!” He will say: “Then taste the torment,
because you used to disbelieve!”
Physical and mental torments are side by side on the Day of Resurrection. On that Day, confessing
Divine Sovereignty shall be of no avail. In this Verse God Almighty informs His Noble Prophet (S) that
when disbelievers are exposed to Hell ﬁre on the Last Day, it will be said unto them that they did not
believe the prophets’ warnings.
They will say:
“Aye, by God what they said unto us were totally right but we failed to believe their promises and

warnings.”
The angels in charge of tormenting disbelievers in Hell will say unto them
“You declined the prophets’ Calls and felt animosity toward them. Now you taste a severe torment as a
recompense for your vicious deeds.”
“Because you used to disbelieve!”
may refer to the fact that Hell ﬁre blazes through wickedness, denial of Truth, and animosity toward
Divinely appointed prophets and messengers.
At that time, man reproaches his own self saying:
“The prophets uttered the Truth, but you denied it.”
Upon tasting the torment they admit to their ignorance, but their belief will be of no avail and they have to
suffer the consequences of their disbelief.

Surah al-Ahqaf - Verse 35
ٍﺎر ﻧَﻬﻦﺔً ﻣﺎﻋ ﺳﻻﺜُﻮا اﻠْﺒ ﻳﺪُونَ ﻟَﻢﻮﻋﺎ ﻳنَ ﻣوﺮ ﻳمﻮ ﻳﻢﺄﻧﱠﻬ ﻛﻢ ﻟَﻬﺠِﻞﺘَﻌﻻ ﺗَﺴ وﻞﺳ اﻟﺮﻦ ﻣمﺰ اُوﻟُﻮا اﻟْﻌﺮﺒﺎ ﺻﻤ ﻛﺒِﺮﻓَﺎﺻ
َﻘُﻮن اﻟْﻔَﺎﺳم اﻟْﻘَﻮﻻﻠَﻚُ اﻬ ﻳﻞﻼغٌ ﻓَﻬﺑ
35. Therefore be patient [O Prophet!] as did the arch-prophets [lit. possessor of constancy,
determination, and strong will, applied to Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad]. On
the Day when they will see that [torment] with which they are promised as if they had not stayed
more than an hour in a single day. [This is] a clear Message [for all]. But shall any be destroyed
except the people who are evil doers?
‘Azm is used in the senses of will, decision, determination, and Divine Law (shari’a) Uulu al-’azm is
applied to the legislating prophets.
Taking disbelievers’ chastisement into consideration paves the way for believers’ patience and
perseverance. Addressing His Messenger (S), God asks him to be patient with disbelievers and their
false claims as to deeming you words as legends in the same manner as the arch-prophets were patient
with disbelievers and their cruelty.
He also asks him to not make haste in having them chastised for their vicious deeds since mundane life
is so transient that when disbelievers taste Divine Torment they think that they stayed in this world but
for a single hour. Compared to the life to come, this worldly life seems to resemble a single moment. In
retrospect, this mundane life may be likened to a dream. Fanciful pleasures of the ﬂesh preoccupying

man leave him with nothing but misfortune, cruelty, and darkness of heart.
“Illa al-sa’a”
(“except an hour”)
may indicate the changeable moment referred to the time that is constantly in the process of generation
and corruption lacking stable existence.
The world to come is the stable and unchangeable world of life, i.e., eternal life, referred to in the Holy
Qur’an as:
“Verily, the home of the Hereafter – that is the life indeed [i.e., the eternal life that will never end],
if they but knew”2.
In Manhaj al-Sadiqin it is narrated from Imam Muhammad Baqir and Imam Ja’far Sadiq (as) that the
arch-prophets were ﬁve in number who abrogated their preceding Laws. They are Noah, Abraham,
Moses, Jesus (as), and Muhammad (S) who are also referred to as Sarat al-Nabiyin. Thus is narrated
on the authorities of Ibn ‘Abbas and Qatada. Other narrations have been narrated by exegets but space
limitations impede their citation.
In short, ulu al-’azm in its literal sense of “having a strong will” may be applied to all the prophets since
they possessed strong will, clemency, and perseverance in the fulﬁllment of their Divine Mission. Their
words were against the beliefs and practices of their time, as a consequence of which they suffered
many an afﬂiction and were patient with disbelievers for the fulﬁllment of Divine Command.
The Verse in question may serve as an encouragement for the Noble Prophet (S) to be patient in the
same manner as all the prophets were patient with disbelievers and their vicious deeds.
1. 2:117
2. 29:64

Surah Muhammad, Chapter 47, Verses 1 - 21
(Muhammad/The Fighting)
Section (juz’): 26
Number of Verses: 38

General Overview of the Chapter
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
The Chapter has thirty eight Verses and is revealed at Mecca. The title of the Chapter derives from the
second Verse in which mention is made of the name of the Noble Prophet Muhammad (S). The
dominant theme of the Chapter is jihad against the enemies of Islam hence Its designation “The Chapter
of Battle” (Surah al-Qital).
The main subject matter concerns believers and disbelievers, comparing the twain in this world and the
world to come, and the hypocrites’ sabotage in Medina. Mention is also made of issues regarding the
captivity and freedom of the prisoners of war, call to spend money in Allah’s Cause, and forbidding
obsequiousness and complacency in dealing with the enemy.
It is narrated that whoever wishes to perceive the circumstances of the Prophet’s (S) Household (as) and
their enemies is supposed to recite the Chapter in question.1 It is also reported that the Noble Prophet
(S) would recite the Chapter in his evening prayers.2

The Merits of Reciting the Chapter
According to a Prophetic tradition
“One who recites Sura Muhammad, God will provide him with the streams of Paradise.”3

Surah Muhammad - Verse 1
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
ﻢﺎﻟَﻬﻤ أﻋﻞ أﺿﻪ اﻟﺒِﻴﻞ ﺳﻦﺪﱡوا ﻋﺻوا وﻔَﺮ ﻛاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ
1. Those who disbelieve and hinder [men] from the Path of Allah, He will render their deeds vain.
From among the one hundred and fourteen Chapters of the Holy Qur’an, mention is made of
reproaching and threatening the enemies in eleven Chapters. The verse in question is one of such
instances.

The Noble Verse reads:
“Those who disbelieve and hinder men from the Path of Allah, God will render their deeds vain.”
The verse alludes to the Meccan polytheists and leaders of disbelief serving as war mongers waging
wars against the Islamic faith. They were not only disbelievers but also employed diverse stratagems to
hinder people from the Path of Allah.
Some exegets, e.g. Zamakhshari in his Kashshaf, considering the meaning of the following Verse which
concerns faith, have interpreted sadd ad hoc in the sense of:
“turning away” (i’radh)
from faith; however, taking the Qur’anic usage of the word into consideration, the dominant sense of the
word is “hindering and impeding.”
“Render their deeds vain”
is used in the sense that “He” will make their plans ineffective and fruitless, since reducing something
serves as a metaphor for being abandoned which necessitates perdition.
At any rate, some exegets take the sentence as an allusion to those who provided people with the meat
of the camels slaughtered at the battle of Badr. Abu Jahl, Safwan, and Sahl ibn ‘Amr each slaughtered
ten camels as a token of thanksgiving.4 Such acts were of no avail with polytheism and satanic
stratagems hence their being rendered totally vain.
It is not apparently restricted to the sense in question rather all their seemingly good deeds, e.g.
providing aid to the needy and hospitality, will be rendered vain owing to their faithlessness.
Furthermore, God Almighty will render all their acts performed for the obliteration of Islam and defeating
Muslims and also impedes them from attaining to their goals.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 2
ﻢﺎﻟَﻬ ﺑﻠَﺢأﺻ وﻬِﻢﺎﺗِﯩﻴ ﺳﻢﻨْﻬ ﻋﻔﱠﺮ ﻛِﻬِﻢﺑ رﻦ ﻣﻖ اﻟْﺤﻮﻫﺪٍ وﻤﺤ ﻣَﻠ ﻋِلﺎ ﻧُﺰﻨُﻮا ﺑِﻤآﻣﺎتِ وﺤﺎﻟﻠُﻮا اﻟﺼﻤﻋﻨُﻮا و آﻣاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦو
2. But those who believe and do righteous good deeds, and believe in that which is sent down to
Muhammad – for it is the truth from their Lord – He will absolve them of their vices and will make
good their state.
Having faith is insufﬁcient for availing oneself of Divine Favors rather one has to do good righteous
deeds and follow the Messenger of God:

(“those who believe and do righteous good deeds and believe in that which is sent down to
Muhammad”).
Regarding the Noble Verse in question exegets maintain that:
“But those who believe”
alludes to the Medinan Helpers (ansar) and “that which” (ma):
“in that which is sent down” (bi-ma nuzzila)
refers to the Qur’an; in other words the contextual meaning of the clause in question is “those who
believed in the Qur’an sent down to Muhammad (S) by God and held that It is true, unchangeable, and
standing ﬁrm on Its basis to the Last Day and It is not exposed to alterations like other Divine Books,
e.g. the Torah, the Christian Bible, which have been abrogated by the Holy Qur’an.
Those believing in the Qur’an and the prophethood of the Messenger of God, the Seal of the Prophets
(S) and did righteous good deeds as per the Divine Decrees and Laws of the Islamic faith, God:
“will make good their state” (aslaha balahum),
namely their state will improve out of having faith in Islam, since their conversion to the Islamic faith and
having faith in it will alter their inward states and reﬁne their heart out of moral and inward vices and
corruption.
“Will make good their state”
concerns believers and contrasts with:
“Will render their deeds vain”
which falls to the share of disbelievers. In other words, in as much as believers proceed on the path of
improvement of their inward and outward states through their faith, disbelievers will remain in error out of
their disbelief. It may also indicate that as disbelief will render good deeds vain, faith, au contraire, will
lead to purity and reﬁnement of heart.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 3
ﻢﺜَﺎﻟَﻬﻠﻨﱠﺎسِ أﻣ ﻟﻪ اﻟﺮِبﻀﻚَ ﻳﺬَﻟ ﻛِﻬِﻢﺑ رﻦ ﻣﻖﻮا اﻟْﺤﻌﻨُﻮا اﺗﱠﺒ آﻣأنﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ وﻞﺎﻃﻮا اﻟْﺒﻌوا اﺗﱠﺒﻔَﺮ ﻛﻚَ ﺑِﺄنﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦذَﻟ
3. That is because those who disbelieve follow falsehood, while those who believe follow the
truth [sent down] by their Lord. Thus does Allah set forth for mankind their parables [for their
awakening].

One of the Qur’anic didactic techniques attested in a number of Verses is to draw a distinction between
the fates of believers and disbelievers. In the Verse in question, belief and disbelief are distinguished as
per truth and falsehood which reveals the Qur’anic logic in Its encounter with foes.
“That”
(dhalika) in the blessed Verse is a demonstrative pronoun whose antecedent are the disbelievers and it
signiﬁes the vanity of their deeds.
Since they followed their vain desires and proceeded on the path of falsehood, their deeds reﬂect their
inner self, even though seemingly good, their deeds would be rendered vain since their motives rested in
the pleasures of the ﬂesh rather than obtaining Divine Satisfaction and were done out of disobedience to
God and following their concupiscence and Satan.
Whoever does such deeds, his deeds will be rendered vain and devoid of truth since truth is restricted to
God and the followers of falsehood remain in error.
The Holy Qur’an says:
“That is because Allah – He is the Truth and what they invoke besides Him is falsehood”5.
Thus God strikes a parable saying that good and righteous deeds depend on believing in Divine Unity
and the prophethood of His Messenger. When the heart rests truly on the ﬁrm ground of faith, deeds
stemming from it will be of effect and constancy since man’s truth lies in his heart which accommodates
faith and serves as the reservoir of piety. In case it is corrupted through disbelief, all deeds will be
rendered vain and ineffective.
Thus it becomes evident that the recompense of one’s deeds depends on the ﬁrmness or frailty of faith.
The ﬁrmer one’s faith and certitude become the effects and the rewards of one’s deeds will be higher
and the same will purify the heart from vices.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 4
بﺮ اﻟْﺤﻊ ﺗَﻀﺘﱠ ﺣﺪَاءﺎ ﻓﻣاﺪُ وﻌﻨّﺎً ﺑﺎ ﻣﻣ ﻓَﺎﺛَﺎق ﻓَﺸُﺪﱡوا اﻟْﻮﻢﻮﻫذَا أﺛْﺨَﻨْﺘُﻤ اﺘﱠِﻗَﺎبِ ﺣ اﻟﺮبﺮوا ﻓَﻀﻔَﺮ ﻛ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻴﺘُﻢذَا ﻟَﻘﻓَﺎ
ﻢﺎﻟَﻬﻤ أﻋﻞﻀ ﻳ ﻓَﻠَﻦﻪ اﻟﺒِﻴﻞ ﺳﻠُﻮا ﻓ ﻗُﺘاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺾٍ وﻌ ﺑِﺒﻢﻀﻌ ﺑﻠُﻮﺒﻴ ﻟﻦَﻟ وﻢﻨْﻬ ﻣﺮ ﻻﻧْﺘَﺼﻪ اﻟﺸَﺎء ﻳﻟَﻮﻚَ وﺎ ذَﻟﻫزَارأو
4. Therefore, when you meet those who disbelieve [in battleﬁeld], smite [their] necks [when they
fall into captivity] till when you have killed and wounded many of them, then bind a bond ﬁrmly
[lest they ﬂee] either for generosity or ransom until the war lays down its burden. Thus [is God’s
Command] But if it had been Allah’s Will [to send down lightning, earthquake, and other
disasters], He Himself could certainly have punished them. But [He let you ﬁght] in order to test

some of you with others. But those who are killed in the Way of Allah, He will never let their
deeds be lost.
Athkhantumuhum derives from th-kh-n “totally vanquish the enemy.” Withaq is used in the sense of “a
bond used to tie someone or something, e.g. a rope.”
As mentioned above, the preceding Verses serve as a prelude to prepare Muslims for receiving a
signiﬁcant order concerning war.
It reads:
“Upon confrontation with disbelievers on the battleﬁeld attack them with full force and smite their
necks!”
“Smiting their heads” is evidently employed in the sense of “smiting them.” It is needless to say that
warriors are not supposed to embark upon doing the same but it would sufﬁce to slay them. However,
“smiting their necks” evidently indicates taking their life and that it what on which emphasis is laid.
At any rate, the Command ad hoc concerns engaging in war on the battleﬁeld, since laqaytum derives
from l-q-y which in such instances indicates “war.” Other pieces of evidence are to be found in the
Verse in question denoting the same idea, e.g. captivity of prisoners of war, the word harb (“war”), and
martyrdom for Allah’s cause.
In short, the word liqa at times denotes “meeting, encounter” and at times it indicates “confronting on the
battleﬁeld.” Both senses are attested in the Qur’an and the word in the Verse in question is used in the
latter sense.
Thus it becomes evident that those aspiring to spread anti-Islamic propaganda claim that according to
the Islamic doctrine, Muslims may behead disbelievers upon confrontation with them; however, the claim
springs from ill will and ulterior motives otherwise the Verse per se clearly demonstrates confrontation
with the enemy on the battleﬁeld.
It is needless to say that upon confrontation with the bloodthirsty enemy on the battleﬁeld, one has to
attack severely and strike fatal blows on the enemy or else he will perish. The instruction fully stands to
logic.
It further says that such fatal attacks are supposed to be pursued such that the enemy falls down in
which case defeated warriors are to be taken as captives and they are supposed to be bound ﬁrmly:
(“till when you have killed and wounded many of them, then bind a bond ﬁrmly [lest they ﬂee]”).
The word athkhantumuhum derives from th-kh-n denotes harshness and ﬁrmness hence indicating
triumph and conquest and total subjugation of the enemy.

The majority of exegets take the sentence in the sense of the immense number and severity of slaying
the enemy, the issue of slaughtering the enemy rather than the original sense remains untouched.6
At any rate, the verse indicates a measured military command to the effect that defeated warriors are not
supposed to be taken as captives prior to the enemy’s total defeat since embarking upon the same may
jeopardize the position of Muslims engaged in war through their preoccupation with the issue which may
hinder them from their main tasks.
The expression:
“then bind a bond ﬁrmly [lest they ﬂee]” (“fa-shuddu al-withaq”)
with due consideration to the meaning of the word withaq (“rope”) is a reference to making doubly sure
that the captives are bound ﬁrmly lest they liberate themselves and strike fatal blows.
The next sentence indicates the instruction concerning those taken captive at war as per which following
the war they may either be granted freedom non gratia or they may be ransomed or exchanged with odd
numbers:
(“either for generosity or ransom”).
Therefore, prisoners of war may not be slain following the end of the war but the leader of Muslims
exercises his discretion to either ransom or exchange them for odd numbers or set them free non gratia.
It is actually a kind of compensation to be borne by the enemy. The issue is discussed in sources on
Islamic law.
The Verse further adds that the status quo is supposed to be still effective in which fatal blows are to be
struck upon the enemy and a number of them are supposed to be taken captive:
“until the war lays down its burden.”
One may desist from inﬂicting further blows when the enemy is totally defeated and the ﬂame of war is
extinguished. Awzar is the plural form of wizr denoting “heavy burden” and at times connoting “sins”
since the burden of the latter is borne by one who commits it.
It is interesting to note that the heavy burdens referred to in the Verse are attributed to the war:
“until the war lays down its burden.”
The heavy burdens refer to diverse kinds of weaponry as well as the responsibilities shouldered by
warriors. It is solely at the end of the war that they desist from shouldering them.
The Verse further adds that you are supposed to act upon the same instructions:

“but if it had been Allah’s Will, He Himself could certainly have punished them”
through lightning, earthquake, storm, and other disasters. Nonetheless, there would be no ground for
trials.
“But [He let you ﬁght] in order to test some of you with others.”
It is actually the grounds lying behind engaging in war and the main point of the opposition between the
Truth and falsehood. It is through such wars that the lines of true believers who act are separated from
those who merely talk.
Faculties and abilities ﬂourish, perseverance and resistance are invigorated, and the main goal of the
mundane life which is strengthening the power of faith and other human values are attained. Had
believers stepped aside preoccupied with everyday life and had God intervened miraculously to defeat
the polytheists’ and oppressors’ rebellions, a worthless, stagnant, and frail society would have come into
being and the Islamic faith would have been merely a name.
To sum up, one could say that to establish His Religion, God is needless of our struggles. The point is
that we need the sacred war on the battleﬁeld to improve our abilities.
The same idea is variously expressed in the Qur’an, for instance,
“Do you think that you will enter Paradise before Allah tests those of you who fought in His
Cause and also tests those who are the patient?”7.
The preceding Verse reads:
“And that Allah may [through such battles] purify the believers from sins and destroy the
disbelievers.”
The last sentence of the Verse in question treats of the martyrs fell in such battles whom the Muslim
community owes a great deal;
“But those who are killed in the Way of Allah, He will never let their deeds be lost.”
Their troubles and pains will not be in vain but they will be all kept in Divine Records.
Their sacriﬁces will be evident in this world since hearing:
“There is no god but Allah”
reminds Muslims that thanks to their sacriﬁces the chains of bondage are broken and Muslims owe their
good name to them.

Surah Muhammad - Verses 5-6
ﻢﺎﻟَﻬ ﺑﺢﻠﺼﻳ وﺪِﻳﻬِﻢﻬﻴﺳ

ﻢﺎ ﻟَﻬﻓَﻬﺮﻨﱠﺔَ ﻋ اﻟْﺠﻢﻠُﻬﺪْﺧﻳو
5. He will guide them and set right their state.
6. And will soon admit them to [high stations in] Paradise which He has made known to them.
Divine Guidance is permanent even after death and martyrdom. Martyrdom for God’s Cause leads to all
sins and faults to be forgiven and states to be set aright. The Verses in question add three further
bounties.
Firstly,
“He will guide them”
which indicates Guidance toward high stations, great deliverance, and Paradise as Divine Reward.
Secondly,
“He will set right their state,”
i.e., He bestows peace of mind and spirituality upon them, sets them in harmony with Divine angels, and
invites them to His Feast through His Mercy.
The last bounty is that He
“will soon admit them to [high stations in] Paradise which He has made known to them.”
Some exegets maintain that God not only expresses the qualities of the Garden of Paradise but also
speciﬁes the attributes and signs of their palaces in Paradise such that upon being admitted to Paradise,
they immediately depart for their palaces.8
Some exegets take ‘arafaha from ‘arf (“fragrance, perfume”) saying that God admits to Paradise
throughout which the guests may enjoy the sweet smell.
Some also hold that taking into consideration the Verse:
“Think not of those who are killed in the Way of Allah as dead. Nay, they are alive, with their Lord,
and they have provision”9,

it becomes evident that:
“set right their state”
is on a par with everlasting life through which martyrs are prepared to stand in the presence of Allah with
the veils and coverings removed.10
It would be appropriate to make mention of a number of traditions concerning martyrs.
According to a Prophetic tradition:
“There is a better deed above another ending in martyrdom in the Way of Allah, above which no better
deed is imaginable.”11
According to a tradition narrated on the authority of Imam Baqir(as):
“There is no single drop dearer to God except for the drop of the blood shed in His Way or the drop of
tears shed at night for His awe. There is no step dearer to God but the one taken for helping blood
relatives or the one taken to participate in the holy war for God’s Cause.”12
The discussion may be concluded with a tradition narrated on the authority of Imam ‘Ali ibn Musa alRidha (as).
Quoting his forefathers from the Messenger of God (S) he says:
“The ﬁrst one to enter Paradise is the martyr.”

Surah Muhammad - Verse 7
ﻢ أﻗْﺪَاﻣِﺖﺜَﺒﻳ وﻢﻛﺮﻨْﺼ ﻳﻪوا اﻟﺮنْ ﺗَﻨْﺼﻨُﻮا ا آﻣﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻬﺎ أﻳﻳ
7. O you who believe! If you help Allah, He will help you, and make your foothold ﬁrm.
Whoever bears aid to the Islamic faith through his thought, speech, and deeds, God will also bear him
assistance.
Man is a very limited creature and the assistance borne to the Religion of God is very restricted, but God
is inﬁnite and His Help springs from His Inﬁnite Power. Addressing believers, the noble Verse says that if
they help Allah, He will help them, and their foothold will be ﬁrm in the way of Truth. Helping God is on a
par with helping His Religion and Messenger (S).
Whoever helps God’s Religion, i.e., the Islamic faith revealed to Prophet Muhammad (S) by any means
possible to him through his life, property, pen, with attempts at helping to establish Islam, hinder

corruption in religion, and bear assistance to believers through any possible means has helped God and
strengthened His Religion and in return, God will strengthen his will to carry out his mundane and
otherworldly tasks conveniently.
“And make your foothold ﬁrm”
demonstrates that He will make the helpers of God’s Religion to persevere such that they may not
deviate from the True Path by satanic temptations.
It is narrated from Qatada that
“It is incumbent upon God to bear aid to one helping His Religion since He says:
‘If you help Him, He will help you.’
It is also incumbent upon Him to increase His bounties to those who thank Him since He says:
‘If you be grateful, I will increase [your bounties].’
He will remember him who remembers Him since He says:
“If you remember Me, I will remember you.”
It is also incumbent upon God to keep His Promise to those who keep their promise since He says:
‘Keep My Promise and I will keep yours.’”

Surah Muhammad - Verses 8-9
ﻢﺎﻟَﻬﻤ أﻋﻞأﺿ وﻢﺴﺎً ﻟَﻬوا ﻓَﺘَﻌﻔَﺮ ﻛاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦو

ﻢﺎﻟَﻬﻤﻂَ أﻋﺒ ﻓَﺄﺣﻪ اﻟلﺎ أﻧْﺰﻮا ﻣﺮِﻫ ﻛﻢﻚَ ﺑِﺄﻧﱠﻬذَﻟ
8. But those who disbelieve, for them is destruction, and [Allah] will make their deeds vain.
9. That [destruction] is because they dislike thatwhich Allah has sent down; so He has made
theirdeeds fruitless.
The word ta’s indicates “slip, stumble, fall into the river.” Comparison is one of the best methods of
education.
Concerning martyred believers a preceding Verse reads:

“He will never let their deeds be lost.”
Regarding disbelievers the Verse in question reads:
“[He] will make their deeds vain.”
The contrast is a good tiding to the believers struggling in Allah’s Cause.
Addressing believers, the Qur’an says:
“[He will] make your foothold ﬁrm.”
Concerning disbelievers, the penultimate Verse says:
“For them is destruction,”
which originally denotes that they will stumble over the precipice.
According to the last two Verses, those who disbelieved were humiliated and destroyed. God made them
stumble on the battleﬁeld thus rendering their attempts vain. They disliked the Qur’an revealed to His
Prophet (S) as a consequence of which they were defeated and humiliated and their deeds were
rendered fruitless.
According to Manhaj, it is narrated from Imam Muhammad Baqir (as) that the Verse in question indicates
that disbelievers disliked ‘Ali ibn Abi Talib’s merits, as a consequence of which they deviated from the
Right Path and their deeds were rendered vain, since doing righteous good deeds are based on belief in
Divine Unity, sincerity in worshipping God, belief in Divine Guidance, and loving the Prophet (S) and his
pure offspring (as).
It is worthy of note that:
“What God sent down”
is employed to denote different things one of which is the Commander of the Faithful, ‘Ali ibn Abi Talib’s
(as) Imamate.13

Surah Muhammad - Verse 10
ﺎﺜَﺎﻟُﻬ أﻣﺮِﻳﻦﺎﻓْﻠﻟ وﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﻪ اﻟﺮﻣ دﻬِﻢﻠ ﻗَﺒﻦ ﻣﺔُ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺒﺎﻗﺎنَ ﻋ ﻛﻒﻴوا ﻛﻨْﻈُﺮضِ ﻓَﻴر اوا ﻓﻴﺮﺴ ﻳأﻓَﻠَﻢ
10. Have they not traveled through the earth and seen what was the end of those before them?
Allah destroyed them completely, and a similar [fate is in store for] disbelievers.

Dammara derives from the root d-m-r denotes “destroy, annihilate, demolish.” Collocated with the
preposition ‘ala, it indicates emphasis.
Addressing the negligent astray in ignorance, the blessed Verse asks:
“Why do they not travel on the earth to see the traces of the peoples of the past and see that they were
destroyed by Us owing to their denial of the prophet and harassing them. They should know that their
destruction was due to their disbelief and disobedience. We destroyed the peoples of the past and such
fate awaits these disbelievers.”

Surah Muhammad - Verse 11
ﻢ ﻟَﻬَﻟﻮ ﻻ ﻣﺮِﻳﻦﺎﻓْأنﱠ اﻟﻨُﻮا و آﻣ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦَﻟﻮ ﻣﻪﻚَ ﺑِﺄنﱠ اﻟذَﻟ
11. That is because Allah is the Protector of those who believe, and the disbelievers have no
protector.
The disbelievers who did not apparently enjoy any support in this world relied solely on God and He will
be their Protector on the Last Day. Having faith leads to being granted Divine support and disbelief and
ﬁnally it leads to losing it. The polytheists’ and disbelievers’ support will be ineffective on the Last Day.
The antecedent of the demonstrative pronoun
“that”
(dhalika) in the blessed Verse in question is the preceding Verse. The believers’ dignity, honor, and
triumph is due to the fact that they helped God’s Religion, as a consequence of which they enjoyed
Divine Protection.
The token of God’s Friendship toward His servant is that the latter is obedient to his conscience. His
heart is the home of love and friendship toward God and it is through his faith, piety, and helping God’s
Religion that such great bounty has fallen to his share.
“And the disbelievers have no protector”
since it is through their disbelief that disbelievers have failed to receive Divine bounties as a result of
which they have not protector. Thus, all creatures turn into his obedient host. They all become his
helpers and friends and at Divine Command render him aid whenever necessary and set right his state.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 12
ﺎﻤﻠُﻮنَ ﻛﺄﻛﻳﻮنَ وﺘﱠﻌﺘَﻤوا ﻳﻔَﺮ ﻛاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ وﺎرﻧْﻬﺎ اﻬﺘ ﺗَﺤﻦﺮِي ﻣﻨﱠﺎتٍ ﺗَﺠﺎتِ ﺟﺤﺎﻟﻠُﻮا اﻟﺼﻤﻋﻨُﻮا و آﻣ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻞﺪْﺧ ﻳﻪنﱠ اﻟا
ﻢ ﻟَﻬﺜْﻮی ﻣاﻟﻨﱠﺎر وﺎمﻧْﻌ اﻞﺗَﺄﻛ
12. Certainly Allah will admit those who believe and do righteous good deeds to Gardens [of
Paradise] under which [i.e., trees] rivers ﬂow while those who disbelieve enjoy themselves [in
worldly life] and eat as cattle eat and [ﬁnally] the Fire will be their abode.
Admitting believers to Paradise is a token of Divine Guardianship. Believers doing righteous good deeds
are under Divine Protection and He makes them enter Paradise. Deriving pleasures in life is permitted
within the limits of Divine Laws. What lie beyond such limits are beastly pleasures.
In this blessed Verse, God Almighty promises believers and those who have done righteous good deeds
that Gardens of Paradise will fall into their share beneath whose trees the rivers of Divine Mercy are
incessantly ﬂowing. The people of Paradise shall abide in them forever. The bounties of Paradise will be
granted through his Grace and Beneﬁcence. His Mercy will be permanent since He is of Permanent
Bounties and He is of Abundant Beneﬁcence.
He warns disbelievers that believers will abide in the bountiful Paradise whereas those who disbelieve in
Divine Unity and the Last Day but are solely preoccupied with pleasures of the ﬂesh and eat as cattle eat
and the abode of such people will be Hellﬁre.
It is said elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an that the recompense of deeds should be consistent with the
deeds committed (jaza’an wifaqan). Believers help the Religion of God and His Messenger (S) as a
consequence of which God helps and befriends them and they will enjoy His Grace and Mercy in this
world and the world to come; whereas disbelievers turned away from Truth and followed their mundane
and false desires.
They were preoccupied themselves with the mundane pleasures and did not take one single step toward
Truth and spirituality hence their abode is the Fire.
“Allah is not unjust to His servants”14.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 13
ﻢ ﻟَﻬﺮ ﻓَﻼ ﻧَﺎﺻﻢﻨَﺎﻫَﻠﺘْﻚَ أﻫﺟ أﺧْﺮﻚَ اﻟﱠﺘﺘﻳ ﻗَﺮﻦةً ﻣ أﺷَﺪﱡ ﻗُﻮ ﻫﺔﻳ ﻗَﺮﻦ ﻣِﻦﺄﻳﻛو
12. And many a [people of a] town, stronger than [the people of] your town which has driven you

out We have destroyed. And there was no helper for them.
The Prophet of Islam’s (S) migration was based on his own will, but Meccan disbelievers drove him into
dire circumstances which led him to emigrate from Mecca.
That is why God says that the people of Mecca were responsible for his emigration:
(“has driven you out”).
In this blessed Verse God warns disbelievers that many an inhabitant of towns were stronger than
Meccans in terms of power but Meccan and Qurayshi disbelievers drove the Prophet (S) out of his
hometown. God rendered them hopeless such as the ancient peoples like ‘Ad and Thamud who were
strong and powerful and their physical prowess failed to save them from torment since, as mentioned in
the above Verse, God is the Friend and Protector of believers.
He will not help disbelievers against torments and afﬂictions.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 14
ﻢﻫاءﻮﻮا أﻫﻌاﺗﱠﺒ وﻪﻠﻤ ﻋﻮء ﺳ ﻟَﻪِﻦ زُﻳﻦﻤ ﻛِﻪﺑ رﻦ ﻣِﻨَﺔﻴ ﺑَﻠﺎنَ ﻋ ﻛﻦأﻓَﻤ
14. Is he who is on a clear proof from his Lord, like those for whom their evil deeds that they do
are beautiﬁed for them while they follow their own lusts?
The prophethood of the Prophet of Islam (S) is accompanied with clear proofs. He is Divinely appointed
to proclaim the Divine Message. He has nothing of his own to profess and he lays emphasis on the
same. Certainly believers rely on proofs whereas disbelievers rely on their vain desires.
The noble Verse draws a distinction between the people of Truth and those of falsehood. He produces
clear proofs as to his Divine prophethood. The Holy Qur’an is both the Noble Messenger’s (S) miracle
and the Book of Law. It is a clear proof demonstrating his Truth since Divine Word is inimitable in terms
of eloquence and inclusion of secrets such that Arab eloquent orators and scholars worldwide failed to
produce one single verse like It.
Is such individual on a par with one devoid of spiritual perfection? Are not their vices beautiﬁed for them
through satanic embellishment? Are they not followers of their concupiscence? The wise know that these
two individuals are not alike.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 15
ﺮٍ ﻟَﺬﱠة ﺧَﻤﻦ ﻣﺎرأﻧْﻬ وﻪﻤ ﻃَﻌﺮﺘَﻐَﻴ ﻳ ﻟَﻢﻦ ﻟَﺒﻦ ﻣﺎرأﻧْﻬ وﻦﺮِ آﺳ ﻏَﻴﺎء ﻣﻦ ﻣﺎرﺎ أﻧْﻬﻴﻬﺘﱠﻘُﻮنَ ﻓﺪَ اﻟْﻤ ۇﻋ اﻟﱠﺘﻨﱠﺔ اﻟْﺠﺜَﻞﻣ

ﺎءﻘُﻮا ﻣﺳ اﻟﻨﱠﺎرِ وﺪٌ ﻓ ﺧَﺎﻟﻮ ﻫﻦﻤ ﻛِﻬِﻢﺑ رﻦةٌ ﻣﺮﻐْﻔﻣاتِ وﺮ اﻟﺜﱠﻤﻞ ﻛﻦﺎ ﻣﻴﻬ ﻓﻢﻟَﻬ وّﻔﺼ ﻣﻞﺴ ﻋﻦ ﻣﺎرأﻧْﻬ وﻠﺸﱠﺎرِﺑِﻴﻦﻟ
ﻢﻫﺎءﻌ أﻣﻴﻤﺎً ﻓَﻘَﻄﱠﻊﻤﺣ
15. The description of Paradise which the pious have been promised [is that] in it are rivers of
water the taste and smell of which are not changed, rivers of milk of which the taste never
changes, rivers of wine delicious to those who drink, and rivers of clariﬁed honey therein for
them is every kind of fruit and forgiveness from their Lord. [Are these] like those who shall dwell
forever in the Fire and be given to drink boiling water so that it cuts up their bowels.
Those who keep away from the transient pleasures of the ﬂesh through piety will attain to permanent
felicity;
(“the pious have been promised”).
Imam Husayn (as) says
“Divine Forgiveness falling to the share of the people of Paradise is the best bounty for them.”
Then the Noble Imam refers to the Qur’anic verse:
“But the greatest bliss is the Good Pleasure of Allah. That is the supreme success”15.
The Verse depicts the Paradise awaiting the pious saying that there are four rivers in Paradise for the
pious.
Firstly,
“rivers of water”
in which pure and permanent water ﬂows unlike that of the world whose taste and color will not change
through stagnation but its purity and taste will be the same. It is this world which is subject to permanent
alteration whose elements are at all times in the process of generation and corruption.
The elements of the world to come will not be subject to change since as per the Holy Qur’an
“Verily, the home of the Hereafter – that is the life indeed”16.
Secondly,
“rivers of milk”
in Paradise,
“whose taste never changes”

resemble water in terms of purity. The milk is not like that of this world that goes sour shortly and
becomes useless. The milk, like the water, is incessantly ﬂowing since the milk and water in Paradise
spring from the purity of the hearts of the pious.
Thirdly,
“rivers of wine,”
represent all kinds of intoxicant drinks. Unlike the wine in this world, that of Paradise is tasty, delicious,
joyful, and invigorating.
Fourthly,
“rivers of clariﬁed honey”
are prepared for the pious in Paradise.
The word:
“clariﬁed”
indicates that heavenly honey is pure and devoid of impurities. It is unlike the honey in this world
mingled with wax and other things which is to be puriﬁed.
“Therein for them is every kind of fruit and forgiveness from their Lord.”
Heavenly bounties for the pious are not restricted to these four rivers but all kinds of fruit and any
imaginable or unimaginable bounty will be prepared for them.
Those aspiring to ﬁnd such bounties are supposed to know that Divine Favors and heavenly bounties
are reserved for the pious in the Hereafter:
(“the pious have been promised”).
It is noteworthy that the seeds of such bounties are to be sown in our hearts in this world so that they
bear fruit. In other words, one has to struggle in order to attain to the disposition of piety. The disposition
of piety is to be acquired in this world such that it bears fruit in the Hereafter in the form of three rivers.
God strikes parables in the Holy Qur’an to express many a meaning and secret of creation without which
man may not perceive them through his intellect.
Qur’anic Verses are the mines of secrets and abundant delicacies contained in Their words whose
esoteric meaning is solely perceptible to:
“those deeply rooted in knowledge,”

namely the Infallible Imams (as).
According to a recurrently transmitted Prophetic tradition, through performing deeds and prayers of
supererogation (nawaﬁl) man attains to a state in which his vision, hearing, and touch turn into those of
Truth. The self of such man is annihilated and he is absorbed in God such that he ﬁnds everlasting life in
Him.
Are such pious believers immersed in the rivers of Mercy and those enjoying His Inﬁnite Bliss are on a
par with those whose abode will be Hellﬁre for good as they are disfavored?
“[Are these] like those who shall dwell forever in the Fire and shall have to drink boiling water so
that it shall cut up their bowels.”
Any wise person knows that the pious believer is not on a par with the polytheist and/or the dissimulating
disbeliever. The former will immerse in the rivers of Divine Mercy enjoying Divine Inﬁnite Bounties for
good and the latter will be disfavored and afﬂicted with different kinds of torment. How may they stand
on a par?

Surah Muhammad - Verse 16
َﻠ ﻋﻪ اﻟﻊ ﻃَﺒﻚَ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻔﺎً اُوﻟَﺌ آﻧﺎذَا ﻗَﺎل ﻣﻠْﻢ اُوﺗُﻮا اﻟْﻌﻠﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻨْﺪِكَ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﻟ ﻋﻦﻮا ﻣﺟذَا ﺧَﺮ اﺘﱠﻚَ ﺣﻟَﻴ اﻊﺘَﻤﺴ ﻳﻦ ﻣﻢﻨْﻬﻣو
ﻢﻫاءﻮﻮا أﻫﻌاﺗﱠﺒ وﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑِﻬِﻢ
16. And among them are some who [apparently] listen to you till when they go out from you, they
say to those who have received knowledge: “What has he said just now? Such are men whose
hearts Allah has sealed and they follow their vain desires.
Addressing the Prophet (S) the Verse says that the disbelievers who are nominal Muslims attend your
sessions and listen to the Qur’an, but they neither believe in your prophethood nor in the Book revealed
to you. They are neither able to recognize it as the Divine Book nor do they understand it.
Upon meeting your followers who know your words they say contemptuously and mockingly: “about
what the man is talking?” O Prophet (S)! Your words are not beyond human understanding, but it is
through their grudge and animosity that God seals their hearts so that they are unable to perceive the
truth and they follow their vain desires.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 17
ﻢاﻫ ﺗَﻘْﻮﻢآﺗَﺎﻫﺪی و ﻫﻢﻫا زَادﺘَﺪَو اﻫاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦو

17. While as for those who accept Guidance, He increases their guidance and bestows on them
their piety.
Accepting Divine Guidance by man leads to Its increase by God. Piety is the Divine Reward bestowed
upon those who accept the Guidance;
(“[He] bestows on them their piety”).
The Verse refers to the guided whose guidance is increased upon listening to the Revelation through
which the truth of piety and the light of knowledge illuminate their hearts leading them from the shadows
of ignorance to the light of knowledge.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 18
ﻢاﻫﺮ ذِﻛﻢﺗْﻬﺎءذَا ﺟ اﻢ ﻟَﻬﺎ ﻓَﺄﻧﱠاﻃُﻬ أﺷْﺮﺎءﻐْﺘَﺔً ﻓَﻘَﺪْ ﺟ ﺑﻢﻬﻴﺔَ أنْ ﺗَﺄﺗﺎﻋ اﻟﺴﻻونَ اﻨْﻈُﺮ ﻳﻞﻓَﻬ
18. Do they [disbelievers in order to believe] then await [anything] other than the Hour that it
should come upon them suddenly? But some of its portents have already come and when it is on
them [on the Day of Resurrection] how can they beneﬁt then by their reminder?
Ashrat is the plural form of sharat (“portent, sign, indication”).
As per a Prophetic tradition,
“but some of its portents have already come”
refers to his prophethood,17 since the last Messenger has Divinely appointed, the last Divine Book has
been revealed, and men have been provided with the last decisive Argument. Thus any sin, corruption,
disbelief, and denial will make the Last Day occur earlier.
The world al-Sa’a;
(“the Hour”)
is usually employed in the sense of Resurrection, but it may also indicate Divine Wrath and annihilation
of men in this world which will be a prelude to the torments of Resurrection.
Ibn ‘Abbas narrates that at the farewell pilgrimage (hajjat al-wida’) on which Salman the Persian was the
most intimate Companion of the Noble Prophet (S), Prophet Muhammad (S) said:
“Should I inform you of the portents of Resurrection? They are negligence in establishing daily prayers,
following vain desires, cherishing the wealthy, exchanging religion for worldly possessions.”18

Some traditions refer to more than one hundred portents for the coming of Resurrection.
The Verse in question warns disbelievers and polytheists that an ounce of precaution is better than a
pound of cure saying that those who await the advent of resurrection should know that it will come all of
a sudden.
“The portents have already come”
since the Seal of the Prophets (S) has been Divinely appointed in the last days (akhir al-zaman).
According to a Prophetic tradition recorded in Manhaj, the Noble Prophet (S) pointed at two ﬁngers of his
saying that the Resurrection and I are attached like these two ﬁngers. Some other portents have already
come and others are to come in time.
“When it is on them [on the Day of Resurrection] how can they beneﬁt then by their reminder?”

Surah Muhammad - Verse 19
ﻢاﻛﺜْﻮﻣ وﻢﺘَﻘَﻠﱠﺒ ﻣﻠَﻢﻌ ﻳﻪاﻟﻨَﺎتِ وﻣﻮاﻟْﻤ وﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮﻠْﻤﻟﺬَﻧْﺒِﻚَ و ﻟﺮﺘَﻐْﻔاﺳ وﻪ اﻟﻻ اﻟَﻪ ﻻ ا أﻧﱠﻪﻠَﻢﻓَﺎﻋ
19. Therefore, know that there is no god but Allah and ask forgiveness for your sin, and also for
[the sin of] believing men and believing women. And Allah knows well your moving about and
your place of rest.
The clause;
“ask forgiveness for your sin”
is also attested elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an19.
With due consideration to the fact that all prophets are infallible, there are grounds for such asking for
forgiveness:
Asking for forgiveness is a kind of worshipping God even if no sin has been committed.
It may ad hoc indicate avoidance from doing what is preferable (tark al-ula). In other words, the Prophet
(S) was supposed to do preferable acts but he abstained from doing them.
Asking for forgiveness may turn into a common practice for people.
It leads to attaining supreme stations by the Prophet (S).
It may connote asking for forgiveness for the sins committed by people in respect of the Prophet (S).

Asking for forgiveness is not at all times for one’s sins and faults, but perceiving that he is so inferior
against Divine Glory and Greatness, man asks for forgiveness.
Addressing His Prophet (S) God Almighty says unto him:
“know that there is no god but Allah and ask forgiveness for your sin and also for [the sin of]
believing men and believing women.”
Imami scholars are unanimous in maintaining that prophets, particularly the Seal of the Prophets (S), are
infallible.
“Your sin”
(dhanbika) may either indicate abstaining from doing preferable acts or preoccupation with mundane
affairs. It is narrated from the Prophet (S) that he asked forgiveness of God seventy times a day. It was
for his preoccupation with carrying out the tasks of promulgation of the Islamic faith and attending to the
affairs of his prophethood.
It is in the Qur’an that he is a man like other men;
(“Verily, I am a human being like you”).
Owing to the restrictions of human nature, preoccupation with any matter may at times hinder one from
attending fully to God.
It is to be noted that his preoccupation with attending to the affairs of his prophethood was out of is
obedience to God and acting upon His Command but:
“the good deeds of those disfavored by God are like the faults of favorites of God.”
That is why he is asked to ask for forgiveness for himself and believers. In other words, he is asked to
turn away from people following the communication of the Message and attend fully to the gloriﬁcation of
God. It is a source of hope to believers that the Noble Prophet (S) is asked to pray for their forgiveness.
His prayer will not remain unanswered unless we really have faith in God and His Messenger. It is
worthy of note that the Prophet (S) with his supreme station is required to ask for forgiveness let alone
us since we commit sins and neglect our duties at all times.
Asking for forgiveness of “the All-Forgiving of sins” and turning away from opposition to God lead to
turning toward God and are regarded per se as an act of worship.
The Verse ends in:
“Allah knows well your moving about and your place of rest.”

In other words, God is fully aware of the acts committed by man as well as his abode in the Hereafter.
Past, present, and future make no difference to His Omniscience.
Narrating on the authority of Hudhayfa Yamani, Tabarsi records that the former said unto the Prophet (S)
that he had a sharp tongue and as a consequence was afraid of ending up in Hell for that sake. The
Noble Prophet (S) asked him why he was not asking for forgiveness as he [the Prophet (S)] was asking
for the same one hundred times a day.
According to a Prophetic tradition, uttering:
“I ask forgiveness of God”
and
“There is no god but Allah”
are the best devotions since God Almighty says in a Qur’anic Verse:
“Therefore know that there is no god but Allah and ask forgiveness for your sin, and also for [the
sin of] believing men and believing women.”20
It is to be noted that asking for forgiveness of God may not be solely done verbally but true repentance
lies in being regretful from committing sins and intending to not turn to sins and mere praying for
forgiveness is of no avail.
According to a Prophetic tradition recurrently narrated:
“Regret [from committing sins] is asking for forgiveness,”
in other words, regret from committing sins forms the basis of asking for forgiveness of God. However,
such regret necessitates intending to abstain from committing further sins. It may be said that true asking
for forgiveness lies in repentance and intention as to committing no further sins; nonetheless, praying for
forgiveness and other requirements attested in traditions and narrations are the conditions of perfect
repentance.
The repentant ask for forgiveness of the All-Forgiving of sins by heart and tongue.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 20
ضﺮ ﻣ ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑِﻬِﻢ ﻓ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺖأﻳ رﺘَﺎلﺎ اﻟْﻘﻴﻬ ﻓﺮذُﻛﺔٌ وﻤﺤةٌ ﻣﻮر ﺳذَا اُﻧْﺰِﻟَﺖةٌ ﻓَﺎﻮر ﺳِﻟَﺖﻻ ﻧُﺰﻨُﻮا ﻟَﻮ آﻣ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻘُﻮلﻳو
ﻢ ﻟَﻬَﻟتِ ﻓَﺄوﻮ اﻟْﻤﻦ ﻣﻪﻠَﻴ ﻋﻐْﺸ اﻟْﻤﻚَ ﻧَﻈَﺮﻟَﻴونَ اﻨْﻈُﺮﻳ
20. Those who believe say: “Why is not a Chapter [of the Qur’an] sent down [regarding jihad]?

But when a decisive Chapter is sent down and jihad is mentioned therein, you will see those in
whose hearts is a disease looking at you with a look of one fainting to death. But it [death] was
better for them.
A number of believers await the declaration of jihad and make mention of their preparedness to engage
in it;
(“Those who believe say …”).
Such declaration should be based on Divine Revelation and Command. The Verse concerns the
believers whose hearts are not touched by faith and await Revelation inquiring why a Chapter has not
been sent down so that we may act upon it. Nonetheless, upon the Revelation of a Chapter regarding
jihad they become anxious as if they suffer from heart disease.
They look at the Prophet (S) as if they are on death bed. But the best thing leading to their felicity is to
obey God’s Command and that of His Messenger as well as uttering good words to the effect that they
have heard the Command and they Obey It;
(“We hear and obey”).
Now that they disobey the Command, death is better for them.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 21
ﻢﺮاً ﻟَﻬﺎنَ ﺧَﻴَ ﻟﻪﺪَﻗُﻮا اﻟ ﺻ ﻓَﻠَﻮﺮﻣ امﺰذَا ﻋ ﻓَﺎوفﺮﻌ ﻣلﻗَﻮﺔٌ وﻃَﺎﻋ
21. Obedience and carefully considered words [were better for them]. And when the matter
[jihad] is resolved on, then if they had been true to Allah [and engage in jihad wholeheartedly] it
would have been [certainly] better for them.
Believers are wholeheartedly obedient before the Divine declaration of jihad
(“obedience”).
Words and deeds are to be both accurate and well considered;
(“obedience and carefully considered words [were better for them]”).
People with frail faith are afraid of engaging in jihad. They not only disobey the Command but they also
attempt at justiﬁcations and irrelevant words.
Their pretexts are mentioned in different instances in the Holy Qur’an, e.g. inability to engage in jihad,

“insecurity of their families, insecurity of their houses,”
“hot weather,”
being tempted to commit sin in case of engagement in jihad, looking at Roman maids will tempt us into
getting involved in sedition (at the battle of Tabuk). The Holy Qur’an says that their deserting is the
sedition.
Other pretexts to refrain from engagement in jihad include: inappropriate time designated for battle,
preferably postponed
“for the fear of evading incurring loss and suffering from disaster.”
The verse in question says that it would be better to obey the Command and say good words rather than
uttering such pretexts. In other words, it says that it would be better for them if they speak and act
wholeheartedly when the declaration of jihad is decisive, since they will lead to their pride and honor in
this world and great reward, felicity, and salvation in the hereafter.
The clause:
“the matter is resolved on”
basically indicates decisiveness but taking the preceding and the following Verses into consideration it
connotes “jihad.”
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Surah Muhammad - Verse 22
ﻢﺎﻣﺣﻮا أرﻌّﺗُﻘَﻄضِ ور اﺪُوا ﻓ أنْ ﺗُﻔْﺴﺘُﻢﻟﱠﻴنْ ﺗَﻮ اﺘُﻢﻴﺴ ﻋﻞﻓَﻬ
22. Then if you [who are sick at heart and frail of faith] turn away from [jihad], you are solely
expected to do mischief in the land and sever your ties of kinship.
Turning away from religion and Qur’anic injunctions prepares the ground for corruption and mischief.
Severing the ties of kinship is a sin which is on a par with doing corruption in the land;
(“to do mischief in the land and sever your ties of kinship”).
The blessed Verse addresses those who are frail of faith and turn away from engagement in jihad to
save their lives and says unto such people that they should not imagine that they may save themselves
through abstaining from engagement in jihad since through deserting they merely pave the way for
further corruption and slaughter whose consequence will affect you.
You look for the opportunity to do mischief in the land and sever the ties of kinship as you did all wrongs
to gain further property in the pre-Islamic times of ignorance (jahiliyya).1

Surah Muhammad - Verse 23
ﻢﻫﺎرﺼ أﺑﻤأﻋ وﻢﻬﻤ ﻓَﺄﺻﻪ اﻟﻢﻨَﻬ ﻟَﻌﻚَ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦاُوﻟَﺌ
23. Such are they whom Allah has cursed so that He has made them deaf and blinded their sight
[to hinder them from perceiving the truth].
Those who desert jihad, do corruption, and sever ties of kinship are cursed by Allah. Deprivation of
Divine Mercy is the consequence of our own acts.
The blessed Verse says that such people, i.e., hypocrites, who do corruption in the land and sever the
ties of kinship incur Divine damnation, as a consequence of which God has made them deaf and blinded
their sight so that they do not perceive the apparent and concealed signs
(“[They are] deaf, dumb, and blind. So they do not understand”)2.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 24
ﺎ ﻗُﻠُﻮبٍ أﻗْﻔَﺎﻟُﻬَﻠ ﻋآنَ أمونَ اﻟْﻘُﺮﺮﺘَﺪَﺑأﻓَﻼ ﻳ
24. Do they not then think deeply about the Qur’an or are their hearts locked up?
The Holy Qur’an is not solely for recitation but is the Book of thought and meditation.
Recitation is supposed to be the prelude of thought and meditation;
(“Do they not then think deeply about the Qur’an?”).
Everyone is supposed to think about the Qur’an and thinking is not limited to a speciﬁc group of people.
The Verse raises an objection regarding those who do not think about the Qur’an to beneﬁt from its
secrets.
“Are their hearts locked up”
so that they learn nothing of the warnings and promises mentioned in the Qur’an? Their unfortunate
state lies either in their carelessness toward the Perfect Divine Guidance or in their lack of perception
owing to the insensitivity of their hearts and following their vain desires and their vicious acts committed
earlier. One who loses his way in darkness is either blind or does not carry a light. Such hypocrites who
are sick at heart failed to think about the Qur’an.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 25
ﻢ ﻟَﻬَﻠأﻣ وﻢ ﻟَﻬلﻮﻄَﺎنُ ﺳﺪَی اﻟﺸﱠﻴ اﻟْﻬﻢ ﻟَﻬﻦﻴﺎ ﺗَﺒﺪِ ﻣﻌ ﺑﻦ ﻣﻢﺎرِﻫﺑ أدَﻠﺗَﺪﱡوا ﻋ ارنﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦا
25. Verily, those who have turned back as disbelievers after the guidance has been manifested to
them – Satan has beautiﬁed for them [their vicious acts] and has deceived them with long
awaited [vain] desires.
Being tempted by Satan is a blight of faith which leads to apostasy and misfortune;
(“Verily, those who have turned back as disbelievers”).
Satan works through beautiﬁcation of vicious acts.
Whoever beautiﬁes vicious acts is satanic;
(“Satan has beautiﬁed for them [their vicious acts]”).

The Verse depicts those who being aware of the decisive argument believed in the Islamic faith but
through satanic beautiﬁcation of their vices turned away from the true religion. Such people have been
deceived by worldly possessions and pleasures of the ﬂesh. They underestimated turning away from
their religion.
It is also said that they are the hypocrites who following their turning to the truth of the Islamic faith and
uttering the formula of Divine Unity and the prophethood of the Messenger of God were deceived by
satanic beautiﬁcation of their vices and vain desires and turned away from the true religion. One who
believes in the Islamic faith through discernment and spiritual perception will never turn away from it.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 26
ﻢﻫارﺮﺳ اﻠَﻢﻌ ﻳﻪاﻟﺮِ وﻣﺾِ اﻌ ﺑ ﻓﻢﻴﻌﻨُﻄ ﺳﻪ اﻟلﺎ ﻧَﺰﻮا ﻣﺮِﻫ ﻛﻠﱠﺬِﻳﻦ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﻟﻢﻚَ ﺑِﺄﻧﱠﻬذَﻟ
26. This is because they [apostates who are sick at heart] said to those who dislike what Allah
has sent down: “We will obey you partially of the matter.” But Allah knows their secrets.
Hypocrites promise aid and support and even obedience to those who are displeased with Divine
Decrees.
They collaborate with disbelievers and enemies of the Islamic faith;
(“We will obey you partially of the matter”).
Thus the blessed Verse explains the reasons behind such beautiﬁcation and embellishment.
They said unto those who disliked the Divine Revelation sent down to the Prophet of Islam (S);
“We will obey you in part of the matter.”
Hypocrites look for desperate opponents and if they do not share common denominators with them in all
respects, they collaborate with them or obey them to the extent of the common denominators. Medinan
hypocrites turned to Jews.
Jews from Banu Nadhir and Banu Quraydha were among the promulgators of the Islamic faith prior to
the Prophet’s (S) prophethood but following his Divine appointment to prophethood and owing to
jealousy, arrogance, and as their interests were in jeopardy, they became displeased with the advent of
Islam and promised to render aid to hypocrites because of their common denominators as to
disagreement with and hatching plots against him.
“Partially for the matter”

indicates that the Jews agreed to collaborate with hypocrites but they believed in resurrection and
disagreed with their idolatry.
The Verse ends in a concise warning;
“Allah knows their secrets.”
He is aware of their disbelief, hypocrisy, and their conspiring with the Jews and will chastise them in the
proper season. God also knows about the jealousy and enmity concealed in the hearts. They had read
their scriptures and had been apprised of the signs of the Prophet of Islam (S) such that they were able
to recognize him like their own child.
However, following the proclamation of his prophethood, they failed to make mention of such signs. God
is aware of their secrecy.
According to a tradition narrated from Imam Baqir and Imam Sadiq (as),
“those who dislike what Allah has sent down”
refers to the Umayyads who were displeased with the Revelation of the Divine Decree concerning the
Imamate of ‘Ali (as).3

Surah Muhammad - Verses 27-28
ﻢﻫﺎرﺑأد وﻢﻬﻮﻫﻮنَ ۇﺟﺮِﺑﻀﺔُ ﻳﻼﺋ اﻟْﻤﻢﻓﱠﺘْﻬذَا ﺗَﻮ اﻒﻴَﻓ

ﻢﺎﻟَﻬﻤﻂَ أﻋﺒ ﻓَﺄﺣاﻧَﻪﻮﻮا رِﺿﺮِﻫﻛ وﻪﺨَﻂَ اﻟﺎ أﺳﻮا ﻣﻌ اﺗﱠﺒﻢﻚَ ﺑِﺄﻧﱠﻬذَﻟ
27. Then how will it be when the angels will take their souls at death, smiting their faces and their
backs?
28. That is because they followed that which angered Allah and disliked that which pleased Him.
So He made their deeds fruitless.
The word tawﬁ indicates “taking back in full what has been given to someone.” The word is employed in
the Qur’an in the sense of “death” since death is actually taking back the soul from the body. Death is
not on a par with annihilation but it denotes taking back the soul in full by the angels.
Attending to the transience of the world, the end of conspiracies, and tasting the torment may hinder
man from hatching plots. The blessed Verse warns those who are deceived by satanic beautiﬁcation of
their vices and make Muslims turn away from the Path of Truth through empty promises. All creatures
are the Divine Host. Angels responsible for taking the souls also constitute the Divine Host.

They are the enemies of God’s enemies and the friends of God’s friends. Wielding their blazing whips
they strike blows on the enemies of God since they followed falsehood and turned away from Truth.
They followed the objects of Divine Wrath and disliked to obtain His Satisfaction. Their good deeds, if
any, will be rendered vain and they will be the objects of Divine Wrath.4

Surah Muhammad - Verses 29-30
ﻢﻐَﺎﻧَﻬ أﺿﻪ اﻟﺨْﺮِج ﻳ أنْ ﻟَﻦضﺮ ﻣ ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑِﻬِﻢ ﻓ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺐﺴ ﺣأم

ﻢَﺎﻟﻤ أﻋﻠَﻢﻌ ﻳﻪاﻟلِ و اﻟْﻘَﻮﻦ ﻟَﺤ ﻓﻢﺮِﻓَﻨﱠﻬﻟَﺘَﻌ وﻢﺎﻫﻴﻤ ﺑِﺴﻢﻓْﺘَﻬﺮ ﻓَﻠَﻌﻢﻬﻨَﺎﻛﻳر ﻻ ﻧَﺸَﺎءﻟَﻮو
29. Or do those in whose hearts is a disease [of hypocrisy] think that Allah will not bring to light
all their hidden ill-wills [and jealousy]?
30. Had We willed, We could have shown them to you and you should have known them by their
marks but surely you will know them by the tone of their speech! And Allah knows [all] your
[apparent and secret] deeds.
Sinners’ disgrace is not merely for the Resurrection Day but they may be ashamed in this world too.
Hypocrites may be known through their tone of speech. When the Messenger of God (S) appointed ‘Ali
(as) as his successor at Ghadir Khum, some people said that Muhammad (S) did so out of nepotism. It
was the occasion for sending down these Verses.5
These Verses make mention of the marks and qualities of hypocrites and emphasize that they may not
conceal their real intentions from the Prophet (S) and believers and thereby save themselves from being
disgraced.
Verse 29 reads:
“Or do those in whose hearts is the disease [of hypocrisy] think that Allah will not bring to light
all their hidden ill-wills [and jealousy]?”
The word adhghan is the plural form of dhighn denoting “rancor, (secret) hatred.” Hypocrites entertained
severe hatred against the Prophet (S) and believers and were at all times looking for the opportunity to
strike a blow on them. The Holy Qur’an warns them that they may not conceal their real intentions from
the Prophet (S) and believers.
Verse 30 further adds:
“Had We willed, We could have shown them to you and you should have known them by their
marks,”

in other words God marks their faces by which their hypocrisy could be evident to everyone.
Thus the Verse proceeds:
“but surely you will know them by the tone of their speech! And Allah knows [all] your [apparent
and secret] deeds.”
In his Mufradat Raghib says that lahn indicates deviation from linguistic norms such as incorrect
conjugation and inﬂection or employment of metaphorical expressions in lieu of using words in their
literal sense. The latter is intended by the Verse, namely such hypocrites who are sick at heart may be
exposed through their use of hypocritical and mischievous metaphorical expressions.
Hypocrites make attempts at weakening the will power of the people so as they refrain from engagement
in jihad. They try to make people veer off the course of truth and justice. They try to somehow
assassinate the character of the pious and the pioneers of the Islamic faith.
According to a recurrently transmitted narration narrated by Abu Sa’id Khudri:
“We knew hypocrites at the time of the Messenger of God (S) through their hostile tone of speech
concerning ‘Ali ibn Abi Talib (as).”6
Thus an evident mark of the hypocrites was their animosity against the ﬁrst believer from among men
and the forerunner in supporting the cause of the Islamic faith.
As a general rule, one may not entertain anything in his heart and conceal it for long such that he may
not be exposed by his tone of speech and metaphorical expressions.
Thus a narration by the Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as), says:
“One may not conceal anything without being exposed by his slips of tongue uncovering [his true
intention reﬂected in] his face”7.
Hypocrites’ mischievous tone of speech and their suspicious gestures and postures are to be found
elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an. It is on the same grounds that a number of exegets maintain that it was
following the Revelation of the Verse in question that the Prophet (S) was able to fully recognize
hypocrites through their characteristics.
Thus the Noble Prophet received the Injunction to neither establish the funeral prayer for hypocrites nor
ask for their forgiveness of God at their grave:
(“And never prayer [funeral prayer] for any of them [hypocrites] who dies, nor stand at his
grave”8).
The Verse ends in;

“And Allah knows [all] your [apparent and secret] deeds.”
God Almighty is fully aware of all their innermost intentions and their outward deeds.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 31
ﻢﻛﺎر أﺧْﺒﻠُﻮﻧَﺒ وﺎﺑِﺮِﻳﻦاﻟﺼ وﻢْﻨ ﻣﺪِﻳﻦﺎﻫﺠ اﻟْﻤﻠَﻢ ﻧَﻌﺘﱠ ﺣﻢﻧﱠﻠُﻮﻟَﻨَﺒو
31. And surely We will try you till We test those who strive hard [for Allah’s Cause] and the
patient and We shall test your facts [and deeds].
The word Ibtila’ may indicate trying people to discover the truth and may also denote making diverse
preparations for giving vent to innermost feelings such as those mentioned in the Verse.9 Na’lama (“we
let know”) is from ‘alam (“mark”) rather than ‘ilm (knowledge), the antonym of jahl (“ignorance”)
connoting that they will be known through Divine Trial.
To lay further emphasis and demonstrate the ways of distinguishing believers from hypocrites the Verse
reads:
“Surely We will try you till We test those who strive hard [for Allah’s Cause] and the patient.”
Thus pseudo-warriors and unprincipled and characterless hypocrites may be exposed.
The trial is vast in scope and covers patience and clemency in fulﬁlling all obligations; however, taking
into consideration the word mujahidin:
(“those who strive [in the Cause of Allah]”)
in the preceding and following Verses indicates that trial on the battleﬁeld is intended. Such battleﬁeld is
the arena of a hard and great trial in which few people may conceal their true intentions.
The Verse ends in:
“We shall test your facts [and deeds].”
Many an exeget have held that akhbar (“facts”) denotes deeds since whose news spreads among
people. Some have also maintained that the word ad hoc is used in the sense of innermost secrets since
they are reﬂected by deeds. The word may also denote the news which people communicate concerning
their state or their responsibilities.
For instance hypocrites:
“had already made a covenant with Allah not to turn their backs”10

to the battleﬁeld but they broke it.
A number of them also asked for permission of the Prophet (S) to return from the battleﬁeld saying:
“‘Our homes lie open [to the enemy].’ And they lay not open. They but wished to ﬂee”11.
Thus Allah tries deeds, words, and facts. It is not the ﬁrst time that people are informed of being tried so
that a distinction may be drawn between true believers and hypocrites and those of frail faith. The point
is raised in many instances in the Qur’an.
“Till We test those who strive hard [for Allah’s Cause]”
does not connote that Allah is unaware of them but the Omniscient God is fully aware of them and such
people and their stance are to be exposed through His Omniscience.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 32-33
ُﺒِﻂﺤﻴﺳﺌﺎً و ﺷَﻴﻪوا اﻟﺮﻀ ﻳﺪَی ﻟَﻦ اﻟْﻬﻢ ﻟَﻬﻦﻴﺎ ﺗَﺒﺪِ ﻣﻌ ﺑﻦ ﻣﻮلﺳﺷَﺎﻗﱡﻮا اﻟﺮ وﻪ اﻟﺒِﻴﻞ ﺳﻦﺪﱡوا ﻋﺻوا وﻔَﺮ ﻛنﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦا
ﻢﺎﻟَﻬﻤأﻋ

ﻢَﺎﻟﻤﻠُﻮا أﻋﻄﻻ ﺗُﺒ وﻮلﺳﻮا اﻟﺮﻴﻌأﻃ وﻪﻮا اﻟﻴﻌﻨُﻮا أﻃ آﻣﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻬﺎ أﻳﻳ
32. Verily those who disbelieve and hinder [people] from the Path of Allah and oppose the
Messenger after the guidance has been clearly shown to them they will not hurt Allah in the least
but He will make their deeds fruitless.
33. O you who believe! Obey Allah and obey the Messenger and render not vain your deeds.
According to Qur’anic Verses and traditions, a number of words and deeds render vain diverse deeds,
e.g. hurting the needy which renders vain rewards.
Following a delineation of the hypocrites’ and disbelievers’ stance against the Islamic faith, the Verse in
question says:
“O you who believe! Obey Allah and obey the Messenger and render not vain your deeds.”
The fact is that believers take an opposite stance in all matters against disbelievers and hypocrites. The
former obey the Divine Decree where as the latter disobey It. The deeds of the latter are rendered vain
through their disbelief, dissimulation, and hurting others but the rewards of the former are preserved at
Divine Threshold.
The tone of the Verse indicates that there were believers at the time who failed to meet their obligations

in terms of obeying God and His Messenger and preserving their deeds from being rendered vain. God
warns them against such neglect. According to some exegets, the occasion for the revelation of the
Verse is the conversion of Banu Asad tribe to the Islamic faith.
They said unto the Prophet (S) that they were prepared to sacriﬁce themselves and their families for his
cause, but their tone of speech somehow reﬂected the Prophet’s (S) indebtedness for their favor. The
Verse was sent down as a warning against their attitude.
Some experts in the ﬁeld of Islamic law maintain that:
“and render not vain your deeds”
refers to the unlawfulness of leaving the daily prayers incomplete; however, taking into consideration the
preceding and the following Verses as well as the Verse in question indicates otherwise. The Verse
indicates rendering vain the good deeds out of polytheism, hypocrisy, hurting others and the like.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 34
ﻢ ﻟَﻬﻪ اﻟﺮﻐْﻔ ﻳ ﻓَﻠَﻦﻔﱠﺎر ﻛﻢﻫﺎﺗُﻮا و ﻣ ﺛُﻢﻪ اﻟﺒِﻴﻞ ﺳﻦﺪﱡوا ﻋﺻوا وﻔَﺮ ﻛنﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦا
34. Indeed those who disbelieve and hinder [people] from the Path of Allah, then die while they
are disbelievers. Allah will not forgive them.
God Almighty is All-Forgiving and man may turn to Him at all times for repentance, but those who die in
disbelief, apostasy, and hypocrisy may never be absolved of their sins. The Verse explicates and
emphasizes the points raised in the preceding Verses regarding disbelievers. It also demonstrates the
path of repentance to those inclined toward it.
The Verse reads:
“those who disbelieve and hinder [people] from the Path of Allah, then die while they are
disbelievers. Allah will not forgive them,”
since death serves as a hindrance against repentance. Such people carry the heavy burden of their
disbelief as well as that of leading others astray. How may God almighty forgive them? Thus these
Verses make mention of hypocrites, disbelievers, and believers together with a delineation of their
attributes and fates.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 35
ﻢَﺎﻟﻤ أﻋﻢﻛﺮﺘ ﻳﻟَﻦ وﻢﻌ ﻣﻪاﻟنَ وﻠَﻮﻋ اأﻧْﺘُﻢ وﻠْﻢ اﻟﺴَﻟﻮا اﺗَﺪْﻋﻓَﻼ ﺗَﻬِﻨُﻮا و

35. Therefore, be not weak and ask not for peace while you are having the upper hand. Allah is
with you and He will never decrease the reward of your good deeds.
Believers are not supposed to be weak since steadfastness and endurance are the prerequisites of
triumph. Thus Muslims are supposed to enhance their morale and remind themselves of their values.
Pursuing the discussion on jihad, the Verse refers to a signiﬁcant point – people of frail faith often raise
the issue of making peace with the enemy in order to ﬂee jihad and the hardships of the battleﬁeld.
Making peace is indubitably appropriate in its proper season. Such peace leads Muslims to the
attainment of Islamic sublime goals and may vouchsafe the dignity and greatness of Muslims rather than
leading them to humiliation and contempt. The Verse encourages believers that having heard the
previous injunctions they are not supposed to be weak nor do they ask the enemy to make peace with
them while they have the upper hand.
In other words, now that their triumph and superiority is evident they are supposed to consider the peace
treaty which implies withdrawal and defeat. Actually, it is not peace but surrender and complacency
springing from frailty. Such vicious complacency will engender perilous and excruciating consequences.
To invigorate the Muslims’ morale, the Verse ends in
“Allah is with you and He will never decrease the reward of your good deeds.”
When God Almighty is with someone, he will have all the means of triumph. He may never feel
abandoned. He never entertains frailty in his heart nor does he surrender to the enemy.
Such person feels the responsibility upon his shoulders to not render vain the martyrs’ blood shed in
sensitive moments.
Wa lan yatrikum literally means “He will not abandon you,” but it ﬁguratively indicates
“He will never decrease [the reward of your good deeds]”).
The root w-t-r denotes “to abandon” and watr is used in the senses of “single, separate, alone.” Those
whose kith and kin fall in battle and leave them alone are termed as witr. The word also signiﬁes defect
and shortcoming. The Verse in question says that God will not abandon you but he will provide you with
the rewards of your deeds.
Believers are aware of the fact that each step taken for jihad will be recorded and nothing shall be
decreased of their rewards but God Almighty is so Bountiful that He will increase them.
The above bears testimony to the fact that the Verse in question is by no means inconsistent with:
“But if they incline to peace, you are also inclined toward it and trust Allah. Indeed, He is the AllHearer, the Omniscient”12.

None of the two abrogates the other, but each of the twain makes reference to a particular instance. One
refers to the sensible peace and the other to the insensible one. The former meets all the demands of
the Muslims and the latter is raised at the threshold of triumph by Muslims who are frail of faith.
That is why the last Verse13 follows thus:
“And if they intend to deceive you, then verily, Allah is All-Sufﬁcient for you”14.
In his epistle to Malik Ashtar, the Commander of the Faithful, ‘Ali (as) makes reference to both types of
peace saying:
“Whenever the enemy calls upon you to make peace with him in which lies God’s Satisfaction, do not
decline the offer”15.
The peace offered by the enemy and Divine Satisfaction indicate the division of the types of peace into
the twain. Muslim leaders are supposed to use extra care in terms of distinguishing between types of
peace and war which are among the most sophisticated and epoch making issues, since the slightest
miscalculation will lead to fatal consequences.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 36
ﻢَاﻟﻮ أﻣﻢْﺄﻟﺴﻻ ﻳ وﻢﻛﻮر اُﺟﻢﺗﻮﺗَﺘﱠﻘُﻮا ﻳﻨُﻮا وﻣنْ ﺗُﻮا وﻮﻟَﻬ وﺐﺎ ﻟَﻌﺎةُ اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﻴﺎ اﻟْﺤﻧﱠﻤا
36. The life of this world is mere play and pastime, but if you believe and fear Allah and avoid
evil, He will grant you your rewards and will not ask you your wealth.
The preceding Verse was a warning against frailty and complacency against disbelievers. The Verse in
question makes a reference to the main ground behind frailty – attachment to worldly possessions: “Be
careful to not be deceived by the world.”
The majority of people regard the world as the scene of pastime and pleasure, but believers consider it
as the scene of Divine Manifestations consisting of Divine Signs, where they exchange the rewards of
the Hereafter for righteous good deeds and obtaining merits and virtues. The blessed Verse encourages
Muslims to obey God in general and raises the issue of jihad in particular.
It also refers to the vanity of mundane life since mundane attachments serve as a signiﬁcant factor
hindering people from engagement in jihad.
The Verse reads:
“The life of this world is mere play and pastime.”

The word la’b (“play”) is applied to involvement in a kind of imaginary order in order to attain to an
imaginary goal. Lahw (“pastime”) denotes what preoccupies man and leads to his deviation from
fundamental issues. Indeed the life of the world is play and pastime since no advantage or permanence
may be accrued from it. The pleasures of the transient world end in hardships.
The Verse further adds:
“but if you believe and fear Allah and avoid evil, He will grant you your rewards and will not ask
you your wealth.”
Divine Rewards in this world and the Hereafter are all non gratia. Neither He nor His Messenger (S) ask
for anything. He is All-Sufﬁcient and His Messenger solely needs Him and no one else.
The meager amount of your wealth which is paid as alms tax and other religious levies are spent for you,
the upkeep of orphans, the needy, and the stranded poor travelers and also for jihad, defending the
security and independence of the land, maintenance of peace and security, meeting the needs, and the
development of towns and cities.
Such meager amount is paid for your own sake since God is All-Sufﬁcient. Therefore, there exists no
inconsistency between the meaning of the Verse in question and those concerning expending for Allah’s
Cause, paying alms tax, and the like.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 37
ﻢَﻐَﺎﻧ أﺿﺨْﺮِجﻳﺨَﻠُﻮا و ﺗَﺒﻢﻔﺤﺎ ﻓَﻴﻮﻫﻤْﺄﻟﺴنْ ﻳا
37. If He were to ask you of it and press you, you would covetously withhold and He will bring out
all your ill-wills.
The attachment of some men to worldly possessions is to the extent that even if God asks them for
anything, they will entertain ill-wills against Him. Human character is exposed through his encounter with
command and forbidding.
To demonstrate the extent to which most men are attached to worldly property and substance, the
blessed Verse says:
“If He were to ask you of it and press you, you would covetously withhold and He will bring out
all your ill-wills.”
The word yuhﬁkum is from ihfa’ (“press or insist in claiming and asking”) is originally taken from haﬁya
(“go barefoot”). The expression is metaphorically used for the matters which are pursued by man to the

end, an instance of which is ihfa’ sharib denoting trimming moustaches as short as possible.
Idhghan is the plural form of dhighn which is, as mentioned above, used in the sense of severe hatred.
In short, the Verse indicates the severe attachment of many a people to material possessions and in fact
serves as a reproach to those entangled with such attachments but in the meanwhile is a source of
encouragement for severing such mundane ties which may grow to the extent that even if God asks
them for anything, they will develop anger and hatred against Him!
Thus He awakens the dormant soul of man with such reproach so that he may liberate himself from the
shackles of mundane possessions and sacriﬁce everything for his Friend and in return ask Him to
bestow faith, piety, and satisfaction upon him.

Surah Muhammad - Verse 38
اء اﻟْﻔُﻘَﺮأﻧْﺘُﻢ و اﻟْﻐَﻨﻪاﻟ وﻪ ﻧَﻔْﺴﻦ ﻋﺨَﻞﺒﺎ ﻳﻧﱠﻤ ﻓَﺎﺨَﻞﺒ ﻳﻦﻣ وﺨَﻞﺒ ﻳﻦ ﻣﻢْﻨ ﻓَﻤﻪ اﻟﺒِﻴﻞ ﺳﻘُﻮا ﻓﺘُﻨْﻔنَ ﻟﻮ ﺗُﺪْﻋﻻءﻮ ﻫﺎ أﻧْﺘُﻢﻫ
ﻢَﺜَﺎﻟﻮﻧُﻮا أﻣ ﻻ ﻳ ﺛُﻢﻢﻛﺮﻣﺎً ﻏَﻴ ﻗَﻮﺪِلﺘَﺒﺴا ﻳﻟﱠﻮنْ ﺗَﺘَﻮاو
38. Behold! You are those who are called to spend in the Cause of Allah yet among you are some
who are niggardly. And whoever is niggardly, it is solely at the expense of his own self. But Allah
is All-Sufﬁcient and you are poor. And if you turn away, He will exchange you for some other
people and they will not be your likes [in terms of frailty of faith and niggardliness].
People are to be called to spend in the Cause of Allah and help others; however, they should be free to
think and make their choice. One who is niggardly assumes that he has deprived people of his
possessions. The last Verse emphasizes what has already been raised in the preceding Verses
concerning material possessions and attachments to them and spending in the Cause of Allah saying:
Behold!
You are the same people who are called to spend in the Cause of Allah; some of you obey the Divine
Injunction but some others are niggardly;
(“yet among you are some who are niggardly”).
A question is raised here: God does not want your possessions in the preceding Verses; how come that
the Injunction in this Verse concerns spending in the Cause of Allah? The Verse provides the answer to
the question.
Firstly It says:
“whoever is niggardly, it is solely at the expense of his own self,”

since he will enjoy the consequences of his own spending in the Cause of Allah. In this manner, class
gaps are diminished and security and peacefulness prevail in the society, and love and sincerity
replaces animosity – this is your mundane reward. You will be compensated in this world and the
Hereafter by Divine Bounties and Favors for each and every cent of your expenses in the Cause of
Allah.
Such Bounties and Favors are not imaginable. Therefore, the more you are niggardly, the more you will
pay for it!
In other words, spending in the Cause of Allah ad hoc refers to spending for jihad and the phrase
“in the Way or Cause of Allah” (ﬁ sabil ‘llah)
is consistent with the denotation in question. Rendering any assistance in the Cause of jihad for Allah
evidently guarantees the maintenance of the integrity, independence, and dignity of the society.
The other answer to the question is that :
“Allah is All-Sufﬁcient and you are poor.”
He is Needless of your spending and your obedience, but it is you who are in need of Divine Favor,
Mercy, and Reward in this world and the Hereafter. All possible beings besides God are actually in need
and the only All-Sufﬁcient Being by essence is God.
Possible beings are essentially and permanently dependent on Him and beneﬁt at all times from His
incessant fountainhead of emanation. Even if He ceases the emanation for one single moment, all
existent beings vanish and
“all mold will shatter!”
The last sentence of the Verse is a warning to all Muslims to appreciate the great Divine Favor that He
appointed you as the guardians of His pure religion so that you may support the Islamic faith and His
Prophet (S).
Nonetheless,
“if you turn away, He will exchange you for some other people and they will not be your likes [in
terms of frailty of faith and niggardliness].”
If you do not comprehend the signiﬁcance of your situation and neglect such great responsibility, God
Almighty will raise another people, far superior to you in terms of sacriﬁcing their life and possession in
the Cause of Allah, to fulﬁll such great mission.
A similar great warning is attested elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an:

“O you who believe! Whoever from among you turns back from his religion [may never harm
Allah], Allah will bring a people whom He will love and they will love Him; humble toward the
believers, stern toward the disbelievers, ﬁghting in the Way of Allah, and never fear of the blame
of the blamers”16.
It is interesting to note that the majority of exegets have related that following the revelation of the Verse
a number of the Companions of the Prophet (S) inquired:
“Who are the people mentioned in this Verse?”
Salman sat close to the Prophet (S).
The prophet (S) put his hand on Salman’s foot (or his shoulder as per another narration) and replied:
“This [man] and his people [i.e., Persians]. I swear to Him in Whose hand lies my life, if faith be attached
to Pleiad (Thurayya, a star proverbial for remoteness), a group of Persians will get their hands on it.”
The above tradition and its likes have been recorded by prominent Sunni traditionists like Bayhaqi and
Tirmidhi and Shi’i and Sunni exegets of renown, e.g. authors of Tafsir Qurtubi, Ruh al-Bayan, and
Majma’ al-Bayan, and Fakhr al-Din Razi, Maraghi, and Abu ‘l-Futuh Razi, have unanimously
transmitted them as genuine traditions. A number of similar traditions are to be found in the exegetic
work titled Durr al-Manthur under the Verse in question.17
Another tradition narrated on the authority of Imam Sadiq (as) may serve as a supplement to the above
tradition, saying:
“I swear by God that He has kept His Promise and a far better non-Arab people have replaced them.”18
Taking a glance, devoid of any prejudice, at the history of Islam and Islamic sciences bears testimony to
non-Arab, particularly Persian, contributions to jihad against the enemies of the Islamic faith on the one
hand and their works in the ﬁeld of Islamic sciences on the other. Space limitations hinder us from
details in this respect.
It would be of interest to close the Chapter with a number of traditions on niggardliness:
The Messenger of God (S) said:
“It is not beﬁtting a believer to be niggardly and timid.”19
The Messenger of God (S) said:
“The twain character traits of niggardliness and bad temper may not be found in a Muslim.”20
Imam Husayn (as) said:

“The niggardly person is he who is too niggardly to greet.”21
Imam Sadiq (as) said:
“The best of you are your generous people and the worst of you are your niggardly ones. Doing
righteous good deeds and struggling to meet their demands are out of pure faith.”22
Imam Ridha (as) said:
“The niggardly person is far from God, Paradise, and People.”23
1. According to a Prophetic tradition “Three groups will never enter Paradise: drinkers, sorcerers, and those who sever ties
of kinship,” Saduq’s Khisal apud Tafsir-i Nimuna, vol. 7, p. 5.
2. 2:171
3. Majma’ al-Bayan, vol. 9, p. 105.
4. According to a tradition narrated from Imam Baqir and Imam Sadiq (as) “who dislike what Allah has sent down” refers to
Umayyads who were displeased with the Divine Decree regarding ‘Ali’s (as) Imamate, see Nur al-Thiqalayn, vol. 5, p. 43,
hadith 70 apud Muﬁd’s Rawdhat al-Wa’iÛin; Majma’ al-Bayan, vol.9, p.105. It is needless to say that it expresses the
partial meaning of the Verse rather than the total meaning of the same.
5. Tafsir al-Burhan.
6. Majma’ al-Bayan, under the Verses in question. The general content of the narration is recorded in the sources by Sunni
eminent scholars, e.g. Fadha’il by Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Isti’ab by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, Ta’rikh Awwal al-Islam by Dhahabi, Jami’
al-Usul by Ibn Athir, Kifayat al-Talib by ‘Allama Ganji, Riyadh al-Nadhra by Muhibb al-Din Tabari, Durr al-Manthur by
Suyuti, Ruh al-Ma’ani by Àlusi, and Shawahid al-Tanzil by Haskani. The inclusion of the narration in many a source bears
testimony to the fact that it is a genuine Prophetic tradition. For further information, see Ihqaq al-Haqq, vol. 3, pp. 110 ff.
7. Nahj al-Balagha, aphorism 26
8. 9:84
9. Raghib’s Mufradat.
10. 33:15
11. 33:13
12. 8:61
13. 8:61
14. 8:62
15. Nahj al-Balagha, Epistle 53
16. 5:54
17. Durr al-Manthur, vol. 6, p.67.
18. Majma’ al-Bayan, vol.9, p. 108.
19. Mahajja al-Baydha’, vol.6, p. 74.
20. Saﬁna, under bukhl (“niggardliness”); Bihar, vol. 70, p. 302; Khisal, vol.1, p. 38.
21. Tuhaf al-’Uqul, p. 283.
22. Bihar, vol.70, p. 307.
23. Saﬁnat al-Bihar, under sakha’ (“generosity”).

Surah al-Fath, Chapter 48, Verses 1 - 16
(The Victory)
Section (juz’): 26
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General Overview of the Chapter
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
The Chapter in question has twenty nine Verses and it was revealed in the sixth year following the
Treaty of Hudaybiyya in Medina.
The Chapter in question mainly treats of the glad tidings as to the conquest of Mecca and the issues
pertained to the Treaty of Hudaybiyya, pledge of pleasure (bay’at al-ridhwan), hypocrites’ sabotage,
turning one’s back to jihad, and ﬁnally mention is made of the Noble Prophet’s (S) Companions.
As the title of the Chapter designates, it beacons triumph and victory over the enemies of Islam, a
remarkable a decisive triumph, be it the conquest of Mecca or Khaybar or the Treaty of Hudaybiyya or
triumph in the broad sense of the word. To appreciate the contents of the Chapter, it is required, above
all, to know that the Chapter was revealed in the sixth year following the Treaty of Hudaybiyya.

The Merits of the Recitation of the Chapter
According to a Prophetic tradition:
“One who recites the Chapter is on a par with one who served in the Noble Prophet’s (S) army upon the
conquest of Mecca.”
It is narrated in another tradition that such person
“is like one who was beneath the tree in Hudaybiyya and gave him his pledge.”1
It is narrated from Imam Sadiq (as):
“Preserve your wives and possessions from perdition through the recitation of
‘Indeed, We have granted you a triumph.’

One who recites it at all times a caller shall call on the Day of Resurrection such that he will be heard by
everyone saying:
‘You are one of My sincere servants; take him to My righteous servants and admit him in bountiful
gardens of Paradise and offer him the drink particular to the people of Paradise.’”2
It goes without saying that such excellence and honor may not be accrued with mere recitation devoid of
thought and deeds, but the main goal of the recitation of the Chapter lies in establishing one’s deeds and
disposition upon the contents of the Verses.
Wondrous traditions are attested in Islamic sources concerning the blessed Chapter in question.
According to a tradition narrated on the authority of Anas,
“Upon our return from Hudaybiyya, polytheists impeded us from entering Mecca and performing
voluntary (‘umra) pilgrimage.
We were deeply sad when God Almighty of a sudden revealed the Verse:
‘Indeed, We have granted you a manifest triumph.’”
The Noble Prophet (S) is reported as saying:
“A Verse has been revealed to me which I love more than the world.”3

Surah al-Fath - Verses 1-3
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
ًﺒِﻴﻨﺎﻨَﺎ ﻟَﻚَ ﻓَﺘْﺤﺎً ﻣﻧﱠﺎ ﻓَﺘَﺤا

ًﻴﻤﺎﺘَﻘﺴاﻃﺎً ﻣﺮﻚَ ﺻﺪِﻳﻬﻳﻚَ وﻠَﻴ ﻋﺘَﻪﻤﻌ ﻧﻢﺘﻳ وﺎ ﺗَﺄﺧﱠﺮﻣ ذَﻧْﺒِﻚَ وﻦ ﻣﺎ ﺗَﻘَﺪﱠم ﻣﻪ ﻟَﻚَ اﻟﺮﻐْﻔﻴﻟ

ًﺰِﻳﺰاﺮاً ﻋ ﻧَﺼﻪكَ اﻟﺮﻨْﺼﻳو
1. Indeed, We have granted you a manifest triumph.
2. That Allah may forgive you your sins of the past and the future [attributed to you by Meccan
polytheists] and complete His Favor on you and guide you on the Straight Path,

3. And that Allah may help you with invincible succor.
Qur’anic exegets disagree on the interpretation of
“a manifest triumph.”
Some of them, e.g. Alusi, Abu al-Futuh, ‘Allama Tabataba’i, and Faydh Kashani attribute it to the Treaty
of Hudaybiyya and some others, e.g. Shaykh Tusi, Zamakhshari, and Fakhr Razi regard it as related to
the conquest of Mecca and all of them have substantiated their views with certain traditions. The
signiﬁcance of the Treaty of Hudaybiyya lies in the fact that it served as a prelude to the conquest of
Mecca and its ensuing remarkable triumphs.
Furthermore, to that time, polytheists solely entertained thoughts regarding Muslims’ perdition and did
not recognize their position. Nonetheless, following the Treaty of Hudaybiyya, they recognized Muslims
and such recognition served as a great triumph in the socio-political scene.
The
“manifest triumph”
makes a reference to the fact that approximately one thousand and forty hundred people were with the
Noble Prophet (S) in the sixth year, but following two years, ten thousand people accompanied the
Noble Prophet (S) in the conquest of Mecca.
There is not obscurity in Divine Guidance, rather all things are evident and illuminating including His
Messenger;
(“a Messenger explaining things clearly,”)4.
His Qur’an is clear and illuminating;
(“a plain Qur’an,”)5.
It is expressed clearly and eloquently;
(“This [the Qur’an] is a clear Arabic tongue,”)6.
Its warnings are also unequivocal;
(“He [Prophet Muhammad] is but a plain warner,”7.
Even its war and peace is unambiguous;
(“manifest triumph,”)8.

Thus, those standing against such transparency are in manifest error
(“And whoever disobeys Allah and His Messenger, he has indeed strayed into a plain error,”)9.
The noble Prophet of Islam (S) is addressed six times:
“We have granted you triumph … for your forgiving, your sin, upon you, guides you, grants you
succor.”
The word dhanb used in the second Verse signiﬁes the consequence of anything and it is often
employed in the sense of the consequence of sins and their evil consequences. Any truth seeking move
is indubitably undesirable to those in error considering the call as sin and bring about diverse problems,
concerns, persecutions, false accusations, conspiracies, and rumors against the callers.
Imam Ridha says:
“To polytheists, nobody was on a par with the Noble Prophet (S) in terms of the burden of sins, since he
struggled against idolatry but polytheists worshipped three hundred and sixty idols prior to the conquest
of Mecca. However, upon the conquest of Mecca and the decisive triumph of the Noble Prophet (S) and
Muslims, all the faults remained concealed.”10
As a consequence, such sins were imaginative rather than actual thus regarded by polytheists and
idolaters. It is worthy of note that the direction of prayers changed to that of Ka’ba in the second year
following Hijra, i.e. the Noble Prophet’s migration from Mecca to Medina.
Furthermore, the Treaty of Hudaybiyya was concluded in the sixth year and the conquest of Mecca
occurred in the eighth year when the Promise to the completion of the most exalted Divine Favors in
future was proclaimed.
However, it was on the Noble Prophet’s (S) farewell pilgrimage (hajjat al-wida’) that the Promise was
actualized through his announcement of ‘Ali (as) as the Imam, saying:
“This day, I have perfected your religion for you, completed My Favor upon you, and have chosen
for you Islam as your religion”11.
Account of the Treaty of Hudaybiyya. It was in the month of Dhu al-Qa’da of 6 AH / March 628 that the
Noble Prophet of Islam (S) departed for Mecca intending to go on pilgrimage. Having encouraged
Muslims to accompany him on the pilgrimage, one thousand and forty Muslims wearing pilgrims’
garment accompanied him.
Apprised of the intelligence, Meccan polytheists stopped them in the vicinity of Mecca at the Village of
Hudaybiyya and impeded them from reaching Mecca. Delegates from both parties entered into
negotiations and the polytheists’ representative noticed that Muslims feel such love for the Noble

Prophet (S) that they take the drops of water used by him when performing ablution before daily prayers.
The representative informed polytheists of the same saying that they might not sever the bond between
the Noble Prophet (S) and Muslims.
Representing Muslims, ‘Uthman went to Mecca to negotiate with Meccan polytheists, but rumors
became widespread that he had been murdered in Mecca. To keep Muslims alert, the Noble Prophet (S)
had Muslims gather beneath a tree to renew his allegiance with them. The allegiance was termed Bay’at
al-Ridhwan.
‘Uthman returned safe after a few days. Participated by representatives from both parties, a session was
held in which a treaty was drafted with a number of articles and ‘Ali (as) wrote down the text of the treaty
which was signed by representatives.
According to the treaty, both parties assumed obligations including: keeping away from engaging in war
for a period of ten years; Muslims had to return from Hudaybiyya to return the next year for a three day
pilgrimage to Mecca; the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) ordered that the camels brought for pilgrimage be
sacriﬁced there; Muslims shave their heads and took off their pilgrimage garments to return to Mecca.
Although Muslims did not perform their pilgrimage rituals in Mecca, but the Treaty ensured that that there
would be no war for ten years and performing the pilgrimage rituals would be unimpeded, hence the
manifest triumph for Muslims. The Treaty put an end to polytheists’ manifest enmity against Muslims,
opened the path of propagation of the Islamic faith, and paved the way for consolidation of their might
and the prospective conquest of Mecca.
It is worthy of note that we need to know that success and triumph springs from Divine Support rather
than our thought, schemes, prudence, and might:
(“Indeed, We have granted you a manifest triumph”).
The other point is that the Noble Prophet (S) enjoys Divine Support as he is addressed in:
“We have granted you triumph, to forgive your sins, to guide you, to render you triumphant.”
Thus, what God Almighty bestows upon man is the most exalted, the most manifest, and the best. He
grants manifest victory, perfect bounties, guidance to the Straight Path, and invincible succor.

Surah al-Fath - Verse 4
ًﻴﻤﺎﻠ ﻋﻪﺎنَ اﻟﻛضِ ورااتِ وﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴﻨُﻮد ﺟﻪﻟ وﻬِﻢﺎﻧﻳﻤ اﻊﺎﻧﺎً ﻣﻳﻤوا ااددﺰﻴ ﻟﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮ ﻗُﻠُﻮبِ اﻟْﻤﻴﻨَﺔَ ﻓ اﻟﺴل اﻟﱠﺬِي أﻧْﺰﻮﻫ
ًﻴﻤﺎﺣ

4. He it is the One Who sent down serenity into the hearts of believers so that they may grow
more in faith along with their faith. And to Allah belong the hosts of the heavens and the earth
and Allah is Ever Omniscient, All-Wise.
The Arabic word sakina designates serenity and calm. Whoever is granted such Divine Favor shall enjoy
many a consequence. He is not afraid of being blamed. He puts his trust in God. If he loses something,
he shall not be saddened by the loss. If he gains something, he shall not rebel nor shall he disobey
Divine Commands. He shall not be affected by people’s respect or indifference, fame, obscurity, poverty,
or afﬂuence.
In the same manner that frightening disbelievers is Divine Succor;
(“We shall cast terror into the hearts of those who disbelieve,”)12,
serenity is also a Divine Favor granted to believers’ hearts:
(“is the One Who sent down serenity into the hearts of believers”).
Therefore, peace of mind is solely possible through Divine Favor and it may not be accrued from any
other source.
The aforementioned Verses reﬂect the Great Favors bestowed by God Almighty upon the Noble Prophet
(S) as consequences of the manifest triumph, namely the Treaty of Hudaybiyya.
However, the blessed Verse in question treats of a Great Favor bestowed upon all believers:
“He it is the One Who sent down serenity into the hearts of believers so that they may grow more
in faith along with their faith.”
Believers shall deﬁnitely be rewarded by serenity and peace of mind, since;
“To Allah belong the hosts of the heavens and the earth and Allah is Ever Omniscient, All-Wise.”
The Arabic word sakina is cognate with sukun which designates such serenity and peace of mind that
removes any doubt and fear from man’s heart and makes him persevere in the face of the tempest of
vicissitudes.
Such serenity may be ideological and remove ideological debilitation or it may be practical such that it
may provide man with perseverance and patience. It is worthy of note that taking into account the
foregoing discussions and the contextual meaning of the blessed Verse in question, it mainly alludes the
former sense. Even if faith had not other fruits but such serenity and peace of mind, they would have
sufﬁced to make man welcome it from the bottom of his heart.
However, the fact is that faith engenders many other bounties and favors.

Taking a glance at the states of believers and disbelievers reﬂects that the latter suffer from permanent
anxiety and concern, whereas the latter enjoy unequalled peace of mind as a consequence of which
they fear no one but Allah:
(“And fear none but Allah,”)13.
Whether faith be taken in the sense of knowledge and awareness or the spirit of submission to God
Almighty, it consists of different degrees and even love and passion together with faith are different.
The clause:
“so that they may grow more in faith along with their faith”
lays emphasis on the same truth.
Consequently, believers are not supposed to stay at one stage of faith, but they need to ascend to more
elevated stages through self-puriﬁcation through knowledge and practice.
It is narrated from Imam Sadiq (as) that:
“There are ten degrees to faith in the same manner that one ascends the steps of a ladder.”14
Each of the two clauses closing the blessed Verse in question,
“to Allah belong the hosts of the heavens and the earth and Allah is Ever Omniscient, All-Wise,”
reﬂects one of the reasons lying behind believers’ serenity.
The former ensures man that if he believes in God Almighty; He shall support you with all the forces of
the heavens and the earth. The latter says unto him that God Almighty is All-Aware of his needs,
problems, struggles, and obedience. Having faith in these two principles will lead to his serenity and
peace of mind.

Surah al-Fath - Verse 5
ﻪﻨْﺪَ اﻟﻚَ ﻋﺎنَ ذَﻟﻛ وﻬِﻢﺎﺗِﯩﻴ ﺳﻢﻨْﻬ ﻋﺮّﻔﻳﺎ وﻴﻬ ﻓﺪِﻳﻦ ﺧَﺎﻟﺎرﻧْﻬﺎ اﻬﺘ ﺗَﺤﻦﺮِي ﻣﻨﱠﺎتٍ ﺗَﺠﻨَﺎتِ ﺟﻣﻮاﻟْﻤ وﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮ اﻟْﻤﻞﺪْﺧﻴﻟ
ًﻴﻤﺎﻈزاً ﻋﻓَﻮ
5. That He may admit the believing men and the believing women to Gardens [in Paradise] under
which rivers ﬂow [beneath trees] to abide therein forever and He may expiate from them their
sins and that is with Allah a supreme salvation and success.
Descent of Divine serenity increases faith and prepares the path for being admitted to Paradise.

Believers’ great and real happiness and salvation lie in serenity in this world and abode in Paradise in
the Hereafter.
A number of Shi’i and Sunni Qur’anic exegets narrate that upon the revelation of the opening Verses of
the Chapter regarding the glad tidings to the Noble Prophet (S) as to manifest triumph, completion of
Favors, Guidance, and Succor, concerned and saddened by the incident of Hudaybiyya, some Muslims
said unto the Noble Prophet (S):
“Good for you since you have been promised so many Divine Bounties. What will be granted to us?”
Thus the ﬁrst Verse was revealed bearing glad tidings to believers that they would be granted great
rewards.15 These Verses also treat of the Treaty of Hudaybiyya and its diverse reﬂections in people’s
thought and its fruitful consequences, specifying the fate of each group in the crucible of such ordeals.
The Verse opens by saying that another goal behind such great triumph was that believing men and
women would be admitted the gardens of Paradise beneath whose trees rivers ﬂow.
They shall abide in it for good and they shall never lose such great Favor;
(“to abide therein forever”).
Furthermore,
“He may expiate from them their sins and that is with Allah a supreme salvation and success.”
Thus, against the four Favors bestowed upon the Messenger of God (S) in the manifest triumph, two
great Favors were also granted to believers: everlasting Paradise with all its Bounties and forgiving of
their faults besides serenity and peace of mind in this world. These three Favors constitute a great
triumph and a grand salvation for those who pass the ordeals with ﬂying ﬂags.
In the Holy Qur’an, the word fawz is often collocated with ‘adim and at times with mubin and kabir. In his
Mufradat, Raghib says that fawz designates victory and attainment of good things together with health
when it entails salvation in the Hereafter despite losing worldly bounties.
According to a well-known narration, upon receiving the blow on his head inﬂicted by ‘Abd al-Rahman
ibn Muljam, the criminal of the time, Imam ‘Ali’s (as) shouted:
“By the God of Ka’ba I attained to triumph”
(and the letter of my happiness was signed with blood of my head).
Divine Ordeals are at times so difﬁcult and unbearable that they uproot shallow faiths and turns hearts
upside down; true believers enjoying the bounty of serenity may solely persevere and reap the
consequences of their perseverance in the Hereafter and it is actually the great triumph.

Surah al-Fath - Verse 6
ﻪ اﻟﺐﻏَﻀ وءﻮةُ اﻟﺴﺮاﺋ دﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋءﻮ اﻟﺴ ﻇَﻦﻪ ﺑِﺎﻟﻴﻦّﺎتِ اﻟﻈﱠﺎﻧﺸْﺮِﻛاﻟْﻤ وﻴﻦﺸْﺮِﻛاﻟْﻤﻘَﺎتِ وﻨَﺎﻓاﻟْﻤ وﻴﻦﻘﻨَﺎﻓ اﻟْﻤﺬِّبﻌﻳو
ًﻴﺮاﺼ ﻣتﺎءﺳ وﻨﱠﻢﻬ ﺟﻢﺪﱠ ﻟَﻬأﻋ وﻢﻨَﻬﻟَﻌ وﻬِﻢﻠَﻴﻋ
6. And that He may chastise the hypocrites, men and women, and also the polytheist men and
women who entertain evil thoughts about Allah [say that God will not support His Messenger
(S)]. For them is a disgraceful torment, and the Wrath of Allah is upon them and He has cursed
them and prepared Hell for them and worst indeed is that destination.
The Arabic phrase da’irat al-su’ connotes unfavorable and far-reaching incident.16 Following the
treatment of the four Divine Favors bestowed upon the Noble Prophet (S) and believers in the preceding
Verses, the blessed Verse in question includes threats against hypocrites and polytheists.
The torment of hypocrites and polytheists may not connote the torment in the Hereafter but it may refer
to the torments and afﬂictions bred by hypocrisy and polytheism with which they were entangled
following the Treaty of Hudaybiyya and the conquest of Mecca.
It is narrated that God Almighty shall never afﬂict any servant with torment following his repentance and
asking God for forgiving his sins unless he entertains suspicion against Him and loses his hope of His
Favor. Then the noble Imam recited the Verse in question.17
“He may chastise the hypocrites, men and women, and also the polytheist men and women who
entertain evil thoughts about Allah.”
Upon the departure of the Noble Prophet (S) and believers from Medina, hypocrites thought that they
would never return safe and sound, as it is reﬂected in Verse 12 of the Chapter in question:
“Nay, but you thought that the Messenger (S) and the believers would never return to their
families.”
The word da’ira literally designates occurrences and incidents, good and evil, happening to man, but it
ad hoc is accompanied with the word su’ (“bad, evil”) and connotes unfavorable incidents.
The other point is that:
“the Wrath of Allah is upon them and He has cursed them.”
The blessed Verse ﬁnally adds that God Almighty:
“prepared Hell for them and worst indeed is that destination.”

It is worthy of note that the majority of men were Muslim at Hudaybiyya and they were opposed by
hypocrite and polytheist men, but the preceding Qur’anic Verses make mention of men and women in
attainment to the great triumph and being afﬂicted with the excruciating torment.
reason is that the believing men appearing on the battleground may never succeed without being
supported by believing women and likewise, hypocrite men may never attain to their goals without the
support of hypocrite women.
Basically, the Islamic faith does not solely belong to men nor does it ignore women’s characters and
contributions; as a consequence of which whenever failing to mention women leads to exclusion of
women, they are explicitly mentioned such that it becomes evident that the Islam faith belongs to
humanity.

Surah al-Fath - Verse 7
ًﻴﻤﺎﺰِﻳﺰاً ﺣ ﻋﻪﺎنَ اﻟﻛضِ ورااتِ وﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴﻨُﻮد ﺟﻪﻟو
7. And to Allah belong the hosts of the heavens and the earth. And Allah is Ever Omnipotent, AllWise.
God Almighty works through causes and ways.
The blessed Verse in question reiterates Divine Omnipotence and Greatness, saying:
“To Allah belong the hosts of the heavens and the earth. And Allah is Ever Omnipotent, AllWise.”
Reference to Divine Omnipotence was already mentioned when the preceding Verses treated of the
exalted states and Favors bestowed upon believers. It is reiterated herein in treating of chastising
hypocrites and polytheists in order to indicate that God Almighty whose Commands are followed by all
the hosts of the heavens and the earth is Omnipotent everywhere.
Those worthy of enjoying His Mercy are at all times provided with the same and whenever He is
Wrathful against any wrong doer, he may not ﬂee the same. It is worthy of note that when mention is
made of believers, Divine Attributes of Omniscience and Wisdom, consistent with His Mercy are
mentioned, but treating of hypocrites and polytheists, His Attributes of Omnipotence and Wisdom,
consistent with torment, are mentioned.
“The hosts of the heavens and the earth”
include hosts of angels and also those of lightning, earthquakes, tempests, torrents, sea waves, and also

invisible forces lying beyond our knowledge since they all constitute Divine hosts and follow His
Commands.

Surah al-Fath - Verses 8-9
ًﻧَﺬِﻳﺮاﺮاً وّﺸﺒﻣﺪاً وﻠْﻨَﺎكَ ﺷَﺎﻫﺳﻧﱠﺎ أرا

ﻴﻼأﺻةً وﺮ ﺑﻮهِﺤﺒﺗُﺴ ووهﺮّﻗﺗُﻮ ووهِرﺰﺗُﻌ وﻪﻮﻟﺳر وﻪﻨُﻮا ﺑِﺎﻟﻣﺘُﻮﻟ
8. Indeed, We have sent you as a witness [over deeds], as a bearer of glad tidings, and as a
warner,
9. In order that you may believe in Allah and His Messenger and that you assist and honor him
and that you glorify [His] praises morning and evening.
The Arabic verbal form tu’azziruhu derives from ‘azara (“keep from”) connoting that the Noble Prophet
(S) should be preserved from any harm or harassment. The word shahid (“witness”) may refer to a
perfect model. Applied to the Noble Prophet (S), the word indicates that he is the perfect model for
humanity.
The verbal forms tu’azziruhu and tuwaqqiruhu (“honor him”) may refer to God Almighty, i.e. assist and
honor Him. It may also refer to the Noble Prophet (S) and it is to be noted that honoring him is honoring
God Almighty.
Verse 8 is addressed to the Noble Prophet (S) saying unto him that God Almighty sent him on the
Prophetic mission such that he serves as a witness for people conﬁrming the words of true believers and
reject those uttered by hypocrites.
It is mentioned elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an that:
“The Messenger is a witness over them.”
It may also refer to the Noble Prophet’s (S) spiritual state implying that he attained to such intuitive
knowledge that he may perceive through the eyes of his head and heart that he may bear glad tidings to
believers that they shall enjoy Divine Mercy and elevated states in Paradise and he may warn
disbelievers and polytheists against torments in Hell as the consequences of their polytheism and
disbelieve such that he may impart the ﬁnal argument to people and help them purify their souls.
Verse 9 is saying that thus he may show unto people the Path of Guidance so that through their intellect,
they may believe in God Almighty and His Messenger (S), assist the True Religion, defeat disbelievers,
and glorify God Almighty as a token of obedience to Him in the morning and in the evening. The Arabic

words bukra and asil designate morning and evening and may also refer to the prayers established at
these times.
It is worthy of note that ﬁve signiﬁcant injunctions are being mentioned as the causes and goals of the
preceding attributes of the Noble Prophet (S).
Two injunctions concern obedience to God Almighty and glorifying Him and three Injunctions are related
to obeying, defending, and honoring the elevated state of the Noble Prophet (S), saying that the goal of
the Prophetic Call is that people believe in God Almighty and His Messenger (S), defend him against
enemies, honor him, and glorify God Almighty in the morning and in the evening.

Surah al-Fath - Verse 10
ﻪﻠَﻴﺪَ ﻋﺎﻫﺎ ﻋ ﺑِﻤَﻓ أوﻦﻣ وﻪ ﻧَﻔْﺴَﻠ ﻋﺚﻨﺎ ﻳﻧﱠﻤ ﻓَﺎﺚﻦ ﻧﱠ ﻓَﻤﺪِﻳﻬِﻢ أﻳق ﻓَﻮﻪﺪُ اﻟ ﻳﻪﻮنَ اﻟﺎﻳِﻌﺒﺎ ﻳﻧﱠﻤﻮﻧَﻚَ اﺎﻳِﻌﺒ ﻳنﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦا
ﺎﻴﻤﻈا ﻋﺮ أﺟﻴﻪﺗﻮﻴ ﻓَﺴﻪاﻟ
10. Indeed, those who give pledge to you, they are giving pledge to Allah. The Hand of Allah is
over their hands. Then whosoever breaks his pledge breaks it only to his own harm and
whosoever fulﬁls what he has covenanted with Allah, He will bestow on him a great reward.
Muslim leaders are supposed to lay emphasis in critical circumstances and require their adherents to
pledge allegiance once again.
God Almighty is in need of no one, thus man should abstain from unfaithfulness since Divine Might is
superior to everyone else. In this blessed Verse, God Almighty addresses His friend, the Noble Prophet
(S), saying unto him that those who pledge their allegiance with you have in fact sworn allegiance with
Him, since Divine Omnipotence far exceeds people’s might and those who have broken their allegiance
have in fact broken their own character and have denigrated himself.
Au contraire, those who stand loyal to the pledge sworn with God Almighty through the Noble Prophet
(S) and act upon their duties shall soon receive great Divine Rewards.
The Arabic word bay’a derives from b-y-’ designating purchase and exchange.
The Verse is saying that one who swears a pledge with the Noble Prophet (S), it is as if he has entered
into some transaction with God Almighty;
(“Indeed, Allah has purchased of the believers their lives and their property for that theirs shall be
the Paradise,”18).
God Almighty has purchased believers’ lives and possessions at the price of Paradise, since swearing

allegiance with the Messenger of God (S) is on a par with pledging allegiance with God Almighty.
“The Hand of Allah is over their hands”
refers to the fact that God Almighty regards the His Messenger’s (S) hand like that of His own. In other
words, the Noble Prophet’s (S)’s hand at the time of pledging allegiance with him is actually His Hand,
since His Messenger’s (S) hand symbolizes that of God Almighty.
The blessed Verse reveals that swearing allegiance with the Noble Prophet (S) is in fact giving pledge to
God Almighty, i.e. if God Almighty had Hands, He would regard the Noble Prophet’s (S) hands like His
own and giving pledge to him is in fact giving pledge to God Almighty.
The blessed Verse reﬂects the Noble Prophet’s (S) closeness to God Almighty so that believers know
that their allegiance with the Noble Prophet (S) stands precisely on a par with their allegiance with God
Almighty, since the Noble Prophet (S) has attained to such elevated state of nearness to Him that he
annihilated his self and has found everlastingness in Truth. Thus, his word and act stand on a par with
those of God Almighty.

Surah al-Fath - Verse 11
ﻦ ﻓَﻤ ﻗُﻞ ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑِﻬِﻢ ﻓﺲﺎ ﻟَﻴﻬِﻢ ﻣﻨَﺘﻘُﻮﻟُﻮنَ ﺑِﺄﻟْﺴ ﻟَﻨَﺎ ﻳﺮﺘَﻐْﻔﻠُﻮﻧَﺎ ﻓَﺎﺳأﻫاﻟُﻨَﺎ وﻮابِ ﺷَﻐَﻠَﺘْﻨَﺎ أﻣﺮﻋ اﻦﺨَﻠﱠﻔُﻮنَ ﻣ ﻟَﻚَ اﻟْﻤﻘُﻮلﻴﺳ
اﻠُﻮنَ ﺧَﺒِﻴﺮﻤﺎ ﺗَﻌ ﺑِﻤﻪﺎنَ اﻟ ﻛﻞﺎ ﺑ ﻧَﻔْﻌﻢِ ﺑاد أرا أوﺮ ﺿﻢِ ﺑادنْ أرﺎ اﯩ ﺷَﻴﻪ اﻟﻦﻢ ﻣَﻚُ ﻟﻠﻤﻳ
11. Those of the Bedouin who lagged behind [in jihad] will say unto you [in order to justify their
transgressions]: “Our possessions and our families preoccupied us, so ask forgiveness for us.”
They say with their tongues what is not in their hearts. Say: “Who then has any power at all [to
intervene] on your behalf with Allah, if He intends you harm or intends you beneﬁt? Nay, but
Allah is Ever All-Aware of what you do.
The Arabic word ‘arab is ad hoc applied to anti-social and uncultured Bedouin. Unreﬁned people tend to
show weakness in participating in jihad. Leaders are supposed to be forward-looking, predict the words
and intrigues of opponents and hypocrites and think of appropriate reactions.
The blessed Verse in question is informing the Noble Prophet (S) that the Arabs who disobeyed his
orders would apologize to him. ‘Abd Allah ibn ‘Abbas and Mujahid narrate that when the Noble Prophet
(S) intended to depart for Mecca for performing ‘umra pilgrimage together with a number of his
companions.
Thus he summoned the Arabs living in the vicinity of Mecca bidding them to accompany him so that if
the Quraysh engaged in ﬁght with Muslims, they could render them aid. They thought that the Quraysh
could defeat Muhammad (S) and his followers and they could lose their lives so they declined the Noble

Prophet’s (S) request.
It was for this occasion that the blessed Verse in question was revealed informing the Noble Prophet (S)
that the Arabs who failed to keep their loyalty to him following the Treaty of Hudaybiyya and pledging
allegiance with him would come to him to express their apologies saying that their possessions and
families preoccupied them and kept them from accompanying him.
Then they implored the Noble Prophet (S) to ask God Almighty for their forgiveness. They were
hypocrites and what they uttered was not from their hearts. The blessed Verse in saying unto the Noble
Prophet (S) that he needs to ask them if God Almighty intends to make them accrue beneﬁts or harms
who possesses the might to intervene on your behalf. God is All-Aware of what they do, their hypocrisy
and lies. He is Omniscient of all outward and concealed affairs.

Surah al-Fath - Verses 12-13
اﻮرﺎ ﺑﻣ ﻗَﻮﻨﺘُﻢﻛ وءﻮ اﻟﺴ ﻇَﻦﻇَﻨَﻨﺘُﻢ وﻢِ ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑﻚَ ﻓ ذَﻟِﻦزُﻳﺪًا و أﺑﻴﻬِﻢﻠ أﻫَﻟﻨُﻮنَ اﻣﻮاﻟْﻤ وﻮلﺳ اﻟﺮﺐﻨﻘَﻠ أن ﻟﱠﻦ ﻳ ﻇَﻨَﻨﺘُﻢﻞﺑ

اﻴﺮﻌ ﺳﺮِﻳﻦﺎﻓْﻠﺘَﺪْﻧَﺎ ﻟﻧﱠﺎ أﻋ ﻓَﺎﻪﻮﻟﺳر وﻪﻦ ﺑِﺎﻟﻣﻮ ﻳﻦ ﻟﱠﻢﻣو
12. “Nay, but [your disobedience and ﬂight was because] you thought that the Messenger and the
believers would never return [safe and sound] to their families and that was made fair-seeming
in your hearts and you did entertain an evil thought and you became a vain people going for
perdition.”
13. And whosoever does not believe in Allah and His Messenger, then truly, We have prepared
for disbelievers a blazing Fire.
The Arabic word bur designates bankruptcy, disgrace, and perdition. Some deeds are evil by human
natural disposition, but Satan and Concupiscence make them seem fair to man so that he may commit
them. Those Arabs who had turned away from jihad thought that Muslims would all be defeated and
killed; consequently, fear, meanness, deprivation, and disgrace fell into their share.
The blessed Verses in question address those Arabs saying unto them that they entertained suspicion
and doubt imagining that the Messenger of Allah (S) and believers who accompanied him at Hudaybiyya
would never return to Medina as they would be destroyed by the Quraysh. Satan made such evil thought
seem fair to them.
“They entertained an evil thought and became a vain people going for perdition.”
Consequently, they were deprived of embarking upon that historic journey, the pledge of the tree, and

other honors. It entailed such disgrace, perdition, and excruciating torment in the Hereafter.
Their hearts were dead as a consequence of which such dire fate was in store for them. Since such
wrong acts sprang at times from faithlessness, Verse 13 is saying that:
“Whosoever does not believe in Allah and His Messenger (S), then truly, We have prepared for
disbelievers a blazing Fire.”

Surah al-Fath - Verse 14
ﺎﻴﻤﺣا ر ﻏَﻔُﻮرﻪﺎنَ اﻟﻛﺸَﺎء وﻦ ﻳ ﻣﺬِّبﻌﻳﺸَﺎء وﻦ ﻳﻤ ﻟﺮﻐْﻔضِ ﻳرااتِ وﺎوﻤﻠْﻚُ اﻟﺴ ﻣﻪﻟو
14. And to Allah belongs the sovereignty of the heavens and the earth. He forgives whom He
wills [and deems it appropriate] and punishes whom He wills [and deems it beﬁtting]. And Allah
is Ever Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.
There are some instances when God Almighty says:
“Allah forgives whom He wills and chastises whom He wills.”
Taking into account Divine Justice and Wisdom, it may be said that man makes himself worthy of
receiving
Divine Forgiving and Mercy and at times he makes himself unworthy of such Divine Forgiving and Mercy
and accrues Divine Wrath and torment. Divine Forgiving precedes His Chastisement which indicates that
the former precedes the latter.
The Arabic word sa’ir (“blazing ﬁre”) indicates that for those who fail to believe in God Almighty and His
Messenger (S) is prepared a blazing ﬁre, namely Hell.
The verbal form a’tadna (“we have prepared”) and the contextual meaning of other related Verses
demonstrate that Hell and Paradise exist in their places and whose gates are closed to us so long as we
live but they shall be opened upon our death rather than as some have imagined will be created in the
Hereafter.
It is worthy of note that Forgiving precedes torment. The close of the blessed Verse lays further
emphasis on Divine Forgiving and Mercy, since these threats and warnings aim at educating people
which necessitates that the path of return be open to sinners and even disbelievers; particularly owing to
the point that most of such wrong deeds spring from ignorance.
Such ignorant people are supposed to be encouraged to ask for Divine Forgiving so that they may turn
to the Straight Path and proceed toward belief in God Almighty and His Messenger (S).

Surah al-Fath - Verse 15
 ﻗَﺎلﻢﺬَﻟﻮﻧَﺎ ﻛ ﻗُﻞ ﻟﱠﻦ ﺗَﺘﱠﺒِﻌﻪ اﻟمَﺪِّﻟُﻮا ﻛﺒﺮِﻳﺪُونَ أن ﻳ ﻳﻢوﻧَﺎ ﻧَﺘﱠﺒِﻌﺎ ذَرﺘَﺄﺧُﺬُوﻫ ﻟﻢﻐَﺎﻧ ﻣَﻟ اذَا اﻧﻄَﻠَﻘْﺘُﻢﺨَﻠﱠﻔُﻮنَ ا اﻟْﻤﻘُﻮلﻴﺳ
ﻴﻼ ﻗَﻠﻻﻮنَ اﻔْﻘَﻬ ﻳ ﺎﻧُﻮا ﻛﻞﺪُوﻧَﻨَﺎ ﺑﺴ ﺗَﺤﻞﻘُﻮﻟُﻮنَ ﺑﻴ ﻓَﺴﻞﻦ ﻗَﺒ ﻣﻪاﻟ
15. Those who lagged behind [at Hudaybiyya] will say, when you set forth to take the spoils [of
Khaybar], “Allow us to follow you.” They want to change Allah’s Words [to the effect that those
other than the companions of Hudaybiyya were not supposed to participate at Khaybar]. Say
[unto them]: “You shall not follow us. Thus Allah has said [about you] in advance.” Then they will
say: “Nay, you envy us [and do not want us to beneﬁt from the spoils which is not true].” Nay, but
they understand not except a little.
The majority of Qur’anic exegets maintain that these blessed Verses treat of the conquest of Khaybar
occurring in 7 AH/627, one year following the Treaty of Hudaybiyya.
It is worthy of note that according to traditions, it was upon the Noble Prophet’s (S) return from
Hudaybiyya that by Divine Command he bore glad tidings to those participating at Hudaybiyya that
Muslims would conquer Khaybar and speciﬁed that they were solely supposed to participate at the battle
of Khaybar; as a consequence of which they rather than those lagging behind, could have war spoils.
However, when these timid mammonists noticed that the Noble Prophet (S) shall deﬁnitely be triumphant
at the prospective war and many spoils shall fall into the share of the army of Muslims took the
opportunity to come to him asking for permission to take part in the battle of Khaybar.
They resorted to the apology that they intended to compensate for their past faults, repent of their sins,
and serve the cause of the Islamic faith and the Holy Qur’an with sincerity! They were ignorant of the
revelation of the Qur’anic Verses that disclosed their secret intentions:
“Those who lagged behind [at Hudaybiyya] will say, when you set forth to take the spoils [of
Khaybar], ‘Allow us to follow you.’ They want to change Allah’s Words [to the effect that those
other than the companions of Hudaybiyya were not supposed to participate at Khaybar].”
It may be noted that in other instances such avaricious, indolent, and self-indulgent people ﬂed
hardships and perils and aimed at accruing mammons which entailed less hardships.
At any rate, the blessed Qur’anic Verses in question provides an answer to these opportunists:
“They want to change Allah’s Words.”
Then, it is further added:

“You shall not follow us.”
It is not what the Noble Prophet (S) says of his own, but
“Thus Allah has said [about you] in advance”
informing Muslims of your future deeds. It is Divine Command that the spoils of Khaybar shall fall into
the share of the companions of Hudaybiyya and others are not supposed to accompany them in this
respect.
It is worthy of note that such shameless defectors persist in their false claims and accuse Muslims of
entertaining envy;
“Then they will say: “Nay, you envy us.”
Thus, they even impliedly refute the Noble Prophet’s (S) words, claiming that they enviously impede
them from taking part in the battle of Khaybar!
The blessed Verse closes thus:
“Nay, but they understand not except a little.”
Their misfortunes spring from their ignorance regarding God Almighty, the elevated state of His
Messenger (S), man’s fate, and transience of worldly possessions. It is true that they were clever and
precise in ﬁnancial matters and personal gains, but they were too ignorant to exchange whatever they
had with transient mammons.
Finally, the Noble Prophet (S), as per historical accounts, distributed the spoils of the battle of Khaybar
amongst the companions of Hudaybiyya, even the person present at Khaybar who failed to participate in
the battle of Khaybar, received a share. He is no one but Jabir ibn ‘Abd Allah Ansari.19

Surah al-Fath - Verse 16
ﻨًﺎﺴا ﺣﺮ أﺟﻪ اﻟﻢﺗﻮﻮا ﻳﻴﻌن ﺗُﻄﻮنَ ﻓَﺎﻤﻠﺴ ﻳ أوﻢﻠُﻮﻧَﻬﺄسٍ ﺷَﺪِﻳﺪٍ ﺗُﻘَﺎﺗ ﺑﻟ اُوم ﻗَﻮَﻟنَ اﻮﺘُﺪْﻋابِ ﺳﺮﻋ اﻦ ﻣﻴﻦﺨَﻠﱠﻔﻠْﻤّﻗُﻞ ﻟ
ﺎﻴﻤﺎ أﻟﺬَاﺑ ﻋﻢﺬِّﺑﻌ ﻳﻞﻦ ﻗَﺒﺘُﻢ ﻣﻟﱠﻴﺎ ﺗَﻮﻤا ﻛﻟﱠﻮن ﺗَﺘَﻮاو
16. Say unto the Bedouin who lagged behind: “You shall be called [soon] to ﬁght against a
people given to great warfare, then you shall ﬁght them, or they shall convert to Islam. Then if
you obey [and embrace the Prophetic Call], Allah will give you a fair reward; but if you turn away
as you did turn away before, He will chastise you with a painful torment.”
We are supposed to leave the path of return open to defectors without depriving them of the same for

good. Muslims are supposed to possess such military means and might that they be able to defeat their
mighty enemies and make them surrender;
“You shall be called [soon] to ﬁght against a people given to great warfare, then you shall ﬁght
them, or they shall convert to Islam.”
People reveal their inward secrets, sincerity, and hypocrisy in battleground.
In this blessed Verse, God Almighty says unto His Messenger (S):
“O Muhammad (S)! Say unto those Arabs who disobeyed the Messenger’s (S) command and failed to
accompany believers at Hudaybiyya and then offered their apologies and intended to participate at the
battle of Khaybar with believers in order to have a share of spoils.
“You shall be called [soon] to ﬁght against a mighty and bold. You need to confront them in battle so that
they convert to the Islamic faith or surrender. If you Arabs obey Divine Commands and ﬁght for Allah’s
cause, He will grant you fair reward, but if you turn away from departing for Mecca, as you did earlier,
you will be chastised by God Almighty with excruciating torment. Now, who were these mighty warriors
referred to in the blessed Verse in question?”
The sentence:
“You shall ﬁght them or they shall convert to Islam”
demonstrates that they were not people of the Book, since they could not be required to embrace the
Islamic faith as they are free to choose between conversion to the Islamic faith or recognition of the
conditions of paying tribute to the Islamic state and living under the protection of Islamic rule through
peaceful coexistence with Muslims.
Only polytheists and idolaters have to convert to the Islamic faith, since Islam does not recognize idolatry
as a religion and it is permitted to force idolaters to forgo idolatry.
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Surah al-Fath, Verses 17 – 29
Surah al-Fath - Verse 17
ﻦﺮِي ﻣﻨﱠﺎتٍ ﺗَﺠ ﺟﻠْﻪﺪْﺧ ﻳﻮﻟَﻪﺳر وﻪ اﻟﻊﻄﻦ ﻳﻣ وجﺮﺮِﻳﺾِ ﺣ اﻟْﻤَﻠ ﻋ وجﺮ ﺣجﺮﻋ اَﻠ ﻋ وجﺮ ﺣﻤﻋ اَﻠ ﻋﺲﻟَﻴ
ﺎﻴﻤﺎ أﻟﺬَاﺑ ﻋﻪﺬِّﺑﻌ ﻳلﺘَﻮﻦ ﻳﻣ وﺎرﻧﻬﺎ اﻬﺘﺗَﺤ
17. No sin is there upon the blind, nor is there sin upon the lame, nor is there sin upon the sick
[that they turn away from ﬁghting in Allah’s cause]. And whosoever obeys Allah and His
Messenger, He will admit him to Gardens [of Paradise] beneath [whose trees] rivers ﬂow; and
whosoever turns back, He will chastise him with a painful torment.
Legislators are supposed to attend to all legal aspects and stipulate speciﬁc laws for special cases (e.g.
the lame, the blind, and the ailing). The disabled will not be deprived of being admitted to Paradise
unless they obey Divine Commands to the best of their abilities.
It is reported on the occasion of the blessed Verse in question that upon being apprised of the order of
engaging in jihad, the disabled entertained fear and informed the Noble Prophet (S) of their disabilities to
participate in battles together with other believers and they were anxious of their fates.
Thus, the blessed Verse was revealed as per which there is no sin upon the blind, the lame, and the
ailing if they fail to take part in jihad.
Irrespective of the occasion of revelation, it is evident that it applies to all religious obligations.
Thus,
“Whosoever obeys Allah and His Messenger”
refers that believers are supposed to obey God Almighty and His Messenger (S) in all cases, be it
concerning jihad or otherwise, and those who are disabled and owing to their disabilities fail to perform a
number of their obligations, they shall be rewarded with Divine Bounties so long as they obey Allah and

His Prophet (S).
Au contraire, those who are able to obey Allah and His Messenger (S) but they fail to act likewise shall
be chastised with excruciating torments.

Surah al-Fath - Verses 18-19
ﺎﺎ ﻗَﺮِﻳﺒ ﻓَﺘْﺤﻢﻬأﺛَﺎﺑ وﻬِﻢﻠَﻴﻴﻨَﺔَ ﻋ اﻟﺴل ﻓَﺄﻧﺰ ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑِﻬِﻢﺎ ﻓ ﻣﻢﻠ ﻓَﻌةﺮ اﻟﺸﱠﺠﺖﻮﻧَﻚَ ﺗَﺤﺎﻳِﻌﺒذْ ﻳ اﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮ اﻟْﻤﻦ ﻋﻪ اﻟﺿﻟَﻘَﺪْ ر

ﺎﻴﻤا ﺣﺰِﻳﺰ ﻋﻪﺎنَ اﻟﻛﺎ وﺄﺧُﺬُوﻧَﻬةً ﻳﻴﺮﺜ ﻛﻢﻐَﺎﻧﻣو
18. Verily, Allah was pleased with believers when they gave pledge to you under the tree [at
Hudaybiyya]: He knew what was in their hearts [of faith and sincerity] and He sent down serenity
upon them, and He rewarded them with a near triumph.
19. And abundant spoils that they will capture. And Allah is Ever Omnipotent, All-Wise.
Giving pledge is a religious obligation whose keeping is obligatory and whose breaking is unlawful and
entails evil consequences. God Almighty is satisﬁed with the faith accompanied by loyalty to His
Messenger (S). It is noteworthy that religion is not discrete from politics. God is satisﬁed with the
believers pledging allegiance with their Prophet (S) in social and political issues.
The blessed Verses are revealed on the occasion of the allegiance pledged at Hudaybiyya hence its
designation bay’a al-ridhwan. Believers gave their pledge to the Messenger of God (S) beneath a tree
well-known as the tree of sammara (shajara al-sammara) at the village of Hudaybiyya.
God Almighty was Aware that their pledge was devoid of sincerity and they obey the Messenger of Allah
(S) in jihad. Consequently the blessed Verses in question were revealed to bear glad tidings to believers
that owing to their pledge four things fell into their share:
1. Obtaining Divine Satisfaction which is the most exalted Bounty.
2. Fortitude and perseverance through which their hearts ﬁnd conﬁdence and they persevere in their
faith.
3. Triumph which will shall into their faith soon, be it in the conquest of Khaybar, or as some maintain the
conquest of Mecca.
4. Abundant spoils which fall into their share. God Almighty is Omnipotent and Truthful and He acts upon
Wisdom.

Surah al-Fath - Verse 20
اﻃًﺎﺮ ﺻﻢﺪِﻳﻬﻳ وﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮﻠْﻤّﺔً ﻟﻮنَ آﻳَﺘﻟ وﻢﻨ اﻟﻨﱠﺎسِ ﻋﺪِي أﻳﻒﻛ وﺬِه ﻫﻢَ ﻟﻞﺠﺎ ﻓَﻌةً ﺗَﺄﺧُﺬُوﻧَﻬﻴﺮﺜ ﻛﻢﻐَﺎﻧ ﻣﻪ اﻟﻢﺪَﻛﻋو
ﺎﻴﻤﺘَﻘﺴﻣ
20. Allah has promised you abundant spoils that you will capture and He has hastened for you
this [the spoils of Khaybar] and He has restrained the hands of men from [inﬂicting harm upon]
you that it may be a sign [and a lesson] for believers and that He may guide you to the Straight
Path.
The preceding two Verses bore the glad tidings of early triumph which according to a number of Qur’anic
exegets, e.g. Tabari, Shaykh Tusi, Zamakhshari, Maraghi, and Tabarsi, allude to the conquest of
Khaybar. The fortress of Khaybar located two hundred kilometers from Medina.
The fortress had lofty fortiﬁcations and ten thousand Jews resided in it and were engaged in agricultural
activities in its vicinity. This remarkably fortiﬁed fortress had an extraordinary and heavy gate which
could be moved by forty people.
Since Khaybar had turned into the enemy base and the spy den of the opponents of the Islamic faith,
Muslims departed for Khaybar one month following the Treaty of Hudaybiyya. In the outset, Muslims
were headed by those who failed to do anything, until the Noble Prophet (S) said that he would give the
banner to one who had obtained the satisfaction of God Almighty and His Messenger (S), one who is
loved.
He handed the banner to Imam ‘Ali (as) the next day. Imam ‘Ali (as) departed for the colossal fortress of
Khaybar with the Muslim army.
A Jew from the top the wall asked him:
“Who are you?”
He replied:
“I am ‘Ali ibn Abi Talib.”
The Jew shouted:
“O Jews! You shall be defeated.”
It was at that time that Mirhab, the Jewish castellan proceeded to the gate to ﬁght ‘Ali (as). ‘Ali (as)
forcefully dislocated the gate and threw it aside, thus Muslims could enter the castle and conquer it.1

At any rate, the blessed Verse in question is saying that God Almighty has promised to reward believers
before long with abundant spoils and impede the enemy from inﬂicting harm upon them. He made the
conquest of Khaybar happen earlier so that believers entertain no doubts as to the words of the Noble
Prophet (S) regarding their triumph.
It is deﬁnitely a reference to the conquest of Khaybar which occurred prior to the conquest of Mecca in
the same year at Hudaybiyya. Further details are to be found in exegetic and historical sources.
The blessed Verse proceeds with two further Bounties:
“That it may be a sign [and a lesson] for believers and that He may guide you to the Straight
Path.”

Surah al-Fath - Verse 21
ا ﻗَﺪِﻳﺮءَ ﺷﻞ ﻛَﻠ ﻋﻪﺎنَ اﻟﻛﺎ و ﺑِﻬﻪﺎطَ اﻟﺎ ﻗَﺪْ أﺣﻬﻠَﻴوا ﻋ ﺗَﻘْﺪِری ﻟَﻢاُﺧْﺮو
21. And other [triumphs and spoils] which are not yet within your power [will fall into your share],
but Allah compasses them. And Allah is All-Able to do all things.
Promising the achievement of spoils in future rests on Divine Omnipotence and Omniscience. Qur’anic
Verses engender trust in God Almighty and educating monotheists.
The blessed Verse in question informs believers that another spoil shall also fall into your share which
stays beyond your power at the time or you are unaware that it is encompassed by Divine Omnipotence
but its occurrence is predetermined.
What was beyond their power at the time could be the conquest of Mecca or other bounties fallen into
the share of Muslims at the lifetime of the Noble Prophet (S). However, the wide application of the Verse
and the word “abundant” in the preceding Verse include all the spoils to fall into the share of Muslims to
the last day.

Surah al-Fath - Verses 22-23
اﻴﺮ ﻧَﺼﺎ وﻴﻟﺠِﺪُونَ و ﻳ  ﺛُﻢﺎرﺑدﻟﱠﯘا اوا ﻟَﻮﻔَﺮ ﻛ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻢَ ﻗَﺎﺗَﻠﻟَﻮو

ﺪِﻳﻼ ﺗَﺒﻪ اﻟﻨﱠﺔﺴﻟَﻦ ﺗَﺠِﺪَ ﻟ وﻞﻦ ﻗَﺒ ﻣ ﻗَﺪْ ﺧَﻠَﺖ اﻟﱠﺘﻪﻨﱠﺔَ اﻟﺳ
22. And if those who disbelieve ﬁght against you [they fail to confront you and] they certainly will

retreat and turn their backs. Then they will ﬁnd neither a protector nor a helper.
23. That [your triumph and disbelievers’ fear of being defeated] has been the Way of Allah with
those who passed away formerly and you will not ﬁnd any alteration in the Way of Allah.
Weak Muslims attained to such might that their enemies could not stand against them. One who is not
supported by God Almighty has no helper.
In the prayer of ‘Arafa Imam Husayn (as) thus addresses God Almighty:
“One who has you [as a helper] has everything, but one who does not have you, has nothing.”
In this blessed Verse, God Almighty informs His Messenger (S) that if the disbelievers from Banu Asad
and Qatafan intend to wage war with Muslims, He will cast fear into their heart so that they turn away
from battle and ﬂee. Disbelievers will be defeated, denigrated, and helpless at all times, since they have
neither friend nor helper. It is an allusion to the truth that God Almighty is the only true friend and
support.
One who has not entered the stronghold of
“There is no god, but Allah”
has no refuge and may not achieve any success.
Verse 23 is saying that it has always been the Way of Allah that Truth and the followers of Truth are
triumphant at all times as it is reﬂected elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an:
“Indeed, it is I and My Messengers who shall be the triumphant”2.
It is evident that:
“Verily, falsehood is ever bound to vanish”3,
since falsehood disappears before truth and things other than God Almighty and His Signs are false and
nothing.

Surah al-Fath - Verse 24
اﻴﺮﺼﻠُﻮنَ ﺑﻤﺎ ﺗَﻌ ﺑِﻤﻪﺎنَ اﻟﻛ وﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﻢﻛﺪِ أنْ أﻇْﻔَﺮﻌﻦ ﺑﺔَ ﻣ ﻣﻄْﻦﻢ ﺑِﺒﻨْﻬ ﻋﻢﺪِﻳأﻳ وﻢﻨ ﻋﻢﻬﺪِﻳ أﻳﻒ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻛﻮﻫو
24. And He it is Who has withheld their hands from you [at Hudaybiyya] and your hands from
them in the midst of Mecca after He had made you triumphant over them. And Allah is Ever the
All-Seer of what you do. [All triumphs and progresses are dependent upon Divine Will.]

The blessed Verse in question is saying that He is the One who withheld disbelievers from inﬂicting harm
upon you at the heart of Mecca as he withheld your hands from them after He had made you victorious
over them. God Almighty is the All-Seer of what you do.
Indeed, this account was a clear instance of
“manifest triumph”
in Qur’anic terms. A limited number without sufﬁcient equipment entered the land of the enemy who had
embarked upon military expedition against Medina and had left no stone unturned to defeat them.
However, now that the limited number of Muslims penetrated their land they fearful that offered the
peace treaty.
Could there be any more signiﬁcant triumph that they conquered the enemy without the least
bloodshed?
The Treaty of Hudaybiyya was indubitably a defeat for the Quraysh and a triumph for Muslims
throughout the Arabian Peninsula since Muslims were able to cast fear into the hearts of their enemies.
In other words, withholding from waging war is a reference to the Treaty of Hudaybiyya, since Meccan
polytheists had prepared themselves for engaging in war against Muslims and the Noble Prophet of
Islam (S) had pledged allegiance with Muslims to stay loyal to him.
Thus both parties were prepared to confront each other.
In the Treaty of Hudaybiyya, God Almighty impeded polytheists from attacking Muslims on the one hand
and hindered Muslims from killing polytheists on the other. There were two reasons behind the treaty
which were Bounties: preservation of the sanctity of the sacred precinct of Mecca which was not to be
deﬁled by Muslims and the other Bounty was the ten year truce stipulated in the treaty in which the
number of Muslims was on the increase.
Since Muslims did not shed the blood of any of the Meccans, they went on pilgrimage the following year
and three years after that they gloriously conquered Mecca. These Bounties were all the consequences
of the treaty. Had some polytheists been fallen, peace, truce, pilgrimage in the following years,
preservation of the sanctity of Mecca, and perhaps the conquest of Mecca would have been impossible.
Consequently, the Treaty of Hudaybiyya has been regarded as
“manifest triumph”
which paved the path of penetration and propagation of the Islamic faith.

Surah al-Fath - Verse 25
 ﻟﱠﻢﻨَﺎتﻣﻮﺎء ﻣﺴﻧﻨُﻮنَ وﻣﻮ ﻣﺎل رِﺟﻟَﻮ وﻠﱠﻪﺤﻠُﻎَ ﻣﺒﻮﻓًﺎ أن ﻳﻌ ﻣﺪْياﻟْﻬ وامﺮﺠِﺪِ اﻟْﺤﺴ اﻟْﻤﻦ ﻋﻢﺪﱡوﻛﺻوا وﻔَﺮ ﻛ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻢﻫ
واﻔَﺮ ﻛﻨَﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺬﱠﺑﻠُﻮا ﻟَﻌﻳ ﺗَﺰﺸَﺎء ﻟَﻮﻦ ﻳ ﻣﻪﺘﻤﺣ ر ﻓﻪ اﻟﻞﺪْﺧﻴ ﻟﻠْﻢﺮِ ﻋةٌ ﺑِﻐَﻴﺮﻌﻢ ﻣﻨْﻬﻢ ﻣﻴﺒ ﻓَﺘُﺼﻢوﻫ أن ﺗَﻄَﻮﻢﻮﻫﻠَﻤﺗَﻌ
ﺎﻴﻤﺎ أﻟﺬَاﺑ ﻋﻢﻨْﻬﻣ
25. They are the ones who disbelieved and hindered you from al-Masjid al-Haram and detained
the sacriﬁcial animals from reaching their place of sacriﬁce. Had there not been believing men
and believing women [in Mecca] whom you did not know [owing to the command as to attack],
that you may sill them and on whose account a sin would have been committed by you without
[your] knowledge [We would have issued the command of waging war and attacking Mecca and
confrontation with these disbelievers, but we did not issue such command], that Allah might
bring into His Mercy whom He wills, if they [believers and polytheists] had been apart, We truly
would have chastised those of them who disbelieved with excruciating torment.
The Arabic word ma’kuf is employed in the sense of an animal kept for sacriﬁce. The word mu’takif
designates someone who makes himself bound to something or a place for some sacred cause. The
word ma’arra indicates loss and the verbal form tazayyalu signiﬁes “they had been apart.”
The blessed Verse in question treats of Divine Favors bestowed upon believers such that war and
bloodshed were removed from the people of Mecca for the safety of believers.
Thus it is said that though Meccan polytheists prevented Muslims from entering Masjid al-Haram and
returned the seventy camels brought by the Noble Prophet as sacriﬁcial animals from the sacriﬁcial
place, God Almighty lifted the command of war, since believing men and women lived in Mecca who
concealed their belief out of fear and had there occurred a war between Meccan polytheists and
Muslims, they would have perished without they being aware of the same and they would have been
grieved.
Concerning the reason for accepting the truce with Mu’awiya, Imam Hasan (as) said:
“I avoided war out of discretion and defending their blood.” 4
Thus, God Almighty bestowed His Mercy upon Meccan believers and provided them with safety against
being killed. It is also worthy of note that the prodosis of the law (“if”) apodosis is deleted, in other words,
had it not been for providing Meccan believers with safety against their lives, We would have
commanded jihad against Meccans and you would have conquered them.
To lay further emphasis, the blessed Verse in question thus closes:
“Had there not been believing men and believing women whom you did not know, that you may

sill them and on whose account a sin would have been committed by you without [your]
knowledge, that Allah might bring into His Mercy whom He wills, if they [believers and
polytheists] had been apart, We truly would have chastised those of them who disbelieved with
excruciating torment.”
The verbal form tazayyalu (“they had been apart”) derives from the root z-w-l (“disperse, scatter, break
up, separate”).
Based on numerous traditions cited in Shi’i and Sunni sources concerning the blessed Verse in question,
it could be said that there were believers living amongst disbelievers and it was for their safety and God
Almighty did not chastise disbelievers.
According to a tradition narrated from Imam Sadiq (as), he was asked:
“Was ‘Ali (as) not mighty and perseverant in God’s religion?”
The Noble Imam replied:
“Yes, he was.”
He was again asked:
“Why did he not destroy disbelievers and hypocrites when he conquered them? What did impede him
from doing the same?”
Imam Sadiq (as) replied:
“Owing to one Qur’anic Verse.”
He was asked about the Verse and he answered:
“The Verse in which God Almighty says:
‘if they [believers and polytheists] had been apart, We truly would have chastised those of them
who disbelieved with excruciating torment.’”
Then the Noble Imam (as) added:
“There were believers under Divine custody residing with disbelievers and hypocrites and ‘Ali (as) did
not intend to kill fathers so that those under custody become apparent … and also our Riser (qa’im) of
the Ahl al-Bayt (“the Noble Prophet’s family”) will not rise until such believers under Divine custody
become apparent.”5
God Almighty is Aware that a number of their children will voluntarily convert to the Islamic faith and it is
for their sake that He exempts fathers from immediate chastisement.

Surah al-Fath - Verse 26
َﺔﻤﻠ ﻛﻢﻬﻣأﻟْﺰ وﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮ اﻟْﻤَﻠﻋ وﻪﻮﻟﺳ رَﻠ ﻋﻴﻨَﺘَﻪ ﺳﻪ اﻟل ﻓَﺄﻧﺰﺔﻴﻠﺎﻫﺔَ اﻟْﺠﻴﻤﺔَ ﺣﻴﻤ اﻟْﺤ ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑِﻬِﻢوا ﻓﻔَﺮ ﻛ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻞﻌذْ ﺟا
ﺎﻴﻤﻠ ﻋءَ ﺷﻞِ ﺑﻪﺎنَ اﻟﻛﺎ وﻠَﻬأﻫﺎ و ﺑِﻬﻖﺎﻧُﻮا أﺣﻛی واﻟﺘﱠﻘْﻮ
26. When those who disbelieve had entertained in their hearts pride and arrogance, the pride and
arrogance of the time of ignorance, then Allah sent down His serenity upon His Messenger and
upon believers [and they prepared themselves for peace] and made them adhere to the truth of
fear of God and they were well entitled to it and worthy of it. And Allah is the Omniscient of all
things.
The blessed Verse in question treats of the account of the Quraysh whose arrogance and false pride of
the time of ignorance and also their hatred against the Messenger of God (S) made them impede the
Noble Prophet (S) and his companions who had set to enter Mecca, his hometown, on pilgrimage.
Although it was difﬁcult for the Noble Prophet (S) and his companions, but since it was according to
Divine Wisdom they had to tolerate them and their harms until the time of triumph and conquest arrives.
Thus, they had to make peace with them and abstain from waging war and bloodshed.
Since it was Divine Wisdom and discretion, God Almighty:
“sent down His serenity upon His Messenger and upon believers”
so that they receive perseverance and serenity and obey Divine Command.
“And made them adhere to the truth of fear of God”
indicates that God Almighty made believers persevere in the fear of God which is
“There is no god but Allah,”
“In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful,”
or
“Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah,”
with which the Quraysh failed to be satisﬁed and desist from entertaining the arrogance of the time of
ignorance and disobeying Divine Command, though it was hard for believers to return without having
gone on pilgrimage to Mecca.
“They were well entitled to it and worthy of it”

since believers, as required by faith, were God fearing and more entitled or worthy of fear of God
Almighty or being granted serenity. Fear of God Almighty, the fruit of faith, had penetrated into their
hearts, since whoever is more perseverant in faith entertains more fear of God. The believers
accompanying the Noble Prophet (S) at Hudaybiyya persevered in faith and fear of God.
“Allah is the Omniscient of all things”
indicates that God Almighty is All-Aware of things in the world in terms of betterment and corruption. He
was All-Aware that the Noble Prophet (S) and his companions were not supposed to go on pilgrimage to
Ka’ba, but it was better for them to depart for Mecca that year and accept the peace treaty as the
prerequisite for facile conquest of Mecca to happen in future.

Surah al-Fath - Verse 27
 ﺮِﻳﻦﻘَﺼﻣ وﻢوﺳو رﻴﻦﻘّﻠﺤ ﻣﻴﻦﻨ آﻣﻪن ﺷَﺎء اﻟ اامﺮﺠِﺪَ اﻟْﺤﺴ اﻟْﻤ ﻟَﺘَﺪْﺧُﻠُﻦﻖﺎ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤﻳو اﻟﺮﻮﻟَﻪﺳ رﻪ اﻟﺪَقﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﺻ
ﺎﺎ ﻗَﺮِﻳﺒﻚَ ﻓَﺘْﺤونِ ذَﻟﻦ د ﻣﻞﻌﻮا ﻓَﺠﻠَﻤ ﺗَﻌﺎ ﻟَﻢ ﻣﻢﻠﺗَﺨَﺎﻓُﻮنَ ﻓَﻌ
27. Verily, Allah shall fulﬁll the true vision which He showed unto His Messenger in very truth.
Truly, you shall enter al-Masjid al-Haram if Allah wills, secure, having your heads shaved, and
having your hair cut short, entertaining no fear. He knew what you knew not and He granted
besides that a near triumph.
Prophets’ dreams are among those which deﬁnitely come true. One of the manifestations of the
inimitability of the Holy Qur’an is that it was prognosticated that Muslims would enter Masjid al-Haram in
security and the same was realized. Man is unaware of the favorable or unfavorable consequences of
his deeds; as a consequence of which his should obey God Almighty.
Muslims though about entering Mecca but God Almighty was Aware that the consequences of making
peace would be far better. In fact, God Almighty made His Messenger’s (S) vision come true, since it
was a true vision rather than a confused dream.
Its postponement was based on Wisdom. One of the reasons lying behind such postponement was to
test believers’ perseverance so that perseverant believers be distinguished from non-perseverant ones.
The li- in li-tadkhulunna is an intensifying particle, though a number of Qur’anic exegets maintain that it
is employed as a particle of oath indicating by God! God willingly, they will enter Masjid al-Haram the
following year in triumph and glory, in which case, li-tadkhulunna is the prodosis.
It is said that
“If God wills”

designates that whoever God wills will enter since a number of companions might decease or there
might be some other hindrance for them. Thus, whoever God Almighty wills and obeys the Messenger’s
(S) command will be triumphant and will enter in safety with their heads shaved and following
performance of pilgrimage rituals.
“If God wills”
may also instruct believers to utter the formula before embarking upon doing anything. God Almighty
was Aware of something of which believers were unaware and thereby preordained that prior to the
conquest of Mecca there was to precede another triumph which was either the conquest of Khaybar or
the Treaty of Hudaybiyya.

Surah al-Fath - Verse 28
 ﺷَﻬِﻴﺪًاﻪ ﺑِﺎﻟَﻔﻛ وﻪّﻠ ﻛ اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦَﻠ ﻋهﻈْﻬِﺮﻴ ﻟﻖ اﻟْﺤدِﻳﻦﺪَی و ﺑِﺎﻟْﻬﻮﻟَﻪﺳ رﻞﺳ اﻟﱠﺬِي أرﻮﻫ
28. He it is Who has sent His Messenger with Guidance and the religion that He may make it
superior to all religions. And All-Sufﬁcient is Allah as a Witness.
The secret behind the triumph of the Islamic faith is Divine Guidance and Truth;
(“He it is Who has sent His Messenger with Guidance and the religion”).
Conquering falsehood by Truth is an ideal which may solely be realized by God Almighty. It is attested
many a time in the Holy Qur’an that Islam is superior to all religions.
The superiority may indicate Islam’s superiority in terms of scholarship, logic, and argument which has
always been so, or it may also make a reference to the future when the Islamic faith will encompass the
world over, when the inheritors of the earth will be righteous servants of God Almighty as the sovereignty
of Islam wielded its sway in a vast area in the latter half of the ﬁrst/seventh century.
The pronoun huwa
(“He”)
in the blessing Verse in question refers to Divine Truth and Simple Essence, in other words, God
Almighty is He Who sent down His Messenger (S) with the means of Guidance, i.e. many a miracle, the
Inimitable Qur’anic Verses, and manifest religion and laws and made him conquer disbelievers so that
the religion of Truth, i.e. the Islamic faith, be manifest to all peoples and followers of different religions
and they recognize that the religion of Truth is the Islamic faith and there exist no doubt for anyone as to
its Divine Truth.

“And All-Sufﬁcient is Allah as a Witness”
reﬂects that the Pure Essence of God Almighty is sufﬁcient to bear witness to His Messenger’s (S)
Prophethood and Truth in his words and deeds.
Qur’anic exegets disagree on the manner of the superiority and triumph of the Islamic faith over all other
religions. Some maintain that the superiority lies in logical and argumentative aspects saying that such
superiority has realized since in terms of logic and argument, the Islamic faith is superior to all other
religions.
Some other Qur’anic exegets hold that superiority (li-yudhirahu) is employed in the outward sense of the
word since it is attested in the same sense. thus, it may be said that many a vast area throughout the
world are within the territory of Islam and in modern times, more than forty Muslim countries with a
population of approximately one billion are under the banner of Islamic faith, but a time shall arrive in
which all the world hold the same banner and it will attain to perfection through the Rise of Mahdi (as).
According to a Prophetic tradition,
“There will remain no house made from stone and mud, nor do tents made from wool and hair unless
Allah makes the name of Islam enter them.”
The eminent scholar Tabarsi in his Majma’ al-Bayan cites a tradition from Imam Baqir (as) which is an
interpretation of the blessed Verse in question, saying:
“The Promise given in this Verse shall realize at the Rise of Mahdi (as) from the family of the Noble
Prophet (S). On that day, there shall remain no one on the face of the earth but those who acknowledge
the Truth of Muhammad’s (S) Prophethood.”6
On the interpretation of the blessed Verse in question, Shaykh Saduq in his Ikmal al-Din narrates a
tradition from Imam Sadiq (as), saying:
“By Allah! The meaning of the Verse is yet to realize and it shall solely realize when the Riser rises.
Upon his Rise, there shall be no one denying belief in God Almighty throughout the world.”
The traditions concerning the Rise of Mahdi (as) are such that no Muslim scholar from any denomination
may deny their consecutive transmission (tawatur). Many a book have been written in this respect whose
authors have unanimously acknowledged the reliability of the traditions concerning the reformer of the
world, Imam Mahdi (as).
These traditions are attested in many a well-known Islamic source including sunan, ma’ajim, and
masanid books among which mention may be made of the following: the Sunan compiled by Abu Da’ud,
Tirmidhi, Ibn Maja, Ibn ‘Amr al-Dani; Masanid compiled by Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Ibn Ya’la, Bazzaz;
Hakim’s Sahih; Ma’ajim (Kabir and Mutawassit) compiled by Tabarani, Ruyani, Dar Qutni; Abu Nu’aym’s

Akhbar Mahdi; Khatib’s Ta’rikh Baghdad; Ibn ‘Asakir’s Ta’rikh Dimashq.
It is worthy of note that a number of Muslim scholars have written books devoted to such traditions, e.g.
Abu Nu’aym’s Akhbar Mahdi; Ibn Hajar Haythami’s al-Qawl al-Mukhtasar ﬁ ‘Alamat al-Mahdi alMuntadar; Shukani’s al-Tawdhih ﬁ Tawatur Ma Ja’a ﬁ al-Muntadar wa al-Dajjal wa al-Masih; Idris ‘Iraqi
Maghribi’s al-Mahdi; Abu al-‘Abbas ibn ‘Abd al-Mu’min al-Maghribi’s al-Wahm al-Maknun ﬁ al-Radd
‘ala Ibn Khaldun.
A number of earlier and later scholars have also explicitly mentioned that the traditions narrated
concerning Mahdi (May God Almighty Hasten His Rise) are indubitably consecutive in their chains of
transmission, e.g. al-Sakhawi in Kitab al-Fath al-Mughith; Muhammad ibn Ahmad Safawini’s Sharh al‘Aqida; Abu al-Hasan al-Abri’s Manaqib al-Shaﬁ’i; Ibn Taymiyya’s Fatawi; Suyuti’s al-Hawi; Idris ‘Iraqi’s
al-Mahdi (as); Shukani’s al-Tawdhih ﬁ Tawatur Ma Ja’a ﬁ al-Muntadar; Muhammad Ja’far Kinani’s
Nadm al-Tanathur; Abu al-‘Abbas ibn ‘Abd al-Mu’min’s al-Wahm al-Maknun.
The aforesaid traditions are cited in most of Shi’i tradition compendia and Qur’anic exegetic works under
the blessed Verse in question.

Surah al-Fath - Verse 29
اﻧًﺎﻮرِﺿ وﻪ اﻟﻦ ﻣًﺘَﻐُﻮنَ ﻓَﻀﺒﺪًا ﻳﺠﺎ ﺳﻌﻛ رﻢاﻫ ﺗَﺮﻢﻨَﻬﻴﺎء ﺑﻤﺣﻔﱠﺎرِ رْ اﻟَﻠﺪﱠاء ﻋ أﺷﻪﻌ ﻣاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ وﻪ اﻟﻮلﺳﺪٌ رﻤﺤﻣ
َﺘَﻐْﻠَﻆ ﻓَﺎﺳه ﻓَﺂزَر ﺷَﻄْﺄهج أﺧْﺮعرﺰ ﻛﻧﺠِﻴﻞ ا ﻓﻢﺜَﻠُﻬﻣ واةر اﻟﺘﱠﻮ ﻓﻢﺜَﻠُﻬﻚَ ﻣﻮدِ ذَﻟﺠ أﺛَﺮِ اﻟﺴﻦﻬِﻢ ﻣﻮﻫ ۇﺟ ﻓﻢﺎﻫﻴﻤﺳ
اﺮأﺟةً وﺮﻐْﻔﻢ ﻣﻨْﻬﺎتِ ﻣﺤﺎﻟﻠُﻮا اﻟﺼﻤﻋﻨُﻮا و آﻣ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻪﺪَ اﻟﻋ وﻔﱠﺎرْ اﻟﻴﻆَ ﺑِﻬِﻢﻐﻴاعَ ﻟر اﻟﺰﺠِﺐﻌ ﻳﻪﻮﻗ ﺳَﻠی ﻋﺘَﻮﻓَﺎﺳ
ﺎﻴﻤﻈﻋ
29. Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah. And those who are with him are severe against
disbelievers, and merciful among themselves. You see them bowing and falling down in
prostration, seeking Bounty and Satisfaction from Allah. The mark of them is on their faces from
the traces of prostration. That is their description in the Torah. But their description in the
Gospel is like a [sown] seed which sends forth its shoot, then makes it strong and becomes thick
and it stands straight on its stem, delighting the sowers, that He may enrage the disbelievers
with them. Allah has promised those among them who believe and do righteous good deeds,
forgiveness and a mighty reward.
Muslims need to be severe, decisive, and ﬁrm against enemies;
(“And those who are with him are severe against disbelievers”).
The blessed Verse in question presents a clear depiction of the Noble Prophet’s (S) companions,
adherents, and those who followed him illustrating it with expressions from the Torah and the Gospel

which is a source of glory and pride for those who persevered at Hudaybiyya. It also provides Muslims of
all ages with a lesson.
The blessed Verse opens with:
“Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah.”
It does not matter whether men of insigniﬁcance like Suhayl ibn ‘Amr like it or not or hide themselves
from the sun shining on the entire world. God Almighty bears witness to His Prophethood and believers
who are aware of it bear witness to the same. The blessed Verse then proceeds to present a depiction
of the Noble Prophet’s (S) companions and followers.
Thus it depicts their outward and inward characteristics and also their thoughts, emotions, and deeds by
enumerating ﬁve attributes.
Firstly,
“Those who are with him are severe against disbelievers.”
Secondly, they are
“merciful among themselves.”
Believers are like a hearth of emotions and love for their brethren, friends, and co-religionists and they
are similar to a blazing and burning ﬁre and a solid and hard wall against enemies.
In fact, their emotions may be summarized in their love and wrath; however, the existence of the twain is
by no means inconsistent with each other, nor do their wrath against enemies and their love for their
friends make them leave the path of Truth and Justice.
The third attribute treats of their deeds:
“You see them bowing and falling down in prostration.”
The expression of serving and worshipping God Almighty is depicted by the two main pillars of
“bowing”
and
“falling down in prostration”
as their permanent states. Such worship reﬂects submission to Divine Command and negation of
arrogance and false pride.

The fourth characteristic reﬂects their sincere intention:
“seeking Bounty and Good Pleasure from Allah.”
They neither resort to pretension nor do they expect people to reward them, but they are solely attentive
toward Divine Satisfaction and Bounty. It constitutes their only incentive in their lives.
The expression:
“Divine Bounty”
reﬂects their confession to their faults and regarded their deeds less worthy of Divine Reward.
Despite making efforts, they still say:
“O God! Woe unto us if you do not bestow Your Bounty upon us!”
The ﬁfth and the last depiction treats of their fair-seeming appearance:
“The mark of them is on their faces from the traces of prostration.”
The Arabic word sima literally denotates
“mark”
be it on the face or other parts of the body. The word, however, is employed in modern Persian in the
sense of “appearance.” In other words, their “appearance” clearly reﬂects that they are humble people
before God Almighty, right, law, and justice and it is not only reﬂected on their faces, but also all their
being and life indicate the same.
It is narrated from Imam Sadiq (as) regarding the interpretation of the blessed Verse in question that the
mark of their faces indicates:
“wakefulness at night for establishing prayer”
whose marks are visible on their faces during the day.7
It is worthy of note that these meanings and interpretations are all consistent.
Following such depictions, the Holy Qur’an adds:
“That is their [the Noble Prophet’s companions] description in the Torah.”
This truth is already mentioned in the Scriptures revealed more than one thousand years ago. However,
it should be borne in mind that the expression:

“those who were with him”
refers to those who stood with the Noble Prophet (S) in terms of thought, beliefs, ethics, and practice,
rather than his contemporaries some of whom differed with him in the aforesaid terms.
The Holy Qur’an proceeds to treat of their description in the Gospel, saying:
“Their description in the Gospel is like a [sown] seed which sends forth its shoot, then makes it
strong and becomes thick and it stands straight on its stem, delighting the sowers.”
The Arabic word shat’a denotes “sprout; chicken” but the word ad hoc signiﬁes offshoot. Azara derives
from ‘-z-r (“support, back up”). The verbal form astaghlada derives from gh-l-d (“become strong”).
The clause istawa ‘ala suqihi means “It is so strong that it stands on its own,” though the word suq
indicates “stem, stalk.” The expression yu’jab al-zura’ signiﬁes that fast growth and abundant sprouts
and crops are to such an extent that even farmers who are at all times engaged in such things are
perplexed.
Such people with these descriptions never cease for one single moment, but they always grow, sprout,
and bear crops. They propagate the Islamic faith at all times throughout the world through their words
and deeds and add to the number of the Muslim community each and every day. They never stop, but
they always proceed and despite being pious, they are warriors too.
Despite being warriors, they are comely both outwardly and inwardly. They have vigorous emotions and
pure intentions. They represent Divine Wrath in the face of enemies and reﬂect Divine Mercy and Favor
before the friends of God Almighty.
The blessed Verse in question proceeds to say that such exalted characteristics, fast growth, and blissful
movement serve as a source of encouragement for friends, but at the same time, enrages disbelievers;
(“He may enrage the disbelievers with them”).
Thus the blessed Verse in question closes:
“Allah has promised those among them who believe and do righteous good deeds, forgiveness
and a mighty reward.”
It goes without saying that the characteristics mentioned in the opening of the blessed Verse
encompassed faith
and righteous good deeds. Thus, reiteration of these two characteristics makes a reference to its
continuity. In other words, God Almighty has solely promised those among the Noble Prophet’s (S)
companions that they remain in his line and perpetuate faith and righteous good deeds; otherwise, those
who were among his friends and companions one day and left him the day after proceeding another path

contrary to his will never be rewarded by God Almighty.
It is also worthy of note that the clause
“And those who are with him”
does not indicate physical association and companionship with the Noble Prophet (S), since hypocrites
associated with him, but “with him” deﬁnitely indicates being with him in terms of faith and fearing God
Almighty. Thus, we may never make use of the blessed Verse in question to come to a conclusion
regarding all the contemporaries and companions of the Noble Prophet (S).
It is interesting, however, that modern Muslims have distanced from the impressive guideline of the
Verse and the descriptions provided in it regarding true believers and the companions of the Noble
Prophet (S) and at times enter into such conﬂicts with one another, entertain hatred, and embark upon
bloodshed and the enemies of the Islamic faith have never embarked upon the same!
At times, they establish such friendly ties with disbelievers that it sounds as if they are brothers
descending from the same forefathers. Such bowing and prostration, sincere intentions, desire for Divine
Bounty, reﬂection of the marks of prostration on faces, growth, sprouting, invigoration, and standing on
one’s feet are not visible.
It is also noteworthy that the more we have distanced from these Qur’anic precepts, the more we have
entangled ourselves in pain and humility; but we are unaware of the sources of blows inﬂicted upon us.
False pride and arrogance of the time of ignorance impedes thinking, revision, and return to the Holy
Qur’an.
O Lord! Awaken us from such perilous and deep sleep!
1. Ibn Athir, al-Kamil, vol. 2, pp. 216-221. Besides Ibn Athir, the well-known Sunni historian, all Shi’i and Sunni historians
and Qur’anic exegets have reported the account with minor alterations in details.
2. 58:21
3. 17:81
4. Ibn Athir, Kamil, vol. 3, p. 205, apud Imam dar ‘Iyninnat Jami’a, p. 128; see also Tafsir Burhan; Tafsir Saﬁ; Majma’ alBayan under the blessed Verse in question.
5. Tafsir Nur al-Thiqalayn, vol. 5, p. 70. Numerous traditions are cited in this respect.
6. Majma’ al-Bayan, vol. 5, p. 25; Tafsir Qurtubi, under 24:55, vol. 7, p. 4692.
7. Man la Yahdhuruhu al-Faqih and Rawdhat al-Wa’idhin, apud Tafsir Nur al-Thiqalayn, vol. 5, p. 78.

Surah al-Hujurat, Chapter 49
(The Rooms)
Section (juz’): 26

Number of Verses: 18

General Overview of the Chapter
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
The Chapter in question has eighteen Verses and it was revealed in Medina. The Arabic word hujurat is
the plural form of hujra. The fourth Verse of the Chapter treats of the rooms of the Noble Prophet’s (S)
house, hence the designation Hujurat (“rooms”).

The Merits of the Recitation of the Chapter
According to a tradition narrated from Imam Sadiq (as):
“One who recites Surah al-Hujurat every night or every day, shall be regarded as one of the visitors of
Prophet Muhammad (S).”
It goes without saying that visiting the Noble Prophet (S) stands second to acting upon the rules
mentioned herein concerning the Noble Prophet of Islam (S), since recitation is at all times a prelude to
practice.

Surah al-Hujurat - Verse 1
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
ﻴﻢﻠ ﻋﻴﻊﻤ ﺳﻪنﱠ اﻟ اﻪاﺗﱠﻘُﻮا اﻟ وﻪﻮﻟﺳر وﻪﺪَيِ اﻟ ﻳﻦﻴﻮا ﺑ ﺗُﻘَﺪِّﻣ ﻨُﻮا آﻣﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻬﺎ أﻳﻳ
1. O you who believe! Make not [a decision] in advance before Allah and His Messenger and fear
Allah. Indeed! Allah is All-Hearing, Omniscient.
The three Chapters titled Ma’ida, Hujurat, and Mumtahana, opening with the clause:
“O you who believe!”
treat of social and political issues.

The blessed Verse in question intends to educate believers like angels, since the Holy Qur’an says
regarding them:
“They speak not until He has spoken, and they act upon His Command”1.
The instances of making decisions in advance before the Noble Prophet (S) are not attested in the Holy
Qur’an so that it includes prohibitions of making decisions in advance in doctrinal, socio-political,
economic, and other issues in words and deeds.
God Almighty strictly forbids making decisions in advance before the leader of the Islamic community,
since one who makes decisions in advance before God Almighty and His Messenger (S), causes
disorder in the management of the Islamic system, leads the society to chaos, and in fact plays with the
legislative system through his personal inclinations.
Acting upon the blessed Verse in question prevents from the emergence of many a ﬂaw, since following
surmises , inclination toward innovation, hasty judgment, and so-called liberal thoughts may at times
lead man to making decisions that involuntarily does so in advance before God Almighty and His
Messenger (S).
In like manner, some people aspiring to worship God Almighty, be decisive, revolutionary, pious, and
leading a simple life make decisions in advance before God Almighty and His Messenger (S) and
became more catholic than the Pope.
Therefore, acknowledging and acting upon social customs or secular laws and regulations which are not
based upon the Holy Qur’an, traditions of the Noble Prophet (S) and the Infallible Imams (as), and
human intellect and his natural and innate disposition (ﬁtra) are all instances of making decisions in
advance before God Almighty and His Messenger (S).
At any rate, God Almighty addresses believers in the blessed Verse in question saying:
“O you who believe! Make not [a decision] in advance before Allah and His Messenger (S).”
Believers are hereby asked not to obey anyone besides God Almighty and His Messenger (S). They are
supposed not to say anything against the Book and Prophetic traditions (sunna).
“Fear Allah”
and withhold from disobeying Divine Commands and know that:
“Indeed! Allah is All-Hearing, Omniscient.”
He hears your words and He is All-Aware of your deeds.
It is worthy of note that a number of Qur’anic exegets concerning the occasion of the revelation of the

blessed Verse in question have said that it makes a reference to the deeds of some Muslims who
performed some of their devotion rituals prior to their due time; as a consequence of which the blessed
Verse in question was revealed to forbid them from embarking upon the same.2 For the sake of brevity,
other views are not mentioned herein.

Surah al-Hujurat - Verse 2
َﻂﺒﺾٍ أن ﺗَﺤﻌﺒ ﻟﻢﻀﻌﺮِ ﺑﻬﺠلِ ﻛ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻘَﻮوا ﻟَﻪﺮﻬ ﺗَﺠ وِتِ اﻟﻨﱠﺒﻮ ﺻق ﻓَﻮﻢَاﺗﻮﻮا أﺻﻓَﻌ ﺗَﺮ ﻨُﻮا آﻣﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻬﺎ أﻳﻳ
َونﺮ ﺗَﺸْﻌ أﻧﺘُﻢ وﻢُﺎﻟﻤأﻋ
2. O you who believe! Raise not your voices above the voice of the Prophet, nor speak aloud to
him in talk as you speak aloud to one another, lest [for the sake of such indecency] your deeds
should be rendered fruitless while you perceive not.
The preceding Verse forbade believers from making decisions in advance before the Messenger of Allah
(S) and Divine Commands and the blessed Verse in question treats of speaking aloud in the presence of
the Noble Prophet (S).
It is mentioned elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an3:
“Make not the calling of the Messenger (S) among you as you call one another.”
The blessed Verse in questions says:
“Raise not your voices above the voice of the Prophet, nor speak aloud to him in talk as you
speak aloud to one another, lest your deeds should be rendered fruitless while you perceive not.”
The ﬁrst clause,
“Raise not your voices above the voice of the Prophet,”
designates that such manner of speech before the Noble Prophet (S) is an act of indecency. One is not
supposed to show such indecency before one’s parents and teachers either.
The following clause,
“nor speak aloud to him in talk as you speak aloud to one another,”
may either lay further emphasis on the preceding one or make a reference to a novel point which is
forbidding believers to address the Noble Prophet (S) by the phrase:
“O Muhammad!”

rather than
“O Messenger of Allah!”
Regarding the difference between the twain clauses, a number of Qur’anic exegets maintain that the
former indicates that in speaking to the Noble Prophet (S) people were not supposed to raise their
voices above his voice and the latter designates that when the Noble Prophet (S) was silent and people
were talking to him, they were not supposed to raise their voices either.
It goes without saying that if such acts of indecency aim at affronting the most exalted state of
Prophethood, they will lead to disbelief and without aiming at abusing his most exalted state, they will be
regarded as abuse and sin. It is evident that the former results in rendering one’s good deeds fruitless,
since disbelief leads to the same.
The latter may also lead to the same since such acts of indecency end in rendering many a righteous
good deed fruitless owing to committing certain sins; in like manner, some of the sins committed may be
deﬁnitely absolved through righteous good deeds. It is worthy of note that it is a general rule concerning
righteous good deeds and sins and the same stands to reason as well.
According to a tradition, upon the revelation of the blessed Verse in question, Thabit ibn Qays, the
preacher of the Noble Prophet (S) who was loud spoken, said:
“It was I who raised my voice above that of the Noble Prophet (S). My righteous good deeds have been
all rendered fruitless and I am one of the people of the Hell.”
Informed of his words, the Noble Prophet (S) said:
“It is not so. He is one of the people of Paradise, since he acted upon his duty when he delivered a
sermon for believers or against opponents.”4
Likewise, it was in the battle of Hunayn and at the behest of the Noble Prophet (S) that ‘Abbas ibn ‘Abd
al-Muttalib called loudly to deserters to return.

Surah al-Hujurat - Verse 3
ﻴﻢﻈ ﻋﺮأﺟةٌ وﺮﻐْﻔﻢ ﻣی ﻟَﻬﻠﺘﱠﻘْﻮ ﻟﻢﻬ ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑﻪ اﻟﻦﺘَﺤ اﻣﻚَ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻟَﺌ اُوﻪﻮلِ اﻟﺳﻨﺪَ ر ﻋﻢاﺗَﻬﻮﻮنَ أﺻﻐُﻀ ﻳنﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦا
3. Indeed, those who lower their voices in the presence of Allah’s Messenger (for the sake of
good manners and their respect for him], they are the ones whose hearts Allah has tested [and
prepared] for [entertaining] piety. For them are forgiveness and a great reward.
The Arabic word ghadhdh is used in the sense of “lower, cast down.”

It is employed in the Holy Qur’an in the senses of lowering one’s voice and glance; for instance, lower
one’s glance to avoid from looking at those outside the circle of close kinship as it is attested elsewhere
in the Holy Qur’an:
“Tell the believing men to lower their glance [from looking at forbidden things and persons]”5.
It should be borne in mind that we have to censure the wrong-doing and encourage the good-doing.
The preceding blessed Verse reproaches those who raised their voices in the presence of the Noble
Prophet (S) and the blessed Verse in question and the following ones encourage decent people;
(“Indeed, those who lower their voices in the presence of Allah’s Messenger (for the sake of good
manners and their respect for him], they are the ones whose hearts Allah has tested [and
prepared] for [entertaining] piety. For them are forgiveness and a great reward”).
At any rate, the blessed Verse makes a reference to the pious whose characteristics includes speaking
softly in the presence of the Noble Prophet (S) and never raise their voices above that of the Noble
Prophet (S), since his exalted state and grandeur have penetrated in their hearts such that they are so
modest that they never raise their voices before him but they lower them. Divine Reward and Forgiving
are in store for such people.

Surah al-Hujurat - Verses 4-5
َﻠُﻮنﻘﻌ ﻳ ﻢﻫﺜَﺮاتِ أﻛﺮﺠاء اﻟْﺤرﻦ ووﻧَﻚَ ﻣﻨَﺎد ﻳنﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦا

ﻴﻢﺣ ر ﻏَﻔُﻮرﻪاﻟ وﻢا ﻟﱠﻬﺮﺎنَ ﺧَﻴَ ﻟﻬِﻢﻟَﻴ اج ﺗَﺨْﺮﺘﱠوا ﺣﺮﺒ ﺻﻢ أﻧﱠﻬﻟَﻮو
4. Indeed those who call you from behind the rooms, most of them refrain from intellection.
5. And if they had patience till you could come out to them, it would have been deﬁnitely better
for them. And Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.
Social decorum has the prime of place in Islam. Some of the rules of etiquette are mentioned in this
Chapter, hence its designation Surah al-Adab (“The Chapter of Manners”).
Each of the rooms of the Noble Prophet’s (S) house was devoted to one of his wives. These rooms were
quite simple, but unfortunately, they were destroyed under the caliphate of Walid ibn ‘Abd al-Malik and
their spaces were annexed to a mosque.6 Had these rooms been preserved, the world would have been
able to notice the simplicity of their life and they would have received a lesson concerning the same.
Bad manners indicate insensibility.

Imam ‘Ali (as) says:
“One devoid of reason lacks good manners.”
Thus it is said in the blessed Verses in question:
“O Muhammad! Those who call you from behind the rooms, most of them are ignorant. If they
had reason and could understand your exalted state of Prophethood, they ceased to do so. Had
they had patience until you left the room, it would have been better for them, since they could
reﬂect their understanding and modesty.”
The blessed Verses apparently make mention of those people concerning whom the blessed Verses
were revealed.
Some Qur’anic exegets have also said that the blessed Verses indicate that the Noble Prophet (S) is not
supposed to be called:
“O Muhammad! O Ahmad!”
in the manner that they call themselves, but they are supposed to called him as:
“O Messenger of Allah! O Prophet of Allah!”
They maintain that the blessed Verses in question are like the other Qur’anic Verse7:
“Make not the calling of the Messenger among you as you call one another.”

Surah al-Hujurat - Verse 6
ﻴﻦ ﻧَﺎدِﻣﻠْﺘُﻢﺎ ﻓَﻌ ﻣَﻠﻮا ﻋﺒِﺤ ﻓَﺘُﺼﺎﻟَﺔﻬﺎ ﺑِﺠﻣﻮا ﻗَﻮﻴﺒﻨُﻮا أن ﺗُﺼﻴ ﻓَﺘَﺒﺄ ﺑِﻨَﺒﻖ ﻓَﺎﺳﻢﺎءﻛن ﺟﻨُﻮا ا آﻣﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻬﺎ أﻳﻳ
6. O you who believe! If an evil-doer comes to you with important news, verify it, lest you should
harm people in ignorance [out of haste in belief and making decision], and afterwards you
become regretful for what you have done.
Addressed to believers, the blessed Verse in question is saying that if an evil-doer comes to you with
intelligence, do not acknowledge it unless you investigate its veracity, otherwise if you do something in
ignorance, you may have done something wrong and thereafter you may regret what you have done.
A number of jurisprudents make use of the blessed Verse in question to argue the authenticity of a
tradition transmitted by one single but honest transmitter, since the contextual meaning of the blessed
Verse indicates that the intelligence imparted by a wrong-doer is not to be trusted.

Concerning the occasion of the revelation of the blessed Verse in question, it is said that the Noble
Prophet (S) dispatched Walid ibn ‘Uqba ibn Abi Mu’it to collect the alms tax from Banu Mustaliq. The
latter intended to pay homage to him and in so doing went to welcome him.
Upon seeing them, Walid was afraid and thought that they were there to take his life. Thus, he returned
to the Noble Prophet (S) saying that they failed to pay the alms tax and intended to take his life.
The Noble Prophet (S) became sad, but they came unto him saying:
“We had come to pay homage to your messenger by welcoming him, but upon seeing us, he returned
and we are unaware as to the reason behind his return. Now, we have come to see whether he
conveyed the truth. The alms tax is ready. Send someone to collect it.”
The Noble Prophet (S) summoned Khalid ibn Walid and ordered him conﬁdentially to go to them and see
if they acted upon Islamic precepts and collect the alms tax if he sees that they act upon precepts but
confront them like disbelievers if they fail to act upon them. When Khalid reached there, he heard the
evening call to prayer. He collected the alms tax and returned.
It was then that the blessed Verse in question;
(“O you who believe! If an evil-doer comes to you with important news, verify it, lest you should
harm people in ignorance [out of haste in belief and making decision], and afterwards you
become regretful for what you have done”)
was revealed. Another occasion for the revelation of the blessed Verse is reported but for the sake of
brevity, mention is not herein made of the same.
Now, let us take a glance at the meaning of ﬁsq (“wrong-doing”) and fasiq (“wrong-doer”). The Arabic
word ﬁsq denotes deviation and in Qur’anic terms, it connotes deviation from the straight path. The word
is the antonym of ‘adala (“justice”) and fasiq is applied to someone who commits a grave sin but fails to
repent it.
The Arabic word ﬁsq is employed in different contexts in the Holy Qur’an, including: disobedience of the
Pharaoh and his people to Allah:
(“Indeed they are a people who are disobedient to Allah,”)8;
Hypocrisy:
(“Indeed, the hypocrites are disobedient to Allah,”)9;
abusing Prophets and disobedience to their injunctions:
(“They said: ‘O Moses! We shall never enter it so long as they are there. Therefore, go you and

your Lord and ﬁght you two, we are sitting right here.’ He said: ‘O my Lord! I have power only
over myself and my brother, so separate us from the people who are disobedient to Allah.’”)10;
those who do not judge based on Divine Law:
(“Let the people of the Gospel judge by what Allah has revealed therein. And whosoever does not
judge by what Allah has revealed, such people are disobedient to Allah.”)11;
the deceitful:
(“And ask them about the town that was by the sea; when they transgressed in the matter of the
Sabbath, when their ﬁsh came to them openly on the Sabbath and did not come to them on the
day they had no Sabbath. Thus, We made a trial of them, for they used to disobey Allah.”)12;
those who leave aside the signiﬁcant obligation of enjoining the good and forbidding the evil:
(“Therefore, when they forgot the reminding that had been given to them, We rescued those who
forbade evil, but We seized those who did wrong with a severe torment because they used to
disobey Allah.”)13;
those who prefer their families and worldly possessions over jihad for Allah’s Cause:
(“O you who believe! Take not as helpers your fathers and your brothers if they prefer disbelief to
belief. And whoever of you does so, then he is one of the wrong-doers.”)14;
obvious sins and sexual deviations and unlawful sexuality:
(“Indeed, We are about to bring down on the people of this town a great torment from the sky,
because they have been disobedient to Allah.”)15;
consumption of unlawful food:
(“Unlawful to you are dead animals, blood, the ﬂesh of swine, and that on which Allah’s Name has
not been mentioned while slaughtering, and that which has been killed by strangling, or by a
violent blow, or by a headlong fall, or by the goring of horns and that which has been [partly]
eaten by a wild animal unless you are able to slaughter it [before its death] and that which is
sacriﬁced on stone altars. Unlawful is also to use arrows seeking luck or decision; all that is
disobedience to Allah.”)16;
accusing chaste women:
(“And those who accuse chaste women, and produce not four witnesses, ﬂog them with eighty
stripes, and reject their testimony forever. Indeed, they are disobedient to Allah.”)17.

Other instances are not mentioned for the sake of brevity.
The Holy Qur’an harshly criticizes those who hear rumors and disseminate the same without
investigation as to their authenticity
(“When there comes to them some matter touching public safety or fear, they make it known. If
only they had referred it to the Messenger or to those charged with authority amongst them, the
proper investigators would have understood it from them. Had it not been for Allah’s Favor and
Mercy bestowed upon you, you would have followed Satan, but a few of you.”)18.
The Holy Qur’an has stipulated a harsh chastisement for those who agitate the society through
spreading false news among people:
(“If the hypocrites and those in whose hearts is a disease and those who spread false news
amongst the people in Medina do not cease [their activities], We shall certainly let you overpower
them. Then, they will not be able to stay in it as your neighbors but a little while.”)19.
In his last year of life, when the Noble Prophet (S) was on pilgrimage he said:
“Those who spread false news are large in number and their number will grow in future. Whoever
voluntarily accuses me of lying shall abide in Hell. Compare whatever you hear concerning me against
the Holy Qur’an and my traditions (sunna). If you ﬁnd them consistent with them, acknowledge them, but
you do not, reject them.”20
Imam Sadiq (as) cursed a certain person who falsely attributed traditions to his father (as) saying:
“Whatever you hear from us compare it against the Holy Qur’an or our words, if you ﬁnd testimony for
the same, you may accept them, otherwise do not acknowledge them.”21
Imam Ridha (as) said:
“Our words are substantiated by the Holy Qur’an and Prophetic traditions.”22
It is worthy of note that one of the most signiﬁcant of Islamic sciences is that of transmission authorities
(rijal) by which sound and unsound traditions narrated by transmitters may be assayed. Believers are
supposed to be interested in investigation of matters rather than being superﬁcial and look at matters
simplistically.

Surah al-Hujurat - Verses 7-8
هﺮﻛ وﻢِ ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑ ﻓﻨَﻪزَﻳﺎنَ وﻳﻤ اﻢﻟَﻴ اﺐﺒ ﺣﻪ اﻟﻦَﻟ وﺘﱡﻢﻨﺮِ ﻟَﻌﻣ اﻦﻴﺮٍ ﻣﺜ ﻛ ﻓﻢﻴﻌﻄ ﻳ ﻟَﻮﻪ اﻟﻮلﺳ رﻢﻴﻮا أنﱠ ﻓﻠَﻤاﻋو
َﺪُوناﺷ اﻟﺮﻢﻚَ ﻫﻟَﺌﺎنَ اُوﻴﺼاﻟْﻌ وﻮقاﻟْﻔُﺴ وﻔْﺮْ اﻟﻢﻟَﻴا

ﻴﻢ ﺣﻴﻢﻠ ﻋﻪاﻟﺔً وﻤﻌﻧ وﻪ اﻟﻦ ﻣﻼﻓَﻀ
7. And know that among you there is the Messenger of Allah [whom you should obey]. If he were
to obey you in much of the matter, you would surely be in trouble. But Allah has endeared your
faith to you and has beautiﬁed it in your hearts, and has made disbelief, disobedience [to Allah],
and committing sin hateful to you. Such are they who are the rightly guided.
8. [This interest in belief and hate of disbelief are] a Bounty from Allah and His Favor. And Allah
is Omniscient, All-Wise.
Mention was made under the preceding Verse of Walid ibn ‘Uqba’s false report about people’s failure to
pay alms tax to the Noble Prophet (S) and people’s besiege toward attack when the preceding blessed
Verse was revealed as per which Muslims are supposed to investigate and assay the news reported by
wrong-doers.
The blessed Verse in question is saying that people are basically supposed to obey the Noble Prophet
(S) and the divinely appointed leader is not supposed to be affected by the frantic effervescence arising
from the reports imparted by wrong-doers. There are traditions to the effect that endearment of believers
indicates treading the straight path otherwise wayfarers are in error.23
According to traditions, one of the tokens of faith attested in:
“Allah has endeared your faith to you”
is love for ‘Ali ibn Abi Talib (as) and disbelief and disobedience to Allah are on a par with enmity against
the Noble Prophet’s Ahl al-Bayt (“family”).24
If the decision maker happens not to be just or infallible, policy making will lead to despotism which
leaves no room for growth
(“And the command of Pharaoh was no right guide,”)25.
Au contraire, if the decision maker happens to be infallible or just, the ground is paved for growth;
(“Such are they who are the rightly guided”).
Thus, addressing believers, the blessed Verse aims at guiding them saying that the Messenger of Allah
(S) is amongst you and you are supposed to obey his commands rather than expect him to obey you,
since had he acted upon your wish, you believers, unaware of your gain and loss, would have been in
trouble and hardship.
Furthermore, when you deviate from the right path, your faith will be penetrated by ﬂaws. However, God
Almighty has endeared your faith to you and has embellished it in your hearts, and has made disbelief,
disobedience to Allah, and committing sin hateful to you.

Such people are the rightly guided. It is mentioned in the following Verse that if you obey the Messenger
of Allah’s (S) commands, faith shall be deeply rooted in our heart and you shall clearly perceive the truth
of the Islamic faith; thus, your hearts shall be illumined by the light of the Islamic faith and you will ﬁnd
Guidance through your belief in Islam which is Divine Bounty and Favor bestowed upon whomever He
wills.
God Almighty is Omniscient and All-Aware of your states and deeds and has set everything in its proper
place.

Surah al-Hujurat - Verse 9
َﻟ اء ﺗَﻔﺘﱠ ﺣﻐ ﺗَﺒﻠُﻮا اﻟﱠﺘی ﻓَﻘَﺎﺗﺧْﺮ اَﻠﺎ ﻋﻤﺪَاﻫﺣ اﻐَﺖن ﺑﺎ ﻓَﺎﻤﻨَﻬﻴﻮا ﺑﺤﻠ اﻗْﺘَﺘَﻠُﻮا ﻓَﺄﺻﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮ اﻟْﻤﻦﻔَﺘَﺎنِ ﻣن ﻃَﺎﺋاو
ﻴﻦﻄﻘْﺴ اﻟْﻤﺐﺤ ﻳﻪنﱠ اﻟﻄُﻮا اأﻗْﺴﺪْلِ وﺎ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻌﻤﻨَﻬﻴﻮا ﺑﺤﻠ ﻓَﺄﺻن ﻓَﺎءت ﻓَﺎﻪﺮِ اﻟأﻣ
9. And if two parties or groups among the believers engage in ﬁghting, then make peace between
them both. But if one of them outrages against the other, then ﬁght you against the one that
outrages till it complies with the Command of Allah. Then if it complies [and ceases outrage],
then make reconciliation between them justly, and be equitable. Indeed! Allah loves those who
are equitable.
Although faith requires abstention from ﬁghting and confrontation amongst believers, but the fact is that
believers are not infallible and uttering one single word or doing one single act may lead to confrontation
amongst them.
According to a tradition, believers are supposed to render aid to their brethren, either wrong- doer or
wronged. If he is wronged, help him to reclaim what is due to him and if he is a wrong-doer, to prevent
him from wrong-doing.26 To reconcile Muslims, one is supposed to act immediately.
It is worthy of note that the conjunction fa- in fa-aslihu
(“then make reconciliation”)
indicates immediacy.
It is reported regarding the occasion of revelation of the blessed Verse in question that there emerged a
contention between Aws and Khazraj, the two Medinan tribes of renown and some people from these
the twain tribes engaged in some conﬂict and hit each other with wooden sticks and sandals.
The blessed Verse in question was revealed and Muslims were provided with instructions as to
encountering such incidents.27 It is also reported that some contention emerged between two persons
from Helpers (ansar).

One said unto the other:
“I will reclaim from you what is due to me by force, since the population of my tribe exceeds yours.”
The other person suggested that they should consult with the Noble Prophet (S). The former declined
the suggestion and there emerged a conﬂict between them and their supporters from the twain tribes.
They attacked each other with sandals and even swords. It was then that the blessed Verse in question
was revealed and clariﬁed Muslims’ obligations against such disagreements.
As a general rule applicable anywhere and anytime, the Holy Qur’an says:
“And if two parties or groups among the believers engage in ﬁghting, then make peace between
them both.”28
The verbal form iqtatalu is from q-t-l (“ﬁght”), but the context reﬂects that it encompasses any kind of
contention and conﬂict, even if it has not resulted in ﬁght and war. Some of the aforesaid occasions of
revelation substantiate the meaning in question.
Furthermore, it could be said that when the ground is paved for conﬂict and contention, for instance
disputations and clashes as preludes to bloody conﬂicts occur, it is incumbent upon Muslims to take
reconciliatory measures, since the contextual meaning of the blessed Verse in question may be inferred
through speciﬁcation.
At any rate, it is incumbent upon all Muslims to prevent from occurrence of contention, conﬂict, and
bloodshed amongst Muslims and assume responsibility in this respect rather than stay aside like
indifferent and ignorant onlookers passing by such scenes. It is the ﬁrst obligation of Muslims with
respect to such incidents.
Then, the second obligation is thus expressed:
“But if one of them outrages against the other, then ﬁght you against the one that outrages till it
complies with the Command of Allah.”
It goes without saying that if the blood of the disobedient and wrong-doing tribe, despite being Muslim, is
shed, they are to blame for the bloodshed, since it is taken for granted that the incident concerns a
conﬂict between two Muslim tribes. Thus, Islam requires that wrong-doing be hindered and justice is to
be administered through reconciliation but in case it fails, it should be administered even if Muslims’
blood be shed.
Then, mention is made of the third injunction:
“Then if it complies [and ceases outrage], then make reconciliation between them justly, and be
equitable.”

In other words, Muslims are not supposed to be content with shattering the power of the wrong-doing
tribe, but their ﬁght should serve as a prelude to peace and eradication of the causes of contention and
conﬂict; otherwise, the wrong-doer will shortly resume the conﬂicts as soon as he feels competent
enough to embark upon the same.
Taking into account the adverbial phrase bi-’l-‘adl (“justly”), some Qur’anic exegets hold that had some
right been trampled or some bloodshed leading to contention
and conﬂict, just reconciliation should be made in this respect, otherwise it may not be termed “just
reconciliation” (islah bi-’l-’adl).29
Since inclination toward some groups at times make people tend toward either of the “twain conﬂicting
tribes” and the same violates the arbiters’ impartiality, thus the Holy Qur’an warns Muslims in the fourth
and the last injunction:
“Be equitable. Indeed! Allah loves those who are equitable.”
The blessed Verse in question closes with three injunctions as to establishing peace and reconciliation
amongst people based on justice:
“Make reconciliation between them justly, and be equitable. Indeed! Allah loves those who are
equitable.”
It is worthy of note that creation is based on justice:
“The heavens rest upon justice”30
and the Prophets’ Missions aimed at establishment of justice by people:
“Indeed We sent Our Messengers with clear proofs and revealed with them the Scripture and the
Balance [justice] that people may maintain justice,”)31.
In modern societies, realization of justice requires abiding by the laws and injustice is synonymous with
evading or delaying the law. Now the question arises as to which law? The law legislated by people like
us? The law which is subject to alteration each and every day? The law in which people’s interests lie?
What arises from unmeasured thought, limited knowledge, and alteration?
What is subject to threats, enticement, and passions? What is legislated by those who delay laws and
fail to act upon the same? Could such laws enjoy sanctity and credibility and provide the society with
justice and security?
The point is that Divine laws may solely establish peace and justice in society and stay away from
defects and ﬂaws. Such laws are legislated by the Creator of man based upon inﬁnite Grace and
Omniscience and its Legislator is the ﬁrst One Who has acted upon the same.

Surah al-Hujurat - Verse 10
َﻮنﻤﺣ ﺗُﺮﻢﻠﱠ ﻟَﻌﻪاﺗﱠﻘُﻮا اﻟ وﻢﻳ أﺧَﻮﻦﻴﻮا ﺑﺤﻠةٌ ﻓَﺄﺻﺧْﻮﻨُﻮنَ اﻣﻮﺎ اﻟْﻤﻧﱠﻤا
10. The believers are nothing else than brethren. So make reconciliation amongst your brethren
[in case contention and conﬂict arise] and fear Allah that you may receive Mercy.
The blessed Verse in question treats of the relationship amongst believers like that between brothers.
The similitude demonstrates a number of points including:
1. The friendship between two brothers is deeply rooted and ﬁrm.
2. The friendship between two brothers is bilateral rather than unilateral.
3. Such friendship is based on innate nature and disposition rather than on worldly and mundane
appeals.
4. Two brothers are unanimous before strangers and support each other.
5. The two brothers descend from common progenitors.
It is narrated in traditions that two brethren are likened to two hands washing each other.32 The verbal
form aslihu is attested three times in the preceding Verse and the one in question which indicates that
the Islamic faith attends to the establishment of peace and reconciliation amongst individuals in society.
At any rate, the blessed Verse in question s lays emphasis upon reconciliation inter se (dhat al-bayn)
whose reason is thus expressed:
“The believers are nothing else than brethren.”
The blessed Verse is saying that inasmuch as you strive to reconcile two brothers, it is also incumbent
upon you to make peace seriously and decisively amongst conﬂicting believers. What a meaningful and
interesting expression. All believers are like brethren and contentions and conﬂicts running amongst
brethren are to be replaced by peace and sincerity.
Since preferential treatment at times replaces precepts, the blessed Verse warns once more and thus
closes:
“fear Allah that you may receive Mercy.”
Thus, one of the most signiﬁcant social responsibilities of Muslims against one another in administration
of justice is clariﬁed with all its dimensions.

It is also worthy of note that the clause:
“The believers are nothing else than brethren”
is one of the fundamental and deeply rooted Islamic slogans, a very remarkable, profound, effective, and
meaningful slogans.
When others intend to demonstrate their love for their co-religionists, they make mention of them as
comrades; however, the Islamic faith has elevated the friendship amongst Muslims to such an extent
that mention is made of the relationship between two human beings based upon equity by the love
between two brothers.
Based upon this signiﬁcant Islamic principle, Muslims from any race and tribe speaking any language
and at any age range feel profound brotherly love amongst themselves, even if they live in different parts
of the world.
Such love, relationship, and accord are quite intelligible in pilgrimage to Mecca in which Muslims from all
parts of the world congregate at the focal point of monotheism and display the objective realization of
this signiﬁcant Islamic law.
In other words, the Islamic faith regards all Muslims as members of the same family and addresses them
as brothers and sisters. They are brethren and sisters both in words and slogans and also in practice
and mutual obligations.
Islamic traditions lay considerable emphasis on the issue, particularly on its practical aspects. Mention
will be herein made of a number of meaningful traditions narrated in this respect:
According to a Prophetic tradition
“Muslims are brethren, they never do wrong to each other, they never forgo supporting each other, they
never abandon their brethren in hardships.”
Imam Sadiq (as) says:
“Muslims are brethren and serves as each other’s eye and guide. They never betray each other. They
never do wrong to each other. They never deceive each other. They never break their promises.”33
Islamic sources abound in traditions concerning the claims of believers before his Muslim brethren, the
kinds of such rights, the merits of visiting believing brethren, shaking hands with, embracing,
remembering, and gladdening them and particularly meeting their demands and making efforts in this
respect and also alleviating their sorrows, providing them with food and clothes, and respecting them;
such claims have been dealt with in different chapters of Usul Kaﬁ.
A Prophetic tradition regarding thirty claims of believers before their believing brethren which is one of

the most comprehensive traditions in this respect will be narrated hereunder to crown the discussion.
The Noble Prophet (S) said:
“Muslims enjoy thirty claims before his Muslim brethren whose absence may not be cleared unless he
acts upon them or his Muslim brethren waive their rights:
1. Forgive their faults.
2. Be kind to them in afﬂictions.
3. Keep their secrets.
4. Make good for their errors and mistakes.
5. Accept their apologies.
6. Defend them against slanderers.
7. Be benevolent toward them.
8. Watch over their friendship.
9. Be steadfast against their pacts.
10. Visit them in their ailments.
11. Attend their funeral processions.
12. Answer their calls.
13. Accept their gifts.
14. Return their favors.
15. Be grateful for their bounties.
16. Make efforts to render them aid and support.
17. Preserve their dignity and honor.
18. Meet their demands.
19. Intercede on their behalf.
20. Say Gesundheit when they sneeze.

21. Help them ﬁnd what they have lost.
22. Return their greetings.
23. Cherish their words.
24. Be benevolent toward their bounties.
25. Acknowledge their oaths.
26. Regard their friends as his own friends.
27. Refrain from enmity against them.
28. Render them aid and support whether they be wrong-doers or wronged such that keep them from
doing wrong and help them to reclaim their rights when they are wronged.
29. Stand by them in afﬂictions and refrain from belittling them.
30. Expect them to have whatever good he favors and disfavor for them whatever he disfavors.”34
At any rate, one of the claims of Muslims before each other is rendering each other aid and support and
reconciliation inter se (islah dhat al-bayn) as mentioned in the foregoing Qur’anic Verses and traditions.

Surah al-Hujurat - Verse 11
 وﻦﻨْﻬا ﻣﺮ ﺧَﻴﻦ أن ﻳﺴﺎء ﻋﺴّﻦ ﻧﺎء ﻣﺴ ﻧ وﻢﻨْﻬا ﻣﺮﻮﻧُﻮا ﺧَﻴ أن ﻳﺴ ﻋمﻦ ﻗَﻮ ﻣ ﻗَﻮمﺨَﺮﺴ ﻳ ﻨُﻮا آﻣﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻬﺎ أﻳﻳ
َﻮنﻤ اﻟﻈﱠﺎﻟﻢﻚَ ﻫﻟَﺌ ﻓَﺎُوﺘُﺐ ﻳﻦ ﻟﱠﻢﻣﺎنِ وﻳﻤﺪَ اﻌ ﺑﻮق اﻟْﻔُﺴﻢﺳ اﻻﺲﻟْﻘَﺎبِ ﺑِﯩوا ﺑِﺎﺰ ﺗَﻨَﺎﺑ وﻢوا أﻧﻔُﺴﺰﺗَﻠْﻤ
11. O you who believe! Let not a group derides another. It may be that the latter are better than
the former. Nor let women deride other women. It may be that the latter are better than the
former. Neither defame one another, nor insult one another by nicknames [since] doing wrong
after having faith is an evil practice [unbeﬁtting you]. And whosoever does not repent [of
committing such deeds], then they are indeed wrong-doers.
The preceding Verse treated of the question of brotherhood amongst believers and the blessed Verse in
question deals with the causes leading to its obliteration. Likewise, the preceding Verses discussed
peace and reconciliation, but the blessed Verse in question makes a reference to a number of factors
and roots of contention and conﬂict including deriding, belittling, and slandering.
Merits springing from acting upon Islamic injunctions include providing a healthy environment and
impeding social conﬂicts. It may be said that deriding and belittling as mentioned in the blessed Verse in
question serve as instances of such vices, but it should be borne in mind that uttering any word or

committing any act that distorts Muslim brotherhood is forbidden.
Thus, addressed to believers, the blessed Verse in question is saying that you who believe should
abstain from deriding your believing brethren. You are unaware of their hearts and acts. Those who
have subject to your derision may be better than you. Believing women are strictly forbidden from
deriding other women and casting sarcastic remarks upon them, since they are unaware of their
excellence over them.
The blessed Verse provides believers with guidance and admonition to the effect that whenever they
intend to deride someone, expose his faults, insult or reproach him or entertain evil thought about him,
they are supposed to consider their own deeds, since
“man is aware of his self”
and if he contemplates about his own disposition and deeds he will perceive that even if he happens to
be devoid of vices, such derision of believers is one of the most reprehensible demerits and thereby he
may take measures toward improving his self and restrains himself from insulting others and ﬁnding
faults with them.
Qur’anic exegets’ views regarding the occasion of revelation of the blessed Verse in question. A group
of Banu Tamim derided some the Companions of the Noble Prophet (S), including ‘Ammar, Khabbab,
Balal, Salman, Suhayb, and Abu Darda’; as a consequence of which the blessed Verse in question was
revealed forbidding them to deride believers saying that they are outwardly poor, but inwardly they may
be better than deriders.
According to Ibn ‘Abbas’ Tafsir35, the blessed Verse was revealed regarding two wives of the Noble
Prophet (S) who had derided another wife of his, Umm Salama thereby God Almighty impeded them
from such reprehensible deed;
(“Nor let women deride other women”).
As it was recurrently mentioned above, the blessed Verse in question is not speciﬁc, in other words, it
imparts a general rule forbidding believers not to commit such evil deed and the rule is applicable to
those present at the time of revelation and also to those from the following generations.
The blessed Verse proceeds by saying:
“Neither defame one another, nor insult one another by nicknames [since] doing wrong after
having faith is an evil practice [unbeﬁtting you].”
The Arabic word lamz indicates backbiting and ﬁnding faults with others and some have said that it
denotes making mention of someone’s fault before him. It is said that hamz denotes backbiting and lamz
is to expose someone’s faults through facial expressions. It is also said that hamz solely denotes

expressing someone’s faults.
The Qur’anic Chapter 104 opens with:
“Woe to every slanderer and backbiter.”
The blessed Verse forbids believers to ﬁnd faults with one another. The pronoun ‘one another’
(anfusakum) may indicate that since believers are regarded as one single soul (nafs wahida), if they ﬁnd
faults with others through uttering words and facial expressions, they expose their own faults.
In other words,
“Believers are like one single soul” (al-mu’minun ka-’l-nafs wahida)
connotes that they are like one person since they are unanimous in faith and beneﬁcence.
The negative imperative:
“nor insult one another”
(la tanabizu) is cognate with nabaz (“nickname”). The blessed Verse is saying that believers are not
supposed to call each other by adversive nicknames; in like manner one who did some evil deed and
thereby earned the an abusive nickname but afterwards repented committing the same is not supposed
to be called by the same nickname.
The contextual meaning of the blessed Verse indicates that by ‘nickname,’ abusive nickname is being
intended since the clause:
“[It] is an evil practice [unbeﬁtting you]”
follows the same connoting that faith is like unto pure water absolving all dirt and ﬁlth. Therefore, it is
forbidden to call someone by abusive nicknames following his conversion to faith.
“Those who repent not are wrong-doers.”
One who hurts believers through facial expressions and exposes the faults of others is regarded
amongst evil-doers and if he fails to repent, he is regarded amongst wrong-doers.
Finally, deriding others is apparently one sin, but it actually consists of a number of sins: belittling,
humiliating, exposing faults, causing discord, backbiting, rancor, contention, intrigue, and casting
sarcastic remarks upon others.

Surah al-Hujurat - Verse 12
 أنﻢﺪُﻛ أﺣﺐﺤﺎ أﻳﻀﻌﻢ ﺑﻀﻌﻐْﺘَﺐ ﺑ ﻳﻮا وﺴﺴ ﺗَﺠ وﺛْﻢ ا اﻟﻈﱠﻦﺾﻌنﱠ ﺑ ا اﻟﻈﱠﻦﻦا ﻣﻴﺮﺜﻮا ﻛﺒﺘَﻨﻨُﻮا اﺟ آﻣﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻬﺎ أﻳﻳ
ﻴﻢﺣ راب ﺗَﻮﻪنﱠ اﻟ اﻪاﺗﱠﻘُﻮا اﻟ وﻮهﺘُﻤﺮِﻫَﺘًﺎ ﻓﻴ ﻣﻴﻪ أﺧﻢ ﻟَﺤﻞﺄﻛﻳ
12. O you who believe! Avoid much suspicion. Indeed some suspicions are sins. And spy not [on
others], neither backbite one another. Would one of you like to eat the ﬂesh of his dead brother?
By no means, [since] you would hate it. And fear Allah. Indeed, Allah is the One Who forgives
and accepts repentance, Most Merciful.
Resuming the discussion raised in the preceding Verse, the blessed Verse in question treats of factors
perturbing the peace and brotherhood amongst believers among which mention may be made of
suspicion, prying, and backbiting. It is worthy of note that the Holy Qur’an recommends believers to
entertain good intentions toward others and refrain from entertaining suspicion about others.
The Arabic word ghayba designates talking behind someone’s back without people being aware of the
same and it happens to be offensive to the person being backbitten.
The blessed Verse in question opens with:
“O you who believe! Avoid much suspicion. Indeed some suspicions are sins.”
The word suspicion (dann) ad hoc refers to bad opinions exceed good ones amongst people, hence
reference to them by ‘much’ (kathir); whereas forming good opinions about others is good rather than
bad.
It is worthy of note that forming many suspicions is forbidden, but the blessed Verse is expounding that
‘certain’ suspicions are sins; the reason behind the same might be the fact that certain bad opinions are
true hence the expression;
“Indeed some suspicions are sins.”
Thus, committing such sin sufﬁces to make man refrain from all such instances.
A question arises here as to forbidding involuntary good and bad opinions formed in mind consequent to
a series of preliminary assumptions beyond human volition reﬂected in mind. Such forbidding applies to
the sequence of acts; in other words, when one entertains a bad opinion about a Muslim in his mind, he
is not supposed to pay the least attention to it in practice, nor should he make any alterations in his
attitude and relations with him.
Thus, acting upon the bad opinion or suspicion is considered as a sin. Consequently, it is narrated from

the Noble Prophet (S) that three things are unpleasant in Muslims and there exists a way out of them
one of which being suspicion whose way out is to desist from acting upon it.36 Man may contemplate
different issues and thereby abstain from forming bad opinions about others.
Thus, he may reﬂect upon true alternatives and possibilities concerning the same and overcome forming
bad opinions in time. Therefore, forming bad opinions is not at all times beyond human will. According to
traditions, one has to form the best possible opinion concerning the deeds committed by his brethren
unless the opposite be substantiated.
One is not supposed to form bad opinions regarding the words uttered by his Muslim brethren so long as
one may ﬁnd a favorable justiﬁcation for the same.
The Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as) said:
“Interpret the deeds of your brother in the best possible manner such that what he does pleases you. Do
not form bad opinions about the words uttered by your brother as far as you may ﬁnd good justiﬁcation in
them?”
At any rate, the Islamic injunction is question is one of the most comprehensive and well-measured
injunctions in the domain of social relations perfectly guaranteeing security in society. In other words,
taking into account all aspects of the issue, the Islamic faith aims at the security of people in their
personal lives. It is evident that if anyone is allowed to pry into other people’s affairs, he may bring
disgrace to them and all individuals of the society will live in hell.
It is needless to say that such injunction is by no means inconsistent with the activities carried out by the
intelligence systems of the Islamic government against conspiracies, assassinations, bloodshed, and
arson.
According to the third and the last injunction which is the consequent of the twain preceding injunctions,
the blessed Verse in question reads:
“And spy not [on others], neither backbite one another.”
Therefore, forming bad opinions leads to prying and exposing the defects and secrets of others and such
knowledge results in backbiting whose causes and effects are all forbidden in Islam.
The blessed Verse in question thus clearly depicts the evil resulting from such act:
“Would one of you like to eat the ﬂesh of his dead brother?”
The blessed Verse further adds:
“By no means, [since] you would hate it.”

The honor of a Muslim brother is likened to the ﬂesh of his dead body and putting him into disgrace
leads to backbiting and exposing secrets is similar to consumption of his ﬂesh. Making mention of ‘dead
body’ is owing to the fact that backbiting is done behind people’s back in the same manner that the dead
are unable to defend themselves.
Such evil act is the most dishonorable wrong which may be done by one human against his own brother.
The similitude expresses the extraordinary unpleasantness of the act of backbiting and its entailing sin.
As it will be mentioned hereunder, backbiting receives signiﬁcant treatment in Islamic traditions and few
sins are on a par with it, since it sows rancor and enmity in hearts and at times entails bloody conﬂicts,
murder, and massacre.
Since there may exists sinners having committed these three sins and intend to compensate for their
sins upon hearing these blessed Verses, the Verse in question further adds:
“And fear Allah. Indeed, Allah is the One Who forgives and accepts repentance, Most Merciful.”
The point is that the spirit of fearing God Almighty is to be invigorated and then the sinner is supposed to
repent from having committed sins so that Divine Mercy and Favor may embrace him.
Like many repugnant qualities, backbiting in time turns into mental disorder such that backbiters derive
pleasure from their blameworthy acts and ﬁnd satisfaction in disgracing others. It constitutes a quite
perilous repugnant attribute. Thus, one may absolve his soul of such impurities through improving one’s
self and reﬂecting upon the evil consequences springing from them and thereby one may refrain from
committing the sin of backbiting.
Then, one may repent and since backbiting entails trampling human right (haqq al-nas), it is incumbent
upon him to offer him his apologies even in terse expressions, like, owing to ignorance, he slandered
him behind his back and demands forgiveness.
It should be born in mind, however, that one has to desist from offering apologies if he ﬁnds out that it
may lead to further problems and adverse consequences. In case the victim of backbiting is not available
or he is not known or he has deceased, the sinner is supposed to ask forgiveness for him and embark
upon doing righteous good deeds so that God Almighty may forgive him and gain the satisfaction of the
victim.
Finally, like any other injunction, that of backbiting has certain exceptions. It may be committed for
consultation; for instance it may aim at choosing a spouse, business partner, and colleague.
Conﬁdentiality in providing consultation is a certain Islamic precept necessitating that the defects of the
person are to be expressed, lest a Muslim may be ensnared and talking behind someone’s back for this
purpose does not involve committing unlawful acts. The same rule applies when signiﬁcant goals are
involved instances of which include like those of consultation or reclaiming the rights and wrongs.

One who openly commits sins and is notorious for debauchery (mutajahir bi-’l ﬁsq) is an exception to the
rule and mentioning his sins behind his back does not involve committing sins, though it should be borne
in mind that such rule solely applies to those who are notorious for debauchery. For other instances, one
should consult the relevant chapters in hadith sources.
It is also worthy of note that besides committing the sin of backbiting, listening to the same or attending
sessions in which people are being slandered behind their back are also unlawful. According to a
number of traditions, it is incumbent upon Muslims to reject backbiting, i.e. they are supposed to defend
the honor of their Muslim brother.
It would be so pleasant to live in a society in which such moral precepts are precisely acted upon. In this
respect, a number of traditions will be cited hereunder.
The Noble Messenger of Allah (S) said:
“Three persons will not be admitted to Paradise: reminder of past favors done to others, slanderer
talking behind other people’s back, drinker of alcoholic beverages.”37
It is narrated from the Noble Prophet (S):
“Abstaining from backbiting is dearer to God Almighty than establishing ten thousand units of
recommendable prayers.”38
It is narrated from the Noble Prophet (S):
“The expiation for the victim of backbiting is to ask God Almighty to forgive him.”39
It is narrated on the authority of Abu ‘Abd Allah [Imam Sadiq] (as) from the Messenger of God (S):
“Whoever believes in God Almighty and the Day of Judgment is not supposed to attend a session in
which a certain Imam or leader is slandered or a Muslim is the victim of backbiting.”40
The Messenger of Allah (S) said:
“One who listens to backbiting is a culprit of the backbiter.”41
The Messenger of Allah (S) said:
“Backbiting, slandering, and telling lies lead to torment of the grave.”42
It is narrated from Ja’far ibn Muhammad [Imam Sadiq] (as):
“Paradise is ordained to one who abstains from backbiting, anger, and envy.”43
The Messenger of Allah (S) said:

“Abstain from envy, anger, and backbiting and maintain brotherhood O God’s servants.”44
It is narrated from Imam Sadiq (as):
“It is unlawful for Muslims to backbite. Verily, in the like manner that ﬁre consumes ﬁrewood, backbiting
consumes good deeds and qualities.”45
The Messenger of Allah (S) said:
“Leave the deceased alone and abstain from reiterating their vices. Talk about the good qualities of the
deceased.”46
Imam Ridha (as) narrates from Imam Sajjad that whoever refrains from disgracing Muslims, God
Almighty will ignore his faults.47
According to traditions, one who pries into his brethren’s faults [and talks about the same with others]
God Almighty will expose his vices.48
According to a tradition, sitting at a mosque waiting for congregation prayer so long as it does not involve
backbiting is regarded as worship of God Almighty.49
In his last sermon in Medina, the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) said:
“Backbiting invalidates fasting.”
In other words, one who backbites is deprived of the spiritual and religious merits of the fasting.50

Surah al-Hujurat - Verse 13
ﻴﻢﻠ ﻋﻪنﱠ اﻟ اﻢ أﺗْﻘَﺎﻛﻪﻨﺪَ اﻟ ﻋﻢﻣﺮنﱠ أﻛﻓُﻮا اﺎرﺘَﻌ ﻟﻞﺎﺋﻗَﺒﺎ وﻮ ﺑ ﺷُﻌﻢﻠْﻨَﺎﻛﻌﺟ وَاُﻧﺜﺮٍ وﻦ ذَﻛﻢ ﻣﻧﱠﺎ ﺧَﻠَﻘْﻨَﺎﻛ اﺎ اﻟﻨﱠﺎسﻬﺎ أﻳﻳ
ﺧَﺒِﻴﺮ
13. O people! We have created you from a male and a female and made you into nations and
tribes that you may know one another. Indeed, the most honorable of you with Allah is that [one]
who fears Allah. Indeed, Allah is Omniscient, All-Aware.
The Islamic faith rejects all racial, political, ethnological, tribal, geographical, economic, intellectual,
cultural, social, and military segregations and places fear of God as the standard for distinction between
virtues and vice;
(“Indeed, the most honorable of you with Allah is that [one] who fears Allah”).
The preceding Verses were addressed to believers by the phrase:

“O people!”
It is worthy of note that numerous Qur’anic Verses deal with factors leading ‘believing community’ to
perils and forbids people from the same. The blessed Verse in question addresses the members of the
human society and thus expresses the most signiﬁcant principle guaranteeing discipline and stability and
the true standard of human values against false values.
The blessed Verse is saying:
“O people! We have created you from a male and a female and made you into nations and tribes
that you may know one another.”
‘Creation of mankind from a male and a female’
indicates tracing the genealogy of mankind to Adam and Eve. Therefore, all mankind spring from the
same root and taking pride in terms of genealogy and tribe is meaningless.
God Almighty created different characteristics for tribes for the maintenance of social order, since such
different characteristics indentify men without which identiﬁcation of people and thereby maintenance of
social order in human society may not be established and chaos would encompass human society.
Following an invalidation of taking pride in ancestors and tribes predominant as the most signiﬁcant
source of honor and pride in the age of ignorance, the Glorious Qur’an treats of the rue standard of
values by saying:
“Indeed, the most honorable of you with Allah is that [one] who fears Allah.”
Thus, all outward and material privileges are invalidated and the true standard of values is determined
by fear of God saying that it is solely through fear of God that one may attain to closeness to God
Almighty and the threshold of his sanctity. Fear of God is a spiritual and inward quality whose
permanence in the heart and soul should precede any other quality. Besides, many people pretend to
have the quality in question but only few people possess the same.
Thus the blessed Verse in question closes:
“Indeed, Allah is Omniscient, All-Aware.”
He knows the righteous quite well and is fully aware of the degree of their fear of God, sincerity of
intention and purity of heart.
He endears them based upon His Omniscience and bestows rewards upon them. He also knows
pretenders and chastises them.
What follows constitutes a brief discussion on fear of God Almighty. As mentioned above, the Holy

Qur’an recognizes fear of God as the highest privilege and acknowledges that it is the only standard for
assaying human values.
Fear of God is elsewhere51 regarded by the Holy Qur’an as the best provision:
“And take a provision [with you] for the journey, but the best provision is Fear of God (taqwa).”
Fear of God Almighty is elsewhere regarded as:
“the best garment”52.
Numerous Qur’anic Verses consider the ﬁrst principle of the Prophetic Call as fear of God and the
signiﬁcance of fear of God Almighty is so exalted that:
“He [Allah] is the One, deserving that mankind should stand in awe before Him and He is the One
Who forgives [mankind]”53.
Fear of God is reﬂected in the Holy Qur’an as Divine Light creating knowledge wherever it takes roots:
(“Be afraid of Allah and He teaches you,”)54.
Doing righteous good deeds are considered to be on a par with fear of God;
(“Render one another help in doing righteous good deeds and fear of God Almighty”).
Besides, justice is regarded on a par with fear of God Almighty;
(“Be just and it is closer to fear of God”).
Now, let us attend to the truth of fear of God as the great spiritual capital and the most exalted of honors
with so many privileges. The Holy Qur’an makes certain allusions and thereby reveals the truth of fear of
God Almighty.
According to numerous Qur’anic Verses, the place of fear of God Almighty is human heart, for instance:
“Indeed, those who lower their voices in the presence of Allah’s Messenger (for the sake of good
manners and their respect for him], they are the ones whose hearts Allah has tested [and
prepared] for [entertaining] piety. For them are forgiveness and a great reward”55.
According to the Holy Qur’an, taqwa (“fear of God Almighty”) is the antonym of fujur (“immorality,
iniquity, depravation, dissolution, debauchery, licentiousness, proﬂigacy, dissolute life”)
(“Then He showed him what is debauchery for him and what is fear of God for him,”)56.
Whatever springs from the spirit of sincerity, faith, and pure intention is regarded as a quality based on

fear of God Almighty, as in the case of the Mosque of Quba opposite which the Mosque of Âirar was
built by hypocrites, the Holy Qur’an says:
“Indeed the mosque whose foundation was laid from the ﬁrst day on fear of God is more worthy
that you stand therein,”)57.
The aforesaid Qur’anic Verses clearly indicate that fear of God is the same feeling of obligation and duty
which follows the penetration of faith in heart, predominating his existence, impeding him from
committing impiety and sin, calls him to good, purity, and justice, and purifying his thought and intention
from impurities.
Taking a glance at the etymology of the Arabic word taqwa, we come to the same conclusion, since the
root w-q-y denotes “striving toward preserving something.” The word ad hoc connotes preserving the
soul from any impurity and concentrating one’s faculties in carrying out deeds in which Divine
Satisfaction lies.
A number of eminent personalities consider three stages for fear of God Almighty:
1. Preservation of soul from everlasting torment through attaining to true beliefs.
2. Abstaining from committing any sin including abandonment of carrying out obligations and committing
sins.
3. Restraining one’s self from entanglement in what preoccupies the mind and keeps man from
remembrance of God Almighty. This is the most exalted kind of fear of God Almighty.58
The Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as) expresses clear and graphic depictions and expressions
regarding fear of God Almighty in which he contrasts fear of God with sins and impurities:
“Know that sins are like wild mounts used by sinners whose reins are torn asunder thus casting sinners
into the depth of Hell; whereas, fear of God Almighty is like a tamed and calm mount whose riders take
their reins in their hands and gallop toward the heart of Paradise.”59
Based on this delicate depiction, fear of God is restraining and checking one’s self and overcoming one’s
concupiscence against wild desires and leaving them unchecked.
Imam ‘Ali (as) also says elsewhere:
“Know O servants of Allah that fear of God Almighty is like a fortiﬁed and invincible castle, but impiety
and sin are like a weak and indefensible wall which may not save those seeking refuge in it, nor may any
one ﬁnd security in it. Know that many may solely stay unharmed by sins through fear of God
Almighty.”60
He says elsewhere:

“Grasp fear of God Almighty which is a strong cord and hold and a secure refuge.”61
The truth and the spirit of fear of God Almighty are revealed from these depictions and expressions. It is
also worthy of note that fear of God Almighty is the fruit of the tree of faith. Consequently, one has to
fortify the pillars of faith in order to attain to such great reward.

Surah al-Hujurat - Verse 14
ﻢْﺘﻠ ﻳ ﻮﻟَﻪﺳر وﻪﻮا اﻟﻴﻌن ﺗُﻄا وﻢِ ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑﺎنُ ﻓﻳﻤ اﺪْﺧُﻞﺎ ﻳﻟَﻤﻨَﺎ وﻠَﻤﻦ ﻗُﻮﻟُﻮا أﺳَﻟﻨُﻮا وﻣ ﺗُﻮﻨﱠﺎ ﻗُﻞ ﻟﱠﻢ آﻣابﺮﻋﻗَﺎﻟَﺖِ ا
ﻴﻢﺣ ر ﻏَﻔُﻮرﻪنﱠ اﻟﺎ اﯩ ﺷَﻴﻢﺎﻟﻤ أﻋﻦﻣ
14. The Bedouin Arabs say: “We believe.” Say: “You believe not but you only say: ‘We have
submitted [to the Will of Allah],’ for faith has not yet penetrated your hearts. But if you obey Allah
and His Messenger, He will not decrease an iota in reward for your deeds. Indeed, Allah is OftForgiving, Most Merciful.”
The Arabic word a’rab ad hoc connotes those Bedouin Arabs some of whom were believers and they
were cherished elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an62:
“And of the Bedouin Arabs there are some who believe in Allah and the Last Day.”
Nonetheless, some of who attached more importance to themselves than they deserved despite the fact
that they were newly converted to the Islamic faith.
At times the incentive behind conversion to the Islamic faith is attaining or preserving mundane
possessions, but that of faith is certainly spiritual. Imam Sadiq (as) said:
“Pure blood is preserved through conversion to the Islamic faith and marrying Muslims becomes lawful
as well, but the reward in the Hereafter will be bestowed based on heart-felt faith.”63
A number of Qur’anic exegets make mention of an occasion of revelation for the blessed Verse in
question whose summary will be mentioned herein.
Some people from the tribe of Banu Asad entered Median in one of the years of famine and aspiring to
receive aid from the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) they uttered the formula:
“There is no god but Allah and Muhammad (S) is the Messenger of Allah”
and thus addressed the Noble Prophet (S):
“Mounting Arab tribes waged war against you but we have come to you with our families without
engaging in ﬁght with you”

and thus they intended to remind the Noble Prophet (S) of their so-called favor.
It was on this occasion that the blessed in question and the following Verses were revealed reminding
them that they have nominally converted to the Islamic faith and faith has not penetrated into their hears.
Besides, even if they converted to Islam, they should not remind the Noble Prophet (S) of their so-called
favors but God Almighty reminds them of His Guidance bestowed upon them.64
The preceding Verse treated of the standard of the values of humanity, namely fear of God Almighty.
Since fear of God Almighty is the fruit of the tree of faith, the faith penetrating the depth of heart, the
blessed Verse in question deals with the truth of faith, saying:
“The Bedouin Arabs say: ‘We believe.’ Say: ‘You believe not but you only say: ‘We have submitted
[to the Will of Allah],’ for faith has not yet penetrated your hearts.’”
The blessed Verse reﬂects the difference between Islam and faith, saying that Islam is the outward and
legal aspect of faith and whoever utters the formula:
“There is no god but Allah and Muhammad (S) is the Messenger of Allah”
is recognized as a Muslim and is thus obliged to act upon Islamic laws; but faith is a real and inward
affair whose place is human heart rather than his tongue and appearance. There might be different
incentives, even personal and materials ones, behind Islam but those of faith are necessarily spiritual
springing from knowledge and awareness. Such faith is like a tree bearing on whose branches the
rejuvenating fruit of fear of God Almighty.
The same theme is clearly expressed by the Noble Prophet of Islam (S):
“Islam is something evident, but faith resides in heart.”65
It is narrated from Imam Sadiq (as):
“It is through Islam that the [purity] of blood is preserved, one’s trust is guaranteed, and marrying him or
her will be lawful, but Divine Rewards will be bestowed upon man through his faith.”66
It is in the same vein that according to some traditions, the meaning of Islam is solely restricted to verbal
proclamation whereas faith is mentioned as proclamation together with practice.67The same theme is to
be found in a different expression in the chapter on “Islam and Faith.”
Fudhayl ibn Sayyar narrated from Imam Sadiq (as):
“Faith accompanies Islam but the opposite is not true [in other words, every believer is a Muslim but
every Muslim is not a believer]. Faith resides in heart but Islam is something thereby people act upon
the laws of marriage, inheritance, and preservation of blood.”68

The conceptual difference reveals when the twain words are juxtaposed unless the words Islam and faith
are applied to the same referent.
The blessed Verse further adds:
“But if you obey Allah and His Messenger, He will not decrease an iota in reward for your deeds.
Indeed, Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.”
The Arabic clause la yaltakum
(“He will not decrease an iota in reward”)
derives from l-y-t denoting “decrease what is due. The aforesaid clauses actually make a reference to
the Qur’anic principle as per which deeds shall be accepted if they are carried out through faith.
The blessed Verse is saying that the token of obedience to Allah’s and His Messenger’s Commands lies
in faith them from the bottom of one’s heart and it is solely in this case that your deeds will be of any
signiﬁcance and God Almighty will accept and reward the least of your righteous good deeds and it is
through the same faith that He will forgive your sins since He is Oft-Forgiving and Most Merciful.

Surah al-Hujurat - Verse 15
َﺎدِﻗُﻮن اﻟﺼﻢﻚَ ﻫﻟَﺌ اُوﻪ اﻟﺒِﻴﻞ ﺳ ﻓﻬِﻢأﻧﻔُﺴ وﻬِﻢاﻟﻮﺪُوا ﺑِﺄﻣﺎﻫﺟﻮا وﺗَﺎﺑﺮ ﻳ ﻟَﻢ ﺛُﻢﻪﻮﻟﺳر وﻪﻨُﻮا ﺑِﺎﻟ آﻣﻨُﻮنَ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻣﻮﺎ اﻟْﻤﻧﱠﻤا
15. Believers are only those who have believed in Allah and His Messenger (S) and then doubt
not but strive with their possessions and their lives for the Cause of Allah. They are the truthful
[in their claims to faith].
Having faith in the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) is supposed to accompany that in God Almighty;
(“Believe in Allah and His Messenger [SAW]”).
Faith is something inward that may be recognized through practice and without struggling in the Cause
of Allah is nothing more than empty words.
The token of true faith is perseverance and doubtlessness regarding the same;
(“And then doubt not but strive with their possessions and their lives for the Cause of Allah”).
Since attainment to such inward affair, namely faith, is not so facile, the blessed Verse treats of its
tokens distinguishing believers from Muslims, the sincere from the lying, and those who enthusiastically
answered to the Noble Prophet’s (S) Call from those who pretended belief in order to achieve worldly
possessions, saying that true believers are solely those who believe in God Almighty and His Messenger

(S) and entertain no doubt but struggle with their lives and possessions in the Cause of Allah.
The ﬁrst token of faith is doubtlessness in proceeding on the Path of the Islamic faith. The second token
is to struggle in Allah’s Cause with one’s possessions. The third token which is the most exalted is to
struggle with one’s life.
Thus, Islam makes mention of the most obvious tokens: perseverance and doubtlessness on the one
hand and sacriﬁcing one’s possessions and life on the other. How may faith be deeply rooted in heart
when man does not sacriﬁce his possessions and life in the Cause of the Beloved?
Thus the blessed Verse closes:
“They are the truthful [in their claims to faith].”
They are truthful believers in whose hearts the spirit of faith ﬂows.
The standard put forth by the Holy Qur’an for distinguishing between
“truthful believers”
and
“liars pretending belief in the Islamic faith”
is not restricted to the tribe of Banu Asad, but it is a clear criterion for all times thereby a distinction may
be made between true believers from pretenders.
The criterion may also serve to reveal the value of those who pretend belief in the Islamic faith anywhere
and claim the Noble Prophet’s (S) indebtedness to them but in practice they do not reﬂect the least
token of their faith and belief in Islam.
Au contraire, there are people who not only claim nothing but also regard themselves at fault and at the
same time stand foremost in the arena of self sacriﬁce. If we apply this Qur’anic criterion in assaying true
believers, the number of pretenders to belief in the Islamic faith far exceeds that of true believers.

Surah al-Hujurat - Verse 16
ﻴﻢﻠ ﻋءَ ﺷﻞِ ﺑﻪاﻟضِ ور اﺎ ﻓﻣاتِ وﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴﺎ ﻓ ﻣﻠَﻢﻌ ﻳﻪاﻟ وﻢ ﺑِﺪِﻳﻨﻪﻮنَ اﻟﻤّﻠ أﺗُﻌﻗُﻞ
16. Say: “Will you inform Allah of your religion while Allah knows all that is in the heavens and all
that is in the earth; and Allah is All-Aware of everything.
A number of people taking the oath said unto the Noble Prophet (S) that they were sincere in their belief

in Allah and his Prophethood. Consequently, the blessed Verse in question was revealed saying that
there was no need to take the oath since Allah is All-Aware of everything.
Presenting one’s beliefs to Allah’s saints is quite ﬁne in case it serves to assay, improve, and/or
attainment to certitude as Hadhrat ‘Abd al-‘Adim Hasani (as) presented his beliefs to Imam Hadi (as);69
otherwise hypocritical presentation of beliefs is reprehensible.
Addressing the Noble Prophet (S) the blessed Verse is saying:
“O Muhammad (S)! Say unto those who utter the formula ‘There is no god but Allah and Muhammad (S)
is the Messenger of Allah’: Do you intend to inform me that you have converted to the Islamic faith? God
Almighty is All-Aware of what is concealed in the heavens and in the earth. He is Omniscient of
everything and your inward and outward. If your belief is out of hypocrisy, He is All-Aware of it and He is
All-Aware of your intentions.”

Surah al-Hujurat - Verse 17-18
ﻴﻦﺎدِﻗ ﺻﻨﺘُﻢن ﻛﺎنِ اﻳﻤْ ﻟﻢﺪَاﻛ أنْ ﻫﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﻦﻤ ﻳﻪ اﻟﻞﻢ ﺑﺳﻼﻣ اَﻠﻨﱡﻮا ﻋ ﺗَﻤ ﻮا ﻗُﻞﻠَﻤﻚَ أنْ أﺳﻠَﻴﻨﱡﻮنَ ﻋﻤﻳ

َﻠُﻮنﻤﺎ ﺗَﻌ ﺑِﻤﻴﺮﺼ ﺑﻪاﻟضِ ورااتِ وﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴﺐ ﻏَﻴﻠَﻢﻌ ﻳﻪنﱠ اﻟا
17. They regard as a favor to you that they have converted to Islam. Say: “Count not your Islam
as a favor to me. Nay, but Allah has conferred a favor upon you that He has guided you to the
faith if you indeed are truthful.
18. Truly, Allah knows the Unseen of the heavens and the earth. And Allah is the All-Seer of what
you do.
Being guided to the Islamic faith and embracing it are great Divine Favors conferred upon man, since
God Almighty is needless of his belief, faith, and worship;
(“Count not your Islam as a favor to me. Nay, but Allah has conferred a favor upon you that He
has guided you to the faith if you indeed are truthful”).
At any rate, the tribe of Banu Asad counted their conversion to the Islamic faith as a favor to the Noble
Prophet (S) saying that they had come to him with their families without waging war against him and had
converted to the Islamic faith as a consequence of which they regarded themselves worthy of being
rewarded imagining that they render a service to the Noble Prophet (S) through their conversion and
requested him to return their favor.
Thus, the blessed Verses in question was revealed to refute their false belief so that no one may

presume that conversion to the Islamic faith or doing righteous good deeds requires God Almighty and
His Messenger (S) to return their favor through conferring rewards upon him. Nonetheless, God confers
a Favor upon those who believe, since being guided and any righteous good deed are dependent upon
Divine Favor.
The blessed Verse 17 reﬂects that no one deserves Reward in return for his belief or for his righteous
good deeds. The Rewards promised to believers are through Divine Favor rather than owing to
worthiness since God Almighty confers whatever He wills to whoever He wants.
The blessed Verse 18 is saying that God Almighty is certainly All-Aware of what is concealed from
sense perception in the heavens and the earth. The blessed Verse disapproves the claims of those who
making attempts at dissimulating their inward wickedness pretend belief without faith having penetrated
their hearts and count themselves amongst believers.
Such people should know that the truth is other than what they imagine since God Almighty and His
Messenger (S) are fully aware of their secret intentions.
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Surah Qaf, Chapter 50, Verses 1 - 26
(Qaf)
Section (juz’ 26)

Number of Verses: 45

General Overview of the Chapter
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
The Chapter has forty four Verses and it was revealed in Mecca. The title of the Chapter derives from
the opening detached letter qaf. Similar to other Meccan Chapters, the Chapter in question treats of
resurrection and an exposition of the destinies of former nations as well as those of the good and the
vicious.
The Chapter opens with the opponents’ denial of resurrection and proceeds with making mention of the
examples of resurrection in nature and creation.

Merits of Recitation of the Chapter
According to Islamic traditions, the Noble Prophet (S) accorded great signiﬁcance to the Chapter in
question such that he recited it every Friday at the sermon of the congregation prayer.1
It is narrated from the Noble Prophet (S):
“Whoever recites the Chapter Qaf, Allah shall alleviate the difﬁculties and throes of death for him.”2
According to a tradition narrated from Imam Baqir (as):
“One who recites the Chapter Qaf in obligatory and supererogatory prayers at all times, Allah shall
increase his means of subsistence, shall give him the letter of his deeds to his right hand, and shall
make facilitate his account on the Day of Judgment.”3
It is worthy of note that so many glories and merits may not be accrued through mere recitation of the
words, but it may open a path toward awakening of thought as a means of doing righteous good deeds
consistent with the contextual meaning of the Chapter.

Surah Qaf - Verses 1-2
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.

ِﺠِﻴﺪآنِ اﻟْﻤاﻟْﻘُﺮق و

ﺠِﻴﺐ ﻋءَﺬَا ﺷونَ ﻫﺮﺎﻓْ اﻟ ﻓَﻘَﺎلﻢﻨْﻬ ﻣﻨﺬِر ﻣﻢﺎءﻫﻮا أن ﺟﺠِﺒ ﻋﻞﺑ
1. Qaf. By the Glorious Qur’an [your Prophethood and Resurrection are true].
2. Nay, they wonder that there has come to them a warner from amongst themselves. Therefore,
the disbelievers said [regarding the news of Resurrection]: “This is a strange thing!
Taking an oath to the Holy Qur’an is of signiﬁcance, since it is Glorious. Thus, if you seek glory, turn to
the Glorious Qur’an. A number of Qur’anic Chapters open with detached letters and the Chapter in
question opens with the detached letter Qaf.
As mentioned above, of one the signiﬁcant interpretations for detached letters is that the Most Glorious
Qur’an consists of letters of alphabet reﬂecting the truth that God Almighty Who revealed the Holy
Qur’an is Omnipotent and Omniscient such that He created such exquisite system out of such simple
means. However, there are other interpretations for detached letters regarding which one may refer to
the openings of Chapters 2, 3, 7, and HM Chapters.
Some Qur’anic exegets maintain that Qaf alludes to a number of Allah’s Most Beauteous Names, e.g.
the Omnipotent (Qadir) and the Self-Existing (Qayyum).
From amongst the evidence alluding to the point that the detached letter indicates the Glory of the Holy
Qur’an is that an oath is taken to the Glorious Qur’an immediately following the letter:
“Qaf. By the Glorious Qur’an.”
The Arabic word majid (“glorious, illustrious, exalted”) derives from m-j-d (“to be glorious, illustrious,
exalted”). The titled majid is applied to the Holy Qur’an since it possesses glory without bounds and it
wholly deserves the title in terms of contents, beauteous form, exquisite Injunctions, and invigorating and
didactic plans.
Numerous possibilities have occurred to Qur’anic exegets as to mentioning the oath and its object.
Taking into account the following Qur’anic Verses, it seems that the object is the question of the Noble
Prophet’s (S) Prophethood or Resurrection.
Taking an oath in the following Verse;
(“Nay, they wonder that there has come to them a warner from amongst themselves. Therefore,
the disbelievers said [regarding the news of Resurrection]: ‘This is a strange thing!’”)
may reﬂect disbelievers’ wonder as to the Noble Prophet’s (S) chiefship and leadership as someone who

was raised amongst them. The blessed Verse is saying that God Almighty revealed the Holy Qur’an to
substantiate his Prophethood and remove their wonder.
It is saying that Qur’anic Verses are inimitable, namely no one is able to produce the like of the blessed
Verses. Such inimitability sufﬁces to substantiate his Prophethood and there remains no room for
wondering since the Holy Qur’an is the Word of God Almighty rather than the Noble Prophet’s (S) words
and it serves as warning to people.

Surah Qaf - Verses 3-4
ٌﻴﺪﻌ ﺑﻊﺟﻚَ رﺎ ذَﻟاﺑﻨﱠﺎ ﺗُﺮﻛﺘْﻨَﺎ وﺬَا ﻣأﺋ

ٌﻴﻆﻔ ﺣﺘَﺎبﻨﺪَﻧَﺎ ﻛﻋ وﻢﻨْﻬ ﻣضر اﺎ ﺗَﻨﻘُﺺﻨَﺎ ﻣﻤﻠﻗَﺪْ ﻋ
3. “When we are dead and have become dust [shall we be resurrected?] That is a far return.”
4. We know that which the earth takes of them [their dead bodies], and with Us is a Book
preserving all things in it.
The Prophets’ warning rests on paying heed to Resurrection.
By
“far return,”
disbelievers are saying that Resurrection does not stand to reason and common practice.
Thus, disbelievers may not produce any argument against Resurrection but it merely sounds impossible
to them. Qur’anic exegets maintain that the interrogative particle opening Verse 3 reﬂects wonder and
alludes to disbelievers’ denial of Resurrection saying that when they die and turn to dust, it would be
next to impossible to be resurrected and return to life.
Verse 4 is saying that disbelievers’ wonder at Resurrection on the Last Day is for their conception that
when man dies, nothing will remain of his ﬂesh, skin, and organs in the earth; thus it would be
impossible to be rejuvenated.
The blessed Verse in question aims to remove their disbelief in Resurrection saying that they are not
supposed to imagine that they turn into absolute non-existence when nothing remains of their bodies
when they turn into dust.
In other words, their denial springs from their unfounded conception that when man dies, his ﬂesh and
bones turn into dust and become parts of the earth and particles of the same turn into gases and vapors

as well and it would be impossible to collect them anew and ﬁnd any intelligence as to their existence.
The response to such questions is that God Almighty whose Omnipotence encompasses all things, is
All-Aware of such particles and shall collect them all when the need arises in such manner that the
scattered particles of Iron may be collected from amongst a pile of dust using a magnet; it shall be far
facile for God Almighty to collect the scattered particles of human beings.
In case disbelievers raise a question as to keeping records of human deeds for Resurrection, one may
provide the response as per which all such records are being preserved in the ‘preserved tablet’ (lawh
mahfud) and basically nothing will be lost in this world but deeds, despite alterations in their forms,
remain.
“Preserving Book”
refers to a Book in which everything including human deeds are preserved in it. An exposition was made
above4 regarding the ‘preserved tablet.’

Surah Qaf - Verse 5
ﺮِﻳﺞﺮٍ ﻣ أﻣ ﻓﻢ ﻓَﻬﻢﺎءﻫﺎ ﺟ ﻟَﻤﻖﻮا ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤﺬﱠﺑ ﻛﻞﺑ
5. Nay, but they have denied the truth [the Holy Qur’an] when it has come to them; thus they are
in a confused state [as to Prophethood and Resurrection].
The Arabic word marij designates “agitation, confusion,” as it is said in the Holy Qur’an regarding the
intermingling of the water of two seas
“He has let loose the two seas [the salt and fresh water] intermingle”5.
The adjectival form marij is attested once in the Holy Qur’an connoting disbelievers’ perplexity. Anxiety
and perplexity spring from denial and disbelief but remembrance of God Almighty and paying attention to
the Holy Qur’an lead to serenity and peace of mind.

Surah Qaf - Verses 6-8
وجﻦ ﻓُﺮﺎ ﻣﺎ ﻟَﻬﻣﺎ وﻨﱠﺎﻫزَﻳﺎ وﻨَﺎﻫﻨَﻴ ﺑﻒﻴ ﻛﻢﻗَﻬﺎء ﻓَﻮﻤ اﻟﺴَﻟوا اﻨﻈُﺮ ﻳأﻓَﻠَﻢ

ﻬِﻴﺞ ﺑج زَوﻞﻦ ﻛﺎ ﻣﻴﻬﺘْﻨَﺎ ﻓأﻧﺒ واﺳوﺎ رﻴﻬﻨَﺎ ﻓأﻟْﻘَﻴﺎ وﻧَﺎﻫﺪَد ﻣضراو

ٍﻴﺐﻨﺪٍ ﻣﺒ ﻋﻞی ﻟﺮذِﻛةً وﺮﺼﺗَﺒ
6. Have they not looked at the heaven above them, how We have made it and adorned it [with
stars], and there are no rifts in it?
7. And the earth! We have spread it out, and set thereon mountains standing ﬁrm, and have
produced therein every kind of fresh plant.
8. An insight and a Reminder for every servant turning [to Truth].
Nature is a theology class;
(“Have they not looked at the heaven above them?”).
Call people unto God Almighty by illustrating your Calls with examples. Look at the heaven and the earth
to perceive the possibility of Resurrection and Divine Omnipotence.
Thus, you may know the beauty, systematicity, and other characteristics of Divinely created creatures in
the heaven and earth. The blessed Verse 6 opens with the interrogative particle (a-) to indicate wonder
at disbelievers’ denial of Creation and Resurrection.
It connotes wonder at disbelievers who do not look above at heavens to perceive the manner by which
God Almighty created them and adorned them with stars. He ﬁlled the heaven with stars and galaxies
standing one above another such that there remains no rift between them.
Nor do these disbelievers look at the earth to see that God Almighty has spread it on water and placed
mountains on it so that they keep it ﬁrm on its place. God Almighty has made all types of creatures grow
in pairs. The blessed Verse and the like of it reﬂect that all creatures, even plants, are in pairs and unity
solely belongs to Divine Essence, the Originator of the world.
The following Verse is saying that one who reﬂects upon such exquisite creation, novel and beauteous
system, and the magniﬁcent palace of the world and notices the Glory and Grandeur of the Creator may
perceive the Cause through the effect and such servant turns to the Creator of the world through
perceiving the effects.

Surah Qaf - Verses 9-11
ِﻴﺪﺼ اﻟْﺤﺐﺣﻨﱠﺎتٍ و ﺟﺘْﻨَﺎ ﺑِﻪﺎ ﻓَﺄﻧﺒﻛﺎرﺒﺎء ﻣﺎء ﻣﻤ اﻟﺴﻦﻟْﻨَﺎ ﻣﻧَﺰو

ٌﻴﺪ ﻧﱠﻀﺎ ﻃَﻠْﻊﻘَﺎتٍ ﻟﱠﻬﺎﺳ ﺑاﻟﻨﱠﺨْﻞو

وجﻚَ اﻟْﺨُﺮﺬَﻟﺘًﺎ ﻛﻴﻠْﺪَةً ﻣ ﺑﻨَﺎ ﺑِﻪﻴﻴأﺣﺎدِ وﺒﻠْﻌّرِزْﻗًﺎ ﻟ
9. And We send down blessed water [rain] from the sky, then We produce therewith gardens and
grain [every kind of harvests] that are reaped.
10. And tall date-palms, with ranged clusters.
11. A provision for [Allah’s] servants. And We give life therewith to a dead land. Thus will be the
Resurrection [of the dead from the graves].
Rain is a natural phenomenon but it depends on Divine Will. It rejuvenates the earth, provides it with
blessings including destruction of blights, growth of plants, delicacy of the air, and ﬂowing of springs. The
Arabic word basiq is employed in the sense of “tall”; tal‘ designates “a blossom newly turned into date”;
nadhid designates “ranged, compact”; and hasid denotes “reaped.”
The most joyous moments for agriculturalists are the time of ripening and harvesting their crops;
(“grains that are reaped”).
The blessed Verses in question make use of rain and growth of plants to illustrate Resurrection.
Regarding;
“We send down blessed water from the sky,”
Imam Baqir (as) says:
“There is no water in the earth unless it is mingled with that from the sky.”6
Imam ‘Ali (as) washed his hands7 and face when it rained saying:
“This blessing is from the sky untouched by any hand or vessel.”
Thus the blessed Verses in question are saying that the Glorious Divine Essence of Unity reminds His
servants to bring His blessings to completion saying:
“We sent down rain so that trees and other plants grow and gardens and orchards be available to man
for his sustenance and pleasure. We made tall and fruitful date-palms grow by rain.”
The blessed Verse 11 is saying that God Almighty provided His servants with all plants as a blessing for
their provision and sustenance.
Making mention of ‘servants’ may make a reference to the point that the main goal behind the creation of
such natural phenomena including the growth of plants and sending down rain is to provide those who
worship God Almighty and are obedient to Him with provision and sustenance and disbelievers and the
disobedient make use of such natural resources because of the former as it is mentioned in the Divine

tradition addressed to the Noble Prophet (S):
“Had it been not for your sake, I would not have created the heavens.”
The tradition reﬂects that the natural world of existence was created for his sake. God Almighty gave life
to dead cities through sending down rain.
“Thus will be the Resurrection [of the dead from the graves]”
alludes to convincing those who deny Resurrection such that in the same manner that God Almighty
gives life to dead lands through water therewith plants grow from the earth, He is Omnipotent to give a
new life to those who have died and have turned into dust.

Surah Qaf - Verses 12-14
ﻮدﺛَﻤِ وس اﻟﺮﺎبﺤأﺻ و ﻧُﻮحم ﻗَﻮﻢﻠَﻬ ﻗَﺒﺖﺬﱠﺑﻛ

انُ ﻟُﻮطﺧْﻮانُ وﻮﻋﺮﻓ وﺎدﻋو

ِﻴﺪﻋ وﻖ ﻓَﺤﻞﺳ اﻟﺮﺬﱠب ﻛﻞ ﻛﻊ ﺗُﺒمﻗَﻮ وﺔﻳ اﺎبﺤأﺻو
12. Denied before them [polytheists of Mecca] the people of Noah, and the dwellers of Rass, and
[the people of] Thamud;
13. And [also the people of] ‘Ad, and Pharaoh, and the brothers of Lot;
14. And the Dwellers of the Wood [Ayka, namely the people of Shu‘ayb], and the people of Tubba‘
[the kings of the Yemen]. Every one of them denied [their] Messengers; therefore, My Threat took
effect [and they perished].
The name of the people of Rass is attested in this Chapter and also in 25:29. Qur’anic exegets maintain
that the people of Rass lived in Yamama. They had a Prophet by the name of Handalla, but they denied
his Call and cast him into a well. Since the Arabic word rass denotes “well”, hence their designation ‘the
people of Rass.’ Imam Sadiq (as) was inquired regarding the reason behind the torment inﬂicted upon
the people of Rass.
He replied:
“Their women contended themselves with women [i.e. they were lesbians].”8
The peoples of Thamud and ‘Ad were those of Prophets Salih and Hud (as). The people of Ayka were a

group of the people of Prophet Shu‘ayb (as) who lived in the woods. Their name is attested in Chapters
15 and 26.
Tubba‘ is the title of the kings of the Yemen. The people of Tubba‘ is applied to a group of the people of
the Yemen who followed their kings and whose name is also attested elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an9.
According to traditions, the king of the Yemen (Tubba‘) asked the two tribes of Aws and Khazraj:
“Stay in Yathrib (later Medina) until the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) be appointed to Prophethood and if I
happen to be contemporaneous with him, I will serve and follow him.”10
The Holy Qur’an makes mention of the people of Lot (as) as
“brothers of Lot”
since they were all his kith and kin.11 It is worthy of note, however, that according to the Holy Qur’an, the
Prophets are the brothers of peoples and it is for this sake that the people of Lot (as) are referred to as
his brothers.
The Holy Qur’an repeatedly reminds the Noble Prophet (S) of former Prophets (as) and their peoples
and the point that their Prophetic Calls were denied and they were subject to persecutions. Thus, God
Almighty consoles His Messenger (S) saying that if you see that disbelievers of Quraysh hurt you and
attribute false accusations to you, former peoples were alike. Be patient against their persecutions in the
manner that Arch-prophets did likewise.
Furthermore, these blessed Verses warn disbelievers against the torments to be inﬂicted upon them in
this world since God Almighty inﬂicted torments like tempest, loud cries hear from the heaven (sayha),
icy gale (sarsar), pouring down rocks on them such that they may fear such torments in this world and
desist from denial of Prophets (as).

Surah Qaf - Verse 15
ٍﺪِﻳﺪ ﺟ ﺧَﻠْﻖﻦﺲٍ ﻣ ﻟَﺒ ﻓﻢ ﻫﻞلِ ﺑو اﻴِﻴﻨَﺎ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺨَﻠْﻖأﻓَﻌ
15. Were We then tired with the ﬁrst creation [to be hopeless of creating you anew on the Day of
Resurrection]? Nay, they are in confused doubt about a new creation [resurrection].
Creation of any existent being bears testimony to Divine Omnipotence to create it anew, since the ﬁrst
creation justiﬁes the possibility of further creations.
Disbelievers may not produce any argument for substantiating their denial of Resurrection, but they
merely entertain doubts;

(“Nay, they are in confused doubt about a new creation [resurrection]”).
The interrogative particle (a-) is employed to indicate denial. In other words, the blessed Verse is asking
disbelievers whether they imagine that God Almighty is tired of the ﬁrst creation and He is unable to
create anew. Disbelievers are mistaken as to Divine Omnipotence as to creating anew unaware of the
fact that they are subject to permanent change.

Surah Qaf - Verse 16
ِرِﻳﺪ اﻟْﻮﻞﺒ ﺣﻦ ﻣﻪﻟَﻴ اب أﻗْﺮﻦﻧَﺤ وﻪ ﻧَﻔْﺴ ﺑِﻪﻮِسﺳﺎ ﺗُﻮ ﻣﻠَﻢﻧَﻌﺎنَ وﻧﺴﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﺧَﻠَﻘْﻨَﺎ او
16. And verily We have created man and We know what his ownself whispers to him. And We are
closer unto him than his jugular vein [and We are in full control of everything].
The Arabic word waswasa denotes ‘whisper’ and the same connotes unbeﬁtting thought occurring to
man’s heart. The word warid (“vein”) derives from w-r-d denoting ‘to go to water.’ Since vein is the
means by which blood circulates between heart and other bodily organs, it is termed as warid.
The blessed Verse in question makes a reference to Divine Majestic Attributes of Originating creation
and Divine Omniscience; the latter reﬂects that God Almighty created man ex nihilo and He is the
Originator of his existence.
Since He is the Creator of man, He is All-Aware of his outward and inward qualities and deeds and He
is Fully Aware that disbelievers’ denial of Resurrection springs from concupiscent temptations despite
the fact that their innate natural disposition is aware of their Origin.
The blessed Verse may make a reference to the point that had those who denied Resurrection made
use of their reason, they would have abstained from satanic temptations and they could acknowledge
the veracity of Resurrection without entertaining any doubts as to the same. Other Divine Majestic
Attributes include Comprehensiveness and Guardianship.
“And We are closer unto him than his jugular vein.”
Warid is the vein connected to heart and liver through which blood ﬂows and waridan or shara’in are
applied the twain blood vessels connecting heart to brain on which depends survival of the body. It is
one of the closest things to man’s life such that if blood ﬂow suffers from any defect, man will die. The
blessed Verse makes a reference to Divine encompassing of existence and Divine Guardianship.
In other words, since existence depends upon God Almighty, He is closer to him than the jugular vein
that keeps him alive. Such closeness reﬂects that God Almighty is closer to man than anyone else, since
the existence of anything depends upon what realizes its existence and keeps it as it is. Since the Divine

Essence is the Creator, the Origin, and the Final End of creation, all created beings are encompassed by
him and their existence depends upon Him.
How then He may be unaware of anything? It is worthy of note that these are all similitude and
closeness to God Almighty is far superior to such things, but such illustration which makes use of
intelligible, is the most evident means of exposition.
Now that we perceive that God Almighty encompasses all things and we are under His full Sway, we
know that our words, deeds, thought, intentions, or even temptations occurring to our hearts are by no
means concealed from Him.
Attending to this truth awakens man and acquaints him with his heavy responsibility and precise
recording of his words and deeds to be presented at Divine Tribunal. Thus, the truth turns a neglectful
and indifferent man into an alert, obedient, duty bound, and God fearing servant.

Surah Qaf - Verses 17-18
ٌﻴﺪﺎلِ ﻗَﻌﻤّ اﻟﺸﻦﻋ وﻴﻦﻤ اﻟْﻴﻦﺎنِ ﻋﻴّﺘَﻠَﻘ اﻟْﻤﺘَﻠَﻘﱠذْ ﻳا

ٌﻴﺪﺘ ﻋﻴﺐﻗ رﻪ ﻟَﺪَﻳﻻلٍ اﻦ ﻗَﻮﻆُ ﻣﻠْﻔﺎ ﻳﻣ
17. [Remember] that the two angels [accompanying man] receive [man’s deeds], one sitting on
the right and one on the left [to note his deeds].
18. Not a word does he utter but there is a watcher [recording angel] by him ready [to record it].
The blessed Verses are saying:
“Remember when the twain angels sitting on the right and left sides of man accompanying and
watching him, record his deeds.”
In other words, besides Divine Omniscience as to man’s inward and outward deeds and intentions, two
angels are also assigned to keep records of his deeds. The twain angles watch man on both sides and
accompany him at all times. They never leave him alone so that further emphasis be laid on the question
of keeping records of deeds. The Arabic word talaqqi denotes ‘receive, record,” and mutalaqqiyan is
applied to the twain angles appointed to keep records of man’s deeds.
The Arabic present participle
qa‘id (“sitting”)
derives from q-‘-d (“sit”) but it ad hoc connotes ‘companion, watcher.’ In other words, the blessed

Verses do not intend to say that the twain angels sit on the right and left hand sides of man, since man
is sitting at some time but walks at some other time; the expression connotes that the twain angels
accompany man at all times and watch his deeds.

Surah Qaf - Verse 19
ُﻴﺪ ﺗَﺤﻨْﻪ ﻣﻨﺖﺎ ﻛﻚَ ﻣ ذَﻟﻖتِ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤﻮةُ اﻟْﻤﺮ ﺳﺎءتﺟو
19. And the stupor of death will come in truth [and it is said unto man]: “This is what you escaped
at all times!”
Man loses his consciousness at the moment of death;
(“the stupor of death will come in truth”).
The Arabic word sakra denotes the state in which man loses his consciousness and reason. The word
tahyid designates escape and evasion.
Man’s fear and anxiety at the moment of death is such that the Holy Qur’an refers to it as
“stupor of death,”
in like manner, the fear of Divine Tribunal on the Day of Resurrection shall lead man to such state that it
is elsewhere expressed in the Holy Qur’an12 as:
“You shall see people as in a drunken state, yet they will not be drunken, but severe will be the
torment of God.”
At any rate,
“stupor of death”
is such state of unconsciousness occurring to one in throes of death that it is as if man loses his
consciousness and his soul desires to separate from body and the worst state of man is that in which
soul departs from body. It will be at that time that Divine Mercy will be bestowed upon believers and veils
will be cast from their eyes and they will see the abodes prepared for them.
Thus, the souls of believers willingly turn toward the other world and the angel of death will bear unto
them the glad tidings of Paradise and its Bounties. Nonetheless, unfortunate will be disbelievers,
hypocrites, and the disobedient perceiving that Divine Wrath, rather than His Mercy, and the angels of
torment warn them against Divine torment.
The stupor shall be the inevitable death. The past form of the verb ja’at may refer to the point that death

is inevitable and no one may escape it.
Good for those who, in such state, hear the message;
“Come back to your Lord well-pleased and well-pleasing”13.

Surah Qaf - Verses 20-21
ِﻴﺪﻋ اﻟْﻮمﻮﻚَ ﻳﻮرِ ذَﻟ اﻟﺼﺦَ ﻓﻧُﻔو

ٌﺷَﻬِﻴﺪ وﻖﺎﺋﺎ ﺳﻬﻌ ﻧَﻔْﺲٍ ﻣﻞ ﻛﺎءتﺟو
20. And the Trumpet [of Resurrection] will be blown that will be the Day when the warning of
torment shall be realized.
21. And every person will come forth [on to the scene of Resurrection] along with two angels,
one driving him forward and another bearing witness [to his words and deeds].
Blowing the Trumpet ad hoc refers to the second blowing since according to Qur’anic Verses and
traditions, the ﬁrst blowing will occur when the world disintegrates and perishes such that no creature
shall remain in this world. It shall be upon the second blowing that all creatures ﬁnd a new life and all
men depart their graves to hastily proceed toward their meeting place where they are supposed to meet
their Lord.
It shall be at that time that Resurrection shall be established and angels shall say this is what the
Prophets talked about and warned men against. The following blessed Verse treats of the state following
death when on the Day of Resurrection each of the obliged shall be accompanied by an angel driving
them toward Reckoning and an angel shall follow him to bear witness to his deeds recorded. No one
may escape or deny Reckoning at that time.14
It may also make a reference to the aforesaid twain angels (raqib and ‘atid) responsible for recording
man’s deeds.

Surah Qaf - Verses 22-23
ٌﺪِﻳﺪ ﺣمﻮكَ اﻟْﻴﺮﺼﻄَﺎءكَ ﻓَﺒﻨﻚَ ﻏﺸَﻔْﻨَﺎ ﻋَﺬَا ﻓ ﻫﻦ ﻣ ﻏَﻔْﻠَﺔ ﻓﻨﺖﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﻛ

ٌﻴﺪﺘ ﻋﺎ ﻟَﺪَيﺬَا ﻣ ﻫ ﻗَﺮِﻳﻨُﻪﻗَﺎلو

22. [It will be said to him]: “Verily, you were [totally] heedless of this [scene]. Now We have
removed from you your covering [of neglect] and sharp is your sight this Day!”
23. And his companion [angel] will say: “Here is [the Record of his deeds] ready with me!”
This world is the abode of neglect and the world to come is that of vigilance. This world cast the veil of
neglect on man with its charming appearances and man in his turn makes veils of neglect for himself.
The majority of Qur’anic exegets maintain that the blessed Verses in question are addressed to
disbelievers. When they enter the Day of Resurrection, they are overwhelmed by fear and anxiety.
It will be said unto them:
“This is the Day against which you were warned by the Prophets but you were heedless. Today, the
veils are removed from your eyes and you sight is sharp. You see what you used to disbelieve and
deny.”
According to Qur’anic exegets, the antecedent of the word ‘companion’ (qarina) in the blessed Verse 23
may be either of the twain aforesaid angels (raqib and ‘atid) recording man’s deeds on his right and left
hand sides in this world.
Thus, the ‘companion’ will say on the Day of Resurrection
“His deeds and states are recorded by me.”

Surah Qaf - Verses 24-26
ٍﻴﺪﻨﻔﱠﺎرٍ ﻋ ﻛﻞ ﻛﻨﱠﻢﻬ ﺟﺎ ﻓﻴأﻟْﻘ

ٍﺮِﻳﺐﺘَﺪٍ ﻣﻌﺮِ ﻣﻠْﺨَﻴّ ﻟﻨﱠﺎعﻣ

ِﺬَابِ اﻟﺸﱠﺪِﻳﺪ اﻟْﻌ ﻓﺎهﻴ ﻓَﺄﻟْﻘﺎ آﺧَﺮﻟَﻬ اﻪ اﻟﻊ ﻣﻞﻌاﻟﱠﺬِي ﺟ
24. [Allah will say to the driving and witnessing angels:] “Both of you throw into Hell every
stubborn disbeliever.
25. “[the one who is the] Hinderer of good, transgressor, arousing doubt,
26. “Who sets up another god with Allah. Then both of you cast him in the severe torment.”
The present participle
manna‘ [“hinderer”]

derives from m-n-‘ and the present participle
murib [“arousing doubt”]
deriving from r-y-b is applied to one who arouses doubt accompanied with pessimism in others.
The present participial form
kaffar [“disbeliever”]
designates the zenith and depth of disbelief in a man’s being naturally reﬂecting animosity and
stubbornness arousing doubts in others as to the Truth of God’s Path.
Such person naturally ends up with severe torment in Hell. It is worthy of note that the twain angels are
appointed to throw such person into Hell and they are either driving or witnessing (raqib and ‘atid).
However, according to Shi’i and also Sunni sources, the Verse is addressed to the Noble Prophet of
Islam (S) and Imam ‘Ali (as).15
The blessed Verse 26 is saying that such disbeliever is the one who associated idols and other false
objects of worship with the One God and such disbelievers has to be cast into severe torment.
1. Tafsir Qurtubi, vol. 9, p. 6171.
2. Tafsir ﬁ Thialal, vol. 7, p. 547.
3. Tafsir Majma‘ al-Bayan, vol. 9, p. 140.
4. 13:39
5. 55:19
6. Usul Kaﬁ, vol. 6, p. 387.
7. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 59, p. 27.
8. Usul Kaﬁ, vol. 5, p.551.
9. 44:37
10. Tafsir Majma‘ al-Bayan.
11. Ibid.
12. 22:2
13. 89:28
14. Majma‘ al-Bayan.
15. For further details, consult exegetic works. Details have not been dealt with for the sake of brevity.

Surah Qaf, Verses 27 - 45

Surah Qaf - Verses 27-29
ٍﻴﺪﻌلٍ ﺑﻼ ﺿﺎنَ ﻓﻦ ﻛَﻟ وﺘُﻪﺎ أﻃْﻐَﻴﻨَﺎ ﻣﺑ ر ﻗَﺮِﻳﻨُﻪﻗَﺎل

ِﻴﺪﻋﻢ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻮﻟَﻴ اﺖﻗَﺪْ ﻗَﺪﱠﻣ وﻮا ﻟَﺪَيﻤ ﺗَﺨْﺘَﺼ ﻗَﺎل

ِﺒِﻴﺪﻠْﻌّ ﻟمََﺎ أﻧَﺎ ﺑِﻈﻣ و ﻟَﺪَيل اﻟْﻘَﻮﺪﱠلﺒﺎ ﻳﻣ
27. His companion [Satan] will say: “Our Lord! I did not push him to transgression, but he was
himself in error far astray.”
28. [Allah] will say:”Dispute not in front of Me, I had already sent you the warning.
29. The Sentence [as to casting disbelievers into Hell] that comes from Me cannot be changed,
and I am not unjust to [My] servants.”
Imam Sadiq (as) is quoted as saying:
“[The word]
companion [attested]
in this Verse refers to Satan.”1
It is attested elsewhere that Satan becomes the companion of certain evil-doers.2 One of the factors
leading man to Hell is bad company, as the Qur’anic Verses makes mention of Satan as a companion
leading man to Hell. Complaints of the people of the Hell include their regret for bad company in this
world, as it is attested in the Holy Qur’an3:
“Ah! Woe unto me! Would that I had never taken so-and-so as an intimate friend!”
There will be disputes on the Day of Resurrection amongst evil-doers with one another, between evildoers and corrupt leaders, and between evil-doers and Satan each of whom make attempts at putting
the blame of their own sins on the other. Like scenes are to be found in the Holy Qur’an.
At times they say unto one another:
“Had it not been for you, we should certainly have been believers!”4.
“They will reply: “Nay you yourselves were not believers”5.
In another scene, they will say unto corrupt leaders:

“Indeed, we were following you. Can you avail us anything against Allah’s torment?”6
They censure Satan in another scene and he says:
“Therefore, blame me not, but blame yourselves. I cannot help you, nor can you help me. I deny
your former deed in associating me as a partner with Allah”7.
The blessed Verse 27 says:
“Our Lord! I did not push him to transgression, but he was himself in error far astray.”
The Hell repeatedly says: “Is there any more,” as the people of Hell used to repeat the same in
worshipping mammon, i.e. mundane property and worldly ofﬁces and transgressing the rights of others.
At any rate, the stubborn disbelievers’ disputes with Satan on the Day of Resurrection removes the veil
from their destiny.
They censure the tempting devils for all the sins committed by them, but their companion, Satan, says:
“O Lord! I did not push him to disobedience nor did I force him to go astray, but he chose this
way out of his own will and he was in astray far away.”
It is worthy of note that Satan does not intend to deny his role as the tempter, but he intends to say that
he did not force anyone, but man welcomed his temptations out of his own will and desire.
Thus, the blessed Verse in question is not inconsistent with another Qur’anic Verse8 saying:
“Then I will certainly mislead them all.”
The blessed Verse 27 apparently serves as a defense for Satan and no mention is made of disbelievers’
complaints against Satan, but taking into account their disputes on the Day of Resurrection in other
Qur’anic Verses and the following One, their words become brieﬂy apparent, since the blessed Verse 28
says:
“[Allah] will say:”Dispute not in front of Me, I had already sent you the warning”
and I have informed you in advance of this dire destiny.
The blessed Verse on the one side alludes to God’s words unto Satan;
“[Allah] said: ‘Go and whosoever of them follows you, surely Hell will be the recompense of you –
an ample recompense,”9
and on the other, God Almighty had warned men thus:

“That I will ﬁll Hell with you and those of them that follow you”10.
Such warnings are to be found in other Qur’anic Verses as well reﬂecting that God Almighty has given
His Ultimatum to devils and men, warning them against tempting and being tempted.
The blessed Verse 39 says:
“The Sentence [as to casting disbelievers into Hell] that comes from Me cannot be changed, and I
am not unjust to [My] servants.”
The word Sentence (qawl) ad hoc refers to the warnings mentioned in different Qur’anic Verses
examples of which were mentioned above. The Arabic word dallam is the intensiﬁed present participial
form designating absolute negation of wrong-doing by God Almighty. In other words, the Most Gracious
and Just Allah is by no means unjust to His servants. The blessed Verse in question and the like
Qur’anic Verses bear testimony to human choice.

Surah Qaf - Verse 30
ٍﺰِﻳﺪﻦ ﻣ ﻣﻞ ﻫﺗَﻘُﻮلتِ وََﺘ اﻣﻞ ﻫﻨﱠﻢﻬﺠ ﻟ ﻧَﻘُﻮلمﻮﻳ
30. On the Day when We will say unto Hell: “Are you ﬁlled?” It will say: “Are there any more?”
Hell is intelligent in some way or another as it is addressed by God Almighty and thus replies His
question:
“Are there any more?”
Likewise, people of Hell used to say the same when they were preoccupied in this world with
worshipping worldly possessions and ofﬁces and transgressing people’s rights.
The imperative verbal form;
“Remember”
in the blessed Verse in question may refer to destiny, namely:
“O Muhammad [SAW]! Remember the Day when Hell will be ﬁlled with jinn and mankind and God
Almighty asks Hell: “Are you ﬁlled?”
Hell will reply in verbal or non-verbal language:
“Are there any more?”

The blessed Verse bears testimony to the point that Allah’s promises and warnings are true and Hell
shall be ﬁlled with disbelievers and the disobedient.

Surah Qaf - Verses 31-33
ٍﻴﺪﻌ ﺑﺮ ﻏَﻴﻴﻦﺘﱠﻘﻠْﻤﻨﱠﺔُ ﻟﻔَﺖِ اﻟْﺠاُزْﻟو

ﻴﻆﻔابٍ ﺣ أوﻞﺪُونَ ﻟﺎ ﺗُﻮﻋﺬَا ﻣﻫ

ٍﻴﺐﻨﺎء ﺑِﻘَﻠْﺐٍ ﻣﺟﺐِ وﻦ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻐَﻴﻤﺣ اﻟﺮ ﺧَﺸﻦﻣ
31. And Paradise will be brought near to the God fearing, not far off.
32. [It will be said unto them:] “This is what you were promised – [it is] for the repentant and
preservers [of Allah’s bounds],
33. “Who feared the Most Gracious [Allah] inwardly and brought a heart turned in repentance [to
Him].
Piety and fear of God drive man closer to Paradise. Following a treatment of disbelievers’ state after
death and blowing of the Trumpet and their arrival at Divine Tribunal and torment of Hell, the blessed
Verses in question reﬂect the state of the God fearing.
The former shall be entangled with hardship and torment and Hell drives them toward itself and expects
enthusiastically more of the people of the Hell; au contraire, the latter shall proceed toward Paradise.
“Not far off”
may reﬂect that Paradise shall not be far away from the God fearing, but it is in their inward natural
disposition manifesting itself on the Day of Resurrection. The antecedent of the demonstrative pronoun
‘this’ in the blessed Verse 32 is Paradise promised to whoever turned from disbelief and polytheism to
monotheism and abstained from committing what was forbidden.
Such people fear God in their hearts without perceiving the same with their outward senses and live in
such state at all times;
(“Who feared the Most Gracious [Allah] inwardly and brought a heart turned in repentance [to
Him]”).
Paradise shall become closer to those who enter Resurrection with pure hearts turned from people
toward the Truth. The people of Paradise as mentioned in the blessed Verses in question possess four

characteristics.
Firstly, they fear God Almighty and as mentioned elsewhere, fear of God Almighty is higher in degree
than faith the relation between the twain is that of inclusion; in other words, the God fearing have faith,
but some of the faithful may lack fear of God Almighty.
Thus, fear of God Almighty stands above faith in matters of degrees. Secondly, the people of Paradise
are those who have returned from disobedience to Divine Command. They never commit sins willfully.
Thus is the state of the God fearing.
Thirdly,
“Who feared the Most Gracious [Allah] inwardly and brought a heart turned in repentance [to
Him]”
refers to those who regard their Lord as the Most Gracious, but His Glory and Grandeur overwhelms
them to such degree that they fear His Wrath at all times.
Fourthly, of the attributes of the people of Paradise is that they enter Resurrection with pure hearts
puriﬁed from natural impurities. They turn away from people and turn to God Almighty. The Arabic word
khashiyya is applied to the fear arising from Divine Omniscience and Grandeur.
Three kinds of hearts are mentioned in the Holy Qur’an:
A. The pure heart devoid of polytheism, hypocrisy, hatred, and other vices;
(“Except him who brings to Allah a pure heart,”)11.
B. The repentant heart repenting to God Almighty following committing sins;
(“And brought a heart turned in repentance [to Him],”)12.
C. The sick heart entertaining hypocrisy and disbelief in God Almighty.
The sickness worsens if it is left on its own;
(“In their heart is a sickness,”)13.

Surah Qaf - Verses 34-35
ِ اﻟْﺨُﻠُﻮدمﻮﻚَ ﻳ ذَﻟمَﺎ ﺑِﺴﺧُﻠُﻮﻫاد

ٌﺰِﻳﺪﻨَﺎ ﻣﻟَﺪَﻳﺎ وﻴﻬونَ ﻓﺸَﺎوﺎ ﻳﻢ ﻣﻟَﻬ

34. [It shall be said unto them:] “Enter you therein in peace and security – this is a Day of eternal
life [for you]!”
35. There, they will have all that they desire – and [for them] We have more [than what they
desire].
Four virtues were enumerated for the God fearing in the preceding blessed Verses: repentance,
preservation of one’s self and Divine bounds, Fear of God Almighty, repentant heart. Four attributes are
enumerated in these two blessed Verses: security, peace, eternal life, and enjoyment of Divine Bounties.
Mundane Bounties involve blights whose likes are not to be found in Paradise:
1. They involve pain and hardship, but nothing like them exist in Paradise;
(“peace and security”).
2. They are transient whereas Paradise is eternal;
(“Day of eternal life”).
3. Worldly Bounties are limited in range, but whatever one desires is to be found in Paradise;
(“There, they will have all that they desire”).
4. Mundane Bounties come to an end, but those in Paradise are on the increase;
(“We have more [than what they desire]”).
It is worthy of note that the twain blessed Verses in question are addressed to those who possess the
attributes enumerated in the preceding Verses. The God fearing will be admitted to Paradise as the
abode of Divine Grace, peace, and security warding them from whatever sounds unpleasant to them.
Paradise shall be everlasting abode of the God fearing therein they shall be safe from any peril.
“There, they will have all that they desire,”
since they represent Divine Attributes including Creativity, namely the people of Paradise represent
Divine Creativity and they will have whatever they desire.
“And [for them] We have more [than what they desire]”
may reﬂect that there will be in store for those doing righteous good deeds what is neither seen, nor
heard, nor occurred to anyone.

Surah Qaf - Verses 36-37
ٍﻴﺺﺤﻦ ﻣ ﻣﻞدِ ﻫَِ اﻟْﺒﻮا ﻓﻄْﺸًﺎ ﻓَﻨَﻘﱠﺒﻢ ﺑﻨْﻬ أﺷَﺪﱡ ﻣﻢنٍ ﻫﻦ ﻗَﺮﻢ ﻣﻠَﻬﻨَﺎ ﻗَﺒَﻠ أﻫﻢﻛو

ٌ ﺷَﻬِﻴﺪﻮﻫ وﻊﻤ اﻟﺴَ أﻟْﻘ أو ﻗَﻠْﺐﺎنَ ﻟَﻪﻦ ﻛﻤی ﻟﺮﻚَ ﻟَﺬِﻛ ذَﻟنﱠ ﻓا
36. And how many a generation We have destroyed before them who were stronger in power than
them. And [when Our torment came] they found their ways into cities [with their might]! Could
they ﬁnd any means of escape [for themselves]?
37. Indeed, therein [historical developments and destruction of the disobedient] is truly a
reminder for him who has an [awakened] heart or gives ear [to the words of Truth] while he is
heedful.
The Arabic word qarn denotes approximation of two things. It is also applied to generation or people
living in the same era. The word connotes a span of time (thirty or one hundred years). Batsh designates
‘seize by power’ and at times ‘ﬁght, conﬂict.’
The verbal form naqqabu derives from n-q-b ‘make a hole or breach.’ The cognate word manqabat is
applied to virtues and merits that affect people’s hearts. The contextual meaning of the blessed Verse 36
is that some of the former peoples penetrated into the realms of other people and conquered them. The
Arabic word qalb does not designate the bodily organ, but human perception.
Imam Kadim (as) is quoted as saying:
“Heart
(qalb) designates intellect (‘aql).”14
We ﬁnd a like Verse in 67:10;
“And they will say: ‘Had we but listened or used our intellect, we would not have been among the
dwellers of the blazing Fire!”
The blessed Verse juxtaposes intellection with hearing and the blessed Verse in question heart is
juxtaposed with hearing. Thus, the word ‘heart’ connotes ‘intellect.’ The expression alqa al-sam‘
designates lending one’s ear so as to learn; in other words, it refers to the ear of the soul rather than the
organ of hearing.
The Arabic word shahid is employed in the sense of witness and present, namely one who attends some
session and listens attentively to words rather than one who is physically present somewhere but is
mentally absent.
It is worthy of note that the blessed Verses in question treat of the states of disbelievers and the God
fearing and their arrival on the Resurrection scene following the blowing of the Trumpet for warning
those who denied the Divine Origin of existence and Resurrection and reminding them of those who
suffered some many afﬂictions owing to denying the Prophets despite their physical strength and power

wielding sway in the lands like the peoples of ‘Ad and Thamud who suffered torments and became
desperate.
Such warnings may give a lesson to disbelievers. But if they do not fear the torments in the Hereafter
springing from their vicious deeds, they may at least be afraid of the recompense of their vices in this
world and thereby let go of their false pride and obstinacy.
The blessed Verse 37 is saying that such words are reminders to those whose hearts are pure or those
who listen to the wondrous words of Truth.

Surah Qaf - Verse 38
ٍﻦ ﻟﱡﻐُﻮبﻨَﺎ ﻣﺴﺎ ﻣﻣ وﺎم أﻳﺘﱠﺔ ﺳﺎ ﻓﻤﻨَﻬﻴﺎ ﺑﻣ وضرااتِ وﺎوﻤﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﺧَﻠَﻘْﻨَﺎ اﻟﺴو
38. And verily We created the heavens and the earth and all between them in six days and
nothing of pain or fatigue touched Us.
There are secrets and acts of wisdom in the creation of creatures in time, but neither frailty nor fatigue
may penetrate Divine Omnipotence. If God Almighty wills, He may create all things in one single
moment.
Thus, the blessed Verse in question says:
“And verily We created the heavens and the earth and all between them in six days and nothing
of pain or fatigue touched Us.”
The Arabic word lughub designates fatigue and weariness. It goes without saying that a being with
limited power and strength will be encompassed with fatigue and weariness if it exerts itself beyond its
limit, but such thing is not applicable to the Being whose Omnipotence is inﬁnite.
Therefore, the Being Who is Able to create the enormous heavens and the earth with so many planets
and galaxies is Able to give life anew to man following his death.
A number of Qur’anic exegets make mention of an occasion of Revelation for the blessed Verse in
question saying that Jews imagined that God Almighty created the heavens and the earth in six days
and rested on Saturday and put one leg on the other as a consequence of which they regard such
posture solely belongs to God Almighty and human beings are not supposed to assume such posture.
Thus, the blessed Verse in question was revealed and put an end to such hilarious superstitions.15
However, such occasion of Revelation is not inconsistent with the question of Resurrection treated
herein.

It also serves as an argument substantiating Unity, Omniscience, and Omnipotence of God Almighty
Who created the heavens and the earth with so many wonders and billions of living creatures and
wondrous secrets and orders. Reﬂection upon one instance of creation may lead us toward the
Omnipotent Creator Whose Omnipotence has set this enormous wheel to motion and has shed the light
of life everywhere.
The motif of the creation of the heavens and the earth in ‘six days’ is repeatedly mentioned in Qur’anic
Verses. The Arabic word yawm, as mentioned above, denotes ‘day’ but it connotes ‘era’ in many an
instance rather than the twenty four hour span of time.
For instance, it is said:
“One day [once] people lived under the auspices of the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) and another day, the
tyrannous Umayyads and ‘Abbasids wielded sway.”
It goes without saying that ‘day’ in such expressions connotes span of time be it one year, one hundred,
thousands, or millions of years. For instance, it is said the globe was set ablaze one day and it became
cold the other day, ready to accommodate life. All these expressions make a reference to spans of time.
Therefore, the blessed Verse in question reﬂects that God Almighty created the heavens, the earth, and
all creatures in six spans of time. Thus, there remains no room for the question as per which there were
no days and nights prior to the creation of the sun and the earth so that Creator of the world could be
Able to create it in six days.

Surah Qaf - Verses 39-40
ِوب اﻟْﻐُﺮﻞﻗَﺒﺲِ و اﻟﺸﱠﻤ ﻃُﻠُﻮعﻞِﻚَ ﻗَﺒﺑﺪِ رﻤ ﺑِﺤِﺢﺒﺳﻘُﻮﻟُﻮنَ وﺎ ﻳ ﻣَﻠ ﻋﺒِﺮﻓَﺎﺻ

ِﻮدﺠ اﻟﺴﺎرﺑأد وﻪِﺤﺒ ﻓَﺴﻞ اﻟﻠﱠﻴﻦﻣو
39. Therefore, bear with patience [against] all that they say and glorify the praises of your Lord
before the rising of the sun and before [its] setting.
40. And during a part of the night [also] glorify His praises and [do likewise] after the prostrations
[of prayers].
The times of prayer in the Islamic doctrine are based on natural phenomena like the moon and the sun
visible to all people;
(“before the rising of the sun and before [its] setting”).

In these blessed Verses, God Almighty addresses his Noble Messenger (S) and commands him to be
patient against the unfounded words of disbelievers and occupy himself with praising and glorifying his
Lord before sun rise whose perfect instance includes the morning prayer and its supererogatory prayers
in which God Almighty is praised and gloriﬁed.
The phrase:
“before sun set”
may connote evening or noon and evening prayers or both of them.
The blessed Verse 40 opens thus:
“And during a part of the night” (wa min al-layl)
in which the disjunctive preposition min connotes
‘a part of the night’
spent in praising and gloriﬁcation of God Almighty. The phrase ‘during a part of the night’ may indicate
early and late evening prayers.
The phrase:
‘after the prostrations’ (adbar al-sujud)
designates praising and glorifying God Almighty following prostrations.
It is narrated from Imam ‘Ali (as) that:
‘after the prostrations’
refers to the two units of prayer established after sun set as adbar al-nujum designates two units of
supererogatory prayers.16 The preceding blessed Verses seemingly make a reference to the ﬁve daily
prayers; since the main intention behind establishing prayers is to praise and glorify God Almighty, all
prayers are referred to as gloriﬁcation.

Surah Qaf - Verses 41-42
ٍﺎنٍ ﻗَﺮِﻳﺐﻦ ﻣﻨَﺎدِ ﻣﻨَﺎدِ اﻟْﻤ ﻳمﻮ ﻳﻊﺘَﻤاﺳو

وج اﻟْﺨُﺮمﻮﻚَ ﻳ ذَﻟﻖﺔَ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤﺤﻴﻮنَ اﻟﺼﻌﻤﺴ ﻳمﻮﻳ

41. And listen on the Day when the Caller will call from a near place.
42. The Day when they will hear the shout in truth [from the Trumpet to be blown by Israﬁl]: that
will be the Day of coming out [of people from the graves].
The blessed Verse 11 treated of the principle of the dead coming out of the graves and the blessed
Verses in question deal with the time of coming out.
The expression:
‘a near place’
makes a reference to the point that the vibrations of the sound of the Call shall travel through the air in
such manner that it will be as if everyone may hear it likewise from a near place and it shall be on that
Day that all the resurrected people shall hear the voice of the Caller from a near place.
The word:
‘shout’ (sayha)
does not designate the ﬁrst shout marking the end of this world, but it denotes the second shout through
which the dead shall raise from the graves.
The blessed Verse 41 is saying:
“O Muhammad (S)! Be patient and persevere in obedience to the Commands of God Almighty until the
time when you hear the Caller from a near place; in other words the Call shall be heard before long from
a place near unto you."
The Caller shall be Israﬁl calling from a rock in Jerusalem saying: ‘O decayed bones, disintegrated joints,
decomposed ﬂesh, and scattered hairs! God Almighty commands you to integrate for the Day of
Recompense.’”
The blessed Verse 42 is saying that on that Day when the shout shall be heard in truth, it shall be the
Day of coming out from the graves and from the dust of the earth. The latter Verse provides further
exposition for the former.

Surah Qaf - Verses 43-44
ﻴﺮﺼﻨَﺎ اﻟْﻤﻟَﻴا وﻴﺖﻧُﻤ وِﻴ ﻧُﺤﻦﻧﱠﺎ ﻧَﺤا

ﻴﺮﺴﻨَﺎ ﻳﻠَﻴ ﻋﺸْﺮﻚَ ﺣﺎ ذَﻟاﻋﺮ ﺳﻢﻨْﻬ ﻋضر ا ﺗَﺸَﻘﱠﻖمﻮﻳ

43. Indeed, We it is Who give life and cause death; and to Us is the ﬁnal return [of all].
44. On the Day when the earth shall be cleft asunder from them [they will come out] hastening
forth. That will be a gathering [of all mankind], facile for Us.
God Almighty is the only being Able to give life and cause death. He shall cleave the earth asunder for
mankind to come out of the graves. He shall put together the scattered bodies.
The blessed Verse 43 is saying that God Almighty gives life to the dead sperm inside the womb and
causes it to grow and leaves it live for a certain span of time, but when it reaches its end, there shall be
no delay in causing it to die.
In the same manner that life was given to man, He will cause him to die and He is Omnipotent to make
his ﬁnal return unto Him; in other words, He is Able to give a new life to man on the Day of Resurrection.
The blessed Verse 44 provides further details by saying that their return unto God Almighty shall occur
on the Day when the earth shall cleave asunder from them and they shall be given a new life and shall
hasten to leave their graves;
(“On the Day when the earth shall be cleft asunder from them [they will come out] hastening
forth”).
Thus the blessed Verse closes:
“That will be a gathering [of all mankind], facile for Us.”
The Arabic word hashr designates ‘gathering from all sides.’ It goes without saying that it shall be facile
for the Creator of the heavens, the earth, and what exists between the twain to resurrect the dead.
Difﬁculty and facility are basically applicable to beings with limited power, but the Being Whose Power is
inﬁnite may easily do anything.
It is worthy of note that according to a number of traditions:
“The ﬁrst men who leave the graves and enter the scene of Resurrection are the Noble Prophet of Islam
(S) accompanied by Imam ‘Ali (as).”17

Surah Qaf - Verse 45
ِﻴﺪﻋ وﺨَﺎفﻦ ﻳآنِ ﻣ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻘُﺮﺮﺎرٍ ﻓَﺬَﻛﺒﻬِﻢ ﺑِﺠﻠَﻴ ﻋﺎ أﻧﺖﻣﻘُﻮﻟُﻮنَ وﺎ ﻳ ﺑِﻤﻠَﻢ أﻋﻦﻧَﺤ
45. We know best what they [disbelievers] say. And you are not the one to force them [to
believe]. But warn by the Qur’an him who fears My Warning.

The Arabic word jabbar designates both “All-Powerful” as one of the Most Beauteous Names of God
Almighty and “tyrannous” which is a vicious quality. It is worthy of note that the Chapter opens with
taking an oath to the Holy Qur’an and closes with reminding people to attend to reading the Holy Qur’an
and act upon the Injunctions mentioned therein.
The blessed Verse in question, addressed to the Noble Prophet of Islam (S), is saying that God Almighty
is All-Aware of disbelievers’ false accusations as to the Noble Prophet’s (S) sorcery and madness and
their denial of Resurrection and false attributes to Godhead.
Nonetheless, the Noble Prophet (S) is enjoined to fulﬁll his duties of Prophethood as to preach the
Qur’anic Verses, warn disbelievers against torments in this world and the Hereafter, and guide people to
the Straight Path. It is said unto the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) that he is unable to force them to believe
and acknowledge Divine Unity.
It is mentioned elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an18:
“You are only a warner for those who fear it [Resurrection and Divine Wrath].”
Finally, a number of traditions will be quoted on the Gloriousness of the Holy Qur’an.
It is narrated from Imam Baqir (as):
“Verily, God Almighty has included in His Book what is required by the Muslim community and has made
expositions regarding the same for His Messenger (S); He has apportioned measures for everything and
has set the Holy Qur’an as the Guide for the same.”19
Imam Hasan ibn ‘Ali (as) is quoted as saying:
“Illuminating lights [of Guidance] and the curing physics of hearts are to be found in the Holy Qur’an.”20
It is narrated from the Noble Prophet (S):
“I leave two things with you: the Qur’an and my family, so long as you grasp them, you shall not go
astray.”21
According to a Prophetic tradition:
“The superiority of the Qur’an over all words is like that of God over creatures.”22
The Noble Prophet of Islam (S) is quoted as saying:
“It is incumbent upon you to remember the Qur’an, since the Qur’an is a cure, a useful physic, the guard
of one who grasps it, and the deliverer of one who follows it.”23
It is narrated from Imam Sadiq (as):

“Verily, the Holy Qur’an is a hinderer and a commander, it commands man to [ﬁnd one’s path toward]
Paradise and hinders man from [entering] Hell.”24
It is narrated from the Noble Prophet (S):
“Indeed, I leave amongst you the Book of Allah and it is the fast grip of Allah; whoever follows it will be
guided and whoever turns away from it will go astray.”25
Imam Sadiq (S) said:
“Verily, Allah taught His Messenger (S) the meaning and interpretation of the Glorious Qur’an and the
Noble Prophet (S) taught the same to the Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as).
O Lord! Rank us amongst the followers of the Holy Qur’an, the Noble Prophet (S) and the Infallible
Imams (as). Amen, O Lord of the worlds!
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Surah al-Dhariyat, Chapter 51, Verses 1 - 23
(The Scattering Winds)
Section (juz’ 26-27)
Number of Verses: 60

General Overview of the Chapter
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
The Chapter has sixty Verses and it was revealed in Mecca.
The title of the Chapter derives from its opening Verse:
“By the scattering winds”
connoting harsh winds that scatter everything. The Chapter opening and closing with a treatment of
Resurrection deals mainly with Divine Unity, Divine Manifestations in the world of existence, the story of
angels receiving Abraham’s (as) hospitality and bearing to him the glad tidings of a child to be born to
him, warning against destruction of the people of Lot (as), and a reference to a number of Prophets (as)
like Moses and Noah (as) and the peoples of ‘Ad and Thamud.
Making mention of the history of former Prophets (as) and the hardships they experienced for guiding
their peoples, the Chapter in question calls the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) to persevere and be patient in
proclaiming his Call.

Merits of Recitation of the Chapter
It is narrated from Imam Sadiq (as):
“One who recites Surah al-Dhariyat in the day or at night, God Almighty will improve his life and
sustenance, providing him with abundant provision, and illuminating his grave with a light shining to the
Day of Resurrection [provided that he acts upon Qur’anic Injunctions].”1

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 1-4
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ

In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
اوﺎتِ ذَراﻟﺬﱠارِﻳو

اتِ وِﻗْﺮَﺎﻣﻓَﺎﻟْﺤ

اﺮﺴﺎتِ ﻳﺎرِﻳﻓَﺎﻟْﺠ

اﺮﺎتِ أﻣﻤﻘَﺴﻓَﺎﻟْﻤ
1. By the winds that scatter everything forcefully.
2. Then by the clouds bearing heavy weight [of water].
3. Then by the ships that ﬂoat with ease.
4. Then by angels distributing the affairs by [Allah’s] Command.
In the opening four blessed Verses of the Chapter in question God Almighty swears by four great things
in the world of creation, saying that what the Prophets promised you concerning the exalted states and
Bounties in store for good-doers in the Hereafter are certain and true and the Recompense of deeds
shall be given at Divine Tribunal in the Hereafter such that each and every person shall certainly be
recompensed for his deeds.
Qur’anic exegets’ views concerning the opening four blessed Verses of the Chapter in question:
1. By the winds dispersing the clouds or dust. By the angels who disperse the clouds. By the women
who disseminate generations of mankind through conception and pregnancy.
2. By the clouds bearing the heavy weight of rain by the angels responsible for making the clouds heavy
with the weight of rain to ﬂow. By the women carrying the burden of pregnancy.
3. By the ships ﬂoating in the sea with ease. By the planets, the sun, and the moon circling in their
orbits. By the winds that move around.
4. Then these are the distributors of affairs or the angels serving as agents of the affairs of creation,
responsible for sending down rain and distributors of the provisions of creatures, since each kind of
angels are responsible for fulﬁlling certain duties so that the world of creation be preserved through
order.
Ibn al-Kawwa’ asked the Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as) regarding the opening four blessed

Verses and narrated from Mujahid that ‘distributors’ refers to the four archangels responsible for the
affairs of mankind: Gabriel for severity, Michael for Mercy, ‘Izra’il for taking life, and Israﬁl for blowing the
Trumpet or distributing the winds that distribute the clouds throughout the world.
The author of [the exegetic work titled] Kashshaf and Tabarsi narrate from Ibn ‘Abbas and Mujahid who
in turn narrate from Ibn al-Kawwa’ that the Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as) was asked while
preaching on the pulpit:
“O Commander of the Faithful (as)! I ask you a few questions. Tell me what is meant by:
‘al-Dhariyat Dharwa?’”
He replied:
“The wind is being intended.”
I inquired:
‘What about
fa-al-hamilat waqra?’
He replied:
‘The clouds are being meant.’
I further asked:
‘What is intended by
fa-al-muqassimat amra?’
He answered:
‘Angels are being meant.’”
The tradition is attested in many a tradition source. The tradition in question bears testimony to the
aforesaid view as per which dhariyat, hamilat, jariyat, and muqassimat designate the wind, the clouds,
the ships, and the distributing angels respectively.
Certain Qur’anic exegets have been quoted as saying that in all instances, the word
‘Lord’
is the object of oaths, since it is solely beﬁtting to swear by God Almighty.

In this vein, a tradition is narrated from Imam Sadiq (as) as per which he said:
“No one is allowed to take an oath unless he swears by God Almighty, but He may swear by any of His
creatures. God Almighty swears by these creatures since they are of great beneﬁts. Divine Unity is also
further substantiated through such oaths. The fundamentals of the physical world include these four
things; even if one of the four fails to function or transgress its bounds, the affairs of all mankind and also
all creatures shall be ruined.”

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 5-6
ﺎدِقﺪُونَ ﻟَﺼﺎ ﺗُﻮﻋﻧﱠﻤا

ﻊاﻗ ﻟَﻮنﱠ اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦاو
5. Indeed, that which you are promised is certainly true.
6. And indeed, the [Day of] Recompense is certain to occur.
God Almighty fulﬁlls the Promises given to His servants in this world and the Hereafter. God Almighty
whose Manifestations of Omnipotence are visible in the world of creation is Able to fulﬁll His Promises.
The twain blessed Verses in question serve as the apodoses of the oaths to such multiplicities in the
natural phenomena and their distribution as promised by the Prophets including the Rewards,
Chastisements, Paradise, and Hell which are all true. Since the oath taken is supposed to be consistent
with what is mentioned as the substantiation thereof, making mention of the multiplicities of the natural
phenomena, e.g. wind, rain, and cloud, may make a reference to the point that despite the contradiction
and dispersion of natural phenomena, God Almighty has removed such contradiction and dispersion
though His Omniscience and Omnipotence and they all constitute an orderly world.
Likewise, it was promised by the Prophets as to getting together of all mankind and jinn living in
dispersion and different spatial and temporal spheres that on the Promised Day they shall get together in
one single line. These temporally disintegrated creatures shall unite on the Day of Resurrection. Thus,
all different and dispersed deeds committed in this world shall be presented to them in the Books of
Deeds and those committing them shall be recompensed.

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 7-9
ِﻚﺒﺎء ذَاتِ اﻟْﺤﻤاﻟﺴو

ٍﻒﺨْﺘَﻠلٍ ﻣ ﻗَﻮ ﻟَﻔﻢﻧﱠا

َﻚ اُﻓﻦ ﻣﻨْﻪﻓَﻚُ ﻋﻮﻳ
7. By the heaven abounding in beauteous paths and beauties,
8. Surely, you are [perplexed] in having different words.
9. Turned aside from Truth is he who will be led astray [in future].
The insensible may utter different words at different times. Thus, there is one Straight Path, but ways
leading people astray are large in number. There is one true belief, but untrue ones are many. The
blessed Verses in question like the preceding ones open with an oath and treat of disbelievers’
differences regarding Resurrection and different questions including the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) and
Divine Unity.
The blessed Verse 7 reads:
“By the heaven abounding in beauteous paths and beauties.”
Different senses have been presented by lexicographers for the Arabic plural noun hubuk (singular form:
hibak) including: paths and meanders as traces of wind blowing onto desert sand, water surface, or
clouds. It is also applied to ‘curly hair’ and at times to ‘beauty, adornment, orderly shape.’
The word derives from the root h-b-k denoting ‘bind, tighten.’2 All the different senses traces back to
one single sense: the beauteous folds and meanders visible in waves, clouds, desert sand hills, and
hair.
Application of the original sense of the word to the heaven is owing to either the different forms of the
masses of planets and constellations or the fascinating meanders visible in clouds which are at times so
appealing that one may be mesmerized by them for a while. It may also reﬂect the immense masses of
galaxies appearing in spheres like curls of hair.
The fascinating pictures taken by scientists by means of telescopes remind one of curly hair. Thus, the
Holy Qur’an swears by the heaven and immense galaxies still unperceived by the sharp vision of
science.
Taking into account the fact that these senses are by no means inconsistent may reﬂect that they are all
intended in the oath, as it is attested elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an3:
“And indeed We have created above you seven heavens [one above the other]”
which makes a reference to the multiplicity and variety of the heavens, planets, galaxies, and different

worlds. It is also worthy of note that the root of the word may reﬂect the consolidation of the heavens and
the solid nexus existing amongst planets, like that between the planets of the solar system with the sun.
The apodosis of the oath, namely the object of it, is to be found in the blessed Verse 8:
“Surely, you are [perplexed] in having different words.”
It is saying that your words are contradictions in terms demonstrating the unfoundedness of your words.
Regarding Resurrection you say at times:
“We never believe that decayed bones may ever be rejuvenated.”
At times you say:
“We are in doubt concerning Resurrection.”
You sometimes say:
“Bring our ancestors to bear witness that Resurrection will follow death so that we may acknowledge
your claims.”
Regarding the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) you sometimes say that he is a lunatic, a poet, a sorcerer. At
times you say that a teacher teaches him these words. At times, you call the Holy Qur’an ‘ancient
legends’ (asatir al-awwalin), poetry, magic, and lie.
By the meanders of the heavens! Your words abound in contradictions in terms. Had you had any
reasonable argument to produce, you would have presented the same argument instead of searching
different unfounded arguments each and every day. Such expression is actually an argument negating
disbelievers’ unfounded claims regarding Divine Unity, Resurrection, the Noble Prophet of Islam (S), and
the Holy Qur’an.
It is worthy of note that based on the contextual meaning of the following blessed Verses, the focal point
of these blessed Verses is the question of Resurrection.
The blessed Verse 9 treats of the reasons behind deviation from the true path, saying:
“Those who refuse to acknowledge sound arguments and submit to reason deviate from belief in
Resurrection; though the arguments substantiating life after death are evident.”
(“Turned aside from Truth is he who will be led astray [in future]”).
It is worthy of note that the Verse in expressed in brief as the literal translation of the same is:
“Turned aside from Truth is he who will be led astray [in future].”

The Arabic word uﬁk originally designates ‘turn away from’; consequently, it is applied to ‘lie’ which
entails deviation from the Straight Path. Likewise the Arabic plural noun mu’taﬁkat is applied to different
winds. Taking into account the point that the preceding Verses treated of Resurrection, it may be said
that the contextual meaning of the blessed Verse makes a reference to deviation from such belief.
Since the preceding blessed Verses dealt with disbelievers’ contradictory statements, it is evident that
those deviating from reason and clear arguments are being meant herein. Thus, the contextual meaning
of the blessed Verse refers to those who deviate from belief in Resurrection owing to turning away from
logical arguments and the logic aiming at seeking truth.
However, deviation may reﬂect refusing to acknowledge the Truth including the Holy Qur’an, Divine
Unity, the Noble Prophet’s (S) Prophethood, Resurrection, and Divine Guardianship of the Infallible
Imams (as) reﬂected in a number of traditions. The Question of Resurrection is indisputably involved
herein.

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 10-11
َﻮناﺻ اﻟْﺨَﺮﻞﻗُﺘ

َﻮنﺎﻫ ﺳةﺮ ﻏَﻤ ﻓﻢ ﻫاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ
10. Down with the liars [talking of the Holy Qur’an and Resurrection without relying on sound
arguments]
11. Who are immersed in heedlessness and neglect.
The Arabic word kharras
(“liar”)
derives from kh-r-s denoting ‘form a conjecture, tell untruth.’ The Arabic word ghamra designates
‘abundant bottomless water,’ but it ad hoc connotes profound ignorance encompassing man. Some
people are in the habit of gossiping based on their surmises and conjectures aiming to create doubts in
others.
Gossips are usually commissioned by the enemy, created by hypocrites, and acknowledged by
simpletons. At any rate, the blessing Verse in question is saying: “May the liars die.” The sentence is a
curse to those liars who deserve to die since their non-existence is better than their existence.
The blessed Verse 11 is a depiction of such liars, saying that they are immersed in neglect and
heedlessness. The Arabic word sahun derives from s-h-w denoting ‘to be inattentive, to neglect; though

it ad hoc connotes those who are immersed in ignorance and produce unfounded words and excuses
each and every day in order to evade the Path of Truth.

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 12-14
 اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦمﻮﺎنَ ﻳﺄﻟُﻮنَ أﻳﺴﻳ

َﻔْﺘَﻨُﻮن اﻟﻨﱠﺎرِ ﻳَﻠ ﻋﻢ ﻫمﻮﻳ

َﺠِﻠُﻮنﺘَﻌ ﺗَﺴﻨﺘُﻢ ﺑِﻪﺬَا اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻛ ﻫﻢَﺘْﻨَﺘذُوﻗُﻮا ﻓ
12. They inquire: “When will be the Day of Recompense?”
13. [It shall be] a Day when they will be burned over the Fire!
14. [It is said unto them:] “Taste you your trial! This is what you used to demand to be hastened!”
Inquiry aiming at understanding entails no problem, but it is blameworthy if the same aims at ﬁnding
faults and denial of truth;
(“They inquire: “When will be the Day of Recompense?”).
The antecedent of
‘they’
in
“They inquire”
are those immersed in ignorance as mentioned in the preceding blessed Verses; those who have turned
away from the Path of Truth and inquire from believers regarding the Day of Recompense sworn by in
the Holy Qur’an as well as the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) in order to deride them.
“A Day when they will be burned over the Fire”
is the reply to their question whose predicate is omitted, namely the Day of Recompense is the Day on
which you shall be burned and chastised and the angel responsible for inﬂicting chastisement upon
disbelievers in Hell says unto them: “Taste your trial!”
This is same Day promised by the Prophets warning disbelievers against the pain and torment in the
Hereafter; but disbelievers refused to believe them; instead they hastened out of denial asking about the

time of Recompense.
Now, they may taste their trial and acknowledge the truth thereof. It is also worthy of note that the Arabic
word ﬁtna is used originally in the sense of melting gold and silver in the crucible to separate pure gold
or silver from impurities, though the world ad hoc signiﬁes the severity of disbelievers’ torment.

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 15-16
ٍﻮنﻴﻋﻨﱠﺎتٍ و ﺟ ﻓﻴﻦﺘﱠﻘنﱠ اﻟْﻤا

ﻴﻦﻨﺴﺤﻚَ ﻣ ذَﻟﻞﺎﻧُﻮا ﻗَﺒ ﻛﻢﻧﱠﻬ اﻢﻬﺑ رﻢﺎ آﺗَﺎﻫ ﻣﺬِﻳﻦآﺧ
15. Indeed, the God fearing shall be in the midst of Gardens and [beside] Springs,
16. Receiving what their Lord has granted them. Indeed, they were formerly the good-doers [in
this world].
Turning away from transient pleasures entails permanent ones. Besides gardens and springs, the people
of Paradise receive new Bounties at any moment. It is worthy of note that what they receive beﬁts Divine
Lordship and all Bounties in Paradise will be granted to the God fearing by the Sacred Essence of God
Almighty.
Following a depiction of those who have immersed in the mire of ignorance and the manner of their dire
fate, God Almighty depicts the state of the good-doers and the Bounties and Blessings granted to them.
The Qur’anic depiction of the state of disbelievers and evil doers and their dire fate follows precedes or
follows the state of believers and the God fearing.
We expect the same since God Almighty has gloriﬁed His Messenger (S) and called him ‘bearer of glad
tidings and a warner.’ Furthermore, the perfect man is supposed to know God Almighty by all Divine
Beauteous Names and be aware that He bestows many Blessings at the time of Mercy and is severely
Revengeful at the time of Wrath.
Thus, the God fearing are supposed to be in a state between fear and hope at all times, rather than be
proud of their piety, worship, and fearing God Almighty or lose their hope of Divine Mercy. As a
consequence, the Qur’anic Verses treat of the state of disbelievers and their torments inﬂicted upon
them in Hellﬁre preceding or following a treatment of the state of the God fearing and those obedient to
Divine Commands deriving pleasure in Gardens and beside Springs in Paradise.
The Arabic word jannat the plural form of jannat which may not only allude to the point that they will
enjoy different kinds of Paradise but it may also make a reference to the point that they will enjoy

physical and spiritual Paradises and Springs without bounds. The Arabic word ‘uyun is the plural form of
‘ayn which may refer to different kinds of Springs to be enjoyed by the God fearing.
The blessed Verse proceeds with some of the attributes of the God fearing including the receipt of what
their Lord bestows upon them out of Mercy and Graciousness;
(“Receiving what their Lord has granted them”).
The relative ma (“that, what”) in
“what their Lord has granted them” (ma ata-hum rabbu-hum)
designates generality connoting innumerable Bounties. It may also allude to their exalted state, namely
they are so close to God Almighty that they immediately receive Bounties from Him.
A similar motif is attested elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an4 that it seems as if the hand of the poor is
likened to His:
“Know they not that Allah Accepts repentance from His servants and takes the alms and that
Allah Alone is the One Who forgives and accepts repentance, the Most Gracious?”
The blessed Verse makes a reference to the exalted state of the God fearing by which they receive
Divine Bounties from His Hand; in other words, they heavenly soul shall receive many a Bounty from its
Origin.
The clause
“Indeed, they were formerly the good-doers [in this world]”
refers to the point that the God fearing believers attained to such exalted state of receiving Divine
Bounties immediately from the Origin of Such Bounties owing to their piety and fearing God in their
mundane life.
Qur’anic exegets maintain that:
“formerly” (qabla dhalik)
may refer to mundane life and reﬂect that the Reward of their doing righteous good deeds is that their
pure souls receive Bounties from the Lord and they also receive Divine Blessings in their worldly life.

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 17-19
َﻮنﻌﺠﻬﺎ ﻳ ﻣﻞ اﻟﻠﱠﻴﻦ ﻣﻴﻼﺎﻧُﻮا ﻗَﻠﻛ

َونﺮﺘَﻐْﻔﺴ ﻳﻢﺎرِ ﻫﺤﺳﺑِﺎو

ومﺮﺤاﻟْﻤ وﻞﺎﺋﻠﺴّ ﻟﻖ ﺣﻬِﻢاﻟﻮ أﻣﻓو
17. They used to sleep but little by night.
18. And at dawn, they were invoking [Allah] for forgiveness.
19. And in their property there was the right of mendicants and the deprived.
The second attribute of the God fearing is made mention of in the blessed Verse 17, saying:
“They used to sleep but little by night.”
The verbal form yahja‘un is cognate with huju‘ (“night’s sleep”) deriving from the root h-j-‘. The blessed
Verse may be interpreted in two ways: ﬁrstly, the God fearing are awake most of the night and sleep a
short time at night; secondly, most of the nights they are awake worshipping God Almighty and few are
the nights in which they sleep failing to be awake for the sake of worship.
In this vein, there is a tradition narrated from Imam Sadiq (as) concerning the blessed Verse in question
according to which he said:
Few are the night in which they sleep without rising [to worship God Almighty].”5
The blessed Verse 18 enumerates another attribute of the God fearing saying that they invoke God
Almighty for forgiveness.
The blessed Verse reﬂects that istighfar designates asking God Almighty for forgiveness at night has a
further merit: despite spending most of the night in worshipping God Almighty and what is desirable to
the Divine Legislator (shari‘), the God fearing believer whose hear is puriﬁed devotes the dawn time to
invoking God Almighty, the Oft-Forgiving, for forgiveness.
As some Qur’anic exegets maintain, the blessed Verse refers to the point that the God fearing are
supposed to repeatedly invoke God Almighty for forgiveness following their nightly prayers unless they
be deceived by formal worship imagining that they have attained to the exalted state of being close to
God Almighty consigning to oblivion the Qur’anic Verse:
“Indeed Allah accepts [prayers] from the God fearing.”
Imam Sadiq (as) said:
“The best time for invocation to God Almighty is dawn, since Allah says:
‘And at dawn, they were invoking [Allah] for forgiveness.’”6

Regarding the blessed Verse in question, he said:
“It refers to invoking God Almighty seventy times for forgiveness in odd (witr) and night prayers.”7
According to a Prophetic tradition quoted in Durr al-Manthur:
“Late night is more desirable to me than early night for night prayers, since God Almighty says:
‘The God fearing invoke God Almighty for forgiveness at dawn.’”8
It is also narrated from Imam Sadiq (as):
“The good-doers who are the people of Paradise invoke God Almighty seventy times for forgiveness in
their odd prayers at dawn.”9
The blessed Verse 19 enumerates another attribute of the God fearing saying that they determine
certain portions for the poor in their property thereby they take the poor as their partners in their
property. The Arabic word sa’il is applied to a poor man who expresses his poverty asking the rich to
provide him with what is due to him. The word mahrum is applied to a gentleman whose continence
impedes him from expressing his poverty and dire state.

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 20-23
ﻴﻦﻨﻮﻗﻠْﻤّ ﻟﺎتضِ آﻳر اﻓو

َونﺮﺼ ﺗُﺒََ أﻓﻢ أﻧﻔُﺴﻓو

َﺪُونﺎ ﺗُﻮﻋﻣ وﻢُﺎء رِزْﻗﻤ اﻟﺴﻓو

َﻘُﻮن ﺗَﻨﻄﻢﺎ أﻧﱠ ﻣﺜْﻞ ﻣﻖ ﻟَﺤﻧﱠﻪضِ اراﺎء وﻤِ اﻟﺴبرﻓَﻮ
20. And on the earth are signs for those who have faith with certitude.
21. And also in [the creation of] your ownselves [are Signs of Divine Omnipotence, Grandeur, and
Wisdom]. Will you not then see [with your inward sight]?
22. And in the heaven is [the preordainment of] your provision, and that which you are promised.
23. Then by the Lord of the heaven and the earth, it [Word of Ours] is the Truth, just as it is the
truth that you can speak [in which you entertain no doubt, likewise entertain no doubt concerning
Our Words].

According to the Holy Qur’an preparedness of heart is the prerequisite for ﬁnding Guidance and attaining
to certitude through Signs of nature, the Book, and the Islamic faith;
(“And on the earth are signs for those who have faith with certitude”).
Many a secret lie behind the creation of the earth and that of mankind, including the mass, area, and
depth of the earth, mountains and valleys, its distance from the sun and other planets, different motions
of the earth, visible and invisible mines, vegetation, water reservoirs, colors, stones, soils, fruits, plants,
reﬁnement of the earth and its providing food and other provisions for its inhabitants all of which reﬂect
the Signs of Divine Omnipotence and Wisdom to those seeking certitude.
Different states of the body, from conception onward serve as manifestations of Divine Omnipotence and
man’s different instincts reﬂect the signs of His Omniscience and Wisdom as to man’s needs. The
harmony between physical senses and their lack of consistency with each other, skeleton, nervous,
respiratory, and digestion system well as sight, hearing, and defense mechanism are all signs of Divine
Omnipotence.
Imam ‘Ali (as) says:
“God Almighty created you with hearing and sight; you become happy, angry, hungry, and thirsty.”10
The certain (mawqinin) are those who have attained the knowledge of certitude (‘ilm al-yaqin) through
intellectual and narrational arguments and look at the earth in order to increase their certitude and
knowledge so that they may perceive the Signs of Divine Attributes of Glory and Beauty.
They are attentive at all times to ﬁnd Signs of Divine Mercy in all things so that through attentiveness
and reﬂection they may attain to such state thereby they may perceive things as representatives of
Divine Attributes and reach from knowledge of certitude to certitude by sight (‘ayn al-yaqin).
It is then that they see with their inward eye what is attributed to the Commander of the Faithful, Imam
‘Ali (as) as saying:
“His Signs are to be seen in all things, reﬂecting that He is One”;
Thus, they may perceive Divine Inﬁnite Mercy in all creatures.
The blessed Verse 21 is addressed to all mankind.
The hamza (the glottal stop) in a-fa-la (“why not”) is an interrogative particle connoting censure for
those who fail to perceive the Signs of Divine Omnipotence in themselves, nor do they see that whatever
exists in macrocosm is an instance existing in human existence, since man is the only creature in him
exist all the world of existence and the treasure of Divine Secrets; he is the only representative of Divine
Attributes who at times soars in the inﬁnite realm of the world of contingent being through the faculty of

his spiritual soul and he is at times attracted by nature and plunges into the depth of the mire of
materiality.
Despite his Divine vicegerency, he has blinded his inward eye and fails to perceive the Signs of the
Divine in order to know Him.
Acquisition of the knowledge of the origin and Resurrection is dependent upon knowing one’s self. First
of all, one is supposed to know one’s self in one’s own being as one is the Sign of the Existence of God
Almighty so that one may acquire knowledge of the origin and Resurrection of one’s self as it is reﬂected
in a generally transmitted and accepted (mashhur) tradition narrated from the Noble Prophet of Islam
(S):
“One who knows his own self and truth, he has known his Lord.”
It is worthy of note that knowing one’s self is not solely dependent upon acquisition of knowledge
concerning one’s body, natural faculties, and genealogy, but one who knows his own self through
acquiring knowledge as to his createdness and knowing that he is the manifestation of Divine Existence
and Attributes, he may know God Almighty within the limited capacity of his knowledge and existence.
It is narrated from the master of mystics, Imam ‘Ali (as), saying:
“Do you imagine that you are but a minute mass? But, macrocosm is encompassed in you.”
The blessed Verse 22 is saying that your provision and what is promised to you are in the heaven
descending upon the earth through rain, snow, and sunlight thereby vegetation grows on which you
feed. What is promised to you has been sent down as Divine Signs.
The word:
‘heaven’ (sama’)
may refer to the celestial realm, namely the world of preordainment and the Preserved Tablet (lawh
mahfud) including provision (rizq) preordained for man from the beginning of creation embracing physical
and spiritual Bounties and also what is promised to the God fearing from Bounties in Paradise to the
exalted states in the Hereafter through Divinely appointed Messengers.
Although the former meaning of provision, namely what constitutes man’s sustenance and/or natural
requirements, occurs to mind at the ﬁrst glance, but taking into account the clause
“and what is promised”
with the conjunct ‘and’ and the following blessed Verse:
“Then by the Lord of the heaven and the earth, it [Word of Ours] is the Truth, just as it is the truth

that you can speak,”
it becomes evident that the general meaning is intended, since the antecedent of ‘it’ are seemingly the
preceding blessed Verses in which oaths were taken as to the Lord, Distributor, and Organizer of the
heaven and the earth. Such attributes were enumerated as belonging to the God fearing for whom states
were speciﬁed.
It was also mentioned that man’s preordained provision and what is promised to them from worldly to
otherworldly Bounties are certainly true, like your words of which you are certain. It is worthy of note that
it would be unbeﬁtting to swear by the provision prepared for man through rain, snow, and sunlight and
thereby attempt to substantiate what is evident by such emphatic oaths.
1. Majma‘ al-Bayan, the opening of Chapter 51; Thawab al-A‘mal apud Tafsir Nur al-Thiqalayn, vol. 5, p. 120.
2. Lisan al-‘Arab; Raghib’s Mufradat, under h-b-k.
3. 23:17
4. 9:104
5. Usul Kaﬁ, vol. 3, p. 446.
6. Mustadrak, vol. 5, p. 200.
7. Tahdhib, vol. 2, p. 130.
8. Durr al-Manthur, vol. 6, p. 113.
9. Majma‘ al-Bayan, under the blessed Verses in question.
10. Tafsir Nur al-Thiqalayn.

Surah al-Dhariyat, Verses 24 - 46
Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 24-27
ﻴﻦﻣﺮ اﻟْﻤﻴﻢاﻫﺮﺑﻒِ اﻴ ﺿﺪِﻳﺚ أﺗَﺎكَ ﺣﻞﻫ

َونﺮﻨ ﻣم ﻗَﻮمَ ﺳﺎ ﻗَﺎلﻣَ ﻓَﻘَﺎﻟُﻮا ﺳﻪﻠَﻴﺧَﻠُﻮا ﻋذْ دا

ﻴﻦﻤ ﺳﻞﺠﺎء ﺑِﻌ ﻓَﺠﻪﻠ أﻫَﻟاغَ اﻓَﺮ

َﻠُﻮن ﺗَﺄﻛ أ ﻗَﺎلﻬِﻢﻟَﻴ اﻪﺑﻓَﻘَﺮ

24. Has the story reached you, of the honored guests of Abraham (as)?
25. When they came in to him and said: “Peace be upon you!” He [Abraham] replied: “Peace be
upon you,” and said: “You are a people unknown to me.”
26. Then he turned to his household secretly and brought out a fattened [roasted] calf.
27. Then placed it before them [noticing that they refrain from eating, he said]: “Will you not eat?”
Bearing the glad tidings of a child to be born to Abraham (as), some angels entered his home, but the
Prophet (as) did not know them. However, he invited them to go in and showed his hospitality by
preparing food for them. Noticing that they refrained from eating, he was anxious and inquired the
reason for their refraining to partake of the food.
Then, they presented themselves to him and enlightened him on their mission. Instances of
anthropomorphic angels are attested elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an, including: descent of Gabriel upon
Mary (as), that of Harut and Marut in Solomon’s (as) realm, and that of angels upon Abraham (as).
Thus, addressed to the Noble Prophet of Islam (S), the blessed Verses in question say:
“O Muhammad (S)! Are you aware of the story of the Abraham’s (as) guests honored by God
Almighty?”
A similar Qur’anic instance is attested elsewhere in which God Almighty says of angels:
“But they are honored servants.”
The adjective ‘honored’ may refer to Abraham (as), i.e. he honored the angels by preparing food for
them. The manner of expression reﬂects that the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) had not been aware of the
story but he learned the story through Divine Revelation.
The blessed Verse 25 saying:
“When they came in to him”
indicate that they were sent by God Almighty to fulﬁll two missions: to bear glad tidings to Abraham (as)
that God Almighty would grant him a son; they were also sent to afﬂict the people of Lot (as) with
torment.
The blessed Verse 25 is saying that when the angels descended, they greeted with Abraham (as) by
saying:
“Peace be upon you.”
The angels’ greetings may merely serve as asking Divine Mercy for Abraham (as). It may also indicate
that they aimed to inform Abraham of their mission as to afﬂicting the people of Lot (as) with torment and
apprise him of his safety and that of his followers.

Replying them by saying:
“Peace be upon you”
he noticed that he did not know them, since he thought that they were human beings and it was his habit
to show hospitality to his company.
The blessed Verse 26 says that Abraham (as) went to Sarah and had a fattened calf roasted and
brought it to his guests.
Noticing that the guests who appeared like human beings to him refrain from eating, he inquired with
surprise:
“Will you not eat?”
Since they were unknown to him and besides they declined his offer to partake of the food, he was
afraid of them lest they might be his enemies suspecting some malintention against him.
Thus, the angels said unto him:
“Fear not. We are here to bear you glad tidings rather than harm you.”

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 28-30
ﻴﻢﻠ ﻋمَُ ﺑِﻐوهﺸﱠﺮﺑ و ﺗَﺨَﻒ ﻴﻔَﺔً ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﺧﻢﻨْﻬ ﻣﺲﺟﻓَﺄو

ﻴﻢﻘﻮزٌ ﻋﺠ ﻋﻗَﺎﻟَﺖﺎ وﻬﻬﺟ وﺖ ﻓَﺼةﺮ ﺻ ﻓأﺗُﻪﺮﻠَﺖِ اﻣﻓَﺄﻗْﺒ

ﻴﻢﻠ اﻟْﻌﻴﻢ اﻟْﺤﻮ ﻫﻧﱠﻪﻚِ اﺑ رﻚَ ﻗَﺎلﺬَﻟﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﻛ
28. Then he entertained fear of them [when they ate not]. They said: “Fear not [since we are God’s
angels].” And they bore him glad tidings of a son having knowledge.
29. Then his wife [hearing the glad tidings of a son] came forward with a loud voice: She smote
her face and said: “[How] a barren old woman [may conceive a child]!”
30. They [the angels] said [unto him]: “Thus says your Lord. Indeed, He is the All-Wise, the
Omniscient.”
The Arabic word awjas (“apprehensive, entertaining fear, having presentiments”) derives from w-j-s (“be
apprehensive, have presentiments, be seized by fear”). The Arabic noun Khiyfa (“fear, dread”) derives
from the root kh-’-f (“fear, dread”) and its nunnation (tanwin) indicates diversiﬁcation (tanwi‘) connoting

that Abraham was seized by a kind of fear.
The blessed Verse is saying that the angels introduced themselves to Abraham saying that they were
not human beings in need of partaking food, but they were angels sent on a mission by God Almighty to
inform him of a son who would be quite knowledgeable and wise.
The son mentioned herein may refer to Ishmael (Isma‘il) born to Hagar (Hajar). The following blessed
Verse indicates that the son mentioned in the blessed Verse 28 was Isaac (Ishaq) born to Sarah (Sara).
The blessed Verse 29 is saying that upon hearing such glad tiding, Sarah, Abraham’s (as) wife,
hastened toward the room with a loud voice (ﬁ sarratin) saying:
“How may I conceive a child when I am an old [barren] woman.”
Qur’anic exegets maintain that Sarah and Abraham (as) were ninety ﬁve and one hundred and ninety
years of age respectively at the time.
The blessed Verse 30 is saying that replying to Abraham’s (as) wife seized by great surprise and fear,
the angles said:
“Thus says your Lord. Indeed, He is the All-Wise, the Omniscient,”
i.e. he is All-Aware of all good and evil things. The angels might have intended to say that they were on
a mission from God Almighty to bear them glad tidings rather than saying something of their own, aiming
to make her understand that God Almighty willed to reﬂect his Omnipotence to the world that whatever
He willed would be realized and there was nothing impossible against His Omnipotence.
Thus, the angels said:
“He is the All-Wise, the Omniscient.”
The emphatic conjunction inna (“behold, verily, truly”) indicates that whatever God Almighty wills is
based upon His Wisdom and Omniscience as to improving the affairs and vanity may never penetrate
his Sacred Divine Presence.

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 31-34
َﻠُﻮنﺳﺮﺎ اﻟْﻤﻬ أﻳﻢﺎ ﺧَﻄْﺒ ﻓَﻤﻗَﺎل

ﻴﻦﺮِﻣﺠ ﻣم ﻗَﻮَﻟﻠْﻨَﺎ اﺳﻧﱠﺎ اُرﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ا

ﻴﻦﻦ ﻃةً ﻣﺎرﺠ ﺣﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﻞﺳﻨُﺮﻟ

ﻴﻦﺮِﻓﺴﻠْﻤِﻚَ ﻟﺑﻨﺪَ رﺔً ﻋﻣﻮﺴﻣ
31. [Abraham] said: “Then for what purpose you have come, O Messengers?”
32. They said: “We have been sent to a wrong-doing people,
33. To send down upon them stones of baked clay [for their perdition].
34. [Stones] marked by your Lord for [the perdition of] transgressors of Divine Bounds.
The Arabic word khatb designates ‘signiﬁcant affair or concern’ and musawwama denotes ‘marked.’ Lot
(as) was a relative of Abraham (as) who propagated monotheism in the region of Sodom, Jordan, at the
time. Lot’s (as) people were promiscuous and also sodomizers inattentive to Prophet Lot’s (as)
warnings. As a consequence, God Almighty caused the destruction of their region and their story is
mentioned in Chapters 7, 11, 15, and 29.
The blessed Verse 31 is saying that when Prophet Abraham (as) recognized the angels through the light
of his heart and learned that they were on a signiﬁcant mission, he inquired about their purpose.
The blessed Verse 32 is saying that since Prophet Abraham (as) occupied a place higher than that of
Prophet Lot (as), the former was informed by God Almighty through His angels that He intended to
cause the destruction of the people of Lot (as) inhabiting Mu’tafaka turning a deaf ear to Lot’s warnings
against their committing such obscene acts.
Thus they brought Divine torment upon themselves. Replying to Prophet Abraham (as), the angels
informed him that they had been sent by God Almighty to send down upon them stones of baked clay.
The blessed Verse 34 is saying:
“O Muhammad (S)! Those stones marked by your Lord are for those people leading their lives in
pleasures of the ﬂesh, disbelief, and sin.”
The blessed Verse may make a reference to the point that the recompense of any act is to be consistent
with it (jaza’an wifaqan). Since the promiscuous deeds of the people of Mu’tafaka were the lowliest acts
against the laws of nature and human practice, but quite bestial, their chastisement had to be inﬂicted
upon them by means of the lowliest of things, namely baked clay.
It may be for the same reason that the punishment for sodomy is being stoned so that the sodomizer
tastes the most excruciating torment in this world and others may take a lesson and refrain from
committing such act of obscenity.

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 35-37
ﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮ اﻟْﻤﻦﺎ ﻣﻴﻬﺎنَ ﻓﻦ ﻛﻨَﺎ ﻣﺟﻓَﺄﺧْﺮ

ﻴﻦﻤﻠﺴ اﻟْﻤﻦﺖٍ ﻣﻴ ﺑﺮﺎ ﻏَﻴﻴﻬﺪْﻧَﺎ ﻓﺟﺎ وﻓَﻤ

ﻴﻢﻟ اﺬَابﺨَﺎﻓُﻮنَ اﻟْﻌ ﻳﻠﱠﺬِﻳﻦّﺔً ﻟﺎ آﻳﻴﻬﻨَﺎ ﻓﻛﺗَﺮو
35. Therefore, We brought out from therein all the believers.
36. But We found not there any household of the Muslims except one.
37. And We have left there [nothing but] a sign for [warning] those who fear the excruciating
torment.
Corruption at times disseminates to such an extent that an honored Prophet like Lot (as) is backed by
one single household, to be more precise by his household excluding his wife;
(“any household of the Muslims except one”).
As reﬂected in the blessed Verses in question, the angels said unto Prophet Abraham (as) who was
concerned about Prophet Lot (as), his nephew, that they had expelled all disbelievers from the city of
Mu’tafaka but one home belonging to the Muslims that stayed intact by Divine torment and the home
belonged to Prophet Lot (as) and his two daughters.
It is said that Prophet Lot (as) propagated monotheism for twenty one years, but only one person
believed him. Thus, the inhabitants of the city deserved Divine Chastisement since it is reﬂected that
they did not deserved Divine Guidance. Had some of them had faith, they would have remained
unharmed.
The blessed verse 37 is saying that God Almighty left the city in ruins so that those who fear excruciating
torment might take a lesson. The blessed Verse reﬂects that the Prophets were able to lead those unto
Guidance who were prepared to have faith and believe in God Almighty believing that He is Most
Gracious at the time of Mercy and Most Revengeful at the time of being Wrathful.
Noticing the traces of Divine torment descended upon former peoples, their faith increases and fear of
God Almighty overwhelms them, but those who are frail of faith are not prepared to receive Guidance,
like the pretending Muslims of our time who take all disasters inﬂicted upon them to be natural
phenomena and do not regard themselves to be blameworthy deserving such afﬂictions.

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 38-40
ﺒِﻴﻦﻠْﻄَﺎنٍ ﻣنَ ﺑِﺴﻮﻋﺮ ﻓَﻟ اﻠْﻨَﺎهﺳذْ أر اﻮﺳ ﻣﻓو

ٌﻨُﻮنﺠ ﻣ أوﺮﺎﺣ ﺳﻗَﺎل وﻪﻨﻛ ﺑِﺮﻟﱠﻓَﺘَﻮ

ﻴﻢﻠ ﻣﻮﻫ وﻢ اﻟْﻴ ﻓﻢﺬْﻧَﺎﻫ ﻓَﻨَﺒهﻨُﻮدﺟ وﻓَﺄﺧَﺬْﻧَﺎه
38. And in [the story of] Moses [AS there is a sign and a lesson to take], when We sent him to
Pharaoh with a manifest authority.
39. But [Pharaoh] turned away relying on his might and hosts, saying: “[He is] a sorcerer, or a
madman.”
40. Therefore, We took him and his hosts [by force] and dumped them into the sea for he was
blameworthy.
The phrase:
“manifest authority”
is a clear evidence for the possibility of entering into discussions with others and producing one’s logical
arguments.
The verbal form nabadhnahum [“we dumped them”) deriving from the root n-b-dh is employed in the
sense of dump unworthy and insigniﬁcant objects. The Arabic word mulim deriving from l-’-m (“censure,
blame, and rebuke”) denotes ‘blameworthy.’ The word rukn ad hoc connotes Pharaoh’s might, holsts,
property, authority, and propaganda, intending to say that Pharaoh relying on his might, confronted
Moses (as)and refused to acknowledge his Prophetic Call.
Alluding to the previous blessed Verses, those in question proceeds with further warning following the
stories of Abraham (as) and the torment sent down on the people of Lot (as).
Opening with the story of the story of Moses (as) and Pharaoh, they say that God Almighty sent Moses
(as) with miracles including his walking stick and the shining hand as manifest Divine Signs, relying on
his might, sovereignty, and the large number of adherents, Pharaoh turned away from the miracles of
Moses (as) and showed indifference, since he claimed godhead and forced people to worship him.
However, might have inwardly acknowledged Moses’ (as) Prophetic Call through Divine Signs, but he
was deceived by his love for sovereignty and the large number of his courtiers and servants thereby he
refrained from believing in monotheism.

As a consequence, he attributed sorcery and lunacy to the Prophet (as) attempting at deceiving people
by claiming that Moses was either a sorcerer for transforming a walking stick into a dragon or a lunatic
for his Call to worshipping the invisible God.
Since Pharaoh went to the extreme in obstinacy and confrontation with Moses (as), believed in his
godhead, impeded his kith and kin from believing in God Almighty, and persecuted Prophet Moses (as)
and believers in monotheism, God Almighty gave him the ultimatum, afﬂicted him and his hosts with
torments and drowned them in the Nile.
Pharaoh blamed himself at that time as it is reﬂected elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an1:
“And We took the Children of Israel across the sea and Pharaoh with his hosts followed them in
oppression and enmity till when drowning overtook him, he said: ‘I believe that none has the right
to be worshipped but He [Allah] in Whom the Children of Israel believe and I am one of the
Muslims.’”
It was said unto him:
“Now that you are close to perdition, your belief is of no avail and may not rescue you from
drowning, since you refused to believe in God but waxed corruption in the earth.”
When disbelievers and transgressors of Divine Bounds taste the torment and when they notice the evil
consequences of their vicious deeds in mortal throes, their repentance will be of no avail, since his
potential for turning away from denial of God Almighty and turning toward Him has come to an end and
his repentance will be in vain; as the old saying goes:
“An ounce of precaution is better than a pound of cure.”

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 41-42
ﻴﻢﻘ اﻟْﻌِﻳﺢ اﻟﺮﻬِﻢﻠَﻴﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻋﺳذْ أرﺎدٍ ا ﻋﻓو

ﻴﻢﻣﺎﻟﺮ ﻛﻠَﺘْﻪﻌ ﺟﻻ اﻪﻠَﻴ ﻋ أﺗَﺖءَﻦ ﺷ ﻣﺎ ﺗَﺬَرﻣ
41. And [there are lessons and Signs] in [the story of] ‘Ad when We sent against them the barren
[destructive] wind;
42. It [the wind] spared nothing that it touched, but blew it into broken spreads of rotten ruins.
Prophet Hod (Hud AS) was sent by God Almighty to call his people to monotheism. Despite his warnings
they did not pay any heed but paved the path for sending down Divine torment. Winds are sometimes

rejuvenating but they may be barren and destructive at times. The Arabic phrase al-rih al-‘aqim
designates ‘destructive wind’ sent as a torment against the people of ‘Ad.
It was so scorching and poisoning that it destroyed all men, animals, and plants on its way. The word
ramim designates ‘rotten, decaying’ and tarmim denotes ‘restoration of decay.’ Despite their great
physical strength, power, and high stature, the destructive wind shattered them like rotten bones.
The blessed twain Verses allude to the torment sent against the people of ‘Ad who despite their strong
body and high stature, their strength, power, and might could not keep them from being afﬂicted with the
Divine torment, the barren, namely destructive wind, levitating them off the ground and dumped them
onto the land thus turning them into rotten bones.

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 43-45
ﻴﻦ ﺣﺘﱠﻮا ﺣﺘﱠﻌ ﺗَﻤﻢ ﻟَﻬﻴﻞذْ ﻗ اﻮد ﺛَﻤﻓو

َونﻨﻈُﺮ ﻳﻢﻫﻘَﺔُ وﺎﻋ اﻟﺼﻢ ﻓَﺄﺧَﺬَﺗْﻬِﻬِﻢﺑﺮِ ر أﻣﻦا ﻋﺘَﻮﻓَﻌ

ﺮِﻳﻦﻨﺘَﺼﺎﻧُﻮا ﻣﺎ ﻛﻣ وﺎمﻴﻦ ﻗﻮا ﻣﺘَﻄَﺎﻋﺎ اﺳﻓَﻤ
43. And in [the story of] Thamud [there are Signs and lessons], when they were told: “Enjoy
yourselves for a while [in your lifetime]!”
44. But they insolently deﬁed the Command of their Lord, so the Sa‘iqa [awe inspiring cry]
overtook them while they were beholding.
45. Then they were unable to rise up, nor could they ask for help.
Prophet Salih (as), the Prophet of the people of Thamud, brought out a camel at the request of his
people and ordered them to refrain from harming the camel, but they killed it and denied his Prophetic
Call.
The Arabic phrase hata hin indicates the three day respite granted them so that they may regret their evil
deed and repent, but they kept on committing sins and succumbed to Divine Chastisement after three
days, as it is reﬂected elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an2:
“So he said: ‘enjoy yourselves in your homes for three days.’”
Thus, recounting the story of the people of ‘Ad and their afﬂiction with Divine torment and the icy gale
(sarsar) owing to their denial of the Prophetic Call is followed by an allusion to the torment inﬂicted upon
the people of Thamud who, having killed Salih’s (as) she-camel, were granted a three day respite so

that they may compensate for their past evil deeds, but they disobeyed Divine Command and returned to
their vicious deeds. As a consequence, the destructive torment was sent down upon them and caused
their perdition.
It is said that the torment was Gabriel’s awe-inspiring shout as a consequence of which they lost
consciousness and perished
“while they were beholding.”
It is also said that a group of them, Amalekites (‘amaliqa), were out of town on those three days and
were able to hear the awe-inspiring shout and the inhabitants’ loss of consciousness; however, the
following blessed Verse:
(“Then they were unable to rise up, nor could they ask for help”)
reveals that the people of Thamud did not die right after the awe-inspiring shout, but lost consciousness
and lost their lives later on.

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verse 46
ﻴﻦﻘﺎ ﻓَﺎﺳﻣﺎﻧُﻮا ﻗَﻮ ﻛﻢﻧﱠﻬ اﻞﻦ ﻗَﺒ ﻣ ﻧُﻮحمﻗَﻮو
46. [And were] the people of Noah [AS] before them [whom We destroyed]. Indeed, they were a
people transgressing Divine Bounds.
The Noble Prophet of Islam (S) and Muslims were able to take a lesson out of the story of Noah’s (as)
people whom Noah called to monotheism for a thousand years. The common run of people at times
incline toward committing sins and pave the ground for Divine torment.
The opening conjunction particle ‘and’ connects the blessed Verse in question with the preceding ones,
as per which the blessed Verse is saying that God Almighty caused the destruction of the people of
Noah prior to those of ‘Ad and Thamud, since they were wrong-doers who were totally sinners
disobedient to Divine Command.
They disbelieved Prophetic Calls as a consequence of which they were given the ultimatum and were
afﬂicted with the recompense of their vicious deeds – the excruciating torment. These blessed Verses
treat of ﬁve Prophets (as) and their peoples and the torments inﬂicted upon the disobedient peoples.
The reminder serves two purposes: ﬁrstly, warning others against disobedience to God Almighty which
necessitates Divine torments illustrating those in store in the Hereafter and secondly, consoling the
Noble Prophet of Islam (S) encouraging him to entertain no sorrow because of some people attributing

unbeﬁtting qualities to him including sorcery and madness.
He is thereby reminded that people have been the same at different times and those seeking truth are
very few in number. Former Prophets (as) were patient against disbelievers’ persecutions and
persevered ﬁrmly in propagating their Prophetic Missions. The Noble Prophet of Islam (S) is encouraged
to persevere ﬁrmly in the Cause of Allah like former Prophets (as).
The same motif is attested elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an, including 46:35:
“Therefore, be patient [O Muhammad (S)!] as did the Prophets of strong will (ulu al-‘azm).”
These blessed Verses encouraging him to be patient reﬂect that the Noble Prophet (S) suffered many
abuses by the disbelievers from Quraysh and he was quite anxious because of their denial of his
Prophetic Call.
1. 10:90
2. 11:65

Surah al-Dhariyat, Verses 47 - 60
Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 47-48
َﻮنﻌﻮﺳﻧﱠﺎ ﻟَﻤاﺪٍ وﺎ ﺑِﺄﻳﻨَﺎﻫﻨَﻴﺎء ﺑﻤاﻟﺴو

َﺪُونﺎﻫ اﻟْﻤﻢﻌﺎ ﻓَﻨﺷْﻨَﺎﻫ ﻓَﺮضراو
47. With [indescribable] power did We construct the heaven. Indeed, We are Able to extend the
vastness of space thereof.
48. And We have spread out the earth: how Excellent Spreader are We!
The Arabic word ayd may ad hoc be employed either as the plural form of yad (“hand”), as in
“Or have they hands wherewith they hold?”1,
or as an inﬁnitive designating ‘support’, as the derivatives of the root ‘-y-d (“support, back”) attested
elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an, including:
“He it is Who has supported you with His Help and with the believers”2.

The Arabic words farsh and mahd designate spreading something for taking rest. Following recounting
the story of the Prophets and their peoples and nations, the blessed Verses in question treat of Divine
Omnipotence, Beneﬁcence, and Creativity reminding people to behold the manner through which God
Almighty, unaided and without time created the heavens ex nihilo, established, and spread it out.
Only God Almighty, the Creator and the Provider, is Aware of the vastness of the heavens and the
number of spheres, planets, and galaxies and despite the strenuous efforts made by astronomers, they
have failed to gain full acquaintance with the number of all the stars and planets.
The number is seemingly inﬁnite. Human knowledge is such that the more it is gained, it may still
advance, since Divine Emanation is Inﬁnite; consequently, the more human knowledge advances, it
becomes ﬁnite against Divine Omnipotence.
The blessed Verse 48 proceeds with a treatment of Divine Favors bestowed upon mankind. God
Almighty makes mention of His Omniscience and Omnipotence saying
that He spread out the earth like the carpet beneath man’s feet and made it an abode for him.
The Arabic word mahd denotes cradle attested in 19:29, when to remove the unfounded accusations,
Mary (as) was asked to point to baby Jesus (as) so that they may ask him and they replied:
“How can we talk to one who is a child in the cradle?”
God Almighty likens the earth to a cradle since the earth is in permanent motion like the cradle moving
for pacifying the child.
Ptolemaic astronomers maintained that the sun circles around the earth once in twenty four hours as a
result of which a different exegesis was provided for the blessed Verse in question, but it is proved by
modern scientists that the earth circles around the sun in twenty four hours and the blessed Verse 48
saying:
“How Excellent Spreader are We!”
is substantiated by modern discoveries and is regarded as one of Qur’anic miracles.
Two quite precise points may be derived from the blessed Verse concerning the creation of the earth.
The ﬁrst clause:
“And We have spread out the earth”
likens the earth to a carpet prepared and spread for rest.
The second clause:

“How Excellent Spreader are We!”
indicates that the earth which serves as a carpet on which one may rest is like a cradle moving
permanently. The beauty of expression lies in the point that despite its permanent motion, the earth
likened to a carpet on which one may rest and its motion is not tangible.
God Almighty gloriﬁes Himself herein and concerning Creation, the Creator and the Provider of the world
says that He has created the world in the best manner. In other words, the expression “how Excellent
Spreader are We!” is a delicate one reﬂecting that God Almighty prepared the earth with all the means of
rest for the life of mankind. The Arabic word mahid is a cognate of mahd and the latter is applied to
cradle or any place prepared for rest.
Such place is supposed to be quiet, safe, and comfortable and all these conditions are applicable to the
earth. On the one hand, by Divine Command stones are softened and pulverized and on the other,
rigidity of mountains and the crust of the earth make it resistant against the pressure caused by the ebb
and ﬂow; on the other hand, the atmosphere encompassing the earth preserves the solar heat
blanketing the widespread bed shielding it against collision of meteorites burning them into ashes.
Thus, all the means of welfare has been Divinely prepared for human comfort on the globe.

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verse 49
َونﺮ ﺗَﺬَﻛﻢﻠﱠ ﻟَﻌﻦﻴﺟ ﺧَﻠَﻘْﻨَﺎ زَوءَ ﺷﻞﻦ ﻛﻣو
49. And of everything We have created pairs that you may remember [and take lessons].
The law of parity predominates all things – generation and continuity of life spring from parity. The
blessed Verse in question is saying that pairs have been created for each species of creatures forming
pairs.
“Of everything”
designates generality including all species of creatures.
Male and female pairs of mankind, animals, and their species are not solely intended by
“of everything”
as some people might have surmised, but it encompasses all particles and contingent existent beings. It
is even a proven fact that the constituent elements, termed prime matter (madat al-mawad) or element
consists of two constituents at times termed positive and negative charges, male and female, and/or
energy and matter. In short, the blessed Verse is saying that all contingent existent beings are

composite consisting of two things.
Unity solely belongs to the Divine Essence of God Almighty Who is Free from parity, elements, or
constituents and He is One in His Essence, to His Essence, and in His Essence:
(“There is no god but Allah”).
The blessed Verse indicates that all contingent existent beings consist of constituent elements and any
composite being requires a maker; likewise, pairs are in need of each other. Thus, contingent existent
beings require the Necessary Being Whose Sacred Presence is devoid of composition, mate, partner,
and equal. He is not in need of others in terms of Essence nor is He in need of aids in terms of Acts.
Furthermore, the blessed Qur’anic Verse in question says
“of all things,”
namely “of all existent beings” which may refer to the fact that all things in the world consist of negative
and positive particles. Today, it is a proven fact that atoms consist of different particles including
electrons, elementary particles with negative charge, and protons, those with positive charge.
It is worthy of note that the dependent clause:
“that you may remember [and take lessons]”
makes a reference to the point that parity, multiplicity, and duality in all things in the world remind man of
the point that the Creator of the world is One, since duality is one of the characteristics of created
beings.3

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 50-51
ﺒِﻴﻦ ﻣ ﻧَﺬِﻳﺮﻨْﻪﻢ ﻣَ ﻟّﻧ اﻪ اﻟَﻟوا اﺮﻓَﻔ

ﺒِﻴﻦ ﻣ ﻧَﺬِﻳﺮﻨْﻪﻢ ﻣَ ﻟّﻧ اﺎ آﺧَﺮﻟَﻬ اﻪ اﻟﻊﻠُﻮا ﻣﻌ ﺗَﺠو
50. Therefore, ﬂee to Allah. Indeed, I am a plain warner to you from Him.
51. And associate not any other object of worship along with Allah. Indeed, I am a plain warner to
you from Him.
The phrase:
“plain warner”

(nadhir mubin) is repeated twice in these two blessed Verses.
Other instances, including;
“plain Book”
(kitab mubin)4,
“plain Message”
(balagh mubin)5,
“plain Arabic”
(‘Arabi mubin6) all bear witness to the clarity of Divine Message and Word and the Prophets’ warning.
It is worthy of note that ﬂeeing toward God Almighty is on a par with ﬂeeing from shadows to light,
ignorance to knowledge, anxiety to security, superstitions to truth, discord to unity, polytheism to
monotheism, and sin to piety and fearing God Almighty. Imam Baqir (as) regards pilgrimage7 to Mecca
as an instance of ﬂeeing toward God Almighty.
In the blessed Verse 50 as in some other Qur’anic Verses, God Almighty commands His Messenger (S)
to proclaim that he is sent on a Mission by God Almighty to warn people against obedience to
concupiscent desires and satanic deceits by the jinn and men surrounding their hearts placing them in
the multiplicities of the world of phenomena and deliver them from the ruses of concupiscence through
enlightening them on the manner of ﬂeeing from them such that they may not fall prey to their deception
but be able to draw a distinction between the path to deliverance and that to error and thereby rest in
safety free from perils.
In other words, the metaphorical expression ‘ﬂee employed ad hoc is one of interest and delicacy, since
‘ﬂee’ is commonly to instances when man is confronted with an awe-inspiring being or incident on the
one side and he is aware of a place of refuge somewhere on the other; as a consequence of which he
ﬂees the place of incident and turns toward safe haven.
The blessed Verse in question is asking men to escape polytheism and idolatry as terrible belief and turn
to monotheism as a safe haven. Escape Divine torment and turn toward His Mercy. Escape
disobedience to God Almighty and turn to repentance. In short, escape evils, vices, disbelief, shadows of
ignorance, and everlasting torment and ﬁnd a safe haven in Divine Mercy and everlasting bliss and
happiness.
The blessed Verse 52 is asking people to refrain from associating false gods as objects of worship with
the One God. The Noble Prophet of Islam (S) is sent unto mankind by God Almighty to warn them
against disobedience to Him and manifest the path to obedience to Him.

Treating the manner of escape the multiplicities of contingent existent beings toward Divine Unity, the
blessed Verse is saying that the ﬁrst path to be opted by believers is to refrain from associating false
gods with the One God and turn toward Him wholeheartedly. Then, they are asked to acknowledge and
believe in the Prophet Call of the Messenger of Allah (S).

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 52-55
ٌﻨُﻮنﺠ ﻣ أوﺮﺎﺣ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﺳﻻﻮلٍ اﺳﻦ رﻬِﻢ ﻣﻠﻦ ﻗَﺒ ﻣ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦَﺎ أﺗﻚَ ﻣﺬَﻟﻛ

َ ﻃَﺎﻏُﻮنم ﻗَﻮﻢ ﻫﻞ ﺑا ﺑِﻪﻮاﺻأﺗَﻮ

ﻠُﻮم ﺑِﻤﺎ أﻧﺖ ﻓَﻤﻢﻨْﻬ ﻋلﻓَﺘَﻮ

ﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮ اﻟْﻤی ﺗَﻨﻔَﻊﺮنﱠ اﻟﺬِّﻛ ﻓَﺎﺮذَﻛو
52. [O Muhammad (S)!] Likewise [your Prophethood was denied], no Messenger came to those
before them but they said: “[He is] a sorcerer or a madman!”
53. Have they [former people denying Prophetic Calls] transmitted this saying to these
[polytheists to confront the Prophets likewise]? Nay, they are themselves a people disobedient
[to God Almighty].
54. So turn away from them, you are not to be blamed.
55. And remind [people], for indeed, the reminding proﬁts the believers.
The blessed Verse 52 concludes the material treated in the preceding Verses and is a consolation to the
Noble Prophet of Islam (S) suggesting that if Meccan polytheists confront you likewise, he is to know that
former Prophets were confronted in like manner. Since the Noble Prophet (S) fulﬁlled his Prophetic
Mission and gave people the ultimatum on behalf of God Almighty, the Noble Prophet’s (S) turning away
from disbelievers and his refraining from engaging in disputes with them entails no censure.
The blessed Verses in question commands believers to turn away from disobedient disbelievers and
also remind the believers so as to impede the false conception that disbelievers are solely in need of
being reminded;
(“then turn away”
and

“remind”).
Hearing entails beneﬁts which may not be found in knowing. The sincerity and the manner of expression
of the speaker may better impress the audience. Thus, the Noble Prophet (S) was commanded to
remind the believers at all times.
The blessed Verse 52 is saying that thus were the people as mentioned in the preceding Verses who
called all Prophets sent to guide their peoples as sorcerers or madmen. It becomes evident that
Prophets were sent to guide peoples at different times in different regions since God Almighty gives
ultimatum to all peoples.
According to tradition sources, the number of Prophets stands at one hundred and twenty four thousand.
The false attributions to the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) were not unprecedented since all Prophets were
called sorcerers and madmen by disbelievers.
Addressed to the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) the blessed Verses 53 and 54 ask whether former peoples
had suggested their successors to maintain unanimity in their unfounded attributions of sorcery and
madness to Prophets. Then the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) is suggested to turn away from them since
he fulﬁlled his Prophetic Mission and is not to be censured by God Almighty.
The blessed Verse 55 is suggesting the Noble Prophet (S) to turn away from disbelievers’ unfounded
attributions springing from their obstinacy and arrogance and remind the believers since they may
beneﬁt from reminder and admonition and their faith will be further consolidated, since warning them
against Divine Omnipotence and Grandeur at times and talk about His Mercy, Forgiving, and
Graciousness in order to encourage them to set their hopes on him entails proﬁts for them.

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 56-58
ِﺪُونﺒﻌﻴ ﻟﻻ اﻧﺲا و اﻟْﺠِﻦﺎ ﺧَﻠَﻘْﺖﻣو

ِﻮنﻤﻄْﻌﺎ اُرِﻳﺪُ أن ﻳﻣِزْقٍ وﻦ رﻢ ﻣﻨْﻬﺎ اُرِﻳﺪُ ﻣﻣ

ﻴﻦﺘ اﻟْﻤة ذُو اﻟْﻘُﻮزﱠاق اﻟﺮﻮ ﻫﻪنﱠ اﻟا
56. And I created not the jinn and mankind except that they should worship Me.
57. I seek not any provision from them nor do I ask that they should feed Me.
58. Indeed, Allah is the All-Provider, Owner of Power, the Most Strong.
The blessed Verse 56 is saying that God Almighty did not create jinn and mankind but for being

worshipped and gloriﬁed by them. The l- in li-ya‘budun (“in order to worship”) is employed in the dative
case designating purpose. The contextual meaning of the blessed Verse is that the purpose behind the
creation of jinn and mankind is that they worship God Almighty.
According to lexicographical sources, ‘servantship’ (‘ubudiyya) designates the highest state of
humbleness against the object of worship supposed to have granted Inﬁnite Bounties and Blessings and
He is solely God Almighty. Thus, ‘servantship’ is the zenith of human perfection and his closeness to
God Almighty. It is the highest state of submission to Divine Pure Essence. It is unconditional obedience
to God Almighty in all respects.
Finally, perfect servantship is that man does not entertain any thoughts other than those set upon
absolute perfection, set foot on the Path toward Him, and consign to oblivion everything, even one’s self,
except Him! This is the ﬁnal goal of human creation set as an ordeal by God for whose attainment man
is provided with knowledge the ﬁnal goal of which is to be immersed in the ocean of Divine Mercy.
Thus, servants need to know the Divine Essence as the Source of all perfect qualities, adapt themselves
with the same, and avail themselves of whose light such that sparks of the attributes of Divine Perfection
and Majesty may sparkle in their souls, since perfection and closeness to God Almighty are not possible
unless one embarks upon assumption of dominical traits and such assumption is subsidiary to
acquisition of knowledge.
In this vein, a tradition is narrated from Imam Husayn (as), saying:
“God did not create mankind except for acquisition of knowledge of Him and when they acquired the
knowledge, they worship Him; whoever worships him is needless of serving other objects of worship.”8
According to a Divine Tradition:
“I was a Secret Treasure, but I intended to be known. I created beings to be known.”9
The two traditions designate that the world of existence was created so that God Almighty might be
known and such knowledge entails beneﬁts for creatures rather than for Divine Needless Essence. It
also reﬂects that Divine Emanation resembles His other Attributes bestowing Emanations to inferior
creatures.
It is in this light and Mujahid and some other Qur’anic exegets interpret:
“they should worship”
to ‘they should know,’ namely God Almighty did not create jinn and mankind except for their acquisition
of knowledge of God Almighty and the Divine Tradition;
“I was a Secret Treasure”

substantiates the interpretation in question, since it goes without saying that worshipping and gloriﬁcation
of God Almighty without knowledge entails no consequences and one who does not know the object of
worship and gloriﬁcation may not embark upon the latter.
Thus, the ﬁnal purpose of creation of jinn and mankind is that they may acquire knowledge of Divine
Essence of Unity. God Almighty created jinn and mankind with all His Most Beauteous and Majestic
Attributes so that He may be known and their worship and gloriﬁcation spring from acquisition of
knowledge regarding all Divine Attributes, Most Beauteous Names, and Omnipotence.
The blessed Verses 57 and 58 are saying that one may not imagine that God Almighty is in need of the
worship and deeds of jinn and mankind and thereby attain to perfection, since He expects neither
provision nor food from creatures as He is the Needless Creator and all creatures are in need of Him,
requiring the Absolute Provider to bestow continuity of existence and provision upon them.
Allah is All-Mighty, Omnipotent, All-Dominating, and All-Subduing. All creatures are in need of His
Grandeur and Lordship but He is Needless of others by His Essence.

Surah al-Dhariyat - Verses 59-60
ِﺠِﻠُﻮنﺘَﻌﺴ ﻳََ ﻓﺎﺑِﻬِﻢﺤ ذَﻧُﻮبِ أﺻﺜْﻞﺎ ﻣﻮا ذَﻧُﻮ ﺑ ﻇَﻠَﻤﻠﱠﺬِﻳﻦنﱠ ﻟﻓَﺎ

َﺪُونﻮﻋ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻳﻬِﻢﻣﻮﻦ ﻳوا ﻣﻔَﺮ ﻛﻠﱠﺬِﻳﻦّ ﻟﻞﻳﻓَﻮ
59. And indeed, for those who did wrong, there is a portion of torment like the evil portion of
torment [which came for] their likes; therefore, let them not ask Me to hasten on [since they will
taste it]!
60. Then, woe to those who disbelieved the Day which they is promised.
One who does not worship and glorify God Almighty and refrains from treading the Path for which he
was created is a wrong-doer and disbeliever.
The Arabic word zanub literally denotes large bucket by which water is distributed, but it ﬁguratively
connotes disbelievers’ deeds indicating that a large portion of Divine torment is in store for disbelievers
in the same manner that it was sent down upon former peoples like ‘Ad and Thamud.
“Let them not ask Me to hasten on”
is a response to disbelievers’ derisive inquiry as to the time of Divine torment to be sent down upon
them. The blessed Verses in question are addressed to them, saying that the time of your torment shall
arrive and they need not hasten.

The last Verse is saying:
“Woe unto those who disbelieved, since they shall be afﬂicted with severe torments in store for
them on the Day of Resurrection.”
1. 7:195
2. 8:62
3. For a tradition narrated in this vein from Imam ‘Ali ibn Musa al-Ridha, see Saduq’s Tawhid; Nur al-Thiqalayn, vol. 5, p.
130.
4. 15:1
5. 16:82
6. 26:195
7. Usul Kaﬁ, vol. 4, p. 256.
8. Tafsir Saﬁ, vol. 5, p. 75.
9. Tafsir Makhzan al-‘Irfan, p. 334.

Surah al-Tur, Chapter 52, Verses 1 - 28
(The Mount)
Section (juz’): 27
Number of Verses: 49

General Overview of the Chapter
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
The Chapter was revealed in Mecca and it has forty nine Verses. The title of the Chapter owes its
designation to the opening Verse. The word Tur, connoting the Mount of Tur, the appointed place (miqat)
where Torah was Divinely revealed to Prophet Moses (as), is attested ten times in the Holy Qur’an. Like
other Meccan Chapters, Chapter 52 mainly treats of Resurrection, the Rewards to be granted to the
pure, and the chastisement in store for disbelievers.
Mention is also made herein to defending the Noble Prophet (S) and the virtues of patience and
perseverance.

Merits of the Recitation of the Chapter
According to a Prophetic tradition:
"One who recites Surah al-Tur shall be safe from torment and shall enjoy Divine Favors in Paradise.”
Another tradition narrated from Imam Baqir (as) reads:
"One who recites Surah al-Tur shall be grated Divine Good in this world and the Hereafter."
It is evident that such great Rewards in this world and the Hereafter fall into the share of those who
recite the Chapter in order to preoccupy themselves with contemplation and make use of the same to act
upon them.

Surah al-Tur - Verses 1-8
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
ِاﻟﻄﱡﻮرو

ٍﻄُﻮرﺴﺘَﺎبٍ ﻣﻛو

ٍﻨﺸُﻮرٍ ﻣق رﻓ

ِﻮرﻤﻌﺖِ اﻟْﻤﻴاﻟْﺒو

ﻓُﻮعﺮﻘْﻒِ اﻟْﻤاﻟﺴو

ِﻮرﺠﺴﺮِ اﻟْﻤﺤاﻟْﺒو

ﻊاﻗِﻚَ ﻟَﻮﺑ رﺬَابنﱠ ﻋا

ﻊاﻓﻦ د ﻣﺎ ﻟَﻪﻣ
1. By the Tur [Mount].
2. And by an Inscribed Book.
3. By a parchment unrolled.
4. And by the Prosperous House.
5. And by the roof [of the heaven] raised high.
6. And by the blazing sea.
7. Indeed, the torment of your Lord will surely come to pass.
8. There is no impediment for it.
The word tur denotes "mountain," but it ad hoc connotes a mount in the Sinai region which served as the
appointed place where Prophet Moses (as) met with Divine Manifestation. The mount is a sacred place
and the Holy Qur’an depicts it as al-Tur ("the Mount"). The Arabic phrase kitab mastur designates
Scriptures like the Torah and the Holy Qur’an inscribed on thin pieces of paper which were unrolled
rather than rolled.
The word raqq in the phrase ﬁ raqq-in manshur deriving from raqqa denoting thin and delicate
parchment prepared for writing. Manshur denotes "unrolled" and masjur signiﬁes "ablaze" which also
denotes "brimming, abounding, ﬁlled." The compound bayt al-Ma‘mur ad hoc refers to the House of God
Almighty which has always been prosperous through the presence of pilgrims.
The holy Ka‘ba is designated twice as bayt;
("house");
the other instance is bayt al-‘atiq;
("ancient house").
According to traditions, there is place above Ka‘ba in the heavens where angels circumambulate it and it
is also termed as bayt al-ma‘mur.1
The phrase al-bahr al-masjur denoting blazing and agitated sea or those which shall be set ablaze on
the Day of Resurrection, as it is attested elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an2:
"And when the seas become as blazing ﬁre or overﬂows"
or it may connote magma erupting at times through volcanoes.
It is also worthy of note that as mentioned above under 51:60:
"Therefore, woe unto those who disbelieve from their Day which they have been promised"

where it treats of the promise of the inevitable occurrence of Resurrection.
The Chapter in question, following ﬁve oaths, reads:
"Indeed the torment of your Lord shall certainly come to pass. There is no impediment for it."
In short, the blessed Verses in question make a reference to the torment in store for disbelievers saying
that in the same manner that the constituent elements of the world of being follow a certain order
unimpeded by any impediment, the torment in store for disbelievers and contenders and their abode in
Hell is certain against which no impediment may arise.

Surah al-Tur - Verses 9-14
ارﻮﺎء ﻣﻤ اﻟﺴﻮر ﺗَﻤمﻮﻳ

اﺮﻴ ﺳﺎل اﻟْﺠِﺒﻴﺮﺗَﺴو

ﺬِّﺑِﻴﻦﻠْﻤﺬٍ ﻟﺌﻣﻮ ﻳﻞﻳﻓَﻮ

َﻮنﺒﻠْﻌضٍ ﻳ ﺧَﻮ ﻓﻢ ﻫاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ

ﺎﻋ دﻨﱠﻢﻬ ﻧَﺎرِ ﺟَﻟﻮنَ اﺪَﻋ ﻳمﻮﻳ

َﻮنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻨﺘُﻢ ﺑِﻬ ﻛ اﻟﱠﺘ اﻟﻨﱠﺎرﺬِهﻫ
9. The Day when the heaven shall shake with a dreadful shaking.
10. And the mountains shall move away with haste.
11. Then woe unto the beliers on such Day.
12. Who are immersed in falsehood preoccupied with vain talk [regarding Divine Signs].
13. The Day when they shall be pushed down by force to Hellﬁre with a forceful pushing.
14. This is the Fire which you used to recurrently belie.
The Arabic word mawr denotes speedy and circular, but disorderly and abyss like, movement, such that
the wind scatters dust in the air and shakes everything. The word khawdh originally denotes "plunge into
water and passing the same" but it is ﬁguratively applied to being preoccupied with vanity and falsehood.

The word da‘‘ designates pushing violently.
It is worthy of note that all the world of existence has been created for man and when his affairs come to
an end in this world, the world of existence shall be rolled up as well;
("The Day when the heaven shall shake with a dreadful shaking").
Thus it is also attested elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an:
"We shall roll up the heaven like a scroll."
It is only God Almighty Who is not subject to alteration. The seven heavens shall shake as well and
change into waves in motion.
The mountains which ﬁxate the earth shall be restless on that Day;
"And the mountains shall move away with haste."
The blessed Verses nine to eleven are saying that following a reminder as to the Signs of His Mercy and
the creation of all beings in the form of oaths, God Almighty is saying that in the same manner that
everything is well-established in its proper place the heavens, the mountains, the seas, and the
prosperous world and all beings have been recorded in the Preserved Tablet, the Divine Torment in
store for those who deserve it is based upon order and justice and the same shall appear when the
heaven shakes violently and mountains move away from their places.
The blessed Verses make a reference to the time of Resurrection saying that the material world which is
established by Divine Order shall disintegrate upon Divine Will and changes into the Hereafter. In short,
the material world shall be rolled up and the Hereafter shall appear. On such Day, wayl, which is said to
be a bottomless pit for those who belied Divinely appointed Messengers and Prophets and attributed
madness, sorcery, and lying to them.
The blessed Verses twelve to fourteen enumerate the characteristics of those who belie Prophets saying
that they play in vanity with natural phenomena which are not well-established and are transient and
unbeﬁtting compared to spiritual affairs and Divine teachings, since their words and acts resemble
children and lunatics, devoid of reason and insight.
Had they not been preoccupied with vanity and attributing falsehood to Prophets nor had they called
them sorcerers, liars, and lunatics, they would have perceived the truth.
"The Day when they shall be pushed down by force to Hellﬁre with a forceful pushing."
The adverb of manner da‘‘an ("with a forceful pushing") connotes that on such Day, Divine Torment shall
fall into the share of disbelievers and they shall be pushed down by force to Hellﬁre and it shall be said
unto them that it is the Fire against which you were warned by Prophets but you failed to investigate the

veracity of their words and believe in truth; it was out of your prejudice and concupiscent desires that you
regarded their words as legends and made attempts to bear animosity against Messengers of Truth and
inﬂict harms upon them.

Surah al-Tur - Verses 15-16
َونﺮﺼ ﺗُﺒ  أﻧﺘُﻢﺬَا أم ﻫﺮﺤأﻓَﺴ

َﻠُﻮنﻤ ﺗَﻌﻨﺘُﻢﺎ ﻛنَ ﻣوﺰﺎ ﺗُﺠﻧﱠﻤ اﻢﻠَﻴاء ﻋﻮوا ﺳﺒِﺮ ﺗَﺼ وا أوﺒِﺮﺎ ﻓَﺎﺻﻫﻠَﻮاﺻ
15. Is this [torment] magic or do you not see?
16. Taste you therein its heat and whether you are patient of it or impatient of it; it is all the same.
You are only being requited for what you used to do.
Polytheists and disbelievers claimed at all times that the Noble Prophet (S) was a sorcerer robbing them
of their sense and casting veils on their eyes such that they might acknowledge miracles and Revelation.
Thus, they shall be censured and rebuked on the Day of Resurrection by asking them if it is sorcery.
Are they not able to perceive the ﬁre and sense its heat? These two blessed Verses censures
disbelievers who term Divine Revelation and miracles as sorcery. They are inquired as to what they see
of different kinds of torment is sorcery and something baseless or they are unable to see the torment in
the same manner that that the eyes of their hearts were blind unable to perceive the truth and veracity of
their words.
The reason is that they denied the Truth and the people of Truth in this world thereby they shall enter
their abode in Hell abounding in torment and afﬂiction which shall be the recompense of their deeds. It
shall be all the same whether they be patient or fail to be so, since as mentioned in the blessed Verse,
torment awaits them and nothing may impede it. Such torment is the recompense of their evil deeds.

Surah al-Tur - Verses 17-18
ﻴﻢﻧَﻌﻨﱠﺎتٍ و ﺟ ﻓﻴﻦﺘﱠﻘنﱠ اﻟْﻤا

ﻴﻢﺤ اﻟْﺠﺬَاب ﻋﻢﻬﺑ رﻢﻗَﺎﻫو وﻢﻬﺑ رﻢﺎ آﺗَﺎﻫ ﺑِﻤﻬِﻴﻦﻓَﺎﻛ
17. Indeed, the God fearing shall be in Gardens [of Paradise] and Abundant Bounties.
18. Enjoying in that which their Lord has bestowed on them, and their Lord saved them from the

torment of the torment of Hellﬁre.
Fearing God Almighty is the key to Paradise;
("Indeed, the God fearing shall be in Gardens [of Paradise] and Abundant Bounties").
Following warning those who denied Divine Signs and followed concupiscent desires and wasted their
lives in sport and play, the twain blessed Verses bear glad tidings to the God fearing who abstained from
following Satan and concupiscent desires and obeyed the Truth and Divinely appointed Messengers and
fearing God Almighty turned into their permanent disposition of mind such that they deserved the
attribute of Fear God Almighty.
It should be borne in mind that fearing God Almighty is an exalted state ranking higher than belief, such
that every believer does not fear God Almighty and such fear has not turned into his permanent
disposition of mind.
In short, the twain blessed Verses in question treat of the exalted state of the God fearing. On the Day
when the heaven shall be cleft asunder and the constituent elements of the earth shall be scattered and
the world shall come to its end and disbelievers shall be pushed toward Hellﬁre, the God fearing shall be
happy and delighted in Gardens of Paradise enjoying abundant Bounties and whatever shall be
bestowed upon them by God Almighty while they shall be saved from excruciating torments of Hell.
The Arabic relative ma ("that") in:
"enjoying in that which their Lord has bestowed on them"
designates general applicability, namely it is not only applied to mundane Bounties but also it designates
all worldly and spiritual Bounties bestowed upon the God fearing while they shall be saved from torment,
suffering, and afﬂiction;
("Indeed, the God fearing shall be in Gardens [of Paradise] and Abundant Bounties, enjoying in
that which their Lord has bestowed on them, and their Lord saved them from the torment of the
torment of Hellﬁre").

Surah al-Tur - Verses 19-20
َﻠُﻮنﻤ ﺗَﻌﻨﺘُﻢﺎ ﻛﺎ ﺑِﻤﻴﯩﻨﻮا ﻫﺑاﺷْﺮﻠُﻮا وﻛ

ﻴﻦﻮرٍ ﻋﻢ ﺑِﺤﻨَﺎﻫﺟزَو وﻔُﻮﻓَﺔﺼرٍ ﻣﺮ ﺳَﻠ ﻋﻴﻦﺌﺘﱠﻣ
19. [It shall be said unto them:] “Eat and drink with happiness because of what you used to do.”

20. They will recline on thrones arranged in ranks. And We shall marry them to hur [beauties with
wide lovely eyes].
The twain blessed Verses are addressed to the people of Paradise saying unto them to eat and drink
with happiness and enjoy the Bounties of Paradise without entailing any hardship or ailment. They shall
recline on bejeweled thrones arranged in ranks. God Almighty shall marry them to beautiful hur with wide
lovely eyes.
Those who abstained from watching those outside the circle of close kinship shall have beautiful
spouses in the Hereafter.

Surah al-Tur - Verse 21
ﻴﻦﻫ رﺐﺴﺎ ﻛﺮِئٍ ﺑِﻤ اﻣﻞ ﻛءَﻦ ﺷﻬِﻢ ﻣﻠﻤ ﻋﻦﻢ ﻣﺎ أﻟَﺘْﻨَﺎﻫﻣ وﻢﺘَﻬِﻳ ذُرﻘْﻨَﺎ ﺑِﻬِﻢﺎنٍ أﻟْﺤﻳﻤﻢ ﺑِﺎﺘُﻬِﻳ ذُرﻢﺘْﻬﻌاﺗﱠﺒﻨُﻮا و آﻣاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦو
21. And those who believe and whose offspring follow them in faith, to them shall We join their
offspring, and We shall not decrease the Rewards of their deeds in anything. Every person is a
pledge for that which he has earned.
The blessed Verse in question treats of other spiritual and material Bounties in store for the people of
Paradise saying that those who believed and whose offspring followed them in believing in God Almighty
shall join their offspring in Paradise without decreasing any of their Rewards for their deeds.
It is also a great Bounty that believers shall be joined by their offspring in Paradise enjoying their
company without any decrease in their Rewards.
It is narrated from the Command of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as) that the Messenger of Allah said:
"believers and their offspring shall be in Paradise reciting this Verse."3
It is also narrated from Imam Sadiq (as) that the children of believers shall be taken to their fathers as a
token of respect.4
It is worthy of note that it is another Divine Favor which shall be bestowed upon God Fearing believers
such that their children shall join them in Paradise since they were the pupil of their eyes in this world
and they wished to be with them as a consequence of which such great Favor shall be bestowed upon
them in Paradise.
It is noteworthy that the blessed Verse closes by saying that "every person is a pledge for that which he
has earned" thereby everyone shall be answerable for his own deeds and he shall not be censured for
vices committed by others.

Surah al-Tur - Verses 22-23
َﻮنﺸْﺘَﻬﺎ ﻳﻤ ﻣﻢﻟَﺤ وﺔﻬﻢ ﺑِﻔَﺎﻛﻧَﺎﻫﺪَدأﻣو

ﻴﻢ ﺗَﺄﺛﺎ وﻴﻬ ﻓ ﻟَﻐْﻮ ﺎﺄﺳﺎ ﻛﻴﻬﻮنَ ﻓﺘَﻨَﺎزَﻋﻳ
22. And We shall provide them with fruit and meat such as they desire.
23. There they shall pass from hand to hand a cup, free from any vain talk and free from sin.
The blessed Verse proceeds with an enumeration of the Bounties which shall be bestowed upon the
people of Paradise saying that We shall prepare whatever the people of Paradise desire of meat and
fruit and We shall increase the Bounties they desire such that they shall bear neither hardship nor
afﬂiction for obtaining them.
"Such as they desire"
reﬂects that God fearing believers shall avail themselves of whatever they desire since they reﬂect
Divine Creativity since they shall be able to create whatever they desire. The blessed Verse 23 is saying
that the people of Paradise shall pass from hand to hand a cup brimming with the wine of Paradise. The
wine shall be such that it shall not take away reason nor shall it lead to committing vices.
It makes a reference to the point that Bounties in store for the people of Paradise shall be free from
blights and afﬂictions unlike those of mundane ones which entail pains and afﬂictions.

Surah al-Tur - Verse 24
ٌﻨُﻮن ﻣﻟُﻮ ﻟُﻮﻢﺄﻧﱠﻬ ﻛﻢﺎنٌ ﻟﱠﻬﻠْﻤ ﻏﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﻄُﻮفﻳو
24. And there will go round pages of theirs to serve them as if they were pearls in shells.
While reclining on their royal thrones, the people of Paradise shall be served by most beautiful pages
resembling pearls in shells. Pearls look so fresh, transparent, and beauteous in shells though they
preserve their beauty without shells, but dust and other impurities decrease their freshness and
brilliance. Pages of Paradise look so beautiful, fresh, and white complexioned that they are likened to
pearls in shells.
The expression:
"go round"

makes a reference to their preparedness for rendering service at all times, though there shall be no need
for servants in Paradise since the people of Paradise shall be provided with whatever they require. Such
service reﬂects further respect for them.
It is narrated from the Noble Prophet (S) that he was inquired:
"If servants resemble pearls in shells, how will be those being served, namely the people of Paradise?"
He replied:
"The superiority of those who will be served over those who provide them with service in Paradise is like
the superiority of full moon over other planets."5
It is worthy of note that the expression "of theirs" reﬂects that each and every believer shall have his own
servants and they serve them with utmost delight since there shall be no sorrow in Paradise.

Surah al-Tur - Verses 25-27
َﺎءﻟُﻮنﺘَﺴﺾٍ ﻳﻌ ﺑَﻠ ﻋﻢﻬﻀﻌ ﺑﻞأﻗْﺒو

ﻴﻦﻘﺸْﻔﻨَﺎ ﻣﻠ أﻫ ﻓﻞﻨﱠﺎ ﻗَﺒﻧﱠﺎ ﻛﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ا

ﻮمﻤ اﻟﺴﺬَابﻗَﺎﻧَﺎ ﻋوﻨَﺎ وﻠَﻴ ﻋﻪ اﻟﻦﻓَﻤ
25. And some of them [people of Paradise] draw near to others, questioning [the secret of being
provided with so many Bounties in Paradise].
26. Saying: Aforetime [in the world], we were benevolent toward our families warning them
against Divine torment.
27. “Thus, Allah has been gracious to us and has saved us from the torment of the Fire.
These three blessed Verses also treat of the state of bliss enjoyed by the people of Paradise saying that
besides other Bounties bestowed upon them, they associate with one another inquiring as to the virtues
and merits leading to such exalted state to which they reply by saying that their virtues and merits
included their association with the people of the world, entertaining fear of Divine torment and it was for
the sake of such fear that God Almighty bestowed his favor upon them and saved them from
excruciating and horrible torment.

Surah al-Tur - Verse 28
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﺮ اﻟْﺒﻮ ﻫﻧﱠﻪ اﻮه ﻧَﺪْﻋﻞﻦ ﻗَﺒﻨﱠﺎ ﻣﻧﱠﺎ ﻛا
28. Indeed, We used to invoke Him before. Indeed, He is the Most Benevolent, the most Gracious.
The last words uttered by the people of Paradise, as reﬂected in the blessed Verse in question, is that
they acknowledge the reality that they feel Divine Graciousness and Benevolence more than before
saying that aforetime, they would invoke God Almighty and would praise Him as the Most Merciful and
the Most Gracious, but they perceive the reality and the profundity of such Attributes that
He bestowed so many Bounties and Favors upon them for their little deeds and despite so many defects
of theirs, He bestowed His Mercy upon them. It is worthy of note that the Most Beauteous Divine
Attributes manifest on the Day of Resurrection through Bounties and Favors bestowed upon believers in
Paradise and believers, witnessing such scenes, perceive the Truth behind His Most Beauteous Names;
even Hell reﬂects His Attributes like Divine Justice, Wisdom, and Omnipotence.
1. Tafsir Nur al-Thiqalayn.
2. 81:6
3. Tafsir Majma‘ al-Bayan.
4. Ibid.
5. Tafsir Majma‘ al-Bayan; Kashshaf; Qurtubi; Ruh al-Bayan; Abu al-Futuh Razi's Tafsir.

Surah al-Tur, Verses 29 - 49
Surah al-Tur - Verses 29-30
ٍﻨُﻮنﺠ ﻣ وﻦﺎﻫِِﻚَ ﺑﺑﺖِ رﻤﻌ ﺑِﻨﺎ أﻧﺖ ﻓَﻤﺮﻓَﺬَﻛ

ِﻨُﻮن اﻟْﻤﺐﻳ ر ﺑِﻪﺺﺑ ﻧﱠﺘَﺮﺮﻘُﻮﻟُﻮنَ ﺷَﺎﻋ ﻳأم
29. Thus, remind [people] that by the Grace of Allah, you are neither a soothsayer, nor a
madman.
30. Or do they say: He is a poet! We await his calamitous death!”
In the twain blessed Verses God Almighty thus addresses His Messenger bidding him to remind

disbelievers of fulﬁlling their duty against Allah and says unto him to fulﬁll his obligations toward Allah.
He is further told that God Almighty has bestowed upon him such exalted state. He is neither a
soothsayer, nor a madman, nor a lunatic.
The word
soothsayer
is applied to someone who may perform extraordinary things through the medium of jinn and devils.
Such person claims to be aware of the unseen thus rendering falsehood as truth for people and most of
his words are false and baseless and there may have been soothsayers who falsely claimed to be
Prophets.
The word
madman
is likewise applied to someone who performs acts beyond common practice and his acts are carried out
without discipline and thought. Poetry is applied to rhythmical words adorned with rhymes.
It is however a source of surprise that the three characteristics attributed to the most prominent person in
the world of existence, namely the Noble Prophet of the Islamic faith (S) are contradictory and one single
person may not possess all the three attributes, since soothsaying springs from self-mortiﬁcation and
despite the fact that it is satanic, it is done through reason polluted with imagination and estimative
faculty and the soothsayer intends to draw conclusions out of his own acts.
How may such characteristic be found in someone together with madness which stems from
unconsciousness and alienation. The people of Mecca were speakers of the Arabic tongue and could
notice the eloquence of the Holy Qur’an and were aware that Qur’anic Verses was different from poetry
and their own speech, but they pretended ignorance and termed the Noble Prophet (S) as poet.
In short, all these baseless accusations stemmed from jealousy, envy, arrogance, and obduracy rather
than from ignorance. It was out of their vile disposition that they expected some ailment or another
afﬂiction fall upon the Noble Prophet (S) such that he may cease his Prophetic Call and receiving Divine
Revelation of the inimitable Qur’anic Verses and thereby people may not follow him through converting
to the Islamic faith.

Surah al-Tur - Verses 31-32
ﻴﻦِﺼﺑﺘَﺮ اﻟْﻤﻦﻢ ﻣﻌ ﻣّﻧﻮا ﻓَﺎﺼﺑ ﺗَﺮﻗُﻞ

َ ﻃَﺎﻏُﻮنم ﻗَﻮﻢ ﻫﺬَا أمﻢ ﺑِﻬﻬﻣَ أﺣﻢﻫﺮ ﺗَﺄﻣأم
31. Say [O Muhammad SAW unto them]: “Wait! I am with you among the waiters! [You await my
death and I await triumph over you.]”
32. Do their minds command them this [to attribute such baseless accusations to the Noble
Prophet (S)] or are they people transgressing bounds?
The twain blessed Verses are addressed to the Noble Prophet (S) saying unto him that reply to
disbelievers by asking them to await some blight or afﬂiction like death fall upon him and he will await
that death or torment fall into their share thus they may know that who has lost his mind and commits
vices.
The blessed Verse 32 addresses the chiefs of the Quraysh who imagined that they were people of
reason and intelligence. It also addresses those who regard themselves as reasonable and
knowledgeable inquiring whether their reason and intelligence bid them to deny the Truth, whereas such
denial stands against reason. The point is that they are rebellious and disobedient and their reason
follows their concupiscent desires.

Surah al-Tur - Verses 33-34
َﻨُﻮنﻣﻮ ﻳ ﻞ ﺑﻟَﻪﻘُﻮﻟُﻮنَ ﺗَﻘَﻮ ﻳأم

ﻴﻦﺎدِﻗﺎﻧُﻮا ﺻن ﻛ اﻪﺜْﻠﺪِﻳﺚٍ ﻣﺄﺗُﻮا ﺑِﺤﻓَﻠْﻴ
33. Or do they say: “He has forged it [the Holy Qur’an and has attributed it to God Almighty]?”
Nay! [There is no such thing but the fact is that it is through their disobedience and envy that]
They believe not!
34. Then if you speak the truth, produce a word like unto it.
Like other blessed Verses, these two Verses also treat of the Truth and Inimitability of the Holy Qur’an
by saying that if they imagine that he has forged Qur’anic Verses, they are Arabs like him and as the
Holy Qur’an says Qur’anic Verses are revealed in eloquent Arabic, they may make attempts at
producing the like. The point is that they fail to convert because of their vile disposition of mind.

Surah al-Tur - Verses 35-36
َﻘُﻮن اﻟْﺨَﺎﻟﻢ ﻫ أمءَﺮِ ﺷ ﻏَﻴﻦﻘُﻮا ﻣ ﺧُﻠأم

َﻨُﻮنﻮﻗ ﻳ ﻞ ﺑضرااتِ وﺎوﻤ ﺧَﻠَﻘُﻮا اﻟﺴأم
35. Were they created out of nothing? Or were they themselves the creators?
36. Or did they create the heavens and the earth? Nay, but they have no ﬁrm belief [so that they
attain to certitude regarding the Existence of the Creator].
It is incumbent upon man to not cease his reasoning and guiding others against different kinds of
accusations. Despite the fact that the preceding Verses treated of different baseless accusations against
the Noble Prophet of Islam (S), God Almighty raises a number of questions in order to awaken their
dormant conscience.
The Holy Qur’an presents the most signiﬁcant philosophical discussions in the simplest form of
expression. The two blessed Verses present two assumptions, ﬁrstly is man created for a cause or
without the same and secondly, is it possible that man is able to create himself? Both assumptions fail to
stand against reason, since man is a phenomenon and every phenomenon is in need of a cause.
Furthermore, man who did not exist before may not cause his own existence.
It is reﬂected in the blessed Verse 36 that polytheists were aware that God is the Creator of them, the
heavens, and the earth. It is reiterated in the Holy Qur’an that if polytheists are asked concerning the
creator of the heavens and the earth, they would reply that God is the Creator.
Thus the main question presented in theses blessed Verses is:
"Why do you not believe in Divine Guidance but you disobey Divine Command. It is worthy of note that
such people do not respond to the bidding of their reason out of their vile disposition of mind and thereby
fail to attain to certitude regarding the Existence of the Omniscient and Omnipotence Creator and
thereby fail to obey His Command.”

Surah al-Tur - Verse 37
َونﺮﻄﻴﺼ اﻟْﻤﻢ ﻫِﻚَ أمﺑ رﻦاﺋ ﺧَﺰﻢﻨﺪَﻫ ﻋأم
37. Or are with them the treasures of your Lord? Or are they wield sway in this world?
The blessed Verse in question is asking if the treasures of the world are with them thereby they are
needless and they may wield sway and authority as they intend to do so or they are in need of
everything. It is worthy of note that polytheists believed in divine creatorship but they fail to acknowledge
him as the creator of their existence and failed to acknowledge the Prophetic Call.
The blessed Verses present questions in order to censure them for failing to acknowledge the Call of the

Noble Prophet of Islam (S).
They are thus rebuked:
"Why do you not accept the Noble Prophet's (S) words? Do you possess Divine Omnipotence and
Possessions? Have you found a way leading to the heavens on your own and may directly receive
Divine Revelation?"

Surah al-Tur - Verse 38
ﺒِﻴﻦﻠْﻄَﺎنٍ ﻣﻢ ﺑِﺴﻬﻌﺘَﻤﺴﺄتِ ﻣ ﻓَﻠْﻴﻴﻪﻮنَ ﻓﻌﺘَﻤﺴ ﻳﻠﱠﻢ ﺳﻢ ﻟَﻬأم
38. Or have they a stairway [leading to heaven] by means of which they listen [to secrets of the
heavens]? If it is true, then their listeners should produce evident arguments.
The blessed Verse in question is asking if they have access to some stairway through which they may
ascend to heaven and thereby attain to knowledge concerning the higher world and its angels and
sacred intellects. If it is true, it is incumbent upon them to produce evident arguments as to what they
have heard and learned.
It may intend to say that such people who have not transcended beyond the world of nature and are
unaware of the metaphysical world but are immersed in the mire of nature may not claim to have availed
themselves of intellect and perfection and attribute baseless accusations as to madness and sorcery to
the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) whose Noble Spirit is conjoined with the metaphysical world since he
possesses the supreme intellect and is the ﬁrst being to be created by God Almighty.
If these disbelievers are aware of the higher world, they are supposed to produce arguments and
substantiate their claims in the same manner that Prophets produced arguments in order to substantiate
their statements.

Surah al-Tur - Verse 39
َﻨُﻮن اﻟْﺒﻢَﻟ وﻨَﺎت اﻟْﺒ ﻟَﻪأم
39. Or has He only daughters and you have sons?
The blessed Verse in question is saying that these disbelievers who are ignorant of the higher world and
God Almighty may not attribute offspring to the Creator of the world regarding angels as daughters of
God Almighty and select sons for themselves since they imagine that they are stronger and nobler.

It goes without saying that in terms of human values, sons and daughters are not different and the
blessed Verse in question produces an argument to expose the falsity of the belief of opponents through
producing the same argument against the opponent party. There are numerous references in the Holy
Qur’an as to negating such superstitious belief through exposing the falsity of such baseless argument.

Surah al-Tur - Verse 40
َﺜْﻘَﻠُﻮن ﻣمﻐْﺮﻦ ﻣﻢ ﻣا ﻓَﻬﺮ أﺟﻢﺄﻟُﻬ ﺗَﺴأم
40. Or is it that you ask a wage from them [for your Prophetic Call] so that they are burdened with
a load of debt?
The blessed Verse in question makes a reference to something which may be made use of by them as a
pretext thereby the Noble Prophet (S) is addressed by a rhetorical question:
"Do you ask some remuneration from them for your Prophetic Call such that it bears heavily on their
shoulders?"
The Arabic word maghram designates the loss incurred without any cause. The word muthqal which is
cognate with ithqal denotes imposing heavy burden and hardship on someone.
Thus the contextual meaning of the blessed Verse is:
"Do you ask for indemnity against propagation of your Prophetic Call such that they are unable to settle
their debt and thereby fail to convert to the Islamic faith?"
The same motif is recurrently used in the Holy Qur’an not only regarding the Noble Prophet of Islam (S)
but also for many other Prophets (as), since the latter opened their Prophetic Call by saying that they did
not expect any remuneration against propagation of Divine Call, such that their impartiality be
substantiated and there remains no room for making excuses by those who ﬁnd faults with everything.

Surah al-Tur - Verse 41
َﻮنﺘُﺒ ﻳﻢ ﻓَﻬﺐ اﻟْﻐَﻴﻢﻨﺪَﻫ ﻋأم
41. Or that the Unseen is with them and they write it down [on the Preserved Tablet]?
The blessed Verse in question once more addresses them by asking whether they are aware of the
secrets of the Unseen and they write down by using them. They falsely claim that the Noble Prophet (S)
is a poet and they are awaiting his death and everything will come to an end through his death and his

Prophetic Call will be consigned to oblivion.
How do they know that they will be alive after his death? Who has told them such thing? The Qur’anic
Verse may also say that if they claim to be aware of the secrets of the Unseen and Divine Injunctions
and are needless of the Holy Qur’an and the Islamic faith, they are supposed to produce their
arguments. Since they may not produce any arguments, their claim is a gross lie.

Surah al-Tur - Verse 42
َﻴﺪُون اﻟْﻤﻢوا ﻫﻔَﺮ ﻛﺪًا ﻓَﺎﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻴﺮِﻳﺪُونَ ﻛ ﻳأم
42. Or do they intend employ some stratagem to efface the truth? But those who disbelieve are
themselves plotted against!
The blessed Verse in question is asking if their denial stems from plotting, stratagem, and vanity that
they intend to plot against the Noble Prophet (S)? But they are unaware that their stratagems will be
used against themselves, since Divine Stratagems are far superior to theirs and they shall pay dearly for
their plots.
If they imagine that they may be triumphant over the Noble Prophet (S) by getting together at Dar alNadwa, a town hall in Mecca at the time of the Noble Prophet (S), and plotting against him and falsely
accusing him of soothsaying, madness, poetry, and the like, they are mistaken since His Omnipotence is
superior to all powers and He guaranteed the safety, salvation, and triumph of His Messenger (S) in
propagating his universal Call.

Surah al-Tur - Verse 43
َﻮنﺸْﺮِﻛﺎ ﻳﻤ ﻋﻪﺎنَ اﻟﺤﺒ ﺳﻪ اﻟﺮ ﻏَﻴﻟَﻪ اﻢ ﻟَﻬأم
43. Or have they a god other than Allah? Gloriﬁed is Allah from all that they ascribe as partners
[to Him].
In this blessed Verse, the last question is asked from disbelievers:
"Do they imagine that they have a patron? Is there any object of worship for them besides Allah? The
blessed Verse proceeds by saying that God Almighty is gloriﬁed from all the partners associated with
him by them. Thus, no one may provide them with patronage and support. It is in this vein that they are
faced with a series of eleven extraordinary questions. How pleasing and convincing are Qur’anic
questions, investigations, and arguments against which anyone seeking truth submits and is convinced.”

Surah al-Tur - Verse 44
ﻮمﻛﺮ ﻣﺎبﺤﻘُﻮﻟُﻮا ﺳﻄًﺎ ﻳﺎﻗﺎء ﺳﻤ اﻟﺴﻦﻔًﺎ ﻣﺴا ﻛوﺮن ﻳاو
44. They are so obdurate that even if they see a piece of the heaven falling down, they would say:
“Clouds gathered in heaps [but it is not Divine Wrath]!”
Resuming the discussion with obdurate polytheists and disbelievers enlightening any truth seeking man,
the blessed Verses expose their prejudice and obduracy saying that they are so obdurate that even if
they see rocks fall down from the heaven as a result of Divine torment, they will say:
"You are mistaken. This is not a rock but a condensed cloud falling onto the earth."
Such obdurate people who deny sense perceptions and interpret rocks falling down from the heaven as
condensed clouds while it is common knowledge that clouds which descend upon the earth are nothing
but fog and such delicate fog may not be condensed to change into rocks, such attitude toward spiritual
truths is crystal clear.
Shadows of sin, lustfulness, obduracy, and animosity may darken human vision to the extent that he
denies sense perceptions. There is no hope for the guidance of such people. It may be noted in passing
that the Arabic word kisf denotes "piece" which ad hoc connotes "falling down a piece of stone from the
heaven as a token of Divine torment. The word markum designates "condensed," connoting something
placed above something else.

Surah al-Tur - Verses 45-46
َﻘُﻮنﻌﺼ ﻳﻴﻪ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻓﻢﻬﻣﻮﻗُﻮا ﻳَ ﻳﺘﱠ ﺣﻢﻫﻓَﺬَر

َونﺮﻨﺼ ﻳﻢ ﻫﺎ وﯩ ﺷَﻴﻢﺪُﻫﻴ ﻛﻢﻨْﻬ ﻋﻐْﻨ ﻳ مﻮﻳ
45. Therefore leave them alone till they meet their Day in which they will be afﬂicted with Divine
Wrath and lightning.
46. The Day when their plotting and stratagems shall not avail them at all nor shall they be helped
from any side.
The twain blessed Verses address the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) bidding him to leave them alone until
they taste the hardship of a Day on which they shall have neither refuge nor deliverance. On that Day
their plots and stratagems may not save them but they shall be recompensed for their vicious deeds and

vile words.
The blessed Verses bid the Noble Prophet (S) to not entertain any grief or sorrow for their words and
deeds, since it is his obligation to propagate his Divine Call upon whose fulﬁllment he is supposed to
leave them alone until the Day arrives on which they shall taste the recompense of their deeds and
perceive that what they imagined to be their means of deliverance from torment shall be of no avail to
them, but it has led to their loss.
It shall be on that Day that they may ﬁnd neither support nor assistance. It may be noted in passing that
the passive verbal form yus‘aqun denotes unconsciousness and perdition as a result of lighting of
torment.

Surah al-Tur - Verse 47
َﻮنﻠَﻤﻌ ﻳ ﻢﻫﺜَﺮ أﻛﻦَﻟﻚَ وونَ ذَﻟﺎ دﺬَاﺑﻮا ﻋ ﻇَﻠَﻤﻠﱠﺬِﻳﻦنﱠ ﻟاو
47. And indeed, for those who do wrong, there is another chastisement besides this in this world
or in purgatory; but most of them know not.
At that time, disbelievers shall deserve torment for two reasons.
Firstly, they deserve torment for their disbelief thereby they associated other objects of worship besides
Allah, since disbelief leads to torment.
Secondly, they not only have wronged themselves through depriving themselves of virtues and felicity
but also have they left no stone unturned to wrong the Noble Prophet (S) and believers. Thus, their
torment shall be different from that assigned for all disbelievers.
"Another chastisement besides this"
may indicate this worldly torment including being killed or captivated or it may designate torments
descended from the heaven, like those sent down upon the peoples denying their Prophets (as)
aforetime, including famine, awe-inspiring cries heard from the heaven as the consequences of their
disbelief and harming Messengers of Allah. Such torments are besides those in store for them in the
Hereafter. Such disobedient peoples tasted Divine Wrath in this world and it led to their perdition.
It may be noted in passing that according to Tafsir Qumi,
"another chastisement besides this"
makes a reference to the torment to befall those who wronged the family of the Noble Prophet (S) upon
return.

Surah al-Tur - Verses 48-49
 ﺗَﻘُﻮمﻴﻦِﻚَ ﺣﺑﺪِ رﻤ ﺑِﺤِﺢﺒﺳﻨَﺎ وﻨﻴﻧﱠﻚَ ﺑِﺄﻋِﻚَ ﻓَﺎﺑ رﻢﺤ ﻟﺒِﺮاﺻو

ﻮم اﻟﻨﱡﺠﺎرﺑدا وﻪِﺤﺒ ﻓَﺴﻞ اﻟﻠﱠﻴﻦﻣو
48. Therefore, wait patiently for the Decision of your Lord for indeed you are under Our Eyes and
Protection. Glorify the Praises of your Lord when you get up from sleep.
49. And in the nighttime also glorify His Praises and at the setting of the stars.
In the twain blessed Verses, God Almighty addresses His Noble Prophet (S) and bids him to be patient
against disbelievers who wrong him and persevere in the propagation of Divine Call despite the harms
done to him by disbelievers, since he is protected by God Almighty. He is also bidden to wake up at
daybreak when stars set and glorify the praises of the Lord.
Although the Noble Prophet (S) is bidden to remember God Almighty at all times and glorify his Lord in
the day and at night, but it is said that all Divine Injunctions addressed to the Noble Prophet (S) are
applicable to the Muslim community, unless it is proven that they are particularly addressed to the Noble
Prophet (S).
Thus, it is incumbent upon believers to not forget God Almighty at any time owing to their worldly
preoccupations but to obey Divine Injunctions and abstain from committing any wrong.
Many an exegete have interpreted:
"and in the nighttime also glorify His Praises"
as "night prayer" and maintain that:
"and at the setting of the stars"
refers to the two unite recommended prayer established at daybreak when stars disappear in daylight. It
is narrated from Imam ‘Ali (as) that "at the setting of the stars" refers to the twain units of recommended
daybreak prayer established before morning prayer when stars set.1
It is also narrated from the Noble Prophet (S):
"The two unit recommended prayers established in the morning and at night are far better for you than
the world and worldly possessions."2
It is worthy of note that worshipping and glorifying God Almighty in the heart of the night is quite different

in terms of serenity and delight. May God Almighty bestow upon us the blessing of waking up early in
the morning, praying silently to our Maker, and a prolonged life.
1. Majma‘ al-Bayan, under 50:40.
2. Tafsir Qurtubi, under the blessed Verses in question.

Surah al-Najm, Chapter 53, Verses 1 - 32
(The Star)
Section (juz’): 27
Number of Verses: 62

General Overview of the Chapter
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
The Chapter, requiring obligatory prostration, has sixty two Verses and it was revealed in Mecca. The
designation of the Chapter derives from the ﬁrst Verse in which God Almighty swears by the star.
Chapter 53 makes reference to the position of Revelation and the manner of its Revelation to the Noble
Prophet's (S) heart and like Chapter 17 treats of the Noble Prophet's (S) Ascension to the heavens.
Another part of the Chapter deals with polytheists' superstitious and idolatrous customs and rituals and
worshipping angels and the same is condemned herein. It also discusses the states of the virtuous and
the evil people the standard of which is remembrance of the Resurrection Day and Divine Reward and
Recompense.

Merits of the Recitation of the Chapter
Signiﬁcant merits have been enumerated in traditions for recitation of the Chapter among which is a
tradition narrated from Imam Sadiq (as):
"One who always recites Surah al-Najm every day and night is recognized amongst people as a
meritorious person and God Almighty will forgive his sins and will win popularity amongst people."1
Other traditions in this vein are not mentioned for the sake of brevity. Undoubtedly such great rewards
are bestowed upon those who recite the Chapter as a means of contemplation and acting upon its
Injunctions such that the teachings may shed their light on their lives.

Surah al-Najm - Verses 1-2
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
یﻮذَا ﻫ اﻢاﻟﻨﱠﺠو

یﺎ ﻏَﻮﻣ وﻢﺒﺎﺣ ﺻﻞﺎ ﺿﻣ
1. By the star when it goes down.
2. Indeed, your companion [Prophet Muhammad (S)] has neither gone astray nor has erred.
The Chapter opens with the word najm "star" by which God Almighty swears
("By the star when it goes down").
Exegetes provide many a view regarding the contextual meaning of the word. Some maintain that it
makes a reference to the Holy Qur’an since such connotation is consistent with the following blessed
Verses regarding Divine Revelation.
They hold that the expression alludes to the Arab's practice of terming as star what develops in time at
different intervals.
Since the Holy Qur’an was revealed to the Noble Prophet (S) in a period of twenty three years at
different intervals, it is referred to as 'star' and the expression:
"when it goes down"
makes a reference to its Revelation to the pure heart of the Messenger of Allah (S). However, some
other exegetes maintain that it alludes to a star like Pleiades or Jupiter since they are of particular
signiﬁcance.
Some also hold that:
"the star"
refers to meteors through which devils are repelled from the heaven and Arabs term such meteors as
najm.

However, no evident argument has been provided for any of the four interpretations, but the blessed
Verse, as far as the application of the word,
"the star"
requires, serves as an oath to all the stars reﬂecting Divine Manifestations of God Almighty, the great
mysteries of the world of creation, and the extraordinarily great creatures created by Allah. Swearing by
the great creatures of the world of creation like the sun and the moon are attested elsewhere in the Holy
Qur’an.
The ascent of the stars are more remarkable, but the emphasis laid on their "going down" is owing to the
fact that their descent bears witness to their temporal contingence (huduth) and the negation of star
worshippers beliefs.
Thus, God Almighty alludes to both the ascent and descent of stars, since such allusion substantiates
their temporal contingence and their being checked by the laws of creation.
It is worthy of note that the inner, rather than the outer, meaning of the Verse as attested in traditions, is
taken by some exegetes to allude to the Noble Prophet (S) and accordingly,
"going down"
refers to his descent from the heaven on the night of Ascent.
Now, let us turn toward the reason lying behind the oath.
The blessed second Verse thus expounds that your companion, Prophet Muhammad (S) has never
gone astray nor has he been in error,
("Indeed, your companion [Prophet Muhammad (S)] has neither gone astray nor has erred").
He always treads the Path of Truth and the slightest error may not be found in his words and deeds.
The word:
"companion" (sahib)
may indicate that what he says is out of his compassion and love for you.
Many an exegete draw no distinction between the Arabic past tense forms dhalla and ghawa ("go astray;
be in error") but regard the twain as laying emphasis on each other. However, some exegetes maintain
that there is a difference between the twain such that the former connotes that one may never ﬁnd the
right path toward one's destination but the latter connotes that one proceeds on a path but his path
happens not to be straight and free from error.

The former is like "disbelief" and the latter resembles committing sins and transgressing the bounds. It is
worthy of note that in his Mufradat under gh-y-y, Raghib says that the latter signiﬁes "ignorance
accompanied by corrupt belief."
Thus, dhalala designates absolute ignorance but ghawaya signiﬁes ignorance accompanied by false
belief. However, in this blessed Verse, God Almighty intends to negate any form of error and ignorance
from His Messenger (S) thereby repudiating the false accusations ascribed to him by his enemies.

Surah al-Najm - Verses 3-4
یﻮ اﻟْﻬﻦ ﻋﻖﻨﻄﺎ ﻳﻣو

ﻮﺣ ﻳﺣ وﻻ اﻮنْ ﻫا
3. Nor does he speak of concupiscent desire.
4. His word is only a Revelation revealed to him.
The words of the Noble Prophet (S) arise from neither personal desires nor social milieu. Thus, the
blessed Verses in question say that the Noble Prophet (S) does not speak of concupiscent desires but
he merely imparts Divine Revelation. In this respect, he is different from common people who speak out
of their natural inclinations and concupiscent desires, rather his words arise from the Noble Prophet's (S)
heart connected to the higher world.
In this vein, a number of traditions will be quoted.
The late scholar, Saduq in his Amali narrates a tradition according to which the Noble Prophet of Islam
(S) turned to people after early and late evening prayers saying:
"A star (light) will descend upon the house of one of you at day break and the owner of the house will be
my successor."
All people were awaiting the descent at day break. Ibn ‘Abbas is quoted as saying that his father, the
Noble Prophet's paternal uncle, was most eager to see upon whose house the star will descend.
However, it descended upon the house of Imam ‘Ali (as) and the Noble Prophet (S) said:
"O ‘Ali! By Allah Who called me to Prophethood, it is certain that you will be my successor."
Some hypocrites claimed that the Noble Prophet (S) praised his cousin out of concupiscent desires
when these blessed Verses were revealed to the Noble Prophet (S).2

Regarding the fact that the satisfaction of all people may not be obtained nor may their tongues be
checked, Saduq in his Amali says that some people even attributed entertaining concupiscent desires to
the Noble Prophet (S).
Thus, God Almighty defended his Messenger (S) by saying:
"Nor does he speak of concupiscent desire. His word is only a Revelation revealed to him."3
It is narrated that Hamza asked the Noble Prophet (S):
"Why did you blocked all the gates opening to the mosque but left intact that of ‘Ali's (as) house?"
The Noble Prophet (S) recited these Verses from Surah al-Najm:
"His word is only a Revelation revealed to him."
Thus, he intended to say that he did so based on Divine Command.4
According to the fourth tradition, in response to disbelievers who said that;
"Indeed, this [the Holy Qur'an] is not but the legends of the ancients"
God Almighty decisively says:
"His word is only a Revelation revealed to him."5
When Imam ‘Ali (as) was assigned as the Imam and successor of the Noble Prophet (S) at the Ghadir
Khum, the latter was criticized, but he recited the blessed Verse:
"His word is only a Revelation revealed to him."6

Surah al-Najm - Verses 5-9
ی ﺷَﺪِﻳﺪُ اﻟْﻘُﻮﻪﻠﱠﻤﻋ

یﺘَﻮ ﻓَﺎﺳةﺮذُو ﻣ

َﻠﻋ اﻓُﻖ ﺑِﺎﻻﻮﻫو

ﻧَﺎ ﻓَﺘَﺪَﻟﱠ دﺛُﻢ

َﻧ أد أوﻦﻴﺳ ﻗَﻮﺎنَ ﻗَﺎبَﻓ
5. He has been taught [Divine Revelation, namely the Holy Qur’an] by the Omnipotent Lord.
6. The Most Powerful Lord Who conquered all.
7. While he was in the higher horizon.
8. Then he approached and came closer,
9. And was at a distance of two bows length or closer.
The majority of Qur’an exegetes maintain that Gabriel, the trustee angel of Revelation who possesses
utmost power, is being intended by:
"the one mighty of power" (shadid al-quwa).
Gabriel is so powerful that eradicated the city of the people of Lot (as) and levitated it and turned it awry
and also caused the people of Thamud to perish by one horrible cry. "Dhu mirra" is another characteristic
of Gabriel which designates that the angel possesses utmost power, intellect, intelligence, and
delibration.
Philosophers maintain that Gabriel is the active intellect and the intellects of all intellectuals of the world
are connected to it. The Arabic past tense verbal form fa-’stawa indicates that Gabriel rose and became
stable and showed its original form unto the Noble Prophet (S).
According to a number of traditions, the Seal of Prophets (S) was the only Prophet who saw Gabriel in
its original form. Once he saw its true form on the eastern side of the earth and another time, he saw it
on the Night of Ascent close to Sidrat al-Muntaha, the lote tree of the Outer Boundary in the Seventh
Heaven.
"While he was in the higher horizon"
may indicate that though Gbriel is in the metaphysical world,
"he approached and came closer"
to the Noble Prophet (S) while the proximity
"was at a distance of two bows length or closer"
which is seemingly an intellectible simile indicating perceptibility by which spiritual, rather than
perceptive, proximity is being intended.

Surah al-Najm - Verses 10-11
ﺣﺎ أو ﻣﺪِهﺒ ﻋَﻟ اﺣﻓَﺄو

أیﺎ ر ﻣاد اﻟْﻔُﻮﺬَبﺎ ﻛﻣ
10. Therefore, [Allah] revealed unto His servant whatever He revealed.
11. The [Prophet's] heart lied not in what he saw.
"Therefore, Allah revealed unto His servant, Muhammad (S), whatever He revealed.”
According to Tafsir Manhaj al-Sadiqin, some Qur’anic exegetes maintain that God Almighty is the
antecedent of all pronouns in Verses ﬁve to ten and:
"the Most Powerful"
refers to the Omnipotent Lord, as it is also said elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an:
"He is the All-Provider, the Most Powerful, the Constant."
The Proximity of God Almighty to the Noble Prophet (S) reﬂects the latter's elevated state in the
Presence of the One God, the Creator of the world.
"Came closer"
indicates that God Almighty attracted His friend, Muhammad (S) to Him and such interpretation is
substantiated by the tradition of Ascent according to which Muhammad (S) came closer toward God
Almighty then came so close in terms of spiritual, rather than perceptible, proximity, that the distance
between the two was to the extent of two bows or less.
It is narrated by Hasan ibn Fadhl that Muhammad (S) came close to Divine Throne; then, since he had
not put his foot on a footing, he grasped the curtains of the Throne and was levitated in the air and God
Almighty revealed Divine Revelation unto him.
The blessed Verse in question is saying that Muhammad's (S) love for and proximity to God Almighty
reached such an extent that Divine Satisfaction is his satisfaction and what is accepted by him is
accepted by God Almighty.
It is narrated from the Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as) that replying to Dha‘lab Yamani he said:
"The outer eyes have never seen Him but hearts through the truth of faith have perceived Him."7

However, it should be borne in mind that inner vision falls into two categories: intellectual vision accrued
through reasoning and argumentation and the state of intuition by heart that stands above intellectual
perception as a vision beyond perceptible vision. Such state should be termed as the state of intuition
rather than that of argumentation.
The point is that perception through heart and inward intuition is a state speciﬁc to saints possessing
different hierarchies, since inward intuition is of many a hierarchy and degree the perception of its truth is
hard for those who have not attained to such state.
Based on the preceding blessed Verses and with due attention to the aforesaid interpretation, it may be
stated
that the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) had the state of intuition and during his blessed lifetime he soared so
high that he attained to the state of perfect intuition which once occurred in the beginning of his
Prophetic Call and the other time it happened at the time of his Ascent.
He proceeded so close toward God Almighty that many a distance and veil were removed and even the
closest angel to God Almighty, Gabriel, the Divine trustee, failed to attain to such state of proximity.
Another tradition is also worthy of note in this vein according to which ‘Ayyashi narrates from Imam Baqir
(as) that upon being asked regarding the Divinely revealed Verse:
"Then He revealed unto His servant what He revealed,"
the Noble Prophet (S) replied:
"It was revealed unto me that ‘Ali (as) is the master of the believers, the Imam of the God fearing, the
most brilliant of the honorable, and the ﬁrst successor to the Seal of the Prophets (S)."
Then people said:
"We believe in God and His Messenger (S)." 8
The blessed Verse eleven is saying that in imparting what he had seen of his Lord's Signs, the heart of
Prophet Muhammad (S) did not lie.
The blessed Verse reﬂects that God Almighty, rather than Gabriel, is the antecedent of the preceding
Verses, since according to the consensus of Muslim community and consecutively transmitted traditions,
upon receiving Divine Revelation through Gabriel, the Noble Prophet (S) was able to see Gabriel with his
outward eyes and hear the angel through his outer ears and the blessed Verse in question attributes
vision to the heart of the Noble Prophet (S).
The deﬁnite article al- in al-fu’ad may connote covenant (‘ahd), that is what Prophet Muhamamd's (S)
saw was not a lie, but it was absolute Truth.

The article may indicate genus in that as a general rule, what man perceives through his heart, inward
feeling, and conscience is not exposed to error, since outward senses, like vision and hearing, may err,
but error may not penetrate intuitive cognition (wijdaniyyat) and the Noble Prophet (S) attained to such
spiritual, rather than perceptible, proximity to God Almighty that inspired knowledge indirectly penetrated
his heart.
It is narrated from Ibn ‘Abbas (as) that Prophet Muhammad (S) saw God Almighty through his heart
rather than outward eyes. Muhammad Hanifa narrates from his noble father (as) that the Noble Prophet
(S) perceived his Lord through certitude by sight (‘ayn al-yaqin) using crystal clear Signs and attained to
such cognition through what he saw, though he was formerly aware of the same.
It is narrated from Abu Sa‘id al-Khudri in Manhaj al-Sadiqin that upon being asked about the meaning of
the blessed Verse in question, the Noble Prophet (S) said:
"I saw the Light."
It is narrated from the Imam (as) in Tafsir Kanz al-Daqa’iq that the Imam was asked:
"Did the Prophet (S) see his Lord in his Ascent?"
The Imam (as) said:
"Yes, he saw God through his heart."
Then he recited the blessed Verse:
"The [Prophet's] heart lied not in what he saw."
It is narrated from Imam Ridha (as), as quoted by Tafsir Nur under the blessed Verse in question, that
he said:
"The Verses
'Indeed he did see of the Greatest Signs of his Lord"9
and
"The [Prophet's] heart lied not in what he saw"
reﬂect that the Noble Prophet (S) saw Divine Signs rather than Divine Essence."

Surah al-Najm - Verses 12-15
یﺮﺎ ﻳ ﻣَﻠ ﻋوﻧَﻪﺎرأﻓَﺘُﻤ

یﻟَﺔً اُﺧْﺮ ﻧَﺰآهﻟَﻘَﺪْ رو

ﻨْﺘَﻬ اﻟْﻤةﺪْرﻨﺪَ ﺳﻋ

یﺄوﻨﱠﺔُ اﻟْﻤﺎ ﺟﻨﺪَﻫﻋ
12. Will you then dispute with him about what he saw?
13. And indeed he saw him at another descent.
14. Near Sidrat al-Muntaha.
15. Near it is the Paradise of Refuge.
The Arabic verbal form fa-tumarunahu
("will you dispute with him")
is derived from mira’ ("dispute accompanied with doubt"). Nazlatan designates "being revealed in whole."
Sidrat al-Muntaha is the name of a place close to the promised Paradise abounding in Divine Favors
and according to traditions, none, but the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) was the only one who reached it.
According to traditions, Sidrat al-Muntaha is applied to the last state of the ascent of angels. It is also
reﬂected in traditions that Sidrat al-Muntaha is the name of a Lote Tree with any one of whose leaves an
angel gloriﬁes God Almighty.
Since many people entertained doubts regarding the Ascent of the Noble Prophet (S) and it seemed
incredible to them, God Almighty said in Surah al-Isra10:
"Gloriﬁed is He Who took His servant for a journey at night from Masjid al-Haram to Masjid alAqsa, the neighborhood whereof We have blessed, so that We might show him Our Signs."
The blessed Verse is saying that he is not exposed to error and there is a very exalted cause for Ascent.
"Will you then dispute with him about what he saw?"
Disbelievers indubitably may not believe in the Revelations of the saints of God Almighty and engage
pessimistically in disputes with them.
It is worthy of note that Sidrat al-Muntaha is so signiﬁcant that Paradise with all its greatness stands
beside it and there is a state still higher than Paradise.
“Near Sidrat al-Muntaha. Near it is the Paradise of Refuge."

Although God Almighty bestows His Grace upon all people, but He at times provides certain people with
further privileges.
“And indeed he saw him at another descent"
indicates that upon His Messenger's (S) Ascent, God Almighty bestowed special privileges upon him in
the same manner that God Almighty is with all people;
("and He is with you"),
but His being with His Messenger (S) is certainly different.
"Indeed Allah is with those who fear [Him]."
Divine Grace and being with His servants are at times general and at times particular. He invited His
Messenger (S) to the heavens and provided him with special privileges beside Sidrat al-Muntaha and
the Promised Paradise.11

Surah al-Najm - Verses 16-18
َﻐْﺸﺎ ﻳةَ ﻣﺪْر اﻟﺴَﻐْﺸذْ ﻳا

َﺎ ﻃَﻐﻣ وﺮﺼﺎ زَاغَ اﻟْﺒﻣ

یﺮﺒْ اﻟِﻪﺑﺎتِ ر آﻳﻦأی ﻣﻟَﻘَﺪْ ر
16. When that covered the lote tree which did cover it!
17. The sight turned not aside nor did it transgress beyond the limit.
18. Verily, he did see of the Greatest Signs of his Lord.
"When that covered the lote tree"
reﬂects that Sidrat al-Muntaha is covered by a halo of light, beauty, and purity such that it is
indescribable. It is said that a large number of angels cover the tree. It is narrated from the Noble
Prophet that he had seen an angel standing on each leaf of Sidrat al-Muntaha glorifying God Almighty.
The blessed Verse is saying that the Noble Prophet (S) saw Gabriel by its original form on the Night of
Ascent when the lote tree was covered by a large number of creatures reﬂecting Divine Greatness and
Magniﬁcence.

The blessed Verse 17 is saying that the Noble Prophet (S) did not gaze at Gabriel but he looked
constantly at the angel without being perplexed or erring. His sight did not turn aside nor did it transgress
the bounds.
"Verily, he did see"
in the blessed Verse 18 indicates that by God Almighty! Upon his Ascent unto the heaven, the Noble
Prophet (S) saw Divine Signs in such manner that the Sign was the Greatest of Them. It was at that time
that the wonders of the heavenly spheres were shown unto him. The Arabic partitive preposition min ("of,
from") indicates that what the Noble Prophet (S) saw were some of Divine Signs rather than all of Them.

Surah al-Najm - Verses 19-22
یﺰاﻟْﻌ وتَ اﻟﺘُﻢأﻳأﻓَﺮ

یﺧْﺮﺜَﺔَ اﻨَﺎةَ اﻟﺜﱠﺎﻟﻣو

َﻧﺜ اﻟَﻪ وﺮ اﻟﺬﱠﻛﻢَأﻟ

یﻴﺰﺔٌ ﺿﻤﺴذًا ﻗﻠْﻚَ اﺗ
19. Have you then considered al-Lat and al-‘Uzza12
20. And Manat, the other third?
21. Is it for you the males and for Him the females?
22. That indeed is a division most unfair!
The Omnipotent God Who takes man to the highest point of the heavens and shows His Great Signs
unto him is far different from useless stone idols. The names of nine idols are attested in the Holy
Qur’an: Lat, ‘Uzza, and Manat in the blessed Chapter in question, Ya‘al in Chapter 37, and Wadd,
Ya‘suq, Yaghuth, and Nasr in Chapter 71. Lat, ‘Uzza, and Manat were three important idols worshipped
by Arabs in pre-Islamic times (jahiliyya).
There is consensus amongst Muslims that they were destroyed thanks to the Hashemite Messenger of
Allah (S), but Qur’an exegetes are not unanimous on the nature of these idols, though their views are
not mentioned herein for the sake of brevity.13
In short, since polytheists termed idols and angels the daughters of God, the blessed Verses in question

were revealed to rebuke them through asking them rhetorical questions saying that Allah bestowed such
exalted state to Prophet Muhammad (S) that He made him pass the lote tree such that the distance
between Him and His Prophet (S) was the extent of two bows or less and bestowed Divine Emanation
upon the pure soul of the Noble Prophet (S) and showed unto him the world of creation, but your idols
may not provide you with such state.
Pagan Arabs are censured in rhetorical questions saying that you imagine that you have male offspring
but attribute female offspring to God Almighty since you deem male offspring worthier and female
offspring and you falsely claim that angels are daughters of God.

Surah al-Najm - Verse 23
ْﻟَﻘَﺪ وﻧﻔُﺲی اﻮﺎ ﺗَﻬﻣ و اﻟﻈﱠﻦﻻﻮنَ اﺘﱠﺒِﻌن ﻳﻠْﻄَﺎنٍ اﻦ ﺳﺎ ﻣ ﺑِﻬﻪ اﻟلﺎ أﻧﺰﻢ ﻣﻛﺎوآﺑ وﺎ أﻧﺘُﻢﻮﻫﺘُﻤﻴﻤﺎء ﺳﻤ أﺳﻻ انْ ﻫا
ﺪَی اﻟْﻬِﻬِﻢﺑﻦ رﻢ ﻣﺎءﻫﺟ
23. They are but names which you have named, you and your fathers, for which Allah has sent
down no authority as to their veracity. Polytheists follow but a guess and that which they
themselves desire, whereas there has surely come unto them the Guidance from their Lord!
The Qur’anic term sultan designates 'argument' which results in scholarly authority. Idolaters maintained
that each and every idol represented a certain issue, e.g. might, knowledge, love, and wrath. The Holy
Qur’an says that such pompous titles are devoid of usefulness and these names bear no signiﬁcance.
Thus, the blessed Verse in question is saying that these idols which are your objects of worship to which
you give rank and state are nothing but names devoid of signiﬁcance.
They are inanimate objects devoid of truth. They lack authority and it is out of your ignorance and
concupiscent desires that you imagine that they may be of any use and thereby take recourse to
worshipping them in order to attain proximity to God Almighty. It is a source of surprise.
How may man who claims to possess intellect and knowledge and regards himself as the most superior
creature bows down to an inanimate and manmade object and invokes it to answer his invocations and
ascribes an exalted state to it without any proof and regards it as an intermediary between himself and
God Almighty?
As it is reﬂected elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an14:
"We worship them only that they may bring us near to Allah,"
but they were unaware that proximity to God Almighty is not attainable in such manner as one who
puriﬁes his heart from natural and moral impurities and obeys Divine Command and Messengers of
Allah and fosters His love in his heart will attain to utmost closeness to God Almighty. It is also worthy of

note that there is no need to intermediaries in attaining to Divine Favors.
Beliefs are supposed to rest upon arguments since conjecture and imitation are insufﬁcient and error is
consequent to fostering concupiscent desires. As it is reﬂected at the close of the blessed Verse, God
Almighty has provided mankind with His Final and Decisive Argument through sending down His
Revelation thereafter there remains no room for producing pretexts.

Surah al-Najm - Verses 24-25
ﻨﱠﺎ ﺗَﻤﺎنِ ﻣﻧﺴﻼ ﻟأم

َوﻟاةُ وﺮﺧ اﻠﱠﻪﻓَﻠ
24. Or shall man have what he wishes?
25. But to Allah belong the Hereafter and the world.
The twain blessed Verses ask whether polytheists believe that such idols possess power and might to
fulﬁll their wishes and answer their invocations. However, the point is that they are insigniﬁcant,
essentially transient, and need the Necessary Being and the Absolutely Needless Lord for their survival.
Whether polytheists seek the world or the Hereafter, they have to turn toward the Absolutely Needless
Being and invoke Him for His Favors. It may be noted in passing that the Arabic word tamanna
designates wish and desire be them possible or impossible, plausible or groundless.

Surah al-Najm - Verse 26
ﺿﺮﻳﺸَﺎء وﻦ ﻳﻤ ﻟﻪﺄذَنَ اﻟﺪِ أن ﻳﻌﻦ ﺑ ﻣﻻﺎ اﯩ ﺷَﻴﻢﺘُﻬ ﺷَﻔَﺎﻋ ﺗُﻐْﻨ ِاتﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴﻠَﻚٍ ﻓﻦ ﻣﻢ ﻣﻛو
26. And there are many angels in the heavens, whose intercession will avail nothing except after
Allah has given leave for whom He wills and is pleased with.
The main emphasis in the blessed Verse in question is laid on the issue of polytheists saying that there
are many angels in the heavens whose intercession is of no avail unless God Almighty gives leave for
whom He wills and is pleased with.
When the angels of the heavens with their grandeur and greatness may not intercede with God Almighty
unless He gives leave, such inanimate and insigniﬁcant idols may not be expected to be of any avail.
When eagles swift in ﬂight cannot soar that high, such ineffectual mosquitoes may not be expected to be

of any use. Would it not be shameful that they say that they worship these idols so that they may
intercede at Divine Threshold on our behalf?
The interrogative and exclamatory particle kam ("how many, how much") ad hoc designates generality,
that is, none of the angels may intercede with God Almighty on anyone's behalf without His leave.

Surah al-Najm - Verses 27-28
َﻧﺜﺔَ اﻴﻤﺔَ ﺗَﺴﺋَﻮنَ اﻟْـﻤﻤﺴ ﻟَﻴةﺮﺧﻨُﻮنَ ﺑِﺎﻣﻮ ﻳ نﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦا

ﺎﯩ ﺷَﻴﻖ اﻟْﺤﻦ ﻣﻐْﻨ ﻳ نﱠ اﻟﻈﱠﻦا و اﻟﻈﱠﻦﻻﻮنَ اﺘﱠﺒِﻌن ﻳ اﻠْﻢ ﻋﻦ ﻣﻢ ﺑِﻪﺎ ﻟَﻬﻣو
27. Indeed, those who believe not in the Hereafter, name the angels with female names.
28. But they have no knowledge thereof. They follow but a conjecture and indeed conjecture may
not indubitably render man needless of Truth.
The blessed twain Verses in question resume the discussion on the refutation of polytheists' beliefs,
saying that those who do not believe in the Hereafter and name the angels as Allah's daughters.
Such shameful words are solely uttered by those who disbelieve in the Records and Recompense of
deeds; otherwise they would not have taken the liberty to utter such words which are not substantiated
by the least argument; nonetheless, logical arguments indicate that God Almighty has no offspring nor
are angels female.
"Name the angels with female names"
makes a reference to the groundless words mentioned in the preceding blessed Verses such that these
names are devoid of signiﬁcance failing to transcend the bounds of nomenclature, since they are devoid
of truth.
The blessed Verse 28 makes a reference to a crystal clear argument invalidating such nomenclature
saying that they have neither knowledge nor certitude, but they follow their groundless conjectures.
However, conjecture may not render man needless of the Truth and may not lead anyone to the Truth.
A believing and dutiful man never utters a word without knowledge and awareness nor does he ascribe
any attribute to anyone without reason. Reliance upon conjecture belongs to Satan and his followers and
acknowledgement of superstitions beacons error and insensibility.

Surah al-Najm - Verse 29
ﺎﺎةَ اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﻴ اﻟْﺤﻻ اﺮِد ﻳﻟَﻢﺮِﻧَﺎ وﻦ ذِﻛ ﻋﻟﱠﻦ ﺗَﻮﻦ ﻣ ﻋﺮِضﻓَﺄﻋ
29. Therefore, withdraw from him who turns away from Our Reminder and desires noting but the
life of this world.
Muslims are bidden to withdraw from those who turn away from the religion of God Almighty and do not
give ear to Divine Injunctions, since turning away from God Almighty and mammonism are the most
obvious tokens of error.
Thus, the blessed Verse in question addressed to the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) bids him to withdraw
from those who solely seek mundane life and reinforcement of bestial faculties and refrain from
engaging in scholarly arguments and discussions, since their utmost extent of knowledge is to enjoy the
pleasures of the ﬂesh and they may not transcend perceptible bounds.

Surah al-Najm - Verse 30
ﺘَﺪَی اﻫﻦ ﺑِﻤﻠَﻢ أﻋﻮﻫ وﻪﺒِﻴﻠﻦ ﺳ ﻋﻞﻦ ﺿ ﺑِﻤﻠَﻢ أﻋﻮﻚَ ﻫﺑنﱠ ر اﻠْﻢ اﻟْﻌﻦﻢ ﻣﻠَﻐُﻬﺒﻚَ ﻣذَﻟ
30. That is their utmost extent of knowledge and cognition. Indeed, your Lord it is He Who knows
best those who have gone astray from His Path and He knows best those who have received
Guidance.
This is the utmost extent of the knowledge and efforts of those who have forgotten God Almighty, have
turned toward mundane life, and have exchanged their human dignity and honor with mundane
possessions. O Prophet Muhammad (S)! God Almighty is Omniscient and knows best those who have
gone astray from the Path of Truth and may not receive Guidance and He also knows best those who
deserve Guidance.
Your obligation solely rests in guiding all people toward the Path to Guidance so that thereby Divine
Final Argument reaches everyone.

Surah al-Najm - Verse 31
َﻨﺴﻨُﻮا ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤﺴ أﺣ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺰِيﺠﻳﻠُﻮا وﻤﺎ ﻋوا ﺑِﻤﺎو أﺳ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺰِيﺠﻴضِ ﻟر اﺎ ﻓﻣاتِ وﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴﺎ ﻓ ﻣﻪﻟو
31. And to Allah belong all that is in the heavens and all that is in the earth, that He may requite

those who do evil with that which they have done and reward those who do good with what is
best.
The blessed Verse in question proceeds with treating of Divine Omniscience as to the astray and the
guided, saying that whatever exists in the heavens and the earth belongs to God Almighty. He is the
Absolute Possessor and the Absolute Sovereign in the world of existence therefore He solely deserves
to be worshipped and He is the only One of Whom man may expect intercession.
The main cause for the creation of the world of being is that man, the superior being in the world of
existence, be guided toward the path of perfection through existential, legislative, and didactic schedules
applied by Prophets. Thus, the blessed Verse in question closes with the consequence of such
Possession by saying that the creation of the world aims at requiting those who do evil with that which
they have done and reward those who do good with what is best.

Surah al-Najm - Verse 32
ذْ أﻧﺘُﻢاضِ ور اﻦﻢ ﻣذْ أﻧﺸَﺄﻛ اﻢِ ﺑﻠَﻢ أﻋﻮ ﻫةﺮﻐْﻔ اﻟْﻤﻊاﺳﻚَ وﺑنﱠ ر اﻢ اﻟﻠﱠﻤﻻ اﺶاﺣاﻟْﻔَﻮ وﺛْﻢ اﻻﺮﺎﺋﺒﻮنَ ﻛﺒﺘَﻨﺠ ﻳاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ
َ اﺗﱠﻘﻦ ﺑِﻤﻠَﻢ أﻋﻮ ﻫﻢﻮا أﻧﻔُﺴﻛ ﺗُﺰََ ﻓﻢﺎﺗﻬﻄُﻮنِ اُﻣ ﺑأﺟِﻨﱠﺔٌ ﻓ
32. Those who avoid great sins and vices except the inadvertently committed sins, indeed your
Lord is of Great Forgiveness. He knows you well when He created you from the earth and when
you were fetuses in your mothers' wombs. Therefore, ascribe not purity to yourselves. He knows
best him who fears Allah.
Following the promise given as to the Recompense and Reward for deeds, the blessed Verse in
question is saying that God Almighty bestows further Favors upon those who have refrained from
committing grave sins. Abstention from committing grave sins leads to Forgiving their lesser sins. It is
worthy of note that persistence in committing lesser sins turns them into grave sins.
The Arabic word kaba’ir is the plural for of kabira
("grave sin")
and fawahish is the pluralized form of fahisha. The latter is applied to a sin whose vice is obvious to
everyone, e.g. fornication. The Arabic word ithm originally denotes an act that makes man turn away
from doing righteous good deeds. According to Raghib's Mufradat, the word lamam designates coming
close to committing sins and the word is applied to lesser sins.
It is worthy of note that different senses have been attested for the Arabic word lamam in Usul Kaﬁ15
and lexicographic and exegetic sources, including:

An inadvertently committed sin which is not repeated.
An intended but unfulﬁlled sin.
A sin which is followed by repentance and apology.
A sin for which there is no warning against its Recompense.
A sin without speciﬁed bounds.
The point is that disobedience against Divine Commands is something gross but all sins do not rest on
the same degree. Some sins, e.g. lying and backbiting, are grosser and entail more severe
Recompense. Furthermore, the time, place, intention, knowledge, and ignorance at the time of
committing sins and persistence in committing them or failing to do so impact the nature of committed
sins.
The issue of grave and lesser sins is recurrently attested in the Holy Qur’an16.
According to the Holy Qur’an all human deeds are being recorded:
("all lesser and greater [issues] are recorded")
as are all grave and lesser sins and the record of human deeds shall be unrolled on the Day of
Resurrection;
("We shall bring out for him a book which he will ﬁnd wide open,"17).
It shall be at the time that a cry shall be heard:
("Woe unto us! What is this book in which all our greater and lesser deeds are recorded in it,"18).
Grave sins are enumerated by Imam Ridha (as) as the following:
1. Murder
2. Fornication
3. Theft
4. Drinking wine
5. Parents' dissatisfaction and curse as to disinheritance (‘aq)
6. Consumption of blood
7. Eating pork

8. Eating what is slaughtered in any name other than that of God Almighty
9. Usury
10. Bribery
11. Gambling
12. Dealing in fraud by selling deﬁciently
13. Accusing chaste women
14. Sodomy
15. Perjury
16. Desperation of Divine Mercy
17. Regarding himself saved from Divine torment
18. Bearing assistance to and reliance on tyrants
19. False oath
20. Mortiﬁcation of property and rights of others
21. Lying
22. Arrogance
23. Prodigality and extravagance
24. Dissipation and squandering
25. Treason and betrayal
26. Deﬁciency in performing pilgrimage rites
27. Animosity against friends of God Almighty
28. Engaging in libidinous pleasures
29. Persistence in committing sins.19
Disbelief, polytheism, and failing to establish prayers are also mentioned as grave sins in a number of
traditions. Qur’anic Verses and sound traditions have been mentioned in relevant sources, but they were
not mentioned herein for the sake of brevity.20

It is narrated from Imam Baqir (as) that regarding:
"Do not consider yourselves pure"
he said:
"Do not take pride in establishing prayer, paying alms, taking fast, and invoking God Almighty since God
knows best the God fearing."21
Imam Sadiq (as) was inquired:
"Is it lawful if one praises himself?"
He replied:
"If some emergency arises, there is no problem in doing the same."
It is also narrated that a Jew came unto the Messenger of Allah (S) and bragged about the miracles
worked by Prophet Moses (as).
The Noble Prophet said:
"It is unbeﬁtting to praise oneself, but for your information, I say unto you that Prophet Adam (as) for
repentance, Prophet Noah (as) for being saved from drowning, Prophet Abraham (as) for deliverance
from ﬁre, and Prophet Moses (as) for being saved from God Almighty, swore to God on the right of the
family of Muhammad (S).
O Jew! Had Moses (as) seen me, he would have believed in me. Imam Mahdi (as) is my descendant for
whose assistance Jesus (as) descends from the heaven and established prayer behind him."22
Following an enumeration of grave sins, the blessed Verse in question treats of Divine Mercy and other
Attributes. Addressing His Messenger (S), God Almighty says that His Forgiving is so great that He
forgives lesser sins because of abstention from committing grave ones and He forgives the latter by
repentance.
His pre-eternal Omniscience encompasses everything. He created man from earth. He knows him best
when he is a fetus in his mother's womb. He is All-Aware of man's inner and outer states.
Thus, the blessed Verse says:
"He knows you well when he created you from the earth and when you were fetuses in your
mother's wombs. Therefore, ascribe no purity to yourselves. He knows best him who fears Allah
and keeps his duty to Him."
There is no need to conceal your defects, pretend to have faith, or be vain, since God Almighty knows

best one who fears Him and possesses virtues.
Finally, it is also worthy of note that certain acts lead to turning lesser sins to grave ones, including
persistence in committing the former, underestimation of committing sins, being happy when committing
them, committing sins out of disobedience, vanity in expectation of Divine respites, committing sins in
public, committing sins by prominent ﬁgures.
The consequences of committing sins may also be enumerated in passing:
1. Callousness
2. Deprivation of Divine Bounties
3. Rejection of invocations
4. Changes in daily provision and sustenance
5. Deprivation from certain prayers, like night prayer
6. Sudden afﬂictions
7. Lack of rainfall
8. Destruction of one's house
9. Disgrace and humility
10. Brevity of lifetime
11. Earthquake
12. Grief and ailment
13. Conquest of the villainous.
There are Qur’anic Verses and traditions regarding each of the above. It is also mentioned in traditions
that the friend of the Noble Prophet (S) is one who obeys God Almighty even if he is no relation to him
and the Noble Prophet's (S) enemy is one who disobeys God Almighty even if he happens to be his
relation.23
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Surah al-Najm - Verses 33-34
ﻟﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﺗَﻮﺖأﻳأﻓَﺮ

ﺪَیأﻛ وﻴﻼ ﻗَﻠَﻄأﻋو
33. Did you observe him who turned away
34. And gave a little then stopped [giving]?
The Arabic verbal form akda derives from k-d-y ("stint, cease from giving alms") and is a cognate of
kady ("hard land").
It is said on the occasion of the Revelation of the twain blessed Verses that a certain man was in the
habit of giving alms but he was warned by others that he would be needy later on. He ceased from
giving alms and became entangled with niggardliness. A number of Qur’an exegetes maintain that the
twain blessed Verses allude to ‘Uthman ibn ‘Affan who expended lots of his possessions on paying
alms.
His foster brother, ‘Abd Allah ibn Sa‘d said unto him:

"You expend much on paying alms. You may be poor some day."
‘Uthman said unto him:
"I have committed many a sin. I pay alms so that I may expiate my sins."
‘Abd Allah asked him to give his camel with its accessories unto him and he would pay for his sins.
‘Uthman did so and asked witnesses to bear testimony and ceased from paying alms imagining that he
was puriﬁed of his sins.
It was at the time that the twain blessed Verses were revealed saying O Muhammad! Did you see the
man who turned his back on the day of the Battle of Uhud and ﬂed?
He gave a little of his possessions to his foster brother so that the latter may carry the burden of his sins
and ceased from expending on alms as a consequence of which he was censured and rebuked. There
are also other views as to the occasion of the Revelation of the twain blessed Verses, but they were not
mentioned for the sake of brevity.

Surah al-Najm - Verses 35-37
یﺮ ﻳﻮﺐِ ﻓَﻬ اﻟْﻐَﻴﻠْﻢ ﻋﻨﺪَهأﻋ

ﻮﺳﻒِ ﻣﺤ ﺻﺎ ﻓﺄ ﺑِﻤﻨَﺒ ﻳ ﻟَﻢأم

ﻓﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِي وﻴﻢاﻫﺮﺑاو
35. Is with him the knowledge of the Unseen so that he sees the truths?
36. Or is he not informed about what is in the Torah of Moses (as) about bearing assistance to
the deprived?
37. And of Scripture of Abraham (as) who fulﬁlled all that Allah ordered him.
Prophet Abraham (as) is called God's Friend owing to his obedience to and love for God Almighty. He
was so loyal to Allah that he tolerated all hardships. Like unto other Prophets (as) he persevered in his
obedience to Divine Lordship and passed all tests, including Nimrod's Fire and readiness to sacriﬁce his
son for Allah. He was so perseverant that he was called God's Friend.
In short, the interrogative particle (hamza) in a-‘indahu
("is with him")

and am-lam
("is he not")
in the blessed Verses 36 and 37 beacons the refutation of a false belief as per which he was aware of
the Unseen world and he said that he took the responsibility for his sins. The following Verse is saying
that it is recorded in the Scriptures of Moses (as) and Abraham (as) that no one may take the
responsibility of others and each and every person stands accountable for his own sins.

Surah al-Najm - Verses 38-39
ی اُﺧْﺮةٌ وِزْرازِر و ﺗَﺰِرأ

ﻌﺎ ﺳ ﻣﻻﺎنِ اﻧﺴْ ﻟﺲأن ﻟﱠﻴو
38. [It is mentioned in all Scriptures that] that no one shall bear the burden of another.
39. And that man can have nothing but what he strives for.
The Arabic word wizr denotes heavy burden and it connotes sin which is actually a heavy burden. The
Arabic word wazir is applied to vizier who shoulders the heavy burden of the administration of the state.
The blessed Verses are saying that God Almighty obliterates vices through committing righteous good
deeds, forgives sins because of repentance, or turns vices into good, but never makes anyone bear the
burden of sins committed by another.
In this vein, it is reported that the second caliph ordered a pregnant adulteress be stoned.
Imam ‘Ali (as) objected saying that the fetus in her womb was not supposed to bear the burden of its
mother's sin in which he relied on the blessed Verse:
"No one shall bear the burden of another."
He said:
"Be patient until the ruling will be executed after delivery."1
The Messenger of Allah (S) aid:
"The sins of fornicating parents are not to be borne by the illegitimate children."
Then he recited the Verse:

"No one shall bear the burden of another."2
The blessed Verse 39 reads:
"And that man can have nothing but what he strives for."
The Arabic word sa‘y designates "move fast rather than run" but it often connotes "strive, make effort,"
since upon making efforts, rapid movements are being done whether the same aim at doing righteous
good deeds or otherwise.
It would be of interest to note that man reaps the fruit of his efforts rather than fulﬁllment of something
which connotes that it is of signiﬁcance to strive and make efforts even if one may not attain to his goal;
if he intends to do righteous good deeds, God Almighty will grant him his reward, since he seeks good
intentions rather than fulﬁlled tasks.

Surah al-Najm - Verses 40-42
یﺮ ﻳفﻮ ﺳﻪﻴﻌأنﱠ ﺳو

َﻓواء اﺰ اﻟْﺠاهﺰﺠ ﻳﺛُﻢ

ﻨﺘَﻬِﻚَ اﻟْﻤﺑ رَﻟأنﱠ او
40. And that his deeds will be seen.
41. Then he will be recompensed with a full and the best recompense.
42. And that to your Lord is the return of all.
The blessed Verses 40 and 41 are saying that one who perseveres in the fulﬁllment of his tasks not only
will soon receive the reward of his righteous good deeds in full but also will reap further rewards for the
same. It is mentioned in the Holy Qur’an that each and every righteous good deed will accrue tenfold
rewards and some believers and the God fearing will receive rewards several times as much.
The blessed Verse 42 says that everything shall indubitably return to your Lord, since He is the Efﬁcient
Cause and the Final Cause and the pivot of the world of creation, its beginning, and its end rests on
Divine Pure Essence.

Surah al-Najm - Verses 43-44
أﺑﻚَ وﺤ أﺿﻮ ﻫأﻧﱠﻪو

ﺎﻴأﺣ وﺎت أﻣﻮ ﻫأﻧﱠﻪو
43. And that it is He Who makes [whom He wills] laugh and makes [whom He wills] weep.
44. And that it is He Who causes death and gives life.
Although Divine Acts are being done through intermediaries, but in fact He is the Main Cause.
Repetition of the pronoun;
"He"
reﬂects that He is the only Main Cause. Thus it is said: O Muhammad (S)! Your Lord toward Whom you
guide people is the Lord and Fosterer of all things. Creatures in the higher and the lower spheres and
the overt and covert attributes and traces of the beings of the world of creation all rest upon His Will.
Even laughing arising from the felicity of the soul and weeping stemming from grief and sorrow as well
as life and death as two opposite existential phenomena rest on Divine Will and the Existential
Command of the Fosterer of the world of existence.

Surah al-Najm - Verses 45-47
َﻧﺜاﻻ وﺮ اﻟﺬﱠﻛﻦﻴﺟو اﻟﺰ ﺧَﻠَﻖأﻧﱠﻪو

َﻨذَا ﺗُﻤ اﻦ ﻧﱡﻄْﻔَﺔﻣ

یﺧْﺮ اﻟﻨﱠﺸْﺄةَ اﻻﻪﻠَﻴأنﱠ ﻋو
45. And that He creates the pairs, male and female
46. From semen when it is emitted [into the womb].
47. And that upon Him is another creation upon Resurrection.
The law of conjugality in the system of creation is legislated by God Almighty rather than a convention

amongst human beings. It is the secret of survival. If removed, life will lose its vitality and will come to an
end. The creation of female and female pairs is one of the wonders and the necessities of life.
The blessed Verses are saying that God Almighty creates the twain male and female pairs out of the
semen emitted into the womb.
Following an enumeration of attributes regarding Divine Lordship and Fostering, the blessed Verses treat
of Resurrection asking:
"Is not man aware that according to formerly revealed Scriptures, it is upon God Almighty to create
another world?"
The Arabic word nash’a in the blessed Verse 47 denotes creation and fostering something.
The prepositional phrase:
"upon him"
reﬂects that as God Almighty created man and made him responsible for fulﬁlling certain obligations and
granted them free will and some people are obedient and some disobedient, some are tyrants and some
oppressed and none of them received their recompense and the rewards, it is upon the All-Wise Allah to
create another creation so that justice be administered.

Surah al-Najm - Verses 48-49
َأﻗْﻨ وَ أﻏْﻨﻮ ﻫأﻧﱠﻪو

یﺮﻌّ اﻟﺸب رﻮ ﻫأﻧﱠﻪو
48. And that it is He Who causes needlessness and need.
49. And that He is the Lord of Sirius.
According to Raghib's Mufradat, the verbal forms aghna and aqna are cognate with Ghana
("needlessness") and quniya ("wealth").
Concerning the interpretation of the blessed Verse 48, Imam ‘Ali (as) said:
"God Almighty renders man needless and also makes him satisﬁed with what he has."
Sirius is the name of a star worshipped by some who imagined that it affected their poverty and
needlessness. It is worthy of note that it has been identiﬁed by the name of an idol as well. Sirius is the

most resplendent star that usually appears in the sky at dawn and it was due to its brilliance that some
Arab pagans worshipped it.
The Holy Qur’an is asking:
"Why do you worship Sirius?"
Then the blessed Verse 48 is bidding people to worship the Lord, the Creator.

Surah al-Najm - Verses 50-54
َوﻟا اﻻﺎدﻠَﻚَ ﻋ أﻫأﻧﱠﻪو

َﻘﺎ أﺑ ﻓَﻤﻮدﺛَﻤو

َأﻃْﻐ و أﻇْﻠَﻢﻢﺎﻧُﻮا ﻫ ﻛﻢﻧﱠﻬ اﻞﻦ ﻗَﺒ ﻣ ﻧُﻮحمﻗَﻮو

یﻮﺔَ أﻫﺗَﻔﻮاﻟْﻤو

ﺎ ﻏَﺸﱠﺎ ﻣﻓَﻐَﺸﱠﺎﻫ
50. And that it is He Who destroyed the former ‘Ad [people]
51. And Thamud [people]. He spared none of them.
52. And the people of Noah (as) aforetime. Indeed, they were more unjust and more rebellious.
53. And He destroyed the cities of the people of Lot (as).
54. Therefore, He covered them out of His Wrath with that which he covered.
All chastisements will not be in the Hereafter. Some peoples have been destroyed by God Almighty in
this world and we should take a lesson. Alluding to the preceding Verses, the blessed Verses in question
refer to Divine Omnipotence saying that in the same manner that your Lord created beings and their
states, He causes the destruction of tyrants and rebels.
In terms of Grace and Mercy God Almighty is the Most Beneﬁcent and in terms of Wrath, He is Severe
of Recompense. He caused the destruction of earlier ‘Ad and Thamud peoples without sparing any of
them and the people of Noah (as) had been destroyed because they were more tyrant and rebellious.
The earlier ‘Ad were Prophet Hod's (as) people and a group of them, called Banu Laqim and later ‘Ad,

resided in Mecca and were spared. It is also said that they were called earlier ‘Ad since they were the
ﬁrst people who were destroyed following the disobedient people of Prophet Noah (as).
The second Verse is saying that your Lord caused the destruction of the people of Thamud who were
the people of Prophet Salih such that none of them were spared. The second and the fourth Verses say
that Your Lord had caused the destruction of the people of Prophet Noah (as) as the recompense of
their tyranny and disobedience before that of ‘Ad and Thamud.
The fourth Verse says that the city of Mu’tafaka inhabited by the People of Prophet Lot (as) was levitated
by Gabriel and was cast down and some many hard pieces of clay rained upon them that the earth was
covered with them. It is also said that Mu’tafaka was applied to four cities: Sawa’im, Adima, ‘Amura, and
Sodom, and Gomorrah.

Surah al-Najm - Verses 55-56
یﺎرِﻚَ ﺗَﺘَﻤﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي

َوﻟ اﻟﻨﱡﺬُرِ اﻻﻦ ﻣﺬَا ﻧَﺬِﻳﺮﻫ
55. Then which of the Graces of your Lord will you doubt?
56. This is a warner of the warners of old.
The main obligation of all Prophets and the main goal of all Scriptures is to warn mankind. Although the
blessed Verse is seemingly addressed to the Noble Prophet (S), but it actually addresses mankind
saying that O man! You still entertain doubts despite observing so many tokens of Divine Omnipotence?
It sounds as if the traces of the destruction of the cities of ‘Ad and Thamud were still visible at the time of
the Revelation of the Holy Qur’an as a reference is made to the same elsewhere3;
("Indeed, you pass by them in the morning and at night; will you not then reﬂect [upon their
disobedience and take a lesson out of the fate of the ancients]?"4).
As mentioned in the exegetic work Manhaj al-Sadiqin, it is narrated on the authority of Muhammad ibn
Humayd A‘mash from Salih from Ibn ‘Abbas that when the Noble Prophet (S) was assigned to appoint
‘Ali ibn Abi Talib (as) as his successor and impart the same unto people, the Noble Prophet (S) ﬁrst
concealed the same from Quraysh chiefs, since he was aware that they would oppose the same and
they would not acknowledge such appointment out of arrogance and envy and they might even harm ‘Ali
(as).
Then Archangel Gabriel descended and said:

"God Almighty will keep you from their evil deeds"
and revealed the Verse:
"If you fail to do the same, you will not fulﬁll your Prophetic Call"
unto him. Thus, the Noble Prophet (S) appointed ‘Ali (as) as the Imam and made it obligatory for the
Muslim community on the Day of Ghadir Khum to obey his Guardianship.
Following the appointment of ‘Ali (as) to imamate, the blessed Verse 55;
("Then which of the Graces of your Lord will you doubt?")
was revealed.5
In interpreting the blessed Verse 56, Qur’an exegetes maintain that the antecedent of the demonstrative
pronoun;
"this" (hadha)
may be the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) who like his predecessors was Divinely appointed to warn
people. The antecedent may be the Holy Qur’an that like former Scriptures was revealed for people's
Guidance.
Then, it is a source of surprise that you do not believe in God Almighty. Some exegetes hold that the
antecedent of the demonstrative pronoun in question is the torment sent down upon former peoples and
the blessed Verse warns people against such torment. God Almighty knows best.

Surah al-Najm - Verses 57-58
ُ اﻵزِﻓَﺔأزِﻓَﺖ

ٌﻔَﺔﺎﺷ ﻛﻪونِ اﻟﻦ دﺎ ﻣ ﻟَﻬﺲﻟَﻴ
57. The Day of Resurrection draws near.
58. None besides Allah can avert the torments of that Day.
The Arabic feminine present participial form azifa denotes "approaching, drawing near." We are not
supposed to imagine that the Day of Resurrection is far away but we should know that all mundane
means and possessions may not decrease an iota of the afﬂictions of that Day;
("None besides Allah can avert the torments of that Day").

The only Support shall be provided by God Almighty with his All-Encompassing Graciousness and
Mercy but none besides Him shall be able to avert the hardships on that Day.

Surah al-Najm - Verses 59-62
َﻮنﺒﺠﺪِﻳﺚِ ﺗَﻌﺬَا اﻟْﺤ ﻫﻦأﻓَﻤ

َﻮن ﺗَﺒﻮنَ وﺤﺗَﻀو

َﺪُونﺎﻣ ﺳأﻧﺘُﻢو

ﺪُواﺒاﻋ وﻪﺪُوا ﻟﺠﻓَﺎﺳ
59. Do you then wonder at this Word?
60. And you laugh and weep not,
61. Wasting your lifetime in pastime and amusements.
62. Thus, fall you down in prostration to Allah and worship Him.
According to Tafsir Furqan, it is narrated that following the Revelation of these blessed Verses, the
Noble Prophet (S) ceased to laugh to his last day, but he merely smiled. It is narrated from Imam Sadiq
(as) that he said that the word hadith in the blessed Verse 59 is the accounts of the ancients.
It is worthy of note that the interrogative particle (hamza) in a-fa-man
("do you then")
is a rhetorical question by which it is asked:
"Are you not surprised at this account of the ancients and the torments and afﬂictions sent down upon
them? Do you deride the news of the Day of Resurrection drawing near? You should be weeping out of
awe and grief.”
The Arabic plural present participial form samidun in the blessed Verse 61 connotes;
"wasting one's lifetime in pastime and amusements."
The present participle in question derives from s-m-d "to raise one's head arrogantly. The Arabic
expression samad al-ba‘ir ("the camel erected its neck") connotes raising one's head in arrogance.

Disbelievers are ad hoc likened to a camel erecting its neck while moving, since they disobey God
Almighty and regard His Word a plaything.
The last blessed Verse addresses all mankind saying that they should fall in prostration before God
Almighty, the Creator and Fosterer of their existence and solely worship Him, since He is the only One
deserving to be worshipped. Manmade idols, stars, the sun, concupiscent desires do not deserve to be
worshipped.
It is worthy of note that:
"fall you down in prostration to Allah and worship Him"
(fa-’sjudu wa ’‘budu) are both in the imperative mode designating necessity; as a consequence of which,
all jurisprudents are unanimous that following the recitation of the blessed Verse 62, it is obligatory to fall
in prostration to Allah. It is reported that upon the Revelation of the blessed Verse, the Noble Prophet (S)
fell in prostration to Allah and all beings including jinn and mankind did the same.
It should be borne in mind sijda:
("that falling in prostration)
reﬂects humbleness and ‘ibada
("worship")
designates obedience to Allah.
The former falls into two types: those reﬂected by bodily postures as the same is reﬂected in prayers and
the other type constitutes the permanent and inward prostration and the same is solely possible for one
whose heart is subjugated by Divine Grandeur, Greatness, and Glory and whose soul has attained to the
exalted state of closeness to God Almighty.
Such person is humble and stands in awe of Divine Greatness inwardly and outwardly at all times. He is
the true example of those who inwardly fall in prostration to Allah and worship Him. It is worthy of note
that falling in prostration to Allah and worshipping Him may cure man of arrogance and vanity.
O Lord! We invoke you to shed the Light of Your Knowledge upon our hearts so that we worship none
but You and we fall in prostration to none but You.
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 76, p. 49.
2. Tafsir Rahnama; Durr al-Manthur; and other exegetic works under the blessed Verse in question.
3. 37:133-139
4. 37:137-138
5. Tafsir Makhzan al-Asrar; Manhaj al-Sadiqin, under the blessed Verse in question.

Surah al-Qamar, Chapter 54, Verses 1 - 32
(The Moon)
Section (juz’): 27
Number of Verses: 55

General Overview of the Chapter
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
The blessed Chapter has 55 Verses and was revealed in Mecca. The designation of the Chapter derives
from the raising the question of Cleaving of the Moon (shaqq al-qamar). All the blessed Verses of the
Chapter in question end in the letter r.
The preceding Chapter ended with the question of Resurrection and the blessed Chapter 55 opens with
the same. The Chapter mainly treats of Resurrection, Prophethood, and an account of Prophets'
opponents. The accounts of ﬁve peoples, namely those of Noah (as), ‘Ad, Thamud, Lot (as), and
Pharoah are being referred to in this Chapter.

Merits of the Recitation of the Chapter
According to a tradition narrated from the Noble Prophet (S)
"One who recites Surah al-Qamar and perseveres will enter the Plain of Judgment in splendor on the
Day of Resurrection on the condition that he acts upon Qur’anic Injunctions."

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 1-3
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
ﺮ اﻟْﻘَﻤاﻧﺸَﻖﺔُ وﺎﻋﺖِ اﻟﺴﺑاﻗْﺘَﺮ

ﺮﺘَﻤﺴ ﻣﺮﺤﻘُﻮﻟُﻮا ﺳﻳﻮا وﺮِﺿﻌﺔً ﻳا آﻳوﺮن ﻳاو

ﺮﺘَﻘﺴﺮٍ ﻣ أﻣﻞﻛ وﻢاءﻫﻮﻮا أﻫﻌاﺗﱠﺒﻮا وﺬﱠﺑﻛو
1. The Hour has drawn near and the moon has been cleft asunder.
2. And if they see a miracle, they turn away, saying: "This is continuous magic."
3. They belied [Divine Verses] and followed their own desires. And every matter will have a place
[for its own].
The ﬁrst blessed Verse treats of two signiﬁcant happenings. Firstly, mention is made of Resurrection
drawing near entailing the most signiﬁcant alteration in the world of creation serving as an opening to a
new life in the other world, a world whose greatness and extent are indescribable and unintelligible to us,
the captives of the mundane world.
Resurrection is inevitable and close to us. The life of this world is so transient and man is supposed to
be attentive and prepare the provision for the Hereafter. Secondly, the blessed Verse deals with the
great miracle of Cleaving of the Moon bearing witness to Divine Omnipotence over all things serving as
a token of the veracity of the Prophetic Call. God Almighty says that Resurrection draws near and the
moon cleft asunder.
The question of the Cleaving of the Moon is recurrently mentioned in Shi‘i and Sunni tradition sources,
according to which, disbelievers asked the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) to cleave the moon asunder
because they imagined that magic and sorcery could not affect the heaven and if the moon happened to
cleave asunder, Prophet Muhammad's (S) task could deﬁnitely be regarded as a miracle.
It is worthy of note that separation of the planets of the solar system off the sun and/or meteors reﬂect
the possibility of the moon cleaving asunder. It is interesting to note that Cleaving of the Moon occurred
at night without prior proclamation as to the same while people were asleep.
The travelers proceeding toward Mecca and Syria and even Indians could witness Cleaving of the
Moon.1 It is inscribed on some monuments in India that the completion date of those monuments was
the time when the moon cleft asunder.
According to Muslim consensus, consecutively transmitted traditions, and the testimonies of many a
Prophetic Companion, people witnessed Cleaving of the Moon. According to Tabarsi, ‘Abd Allah ibn
Mas‘ud, Anas ibn Malik, Hudhayfa, Ibn ‘Abbas, Jubayr ibn Mat‘am, and ‘Abd Allah ibn ‘Umar witnessed
Cleaving of the Moon and bore witness to the same.
According to Tabarsi, it is also narrated from Ibn ‘Abbas that disbelievers got together one night in full
moon and asked the Noble Prophet (S):
"If your claim to Prophethood is true, command the moon to cleave asunder into two halves."
The Noble Prophet (S) inquired:

"If I do so, would you believe?"
They replied:
"Yes."
Then the Noble Prophet (S) invoked God Almighty to command the moon to cleave asunder into two
halves. The Noble Prophet (S) summoned disbelievers and asked them to observe Cleaving of the
Moon.
It is narrated from the Noble Prophet (S) on the authority of Ibn Mas‘ud that he said:
"By Allah in Whose Hand of Might rests my soul, I witnessed the Mount of Hira through the two halves of
the moon when it was cleft asunder."
According to Qur’an exegetes, transmitted traditions, and historical sources, there is no doubt as to
Cleaving of the Moon which happened by Divine Will and the Noble Prophet's (S) miracle.2 Sunni
exegetes and traditionists maintain that Cleaving of the Moon is consecutively transmitted3 among whom
mention may be made of Suyuti quoting the same on the authority of ‘Abd al-Razzaq, Ahmad, ‘Abd ibn
Humayd, Muslim, Ibn Jurayr, Ibn al-Mundhar, Tirmidhi, Ibn Murdiwayh, Bayhaqi4, and Qurtubi5.
Other sources have transmitted the same on their authorities. It is a matter of consensus and is free
from doubt. The sources are not mentioned herein for the sake of brevity.
The second blessed Verse is saying that when obdurate disbelievers witness the miracle proving the
veracity of your Prophetic Call turn away saying that it is a magic repeated. The Arabic word mustamirr
(continuous, repeated) reﬂects that they had repeatedly seen miracles worked by the Noble Prophet of
Islam (S) such that Cleaving of the Moon was another. Although such false ascription was a pretext for
their disobedience to Truth.
Alluding to their opposition and its inauspicious consequences, the blessed Verse 3 is saying that they
belied and followed their concupiscent desires and
"every matter will have a place [for its own]."
The point is that their denial of the Prophetic Call, the Noble Prophet's (S) miracles, and their denial of
Resurrection sprang from their following concupiscent desires, since their prejudice, obduracy, and
arrogance impeded their submission to Truth.
On the other hand, their lust for unconditional deriving pleasures of the ﬂesh and their impurities
stemming from committing sins and doing wrong served as obstacles in acknowledging the Call to Truth,
since such acknowledgement entailed obligations. It has been always likewise and it will remain the
same. The worst obstacle on the path toward Truth is following concupiscent desires.

"Every matter will have a place [for its own]"
designates that everyone will receive the Reward and Recompense of his own deeds. The good shall
reap Rewards and the evil shall suffer the evil consequences of their vile deeds.
The expression seemingly makes a reference to the truth that nothing shall be effaced in this world, but
any good or evil act shall stay the same until man receives his Reward or Recompense of the same. It is
worthy of note that the shadows of night will end in the bright of the day and Truth shall be established
on its stable place.
The Holy Qur’an says elsewhere6:
"Therefore, one who does righteous good deeds equal to the weight of an atom shall see it. And
one who does evil equal to the weight of an atom shall see it."
It is narrated from Imam Baqir (as):
"No servant shall be afﬂicted by any afﬂiction unless he has committed sins."7

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 4-6
ﺮﺟدﺰ ﻣﻴﻪﺎ ﻓﺎء ﻣﻧﺒ اﻦﻢ ﻣﺎءﻫﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﺟو

 اﻟﻨﱡﺬُرﺎ ﺗُﻐْﻦﻐَﺔٌ ﻓَﻤﺎﻟﺔٌ ﺑﻤﺣ

ٍﺮ ﻧﱡءَ ﺷَﻟ اﺪْعُ اﻟﺪﱠاع ﻳمﻮ ﻳﻢﻨْﻬ ﻋلﻓَﺘَﻮ
4. And indeed there has come unto them news wherein there is to cease disbelief,
5. Perfect wisdom, but the words of the warners beneﬁt the obdurate not.
6. Therefore, turn away from them. The Day that the Caller shall call [them] to a terrible thing and
torment of Hell.
The Arabic word naba’ is applied a piece of news which has three characteristics. Firstly, the subject
matter happens to be of signiﬁcant occurrence, as any piece of news is not termed naba’. Secondly,
knowledge and/or certitude is accrued of the same. Thirdly, the issue is true devoid of untruth.8
The Arabic word muzdajar derives from z-j-r ("drive back, hold back") which connotes the news that may
impede man from committing sins. In other words, accounts of the ancients and their desperation and
torments contain signiﬁcant news embodying warning and disgust for believers.

The blessed Verse 5 is saying that the Holy Qur’an is wisdom par excellence in terms of eloquence,
which resumes the points discussed in the preceding Verses.
As it was mentioned above, it may make a reference to the point that Cleaving asunder of the Moon at a
certain time, all the miracles of the Prophets and the torment of the damned unfortunate (ashqiya’) as
the Recompense of their deeds, and all other happenings that occurred at other times owing to the
Preordination of the Most Exalted Lord constitute Wisdom par excellence.
"But the words of the warners beneﬁt them not"
may allude to the fact that such obdurate, arrogant, and ignorant people were not convinced to believe
by such signiﬁcant miracle but they regarded it as magic and remained in their disbelief and animosity.
In short, all these blessed Verses indicate that Cleaving of the Moon at the command of the Seal of the
Prophets (S) was done to bear witness to the veracity of his Prophetic Call and the same was worked
according to the order of the world of creation.
Addressed to the Noble Prophet (S), the blessed Verse 6 is saying that when disbelievers witnessed
such great miracle but failed to believe, you are supposed to withdraw from them without taking troubles
for their ignorance but remember the Day when the Divine Caller calls people unto a horrible thing – the
Call to Record of deeds. It is worthy of note that the Arabic word nukur designates something horrible
and unbeknownst.

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 7-8
ﺮﻨﺘَﺸ ﻣادﺮ ﺟﻢﺄﻧﱠﻬﺪَاثِ ﻛﺟ اﻦﻮنَ ﻣﺟﺨْﺮ ﻳﻢﻫﺎرﺼﺎ أﺑﺧُﺸﱠﻌ

ﺮﺴ ﻋمﻮﺬَا ﻳونَ ﻫﺮﺎﻓْ اﻟﻘُﻮل ﻳ اﻟﺪﱠاعَﻟ اﻴﻦﻌﻄﻬﻣ
7. They will come forth with humbled eyes from graves as if they were locusts scattered,
8. Hastening with erect necks towards the Caller. The disbelievers will say: "This is a hard Day."
The Arabic word ajdath is the plural form of jadath ("grave, tomb"). Humbling of eyes is a token of
intensity of fear or shamefulness leading to humbleness. The similitude of sinners on the Day of
Resurrection to scattered locusts reﬂects their perplexity and astonishment upon coming out of graves
hastening hither and thither out of witnessing the torment on that Day.
The blessed Verse 8 is saying that when they leave their graves upon the Call, they protrude their necks
toward Calling angels out of the intensity of fear. The Arabic word muhti‘in derives from h-t-‘ ("protrude
one's neck").

Some exegetes interpret the word in the sense of gazing or hastening. Both senses are possible in the
interpretation of the blessed Verse, though the former sense is seemingly more appropriate herein, since
when a horrible sound is heard, man immediately protrudes his neck and then turns toward the source of
the sound.
It is worthy of note that the contextual meaning of the blessed Verse in question may refer to all these
senses. Thus, upon hearing the Divine Caller, they protrude their necks toward the source of the sound,
then gaze at it, and later on hasten toward it and make their presence at Divine Tribunal. Then, the
horror of the hard incidents of that Day encompasses them all.
Thus, the blessed Verse proceeds to add that disbelievers say that that today is a hard and excruciating.
It is a hard day since all the things cause fear in sinners. May God Almighty bestow His Mercy upon His
servants. On that Day, there shall be neither fear nor grief for believers.

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 9-10
ﺟِﺮازْدﻨُﻮنٌ وﺠﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﻣﺪَﻧَﺎ وﺒﻮا ﻋﺬﱠﺑَ ﻓ ﻧُﻮحم ﻗَﻮﻢﻠَﻬ ﻗَﺒﺖﺬﱠﺑﻛ

ﺮ ﻓَﺎﻧﺘَﺼﻐْﻠُﻮب ﻣّ أﻧﻪﺑﺎ رﻓَﺪَﻋ
9. The people of Noah (as) denied [him] before the disbelievers denying the Noble Prophet (S).
They denied Our servant and besides denial of his Prophethood said: "A madman!" and that he
was far from the true path.
10. Then Noah (as) invoked his Lord [saying]: "I have been overcome, so render [me] assistance!"
God Almighty consoles the Noble Prophet (S) saying that if disbelievers denied your Prophetic Call and
miracles, do not entertain sorrow since people in aforetime were the same. The people of Prophet Noah
(as) did so many wrongs to the Archprophet (as) and transgressed the bounds to such an extent that
they attributed madness and ignorance to him.
They even threatened that they would kill him as it is reﬂected elsewhere in the Holy Qur'an9:
"They said: 'If you cease not, O Noah (as), you will surely be among those stoned to death.'"
Finally, he was desperate of guiding them and said unto God Almighty that neither such people nor their
offspring may be guided.
Thus, according to the blessed Verse 10, Noah (as) said:
"I am overcome, render me assistance."

Following nine hundred and ﬁfty years of imparting Divine Guidance, his people, except for a small
number, denied his Prophetic Call. Further, they transgressed the bounds to such extent that he was
desperate and called his Lord saying that he could not guide them to the Straight Path and invoked him
to take his vengeance upon them. Then, God Almighty answered his prayer as a consequence of which
the torment of tempest encompassed them.

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 11-12
ٍﺮﻤﻨْﻬﺎء ﻣﺎء ﺑِﻤﻤ اﻟﺴابﻮﻨَﺎ أﺑﻓَﻔَﺘَﺤ

ﺮٍ ﻗَﺪْ ﻗُﺪِر أﻣَﻠﺎء ﻋ اﻟْﻤَﻮﻧًﺎ ﻓَﺎﻟْﺘَﻘﻴ ﻋضرﻧَﺎ اﺮﻓَﺠو
11. Therefore, We opened the gates of the heavens with water pouring forth.
12. And We caused springs to gush forth from the earth. Therefore, the waters from the earth and
the heaven joined for a matter preordained.
The blessed Verses make a telling and awe-inspiring reference to the manner of their torment saying
that following Noah's (as) invocation, We opened the gates of the heaven and an incessant and heavy
rain poured down.
The metaphor of opening the gates of the heaven is a beautiful one which is employed at the time of
pouring down heavy rain. The metaphor is also used in the Persian tongue when it is said that it is as if
the gates of heaven have opened and all the rain is pouring down.
The Arabic word munhamir ("pouring down, ﬂowing down") derives from h-m-r ("pour down, ﬂow")
connoting heavy pouring down of rain or ﬂowing of tears. The word is also ﬁguratively employed to
connote milking animals to the last drop. It would be of interest to know that according to some
exegetes, they had been afﬂicted with famine for years and expected rain until a fatal rain, rather than a
rejuvenating one, poured down.
The blessed Verse 12 is saying that such heavy rain poured down that water gushed forth from the
earth, as reﬂected in the blessed Verse in question. God Almighty cleft the earth asunder and made
many a spring gush forth from the same. The two waters intermingled as it was preordained and
encompassed all over the earth.
In short, water gushed forth from all over the earth and springs ﬂowed and a heavy rain poured forth and
the waters met and formed an immense and agitating ocean.

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 13-14
ٍﺮﺳد واح ذَاتِ أﻟْﻮَﻠ ﻋﻠْﻨَﺎهﻤﺣو

ﺮﻔﺎنَ ﻛﻦ ﻛﻤّاء ﻟﺰﻨَﺎ ﺟﻨﻴﺮِي ﺑِﺄﻋﺗَﺠ
13. And We carried him on a [vessel] made of planks and nails,
14. The vessel upon which Noah (as) and his followers embarked Floated under Our Eyes. It was
a Reward for him who had been denied.
The blessed twain Verses in question let go of the account of the tempest, since what had to be said is
contained in the preceding blessed Verses.
Proceeding with the account of Noah's Ark, the blessed Verse 13 reads:
"We carried him on a [vessel] made of planks and nails."
According to Raghib's Mufradat, the Arabic word dasur, the plural form of disar, originally denotes
"shove, push off severely." Since nails are hammered with heavy strikes into the wood and the like, it is
called disar. However, some exegetes maintain that the word designates rope, applied to the ropes of
the sail and the like.
It is worthy of note that the Qur’anic expression employed herein is meaningful and signiﬁcant, since it
reﬂects that in such harsh tempest encompassing everything, We commanded some pieces of wood and
some nails to rescue Noah (as) and his followers and these inanimate objects fulﬁlled their obligation in
the best manner and the same reﬂects Divine Omnipotence.
The expression may also allude to the simplicity of the vessels of that time in comparison with modern
sophisticated vessels. Nonetheless, according to historical sources, Noah's (as) Ark was sufﬁciently
large for whose building he spent years and it could accommodate one pair of different animals.
The blessed Verse 14 is a reference to the special Favor bestowed upon Noah (as) by God Almighty
saying that the Ark cleaves waves asunder before Our Eyes and under Our Supervision.
"Before Our Eyes"
is a delicate metaphorical expression alluding to special attention to and perfect preservation of
something, as it is elsewhere10 attested in the Holy Qur’an:
"And build the vessel under Our Eyes and with Our Revelation and call not upon Me on behalf of
those who did wrong; they shall certainly be drowned."

The blessed Verse 14 further adds:
"It was a Reward for him who had been denied."
Prophet Noah (as) like all other Prophets enjoyed the Great Favors and Bounties of the Lord, but
ignorant disbelievers denied his Prophetic Call.

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 15-16
ٍﺮﺪﱠﻛﻦ ﻣ ﻣﻞﺔً ﻓَﻬﺎ آﻳﻨَﺎﻫﻛﻟَﻘَﺪ ﺗﱠﺮو

ِﻧُﺬُر وِﺬَاﺑﺎنَ ﻋ ﻛﻒﻴَﻓ
15. And Verily, We left the vessel as a Sign. Then is there any that will receive admonition?
16. Then how terrible is My Torment and My Warning?
In these twain blessed Verses, God Almighty is saying that He made the account of Noah's Tempest and
Ark and the perdition of disbelievers at the time remain until the Day of Resurrection such that it may
serve as warning and admonition for all peoples and they learn that denying Messengers of Allah entails
evil consequences.
The blessed Verse 15 is saying:
"Is there anyone who will receive admonition out of such all-encompassing torment and learn the
manner of My torment in store for disbelievers and contenders?"

Surah al-Qamar - Verse 17
ٍﺮﺪﱠﻛﻦ ﻣ ﻣﻞﺮِ ﻓَﻬﻠﺬِّﻛآنَ ﻟﻧَﺎ اﻟْﻘُﺮﺮﺴﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﻳو
17. And We have verily made the Qur’an easy to understand and receive admonition. Then, is
there anyone who will receive admonition?
The blessed Verse in question is saying that God Almighty truly made the Holy Qur’an easy to
understand, such that anyone may easily comprehend the words and expressions therein and thereby
ﬁnd the path toward his happiness.
Thus, people may learn the accounts of former peoples like Prophet Noah's (as) tempest and Ark and
the perdition of all peoples all over the earth except for his followers. Thus, they may learn the

Recompense of their evil deeds and take a lesson.
Now, is there anyone who remembers God Almighty and receive admonition? It is in this vein that
people may reﬂect upon the horror of torment in this world and attain to felicity. It is worthy of note that
not everybody deserves to beneﬁt from Qur’anic Verses since it is solely for those who remember God
Almighty rather than those who are immersed in neglect.

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 18-19
ِﻧُﺬُر وِﺬَاﺑﺎنَ ﻋ ﻛﻒﻴَ ﻓﺎد ﻋﺖﺬﱠﺑﻛ

ٍﺮﺘَﻤﺴﺲٍ ﻣ ﻧَﺤمﻮ ﻳا ﻓﺮﺻﺮﺎ ﺻ رِﻳﺤﻬِﻢﻠَﻴﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻋﺳﻧﱠﺎ أرا
18. The people of ‘Ad belied their Prophet. Then how were My Torment and My Warnings?
19. Indeed, We recurrently sent against them a furious and icy gale on an inauspicious day.
Following the account of Prophet Noah (as) and the tempest, the Holy Qur’an proceeds with those of
Prophet Hod (as) and the people of ‘Ad so that it makes people aware of the manner of the torment of
those who disobeyed Divine Command.
Although the people of ‘Ad were strong, robust, and of high stature such that they extracted rocks from
mountains and built their houses, they were afﬂicted with Divine torment in the form of an incessant icy
gale on an inauspicious day. The inauspicious day mentioned herein may reﬂect Divine torment
encompassing disbelievers on that day and led to their perdition.

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 20-22
ٍﺮﻨﻘَﻌ ﻣﺎزُ ﻧَﺨْﻞﺠ أﻋﻢﺄﻧﱠﻬ ﻛﺗَﻨﺰِعُ اﻟﻨﱠﺎس

ِﻧُﺬُر وِﺬَاﺑﺎنَ ﻋ ﻛﻒﻴَﻓ

ٍﺮﺪﱠﻛﻦ ﻣ ﻣﻞﺮِ ﻓَﻬﻠﺬِّﻛآنَ ﻟﻧَﺎ اﻟْﻘُﺮﺮﺴﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﻳو
20. A harsh gale plucking out men as if they were eradicated stems of date-palms.
21. Then, how are My Torment and My Warning?
22. And indeed We made the Holy Qur’an facile to comprehend and remember. Then is there

anyone who will receive admonition?
Depicting the aforesaid gale, the Holy Qur’an is saying that it plucked down people like the uprooted
trunks of palm-trees and scatters them hither and thither. The Arabic word munqa‘ir deriving from q-‘-r
designates the lowest point of anything though it is employed in the sense of 'eradicate.'
The expression may allude that the people of ‘Ad were strong and robust and as some exegetes say
they had built underground shelters in order to preserve themselves from gales, but the gale blew so
harshly that day that it eradicated them from their shelters and scattered them around. It is also said that
the gale struck them unto the earth head down that their heads were severed.
The Arabic word a‘jaz is the plural form of ‘ijz denoting the lower or rear part of something and their
similitude to the lower parts of palm-tree trunks is owing to the point that the gale was so harsh that their
limbs were severed and scattered into the air and then their bodies were uprooted from the earth and
were scattered hither and thither. It may also connote that the harshly blowing gale pounded them onto
the earth head down and broke their necks and severed their heads.
The blessed Verse 21 is warning that people may see how Divine torment and warnings were. God
Almighty thus chastised other peoples who trod the path of denial, arrogance, vanity, sinfulness, and
rebellion. What do you think that you proceed on their path?
The blessed Verse 22 is saying that God Almighty made the Holy Qur’an facile to comprehend and
derive admonitions thereof. Is there anyone who remembers God Almighty and receives admonition? Is
there anyone listening to the Divine Call and Warnings?
It is worthy of note that the clause;
"Then how was My Torment and Warnings?"
is reiterated as to the people of ‘Ad – once in the beginning of the account and once at the close of it.
The difference might lie in the fact that their torment was more severe and more horrible, though all
Divine torments are severe.

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 23-26
ِ ﺑِﺎﻟﻨﱡﺬُرﻮد ﺛَﻤﺖﺬﱠﺑﻛ

ٍﺮﻌﺳلٍ وَ ﺿذًا ﻟﱠﻔﻧﱠﺎ ا اﻪﺪًا ﻧﱠﺘﱠﺒِﻌاﺣﻨﱠﺎ وا ﻣﺸَﺮﻓَﻘَﺎﻟُﻮا أﺑ

ﺮ أﺷﺬﱠاب ﻛﻮ ﻫﻞﻨَﺎ ﺑﻨﻴﻦ ﺑ ﻣﻪﻠَﻴ ﻋﺮ اﻟﺬِّﻛﻟْﻘأو

ﺮﺷ اﺬﱠابْ اﻟﻦﻮنَ ﻏَﺪًا ﻣﻠَﻤﻌﻴﺳ
23. Thamud belied the warners.
24. And they inquired: "Should we obey one single man amongst us? Truly then we should be
deeply [entangled with] in error and madness!"
25. Is it that he is the only one from amongst us who receives Revelation? Nay, he is an very
arrogant and a liar!"
26. Tomorrow they will come to know who is the liar, the arrogant one!
The people of Thamud are the third people whose account is precisely mentioned as a lesson. They
inhabited in the land of Hijr, in the northern region of Hijaz. Their Prophet Salih (as) made his utmost
effort to guide them onto the Straight Path, but his efforts were of no avail. They denied Divine
Warnings.
The Arabic word nudhur herein connotes warning Prophets and the denial of the Prophetic Call by the
people of Thamud is regarded as that of all the Prophets, since the Prophetic Calls of all Prophets were
consistent. Nonetheless, the Arabic word nudhur is herein the plural form of indhar denoting statements
made accompanied by warning which are naturally included in the words of any Prophet.
The second Verse in question treats of their pretexts as to their denial of the Prophetic Call saying:
"They said: 'Should we follow a man of our community? If we do so, we will be in error and entangled
with madness.'"
Arrogance and vanity served as veils between them and Prophetic Calls. They said that Prophet Salih
(as) was a man like them. Thus, it would be in vain to follow him. What are his privileges over us so that
we should follow his commands? Astray peoples often found the same fault with Prophets saying that
they are people like us for which reason they may not be Divinely appointed Prophets.
The Arabic word su‘ur is the plural for of sa‘ir originally denoting blazing ﬁre but it is employed at times in
the sense of madness as well, since madmen are imbued with special excitement. Thus, naqa mas‘ura
is applied to mad camel. It is worthy of note that the plural form su‘ur connotes emphasis and
permanence, be it in respect to madness or as to setting ﬁre ablaze.
In the third blessed Verse disbelievers are saying that taken for granted that Divine Revelation be sent to
a certain man, would he be the only one receiving it where there are people enjoying more recognition,
fame, and possessions?
They also say that he is an arrogant liar desiring to rule over them. The ignorant solely regard the form
but are totally ignorant of signiﬁcance and truth. Narrow minded people have always regarded Prophets
human beings like them and have been ignorant of their spiritual truth.

They have been unaware of the their inward precious jewels thereby they are connected to the spiritual
world and that of Divine Command and are prepared to receive Divine Revelation. It is through the
nexus that they receive Divine Favors and impart the same unto their peoples. Therefore, they regarded
Prophets liars. It is worthy of note that the Arabic word ashir connotes exuberance accompanied with
lustfulness.
The fourth blessed Verse in question thus provides disbelievers with a reply saying that it will be known
tomorrow as to who the lustful liar is. Divine torment will strike them into a handful of dust and ashes and
Divine Chastisement shall entangle them in the Hereafter. Such false accusations may not beﬁt
Prophets but are worthy of disbelievers.

Surah al-Qamar - Verse 27
ﻄَﺒِﺮاﺻ وﻢﻬﺒﺗَﻘ ﻓَﺎرﻢﺘْﻨَﺔً ﻟﱠﻬ ﻓﻠُﻮ اﻟﻨﱠﺎﻗَﺔﺳﺮﻧﱠﺎ ﻣا
27. Indeed, We are sending the she-camel as a test for them. Therefore, we said unto Salih (as)
to watch their end and be patient!
The people of Thamud went to the extreme in denying Prophet Salih's (as) Prophetic Call and said unto
him derisively:
"If you are a Prophet, command the mount to send forth a red haired ten month pregnant camel and we
share the water with her such that she may drink the water and provide us with milk and the next day we
use the water.”
To try them God Almighty granted their wish and it was through Divine Will and Omnipotence that a red
haired and ten month pregnant camel came out of the mount thus addressing Prophet Salih (as):
"Watch and be patient so that you see what they will do to the she-camel.”

Surah al-Qamar - Verse 28
ﺮﺘَﻀﺤبٍ ﻣﺮ ﺷﻞ ﻛﻢﻨَﻬﻴﺔٌ ﺑﻤﺴﺎء ﻗ أنﱠ اﻟْﻤﻢﻬِﯩﻧَﺒو
28. And We inform them that the water is to be shared between them and the she-camel, each
one of them receive the allotted share.
Addressed to Prophet Salih (as), the blessed Verse in question is asking him to inform the people of
Thamud that they should divide the water between themselves and the she-camel. There was
seemingly a fountain whose water sufﬁced to provide the people inhabiting the region with water.

The people of Thamud were assigned to make use of the water one day and leave it to the she-camel
the next day and receive milk from her in return. However, they rejected the offer and suffered the evil
consequences of their deeds and it will be reﬂected in the following Verses.

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 29-30
ﻘَﺮ ﻓَﻌَﺎﻃ ﻓَﺘَﻌﻢﻬﺒﺎﺣا ﺻوﻓَﻨَﺎد

ِﻧُﺬُر وِﺬَاﺑﺎنَ ﻋ ﻛﻒﻴَﻓ
29. But they called their comrade and he took [a sword] and slew [her].
30. Then, how is My Torment and My Warnings?
The disobedient, vain, and obdurate people made up their minds to slay the she-camel though Prophet
Salih (as) had warned them that if they harm her in any way, they would be afﬂicted with torment.
But, they ignored his warning and called one of their comrades and asked him to slay the she-camel.
The Arabic word sahib may herein allude to one of the chiefs of the people of ‘Ad who was one of their
most notorious scoundrels named in historical accounts as Qadara ibn Salif. He was an ugly villain and
one of the most inauspicious people of the time.
The Arabic word ta‘ati originally denotes handling something or embarking upon some act, but it also
connotes fulﬁlling signiﬁcant, perilous, toilsome, and proﬁtable tasks. It is worthy of not that all these
interpretations are possible in the blessed Verse in question, since embarking upon slaying the shecamel required audacity.
Furthermore, it was toilsome and naturally entailed remuneration. The Arabic word ‘aqar is cognate with
‘uqr originally denoting root and basis, but employed as to camels, it connotes slaying or cutting sinews.
Different reports exist as to the manner of slaying the she-camel. Some maintain that her sinews were
severed with sword.
Some hold that Qadara lay in ambush behind a rock and shot her with an arrow and then attacked her
with a sword. The following blessed Verse in question opens the account of the horrible torment of the
disobedient people: "Now observe the manner of My Torment and Warnings."

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 31-32
ِﺮﺘَﻈﺤ اﻟْﻤﻴﻢﺸﻬﺎﻧُﻮا ﻛَﺪَةً ﻓاﺣﺔً وﺤﻴ ﺻﻬِﻢﻠَﻴﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻋﺳﻧﱠﺎ أرا

ٍﺮﺪﱠﻛﻦ ﻣ ﻣﻞﺮِ ﻓَﻬﻠﺬِّﻛآنَ ﻟﻧَﺎ اﻟْﻘُﺮﺮﺴﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﻳو
31. Indeed, as the Recompense of their crime, We sent against them an awful cry and the
lightning and they became like the stalks scattered in a pen by cattle owners.
32. And verily, We have made the Qur’an easy to understand and remember. Then is there
anyone who will receive admonition?
The blessed Verse 31 is saying that God Almighty sent a horrible cry upon them; as a consequence of
which, they turned into dried up and mashed plants gathered as fodder for cattle by their owners. The
Arabic word sayha ad hoc denotes a loud cry from the heaven and it may connote the awe-inspiring
lightning ﬂashing above their city.
The word hashim denotes fragile things like stalks. The word is employed ad hoc in the sense of such
stalks ﬂailed and prepared as fodder by cattle owners. It is also applied to the stalks scattered beneath
them. The Arabic word muhtadir is applied to one who gathers dried plants to feed his cattle.
The metaphorical expression employed in the blessed Verse in question regarding the torment of the
people of Thamud is quite wondrous and meaningful, since God Almighty did not send hosts from the
heaven and the earth to cause the perdition of the disobedient people, but smashed everything within a
wide expanse solely through a loud cry heard from the heaven, an awe-inspiring lightning, an enormous
explosion.
Their prosperous palaces and mansions turned into cattle fodder and their corpses became like ﬂailed
plants scattered beneath cattle. Comprehension of such meaning was rather hard for former peoples,
but it is not thus today owing to awareness as to the aftermath of explosions shattering everything within
their scopes.
It is however worthy of note that the Lightning of Divine Torment is not to be compared to such
explosions and thus it becomes evident that such awe-inspiring lightning inﬂicted what a massive
disaster upon such disobedient people.
The second blessed Verse in question asks whether such admonitory and excruciating fate is not
sufﬁcient to awaken mankind. Is there anyone who receives admonition out of the Holy Qur’an and its
vivid and crystal clear expressions, accounts, and warnings?
1. A building was ruined in Beijing, the capital of China, on whose pillars it was inscribed that it had been erected in the
second year after the Cleaving of the Moon (Majma‘ al-Bayan, vol. 24, p. 11).
2. See Shi‘i and Sunni exegetic sources including: Majma‘ al-Bayan; Tafsir Burhan; Tafsir Saﬁ; Tafsir Nur al-Thisqalayn;
Tafsir Nimuna; Tafsir Makhzan al-‘Irfan; Tafsir Nur; Atyab al-Bayan; Tafsir al-Mizan.
3. Tafsir Durr al-Manthur, vol. 6, p. 133.
4. in Dala’il
5. transmitting on the authority of Anas
6. 99:7-8

7. Usul Kaﬁ, vol. 2, p. 269.
8. Raghib's Mufradat.
9. 26:116
10. 11:37

Surah al-Qamar, Verses 33 - 55
Surah al-Qamar - Verses 33-35
ِ ﺑِﺎﻟﻨﱡﺬُر ﻟُﻮطم ﻗَﻮﺖﺬﱠﺑﻛ

ٍﺮﺤﻢ ﺑِﺴﻨَﺎﻫﻴ ﻧﱠﺠ ﻟُﻮط آلﻻﺎ اﺒﺎﺻ ﺣﻬِﻢﻠَﻴﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻋﺳﻧﱠﺎ أرا

ﺮَﻦ ﺷﺰِي ﻣﻚَ ﻧَﺠﺬَﻟﻨﺪِﻧَﺎ ﻛ ﻋﻦﺔً ﻣﻤﻌﻧ
33. The people of Lot (as) belied the Warnings.
34. Indeed, We sent against them a violent gale along with stones, except the family of Lot (as),
them We saved in the last hour of the night,
35. The rescue was a Favor from Us. Thus We reward him who gives thanks.
The second blessed Verse in question is saying that the people of Lot (as) denied their Prophet's (as)
Prophetic Call and Revelation; as a consequence of which Divine Torment was sent down upon them in
the form of a harsh gale pouring down stones over them. The Arabic word hasib is employed in the
sense of violent gale moving sand and stones.
All the people of Prophet Lot (as) perished by that harsh gale with the exception of the family of Prophet
Lot (as) who were rescued at dawn. The third blessed Verse is saying that the deliverance of the family
of Prophet Lot (as) was a Divine Favor. The blessed Verse closes by saying that God Almighty thus
rewards those who are thankful.
It is a reference to the fact that one who does not disobey God Almighty as a token of gratitude for His
Favors and Bounties, but obeys Divine Commands and His Messengers, will ﬁnd Divine Support and
Assistance at all times in the face of hardships and vicissitudes in this world and the Hereafter.

Surah al-Qamar - Verse 36
ِا ﺑِﺎﻟﻨﱡﺬُروﺎرﻄْﺸَﺘَﻨَﺎ ﻓَﺘَﻤﻢ ﺑﻫﻟَﻘَﺪْ أﻧﺬَرو
36. And Lot (as) indeed had warned them of Our Wrath, but they were engaged in disputes
regarding Our Warnings!
Prophet Lot (as) strove to warn his people of Divine Torment, but they entertained doubts regarding his
Prophetic Call and Divine Revelation and ignored warnings and persisted in committing their vicious
deeds until they were afﬂicted by Divine Torment.

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 37-39
ِﻧُﺬُر وِﺬَاﺑ ﻓَﺬُوﻗُﻮا ﻋﻢﻨَﻬﻴﻨَﺎ أﻋﺴ ﻓَﻄَﻤﻪﻔﻴﻦ ﺿ ﻋوهداوﻟَﻘَﺪْ رو

ﺮﺘَﻘﺴ ﻣﺬَابةً ﻋﺮﻢ ﺑﻬﺤﺒﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﺻو

ِﻧُﺬُر وِﺬَاﺑﻓَﺬُوﻗُﻮا ﻋ
37. And they indeed sought to shame his guests through conversing with each other. Therefore,
We blinded their eyes. Then taste My Torment and My Warnings."
38. And indeed an abiding torment seized them early in the morning.
39. "Then taste My Torment and My Warnings."
The people of Prophet Lot (as) went to the extreme in transgressing bounds. Qur’an exegetes report that
a number of angels entered Prophet Lot's (as) home in human form with beauteous and resplendent
visages.
The people of Prophet Lot (as) intended to enter his home and derive pleasure out of their company
asking the Prophet (as) to leave them unto them and entered into disputes with the Prophet (as).
Prophet Lot (as) provided them with wise counsels against their will but it was of no avail. They
shattered the gate and entered his home.
Upon their insistence as to transgressing bounds, Gabriel said unto Prophet Lot (as) to leave his people
unto them. Upon their entrance, Gabriel struck its pinion onto their eyes and blinded them such that no
traces were left of their eyes. The disobedient people rose and stumbled in perplexity and shouted that
Lot (as) had cast his spell unto them.

The second and the third blessed Verses are saying that when the people of Prophet Lot (as) went to
the extreme in their disobedience and rebellion, they were afﬂicted with a permanent torment such that
they all perished and were sent to Hellﬁre.
Then it was said unto them:
"Taste the torment regarding which Our Messenger, Lot (as), had warned you but you belied his
warning.”

Surah al-Qamar - Verse 40
ٍﺮﺪﱠﻛﻦ ﻣ ﻣﻞﺮِ ﻓَﻬﻠﺬِّﻛآنَ ﻟﻧَﺎ اﻟْﻘُﺮﺮﺴﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﻳو
40. And indeed, We have made the Qur’an easy to comprehend. Then is there anyone who will
receive admonition?"
The blessed Verse 40 reiterates the meaningful and awakening statement:
"We have made the Holy Qur’an facile to understand. Then, is there anyone who will receive admonition
and remember it?"
Nonetheless, the people of Prophet Lot (as) failed to receive admonition neither from Warnings nor from
torments. Now, will those who are impure by committing the same sins, regret their vicious deeds and
repent?

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 41-42
نَ اﻟﻨﱡﺬُرﻮﻋﺮ ﻓﺎء آلﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﺟو

ٍﻘْﺘَﺪِرﺰِﻳﺰٍ ﻣ أﺧْﺬَ ﻋﻢﺎ ﻓَﺄﺧَﺬْﻧَﺎﻫﻬّﻠﻨَﺎ ﻛﺎﺗﻮا ﺑِﺂﻳﺬﱠﺑﻛ
41. And verily, warners came unto the people of Pharaoh.
42. But, they belied all Our miracles. Therefore, We seized them with a Seizure of the All-Mighty,
the Omnipotent.
The ﬁfth and the last people mentioned in this series of blessed Verses are the people of Pharaoh.
However, a brief reference is made thereof since the account of the people of Pharaoh is mentioned in
detail in different Qur’anic Chapters.

The blessed Verse 41 is saying that Divinely appointed warners came unto them one after the other. The
people of Pharaoh does not only include his family and kith and kin but it encompasses all his followers
as well, since although the Arabic word al is often used in the sense of family but it may also be
employed in a general sense.
The contextual meaning of the blessed Verse in question makes a reference to the latter sense. The
Arabic word nudhur is the plural form of nadhir denoting "warner." Nadhir may be either a human being
or an incident warning mankind against the consequences of their deeds.
The former sense may herein allude to Moses (as) and Aaron and the latter one may make a reference
to the nine miracles worked by Prophet Moses (as). However, the following blessed Verse reﬂects that
the latter sense is being intended.
The blessed Verse 42 exposes the reaction of the people of Pharaoh against the two eminent Prophets
(as) and their warnings saying that the people of Pharaoh denied Divine Signs. These arrogant wrongdoers belied all Divine Signs unexceptionally and regarded all of them as lies, magic, or coincidence.
The blessed Verses in question encompass a wide range of meanings including intellectual and
narrational arguments and miracles. However, taking into account another blessed Verse1 according to
which God Almighty provided Moses (as) with nine crystal clear miracles, it becomes evident that these
miracles are being intended herein.
Witnessing only one of these miracles with prior notice and then removal of the afﬂiction through the
Prophet's (as) invocation will sufﬁce to convince the truth seeking man. But if one happens to be
obdurate, all the miracles of the earth and the heaven may not sufﬁce to convince him. It is at such time
that only Divine Torment should be inﬂicted upon disobedient people and shatters their brains.
As it is mentioned in the blessed Verse in question;
"We seized them and chastised them"
and the seizure is done by One who may not be vanquished since He is All-Mighty and Omnipotent.
The expression mentioned in this account in unprecedented in others since the people of Pharaoh were
above all proud of their might and rank and their sovereignty was well-known. However, God Almighty is
saying that He seized them by His Might so that it may be known to all that such groundless might and
grandeur is nothing against Divine Omnipotence and Glory.
It is a source of surprise that the great Nile, the source of their mighty, wealth, prosperity, and civilization
was Divinely appointed to cause their perdition. It is even more surprising that small beings like locusts,
frogs, and a kind of insect called qumal vanquished them rendering them desperate and led to their
perdition.

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 43-44
ِﺮﺑ اﻟﺰاءةٌ ﻓﺮﻢ ﺑَ ﻟ أمﻢﻟَﺌ اُوﻦ ﻣﺮ ﺧَﻴﻢﻛﻔﱠﺎرأﻛ

ﺮﻨﺘَﺼ ﻣﻴﻊﻤ ﺟﻦﻘُﻮﻟُﻮنَ ﻧَﺤ ﻳأم
43. Are your disbelievers better than these? Or have you immunity in the Divine Scriptures?
44. Or they say: "We are a great multitude backing each other and no might may conquer us."
After recounting the accounts of the ancients and the torments and chastisements of disobedient sinful
peoples, the blessed Verses in question address Meccan polytheists asking them:
"Are you disbelievers better than those of the ancients? Is there immunity and quarter for you in Divinely
revealed Scriptures? Is there any difference between you and the peoples of Pharaoh, Lot (as), and
Thamud? They were afﬂicted with tempests, earthquakes, and lightning owing to their disbelief,
disobedience, wrong-doing and sinfulness.
Why do you imagine that you will not suffer the same fate? Are you better than them or your
disobedience, animosity, and disbelief less than theirs? Why do you think that you are immune from
Divine Torment? Do you have a quarter attested in Divine Scriptures? Such claim is indubitably untrue
and you have no evidence to prove it.”
According to the second blessed Verse, they say that they are a great united multitude who take
vengeance upon their enemies and conquering them. The Arabic word jami‘ in this blessed Verse is
applied to a community who possess mighty and proceed toward a goal.
The word muntasir lays further emphasis on the same meaning since it denotes triumphant and taking
vengeance. It would be of interest to note that the preceding blessed Verse was in the form of address,
but the blessed Verse in question and the following ones speak about disbelievers in the third person
which connotes a kind of humility, namely they do not deserve to be addressed by God Almighty any
further.
In short, if they claim to possess such might, it is groundless, since the peoples of Pharaoh, Thamud,
‘Ad, and the like of them were mightier than them, but they could not resist in the least against Divine
Torment dispersing them like a violent tempest blowing onto hay, let alone such insigniﬁcant and
desperate people.

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 45-46
ﺮﻟﱡﻮنَ اﻟﺪﱡﺑﻮﻳ وﻊﻤ اﻟْﺠمﺰﻬﻴﺳ

ﺮأﻣ وﻫﺔُ أدﺎﻋاﻟﺴ وﻢﺪُﻫﻋﻮﺔُ ﻣﺎﻋ اﻟﺴﻞﺑ
45. Their multitude will be put to ﬂight soon and they will show their backs unto each other.
46. Nay, but the Day of Resurrection is their appointed time and that Day will be more grievous
and bitterer.
In order to refute their false claims, the blessed Verses in question decisively predicts them so that they
know that their multitude will be soon defeated and they will show their back. It would of interest to know
that the verbal form sayuhzamu ("they will be soon defeated") originally denotes pressing a dried up
object such that it is shattered but it is ﬁguratively employed in the sense of defeating and shattering
hosts.
The expression may allude to the point that although they seem to be uniﬁed but they are inﬂexible and
may be shattered by a heavy pressure. Au contraire, believers are uniﬁed but ﬂexible and may thereby
resists hardships and vicissitudes.
It is also worthy of note that the Arabic word dubur ("rear") is the opposite of qubul ("front") and the
former is herein employed to indicate show one's back in battleﬁeld. Such prediction realized in battles
like Badr and ﬁnally the seemingly mighty hosts of disbelievers were defeated and put to ﬂight.
The second blessed Verse is saying that defeat and misfortune do not fall into their share in this world
but their appointed place shall be the Day of Resurrection when more horrible and bitterer chastisements
shall be in store for them. Thus, they should await a bitter defeat in this world and a bitterer and more
horrible defeat in the Hereafter.
The superlative adjective adha
("more grievous")
connotes that they shall be entangled with an incurable afﬂiction. Finally, it is known that one of the
aspects of the inimitability of the Holy Qur’an is inclusion of news of the Unseen an instance of which is
to be found in the blessed Verse in question. Is such news from the Unseen with such decisiveness and
explicitness not regarded as a miracle?

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 47-49
ٍﺮﻌﺳلٍ وَ ﺿ ﻓﻴﻦﺮِﻣﺠنﱠ اﻟْﻤا

ﻘَﺮ ﺳﺲ ذُوﻗُﻮا ﻣﻬِﻢﻮﻫ ۇﺟَﻠ اﻟﻨﱠﺎرِ ﻋﻮنَ ﻓﺒﺤﺴ ﻳمﻮﻳ

ٍ ﺑِﻘَﺪَر ﺧَﻠَﻘْﻨَﺎهءَ ﺷﻞﻧﱠﺎ ﻛا
47. Indeed, sinners are in error and blazing ﬂames.
48. The day when Hellﬁre shall burn their faces, it will be said unto them: "Taste Hellﬁre!"
49. Indeed, We have created all things in its proper measure.
The ﬁrst twain blessed Verses treat of the torments of evil-doers and sinners who may be the
disbelievers warned against torment in the preceding blessed Verse or it may generally allude to those
who disobey God Almighty and Divine Signs.
In short, disbelievers shall be dragged into Hell and it shall be said unto them:
"Taste the heat and hardship of saqar, one of the levels of Hell.”
The third blessed Verse in question is saying that it may be imagined that theses torments are consistent
with sins thus it further adds that God Almighty created everything in its due measure. Their excruciating
torments in this world and the severe chastisements in the Hereafter and all creation are well measured.
The earth, the heaven, animate and inanimate beings, human limbs and organs, and all the means of life
and sustenance have been created in due measure and there is nothing without measure in this world,
since God Almighty is All-Wise and all His Acts are based on His Wisdom and Omniscience.

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 50-51
ِﺮﺼ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺒﺢﻠَﻤﺪَةٌ ﻛاﺣ وﻻﻧَﺎ اﺮﺎ أﻣﻣو

ٍﺮﺪﱠﻛﻦ ﻣ ﻣﻞ ﻓَﻬﻢﺎﻋﻨَﺎ أﺷْﻴَﻠﻟَﻘَﺪْ أﻫو
50. And Our Commandment is but a fast one as the twinkling of an eye.
51. And verily, We caused the perdition of your likes; then is there anyone who will receive

admonition?
Divine Acts are carried out Well-Measured, Wise, and Fast. Thus the blessed Verse 50 is saying that
Divine Command is but One and it is done as fast as the twinkling of an eye. Whatever He wills, He
merely says "Be" and it will come into being.
Even the Arabic imperative form "kun" ("be") is employed due to linguistic restrictions of human language;
otherwise, Divine Will is on a par with the realization of His Will. Thus, We God Almighty issues the
Command as to Resurrection, everything will be resurrected in the twinkling of an eye and new life shall
be given to bodies.
Likewise, on that Day, when God Almighty wills to chastise sinners by lightning, loud cries heard from
the heaven, earthquake, tempests, and harsh gales, solely one single Command shall sufﬁces to realize
everything. They all serve as Warnings to sinners that they know that God Almighty is All-Wise and His
Wills are decisive so that they may be aware of the evil consequences of disobeying His Commands.
The blessed Verse 51 addresses sinners and disbelievers once more and draws their attention to the
fate of ancient peoples saying that God Almighty caused the perdition of peoples who were like you
aforetime. Is there anyone who will remember and receive admonition, namely awakens and takes a
lesson?

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 52-53
ِﺮﺑ اﻟﺰ ﻓﻠُﻮه ﻓَﻌءَ ﺷﻞﻛو

ﺘَﻄَﺮﺴﺒِﻴﺮٍ ﻣﻛﻴﺮٍ وﻐ ﺻﻞﻛو
52. And everything they have done is noted in Records of deeds.
53. And any deed, small and large, is written down.
The blessed Verses in question makes a reference to the fundamental principle that the deeds
committed by ancient peoples were not effaced following their death but whatever was done by them
was recorded in the Records of their deeds; likewise your deeds are being recorded and preserved for
the Day of Reckoning. The word zubur is the plural form of zabur denoting book but it is herein
employed in the sense of the Record of deeds committed by mankind.
In order to lay further emphasis, the second blessed Verse adds that the Record of deeds shall be a
complete and all inclusive record on the Day of Resurrection, such that upon receiving their Records of
deeds, sinners shall cry:

"Woe unto us! What kind of Record is this that leaves neither a small thing nor a big thing, but
has recorded it with numbers,"2.
The Arabic word mustatir ("written down, recorded") is cognate with satr ("line, queue"), originally
denoting "line" be it the line of people or trees or words on a page. As it is commonly employed in the
last sense, the same occurs to mind. It is another warning to such ignorant sinners.

Surah al-Qamar - Verses 54-55
ٍﺮﻧَﻬﻨﱠﺎتٍ و ﺟ ﻓﻴﻦﺘﱠﻘنﱠ اﻟْﻤا

ٍﻘْﺘَﺪِرﻴﻚٍ ﻣﻠﻨﺪَ ﻣﺪْقٍ ﻋﺪِ ﺻﻘْﻌ ﻣﻓ
54. Indeed, the God fearing shall be in the midst of Gardens and Rivers.
55. In a place of truth, near the Omnipotent Lord.
The Qur’anic tradition is that it presents righteous good-doers and evil-doers, the good and the bad by
comparing them, since differences become more obvious in comparison. Following a reference to the
fate of wrong-doing disbelievers, the blessed Verses in question brieﬂy allude to the happy fate of the
God fearing saying that the God fearing shall abide amidst Gardens and rivers of Paradise in the
expanse of Divine Favors and Bounties.
The Arabic nah(a)r denotes abundantly ﬂowing water and at times, it connotes expanse, great favor, and
resplendent light. Thus, it may allude to the expanse of divine Favors and Bounties and the light of
Paradise and its vastness.
The second blessed Verse in question which is the last Verse of the Chapter further depicts the place of
the God fearing:
"They abide in a place of truth, near the Omnipotent Lord."
The blessed Verse provides an interesting depiction of the place of the God fearing in which two
characteristics are being enumerated. Firstly, it is the place of truth. Neither falsehood nor vanity may
penetrate it. It is thoroughly true.
All Divine Promises as to Paradise shall be realized there and their veracity shall be made crystal clear.
Secondly, it is close to God Almighty. The Arabic word ‘ind ("near, close to") ad hoc connotes spiritual,
rather than material, proximity to the Omnipotent Lord. All Favors and Bounties rest in His Sovereignty
and Lordship. Thus, He shall not deprive His guests of any Favor. He is the only One Who is All-Aware
of what He has prepared for them.

It would be of interest to not that the last twain Verses treat of the Bounties and Rewards of the people
of Paradise.
Firstly, mention is made of the material Bounties like vast Gardens and Rivers in Paradise and secondly,
mention is made of their great spiritual Reward, namely presence at the Threshold of Proximity to the
Omnipotent Lord such that man is prepared at different intervals so that his soul soars on high
encompassed with vitality and happiness.
Particularly, expressions like Lord, Omnipotent, and place of truth all reﬂect the permanence and
intransience of such spiritual proximity and presence.
1. 17:101
2. 18:49

Surah al-Rahman, Chapter 55, Verses 1 - 32
(The Most Gracious)
Section (juz’): 27
Number of Verses: 78

General Overview of the Chapter
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
The Chapter has seventy eight Verses and it was reveled in Medina.
The designation of the Chapter derives from the ﬁrst blessed Verse,
"the Most Gracious"
(al-Rahman), one of the Most Beautiful Names and Attributes of Allah.
Imam Kadim (as) said:
"There is a bride [best thing] for everything, and that of the Qur’an is Surah al-Rahman."1
The blessed Verse:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

is reiterated thirty three times which constitutes the most reiteration throughout the Holy Qur’an.
It would be of interest to know that the blessed Verse in questin addresses both jinn and men asking
them:
"Which of the innumerable Blessings of your Lord will you deny?”
It is worthy of note that Divine Warnings were reiterated in the preceding Chapter:
("My Torment and Warnings")
and the blessed Chapter in question reiterates Blessings.
The preceding Chapter opened with an account of Resurrection and closed with Divine Omnipotence:
("In a seat of truth, near the Omnipotent Lord")
and the blessed Chapter in question opens with Divine Graciousness and closes with Divine Majesty
and Honor
("Blessed is the Name of your Lord, the Owner of Majesty and Honor").

Merits of Recitation of the Chapter
Numerous traditions have been narrated regarding the merits of recitation of the Chapter,2 but we sufﬁce
to quote only one tradition.
According to a tradition narrated from the Messenger of Allah (S):
"One who recites Surah al-Rahman shall be granted Divine Graciousness upon his inability to give
thanks to Allah for all His Blessings and shall be rewarded for his gratitude against Divine Blessings."3
Generally speaking, the blessed Chapter treats of different material and spiritual Divine Blessings
bestowed upon His servants encompassing them all such that the blessed Chapter may bear the
designations "Divine Graciousness" or "Divine Blessings," as a consequence of which the blessed
Chapter opens with one of the Most Beautiful Divine Names and Attributes,
"the Most Gracious"
(al-Rahman) reﬂecting Divine encompassing Mercy and it closes with Divine Majesty and Glory.

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 1-2
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ

In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
ﻦﻤﺣاﻟﺮ

َآن اﻟْﻘُﺮﻠﱠﻢﻋ
1. The Most Gracious [Allah]!
2. He taught the Qur’an.
His Messenger (S) is a Mercy;
("And We have sent you not but as a Mercy for the worlds [jinn and mankind],").
His Qur’an is also a Mercy;
("And We send down the Qur’an that which is a healing and a Mercy to those who believe,"4).
The Divine Attribute;
"the Most Gracious"
(al-Rahman) is attested 169 times 114 instances of which are to found in the opening of Chapters
("In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful").
As mentioned above, the blessed Chapter reﬂects different Divine Blessings, opening with the Divine
Attribute;
"the Most Gracious"
(al-Rahman), a secret of His All-Encompassing Graciousness, since were it not owing to this Attribute of
His, such Blessings would not have fallen into the shares of His friends and enemies.
The blessed Verses are saying that the Most Gracious Allah taught the Holy Qur’an. Thus, the ﬁrst and
the most signiﬁcant Blessing is mentioned as teaching the Holy Qur’an. What an appealing and
signiﬁcant expression. If we reﬂect correctly, the Glorious Qur'an is the source of all Divine Blessings and
the means to attain to any Blessing and beneﬁting from all material and spiritual Blessings.
It is worthy of note that treating of the Divine Blessing of:
"teaching the Qur'an"
is mentioned prior to the creation of man and teaching him, but the natural order would be to ﬁrst make

mention of the reverse order, namely creation of man, the Blessing of teaching man speech, and then
teaching him the Holy Qur’an. However, the majesty and glory of the Glorious Qur’an necessitates the
order in question.
The other point is that the blessed Verse is a response to Arab polytheists who upon hearing the Noble
Prophet (S) calling them to prostrate before the Most Gracious Allah asked:
"What is Graciousness?"
("And when it is said unto them: 'Prostrate yourselves to the Most Gracious Allah!' They say: 'And
what is the Most Gracious? Shall we fall down in prostration to that which you command us?'
And it increases in them only aversion."5).
The Holy Qur’an is saying that the Most Gracious Allah is One Who taught the Qur’an, created man, and
taught him speech.
It is worthy of note that second to "Allah" the Divine Attribute;
"the Most Gracious"
is the most encompassing concept from amongst the Most Beautiful Attributes and Names of Allah,
since we know that God Almighty possesses two kinds of Graciousness, general and speciﬁc.
The Attribute;
"the Most Gracious"
reﬂects His All-Encompassing Graciousness.
The Divine Attribute;
"the Most Merciful"
(Rahim) designates His speciﬁc Graciousness bestowed upon the faithful and the obedient.
It is seemingly owing to this reason that the Attribute;
"the Most Gracious"
is never applied to anyone other than God Almighty, unless it is accompanied by the word
"servant"
(‘abd), but
"merciful"

may be applied to others, since All-Encompassing Graciousness only belongs to God Almighty. In other
words, speciﬁc mercy in its feeble form may be found among mankind and other creatures.
According to a tradition narrated from Imam Sadiq (as),
"the Most Gracious"
(Rahman) is All-Encompassing and is solely a Divine Attribute, but
"merciful"
(rahim) is speciﬁc. In other words, the former is a speciﬁc name but is all-encompassing, namely, it is a
Divine Attribute reﬂecting that His Mercy is All-Encompassing.
But,
"merciful"
is a general name with speciﬁc application, namely it may be applied to anyone, but
"merciful"
is general name with speciﬁc application, i.e., it is applied to God Almighty and His Creatures.
Likewise, the Noble Prophet (S) is mentioned in the Holy Qur’an as:
"kind and merciful"6
(ra’uf al-rahim), but they designate limited and speciﬁc mercy.
Qur’an exegetes are not unanimous regarding the issue as to who received the teaching of the Holy
Qur’an. Some maintain that Gabriel, angels, the Noble Prophet (S), and all mankind and even jinn
received it.
Since the blessed Chapter in question treats of Divine Blessings bestowed upon jinn and mankind, and
the question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"
is attested thirty one times following an enumeration of Divine Blessings, the last interpretation sounds to
be more appropriate, namely God Almighty taught jinn and mankind the Holy Qur’an through His
Messenger, the Noble Prophet of Islam (S).

Surah al-Rahman - Verse 3
َﺎنﻧﺴ اﺧَﻠَﻖ
3. He created man.
Following a treatment of the unique Blessing of teaching the Holy Qur’an in the preceding Verse, the
blessed Verse in question says:
"He created man."
It goes without saying that the word "man" (insan) designates mankind rather than Prophet Adam (as),
since he rather than the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) will be mentioned in the following Verses, though the
Noble Prophet of Islam (S) is a man par excellence.
The All-Encompassing Blessing of speech which will follow serves as another argument substantiating
the general application of the word "man." Thus, other interpretations are not seemingly true.
Indeed, creation of man as the most wondrous creature in the world of existence, i.e. the macrocosm
included in man, the microcosm, is an unequalled Blessing, since each dimension of his being is a great
Blessing.
It is worthy of note that man begins its being as an unworthy semen, narrowly speaking, a microscopic
being aﬂoat in that unworthy drop of semen. Nonetheless, the being, thanks to Divine Lordship,
proceeds on the path of evolution and development such that he may be promoted to the state of the
most exalted and the noblest being in the world of existence.
It is also worthy of note that the name of man follows the Holy Qur’an, since the Holy Qur’an
encompasses all the secrets of the world of existence in their codiﬁed form and man is the synopsis of
these secrets in the form of coming into being and development and each and every man reﬂects a
version of this great and vast world!

Surah al-Rahman - Verse 4
َﺎنﻴ اﻟْﺒﻪﻠﱠﻤﻋ
4. He taught him speech.
The blessed Verse in question makes a reference to one of the most signiﬁcant Blessings second to the
creation of man, saying:

"God Almighty taught him speech."
The Arabic word bayan:
("speech")
enjoys a wide range of meaning, applied to whatever clariﬁes something. Thus, it not only encompasses
speech but also it connotes script, writing, and different intellectual and logical arguments clarifying
complicated and sophisticated issues. The word encompasses all, though the core meaning is speech.7
Since men are habitually inclined toward speech, they underestimate it, but the fact is that speech is one
of the most sophisticated and the most delicate of human acts.
It may even be said that nothing is as sophisticated and delicate as speech, since sound production
systems work together to produce different sounds. Lungs pump down the air and emit the same in time
through larynx.
Vocals tracts reverberate and produce totally different sounds to reﬂect satisfaction, wrath, requesting
assistance, love, and hate. Then such sounds are produced with speed and particular delicacy through
the tongue, lips, teeth, and the oral cavity. In other words, the monotonous and prolonged sound emitting
from the larynx is fashioned in different forms and measures thereby different sounds are produced.
On the other hand, the coinage of words is raised such that owing to intellectual developments, man
coins different words to meet his material and spiritual requirements. It is a source of surprise that there
exists no limit as to the quantity of vocabulary and the number of languages spoken in the world is so
large that it evades determination.
Novel words and languages are formed in time. Some say that the languages of the world run to three
thousand, but some even maintain that the number exceeds the same.8 They were seemingly after
enumerating languages, since the number of regional dialects and accents far exceeds the aforesaid
numbers as there are many instances in which the inhabitants of two adjacent villages speak two
regionally different languages.
Another point is the rules of syntax governing clauses and also expression of arguments and feelings
are carried out through intellect and reason as the soul of speech. Thus, speech is peculiar to man.
It is true that many animals produce sounds to communicate but the sounds produced by them is so
limited in number and they are rather vague compared to human speech which is of wide application and
boundless, since God Almighty has provided man with the required faculty of speech.
Furthermore, with due consideration of the role of speech in the developments of human life and the
emergence and developments of civilizations, one may certainly believe that it is solely thanks to this
great Blessing that mankind may pass down their knowledge and experience from one generation to the

following one and thereby cause the advancement of knowledge and science and the developments in
civilizations, religions, and ethics. Put the case that such great Blessing is withheld, human societies will
rapidly move towards regression.
If the word:
"speech"
herein be applied to script and writing and even different kinds of arts, its extraordinary role in the life of
mankind is furthered clariﬁed. Now it becomes crystal clear why mention is made of God Almighty
teaching man speech following the creation of man treated in the blessed Chapter in question which
encompasses a compendium of Divine Blessings.

Surah al-Rahman - Verse 5
ٍﺎنﺒﺴ ﺑِﺤﺮاﻟْﻘَﻤ وﺲاﻟﺸﱠﻤ
5. The sun and the moon follow their measured out calculation.
The blessed Verse in question treats of the fourth great Divine Blessing bestowed by the God Almighty,
the Most Gracious. The blessed Verse is saying that the sun and the moon follow their courses with
measured out calculation.
The existence of the sun is one of the greatest Divine Blessings bestowed upon man, since life would be
unimaginable in the solar system without the light and heat of the sun. It was mentioned above that any
motion on the earth springs from the solar light and heat. Growth of plants and production of provision,
precipitation, and blowing of winds are all thanks to this Divine Blessing.
The moon, in its turn, plays a key role in human life. It is the light of his dark nights, its gravity is the
sources of ebb and ﬂow in oceans result in life in seas and watering of rivers ﬂowing onto seas. Besides,
the ﬁxed course of the twain circulations, that of the moon round the earth and that of the earth round
the sun results in the orderly emergence of nights and days, years, months, and seasons.
They make human life order through which man may make use of the same for his commercial,
industrial, and agricultural activities. Without such order, human life could never have any order.
It is worthy of note that not only the movement of these celestial bodies are precisely measured out, but
also the quantity of their mass and gravity and their distance from the earth and from each other are all
well calculated, without which great disruptions would occur in the solar system and consequently in
human life.

It is also worthy of note that although the sun is seemingly motionless in the solar system, but it should
be kept in mind that it, along with all its planets is moving in the milky way galaxy toward a speciﬁc point,
the star known as Vega, and such movement follows a certain order and speed.
For further information, one may refer to 36:38—40:
("And the sun runs on its ﬁxed course for a term appointed. That is the Decree of the Omnipotent,
the Omniscient. And the moon, We have measured for it mansions to traverse till it returns to like
the old dried curved date stalk. It is not for the sun to overtake the moon, nor does the night
outstrip the day. They all ﬂoat, each in an orbit.").

Surah al-Rahman - Verse 6
ِﺪَانﺠﺴ ﻳﺮاﻟﺸﱠﺠ وﻢاﻟﻨﱠﺠو
6. And the plants and the trees both prostrate themselves to Him.
According to Raghib’s Mufradat, the Arabic word najm is applied to "star" and "stemless plant." The word
originally denotes "rise," and the designation najm is owing to its "rise."
It is common knowledge that all the food used by mankind originally derives from plants, some of which
are directly consumed by man and some are used to feed those animals constituting human dietary
ingredients. It is applied to sea animals, since they feed on minute plants growing in millions throughout
water under sun light ﬂoating in between waves.
Thus the word najm is applied to small, creeping plants like pumpkin and cucumber and the word shajar
designates types of plants with stems, stalks, and trunks, like crops and fruit bearing trees.
The Arabic verbal form yasjudan; ("the two prostrate themselves") connotes unconditional submission
against the rules of creation in vein with human beneﬁts, a Divinely appointed ﬁxed course which they
follow without any alteration.
It also alludes to their monotheistic secrets since each leaf or seed contain wondrous Signs of Divine
Greatness and Omniscience;
("Each leaf is a book of Divine Omniscience").
Some also maintain that the Arabic word najm may connote stars, but the aforesaid exegesis is more
consistent with the contextual meaning of the blessed Verse.

Surah al-Rahman - Verse 7-8
َانﻴﺰ اﻟْﻤﻊﺿوﺎ وﻬﻓَﻌﺎء رﻤاﻟﺴو

ِانﻴﺰ اﻟْﻤا ﻓ ﺗَﻄْﻐَﻮأ
7. And the heaven: He raised it high, and He set up two Balances.
8. In order that you may not transgress Balance.
Following a treatment of Divine Graciousness and the blessings of teaching, speech, calculation of the
sun, the moon, and prostration of creatures which implies Divine relation with man and nature, the
blessed Verses in question discuss the manner of man's relation with society.
Maintaining the balance refers to moderation as per which immoderation and inﬂicting loss is
unjustiﬁable. It is worthy of note that the ﬁfth creature upon which Divine Graciousness and Mercy are
bestowed is the heaven that enjoys an exalted state.
The Arabic word sama’ ("heaven, sky") is cognate with sumuw ("exaltedness, height, elevation from the
earth") and the clause:
"He raised it high"
may connote the exaltedness of planets, stars, galaxies, and celestial spheres, such that these creatures
are both higher and more exalted than the earth, since heavenly bodies are quantitatively and
qualitatively higher than the earth and whatever exists on it.
The point is that man is the synopsis of all earthly and heavenly creatures and nobler and more exalted
that most of the existent beings.
"He set upon two Balances"
is that setting up the two Balances constitute the sixth Manifestation and Gracious Emanation. Balance
is employed for weighing and assaying something by something else like balance and scale, even if the
thing happens to be immaterial, like assaying knowledge by something else.
It also connotes the equality and equilibrium between the constituent elements of the thing, as it is said
that the constituents of these two things are in equilibrium. Some maintain that balance is used for
weighing and assaying and maintaining perceptible and immaterial equilibrium, since balance is a
polysemous word with different implications.
Balance may be applied in all matters like beliefs and ethics and whatever may be assayed in everyday

and natural issues in human society and civilization so that people may not be wronged in transactions
and they may not incur loss and damage but the balance be maintained, namely justice be administered
in human society. It may entail what exists in equilibrium like limitation of the irascible and concupiscent
faculties.
The blessed Verse 8 provides an interesting conclusion of the same adding that the goal of setting up
balance in the world of existence is that you may maintain the balance and refrain from transgressing the
bounds. You are also a part of this great world and you may never live inconsistently with it.
There is a system and a balance in this world and you have to have the same. Without such balance
and order, the world will perish. If you lack order and balance in your lives, you will tread the path to
perdition. The truth behind monotheism is that the prevailing principles of it are all the same everywhere.

Surah al-Rahman - Verse 9
َانﻴﺰوا اﻟْﻤﺮ ﺗُﺨْﺴ وﻂﺴزْنَ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻘﻮا اﻟْﻮﻴﻤأﻗو
9. And observe the weight with equity and do not make the balance deﬁcient.
Failing to attend to balance, equity, fairness, and justice in respect to the rights of people will lead man to
immoderation and injustice. Islam provides people with signiﬁcant and precise injunctions for the
maintenance of justice and balance such that according to traditions, a judge wearing tight shoes is not
supposed to issue verdicts lest the tightness of the shoes may affect his judgment and lead him to haste
and intemperance thereby he may err as to the administration of justice.
According to another tradition, valuable commerce rests upon truth.
According to a tradition narrated from Imam ‘Ali (as):
"Merchants are wrong-doers and wrong-doers shall abide in Hellﬁre, unless his transactions be based
on truth."9
Imam ‘Ali (as) ordered that adulterated coins be cast into wells so that they may not be used for
transactions.10
He walked in the market of Kufa and at times stopped in the middle of the market saying:
"O merchants! Ask God Almighty for good. Find Divine Blessing in being lenient toward people. Refrain
from telling lies in transactions. Abstain from injustice. Be not involved in usury. The said tradition is
attested in Kaﬁ, Man la Yahdhuruhu al-Faqih, Majalis, and Tahdhib.”
It is worthy of note that the blessed Verse emphasizes maintaining balance and justice saying:

"Observe the weight with equity and do not make the balance deﬁcient."
The word:
"balance"
is attested thrice in these blessed Verses, though it was possible to use pronouns in the second and
third instances. It reﬂects that the word balance (mizan) is employed in three different senses and using
pronouns may not do justice in conveying the meanings and the contextual meaning of the Verses also
bear witness to the same, since the ﬁrst instance implies the balance, criterion, and laws set up by God
Almighty throughout the world of existence.
The second instance treats of abstention of human beings from disobedience in all the matters
concerning individual and social lives which are naturally more limited. The third instance emphasizes
the issue of weighing in the narrower sense of the word saying that one may not make the balance
deﬁcient in weighing things and the last instance is more restricted in scope.
Thus, there is an interesting consistency in the Verses in the hierarchy of balance from larger circles
toward smaller ones. The signiﬁcance of balance in human life in any of the aforesaid senses is such
that taking out the balance in the narrowest sense will entail chaos, problems, and disagreement. The
broader the sense, the more disorder will prevail.
Based on the above, it is clariﬁed that the reason behind the interpretation of balance as the presence of
Imam (as) is that the presence of the Infallible Imam (as) serves as a criterion for assaying truth and
falsehood which may lead to perception of truth and ﬁnding guidance. Interpretation of balance to the
Holy Qur’an is in this light.
It is, however, worthy of note that all these blessed Verses treat of Divine Blessings reﬂecting that the
existence of balance in the entirety of the world of existence, human society, social relations, commerce,
and transactions are all Divine Bounties.

Surah al-Rahman - Verse 10-11
ﻧَﺎمْﺎ ﻟﻬﻌﺿ وضراو

ﺎمﻤﻛ ا ذَاتاﻟﻨﱠﺨْﻞﺔٌ وﻬﺎ ﻓَﺎﻛﻴﻬﻓ
10. And He created the earth for mankind.
11. Therein are fruits and magniﬁcent date-palms.

The blessed Verses in question descend from the heaven onto the earth, saying:
"God Almighty created the earth for the life of mankind.”
The Arabic word anam is interpreted differently by Qur’an exegetes as mankind, jinn and men, and any
animate being. It is worthy of note that the contextual meaning indicates that jinn and men are being
herein intended.
The earth which is mentioned herein as a remarkable Divine Blessing is mentioned in other Qur'anic
Verses as "cradle" serves as a secure and serene abode whose signiﬁcance may not be normally
perceived by most of us, but an earthquake disturbs everything and volcanic eruption may bury a city
beneath magma, ﬁre, and smoke.
Such phenomena indicate that the serene earth is such a great Blessing, particularly if we reﬂect upon
what scientists say concerning the velocity of the earth's rotation on its axis and its circling around the
sun, the signiﬁcance of such serenity despite the staggering velocity, it is further clariﬁed that it entails
different types of motion.
The employment of the past verbal forms wadha‘a ("set up") and rafa‘a ("raised") regarding the earth and
the heaven both embodies a delicate expression in terms of juxtaposition or contrast and a meaningful
allusion to the submission of the earth and its resources against mankind.
As it is reﬂected in the Holy Qur’an11:
"He it is Who had made the earth obedient to you. Therefore walk in its path and eat of His
provision. And to Him shall be the Resurrection."
The blessed Verse 11 treats of the tenth Blessings, namely the provisions, saying that there are fruits
and magniﬁcent date palms. The Arabic word fakiha denotes any kind of fruit and some interpret it as
any kind of fruit but dates which is unjustiﬁable. Date palms are mentioned separately, but the repetition
may reﬂect the signiﬁcance of dates and date palms.
The word akmam is the plural form of kum designating the sheath covering fruits. Kumma denotes
sleeve covering arm and hand and kum is the night cap covering the head. The fruit of palm trees is
initially covered by a sheath. Then, the fruit splits the sheath. The depiction used herein may refer to its
astounding beauty or the beneﬁts concealed in the sheath. It contains juice and essence which are both
nutritive and medicinal.
Besides, like a womb, the sheath fosters the fruit for a while and preserves it from blights. The sheath
will be removed when the fruit may be exposed to sunshine and air. Above all, the peculiar condition of
dates is that it is initially in the sheath and then it splits and forms clusters making it facile to be picked.
Were tall date palms like other fruit bearing trees like apple, it would be so hard to harvest the produce.

Surah al-Rahman - Verse 12
ُﺎنﺤﻳاﻟﺮﻒِ وﺼ ذُو اﻟْﻌﺐاﻟْﺤو
12. And also corns, with leaves and stalks for fodder and sweet-scented plants.
Other earthly beneﬁts include crops, like wheat, barley, millet, and lintel growing from the earth on which
man feeds. The Arabic word ‘asf denotes the stalk and leaf of grain preserving it until it grows fully.
After harvesting and ﬂailing, they will be used as fodder. Another beneﬁt of the earth is growing sweet
scented plants, but the Arabic word rayhan may be applied to all ﬂowers and sweet scented plants by
smelling which man may derive pleasure.

Surah al-Rahman - Verse 13
ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
13. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
Reiteration of issues constitutes signiﬁcant requirements for creating culture.
It is used at times for reminding different Blessings, like the blessed Verse in question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both deny?"
Repetition may also be used to warn sinners, like
"Woe unto the liars at that time."
It is worthy of note that following an enumeration of different material and immaterial Blessings, the
blessed Verse in question thus addresses jinn and men:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both deny?"
Such Blessings are most precious, Blessings encompassing all your lives, each of which serves as a
telling token of Divine Omnipotence, Graciousness, and Love. How may one deny them? The rhetorical
question is employed herein to bid the addressee to make afﬁrmations as to Divine Blessings bestowed
upon jinn and men.
Thus, according to the tradition narrated in the beginning of the exegesis of the Chapter bids us to reply
by saying:

"We do not deny any of your Blessings.”
Although the preceding blessed Verses solely make mention of mankind without making the slightest
reference to jinn, but the following blessed Verses reﬂect that the antecedent of the dual pronoun kuma
("both of you")
are jinn and men.
It is worthy of note that by mentioning such rhetorical question, God Almighty makes jinn and men
encounter the reality to reﬂect upon such issues and without recourse to any other injunction ask
themselves:
"Could any of these Divine Blessings be denied?"
If the answer is negative, why do they not recognize their Lord? Why do they not make use of showing
gratitude toward their Lord as a means of recognizing His Lordship? Why do they not prostrate
themselves at His Divine Threshold?
The phrase:
"which of"
(bi-ayya, lit. "to which") indicates that each of these Blessings is a telling token of His Lordship,
Graciousness, and Beneﬁcence, let alone all His Blessings.
The least reﬂection upon the aforementioned twelve Blessings (the Holy Qur’an, creation of man,
teaching speech, well measured calculation of time, creation of plants and all kinds of trees, creation of
the heaven, predominance of rules, creation of the earth with its characteristics, creation of kinds of fruit,
creation of date palm, creation of crops, creation of ﬂowers and sweet scented plants) along with the
details, delicacies, and secrets concealed in each of them will sufﬁce to make man show his gratitude
toward God Almighty and cause him to search for obtaining knowledge as to the source of all these
Blessings.
It is for the same reason that God Almighty asks the rhetorical question following an enumeration of His
Blessings. The rhetorical question will be asked thirty one times in the following blessed Verses after
enumerating further Blessings.

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 14-16
ِﺎﻟْﻔَﺨﱠﺎرﺎلٍ ﻛﻠْﺼﻦ ﺻﺎنَ ﻣﻧﺴ اﺧَﻠَﻖ

ٍﻦ ﻧﱠﺎر ﻣﺎرِجﻦ ﻣﺎنﱠ ﻣ اﻟْﺠﺧَﻠَﻖو

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
14. He created man from dry clay like the clay of pottery.
15. And the jinn: He created from smokeless ﬂames of ﬁre.
16. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
The Arabic word salsal denotes "dry clay, argillaceous earth."
Fakhkhar designates
"pottery clay."
Marij indicates
"ﬂame."
Following an enumeration of His Blessings, including making mention of the creation of man in passing,
the blessed Verses in question (14-16) make an account of the creation of jinn and man.
It serves as a telling token of His Omnipotence and also provides everyone with lessons, saying:
"He created man from dry clay like clay of pottery."
The word salsal denotes dry, rattling clay. The word fakhkhar is applied to any kind of pottery which
rattles upon being touched.
Different Qur’anic Verses and expressions regarding the source of human creation clearly reﬂect that
man used to be earth in the beginning:
("O mankind! If you are in doubt about the Resurrection, they indeed We have created you from
dust, then from semen, then from a clot that We may make it clear to you. And We cause whom
We will to remain in the wombs for an appointed term, then We bring you out as infants, then that
you may reach your age of full strength. And among you there is he who dies and among you
there is he who is brought back to the miserable old age, so that he knows nothing after having
known. And you see the earth barren, but when We send down water on it, it is stirred and it
swells and puts forth every beauteous kind of growth,"12)
Then it is mingled with water and turns into clay:
("He it is Who created you from clay and then decreed a term and there is with Him another

appointed term yet you doubt,"13);
("And when your Lord said unto angels: 'I am going to create man from dried rattling clay of foul
smelling mud,"14)
Then it became sticky
("Then ask them: 'Are they stronger as creation or those whom We created?' Indeed, We created
them of a sticky clay,"15).
Later on it dried up and became rattling pottery clay as mentioned in the blessed Verse in question. How
long did these stages take? How long did man stop at each of these stages? What were the factors
leading to these transitional states? Our knowledge fails to uncover such secrets as the knowledge
thereof rests with God Almighty alone.
What is certain is that such expressions serve as telling tokens of a reality which is signiﬁcantly linked to
educational issues of mankind – the primeval mass forming human body was the most unworthy and the
lowliest of all matters to be found on the earth, but God Almighty created such worthy creature out of
such unworthy matter such that man became the noblest of His creatures.
It is also worthy of note that the true value of human being is the Divine Spirit as it is reﬂected in
Qur’anic Verses:
("Therefore, when I have fashioned him completely and breathed into him the soul which I
created for him, then fall down prostrating yourselves unto him,"16).
Thus, man may ﬁnd his path towards perfection through the recognition of this truth such that he may
know which way he is supposed to tread to ﬁnd his true value in the world of existence.
The blessed Verse 15 treats of the creation of jinn, saying:
"And the jinn: He created from smokeless ﬂames of ﬁre."
The Arabic word marij is cognate with maraj ("mingling, mixture") which herein connotes different ﬂames
of ﬁre, since blazing ﬁre appears in different colors, red, yellow, blue, and white. It is not known either
how jinn were created from such colorful ﬂames of ﬁre.
Likewise, other characteristics of jinn are known to us by the True Dawn, namely the Glorious Qur’an,
Divine Revelation. Our limited knowledge may never allow us to deny nor to ignore such truths, as they
are proven through Divine Revelation, though they defy our knowledge. It is worthy of note that most of
the creatures known to us were created out of water, earth, wind, and ﬁre.
The source of human creation was water and earth but that of jinn is wind and ﬁre, even if, like ancients,
we regard them simple and element or like modern scientists who regard them to be composite, made

up from different constituent elements. Such duality in the origins of creation causes many differences
between the twain.
The blessed Verse 16 follows the enumeration of the Blessings one of which was the creation of man. It
reiterates the rhetorical question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 17-18
ﻦﻴﻐْﺮِﺑ اﻟْﻤبر وﻦﺸْﺮِﻗَﻴ اﻟْﻤبر

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
17. The Lord of the two easts and the Lord of the two wests.
18. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
The blessed Verse 17 treats of another Divine Blessing saying that God Almighty is the Lord of two
easts and two wests. It is true that each and every day in a year's time, the sun rises from a point and
sets in another, thus the number of easts and wests run to the number of the days in a year, but taking
into account the maximum northern and southern axes of the sun, we notice that other easts and wests
fall between the twain.
Such order is the origin of the emergence of the four seasons of the year engendering abundance and it
actually emphasizes and completes the contents of the foregoing blessed Verses treating of the well
measured calculation of the course of the sun and the moon and the existence of the balance in the
creation of the heavens.
Generally speaking, the blessed Verse reﬂects the precise order of creation, motions of the sun and the
moon and the Blessings thereby bestowed upon man.
Some Qur’anic exegetes maintain that the two easts and the two wests herein connote the rising and
setting of the sun and the moon, but the ﬁrst interpretation is seemingly more appropriate, particularly
owing to the fact that a number of Islamic traditions make references to the same and instance of which
is a tradition narrated from the Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as) as per the exegesis of the
blessed Verse in question, he says that the easts of the beginning of winter and summer are discrete.
Do you not see that the sun approximates and distances. It is a reference to the rising of the sun in the
heaven in summer and the setting of the sun in winter.17

The foregoing remarks clarify the reason behind Oaths like:
"Therefore, I swear by the Lord of all the points of sunrise and sunset in the east and the west
that certainly We are All-Mighty,"18).
The reason is that reference is made to all the easts and wests of the sun during a year, whereas the
blessed Verse in question makes a reference to the solar ascending and descending arches.
Again, the following Verse thus addresses jinn and men asking them:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 19-21
ِﺎنﻴﻠْﺘَﻘ ﻳﻦﻳﺮﺤ اﻟْﺒجﺮﻣ

ِﺎنﻴﻐﺒ ﻳ ٌزَخﺮﺎ ﺑﻤﻨَﻬﻴﺑ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
19. He let loose the two salty and sweet seas meeting together.
20. Between them is a barrier so that none of them can transgress.
21. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
The Arabic verbal form maraja designates:
"let loose"
and the Arabic noun barzakh denotes "a barrier between two things." Resuming the account of Divine
Blessings mention is made of seas, but not all seas. The particular quality of certain seas is an
astonishing phenomenon serving as a token of Divine Absolute Omnipotence. It also serves as a means
of producing certain things used by men.
Thus, the blessed Verses are saying that He juxtaposed two different seas while they meet; however,
there is a barrier between the twain such that one may not agitate and prevail over the other.
As it is reﬂected elsewhere in the Glorious Qur’an, the twain seas are the salty and the sweet seas:
"And it is He Who let loose the two seas: one palatable and sweet and the other salty and bitter
and He set a barrier and a complete partition between them"19.

Qur’anic exegetes disagree as to the location of the two sweet and salty seas and the fact that one does
not prevail the other and the nature of the barrier separating the twain.
However, mention was already made of the point in the exegesis of Chapter 25 saying that great sweet
rivers ﬂowing into seas and oceans usually form a sea of sweet water beside the coast thus repelling the
brine and it would be of interest to know that sweet and salty water, owing to the difference in the
degrees of thickness, do not intermingle.
A bird's eye view of discrete salty and sweet waters clearly shows the partition between the twain. When
the margins of the twain intermingle, fresh sweet water substitutes the mingled waters, such that the
partition between the twain is visible at all times. It is interesting that at the time of ﬂow, the level of
oceans is raised, such that sweet water is repelled without being intermingled with the brine.
The blessed Verse 21 is again addressed to God's servants inquiring:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 22-23
ُﺎنﺟﺮاﻟْﻤ وﻟُﻮﺎ اﻟﻠﱡﻮﻤﻨْﻬ ﻣجﺨْﺮﻳ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
22. Out of both seas come out pearl and coral.
23. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
Resuming the account of Divine Blessings, the blessed Verse 22 is saying that pearl and coral come out
of the twain seas. It is worthy of note that interesting adornments are made of pearl and coral. They are
also used in medical treatments and they constitute commodities and merchandise as well. Many
beneﬁts are accrued out of them. Thus, they are being referred to as two Blessings.
Pearls are transparent and precious things fostered in mothers of pearl in the depth of the seas. The
larger they are, the more precious they become. They are also used in many medical treatments.
Former physicians made different potions out of them for strengthening the heart, the nervous system
and warding off different kinds of breathing ailments, fear, kidney and eye complications, bad breath,
kidney and bladder stones, and jaundice.20
Coral is herein interpreted by some exegetes as small pearl, but such interpretation is far from being
true. It is an animate being similar to a twig growing in the depth of seas. It was regarded by scientists
for some time to be a kind of plant, but later on it became evident that it belongs to the animal world. It

sticks to the bottom of the sea and at times covers a vast area to increase in time and form coral islands.
The best kind of coral is red in color and the redder, the more precious it is. Besides serving as
adornment, it is applied in medicine and many beneﬁts have been enumerated for the same. Instances
of its medical applications include potions made from it which are sued for strengthening the heart,
removal of viper's venom, strengthening of the nervous system, treatment of diarrhea and womb
bleeding. It is also said that it is useful for treatment of epilepsy.
The following Verse further emphasizes on Divine Blessings saying:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"
A tradition narrated from Imam Sadiq (as) regarding the exegesis of the blessed Verse:
"He let loose the two salty and sweet seas meeting together,"
according to which:
"‘Ali and Fatima (as) are two deep seas, none of the twain transgresses the other out of the twain seas
pearl and coral, namely Hasan and Husayn (as) came out."21
The same point is also attested in Tafsir al-Manthur22. It may be attested in most of Shi‘i exegetic
works, e.g. Tabarsi's Majma‘ al-Bayan and also in Tafsir Burhan, Tafsir Nur al-Thiqalayn, Tafsir Saﬁ,
and also in some of Sunni exegetic works with slight variations.
However, it is known that the Glorious Qur’an has different layers thereby one single Verse may have
several or tens of meanings. The content of the aforesaid tradition derives from Qur’anic layers and is
not inconsistent with the literal meaning of the same.

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 24-25
مَﻋﺎﺮِ ﻛﺤ اﻟْﺒ ﻓﻨﺸَﺂتارِ اﻟْﻤﻮ اﻟْﺠﻟَﻪو

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
24. And His are the ships built, like mountains.
25. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
In the treatment of other Blessings, the Holy Qur’an did not make use of
"His" (lahu),

but regarding ships, Divine Revelation says:
"His are built ships"
intending to say that even the product built by you is also His, since the idea, plan, and the physical
strength required for building and making things all spring from Him. Thus, the Holy Qur’an is saying that
ships ﬂoating in seas with sails resembling mountains are all manifestations of Divine Graciousness.
Mujahid is quoted as saying that the Arabic word munsha’at is applied to sailing ships.
The point is that when you see the Signs of Divine Graciousness, Omnipotence, and Greatness, note
that Divine Favors include ships made up of pieces of wood upon which you embark and travel in such
vast seas. Then, how do you deny your Lord's Bounties and Blessings. Who, other than God Almighty,
the Omnipotent, has given you such might and power?

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 26-28
ٍﺎ ﻓَﺎنﻬﻠَﻴ ﻋﻦ ﻣﻞﻛ

امﺮﻛالِ وَِﻚَ ذُو اﻟْـﺠﺑ رﻪﺟ وَﻘﺒﻳو

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
26. Whatsoever is on the earth is transient.
27. And only the Essence of your Lord full of Majesty and Honor shall remain forever.
28. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
The preceding blessed Verses treated of Divine Blessings and the blessed Verse 26 is saying that the
time of beneﬁtting from these Blessings is brief. Seize the opportunity since you are all transient. The
contextual meaning of the blessed Verse designates that all things are transient and triﬂing in their
essence, but what remains is Divine Essence which is not subject to transience.
Now, a question arises here: how the question of transience may be regarded as a Divine Blessing?
Such transience may not lead to absolute effacement and annihilation, but it is a window to the world of
everlastingness, a tunnel or path leading to the abode of everlastingness. The world with all its bounties
is a prison to believers and a way out of this world is a way out of the dark and small prison.
The blessed Verse 27 is saying that only the Honorable and Great Essence of you Lord shall remain.
The Arabic word wajh literally denotes "face, countenance" perceived in the ﬁrst encounter with
someone, but employed regarding God Almighty, it connotes His Pure Essence.

The blessed Verse 28 addresses creatures once more asking:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 29-30
ٍ ﺷَﺄن ﻓﻮ ﻫمﻮ ﻳﻞضِ ﻛرااتِ وﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴﻦ ﻓ ﻣﺄﻟُﻪﺴﻳ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
29. Whosoever is in the heavens and on earth begs Him to meet his demands. Every day He is in
some affair.
30. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
Invocation may be expressed through verbal or non-verbal language. Man is in need of God Almighty at
all times, whether he invokes him to meet his demands or he fails to do likewise.
The point is that God Almighty is in the process of creation at all times and each and every day He plans
something anew and his meeting the demands of the needy and those who invoke him to meet their
needs is likewise. One day He bestows might upon some people and the other day he ruins them owing
to their disobedience and committing sins.
One day He bestows health and youth and the other day He inﬂicts weakness upon certain people. One
day He removes grieves and sorrows from hearts and the another day He causes certain people to feel
grief and sorrow.
In short, He creates something anew according to His Wisdom and the best order. Attending to this truth
clariﬁes our constant need for His Pre Essence on the one hand and removes the veils of
disappointment, desperation, neglect, and vanity from hearts on the other.
"Every day, He is in some affair."
It is narrated from the Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as) that in one of his sermons he said:
"Praise and eulogy belong to God Almighty Who shall never die, nor shall end the wonders of His
creation, since He is in some affair each and every day creating something new from nothing."23
According to a tradition narrated from the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) regarding the exegesis of the
blessed Verse in question, God Almighty's affair include absolving people of their sins, removing their
pains and sorrows, causing certain people to have a more exalted state, and denigrating some others.24

It is also worthy of note that the Arabic word yawm employed herein is the opposite of "night," since its
semantic range encompasses a long period of time and also hours and seconds, connoting that God
Almighty is in some affair at any time. The blessed Verse 30, following an account of the constant
Blessings and meeting the demands of all creatures including those of the heavens and the earth asks
the rhetorical question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 31-32
ِنََﺎ اﻟﺜﱠﻘﻬ أﻳﻢَغُ ﻟﻨَﻔْﺮﺳ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
31. We shall attend to your records, O you two classes [jinn and men]!
32. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
The Arabic verbal form sanafrughu does not here in connote bringing to an end and completing
something, but it designates giving special attention and dealing completely with some signiﬁcant affair.
The blessed Verse 31 is saying that attention shall be paid to the records of all Blessings.
All the preceding blessed Verses so far treat of different material and immaterial Blessings, but the
blessed Verse 31 is saying that We shall shortly attend to your records. O jinn and men! God Almighty
shall precisely attend to the records of all the deeds, words, and intentions of the jinn and men and
Rewards and Chastisements proportionate to their words, deeds, and intentions shall be apportioned to
them.
It is also worthy of note that according to the author of Tafsir Majma‘ al-Bayan, since jinn and men are
superior to other creatures and possess intellect, free choice, and distinction, they are being referred to
as thaqalan.
The blessed Verse 32 reiterates the rhetorical question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"
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Surah al-Rahman - Verses 33-34
ٍﻠْﻄَﺎن ﺑِﺴﻻ ﺗَﻨﻔُﺬُونَ ا ضِ ﻓَﺎﻧﻔُﺬُوارااتِ وﺎوﻤ أﻗْﻄَﺎرِ اﻟﺴﻦ أن ﺗَﻨﻔُﺬُوا ﻣﺘُﻢﺘَﻄَﻌنِ اﺳﻧﺲِ اا و اﻟْﺠِﻦﺸَﺮﻌﺎ ﻣﻳ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
33. O assembly of jinn and men! If you have power to pass beyond1 the zones of the heavens and
the earth, then pass beyond [them]. But you shall never be able to pass them, except with
extraordinary power.
34. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?

The Arabic word ma‘shar is cognate with ‘ashr ("ten") and ‘ashira ("relatives"). The word is attested thrice
in the Holy Qur’an in all the instances of which jinn precedes men.
The reason lying behind such precedence may be the points that jinn exceed men in terms of quantity,
jinn were created before men;
("And We created jinn before [men]"),
and jinn are more prepared to soar in the heavens. Nevertheless, men precede jinn in some other
instances. The Arabic word sultan denotes material strength and might leading some to conquer others.
It is also applied to academic authority and solid arguments leading to academic and intellectual
authority.
It is worthy of note that the blessed Verse in question may also allude to the world, astronautics,
transcending the atmosphere of the earth, and penetration into the heavens, since the depth of the
earth, the farthest points in space, and celestial bodies may be conquered by jinn. The clause in
astata‘tum in lieu of law astata‘tum connotes contingence.
The clause illa bi-sulttan-in alludes to the fact that it is possible to penetrate into the heavens and the
earth, particularly to the effect that in the Glorious Qur’an, the Arabic word sultan connotes academic
authority.
Taking into account, the contextual meanings of the preceding and the following blessed Verses, it may
also make a reference to Resurrection and the impossibility of evading Divine Tribunal.
Thus, the blessed Verse in question is saying:
"O jinn and men! If you truly intend to evade Divine Recompense and Chastisement, make an attempt to
transcend the boundaries of the heavens and the earth and thereby leave the bounds of His
Omnipotence. However, you may never embark upon the same, unless through Divine Might and such
Might is not at your disposal. You may never evade the Tribunal of Divine Justice. Wherever you go, you
shall be Divine Realm. Wherever you stand, it shall be His Sovereignty.”
Such weak creatures may never transcend the boundaries of Divine Sovereignty.
Likewise, Imam ‘Ali (as) in the exhilarating invocation of Kumayl says:
"No one may evade Your Omnipotence and Sovereignty."
The blessed Verse 34 is again asking the rhetorical question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 35-36
ِانﺮ ﺗَﻨﺘَﺼََ ﻓﺎسﻧُﺤﻦ ﻧﱠﺎرٍ واظٌ ﻣﺎ ﺷُﻮﻤﻠَﻴ ﻋﻞﺳﺮﻳ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
35. There shall be sent against you both, smokeless ﬂames of ﬁre and molten brass, and you
shall not be able to defend yourselves.
36. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
To further emphasize the inability of jinn and men to evade Divine Justice, the blessed Verse 35 is
saying:
"There shall be sent against you both, smokeless ﬂames of ﬁre and molten brass, and you shall
not be able to defend yourselves."
Then, they may not seek succor from anyone, since angels shall surround you on the one hand and
burning ﬂames of ﬁre and dark and suffocating smoke surrounds the Plain of Judgment on the other.
There shall remain no way out. The Arabic word shuwad designates great and awe-inspiring ﬂames of
ﬁre.
The Arabic word nuhas denotes the smoky and red ﬂames of ﬁre that turn copper in color. It is a source
of surprise that Divine Tribunal is surrounded by Divine agents, suffocating smoke, and blazing ﬁre and
there shall remain no way but to attend the Tribunal and submit to the Verdict.
The blessed Verse 36 further asks:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verse 37-38
ِﺎنﺎﻟﺪِّﻫةً ﻛدر وﺎﻧَﺖَﺎء ﻓﻤذَا اﻧﺸَﻘﱠﺖِ اﻟﺴﻓَﺎ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
37. Then when the heaven is rent asunder, and it becomes red like molten oil [you shall not bear
the horrible incidents].

38. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
Resuming the account of the preceding blessed Verses regarding some of the incidents that shall occur
on the Day of Resurrection, the blessed Verse 37 treat of further depictions of the scenes of
Resurrection and the manner of attending to records and Divine Recompense.
Thus the blessed Verse 37 is saying that when the heaven is rent asunder and turns rosy like molten oil,
horrible incidents shall occur such that no one may bear them. All the blessed Qur’anic Verses
concerning Resurrection clearly reﬂect that the present order of the world shall be disturbed on that Day
and very horrible incidents shall occur throughout the world.
Stars, planets, the earth shall undergo alterations and incidents shall occur which may not be imagined
by us. Instances of such incidents include tearing asunder of celestial bodies turning rosy like molten oil.
The word warda designates ﬂower and most of ﬂowers are red in color. The word dihan is employed in
the sense of molten oil which is often different in color.
The blessed Verse 38 reiterates the rhetorical question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 39-40
ﺎنﱞ ﺟ وﻧﺲ اﻦ ذَﻧﺒِﻪ ﻋﺄلﺴ ﻳ ٍﺬﺌﻣﻮﻓَﻴ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
39. Therefore, on that Day no question shall be asked of men or jinn as to their sins.
40. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
Following an account of the formative occurrences of Resurrection, the blessed Verse 39 treats of the
state of sinners on that Day saying that jinn and men shall not be questioned concerning their sins, since
everything shall be evident on the Day of Emergence (yawm al-buruz) and faces reﬂect everything.
It may be falsely imagined that the blessed Verse in question is inconsistent with those emphasizing the
questioning of servants on the Day of Resurrection, e.g.
"But Stop them, indeed they are to be questioned,"2
and
“Therefore, by your Lord, We shall certainly question all of them for all they used to do,"3;

however, the point is that the Day of Resurrection shall be a very long Day and man has to pass
different paths and stations and spend some time at each place. According to a number of traditions,
such stopping places shall be ﬁfty in number. Questions shall not be asked at some of these places,
since faces reveal inward secrets.
At some of these places, mouths shall be sealed and bodily organs bear witness to deeds and words;
("This Day We shall seal up their mouths and their hands shall speak unto Us and their legs shall
bear witness to what they used to earn,"4).
There are still other places where questions shall be precisely asked5.
Further, men shall come up pleading:
("The Day when everyone shall come up pleading for himself and everyone shall be paid in full
for what he did and they shall not be dealt with unfairly,")6.
In short, each and every scene has its own conditions and each scene shall be more horrible than
another.
The blessed Verse 40 asks the rhetorical question once more:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 41-42
ﻗْﺪَاما واﺻﺧَﺬُ ﺑِﺎﻟﻨﱠﻮﻮ ﻓَﻴﻢﺎﻫﻴﻤﻮنَ ﺑِﺴﺮِﻣﺠ اﻟْﻤفﺮﻌﻳ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
41. The sinners shall be known by their marks and they will be seized by their forelocks and their
feet [and shall be cast into Hell].
42. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
Those who committed all kinds of sins and disobeyed Divine Command by all their beings from their hair
to their feet shall be seized on the Day of Resurrection by their hair and feet to be cast into Hellﬁre.
The Arabic word sima is employed in the sense of:
"mark."
The Arabic word nawasi is the plural form of nasiya designating:

"forelock."
On that Day, questions shall not be asked since sinners shall be recognized by their marks and faces.
Some shall have smiling and brilliant faces which reﬂect their faith and righteous good deeds and some
other shall have dark, ugly, and sullen faces, reﬂecting their faithlessness and evil deeds.
The blessed Verse further adds that then they shall be seized by their forelocks and their feet and they
shall be cast into Hell. The scene is quite agonizing and awe-inspiring.
The blessed Verse 42 is a warning against Resurrection and a Favor bestowed upon everyone:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 43-45
َﻮنﺮِﻣﺠﺎ اﻟْﻤ ﺑِﻬﺬِّب ﻳ اﻟﱠﺘﻨﱠﻢﻬ ﺟﺬِهﻫ

ٍ آنﻴﻢﻤ ﺣﻦﻴﺑﺎ وﻨَﻬﻴﻄُﻮﻓُﻮنَ ﺑﻳ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
43. This is the Hell which the sinners denied.
44. They shall move between Hellﬁre and the ﬁerce boiling water.
45. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
Denial of Paradise, Hell, and Resurrection lead man to join the people of Hell.
The antecedent of the Arabic demonstrative pronoun hadhihi:
("this")
in the blessed Verse 43 is the preceding blessed Verse. It is as if angels or guards of Hell say unto
sinners that this is Hell against which Prophets warned you but you denied and belied it out of
arrogance, vanity, enmity, and ignorance. The blessed Verse 44 further depicts Hell and its excruciating
torments saying that sinners move between Hell and boiling water.
The Arabic word hamim denotes:
"boiling water"

and the Arabic word an employed herein designates the utmost degree of heat. Thus, they burn and
thirst and ask for water on the one hand and boiling water will given unto them or boiling water will be
splashed upon them on the other and it will be an excruciating chastisement. The blessed Verse 45 is a
serious and awakening warning and a Divine Favor:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 46-47
ِﻨﱠﺘَﺎن ﺟِﻪﺑ رﻘَﺎم ﻣ ﺧَﺎفﻦﻤﻟو

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
46. But for him who fears the standing before his Lord, there shall be two Gardens.
47. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
Fearing standing before God Almighty prevents man from committing sins and will lead to Paradise, as it
is reﬂected elsewhere in the Glorious Qur’an7:
"But as for him who feared standing before his Lord and restrained himself from concupiscent
desires, indeed, Paradise shall be his abode."8
The blessed Verse 46 is also saying that for he who fears standing before his Lord, there shall be two
Gardens in Paradise. Fearing standing before Lord means that one who knows God Almighty through
His Greatness, Glory, and Lordship, such knowledge causes fear in him and there shall be two Gardens
in Paradise for him.
It may also mean the fear of Resurrection and its stations and standing before His Threshold for records
of deeds and Divine Supervision and Constant Care for all mankind. It is worthy of note that fear is
supposed to spring from knowing Divine Lordship.
Imam Sadiq (as) said:
"He who believes that God sees him and hears whatever he says, such belief restrains him from
committing evil deeds. Such person fears standing before God Almighty and restrains himself from
concupiscent desires.”9
It is narrated that the Noble Prophet (S) said unto Imam ‘Ali (as):
"Several things lead to deliverance one of which is fear of God inwardly and outwardly."10

Fear of standing before God Almighty in this world shall lead to security from all fears in the Hereafter,
as it is reﬂected in other Qur’anic Verses, e.g.
"There is no doubt that indeed believers who love Allah no fear shall come upon them nor shall
they grieve,"11.
In short, fear of God Almighty leads to submission to the Truth and doing righteous good deeds. Thus,
there is no other condition besides fear of God Almighty. For one who fears standing before his Lord,
there shall be two Gardens in Paradise.
The blessed Verse 47 repeats the rhetorical question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 48-51
ٍاﺗَﺎ أﻓْﻨَﺎنذَو

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي

ِﺎنﺮِﻳﻨَﺎنِ ﺗَﺠﻴﺎ ﻋﻴﻬِﻤﻓ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
48. [Gardens with trees] with spreading and fresh branches [with diverse Blessings].
49. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
50. In those two Gardens shall two springs be ﬂowing.
51. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
These blessed Verses depict the two Gardens in Paradise saying that they have different Blessings and
trees with fresh branches. The Arabic word dhawata is dual and designates "having, owing."
The Arabic word afnan is the plural of fanan denoting:
"fresh branch"
and also "kind, type." The word may connote both senses in the blessed Verse 48, namely it may refer to
fresh branches of trees in Paradise which are unlike trees in this world which may have old, dead, or

fresh branches and it may also make a reference to the diversity of Blessings in Paradise.
Both applications are accurate, though the trees in Paradise might be different in that one single tree
might have different branches with different kinds of fruit.
The blessed Verse 49 reiterates the rhetorical question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"
Since a verdant garden is supposed to have trees and ﬂowing springs, the blessed Verse 50 is saying
that:
"In those two Gardens two springs shall be ﬂowing."
Addressing jinn and men, the blessed Verse 51 repeats the question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 52-53
ِﺎنﺟ زَوﺔﻬ ﻓَﺎﻛﻞﻦ ﻛﺎ ﻣﻴﻬِﻤﻓ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
52. In those two Gardens shall be two kinds of each and every fruit.
53. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
There shall be abundance, diversity, and availability in Paradise. Regarding the fruits of the twain
Gardens in Paradise, the blessed Verse 52 is saying that two kinds shall be found there of each and
every fruit, a kind available in this world and another which was not seen in the mundane world.
The rhetorical question is reiterated in the blessed Verse 53:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verse 54-55
ٍان دﻦﻨﱠﺘَﻴ اﻟْﺠَﻨﺟقٍ وﺮﺘَﺒﺳ اﻦﺎ ﻣﻨُﻬﻄَﺎﺋشٍ ﺑ ﻓُﺮَﻠ ﻋﻴﻦﺌﺘﱠﻣ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
54. Reclining upon the couches lined with silk, brocade, and the fruits of the two Gardens will be
near at hand.
55. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
Three characteristics of the twain Gardens in Paradise were enumerated in the preceding blessed
Verses. The blessed Verse 54 treats of the fourth characteristic, saying that people of Paradise recline
upon couches lined with brocade. One usually reclines upon something when he happens to be in peace
and utmost security.
The depiction reﬂects perfect serenity of the souls of the people of Paradise. The Arabic plural noun
furush denotes carpets and couches. Bata’in designates lining and istabraq is applied to thick brocade.
It would be interest to see that the most precious fabric in this world will be used as the lining of couches
in Paradise, connoting that the covers shall be indescribable in terms of delicacy, beauty, and appeal,
since lining is not visible and the lowliest kinds of fabric are used for lining in this world.
However, the most precious item in this world shall be the most insigniﬁcant in Paradise. Thus, what
shall the precious items be in Paradise? Divine Blessings in the Hereafter shall be describable neither in
our terms and nor by our imagination.
We may solely have a vague idea about such otherworldly Blessings. The ﬁfth characteristic of the
Blessings of these Gardens in Paradise is that the ripe fruits shall be near at hand there. It shall be
unlike the ripe fruits for whose picking one has to take troubles.
The Arabic word jana designates "ripe fruit" and the word dan denotes:
"near."
The blessed Verse 55 is again addressed to all jinn and men:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"
1. The Arabic verbal form tanfudhu derives from n-f-dh, literally denoting "tearing asunder and pass through something."
2. 37:24
3. 15:92-93
4. 36:65
5. 37:24; 15:92-93
6. 16:111
7. 80:40-41
8. 80:40-41
9. Tafsir Nur al-Thiqalayn, under the blessed Verse in question.
10. Tafsir Kanz al-Daqa’iq, under the blessed Verse in question.

11. 10:62

Surah al-Rahman, Verses 56 - 78
Surah al-Rahman - Verses 56-57
ﺎنﱞ ﺟ وﻢﻠَﻬ ﻗَﺒﻧﺲ اﻦﺜْﻬﻄْﻤ ﻳفِ ﻟَﻢ اﻟﻄﱠﺮاتﺮ ﻗَﺎﺻﻴﻬِﻦﻓ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
56. In both Gardens of Paradise shall be chaste females restraining their glances, desiring none
except their husbands with whom no man or jinni has had intercourse.
57. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
Five Divine Blessings of the twain Gardens in Paradise were enumerated in the preceding blessed
Verses and the blessed Verse 56 treats of the six Blessing – chaste spouses in Paradise. The blessed
Verse is saying that there shall be women in those palaces in Paradise who restraining their glances
solely look at their husbands and love no one but them and no jinni or man has ever touched them.
Thus, they shall be virgin and undeﬁled in any respect.
It is narrated on the authority of Abudhar Ghaffari that the woman in Paradise shall say unto her
husband:
"By the Glory of my Lord! I ﬁnd nothing better than you in Paradise. Praise be to God Almighty Who
married me unto you."1
The Arabic word tarf denotes "eyelid" and since eyelids move while glancing, it ﬁguratively connotes
"glance." Thus, the expression qasirat al-tarf denotes "[females] restraining [their] glances" connoting
that they love their husbands.
It is one of the best merits of a woman to solely think of her husband and only love him. The Arabic
verbal form yatmithhunna ("they menstruate") deriving from t-m-th ("menstruate, deﬂorate") ad hoc
connotes that females in Paradise shall be virgin.
The blessed Verse 57, addressed to jinn and men, poses the question anew:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 58-59
ُﺎنﺟﺮاﻟْﻤ وﺎﻗُﻮت اﻟْﻴﻦﺄﻧﱠﻬﻛ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
58. They are like rubies and coral.
59. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
The blessed Verse 58 further depicts spouses in Paradise saying that they are like rubies in terms of
rosiness and purity and like coral in terms of whiteness and beauty. When the colors of rubies and coral,
namely red and white, intermingle, a very beauteous color will be produced.
Ruby is a mineral which is usually red in color. Coral is a marine animal like branches and twigs of trees
whose colors include white and red, but the white kind is seemingly intended herein.
The blessed Verse 59 again asks the question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 60-61
ُﺎنﺴﺣ اﻻﺎنِ اﺴﺣاء اﺰ ﺟﻞﻫ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
60. Is there any reward for good other than good?
61. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
By the word good (ihsan) mentioned herein, doing righteous good deeds and doing good to others are
intended.2
Imam Sadiq (as) said:
"The blessed Verse
'Is there any reward for good other than good'

applies to believers and disbelievers, since whoever does good to another, the latter is supposed to
return the good done to him."3
Imam ‘Ali narrates from the Messenger of Allah (S) that God Almighty said:
"Is the reward of the one to whom I have bestowed Favor is other than Paradise?"4
In short the blessed Verse in question is saying that those who have done righteous good deeds in this
world shall be granted Divine Rewards.
The blessed Verse 61 repeats the question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 62-63
ِﻨﱠﺘَﺎنﺎ ﺟﻬِﻤوﻧﻦ دﻣو

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
62. And besides these two Gardens, there are two other Gardens.
63. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
Resuming the discussion the two Gardens in Paradise in store for the God fearing and the enumeration
of Divine Blessings, the blessed Verse 62 makes mention of two Gardens in Paradise located on a lower
level reserved naturally for those who are on a lower level of belief in and fearing God Almighty.
In other words, there is a hierarchy in terms of belief in God Almighty and doing righteous good deeds.
Thus, the blessed Verse in question is saying that two other Gardens are to be found on a level lower
than that of the aforementioned Gardens. There are two interpretations for the blessed Verse one of
which was already mentioned.
According to the other interpretation, the phrase:
"besides these two"
(min dunihima) connotes that there are two other Gardens for the same believers who may enjoy
themselves in those two Gardens as well, since man seeks diversity by nature and is delighted by the
same. Nonetheless, taking into account the contextual meaning and the traditions narrated regarding the
interpretation of the blessed Verse in question, the former interpretation is seemingly more consistent.

Thus, according to a tradition narrated from Imam Sadiq (as):5
"Do not say that Paradise is one since God Almighty says that besides those two Paradises, there are
two others. Do not say either that there is solely one level, since God Almighty says some levels are
higher than others and the difference in levels is a matter of degrees."
In this vein, there is a Prophetic tradition according to which
"Two Paradises are from gold for those near to God Almighty and two Paradises for the people of the
Right Hand."
The blessed Verse 63 poses the oft-repeated rhetorical question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 64-65
ِﺘَﺎنﺎ ﻣﺪْﻫﻣ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
64. [The two Gardens appear] dark green [in color owing to the density of trees].
65. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
The Arabic word madhamma deriving from d-h-m is cognate with idhimam denoting raven black color
herein connoting a garden seeming black due to the density of its trees. Since such color reﬂects utmost
freshness of plants and trees, the expression designates utmost verdure of the twain Paradises.
According to a number of traditions, water, verdure, and beauty engender happiness and delight.6
The blessed Verse 65 further asks:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 66-67
ِﺎﺧَﺘَﺎنﻨَﺎنِ ﻧَﻀﻴﺎ ﻋﻴﻬِﻤﻓ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي

66. In the two Gardens shall be two springs gushing forth.
67. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
The Arabic word nadhdhakh denotes:
"gushing forth."
Thus, the blessed Verse 67 is saying that in those two Gardens, two springs shall be gushing forth. It
goes without saying that looking at natural landscapes is the best delight. Water is a Blessing and its
gushing forth is another Blessing.
The blessed Verse 67 further poses the rhetorical question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 68-69
ٌﺎنﻣر وﻧَﺨْﻞﺔٌ وﻬﺎ ﻓَﺎﻛﻴﻬِﻤﻓ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
68. In the two Gardens there shall be fruits and date-palms and pomegranates.
69. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
Regarding the fruits of Paradise, the blessed Verse 68 is saying that there is abundance of fruits and
those like dates and pomegranates in the two Gardens. The Arabic word fakiha is certainly quite broad
in its range of senses encompassing all kinds of fruit, but the signiﬁcance of dates and pomegranates
are mentioned owing to their signiﬁcance.
Some Qur’anic exegetes falsely maintain that semantically speaking, the Arabic word fakiha excludes
dates and pomegranates. Lexicographers disagree with this baseless view. Basically, speciﬁc in lieu of
general in cases of expressing privileges and merits is quite common. In short, dates and pomegranates
have their prime of place among fruits in Paradise, since they are rich in vitamins.7
The blessed Verse 69 repeats the rhetorical question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 70-71
ٌﺎنﺴ ﺣاتﺮ ﺧَﻴﻴﻬِﻦﻓ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
70. There shall be women of fair face and good character in those Gardens.
71. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
The blessed Verse 70 further treats of other Divine Blessings, saying that there shall be women fair of
face and good of character in these two Paradises. The Arabic word khayr generally connotes spiritual
and immaterial good and beauty and the word husn generally designates beauty of looks and
appearance.
A tradition narrated regarding the exegesis of the blessed Verse in question enumerates many good
characteristics for women in Paradise which may allude to those of women in this world and serve as a
model for all women.
Such characteristics include: kindness in speech, cleanliness and purity, restraining from inﬂicting harms
on others, and turning away their glances from those outside the circle of kinship. In short, all the
physical and non-physical beauties expected in a desirable spouse may be found in them.
Likewise the blessed Qur’anic Verse expresses such good characteristics in a terse phrase:
"of fair face and good characters"
(khayrat hisan).
According to a Prophetic tradition:
"Women in Paradise have fair faces and good characters."8
It is also mentioned in narrations that:
"of fair face and good characters"
refers to righteous good women in this world who shall be fairer than wide-eyed huri's in Paradise.9
The blessed Verse 71 repeats the question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 72-73
ﺎمﻴ اﻟْﺨ ﻓاتﻮرﻘْﺼ ﻣﻮرﺣ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
72. Wide-eyed huri's of Paradise guarded in pavilions.
73. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
Further depicting the women in Paradise, the blessed Verse 72 is saying that they are huris guarded in
pavilions in Paradise. The word hur is the plural of hawra’ denoting a woman the pupils whose eyes are
raven black and the whiteness is quite transparent. It is also applied to women of fair complexion. The
word maqsurat connotes that they only belong to their husbands and they are well guarded from others.
The Arabic word khiyam is the plural of khayma denoting:
"pavilion."
According to Islamic traditions, pavilions in Paradise are unlike those of this world in terms of vastness
and beauty. It also worthy of note that according to lexicographers and lexicologists, the Arabic word
khayma, besides denoting pavilion and tent, is also applied to wooden or any round dwelling place.
It is also said that the Arabic word designates dwelling places which are made of stones and the like.10
The blessed Verse 74 reiterates the rhetorical question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 74-75
ﺎنﱞ ﺟ وﻢﻠَﻬ ﻗَﺒﻧﺲ اﻦﺜْﻬﻄْﻤ ﻳﻟَﻢ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
74. Whom no man or jinni has touched before people of Paradise.
75. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
The blessed Verse 74 enumerates another characteristic of huris in Paradise, saying that they have

been touched neither by any jinni nor by any man. In other words, they are virgin.
Thus, by:
"women of fair face and good characters"
good and righteous women of this world are intended who have solely intercourse with their husbands.
However,
"untouched"
(lam yatmithhunna) is the attribute of huris in Paradise.
According to other Qur’anic Verses, men and women who are married to each other and are amongst
the believers and the people of Paradise shall join each other in Paradise and shall enjoy their lives in
the best manner there. According to traditions, owing to their invocations and righteous good deeds,
such women are more exalted than huris in Paradise.11
The blessed Verse 75 poses the oft-repeated question:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"

Surah al-Rahman - Verses 76-77
ٍﺎنﺴٍ ﺣﻘَﺮِيﺒﻋﺮٍ وفٍ ﺧُﻀﻓْﺮ رَﻠ ﻋﻴﻦﺌﺘﱠﻣ

ِﺎنﺬِّﺑُﺎ ﺗﻤِﺑء رِ آﻓَﺒِﺄي
76. Reclining on couches covered by the best and the most beautiful green fabrics.
77. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?
The blessed Verse 76 provides the last depiction of the Blessings in Paradise, saying that the inhabitants
of the twain Paradises recline on couches covered by the best and the fairest green fabrics.
The Arabic word rafraf originally denotes spread tree leaves, but it is ﬁguratively applied to beautiful and
colorful fabrics which are similar to garden landscapes. The word ‘abqari originally denotes any rare or
unrivalled person or thing.
Thus, the word is applied to scholars rare amongst people. It is also said that ‘Abqar was the name of a
city in which silk fabrics were made.12 The original sense is obsolete and the Arabic word ‘abqari refers
to an ingenious person who is hard to ﬁnd. The Arabic word hisan is the plural form of hasan denoting

"good, beautiful."
In short, all these expressions reﬂect that all things in Paradise, including fruits, food, palaces, mansions,
carpets, and couches are all the best and unrivaled in terms of quality. However, it is worthy of note that
such expressions may not fully express such great and unique concepts but they solely reﬂect shadows
of them same.
The blessed Verse 77 poses the oft-repeated rhetorical question for the last time:
"Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both [jinn and men] deny?"
It is saying that immaterial or even material Blessings in this world or Blessings of Paradise have
encompassed you, but at times, owing to vanity and neglect, you consign them to oblivion and forget the
One Who bestows all these Blessings and also those which you expect to fall into your share in future.
Which of these Blessings do you deny?

Surah al-Rahman - Verse 78
امﺮﻛالِ وَِﻚَ ذِی اﻟْـﺠﺑ رﻢكَ اﺳﺎرﺗَﺒ
78. Blessed is the Name of your Lord, the Owner of Majesty and Honor.
All Blessings, beauties, rewards, and recompenses are manifestations of Divine Lordship. Thus, the last
blessed Verse of the Chapter in question is saying that the Name of your Lord Who is Majestic and
Glorious is Blessed and Intransient. The Arabic word tabarak is cognate with bark denoting "camel
breast."
Since camels lie down somewhere without moving and their breasts touch the earth, the word connotes
constancy and intransience. As remaining capital engenders many a beneﬁt, useful things are referred to
as mubarak, the worthiest being for such designation is the Pure Divine Essence, the Source of all Good
and Blessings.
Thus, the blessed Verse in question is saying that Great and Glorious is the Name of your Lord Who is
the Absolute Owner of Glory, Greatness, Magnanimity, Graciousness, and Bountifulness. The blessed
Chapter opened with the Divine Attribute "the Most Gracious" (Rahman) denoting the Vastness of
Bounties and Graciousness of the One Lord, following which different kinds of His Bounties and
Blessings are enumerated.
The blessed Chapter ends in the Name of the Owner of Glory and Greatness, connoting that what He
bestows springs solely from His Greatness and reﬂects His Glory and Magnanimity.

It is saying that you are supposed to glorify the Origin of Bounties by praising His Attributes of Glory and
Greatness.
Some Qur’anic exegetes say that His Name alludes to all His Attributes and His Attributes are in His
Pure Essence and the expression:
"Owner of Majesty and Glory"
makes a reference to all His Most Beautiful and Glorious Attributes.
"Owner of Majesty"
alludes to His Negative Attributes and "Owner of Glory" refers to His Positive Attributes.
It would be of interest to read a few traditions in this vein.
It is narrated from the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) that someone invoked God Almighty in his presence,
saying:
"O Owner of Majesty and Glory!"
The Noble Prophet (S) said:
"Now that you invoked God Almighty by this Attribute, your prayer shall be answered. You ask Him to
grant you anything you desire."13
According to a Prophetic tradition, the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) noticed that a man was standing while
establishing prayers. Following genuﬂexion (ruku‘), prostration (sujud), salam, and tashahHud, he
invoked God Almighty and called Him by His Attributes, Owner of Majesty, Owner of Glory, the Living
(Hayy), the Ever Standing (or Self-Existent; Qayyum), the Noble Prophet (S) said:
"This man called Allah by a Great Name that whenever one calls Him by that Attribute, He shall answer
his prayers."14
A tradition is narrated from Imam Baqir (as) regarding the exegesis of the blessed Verse in question
according to which he said:
"We are Divine Majesty and Glory as He cherishes us by making his servants obey us."15
It goes without saying that the family of the Prophet (S) solely calls people unto God Almighty and
obedience to Him. They are like guides and beacons and life boats in the agitated sea of this mundane
life. Thus, they are the instances of Divine Bounties bestowed by the Owner of Majesty and Glory, since
God Almighty provides people with Guidance through His friends.
O Lord! You are the Owner of Majesty and Glory. By Your Majesty and Glory! Do not deprive us from

Bounties and Blessings of Paradise. O Lord! We deny none of your Blessings, but consider ourselves
encompassed by them. Grant us Your Blessings at all times. Amen O Lord of the worlds!
1. Tafsir Majma‘ al-Bayan, under the blessed Verse in question.
2. Tafsir Rahnama; Tafsir Nur.
3. Tafsir Majma‘ al-Bayan; Tafsir al-Mizan.
4. Shaykh Tusi's Amali, vol. 1, p. 182.
5. Tafsir Majma‘ al-Bayan.
6. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 59, p. 44.
7. Fifteen nutritive elements and ﬁve vitamins are reportedly found in dates. Furthermore, some parts of date palms are rich
in medicinal ingredients. Regarding pomegranates, according to a number of Islamic traditions, they are the best of fruits
(sayyid al-fakiha; Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 6, p. 63). Nutrition experts enumerate many qualities for pomegranates, including
reﬁning the blood, richness in Vitamin C. Other good qualities have also been mentioned for sweet and sour pomegranates,
including: strengthening the stomach, gums, the eyes, treatment of choleric fevers, jaundice, scabies, chronic ulcers, and
diarrhea.
According to a tradition narrated from Imam Sadiq (as):
"Let your children eat pomegranates as they lead to their faster growth"
(Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 66, p. 164).
According to another tradition,
"Eating pomegranates by children makes them speak earlier"
(Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 66, p. 165).
It is also narrated from Imam Baqir (as) and Imam Sadiq (as):
"Pomegranates were the Messenger of Allah's (S) most favorite fruit.”
(Usul Kaﬁ, vol .6, p. 352).
8. Tafsir Nur al-Thiqalayn, under the blessed Verse in question.
9. Usul Kaﬁ, vol. 8, p. 156.
10. Lisan al-‘Arab; Majma‘ al-Bahrayn; al-Munjid.
11. Tafsir Durr al-Manthur, p. 151; Usul Kaﬁ, vol. 8, p. 156.
12. Abu al-Futuh Razi's Tafsir.
13. Tafsir Durr al-Manthur, vol. 6, p. 153; Tafsir Nimuna, under the blessed Verse in question.
14. Ibid.
15. Tafsir Burhan; Tafsir Saﬁ, under the blessed Verse in question.

Surah al-Waqi‘a, Chapter 56, Verses 1 - 40
(The Event)
Section (juz’): 27
Number of Verses: 96

General Overview of the Chapter
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
The Chapter was revealed in Mecca and it has 96 Verses. The title of the Chapter, Waqi‘a, is a
designation of Resurrection whose imminence is prognosticated in the opening Verse. The majority of
the blessed Verses of the Chapter treat of Resurrection, its qualities and happenings, and division of
mankind into peoples of Hell and Paradise on that Day. Thus, recitation of the Chapter is awakening.

Merits of Recitation of the Chapter
Numerous traditions are to be found in Islamic sources concerning the recitation of the Chapter an
instance of which is a Prophetic tradition according to which:
"One who recites Surah al-Waqi‘a will be excluded from the neglectful."1
The blessed Verses of the Chapter are so shocking and awakening that no room is left for human
neglect. It is narrated from Imam Sadiq (as):
"Whoever recites Surah al-Waqi‘a every Friday night, God Almighty will like him and will make him to be
loved by all people. He will never suffer hardships, poverty, destitution, and other worldly afﬂictions. He
will be amongst the friends of the Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as)."2
It goes without saying that such Blessings may not fall into the lot of one who merely recites the blessed
Verses of the Chapter without attending to their signiﬁcance, but recitation is supposed to follow
intellection and acting upon Divine Injunctions.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 1-2
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
ُﺔﻌاﻗﺖِ اﻟْﻮﻗَﻌذَا وا

ٌﺔﺎذِﺑﺎ ﻛﻬﺘﻗْﻌﻮ ﻟﺲﻟَﻴ

1. When the Great Event [Resurrection] befalls.
2. There can be no denial of its befalling.
As reﬂected in numerous Qur’anic Verses, the Events of Resurrection are initially accompanied by great
and shocking happenings.
The blessed Chapter in question focuses on Resurrection and similar Events are being enumerated in its
opening Verses, e.g.
"When the Great Even befalls, There can be no denial of its befalling"
since the Events preceding Resurrection shall be so shocking and awakening that their manifestations
shall be reﬂected in all the constituent elements of the world.
The Arabic word waqi‘a:
("event")
alludes to Resurrection, since it is inevitable. The word is also regarded as one of the designations of
Resurrection. Some Qur’anic exegetes maintain that the Arabic word kadhiba is employed in the
inﬁnitive sense connoting that befalling of Resurrection shall be so crystal clear that it leaves no room for
denial and discussion.
Some Qur’anic exegetes hold that it is used in its literal present participial sense saying that it reﬂects
that befalling that Day is inevitable and there shall be no denial of the same.
It is worthy of note that following the blessed Qur’anic Verses on Divine Graciousness as attested in
Chapter 55 (Surah al-Rahman) serve as a reminder of Resurrection which is owing to His Attribute of
Graciousness and also designates that the posthumous survival of man constitutes the most exalted
Emanation of His Graciousness.
According to some Qur’anic exegetes, the designation of the blessed Chapter alludes to the multiplicity
of hardships to be inﬂicted at the Time. It is a source of encouragement for people to prepare
themselves for such hard Day.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 3-4
ٌﺔﻌاﻓﺔٌ رﻀﺧَﺎﻓ

ﺎﺟ رضرﺖِ اﺟذَا را

3. That Event lowers and elevates the system of creation and makes it upside down thus lowers
the evil and elevates the good.
4. When the earth shall be shaken with a terrible shake.
Resurrection makes alterations in both the world and mankind. Thus, the blessed Verse 3 is saying that
Resurrection lowers some people and elevates some others.
The arrogant, the disobedient, and the wrong-doers shall be denigrated whereas believers and
righteous good-doers shall be elevated to the zenith of glory. The mighty shall be humiliated and sinners
shall be cherished with no reason.
Some people shall fall into the depth of Hell and some others shall abide in the most exalted levels of
Paradise. They are all the consequences of Divine Great and Encompassing Revolution.
In this vein, a tradition is narrated regarding the exegesis of the blessed Verse in question from Imam ‘Ali
ibn al-Husayn (as):
"Resurrection shall be lowering since by God Almighty! Enemies of Allah shall be cast into Hellﬁre and it
shall be elevating, since by God Almighty! The friends of Allah shall be elevated to the higher levels of
Paradise."3
Honor and humility and exalted and lower ranks shall become crystal clear on that Day as great ﬁgures
have said that true poverty and afﬂuence shall be manifest upon presenting the record of deeds before
God Almighty.4
The blessed Verse 4 further treats of such Events, saying that Resurrection shall befall when the earth
shall be shaken with a terrible shake as the occurrence of Resurrection and its terrible earthquakes is
indubitable.
The word idha
("when")
is herein employed to connote inevitability.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 5-6
ﺎﺴ ﺑﺎلﺖِ اﻟْﺠِﺒﺴﺑو

ﺎﺜﻨﺒﺎء ﻣﺒ ﻫﺎﻧَﺖَﻓ

5. And the mountains shall be powdered to dust.
6. Therefore, they shall become scattering dust particles.
The blessed Verses 5 and 6 are saying that the earthquake shall be so enormous that it shall pulverize
mountains into scattering dust particles. The Arabic word bussat derives from b-s-s denoting "grind by
water."
The Arabic words haba’ and munbath denote
"dust"
and
"scattered"
respectively. By haba’ minute dust particles are intended which scatter and suspend in the air and are
normally invisible unless one looks at them in sunlight penetrating into some dark place.
Now one may understand that the earthquake and the explosion are so enormous that they may
pulverize colossal mountains proverbial for solidity into scattered dust particles and the shout heard from
such enormous explosion shall be even more horrible. In short, Qur’anic Verses present different
depictions as to different stages of the enormous explosion of mountains.
It is needless to say that only God Almighty is All-Aware of the course of such events which may not be
describable in our own terms. However, such meaningful allusions all reﬂect the enormity of such
enormous explosion.
It is worthy of note that the earth which is our abode and resting place on which we strive to make our
sustenance shall be perturbed and restless on that Day such that an unprecedented earthquake shall
severely agitate the earth and.
The same motif is to be found elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an5 as well:
"O mankind! Fear Lord and be dutifully to Him! Indeed, the earthquake of the Hour [of
Resurrection] shall be a terrible thing."
Thus, we are supposed to obedient and do righteous good deeds such that we may restrain ourselves
from committing sins in order to avoid entanglement in torment on such Day.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 7-9
ًﺛَﺔََﺎ ﺛاﺟ أزْوﻨﺘُﻢﻛو

ﻨَﺔﻤﻴ اﻟْﻤﺎبﺤﺎ أﺻ ﻣﻨَﺔﻤﻴ اﻟْﻤﺎبﺤﻓَﺄﺻ

ﺔﺸْﺄﻣ اﻟْﻤﺎبﺤﺎ أﺻ ﻣﺔﺸْﺄﻣ اﻟْﻤﺎبﺤأﺻو
7. And you shall be in three groups on that Day.
8. Therefore, people on the Right Hand are as if they are personiﬁcations of happiness.
9. And people on the Left Hand, how unfortunate shall they be because of their vices and
unhappiness.
Depiction of the Great Event of Resurrection is followed by a treatment of the conditions of people on
that Day.
They are divided into three groups;
("And you shall be in the three groups on that Day").
The Arabic word jawj is not only applied to feminine and masculine but also it connotes similar objects.
Since certain people shall be similar on the Day of Resurrection, the blessed Verse 8 treats of the ﬁrst
group, namely
the people on the Right Hand (ashab al-maymana)
whom are being referred to as fortunate, since the record of their deeds are given to their right hands.
They symbolize the saved believers doing righteous good deeds. They shall be granted Divine Rewards.
The Arabic word maymana is cognate with yumn which denotes happiness. Thus, the ﬁrst group
includes the happy and the fortunate.
The blessed Verse 9 makes mention of
the people on the Left Hand (ashab al-mush’ama)
who are the unfortunate people.
How unfortunate they are that the records of their deeds shall be given to their left hands owing to their
misery and unhappiness. They symbolize those who committed sins and did wrong.
The expression:
"people on the Left Hand"
reﬂects their utmost misery and unhappiness.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 10-14
َﺎﺑِﻘُﻮنﺎﺑِﻘُﻮنَ اﻟﺴاﻟﺴو

َﻮنﺑﻘَﺮﻚَ اﻟْﻤﻟَﺌاُو

ﻴﻢﻨﱠﺎتِ اﻟﻨﱠﻌ ﺟﻓ

ﻴﻦﻟو اﻦﺛُﻠﱠﺔٌ ﻣ

ﺮِﻳﻦﺧ اﻦ ﻣﻴﻞﻗَﻠو
10. And those foremost in doing righteous good deeds shall be foremost in receiving Rewards.
11. These shall be the nearest Divine Threshold.
12. In the Gardens abounding in Blessings.
13. A multitude of those shall be from the ancients and former nations.
14. And a few of those shall be from later generations.
Taking the lead in matters of faith and doing righteous good deeds is meritorious. Those who take the
lead in doing righteous good deeds in this world shall be foremost in receiving Divine Rewards.
Depicting the third group, the blessed Verses 10 and 11 are saying that "those foremost shall be nearest
to Divine Threshold."
The Arabic word sabiqun is ad hoc applied to those who are not only foremost in matters of faith and
belief, but are also foremost in doing righteous good deeds and in matters of human ethics. They serve
as people's role models and leaders as a consequence of which they are nearest to Divine Threshold.
Therefore, different Qur’anic exegetes interpret their being foremost owing to their being foremost in
obedience to Allah, establishing the ﬁve daily prayers, embarking upon jihad and emigration, repentance,
and the like. Thus, Qur’anic exegetes address different aspects of such broad sense.
According to Islamic traditions, the Arabic word sabiqun is applied to Habil (Abel), the believer among
the family of Pharaoh, Habib Najjar, and the Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as) owing to their
being foremost in their own communities, for instance Imam ‘Ali (as) was the ﬁrst man who converted to
the Islamic faith.

Such instances do not restrict the semantic application of the word.
It is also worthy of note that Ibn ‘Abbas narrates from the Messenger of Allah (S) that he asked the
Noble Prophet of Islam (S) concerning the exegesis of the blessed Verse in question and he replied:
"Gabriel said unto me that they are ‘Ali (as) and his followers who shall be foremost in being admitted to
Paradise and they shall be nearest to Divine Threshold owing to the respect accorded them by God
Almighty."6
These are actually the manifest and perfect instances of the aforesaid concept encompassing all who
have been foremost in all nations and communities.
The blessed Verse 12 tersely depict the exalted state of:
"those nearest to Divine Threshold"
in the Gardens of Paradise abounding in Divine Blessings, saying that different material and immaterial
Blessings of Paradise are in store for them. The depiction may also reﬂect that the Gardens of Paradise
constitute the only place where Divine Blessings may be found. They stand in contrast against the
gardens in this world which are the means of living and toil for mankind.
In like manner, the state of those nearest to Divine Threshold in this world is different than that of the
Hereafter, since their exalted state in this world is accompanied by responsibilities, whereas the
Hereafter is their resting place abounding in Blessings.
It goes without saying that "nearest" herein reﬂects their exalted state rather than spatial nearness, since
God Almighty does not exist in space and is nearer to us than ourselves.
The blessed Verse 13 treats of the manner of diving people in former nations and the Muslim
community, saying that:
"a multitude of those shall be from the ancients and former nations."
The blessed Verse 14 is saying that:
"and a few of those shall be from later generations"
in which the Arabic word thulla designates "group, multitude" and some Qur’anic exegetes maintain that
it denotes "piece, part" which ad hoc connotes "enormous part."
According to the blessed Verse, a great multitude of those nearest to Divine Threshold are from former
nations and few of them are from the Muslim community.
It is also worthy of note that certain believers may not be amongst those foremost in matters of belief,

but they may possess certain qualities and characteristics thereby they may be on a par with "the
foremost" in terms of being granted Divine Rewards.
In this vein, traditions have been narrated from Imam Muhammad Baqir (as) who said:
"We are the foremost of the foremost and we are the last ones."7
It is narrated from Imam Sadiq (as) that addressed to a number of his followers, he said:
"You are the ﬁrst and the last of those foremost in loving us in this world and the foremost in being
admitted to Paradise in the Hereafter."8
It is also worthy of note that some Qur’anic exegetes interpret the foremost and the last as the ﬁrst and
the last Muslim communities that are accordingly the nearest to Divine Threshold.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 15-16
ﻮﻧَﺔﺿﻮرٍ ﻣﺮ ﺳَﻠﻋ

ﻴﻦﺘَﻘَﺎﺑِﻠﺎ ﻣﻬﻠَﻴ ﻋﻴﻦﺌﺘﱠﻣ
15. On thrones laid side by side adorned with precious stones.
16. Reclining thereon, face to face.
The blessed twain Verses treat of the material and immaterial Blessings granted to those nearest to
Divine Throne on the Day of Resurrection. Such Blessings are innumerable, they are depicted in the
blessed Verses in question such that man with his limited intellectual capacities be able to comprehend
them.
The blessed Verses are saying that thrones shall be prepared for those nearest to Divine Throne,
thrones adorned with different jewels like rubies, diamonds, and emeralds. The blessed Verse 16 is
saying that the people of Paradise shall recline upon those couches and thrones while they shall be face
to face enjoying each other's society without being bored of loneliness.
It might be a reference to numerous thrones laid together thus according further glory to their majestic
mansions. The Arabic word surur is the plural form of sarir denoting throne and mawdhuna designates a
special fabric adorned with pearls and rubies.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 17-19
َﺨَﻠﱠﺪُون وِﻟْﺪَانٌ ﻣﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﻄُﻮفﻳ

ﻴﻦﻌﻦ ﻣﺄسٍ ﻣﻛ وﺎرِﻳﻖأﺑابٍ وﻮﺑِﺄﻛ

َﻨﺰِﻓُﻮن ﻳﺎ وﻨْﻬﻮنَ ﻋﺪﱠﻋﺼ ﻳ
17. Immortal youths shall go around them in glory and freshness,
18. With cups, jugs, and a glass of ﬂowing springs of Paradise [or pure wine],
19. Wherefrom they shall get neither any aching of the head, nor any intoxication.
The ﬁrst two blessed Verses in question are saying that the people of Paradise reclining on those
magniﬁcent thrones are in a safe place around whom boys and youths of fair face and good character
possessing utmost beauty move. They were originally created in Paradise and are immortal.
They serve the people of Paradise with jugs and glasses with or without handle, namely all kinds of
vessels. The third blessed Verse is saying that the people of Paradise drink from bowels ﬁlled with the
wine of Paradise and pure water which may allude to the water of springs ﬂowing in Paradise, or pure
wine mingled with camphor and ginger.
Such wine causes neither headache nor intoxication. The Arabic word akwab is applied to jugs without
handles and narrow mouths, similar to mundane jugs. The Arabic word abariq is the plural of ibriq
denoting a vessel with a handle and a narrow mouth. Ka’s designates a glass brimming with wine or
other drinks.
Ma’in is applied to drink. The verbal form yusadda‘un denotes headache. The verbal form yunzafun
derives from n-z-f originally denoting gradual extraction of water from a well but it ad hoc connotes
"driving mad."

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 20-21
َونﺮﺘَﺨَﻴﺎ ﻳﻤ ﻣﺔﻬﻓَﺎﻛو

َﻮنﺸْﺘَﻬﺎ ﻳﻤﺮٍ ﻣ ﻃَﻴﻢﻟَﺤو

20. And with fruit that they may choose.
21. And with the ﬂesh of fowls that they desire.
The blessed twain Verses further treat of the material Blessings in store for the people of Paradise who
are nearest to Divine Throne, saying youths in Paradise shall make available to them whatever kinds of
fruits and the ﬂesh of fowls which they desire. It is worthy of note that the precedence of fruit over ﬂesh
is that the former is healthier and consumption of fruit before meal is far better.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 22-24
ﻴﻦ ﻋﻮرﺣو

ِﻨُﻮنﻟُﺆِ اﻟْﻤﺜَﺎلِ اﻟﻠﱡﻮﺄﻣﻛ

َﻠُﻮنﻤﻌﺎﻧُﻮا ﻳﺎ ﻛاء ﺑِﻤﺰﺟ
22. And fair females with wide, lovely eyes,
23. Like pearls in shells.
24. A Reward for what they used to do.
The ﬁrst twain blessed Verses are saying that the people of Paradise shall have spouses from amongst
huris with fair complexions and wide black eyes who are preserved like pearls in shells. The Arabic word
hur is the plural form of hawra’ and ahwar, denoting those whose pupils of eyes are raven black and the
whiteness of their eyes are quite transparent.
The Arabic word ‘ayn, the plural forms of which are ‘ayna’ and a‘yan, denotes "wide-eyed." The
emphasis is owing to the fact that most of the beauty of mankind lies in their eyes. In other words, the
spouses in Paradise are so beautiful that eyes shall be astonished by looking at them. The Arabic word
maknun denotes "concealed" and it herein connotes being preserved in shells, since pearls are more
transparent and more beautiful while they are still lying untouched in their shells.
The expression may connote that they are totally preserved from other people's eyes, since they are
untouched and unseen by others.
The third blessed Verse is saying that the Divine Blessings shall be bestowed upon them because of
their righteous good deeds, such that one may not falsely imagine that such innumerable Divine
Blessings of Paradise shall be bestowed upon anyone with no reason, but being accorded such
Blessings requires unfaltering belief and constant doing of righteous good deeds.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 25-26
ﺎﻴﻤ ﺗَﺄﺛا وﺎ ﻟَﻐْﻮﻴﻬﻮنَ ﻓﻌﻤﺴ ﻳ

ﺎﻣَﺎ ﺳﻣَ ﺳًﻴ ﻗﻻا
25. No vain talk shall they hear therein, nor any sinful speech.
26. But only the saying of peace, peace!
The Arabic word laghw denotes vain talk and ta’thim is applied to ascribing committing of sin to others.
There shall be no psychological pain in Paradise. Mundane pleasures usually entail vain talk and
committing sins, but it is different in Paradise since it is the abode of peace and serenity.
Vain talk and sin may not penetrate a peaceful and serene community. The people of Paradise shall not
hear anything but the sayings of Peace by God Almighty, the angels nearest unto Him, and the
salutations and greetings exchanged amongst them.
They shall attend sessions brimming with enthusiasm, friendship, love, and purity.
Paradise is the Abode of Peace, Serenity, and Security:
("For them shall be the Home of Peace with their Lord. And He shall be their Protector and Helper
because of what they used to do,")9.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 27-29
ﻴﻦﻤ اﻟْﻴﺎبﺤﺎ أﺻ ﻣﻴﻦﻤ اﻟْﻴﺎبﺤأﺻو

ٍﻮدﺨْﻀﺪْرٍ ﻣ ﺳﻓ

ٍﻮدﻨﻀ ﻣﻃَﻠْﺢو
27. And those on the Right Hand, how [fortunate] shall be those on the Right Hand!
28. [They shall be] among thornless lote trees,
29. And among fragrant talh trees beautiful of color and abundant in leaves.

Following depictions of material and immaterial Blessings bestowed upon those nearest to Divine
Threshold, the blessed Verses in question treat of the people of the Right Hand. They shall be the happy
group whose brilliant record of deeds shall be given to their right hands.
The blessed Verse 27 makes mention of their exalted state saying that the people of the Right Hand are
so fortunate. This is the best expression of their state connoting indescribable attributes. The blessed
Verse 28 is saying that they shall rest beneath thornless lote trees.
It is actually the best depiction possible for human perception regarding trees in Paradise. It is narrated
that a Bedouin asked the Noble Prophet (S) regarding the exegesis of the blessed Verse.
The Noble Prophet of Islam (S) replied:
"God Almighty has cut off the thorns of this tree and has made fruits instead of thorns, such that the
different fruits are unlike each other."10
The third blessed Verse is saying that they rest in the shade green, fragrant trees which are beautiful of
color. Some Qur’anic exegetes say that banana trees are being intended which have quite broad, green,
and beautiful leaves and sweet and delicious fruit. The Arabic word mandhud denotes "dense."

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 30-33
ٍﺪُودﻤ ﻣﻞﻇو

ٍﻮبﺴﺎء ﻣﻣو

ةﻴﺮﺜ ﻛﺔﻬﻓَﺎﻛو

ﺔﻨُﻮﻋﻤ ﻣ وﺔﻘْﻄُﻮﻋ ﻣ
30. And in shade long extended,
31. And by waterfalls,
32. And fruit in plenty,
33. Whose supply is not cut off, nor are they out of reach,
The four blessed Verses further depict heavenly Blessings like long extended shades. Some Qur’anic
exegetes interpret the long extended shade as a state between the twain risings when shades
encompass everywhere.

According to a tradition narrated from the Noble Prophet of Islam (S),
"long extended shade"
connotes that the people of Paradise shall never be harmed by sunlight, but they shall rest in extended
and pleasant shades at all times.11
The blessed Verse 31 is saying that the people of Paradise abide by quite beautiful waterfalls. The
Arabic word maskub denotes ﬂowing and since waterfalls create the most beautiful landscapes and its
whispers gives delight to the soul and its scenery pleases the eyes, it is regarded as one of the Divine
Blessings bestowed upon the people of Paradise.
The blessed Verse 32 is saying that such trees and ﬂowing water are accompanied by different fruits.
Thus, the blessed Verse 33 is saying that fruits of Paradise are different from those of this world in that
they are never cut off nor are they out of reach.
Fruits of this world are limited to certain seasons and solely appear on branches for a few weeks or
months. Besides heavenly fruits never entail harms for certain people, namely, unlike fruits of this world,
they possess general availability.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 34-37
ﺔﻓُﻮﻋﺮشٍ ﻣﻓُﺮو

ﻧﺸَﺎء اﻦﻧﱠﺎ أﻧﺸَﺄﻧَﺎﻫا

اﺎر أﺑﻦﻠْﻨَﺎﻫﻌﻓَﺠ

ﺎاﺑﺎ أﺗْﺮﺑﺮﻋ
34. And endeared women.
35. Indeed, We created them of a novel creation.
36. And made all of them virgins.
37. Loving their husbands and of equal age, ﬂuent, and sweet of tongue.
Referring to another Blessing, the blessed Verse 34 is saying that the people of Paradise have cherished
women. The Arabic word furush is the plural form of ﬁrash originally denoting any kind of bed spread for
rest.

It is narrated from the Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as) that concerning the exegesis of the
blessed Verse he said:
"Precious carpets are herein intended which are spread on their couches."
Some Qur’anic exegetes maintain that by furush, women are intended, since woman is termed thus in
the Arabic tongue. The adjective marfu‘a connotes their exalted state in terms of beauty and
endearment.
The blessed Verses 35-37 enumerate four characteristics for huris in Paradise. Firstly, they are women
in Paradise who have been created in Paradise rather than in this world. Secondly, they are virgins.
Thirdly, they love their husbands. Fourthly, they are thirty three years of age. According to some
traditions, all the people of Paradise are fair of complexion, pure, and hairless of body and have black
eyes and very beautiful hair.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 38-40
ﻴﻦﻤﺎبِ اﻟْﻴﺤﺻﻷ

ﻴﻦﻟو اﻦﺛُﻠﱠﺔٌ ﻣ

ﺮِﻳﻦﺧ اﻦﺛُﻠﱠﺔٌ ﻣو
38. All these are for the people on the Right Hand.
39. A multitude of those [on the Right Hand] shall be from former nations.
40. And a multitude of those [on the Right Hand] shall be from the later generations.
All these Blessings are in store for the people on the Right Hand who are righteous good-doing
believers. Since the records of their deeds shall be given to their right hands and they shall be called the
fortunate and the happy, they are designated as the people on the Right Hand.
It is worthy of note that the state of those nearest to Divine Threshold may not be compared to that of
the people of the Right Hand, because the former abide within the proximity of God Almighty whereas
the latter dwell in the afﬂuence of Blessings.
The Arabic word thulla in the third and the fourth blessed Verses in question originally denotes a piece of
wool, though it connotes large number and multitude. Qur’anic exegetes differ as to the contextual
meanings of "a multitude from former nations" and "a multitude from the later generations.

The majority of the exegetes, based on the contents of certain traditions, maintain that
"former nations"
and
"later generations"
both refer to those nations living before the Noble Prophet's (S) community. However, some Qur’anic
exegetes hold that the former designates pre-Islamic nations and the latter refers to the community of
the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) whose population is twice the former.
1. Tafsir Majma‘ al-Bayan; Tafsir Burhan.
2. Majma‘ al-Bayan; Tafsir Burhan, under the blessed Verse in question; Tafsir Nur al-Thiqalayn. Other traditions narrated
in this vein are to be found in tradition and exegetic sources; however, they were not cited for the sake of brevity.
3. Saduq's Khisal; Tafsir Nur al-Thiqalayn, under the blessed Verse in question.
4. Ghurar al-Hikam.
5. 22:1
6. Tafsir Nur al-Thiqalayn, under the blessed Verse in question; Tafsir Saﬁ; Khisal; Ikmal al-Din; Tafsir Burhan, under the
blessed Verse in question. The tradition is also attested in some Sunni sources including exegetic works.
7. Tafsir Saﬁ, under the blessed Verse in question; Tafsir Atyab al-Bayan and other exegetic works.
8. Tafsir Saﬁ; Tafsir Burhan; see also other exegetic works.
9. 6:127
10. Tafsir Ruh al-Ma‘ani; Durr al-Manthur, under the blessing Verse in question.
11. Rawdha al-Kaﬁ; Tafsir Nur al-Thiqalayn, vol. 5, p. 216.

Surah al-Waqi‘a, Verses 41 - 96
Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 41-44
ِﺎلﻤّ اﻟﺸﺎبﺤﺎ أﺻﺎلِ ﻣﻤّ اﻟﺸﺎبﺤأﺻو

ﻴﻢﻤﺣ وﻮمﻤ ﺳﻓ

ﻮمﻤﺤﻦ ﻳ ﻣﻞﻇو

ﺮِﻳﻢ ﻛﺎرِدٍ و ﺑ

41. And those on the Left Hand, how [unfortunate] shall be those on the Left Hand!
42. They are in ﬁerce hot winds and boiling water,
43. And shadow of black smoke,
44. That shadow is neither cool nor pleasant,
Following a treatment of the great Blessings of those nearest to Divine Threshold and the people of the
Right Hand, the blessed Verses in question deal with the horrible and excruciating torments in store for
the people on the Left Hand in order to make a comparison between the three groups, saying that the
people on the Left Hand shall be so unfortunate that the records of their deeds shall be given unto their
left hands symbolizing that they are sinners, impure, wrong-doers, and worthy of being cast into Hellﬁre.
Then, three torments of theirs are being enumerated: They are in ﬁerce hot winds and boiling water; they
are in a shadow of stiﬂing and burning smoke; the ﬁerce hot winds on the one hand and the boiling water
and the stiﬂing and hot smoke on the other side entangle them in such manner that they may not bear it
any longer. Even if they be not chastised with further torments, their suffering sufﬁces to punish them.
The blessed Verse 44 is saying that they shall be in a shadow which shall be neither cool nor pleasant.
Shadows preserves man from direct sunlight, winds, and showers at times, but it is manifest they their
shadows shall be unpleasant since they are but stiﬂing black smoke which may solely harm.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 45-47
ﻴﻦﻓﺘْﺮﻚَ ﻣ ذَﻟﻞﺎﻧُﻮا ﻗَﺒ ﻛﻢﻧﱠﻬا

ﻴﻢﻈﻨﺚِ اﻟْﻌ اﻟْﺤَﻠونَ ﻋﺮﺼﺎﻧُﻮا ﻳﻛو

َﻮﺛُﻮنﻌﺒﻨﱠﺎ ﻟَﻤﺎ أﺋﻈَﺎﻣﻋﺎ واﺑﻨﱠﺎ ﺗُﺮﻛﺘْﻨَﺎ وﺬَا ﻣﻘُﻮﻟُﻮنَ أﺋﺎﻧُﻮا ﻳﻛو
45. Indeed, before that they indulged in luxury,
46. And were persisting in committing grave sins.
47. And they used to say: "When we die and become dust and bones shall we then indeed be
resurrected?
The sources of the sufferings of the people on the Left Hand are expressed tersely in three clauses.
Firstly, they were vain and indulged in the pleasures of the ﬂesh in this world. The Arabic word mutraf is
applied to one who is vain and rebellious owing to indulgence in mundane pleasures.1
It is true that all the people on the Left Hand are not amongst those indulging in afﬂuence and those who

disobeyed Divine Commands. The Holy Qur’an refers to their chiefs. Likewise we notice that corruptions
in human societies are due to the vanity and obduracy of those who lead others astray.
Such wrong-doers are the main sources of all the battles and bloodsheds and concupiscent inclinations.
Thus, the Holy Qur’an above all points at them. It is worthy of note that Blessings include youth, health,
and long life besides material possessions which should be employed toward Divine Satisfaction.
The blessed Verse 46 is saying that they persisted in committing grave sins. The Arabic word hinth
originally denotes any kind of sin, but the word is mainly applied to breaking one's promise and turning
away from one's word, since they are manifest instances of sins.
Thus, the characteristics of the people on the Left Hand does not solely lie in committing sins, but their
persistence in committing grave sins, since the people on the Right Hand may commit sins as well, but
they never persist in committing sins and when they see that they have sinned, they immediately repent.
Some Qur’anic exegetes interpret the Arabic phrase hinth ‘adim as polytheism, since it is the gravest sin
as it is reﬂected elsewhere in the Glorious Qur’an:
"Indeed, Allah forgives not that partners be associated with Him in worship, but He forgives
except that anything else to whom He wills; and whoever sets up partners with Allah in worship,
he has verily invented a grave sin."
Some also maintain that:
"grave sin"
is applied to lying which is the gravest sin and the source of committing other grave sins, particularly
instances which entail denial of Prophets (as) and Resurrection. However, the general meaning of the
blessed Verse reﬂects that these are all instances of "great sin."
The blessed Verse 47 is saying that their evil deeds included their saying that when they die and turn
into bones and dust, they may not be raised from the dead. Thus, denial of Resurrection is the source of
many a sin and the same constitutes another characteristic of the people on the Left Hand.
The expression:
"they used to say"
reﬂects that they persisted in the denial of Resurrection even though they witnessed the scenes of
Resurrection in this world. They saw that animate beings like plants withered away and turned into dust,
but they were rejuvenated.
They neglected the fact that One Who basically created the world in the beginning shall be Omnipotent
to recreate the world of existence, but they persisted in the denial of Resurrection.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 48-50
َﻟُﻮنوﻧَﺎ اﺎو آﺑأو

ﺮِﻳﻦﺧا وﻴﻦﻟونﱠ ا اﻗُﻞ

ﻠُﻮمﻌ ﻣمﻮﻴﻘَﺎتِ ﻳ ﻣَﻟﻮنَ اﻮﻋﻤﺠﻟَﻤ
48. "And also our forefathers?"
49. Say: "Indeed, those of old, and those of later times,
50. "All shall certainly be gathered together on an appointed Day.
Addressed to the Noble Prophet of Islam (S), the blessed Verses in question say unto him that the
former and the later generations of them from amongst their forefathers to their last generation see the
light in this world and they shall all get together on an appointed Day when shall meet one another and
the records of their deeds shall be investigated.
The Arabic word miqat ("meeting place") is cognate with waqt denoting a certain time appointed for
carrying out something and it herein connotes the appointed time for Resurrection, in which all mankind
shall meet so that their records of deeds be investigated.
The word miqat is also applied to a certain place appointed for carrying out something, like those of
pilgrimage to Mecca where pilgrims put on their pilgrimage garbs (ihram). The blessed Verses in
question clearly reﬂect that all mankind shall be resurrected on the same day and the same is also
attested in other Qur’anic Verses.
It goes without saying that the appointed time of Resurrection is only known by God Almighty and others,
even His Messengers (as) and archangels nearest unto Him, are unaware of it.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verse 51-53
َﻮنﺬِّﺑﺎﻟﱡﻮنَ اﻟْﻤﺎ اﻟﻀﻬ أﻳﻢﻧﱠ اﺛُﻢ

ﻦ زَﻗﱡﻮمﺮٍ ﻣﻦ ﺷَﺠﻠُﻮنَ ﻣﻛ

َﻄُﻮنﺎ اﻟْﺒﻨْﻬونَ ﻣﻮﺎﻟﻓَﻤ
51. "Then moreover, indeed you the erring deniers!
52. "You indeed shall eat of the tree of Zaqqum.
53. "Then you shall ﬁll your bellies therewith.
Proceeding with the enumeration of the chastisements of the people on the Left Hand, the blessed
Verses 51-53 address them saying:
"Then, O erring deniers! You shall eat of the tree of Zaqqum ﬁlling your bellies by it."
The preceding Verses just treated of the dwelling place of the people on the Left Hand in Hell, but the
blessed Verses in question deal with their food. In this respect, they stand in contrast to those nearest
unto Divine Threshold and the people on the Right Hand.
It is worthy of note that the phrase
"the erring deniers"
mentioned in the blessed Verse 51 is applied to those who besides erring they are obdurate against
Truth and persist in their error. As mentioned above, Zaqqum is a bitter, foul of smell and taste, whose
juice is inﬂammatory. It is at times applied to any disgusting food given to the people of Hell.2
The clause:
"Then you shall ﬁll your bellies therewith"
reﬂects that they shall be so hungry that they devour such disgusting food and ﬁll up their bellies with it.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 54-56
ﻴﻢﻤ اﻟْﺤﻦ ﻣﻪﻠَﻴﻮنَ ﻋﻓَﺸَﺎرِﺑ

 اﻟْﻬِﻴﻢبﻮنَ ﺷُﺮﻓَﺸَﺎرِﺑ

 اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦمﻮ ﻳﻢﻟُﻬﺬَا ﻧُﺰﻫ
54. "And drink boiling water on top of it.
55. "And you shall drink it like thirsty camels!"

56. That shall be their preliminary entertainment on the Day of Resurrection!
The blessed Verses in question are saying that when they eat the disgusting food, they become thirsty.
But, what shall their drink be? The blessed Qur’anic Verses reﬂect that they shall drink boiling water on
top of the disgusting food such that they are likened to thirsty camels suffering from dropsy or edema.
Camels afﬂicted with the disease get so thirsty and drink so much water that they perish.
This is the fate of the erring and the deniers on the Day of Resurrection. The Arabic word hamim
denotes very hot and boiling water. The Arabic phrase wali hamim is applied to a very intimate friend.
The word hammam ("bathroom") is a cognate of the same. The word him is applied to burning thirst or
dropsy with which camels may be afﬂicted. Some Qur’anic exegetes maintain that the word is applied to
sandy deserts absorbing water even in large quantities.
The blessed Verse 56 makes another reference to the food and drink in question saying that they shall
be their means of entertainment. Au contraire, the people on the Right Hand rest in very pleasant
shades and eat of the best fruits and drink of sweet spring water and pure wine and are absorbed in
Divine Love.
Thus, there shall be a great difference between the twain groups. The Arabic word nuzul is applied to
the preliminary entertainment provided for the company who are ad hoc disbelievers and further
excruciating torments shall be in store for them.
Thus, God Almighty is Just and His Chastisements are Fair. All hardships are the consequences of
deeds and that Day shall be the Day of Recompense and Reward.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 57-61
َﺪِّﻗُﻮن ﺗُﺼ ﻓَﻠَﻮﻢ ﺧَﻠَﻘْﻨَﺎﻛﻦﻧَﺤ

َﻨُﻮنﺎ ﺗُﻤﺘُﻢ ﻣأﻳأﻓَﺮ

َﻘُﻮن اﻟْﺨَﺎﻟﻦ ﻧَﺤ أم ﺗَﺨْﻠُﻘُﻮﻧَﻪأأﻧﺘُﻢ

ﻴﻦﻮﻗﺒﺴ ﺑِﻤﻦﺎ ﻧَﺤﻣ وتﻮ اﻟْﻤﻢَﻨﻴﻧَﺎ ﺑ ﻗَﺪﱠرﻦﻧَﺤ

َﻮنﻠَﻤ ﺗَﻌ ﺎ ﻣ ﻓﻢﯩﻧُﻨﺸ وﻢَﺜَﺎﻟ أﻣﺪِّل أن ﻧﱡﺒَﻠﻋ

57. We created you then why do you believe not?
58. Have you seen what is emitted into wombs?
59. Is it you who create it in the form of man, or are We the Creator?
60. We have decreed death to you all, and We are not outstripped.
61. To transﬁgure you and create you in forms that you know not.
Resuming the treatment of deniers of Resurrection, the blessed Verses in question deal with the
arguments substantiating Resurrection. Such arguments strengthen the pillars of faith and belief in
Resurrection and ensure man of the Divine Promises concerning those nearest unto Divine Threshold,
the people on the Right Hand, and the people on the Left Hand.
They open with saying that God Almighty created you. Why do you not believe in recreation? Why are
you surprised on Resurrection and physical raising of the dead after having been turned to dust? Did He
not create you from earth? Why do you deny it?
The argument is like the one attested elsewhere in the Glorious Qur’an3 saying:
"And he puts forth for Us a parable and forgets his own creation. He says: "Who will give life to
these bones after they are rotten and have turned into dust?" Say: "He shall give life to them Who
created them for the ﬁrst time! And He is the Omniscient of every creation!"
The blessed Verses 58 and 59 read:
"Have you seen what is emitted into wombs? Is it you who create it in the form of man [through
different embryonic stages], or are We the Creator [Who each and every day turns the
insigniﬁcant and worthless semen into a new form and recreate everything]?"
Do you cause all these astonishing developments perplexing all thinkers or is it God Almighty Who
causes them? Is the He Who is All-Able to Recreate everything unable to raise the dead on the Day of
Resurrection?
Furthermore, taking into account the ﬁndings of modern scientists concerning this seemingly insigniﬁcant
drop, it becomes manifest that it is a combination of male sperm and female ovum. Sperm constitutes
microscopic cells and two to ﬁve hundred million spermatozoa, as large as the population of a number of
countries, upon each ejaculation.4
It is a source of surprise that such microscopic cell grows with an astounding speed following its
intermingling with ovum and makes human cells. Although all the cells are seemingly alike, but they
immediately divide and form the heart, the limbs, the ears and eyes and each of them move to its
particular place.
In short, semen undergoes drastic development in the embryonic stage until the infant sees the light. All
these developments occur in the light of constant Divine Creatorship. It is worthy of note that the form of

human beings is simply made through the ejaculation of semen into womb. Is it not a manifest argument
for Resurrection substantiating that Divine Omnipotence shall raise the dead?
The blessed Verse 60 is saying that God Almighty decreed death to all and He is not outstripped by
anyone. He shall never be vanquished. Decreeing death does not mean that He cannot bestow
everlasting life.
Consequently, the blessed Verse 61 is saying that decreeing death aims at taking away some of you
and substituting you with others and ﬁnally at recreating you in another world unknown to you. Thus, the
law of death clearly reﬂects that the world is a passage rather than a permanent abode. It is like a bridge
rather than the destination, since had it been the destination, it would have been intransient.
In short, based on these blessed Verses, one may draw three conclusions. Firstly, the creation and
emergence of human beings and all the world of existence is dependent upon Divine Omnipotence and
he is outstripped by no one. Secondly, human survival and life span are dependent upon Divine Will.
Thirdly, God Almighty Who created you out of nothing is All-Able to turn you into those like you.
It may intend to say that God Almighty is All-Able to make you perish and recreate human beings like
you. It may also indicate that He is Omnipotent to turn you into beings upon Resurrection of whom you
are unaware. In other words, God Almighty is All-Able to make you appear in your own dispositions and
characters.
The last justiﬁcation rests on the blessed Qur’anic Verse:
"And We make you in forms of which you are unaware"
and also many traditions reﬂecting that mankind shall enter the Plain of Resurrection in the forms of their
deeds.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verse 62
َونﺮ ﺗَﺬﻛ ﻓَﻠَﻮَوﻟ اﻟﻨﱠﺸْﺄةَ اﺘُﻢﻤﻠﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﻋو
62. And indeed, you have already known the ﬁrst form of creation: why then do you not believe in
recreation?
The blessed Verse 62 reminds man that he was created in this world and proceeded through the course
of all the developments of creation from the time that he was a drop of semen to the last stage of
development. He proceeded through all the stages constantly from potentiality into actuality and from
deﬁciency to perfection.

Man comprehends through experiments and his experience that each and every being proceeds on the
path toward perfection such that they may attaint to the goal of their creation. Now, why does he not
acknowledge that as the noblest of creatures, he is supposed to proceed on the path of perfection to
attain a certain goal?
It is evident that man may not attain to his ﬁnal goal without another creation such that he may attain to
his last actuality and the ﬁnal goal of his existence. Failing to attain to such ﬁnal goal, his creation as well
as that of the world which is created for his perfection will be of no avail and the Absolutely All-Wise
Creator may never act unwisely.
Thus, it shall be on Resurrection that each and every being shall attain to its ﬁnal goal, perfection,
actuality. Thus, man shall see the Recompense of his deeds and shall ﬁnd everlasting life.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 63-67
َﺛُﻮنﺮﺎ ﺗَﺤﺘُﻢ ﻣأﻳأﻓَﺮ

َﻮنارِﻋ اﻟﺰﻦ ﻧَﺤ أمﻮﻧَﻪﻋر ﺗَﺰأأﻧﺘُﻢ

َﻮنﻬَ ﺗَﻔﺎ ﻓَﻈَﻠَﻠْﺘُﻢﻄَﺎﻣ ﺣﻠْﻨَﺎهﻌ ﻧَﺸَﺎء ﻟَﺠﻟَﻮ

َﻮنﻣﻐْﺮﻧﱠﺎ ﻟَﻤا

َﻮنوﻣﺮﺤ ﻣﻦ ﻧَﺤﻞﺑ
63. Have you ever thought about what you have sown in the ground?
64. Is it you that make it grow, or are We the Grower?
65. Were it Our Will, We could crumble it to dry pieces and you would be left in perplexity.
66. Such that you say "Indeed, we are verily losers!
67. "Nay, but we are deprived and unfortunate."
The blessed Verses in question as well as the following ones refer to three arguments each of which
bear testimony to Divine Omnipotence in human life: creation of seeds, water, and ﬁre as the three
pillars of human life.
Seeds of crops constitute the most important elements of nutrition; water is the most important drink; ﬁre

is the most important means for the preparation of food and carrying out other life issue.
Thus, the blessed Verse 63 asks:
"What you ever thought about what you sow in the ground?"
The blessed Verse 64 further asks:
"Do you make it grow or We make it grow?"
It would be of interest to notice that the verbal form tahruthun ("you sow seeds") derives from h-r-th "sow
seeds and preparing them for growth" but the verbal form tazra‘un ("you cultivate") is from the root z-r-‘
("to cultivate, to farm"). It is evident that man only sows but God Almighty is He Who makes the seeds
grow.
In this vein, a tradition is narrated from the Noble Prophet (S), saying:
"Do not say that you cultivated, but say that you sowed, since God Almighty is the True Cultivator."5
The reason is that man's role in the process of agriculture is like that of his in the process of procreation,
namely he solely throws seeds or ejaculates semen and It is God Almighty Who causes the growth of a
microscopic cell in favorable conditions. The seed uses the nutritive elements available in it, sprouts, and
develops roots; then it uses the nutritive elements in the soil with an astounding speed.
The enormous laboratory of the plant functions and makes the stems, leaves, and clusters and at times
one single seed engenders hundreds or even thousands of seeds. Scientists maintain that such
laboratory is far more sophisticated and perplexing than those used in a highly developed industrial city
with its numerous factories. Now, God Almighty Who created such system through His Omnipotence is
also All-Able to raise the dead.
The blessed Verse 65 is saying:
"Were it Our Will, We could crumble it to dry pieces and you would be left in perplexity."
God Almighty is All-Able to cause venomous winds blow onto seeds such that they nip them in the bud
or afﬂict them with other blights, like locusts. He may even cause lightning destroy them such that a
bunch of withered pieces may remain. Then, you will be perplexed and regretful.
Now, were you the true cultivators, such things would have never happened. Therefore, you should
know that such Blessings spring from another source.
The Arabic word hutam, deriving from h-t-m, originally denotes "breaking something" but it is often
applied to breaking dried up things, like rotten bones or withered stems. The word herein connotes "hay."

Some Qur’anic exegetes also maintain that the word may ad hoc connote rotting of seeds underneath
the earth and thus impeding them from growth.6
The Arabic verbal form tafakkahun ("you are left in perplexity") is a cognate of fakiha ("fruit") and fukaha
("witticism; jokes [as the fruit of friendly assemblies]") derives from f-k-h which is at times, as in the
blessed Verse in question, employed in the sense of "to be perplexed."
The blessed Verses 66 and 67 read:
"You are astounded saying that you are verily losers. But we are totally deprived and unfortunate."
Were you the true cultivators, would you have the same fate? Such instances clearly reﬂect that He is
the One Who makes an insigniﬁcant seed grow into a fresh plant which may engender hundreds or even
thousands of seeds. Such plants are the food for men and their leaves, stems, and branches are fodder;
even their roots and other parts may be used as herbs in curing different ailments.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 68-70
َﻮنﺑﺎء اﻟﱠﺬِي ﺗَﺸْﺮ اﻟْﻤﺘُﻢأﻳأﻓَﺮ

َﻨﺰِﻟُﻮن اﻟْﻤﻦ ﻧَﺤنِ أمﺰ اﻟْﻤﻦ ﻣﻮهﻟْﺘُﻤ أﻧﺰأأﻧﺘُﻢ

َونﺮْ ﺗَﺸﺎ ﻓَﻠَﻮﺎﺟ اُﺟﻠْﻨَﺎهﻌ ﻧَﺸَﺎء ﺟﻟَﻮ
68. Have you thought about the water that you drink.
69. Is it you who cause it from the rain clouds to come down, or are We the Causer of it to come
down?
70. If We willed, We indeed could make it salt: why then do you not give thanks?
These blessed Verses further treat of Resurrection reﬂecting Divine Omnipotence over everything
including raising of the dead.
The blessed Verse 68 asks:
"Have you thought about the water that you drink?"
The blessed Verse 69 poses the question:
"Is it you who cause it from the rain clouds to come down, or are We the Causer of it to come
down?"

The Arabic word muzn denotes white rain cloud. The Arabic word ujaj is applied to salty and bitter water.
These Verses make human conscience encounter a series of questions and make them acknowledge
Divine Omnipotence. The blessed Verse 68 is asking men that have they ever thought about the water
as their means of subsistence.
Who is commanding the sun to shine upon the face of oceans, purify salty and bitter water and make it
into pure and sweet water and evaporate it? Who commands vapors to condense into rain? Who
commands winds to move clouds and send them over scorched and dead lands?
Who has made higher strata of atmosphere to lose the capacity to absorb the vapor when it is cold as a
consequence of which vapors turn into rain drops descending unfalteringly upon lands? If the sun
ceases to shine for one year, winds cease to blow, higher strata of atmosphere keep vapors, and the
heaven fails to send down rain, you shall die of thirst and your animals, gardens, and farms shall die.
God Almighty who is All-Able to bestow such blessings easily upon you through such means shall be
Omnipotent to raise the dead like the dead lands which are rejuvenated through absorption of rain. All
these instances reﬂect Divine Unity and Glory.
How is it that you do not show gratitude for Divine Blessings? Had He willed, he would have allowed
aquatic mineral to evaporate into the heaven to form salty and bitter rain clouds raining bitter brine like
sea water, but it is through His Divine Omnipotence that he does not allow minerals as well as noxious
microbes to evaporate onto the heaven thus polluting rain drops.
Consequently, if the air happens to be free from pollution, rain water is the purest and sweetest water.
It is also worthy of attention that the Noble Prophet (S) when desiring to drink water said:
"Praise be to the Lord Who through His Graciousness, made pure and sweet water available to us
without making available bitter and salty water unto us."7

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 71-74
َون ﺗُﻮر اﻟﱠﺘ اﻟﻨﱠﺎرﺘُﻢأﻳأﻓَﺮ

َونﻮﻨﺸ اﻟْﻤﻦ ﻧَﺤﺎ أمﺗَﻬﺮ ﺷَﺠ أﻧﺸَﺄﺗُﻢأأﻧﺘُﻢ

ﻘْﻮِﻳﻦﻠْﻤّﺎ ﻟﺘَﺎﻋﻣةً وﺮﺎ ﺗَﺬْﻛﻠْﻨَﺎﻫﻌ ﺟﻦﻧَﺤ

ﻴﻢﻈِﻚَ اﻟْﻌﺑ رﻢ ﺑِﺎﺳِﺢﺒﻓَﺴ
71. Have you seen the ﬁre which you kindle?
72. Is it you who made the tree thereof to grow, or are We the Grower?
73. We have made it a Reminder [of Hellﬁre] and an article of use for the travelers.
74. Then, glorify with praises the Name of your Lord, the Most Gloriﬁed.
The blessed Verses in question treat of the last argument presented for the acknowledgement of
Resurrection. It is the creation of ﬁre which is the most signiﬁcant means of human life and the most
effective means in all industries.
The blessed Verse 71 is asking:
"Have you ever thought about the ﬁre which you kindle? Have you created the trees wherewith you
kindle ﬁre or We have created them?”
The Arabic verbal form tawrun
("you kindle")
is cognate with wara and ira’ denoting "covering" and connoting the ﬁre potential in the means of making
ﬁre which appears through sparkling. It is worthy of note that today we make use of matches, lighters,
and the like to make ﬁre but formerly iron and ﬂint were used for making ﬁre.
Arabs of Hijaz used two trees growing in deserts named murkh and ‘affar for kindling ﬁre such that the
former was placed underneath and the latter was struck against it and they sparkled like ﬂint stones.
Some Qur’anic exegetes maintain that the blessed Verses in question reﬂect Divine Omnipotence by
saying that it is through His Will that ﬁre is potentially existent in the wood of such trees as He created
ﬁre in the "green tree" (shajar akhdhar) despite the fact that trees live by water.
God Almighty Who created ﬁre and water beside each other or even one in the other. Then, why do you
say that He cannot raise the dead on the Day of Resurrection?
The blessed Verse 73 further adds:
"We have made it a Reminder [of Hellﬁre] and an article of use for the travelers."
Emergence of ﬁre from green trees reminds raising of the dead on the Day of Resurrection on the one
hand and ﬁre serves as a reminder for Hellﬁre on the other; as it is narrated from the Noble Prophet (S):
"The ﬁre which you kindle
is one part of the seventy parts of Hellﬁre."8

Finally, ﬁre is one of the most signiﬁcant discoveries in making which God Almighty makes all the
contributions and human contributions are quite insigniﬁcant. Furthermore, it was through the discovery
of ﬁre that man entered another phase of civilization. The Glorious Qur’an tersely alludes to all these
truths by such brief clause.
It is also worthy of note that the immaterial beneﬁt of ﬁre, namely reminding man of Hellﬁre and the Day
of Resurrection, precedes the material use of the same, since the former bears further signiﬁcance and
plays the fundamental role in this respect.
The blessed Verse 74 draws a conclusion by saying:
"Then, glorify with praises the Name of your Lord, the Most Gloriﬁed."
God Almighty, the Creator of all these Blessings each of which serve as a reminder of Resurrection and
Divine Unity, Omnipotence, and Greatness, deserves to be praised and gloriﬁed of any defect and fault.
He is the Lord and the Greatest, the All-Mighty, the Omnipotent. The blessed Verse seemingly
addresses the Noble Prophet (S), but it actually addresses all mankind.
It would be of interest to make mention of three meaningful traditions regarding the blessed Verses
narrated from the Noble Prophet (S) and the Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as).
1. According to Tafsir Ruh al-Ma‘ani, it is narrated from Imam ‘Ali (as) that one night when he was
establishing his prayer reciting Surah al-Waqi‘a, he came unto the blessed Verses:
"Have you seen what is emitted into wombs? Is it you who create it in the form of man, or are We
the Creator?"
he said thrice:
"Yes, You are the Creator of man, O Lord!"
When he came unto the blessed Verse:
"Is it you that make it grow, or are We the Grower?"
he said thrice:
"Yes, You are the Tue Cultivator, O Lord!"
When he came unto the blessed Verse:
"Is it you who cause it from the rain clouds to come down, or are We the Causer of it to come
down?"
he said thrice:

"Yes, You are the One Who send down rain from clouds, O Lord!"9
The tradition reﬂects that man is supposed to provide positive replies against the rhetorical questions
attested in the Glorious Qur’an, as if God Almighty is speaking unto him. The, he is supposed to
rejuvenate its truth in his soul and refrain from reciting Qur’anic Verses without paying attention to their
signiﬁcance.
2. It is narrated from the Noble Prophet (S):
"Never withhold your available extra water, pasture, and water from Allah's servants since God Almighty
has placed it at the disposal of travelers and the needy."10
3. It is narrated from the Noble Prophet (S) that upon the Revelation of the blessed Verse:
"Then, glorify with praises the Name of your Lord, the Most Gloriﬁed"
he said
"Use it as your formula of genuﬂexion (ruku‘) in establishing your prayers,"
namely say:
"Gloriﬁed and Praised is my Great Lord" (subhan rabbi al-a‘la wa bi-hamdih).

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 75-78
ﻮم اﻟﻨﱡﺠﻊاﻗﻮ ﺑِﻤﻢ اُﻗْﺴََﻓ

ﻴﻢﻈﻮنَ ﻋﻠَﻤ ﺗَﻌ ﻟﱠﻮﻢ ﻟَﻘَﺴﻧﱠﻪاو

ﺮِﻳﻢآنٌ ﻛ ﻟَﻘُﺮﻧﱠﻪا

ٍﻨُﻮنﺘَﺎبٍ ﻣ ﻛﻓ
75. Therefore, I swear by the place of the stars and their places of rising and setting.
76. And indeed that is a great oath, if you but know.
77. That is verily an Honorable Qur’an.
78. Which is in the well-preserved Tablet.

The blessed Verses in question treat of the signiﬁcance of the Glorious Qur’an, since the questions of
Prophethood and Revelation of the Holy Qur’an, in terms of doctrinal fundamentals, stand second in
signiﬁcance to the questions of Creation and Resurrection. Furthermore, the Holy Qur’an treats of
profound discussions in the domains of the principles of Divine Unity and Resurrection thereby it forms
the solid bases of the same.
The blessed Verses in this series open with a great oath, saying:
"Therefore, I swear by the place of the stars and their places of rising and setting."
The majority of Qur’an exegetes maintain that the Arabic particle la is herein employed in the sense of
an emphatic particle rather than the negative particle, as it is attested in other blessed Qur’anic Verses
regarding oaths taken to the Day of Resurrection, the concupiscent soul, the Lord of easts and wests,
and the like.
It is worthy of note that the Arabic phrase mawaqi‘ al-nujum designates the resting place and motion of
stars, since the oath taken to the course of celestial bodies is far more signiﬁcant than that taken to them
per se, as the greatness and vastness of the places of rest for stars are thousands times more than
planets.
Today, it is known to us that each of the stars has its own ﬁxed place and their orbits are determined and
precisely calculated by the law of gravity and repellence and the velocity of their courses is determined
by a speciﬁc order.
Although it is not possible to make precise calculations regarding remote planets, but the same is quite
possible regarding the celestial bodies of the solar system and the order of their orbits is astoundingly
precise.
Paying attention to the fact that according to scientists, there exist approximately one thousand million
stars and planets in our galaxy and the fact that there are many galaxies in the world each of which
follow a certain course, the signiﬁcance of this Qur’anic oath is further clariﬁed.
Astronomers maintain (and it is reﬂected in the Book of Allah and tradition sources) that these celestial
bodies, whose number exceeds billions and solely some of which are visible and may be photographed
by using astronomical equipment like telescopes, all move in their speciﬁc orbits and they may not
transgress the gravitation of others and cause collisions.
Such scientiﬁc discoveries further clarify the signiﬁcance of the aforesaid oath.
Thus, the Holy Qur’an proceeds to say that
"and indeed that is a great oath, if you but know."

The Arabic verbal form law ta‘lamun ("if you know") clearly reﬂects that human knowledge at that time
failed to fully comprehend the fact in question and it is regarded as one of the scientiﬁc miracles of the
Holy Qur’an, since at that time some people still considered stars as silver nails driven into the
ﬁrmament.
Thus, such expression is that milieu which is termed the age of ignorance is quite extraordinary.
Now let us turn to the reason lying behind such great oath. The reason is to be found in the blessed
Verse 77:
"That is verily an Honorable Qur’an."
Thus, obdurate polytheists persisting in believing that such blessed Verses were a kind of soothsaying
and they sprang from madness, or they had been inspired by devils as they thought that poets at the
time were thus inspired, but the Holy Qur’an is saying that the blessed Verses are Divine Revelation
reﬂecting greatness and originality and their contents indicate that they are Revealed by God Almighty.
It is quite evident and one is needless to provide arguments for the same. The Attribute karim employed
for the Glorious Qur’an refers to God Almighty, the Most Generous and the Most Benevolent and the
same attribute also designates a human virtue.
The Arabic word also reﬂects the great merits of the Holy Qura’n and its eloquence and rhetorical ﬁgures
as well as its interesting contents; since it is revealed by the Lord Who is the Origin of perfection and
beauty. God Almighty is the Origin of the Revelation as well as the Goal of the Holy Qur’an.
The blessed Verse 78 treats of the Attributes of the Holy Qur’an, saying:
"Which is in the well-preserved Tablet."
The point is that Divine Omniscience is free from any error or alteration and it is evident that such Book
originating from such Sublime Source whose original version is in the well-preserved Tablet is far from
any error and alteration.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 79-82
َونﺮﻄَﻬ اﻟْﻤﻻ اﻪﺴﻤ ﻳ

ﻴﻦﺎﻟَﻤِ اﻟْﻌبﻦ ر ﻣﺗَﻨﺰِﻳﻞ

َﻨُﻮنﺪْﻫﺪِﻳﺚِ أﻧﺘُﻢ ﻣﺬَا اﻟْﺤأﻓَﺒِﻬ

َﻮنﺬِّﺑُ ﺗﻢ أﻧﱠﻢَﻠُﻮنَ رِزْﻗﻌﺗَﺠو
79. Which none can touch but the puriﬁed.
80. A Revelation from the Lord of the worlds.
81. Do you regard the Word, the Holy Qur’an possessing the aforesaid Attributes insigniﬁcant?
82. And instead of thanking Allah for the provisions He gives you, you deny it?
The blessed Verse 79 treats of the third Attribute of the Holy Qur’an, saying:
"Which none can touch but the puriﬁed.”
Following traditions narrated by the Infallible Imams (as), many Qur’an exegetes maintain that the Holy
Qur’an may not be touched by the impure, namely those who have not performed the minor and major
ritual ablutions (wudhu, ghusl).
However, some others hold that the blessed Verse refers to the pure angels who know the Holy Qur’an
or served as intermediaries of Revelation conveying the Divine Message to the Noble Prophet's (S)
heart. It stands in contrast to the polytheists' belief as per which such words were inspired by devils.
Some exegetes also believe that the sublime truths and meanings of the Holy Qur’an may solely be
comprehended by the pure, as it is reﬂected elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an11:
"This is the Book whereof there is no doubt, a Guidance to the God fearing."
In other words, possession of minimum purity required for the spirit of truth seeking is needed for the
minimum comprehension of its meanings. The purer one becomes, the more one may understand the
meanings and the contents of the Holy Qur’an.
It is worthy of note, however, that the three exegeses are not inconsistent and the contextual meaning of
the blessed Verse may reﬂect all the three exegeses.
According to the traditions narrated from Ahl al-Bayt, Imam ‘Ali ibn Musa al-Ridha (as) is quoted as
saying:
"Do not touch the Holy Qur’an without having performed the minor and major ablution (wudhu, ghusl) as
God Almighty says:
'None but the pure touch it.'"12
Similar traditions have been narrated from Imam Baqir (as) and Imam Sadiq (as) with minor
alterations.13
Similar traditions are attested in Sunni sources amongst which mention may be made of the tradition

recurrently narrated from the Noble Prophet (S):
"None but the pure may touch the Holy Qur’an."14
A tradition is narrated from the Noble Prophet (S) on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbas concerning spiritual
touch:
"The Holy Qur’an is in the Concealed Book [the Preserved Tablet] recorded on pure pages and none but
the pure, namely those nearest unto Divine Threshold, may touch it."15
The point stands to reason as well since although the Holy Qur’an has been revealed for guiding all
mankind and we know that there were many people who heard the Noble Prophet (S) recite Qur’anic
Verses and had access to the pure water of truth springing from the fountainhead of Revelation, but they
were preoccupied with bias, obduracy, and enmity as a consequence of which they could not beneﬁt
from it in the least.
However, those who puriﬁed their selves and turned to Divine Revelation through their truth seeking
attitude, attained to Guidance. Thus, the more one puriﬁes himself and fear God Almighty, the more they
comprehend more profound meanings of the Holy Qur’an. Thus, the blessed Verse in question applies to
both material and spiritual dimensions.
It goes without saying that the Noble Prophet (S), the Infallible Imams (as) and the Archangels nearest
unto Divine Threshold are nearest to God Almighty and further comprehend the Qur’anic truths, since
they are the treasures of Divine Secrets and the Trust of Divine Light and they are the interpreters and
expounders of the Holy Qur’an and eminent scholars who have attained to the purity and knowledge
emanating from the Light of Divine Guardianship according to their capacities stand second to them in
the interpretation and exposition of Qur’anic knowledge and learning.
The blessed Verses 80 and 81 treat of the last Attribute of the Holy Qur’an saying that it is revealed by
the Lord of the worlds, the Lord and Fosterer of all the inhabitants of the worlds. The Holy Qur’an was
revealed to His Noble Prophet's (S) heart for the Guidance of mankind, such that as He is the Owner
and Fosterer of the world of existence, all legislation is from Divine Source.
The blessed Verse 81 is asking whether disbelievers underestimate the Holy Qur’an possessing the said
Attributes, whereas the tokens of its Veracity and Truth are crystal clear. Divine Word is supposed to be
acknowledged with utmost seriousness and encounter the same as a great reality.
"This word"
(hadha al-hadith) refers to the Holy Qur’an and the Arabic verbal form mudhinun ("you underestimate")
derives from dahn denoting "oil," since it is used for softening the body or other things.
The Arabic gerund idhan denotes toleration and gentility and at times the same connotes softness and

lack of serious encounter. Since liars and hypocrites are often mild in their disposition, the word may
connote denial and belying and both meanings are possible for the blessed Verse in question.
The blessed Verse 82 is saying that disbelievers, instead of showing gratitude for Divine Blessings,
particularly the great Blessing of the Revelation of the Holy Qur’an, they deny it. Some Qur’an exegetes
maintain that the blessed Verse intends to say that their share of the Holy Qur’an is denying it or that
they make use of such denial to earn their sustenance.
However, the former exegesis is further consistent with the preceding blessed Verses. It may also mean
that the Holy Qur’an is their spiritual sustenance and it may rejuvenate their hearts and by attending to
its blessed Verses they may strengthen their hearts and their souls, but owing to their denial and enmity,
they deprive themselves of it.16

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 83-87
ﻠْﻘُﻮمﻠَﻐَﺖِ اﻟْﺤذَا ﺑ اﻓَﻠَﻮ

َونﺬٍ ﺗَﻨﻈُﺮﻴﻨَﺌ ﺣأﻧﺘُﻢو

َونﺮﺼ ﺗُﺒ ﻦَﻟ وﻢﻨ ﻣﻪﻟَﻴ اب أﻗْﺮﻦﻧَﺤو

ﻴﻦﺪِﻳﻨ ﻣﺮ ﻏَﻴﻨﺘُﻢن ﻛ اﻓَﻠَﻮ

ﻴﻦﺎدِﻗ ﺻﻨﺘُﻢن ﻛﺎ اﻮﻧَﻬﺟِﻌﺗَﺮ
83. Then why do you not intervene when the soul of a dying person reaches the throat?
84. And you at the moment are looking on,
85. But We are nearer unto him than you, but you see not,
86. Then why do you not, if you are exempt from the reckoning and recompense
87. Bring back the soul if you are truthful?
The last moments of life preoccupies man with serious thoughts, when nothing may be done to bring the
person back to normal life conditions, when the people surrounding the dying person desperately look at
them and see that they are dying like a burnt out candle bidding farewell to life and no one may do
anything to restore their life.

Human weakness is reﬂected in such moments. Despite modern sophisticated technical and medical
equipment, such weakness is evident like former times. To draw a conclusion out of the preceding
discussions on Resurrection and providing replies to liars and deniers, the Holy Qur’an provides a telling
depiction of the last moments, saying:
"Then why do you not intervene when the soul of a dying person reaches the throat? And you at the
moment are looking on".
The people surrounding the dying person are herein addressed. While looking at the dying person, they
see that they cannot do anything, but notice that life and death are dependent upon Divine Will and they
know that the same fate is in store for all of them.
The blessed Verse 85 is saying that We are nearest unto him than you and Our angels, prepared to take
his life, are also nearest unto him then you, but you fail to see;
("But We are nearer unto him than you, but you see not").
We are fully aware of what is happening in the soul and the perturbed depth of his being as We have
decreed that his life be taken at an appointed time, but you see him outwardly unaware of the manner of
his departure for the other world and the violent tempests of that time. Thus, the blessed Verse reﬂects
that God Almighty is Nearer unto the dying person.
Nonetheless, some Qur’an exegetes maintain that the blessed Verse may reﬂect that the angels
responsible for taking the life of the dying person are here being intended. However, the former exegesis
is further consistent with the literal meaning of the blessed Verse. It is worthy of note that God Almighty
is Nearest unto us than anyone else, not only at the time of dying, but at all times.
He is even Nearer unto us then ourselves, but we are far from Him owing to our ignorance. Above all,
the point in question is quite manifest at the time of dying. It goes without saying that being near to God
Almighty or being far away from Him is spiritual rather than spatial or temporal. It is like nearness to or
remoteness from the Friends of God Almighty in common usage of the term.
However, nearness unto God Almighty entails a more sublime signiﬁcance solely intelligible to
"those deeply rooted in knowledge"
(rasikhun ﬁ al-‘ilm), namely the Ahl al-Bayt.17
The blessed Verses 86 and 87 further emphasize and expound the same truth by saying that if you shall
never be recompensed for your deeds, then bring him back if you are truthful. Your failure to carry out
the same reﬂects that you have no authority over life and death, but it is God Almighty Who rewards and
chastises you for your deeds and He is the One who causes death and gives life.

It is worthy of note that the Arabic word madinin is the oblique plural form of madin which is cognate with
dayn ("recompense").
In short, the blessed Verses in question are addressed to deniers of Divine Origin and Resurrection
warning them that you imagine that you may do anything, but when the soul of the dying person is at his
throat, you notice that you may not do anything to bring him back to life.
Then We are Nearer to him than you, but you do not comprehend the manner by which We take his
soul, whereas you have not authority over warding off death and keeping your beloved alive.

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 88-89
ﺑِﻴﻦﻘَﺮ اﻟْﻤﻦﺎنَ ﻣن ﻛﺎ اﻓَﺄﻣ

ﻴﻢﻨﱠﺔُ ﻧَﻌﺟﺎنٌ وﺤﻳر وحوﻓَﺮ
88. Then, if he [the dying person] be of those brought near unto Allah,
89. [There is for him] rest and Mercy and a Garden abounding in Blessings.
The blessed Verses 88 and 89 sum up the points discussed in the preceding blessed Verses, thus
depicting the differences between human dispositions at the time of death reﬂecting that some people
pass away with utmost serenity, peace of mind, and happiness, whereas some others depart the
mundane world with anxiety and horror when they see Hellﬁre from afar.
The blessed Verses are saying that if the dying person happens to be one of those nearest unto Divine
Threshold, he shall leave this world with utmost peace and serenity since they know that they shall abide
in Paradise which abounds in Divine Blessings. According to lexicologists, the Arabic word rawh
originally designates breathing.
The word rayhan denotes sweet scented plant or something else. However, the word connotes the
cause of life and peace and in this context the world is applied to Blessings. Thus, the words rawh and
rayhan connote all Blessings and the means of human comfort and peace.
In other words, it may be said that the former alludes to all the things which rescues man from hardships
such that he may feel peace and comfort. In contrast to the former, the latter refers to the Blessings
granted to man following hardships and vicissitudes. Muslim exegetes present different meanings for the
twain terms, but since the number of such interpretations amounts to ten, they are not mentioned for the
sake of brevity.
However, they are all applications of the general and comprehensive meanings mentioned under the

exegesis of the blessed Verse in question.
It is also worthy of note that following making reference to rawh and rayhan, mention is made of janna
na‘im ("Paradise abounding in Blessings") which may reﬂect that rawh and rayhan shall be bestowed
upon the believers at the time of death, in the grave, in purgatory, and in Paradise.
Regarding the blessed Verse in question, a tradition is narrated from Imam Sadiq (as) according to
which if the dying person happens to be one of those nearest unto Divine Threshold, rawh and rayhan
shall be bestowed upon him in the grave and Paradise abounding in Blessings, namely in the
Hereafter.18

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 90-91
ﻴﻦﻤﺎبِ اﻟْﻴﺤ أﺻﻦﺎنَ ﻣن ﻛﺎ اأﻣو

ﻴﻦﻤﺎبِ اﻟْﻴﺤ أﺻﻦ ﻟﱠﻚَ ﻣمَﻓَﺴ
90. And if he [the dying person] be of those on the Right Hand,
91. Then, it shall said unto him: "Peace be unto you from your friends who are from those on the
Right Hand."
The twain blessed Verses in discussion is saying that if he happens to be from the second group, those
on the Right Hand, namely righteous good doing men and women whose records of deeds shall be
given unto their right hands, symbolizing their victory and being admitted unto their everlasting abode,
thus they shall be addressed:
"Peace unto you from your friends who are from those on the Right Hand."
Thus, the angels responsible for taking lives, convey the message of peace unto them from their friends.
The same idea is reﬂected in the blessed Verse 26 of the same Chapter:
"But only the saying of peace, peace!"
The blessed Verse may as well reﬂect the saying of peace by angels:
"Peace unto you! O you who are from those on the Right Hand!"
In other words, they are saying that you are so honorable as you are one of those on the Right Hand.
In short, the expression of

"peace"
uttered by angels or those on the Right Hand reﬂects rawh and rayhan and any kind of peace, serenity,
and Blessing.
However, some Qur’anic exegetes maintain that the contextual meaning of the blessed Verse is:
"O you who are from those on the Right Hand! Peace unto you since you are saved from Divine
torment."19

Surah al-Waqi‘a - Verses 92-96
ﻴﻦّﺎﻟ اﻟﻀﺬِّﺑِﻴﻦ اﻟْﻤﻦﺎنَ ﻣن ﻛﺎ اأﻣو

ﻴﻢﻤ ﺣﻦ ﻣلﻓَﻨُﺰ

ﻴﻢﺤﺔُ ﺟﻴﻠﺗَﺼو

ﻴﻦﻘ اﻟْﻴﻖ ﺣﻮﺬَا ﻟَﻬنﱠ ﻫا

ﻴﻢﻈِﻚَ اﻟْﻌﺑ رﻢ ﺑِﺎﺳِﺢﺒﻓَﺴ
92. But if he be of the erring deniers,
93. Then for him is an entertainment with boiling water in Hell.
94. Then, it shall be his fate to enter Hellﬁre.
95. Indeed, this is an absolute Truth with certainty.
96. Therefore, glorify with praises the Name of your Lord, the Most Great.
In the ﬁrst three blessed Verses in question, mention is made of the third group, aforementioned as
ashab shamal:
("those on the Left Hand"),
saying:
"If he happens to be of the erring deniers, then for him is an entertainment with boiling water and
venomous winds. Then it shall be his fate to enter Hellﬁre."

In other words, they taste Divine torments at the threshold of death. They experience the bitter taste of
the chastisements of Resurrection in the graves and purgatory. Since the blessed Verses treat of the
disposition of the dying person, the phrase:
"an entertainment with boiling water"
(nuzulu min hamim) refers to torments in Hell, whereas:
"it shall be his fate to enter Hellﬁre"
(tasliyatu jahim) alludes to torments on the Day of Resurrection. The same signiﬁcance is also attested
in numerous traditions narrated from the Ahl al-Bayt (as).20
It is also worthy of note that
"the erring deniers"
(mukadhdhibin al-dhalin) are mentioned together; "the erring" refers to those who have deviated from the
Straight Path, whereas "the deniers" alludes to denying Resurrection, Divine Unity, and the Prophethood
of the Noble Prophet (S).
Such emphatic expression may also reﬂect that those in error may include the oppressed, and the
defaulters who entertain neither enmity nor obduracy against the Truth and Divine Favors may be
bestowed upon them.21 In contrast, obdurate deniers shall have the aforesaid fate. It is also worthy of
note that the Arabic word hamim connotes boiling water or hot and venomous winds and the word tasliya
denotes burning and entering ﬁre.
The blessed Verses 95 and 96 are saying:
"Indeed, this is an absolute Truth with certainty. Therefore, glorify with praises the Name of your
Lord, the Most Great."
Qur’an exegetes maintain that truth of certainty ("haqq al-yaqin") is appositive genitive, connoting that
what was said about the three groups, those nearest unto Divine Threshold, those on the Right Hand,
and the deniers is absolute truth and one of certainty.
It is also possible that since there are degrees as to certainty, the most sublime of which is truth of
certainty, namely the true, perfect and undoubted certainty.
It is also noteworthy that the demonstrative pronoun:
"this"
(hadha) herein makes a reference to the states of the three aforementioned groups. Some Qur’an

exegetes also maintain that the antecedent of the demonstrative pronoun is the entirety of the contents
of the blessed Chapter in question or that of the Holy Qur’an. However, the former interpretation sounds
more consistent with the meaning of the blessed Verse in question.
Another noteworthy point is that the verbal form fasabbih
("then glorify")
with the ramiﬁcation (tafri‘) particle fa’ alludes to the truth that what was said above regarding the three
groups is absolute justice.
Thus, man is required to glorify his Lord of any injustice. It may also connote that if man intends to avoid
the fate of the third group, he is supposed to glorify God Almighty of associating any partners with Him
or ascribing injustice to Him which entails denial of Resurrection.
Finally, in their exegesis on the last blessed Verse, many Qur’an exegetes maintain that following the
Revelation of the blessed Verse, the Noble Prophet (S) said:
"Recite it in your genuﬂexions [in your prayers],"
namely say
"Praise be unto God, the Greatest, and to His Praise."
When the blessed Verse 'Glorify with praises the Name of your Lord, the Most Great' he said:
"Recite it in your prostrations [in your prayers] and say: 'Praise be unto my Lord, the Most Sublime.'"22
O Lord, place us amongst those nearest to Your Threshold, those on the Right Hand, and Your close
friends. Bestow upon us Your Rawh and Rayhan and Your Paradise abounding in Blessings. Amen! O
Lord of the Worlds!
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Surah al-Hadid, Chapter 57, Verses 1 - 15
(Iron)
Section (juz’ 27)
Number of Verses: 29

General Overview of the Chapter
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
The Chapter, revealed in Medina, has twenty-nine Verses. Besides placing the doctrine on a ﬁrm basis,
the Chapter in question treats of certain injunctions in the domains of society and government.
The opening Verses present twenty Divine Attributes. Then, the Chapter proceeds with the grandeur of
the Holy Qur’an, the states of believers and hypocrites on the Day of Resurrection, accounts of former
nations, spending in the Cause of Allah for the establishment of social justice, critique of monasticism,
and social seclusion.
Imam Sajjad (as) said:
"God Almighty knows that a group well-known for the profundity of their thoughts shall appear in the last
days of the world; as a consequence of which, He sent down Surah al-Tawhid (or Ikhlas, Chapter 112)
and some of the Verses of Surah al-Hadid such that people may gain a better knowledge of God
Almighty and be aware that whoever acknowledges other Divine Attributes shall be perished.”1

The Merit of Reciting the Chapter
Interesting merits are mentioned in Islamic traditions concerning the recitation of the Chapter. It is worthy
of note, however, that recitation must be accompanied by reﬂection and practice.
It is narrated from the Noble Prophet (S) that:
"He who recites Surah al-Hadid shall be regarded among those who believed in Allah and His
Messenger (S)."2
According to a tradition narrated from Imam Baqir (as):
"He who recites the Chapters opening with praises of God (musabbahat), Hadid (57), Hashr (59), Saff
(61), Jum‘a (62), and Taghabun (64), shall not die until he meets Imam Mahdi (may God Almighty hasten
his arrival), but if he dies before Mahdi's arrival, he shall be the neighbor of Allah's Messenger (S)."3
For the sake of brevity, other traditions in this vein have not been mentioned.

Surah al-Hadid - Verses 1-3
ﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﺑِﺴ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
ﻴﻢ اﻟْﺤﺰِﻳﺰ اﻟْﻌﻮﻫضِ ورااتِ وﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴﺎ ﻓ ﻣﻪ ﻟﺢﺒﺳ

 ﻗَﺪِﻳﺮءَ ﺷﻞ ﻛَﻠ ﻋﻮﻫ وﻴﺖﻤﻳ وِﻴﺤضِ ﻳرااتِ وﺎوﻤﻠْﻚُ اﻟﺴ ﻣﻟَﻪ

ﻴﻢﻠ ﻋءَ ﺷﻞِ ﺑﻮﻫ وﻦﺎﻃاﻟْﺒ وﺮاﻟﻈﱠﺎﻫ وﺮﺧا ولو اﻮﻫ
1. Whatsoever is in the heavens and the earth gloriﬁes Allah and He is the Glorious, All-Wise.
2. His is the sovereignty of the heavens and the earth. It is He Who gives life and causes death
and He is Able to do all things.
3. He is the First and the Last, the Manifest, and the Unmanifest. And He is the Omniscient.
In Divine world view, all the world of existence gloriﬁes God Almighty, even if we do not perceive it. God
Almighty is gloriﬁed of any defect and weakness all the world of creation bears witness to it.

It is worthy of note that the Chapter opens with an enumeration of approximately twenty Divine Attributes
that increase human knowledge and reﬂect His Majesty and Beauty.
The more thinkers reﬂect upon these Attributes, the more they perceive novel truths. In this vein, it is
narrated from Imam ‘Ali ibn al-Husayn (as) that being asked about Divine Unity, he replied:
"God Almighty know that certain peoples would come in the last days of the world who reﬂect profoundly
upon issues; as a consequence of which He sent down Chapter 112 (Ikhlas) and Verses one to six of
Surah al-Hadid. Whoever seeks beyond that shall perish."4
The tradition reﬂects that these blessed Verses lead seekers to the attainment of utmost possible
knowledge.
The ﬁrst blessed Verse of the Chapter in question opens with gloriﬁcation of God Almighty;
"Whatsoever is in the heavens and the earth gloriﬁes Allah and He is the Glorious, All-Wise."
The preceding Chapter came to its end with gloriﬁcation of God Almighty and this Chapter opens with
the same. The three instances of gloriﬁcation are expressed through the Arabic past verbal form
sabbaha (in Chapters 57, 59, 61 and in two instances in Chapters 62 and 64, the present verbal form
yusabbih is employed). The different forms of expression may reﬂect that the creatures of this world
have always gloriﬁed His Most Sacred Essence.
True gloriﬁcation designates negation of any defect and deﬁciency and bearing witness by all the
creatures of the world reﬂects that the Purity of His Most Sacred Essence is free from any defect and
deﬁciency since the world of creation follows such order and wisdom and it abounds in such wonders
that they all glorify God Almighty and praise their Lord Whose Omnipotence and Wisdom are boundless.
Thus, the blessed Verse ends with:
"He is the Glorious, All-Wise."
The blessed Verse may also reﬂect that all the atoms of the world of creation possess some kind of
perception such that they praise and glorify God Almighty in their own spheres despite that fact that
owing to our limited knowledge, we are unaware of their states.
It is also worthy of note that
"whatsoever"
(ma) in
"Whatsoever is in the heavens"

(sabbaha li-lah ma ﬁ ’l-samawat) covers a broad semantic range including all the creatures of the world
inclusive of those having intellect, animate, and inanimate beings.
Following an enumeration of two Divine Attributes, All-Glorious and All-Wise, in the ﬁrst blessed Verse,
the second blessed Verse treats of His Possession and Sovereignty in the world of existence as the prerequisites of Omnipotence and Wisdom, saying:
"His is the sovereignty of the heavens and the earth. It is He Who gives life and causes death and He is
Able to do all things. Divine Possession of the world of existence is true and formative rather than
statutory or hypostasized.”
In other words, His Omnipotence and Wisdom encompasses everything and all the world of existence is
dependent upon His Might, Will, and Command. It is in this vein that the blessed Verse treats of giving
life and causing death and Divine Omnipotence.
Thus, so far mention is made of six Divine Attributes in these two blessed Verses. Giving life and
causing death is reﬂected in numerous Qur’anic Verses. These two issues are secrets, namely no one
but God Almighty is truly aware of life and death, but we are solely aware of the tokens. It is however a
source of surprise life and death are nearest to us but the truth and secrets of the same of the most
unraveled issues.
It is worthy of note that the Arabic present verbal forms yuhyi wa yumit
("gives life and causes death")
reﬂect continuity of life and death at all times and the twain encompass all forms of life and death
ranging from the world of angels to other animate beings like animals and plants not only in this
mundane life but also the forms of life in purgatory and the Day of Resurrection. Life and death in all
forms are dependent upon Divine Omnipotence.
The blessed Verse three deals with ﬁve more Attributes saying:
"He is the First and the Last, the Manifest, and the Unmanifest. And He is the Omniscient."
The Divine Attributes
"the First"
and
"the Last"
are delicate expressions reﬂecting His Pre-Eternality and Everlastingness, since we know that His Being
is Inﬁnite and He is the Necessary Being, namely His Existence lies within His Essence rather than

without as a consequence of which He has neither origin nor end but He is Pre-Eternal and Everlasting.
God Almighty is the Origin of the world of existence and He shall exist following the annihilation of the
world. Thus, the expressions do not reﬂect the beginning and the end of some speciﬁc time span.
The expressions
"the Manifest"
and the
"Unmanifest"
also reﬂect His existential encompassing of all things. He is more Manifest than anything, since His
tokens have encompassed everywhere. At the same time, He is more Unmanifest than anything, since
profundity of His Essence is unknown to others.
It is noteworthy that one of the consequences of the aforesaid Attributes is that "He is Omniscient," since
the Pre-Eternal and Everlasting Being, Manifest and Unmanifest in the world, is undoubtedly All-Aware
of all things.
The traditions narrated from the Noble Prophet (S) and the Pure Imams (as) in this vein reﬂect
interesting points elucidating these meaningful Verses.
According to a tradition narrated from the Noble Prophet (S) included in Muslim's Sahih:
"O Lord! You are the First unpreceded by anything and the Last followed by nothing. You are so
Manifest and All-Conquering that no one is superior to you. You are so Unmanifest that nothing is
imaginable beyond you."5
It is narrated from the Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as):
"There is no beginning for His Pre-Eternality and there is no end to His Everlastingness. He is the First
Who has always been. He is Everlasting superseded by no being. He is so Manifest that His Origin is
unknown and He is so Unmanifest that His location is unbeknownst."6
Imam Hasan Mujtaba (as) said in a sermon:
"Praise be to God Almighty Who is Pre-Eternal and Everlasting. His Attributes defy intellect, thought,
and wisdom. No one may ever say anything about His Pre-Eternality, Manifestation, and
Unmanifestation."7

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 4
ﺎﻣﺎ وﻨْﻬ ﻣجﺨْﺮﺎ ﻳﻣضِ ور ا ﻓﺞﻠﺎ ﻳ ﻣﻠَﻢﻌشِ ﻳﺮ اﻟْﻌَﻠی ﻋﺘَﻮ اﺳ ﺛُﻢﺎمﻳ اﺘﱠﺔ ﺳ ﻓضرااتِ وﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﺧَﻠَﻖﻮﻫ
ﻴﺮﺼﻠُﻮنَ ﺑﻤﺎ ﺗَﻌ ﺑِﻤﻪاﻟ وﻨﺘُﻢﺎ ﻛ ﻣﻦﻳ اﻢﻌ ﻣﻮﻫﺎ وﻴﻬ ﻓجﺮﻌﺎ ﻳﻣﺎء وﻤ اﻟﺴﻦ ﻣﻨﺰِلﻳ
4. He it is Who created the heavens and the earth in six days [and period of time] and then rose
over the Throne. He is All-Aware of what goes into the earth and what comes forth from it and
what descends from the heaven and what ascends thereto. And He is with you wherever you may
be. And Allah is the All-Seer of what you do.
Preceded by an enumeration of eleven Divine Attributes of Divine Pure Essence, the blessed Verse 4
treats of ﬁve other Attributes, the ﬁrst of which is Divine Creativity.
The blessed Verse in question is saying that He is the One Who created the heavens and the earth in
six days:
("He it is Who created the heavens and the earth in six days [and period of time] and then rose
over the Throne. He is All-Aware of what goes into the earth and what comes forth from it and
what descends from the heaven and what ascends thereto. And He is with you wherever you may
be. And Allah is the All-Seer of what you do").
"Creation in six days"
is attested seven times in the Glorious Qur’an the ﬁrst and the last of which are mentioned in 7:54 and
57:4.
As mentioned above, the word
"day"
(yawm) in the blessed Verses in question do not denote a normal day but it connotes "period of time" be
it brief or long.
It may even last millions of years. Such expression is to be found in the Arabic as well as other
languages. For instance, it is said that today, it is the turn of such and such group to rule and tomorrow it
will be the turn of others. The connotation of "periods" in this context was elaborated upon in details
under 7:54.
It is worthy of note that God Almighty could create the whole world in one single moment, but creating in
that manner could not reﬂect Divine Glory, Omnipotence, and Omniscience, but creating the world within
a period of billions of years in different periods and forms based on an order and measure may reﬂect

further manifest tokens of His Omniscience and Wisdom.
Furthermore, such creation in time serves as a model for the gradual development of mankind and lack
of haste in attaining to different goals. The blessed Verse proceeds with world Sovereignty, saying that
following the creation of the world, God Almighty rose over the Throne and took the reign of the
Sovereignty of the world.
God Almighty has undoubtedly no body nor the word
"Throne"
mentioned herein denotes the royal throne, but this expression delicately reﬂects Divine Absolute
Sovereignty and His All-Encompassing Omnipotence over the world of existence.
The Arabic word ‘arsh denotes something with a roof over it or the roof itself. It is also employed to
denote the royal throne, but it also connotes might, as it is said in the Persian tongue: "The feet of his
throne collapsed," which connotes that he lost his power.
It is noteworthy that contrary to what some ignorant people imagine that God created the world and
abandoned it, He is the Sovereign and the Ruler of the world and the dependence of the systematicity of
the world on His Pure Essence is such that if He deceases His emanation and Grace for one single
moment, everything will collapse.
Taking such truth into account bestows such perception and insight upon man that he may see, feel, and
love God Almighty everywhere and in everything including his own heart.
The blessed Verse proceeds to treat of another aspect of Divine Omniscience saying that He is AllAware of what penetrates into the earth and what comes out of it and also what descends from the
heaven and what ascends to heaven;
("He is All-Aware of what goes into the earth and what comes forth from it and what descends
from the heaven and what ascends thereto. And He is with you wherever you may be. And Allah
is the All-Seer of what you do").
Although all these points are encompassed in
"And He is All-Aware of all things"
mentioned in the preceding Verses, but an exposition of such meanings makes man attend further to
Divine Omniscience. He is All-Aware of what penetrates into the earth, like rains drops and torrents. He
is All-Aware of the seeds of plants disseminated on the earth by wind or insects penetrating into it.
He is All-Aware of the roots of trees penetrating into the depth of the earth in search of nutrients. He is
All-Aware of all the mines and treasures which were on the face of the earth but they were interred

thereafter.
He is All-Aware of treasures, corpses, insects making their subterranean nests, plants growing from the
ground, fountains springing from the heart of rocks and soil, manifesting mines and treasures,
humankind growing on it, volcanoes erupting from the heart of the earth, insects growing in their nests,
gases emitting from the earth, gravitation waves arising from it, what descends from the heaven, ranging
from rain drops to the life giving rays of the sun to the host of angels to the powerful waves of Revelation
and Divine Scriptures, from cosmic rays to meteors and shooting stars absorbed by the earth.
He is All-Aware of what ascends to the heaven like angels, human souls, servants' deeds, invocations
and devotions, different kinds of birds, vapors, and clouds. What is known and unknown to us are all
manifest through His Omniscience.
If we reﬂect upon the facts that billions of different beings penetrate into the earth and billions of beings
descend from the sky or ascend to it within one single moment and no one but God Almighty is aware of
their numbers, we may be further acquainted with His Omniscience.
The fourth and the ﬁfth Attributes emphasize that
"He is with you where ever you happen to be and as such, He is All-Aware of what you do. How could
He be not with us when we depend on Him and His Grace for all the moments of our existence? He is
the Spirit of the world of existence.
He is the Spirit of the world. He is superior to all. He was with us when we were scattered dust, when we
were embryos in our mothers' wombs. He has been with us at all times. He will be with us in purgatory.
How could He be unaware of us?”
Knowing that He is with us bestows majesty and grandeur to us on the one side and grants security and
self conﬁdence on the other. Such knowledge engenders bravery and boldness into man and also
endows man with great obligations, since He is Omnipresent and watches over every being.
It is the greatest lesson of education, since it is the main root of fear of God, purity, and honest. The
secret of His Majesty and Grandeur is that He is Omnipresent. It is not metaphorical and ﬁgurative, but
such truth is both pleasant and satisfying on the one hand and entailing obligations and inspiring awe on
the other.
It is narrated from the Noble Prophet (S):
"The most sublime degree of faith is that man be aware of Divine Omnipresence."8
According to another Prophetic tradition, Moses (as) inquired:
"Where may I ﬁnd you, O Lord?"

Thus he was addressed:
"Whenever you will, you reach me."9
Such Divine Accompaniment of servants is so precise and delicate that any believing thinker may be
aware of its profundity within the capacity of his faith and thought.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 5
ﻮر اﻷﻣﻊﺟ ﺗُﺮﻪ اﻟَﻟاضِ ورااتِ وﺎوﻤﻠْﻚُ اﻟﺴ ﻣﻟَﻪ
5. His is the Sovereignty of the heavens and the earth and to Allah return all things.
Divine Sovereignty encompasses the heavens with such majesty and whatever is included in them like
celestial bodies, and the vast earth and what is on it like mountains, oceans, animals of the land and
seas and jinn and mankind visible or invisible whose existence depends on Divine Will.
All creatures return to Him Who is the Origin, the Point of Return, and the Agent and the Final Causes.
God Almighty is the Creator of the world of existence and the Sovereign of all existential things. The
world of existence shall return to Him.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 6
ِﺪُور ﺑِﺬَاتِ اﻟﺼﻴﻢﻠ ﻋﻮﻫ وﻞ اﻟﻠﱠﻴ ﻓﺎر اﻟﻨﱠﻬﺞﻮﻟﻳﺎرِ و اﻟﻨﱠﻬ ﻓﻞ اﻟﻠﱠﻴﺞﻮﻟﻳ
6. He merges night into day and merges day into night and He has full knowledge of the secrets
and intentions in the hearts.
The procession, wane, and wax of days and nights reﬂect Divine Sovereignty.
The blessed Verse in question makes mention of two more Divine Attributes, saying:
"He merges night into day and merges day into night."
He decreases a certain amount of time from one and adds it to the other thereby altering the length of
day and time, namely the alteration affected by the four seasons of the year entailing all the blessings for
mankind.
The blessed Verse proceeds to say that;
"He has full knowledge of the secrets and intentions in the hearts."

The Arabic word dhat denotes "having" herein connoting the intentions and beliefs controlling and ruling
the hearts.
It is worthy of note that the preceding Verses reﬂect that God Almighty is All-Aware of our deeds;
("And Allah is the All-Seer of what you do")
and the blessed Verse in question designates that He is fully Aware of our intentions, beliefs, and
thoughts;
("He has full knowledge of the secrets and intentions in the hearts").
Bura’ ibn ‘Azib narrates from the Commander of the Faithful, ‘Ali (as):
"I inquired:
'O Commander of the Faithful! I ask you to inform me, for the sake of God Almighty and His Messenger
(S), of the best thing which the Noble Prophet (S) bestowed upon you that was revealed to you by God
Almighty through Gabriel.'
He replied:
'Whenever you intend to call God Almighty by His Greatest Attribute, recite the ﬁrst six blessed Verses of
Surah al-Hadid and the last four blessed Verses of Surah al-Hashr. Then, raise your hands and say:
'O God! Such are You. I invoke you to pay homage to Muhammad and answer my prayer.’
Then, say what you need. By God Almighty, besides Whom there is no other object of worship, your
prayer will be answered, if God wills.’"10
The tradition reﬂects the majesty of the blessed Verses and the signiﬁcance of their contents. However,
it must be borne in mind that the Divine Greatest Attribute is not just the form but it requires assuming
Divine Attributes.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 7
ﺒِﻴﺮ ﻛﺮﺟ اﻢﻧﻔَﻘُﻮا ﻟَﻬا وﻢﻨﻨُﻮا ﻣ آﻣ ﻓَﺎﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻴﻪ ﻓﻴﻦﺘَﺨْﻠَﻔﺴﻢ ﻣَﻠﻌﺎ ﺟﻤﻘُﻮا ﻣﻧﻔا وﻪﻮﻟﺳر وﻪﻨُﻮا ﺑِﺎﻟآﻣ
7. Believe in Allah and His Messenger and expend of that whereof He has made you trustees.
And such of you who believe and expend in Allah's Cause, theirs shall be a great reward.
The blessed Verse addresses believers saying that the injunction as to believe in Allah and His
Messenger (S) requires acting upon belief. Thos who claim to be believers should expend in Allah's

Cause to substantiate their claims.
Being trustees in:
"He has made you trustees"
indicates that man is Allah's vicegerent on the earth as it is reﬂected elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an11:
"Verily I appointed [man] as the vicegerent."
Thus, the contextual meaning of the blessed Verse is:
"O believers! You are Allah's vicegerents on the earth and expend in Allah's Cause what you possess
which is Allah's Possession vested with you."
It may also reﬂect that you people are the successors of your predecessors and your possessions used
to be theirs. Thus, expend such possessions in Allah's Cause as they will be inherited by your heirs.12 It
is worthy of note that belief is valuable when it is accompanied by bearing assistance to the needy and
such expending is valuable when it arises from belief in God Almighty.
Man must be aware of the fact that whatever he possesses is trusted with him and the true possessor is
Allah. Although belief and expending in Allah's Cause are obligations but they will be rewarded by God
Almighty.
The reward is the key to encouraging man to act;
("And such of you who believe and expend in Allah's Cause, theirs shall be a great reward").

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 8
ﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮﻨﺘُﻢ ﻣن ﻛ اﻢَﻴﺜَﺎﻗﺧَﺬَ ﻣﻗَﺪْ ا وﻢِﺑﻨُﻮا ﺑِﺮﻣﺘُﻮ ﻟﻢﻮﻛﺪْﻋ ﻳﻮلﺳاﻟﺮ وﻪﻨُﻮنَ ﺑِﺎﻟﻣ ﺗُﻮ ﻻﻢَﺎ ﻟﻣو
8. And what is the matter with you that you believe not in Allah! While the Messenger invites you
to believe in your Lord and He has indeed taken your covenant through intellect, natural innate
disposition, and the Prophets, if you truly believe.
Following a reference to having faith and expending in Allah's Cause, the blessed Verse further treats of
the same in the form of an argument.
First, disbelievers are reproached for not having believed in the Noble Prophet's (S) Prophetic call by
asking:
"What is the matter with you that you believe not in Allah! While the Messenger invites you to

believe in your Lord and He has indeed taken your covenant through intellect, natural innate
disposition, and the Prophets, if you truly believe."
If you truly believe in Truth, the arguments thereof are crystal clear as such belief is substantiated by
intellect, innate natural disposition, and narration. On the one hand, Allah's Messenger (S) called you
with clear proofs, sings, and manifest miracles and on the other hand, God Almighty has taken your
covenant by reﬂecting His tokens in the world of creation and your inward being.
Such covenant is formative. Believe in Him. But, you are indifferent toward intellect, the innate natural
disposition, and Revelation. You fail to be prepared to believe since you are overwhelmed by ignorance,
bias, and blind imitation.
The above reﬂects that:
"if you truly believe"
indicates that if you are prepared to believe in God Almighty and His Messenger, you must acknowledge
the manifest arguments thereof. The point is that disbelievers saw the Noble Prophet (S), listened to his
Prophetic call and witnessed his miracles, how could they produce any pretext?
In this vein, it is narrated from the Noble Prophet (S) that he asked his companions:
"Whose belief is more wondrous?"
They replied:
"Angels."
Allah's Messenger (S) said:
"It is not a wonder that they believe, since they are near unto Divine Threshold."
They said:
"The Prophets'."
He asked:
"How may they fail to believe when they received Divine Revelation?"
They said:
"Ours."
He said:

"It is not a wonder if you believe since I am among you."
The companions were silent.
The Noble Prophet (S) said:
"The most wondrous belief belongs to those who follow you and merely see some pages before them,
but they believe in it, namely the Holy Qur’an."13
It is a fact that people who see the light a long time after the Noble Prophet's (S) demise and are solely
informed of Prophetic traditions, but they acknowledge the Prophetic call and thereby are accorded great
privileges. The term covenant (mithaq) may be a reference to the innate natural disposition toward
Divine Unity reﬂected through intellectual arguments and witnessing the system of creation.
The phrase:
"in your Lord"
(bi-rabbikum) reﬂects Divine organicism in the world of creation. Some Qur’an exegetes maintain that
"covenant" herein reﬂects that taken in the world of pre-existence (‘alam al-dharr). God Almighty knows
better.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 9
ﻴﻢﺣ روفو ﻟَﺮﻢِ ﺑﻪنﱠ اﻟا اﻟﻨﱡﻮرِ وَﻟﺎتِ ا اﻟﻈﱡﻠُﻤﻦﻢ ﻣﺨْﺮِﺟﻴِﻨَﺎتٍ ﻟﻴﺎتٍ ﺑ آﻳﺪِهﺒ ﻋَﻠ ﻋِلﻨَﺰ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻳﻮﻫ
9. It is He Who sends down clear and elucidating Verses to His servant that He may bring you out
from shadows into light. And indeed, Allah is to you full of kindness, Most Gracious.
Sincere devotion paves the ground for the bestowal of Divine Favors. The Prophets mainly aimed to
deliver mankind from the shadows of ignorance, polytheism, and discord and lead them to the path of
Divine Light; all paths besides it lead to shadows.
Thus, the blessed Verse in question encourages man to believe in God Who send down the blessed
Verses unto His servant, Muhammad (S). Divinely revealed Verses clearly reﬂect their Divine Origin of
Truth and they bear witness to His obedient servant's sincerity such that mankind may perceive Divine
Argument and ﬁnd no truth in pretexts.
God Almighty appointed the Prophets and revealed Scriptures out of His Bounty and Mercy such that
mankind may be delivered from the darkness of ignorance and corruption and ﬁnd the path toward the
light of knowledge and appropriate manners and ethical principles. Thus, they may be reminded of their
convent taken by their Lord on the pre-eternal day.

It is noteworthy that:
"Allah is to you full of kindness, Most Gracious"
delicately reﬂects the truth that such Divine emphatic and passionate call to having faith and expending
in Allah's Cause manifests Divine Mercy encompassing all in this world and the Hereafter.
Some Qur’an exegetes draw a distinction between Kindness and Graciousness saying that the former
and the latter represent His Mercy toward the obedient and the disobedient respectively.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 10
َﻚﻟَﺌو اﻗَﺎﺗَﻞ و اﻟْﻔَﺘْﺢﻞﻦ ﻗَﺒ ﻣﻧﻔَﻖ اﻦﻢ ﻣﻨﺘَﻮِي ﻣﺴ ﻳضِ ﻻرااتِ وﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴاثﻴﺮ ﻣﻪﻟ وﻪ اﻟﺒِﻴﻞ ﺳﻘُﻮا ﻓ ﺗُﻨﻔ اﻢَﺎ ﻟﻣو
ﻠُﻮنَ ﺧَﺒِﻴﺮﻤﺎ ﺗَﻌ ﺑِﻤﻪاﻟ وَﻨﺴ اﻟْﺤﻪﺪَ اﻟﻋ وﻛﻗَﺎﺗَﻠُﻮا وﺪُ وﻌﻦ ﺑﻧﻔَﻘُﻮا ﻣ ا اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻦﺔً ﻣﺟر دﻈَﻢﻋا
10. And what is the matter with you that you expend not in the Cause of Allah [whereas you leave
whatever you possess and pass away]? And to Allah belongs the heritage of the heavens and the
earth. Not equal among you are those who spent and fought before the conquest [of Mecca].
Such are higher in degree than those who spent and fought afterwards. But to all Allah has
promised the best [to both of them]. And Allah is All-Aware of what you do.
The blessed Verse in question criticizes those who fail to expend in Allah's cause despite the fact that
they know that their possessions have been temporarily given to them by God Almighty Who is the True
Possessor and whatever has been given to them will be inherited by their successors. God Almighty is
the True Possessor of all possessions and whatever exists in the heavens and on the earth, namely they
all reﬂect His Bounties and Graciousness and they shall all return to Him.
After encouraging believers to expend in Allah's Cause, the blessed Verse promises Divine Rewards to
such expenders, saying that those who had expended in Allah's Cause before the conquest of Mecca
and had waged wars with disbelievers and their concupiscent soul are not on a par with those who did
likewise following the conquests and the dissemination of the Islamic faith.
The disparity is manifest since Muslims were few in number in the advent of the Noble Prophet's (S) call
and Islam was not that strong against the great number of disbelievers. Thus, expending in Allah's
Cause and participation in jihad entailed further signiﬁcance and Divine Rewards compared to such acts
carried out by later believers.
Both of them receive Divine Rewards, though there is a great difference between them in terms of
degrees. Since the value of deeds lies in sincere devotion, the blessed Verse in question ends by saying
that God Almighty is fully Aware of what you do in terms of quantity and quality as well as intention and
sincerity.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 11
ﺮِﻳﻢ ﻛﺮﺟ اﻟَﻪ و ﻟَﻪﻔَﻪﺎﻋﻀﻨًﺎ ﻓَﻴﺴﺎ ﺣﺿ ﻗَﺮﻪ اﻟﻘْﺮِضﻦ ذَا اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻳﻣ
11. Who is he that will lend Allah a goodly loan? Then Allah will increase it manifold to his credit
and he will have a good reward.
In order to encourage believers to expend in Allah's Cause, the blessed Verse makes use of another
interesting expression saying:
"Who is he that will lend Allah a goodly loan? Then Allah will increase it manifold to his credit
and he will have a good reward."
It is a surprising expression since God Almighty Who bestows all Bounties and all the atoms of our being
are emanated every single moment from His boundless ocean of Emanation and they are all possessed
by Him regards us as the owners of possessions and asks us to give Him a goodly loan such that He will
increase it manifold, hundreds or even thousands times more.
Furthermore, such great rewards may not be bestowed by others besides Him. The Arabic word qardh
denotes cutting and portioning a part of possession. miqradh denotes scissors and qiradha is applied to
apportioned possession. Giving loans to God Almighty shall be increased manifold on the Day of
Resurrection.
The word is accompanied by hasan:
("goodly")
connoting that it shall be reimbursed immediately without any trouble.
The blessings arising from such goodly loans include decrease in enmity and increase in love,
safeguarding people's prestige and impeding their bankruptcy, betterment of the economic structure of
society, impeding the prevalence of usury, checking avarice and miserliness, just distribution of wealth,
and growth in the culture of cooperation.
According to a tradition narrated from Imam Kadim (as), the blessed Verse in question reﬂects
contributions made to the Lord of the Age [namely, the Twelfth Imam (as)].14

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 12
ﺎرﻧْﻬﺎ اﻬﺘﻦ ﺗَﺤﺮِي ﻣ ﺗَﺠﻨﱠﺎت ﺟمﻮ اﻟْﻴﻢاﻛﺸْﺮﻬِﻢ ﺑﺎﻧﻤﻳﺑِﺎ وﺪِﻳﻬِﻢﻳ اﻦﻴﻢ ﺑﻫ ﻧُﻮرﻌﺴﻨَﺎتِ ﻳﻣﻮاﻟْﻤ وﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮی اﻟْﻤ ﺗَﺮمﻮﻳ
ﻴﻢﻈزُ اﻟْﻌ اﻟْﻔَﻮﻮﻚَ ﻫﺎ ذَﻟﻴﻬ ﻓﺪِﻳﻦﺧَﺎﻟ

12. On the Day you shall see the believing men and the believing women: their light running
forward before them and by their right hands. [It is said unto them:] Glad tidings for you this Day!
Gardens under which rivers ﬂow, to dwell therein forever! Verily, this is the great success.
The light of faith leads believers to Paradise on the Day of Resurrection.
Thus, the blessed Verse is saying:
"O Muhammad! Remember the Day when you see believing men and women whose light forwards
before them and on their right hand side bearing them the glad tidings of being admitted to Paradise.
Such light surrounding believers is that of faith, monotheism, and righteous good deeds. It is the spiritual
light of belief and certitude in Divine Origin and Resurrection shedding light before them and that of
righteous good deeds on their right hand side.
In the same manner that faith serves as man's guide to happiness and spiritual and ethical virtues, it will
shed light when the world will be plunged into shadows. Such light, emanated inwardly, is the light of
monotheism and certitude possessed by those near unto Divine Threshold. They are the people on the
right. The intensity of the light depends upon faith, righteous good deeds, certitude, and fear of God
Almighty.”
It is also reﬂected in traditions that the light of the good differs in terms of luminescence, namely, any
God fearing believer will shed light before him and on his right depending the degree of his faith.
Thus, believers will be led to Paradise, the abode of Divine Grace, to dwell therein everlastingly. Angels
of Mercy shall welcome them bearing them glad tidings of gardens under whose trees and arbors rivers
of Divine Inﬁnite Emanation and Bounties ﬂow.
The best tidings for the people of Paradise are that they shall dwell therein forever.
"This is the great success"
reﬂects Divine Favors in store for the people of Paradise. Such happiness and merit shall be bestowed
upon believers.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 13
ﺮِبا ﻓَﻀﻮا ﻧُﻮرﺴ ﻓَﺎﻟْﺘَﻤﻢاءﻛرﻮا وﺟِﻌ ارﻴﻞ ﻗﻢﻦ ﻧﱡﻮرِﻛ ﻣوﻧَﺎ ﻧَﻘْﺘَﺒِﺲﻨُﻮا اﻧﻈُﺮ آﻣﻠﱠﺬِﻳﻦ ﻟﻘَﺎتﻨَﺎﻓاﻟْﻤﻘُﻮنَ وﻨَﺎﻓ اﻟْﻤﻘُﻮل ﻳمﻮﻳ
ﺬَاب اﻟْﻌﻪﻠﺒﻦ ﻗ ﻣهﺮﻇَﺎﻫﺔُ وﻤﺣ اﻟﺮﻴﻪ ﻓﻨُﻪﺎﻃ ﺑﺎب ﺑﻮرٍ ﻟﱠﻪﻢ ﺑِﺴﻨَﻬﻴﺑ
13. On the Day when the hypocrites – men and women – will say to the believers: "Glance at us!
Let us get something from your light!" It will be said: "Go back to your rear! Then seek light [from

the world]!" Then, a wall will be put up between them, with a gate therein. Inside [namely
Paradise] it will be mercy and outside it will be torment [Hell]."
Those who failed to be delivered from the shadows of ignorance, polytheism, and discord shall stay in
darkness on the Day of Resurrection beseeching believers to allow them to avail themselves of their
luminescence.
Thus, the blessed Verse in question is saying that on that Day, hypocrites – men and women – shall ask
them to glance at them so that they may make use of their light. The Arabic word iqtibas derives from qb-s denoting take or seek to take ﬁre but it connotes taking other things.
"Glance at us"
(anduruna) is uttered by hypocrites plunged into shadows beseeching believers to take a glance at them
such that they may make use of their light to ﬁnd the path.
The clause may also connote waiting, namely
"wait for us until we may reach you and ﬁnd the path through your light.”
However, it is said unto them:
"God to your rear and seek light. It is no place for gaining light since you should have gained it in the
world which you left by doing righteous good deeds. However, it is too late. Then, all of a sudden, a wall
will be erected between the two groups in which there is a gate. The twain sides of such colossal wall or
gate will be quite different – there is mercy within and torment without.
The Arabic word sur denotes the wall formerly surrounding cities and towns for security on which there
were watch towers. It is worthy of note that the blessed Verse is saying that there is mercy within and
torment without, namely believers like inhabitants of cities are protected within the walls but hypocrites,
like strangers, will stay without.
Believers and hypocrites used to live in the same society, but there was a colossal wall between their
beliefs and deeds. It shall be the same on the Day of Resurrection. The gate may be there so that
hypocrites may see through it heavenly blessings and yearn or it may be there such that those with less
impurities be able to pass through it and join believers.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 14
ﻢﻛﻏَﺮ وﻪ اﻟﺮﻣﺎء ا ﺟﺘﱠ ﺣﺎﻧﻣ اﻢْﺗﻏَﺮ وﺘُﻢﺗَﺒار وﺘُﻢﺼﺑﺗَﺮ وﻢﻧﻔُﺴ ا ﻓَﺘَﻨﺘُﻢﻢﻨﱠَﻟ وَﻠ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﺑﻢﻌﻦ ﻣَ ﻧﻟَﻢ اﻢوﻧَﻬﻨَﺎدﻳ
ور اﻟْﻐَﺮﻪﺑِﺎﻟ

14. [The hypocrites] will call the believers: "Were we not with you?" The believers will reply: "Yes!
But you led yourselves into sedition and looked forward for our destruction; you doubted [the
true religion] and were deceived by false desires, till the command of Allah came to pass [to
cause your perdition]. And the chief deceiver deceived you in respect of Allah."
The Arabic verbal form fa-tantum denotes "you led yourselves into the sedition of discord. Tarabbus
denotes awaiting and amani is the plural form of umniya denoting desire. gharur ("deceiving, deceiver")
is one of the appellations of Satan.
The blessed Verse is saying that hypocrites will call believers asking whether they had not been living
with them in the same society and they were with them there. What did happen that they were severed
of a sudden and believers were admitted to Divine Mercy and Spirit and they were abandoned in
torment?
Believers reply to them saying that they used to be together everywhere and at all times. They used to
be neighbors or even shared the same roof, but they had been quite different in terms of beliefs and
deeds. They had kept aloof from them as strangers alien to the principles of truth.
The blessed Verse further adds that they were entangled by gross mistakes, including:
1. They deceived themselves through treading the path of disbelief and caused their own perdition.
2. They always looked forward for the Noble Prophet's (S) demise and the perdition of Muslims and
effacement of the basis of the Islamic faith. Besides, they procrastinated all righteous deeds and moves.
3. They always doubted Resurrection and the veracity of the Prophetic call and the Holy Qur’an.
4. They were always preoccupied with endless desires until the time when they died owing to Divine
Command. Such vain desires impeded them from true reﬂection since they had plunged into dreams and
imaginations thus living in a world of illusions. Thus, they were overwhelmed by gratiﬁcation of
concupiscent desires and attainment to mundane goals.
5. Furthermore, the deceiving Satan had solidiﬁed its basis in their hearts and thereby deceived you by
temptations. At times, Satan made you believe that the world was everlasting and the resurrection was
not to be actualized. At times, Satan questioned the existence of God Almighty. These ﬁve factors
caused the severance between hypocrites and believers.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 15
ﻴﺮﺼ اﻟْﻤﺲﺑِﯩ وﻢﻛﻻﻮ ﻣ ﻫ اﻟﻨﱠﺎرﻢاﻛوﺎوا ﻣﻔَﺮ ﻛ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻦ ﻣﻻﺔٌ وﺪْﻳ ﻓﻢﻨﺧَﺬُ ﻣﻮ ﻳ ﻻمﻮﻓَﺎﻟْﻴ

15. Therefore, this Day no ransom shall be taken from you [hypocrites], nor of those who
disbelieved. Our abode is the Fire. That is your friend [you deserve such dire fate].
The blessed Verse draws a conclusion saying that neither hypocrites nor disbelievers may not be
ransomed on the Day of Resurrection and thereby be safeguarded from Divine Chastisement. Thus,
disbelievers and hypocrites share the same dire fate since they are entangled by their sins and vices
and they may not ﬁnd any deliverance.
The blessed Verse further adds that their abode shall be ﬁre and their friend and guardian shall be Hell.
What an unfortunate abode it is. In this world, people usually resort to paying ransoms or seeking
assistance from their friends and mediators to deliver themselves from chastisement. However, there
shall be neither friends nor mediators to assist hypocrites and disbelievers on the Day of Resurrection
since all attachments and ties shall be severed then.
Thus, the Holy Qur’an elucidates that the only means to deliverance on that Day is to have faith and do
righteous good deeds. Intermediation shall be limited to those who have faith and do righteous good
deeds rather than those alien thereto who have severed all their ties from God Almighty and His friends.
1. Tafsir Nur al-Thiqalayn.
2. Majma‘ al-Bayan, the opening of the Chapter.
3. Majma‘ al-Bayan.
4. Usul al-Kaﬁ, Nur al-Thiqalayn, vol. 5, p. 231.
5. Tafsir Qurtubi, vol. 9, p. 6406.
6. Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 163.
7. Tafsir Nur al-Thiqalayn, vol. 5, p. 236.
8. Durr al-Manthur, vol. 6, p. 171.
9. Ruh al-Bayan, vol. 9, p. 351.
10. Tafsir Durr al-Manthur, vol. 6, p. 171; Tafsir Nimuna, under the blessed Verse in question.
11. 2:30
12. Tafsir al-Mizan.
13. Bukhari's Sahih; Tafsir Maraghi, Tafsir ﬁ Thalal al-Qur’an; Tafsir Nimuna; and other exegetic works.
14. Tafsir Saﬁ, p. 522, under the blessed Verse in question.

Surah al-Hadid, Verses 16 - 29
Surah al-Hadid - Verse 16
 ﻓَﻄَﺎلﻞﻦ ﻗَﺒ ﻣﺘَﺎبْوﺗُﻮا اﻟ اﺎﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻮﻧُﻮا ﻛ ﻳﻻ وﻖ اﻟْﺤﻦ ﻣلﺎ ﻧَﺰﻣ وﻪﺮِ اﻟﺬِﻛ ﻟﻢﻬ ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑن ﺗَﺨْﺸَﻊﻨُﻮا ا آﻣﻠﱠﺬِﻳﻦنِ ﻟﺎ ﻳﻟَﻢا
َﻘُﻮن ﻓَﺎﺳﻢﻨْﻬ ﻣﻴﺮﺜﻛ وﻢﻬ ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑﺖﺪُ ﻓَﻘَﺴﻣ اﻬِﻢﻠَﻴﻋ

16. Has not the time come for the hearts of those who believe to be softened and humbled by
Allah's Reminder, such that they be not amongst those upon whom the Divine Book was revealed
and the term was prolonged for them and so their hearts were hardened and many of them were
disobedient to Allah?
Different occasions of Revelation have been mentioned for the blessed Verse in question including the
following. Once the Noble Prophet's (S) adherents lived a hard life in famine in Mecca but after their
migration they attained to abundance and bounties.
Thus, the hearts of some of them were hardened whereas their faith, certitude, and devotion were
supposed to be increased owing to their acquaintance with the Holy Qur’an.
Thus, the blessed Verse was revealed to serve as a warning to them.1 It is worthy of note that all the
awakening and severe warnings reﬂected in the preceding blessed Verses and the account of the
hypocrites' and disbelievers' dire fate on the Day of Resurrection lead to the conclusion in the blessed
Verse in question by saying that the hearts of believers should be humbled against remembrance of God
Almighty and Divine Revelation and they should not be like those, including Jews and Christians, upon
whom Divine Books were sent down, but they kept aloof from the Prophets. They lived long but failed to
remember God Almighty.
Their hearts were hardened and many of them were sinners and disobedient to Divine Commands.
The Arabic verbal form takhsha‘a derives from kh-sh-‘ denoting "observe manners against a notable
person or an important truth.”
It is crystal clear that when man remembers God Almighty in the bottom of his heart, listens to the
blessed Verses revealed unto the Noble Prophet (S), and beﬁttingly reﬂects upon the same, his heart
must be softened and humbled. However, some believers are harshly criticized in the blessed Verse in
question by asking why their hearts are not humbled by such things but they, like many former nations,
have plunged into neglect and negligence.
Such neglect leads to the hardening of heart which in turn ends in disobedience to God Almighty. Would
it be consistent with their claim to having faith to simply ignore such signiﬁcant issues, be submitted to
comfortable life, and being immersed in the pleasures of the ﬂesh?
"The term was prolonged for them"
may reﬂect the temporal distance between them and their Prophets, long life and endless desires, Divine
torment not being sent down for a long time, or all of them, since each of which may lead to neglect and
hardening of heart that in turn leads to disobedience to Divine Command.
It is narrated from Imam ‘Ali (as):

"Do not hasten as to anything before its term arrives unless you will regret your haste. The distance
between you and Truth should not be long as it will harden your hearts."2
It is narrated from Jesus (as) that it is incumbent upon believers not to speak for long without
remembrance of God Almighty otherwise it leads to hardening of heart and hardened hearts are remote
from God Almighty.3

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 17
َﻠُﻮنﻘ ﺗَﻌﻢﻠﱠﺎتِ ﻟَﻌﻳ اﻢَﻨﱠﺎ ﻟﻴﺎ ﻗَﺪْ ﺑﻬﺗﻮﺪَ ﻣﻌ ﺑضر اِﻴﺤ ﻳﻪنﱠ اﻟﻮا اﻠَﻤاﻋ
17. Know that Allah gives life to the earth after its death! Indeed, We have made clear the Signs to
you, if you but reﬂect [upon them].
Since giving life to dead hearts through remembrance of God Almighty and attainment to spiritual life in
the light of humbleness and obedience to the Holy Qur’an to a great extent resembles the life giving rain
drops rejuvenating dead lands, the blessed Verse in question says:
"Know that Allah gives life to the earth after its death."
The blessed Verse is saying that We elucidated Our Sings in the world of creation as well as Our Verses
such that you may reﬂect upon them. The blessed Verse actually makes a reference to rain giving life to
dead lands and to giving of life to dead hearts through remembrance of God Almighty and the Holy
Qur’an revealed to the pure heart of Muhammad (S). Both of them deserve reﬂection.
Thus, reference has been made to the twain in Islamic traditions. In this vein, it is narrated from Imam
Sadiq (as) that the blessed Verse in question refers to giving life to the earth through propagation of
justice following the effacement of injustice.4
It is narrated from Imam Baqir (as) concerning the exegesis of the blessed Verse in question that God
Almighty shall give life to earth following its death by Imam Mahdi (may God Almighty hasten his arrival)
and the death of the earth reﬂects the disbelief of its inhabitants and disbelievers are dead.5
According to a tradition narrated from Imam Musa ibn Ja‘far (as):
"God Almighty gives life to dead hearts through the light of wisdom, the same manner that He gives life
to the earth by sending down blissful rains on it."6
It goes without saying that these exegeses actually reﬂect the clear meanings of the blessed Verse and
by no means restrict the contextual meaning of it.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 18
ﺮِﻳﻢ ﻛﺮﺟ اﻢﻟَﻬ وﻢ ﻟَﻬﻒﺎﻋﻀﻨًﺎ ﻳﺴﺎ ﺣﺿ ﻗَﺮﻪﻮا اﻟﺿﻗْﺮاﺪِّﻗَﺎتِ وﺼاﻟْﻤ وﻴﻦﺪِّﻗﺼنﱠ اﻟْﻤا
18. Indeed, those men and women who have given Allah goodly loans, their rewards shall be
increased manifold, and theirs shall be an honorable good reward.
The blessed Verse in question is saying that men and women believing in God Almighty, acknowledging
the Prophetic call, and expending their possessions for Allah's Satisfaction are favored by Him and great
rewards shall fall into their shares.
Expending in Allah's Cause is so signiﬁcant that although God Almighty is the Possessor of all things, He
is so Gracious to His servants that He encourages them to expending in His Cause by saying that it is
like giving Him goodly loans reﬂecting that in the same manner that loans will be reimbursed, expending
in Allah's Cause will be returned manifold.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 19
ﻨَﺎﺎﺗﻮا ﺑِﺂﻳﺬﱠﺑﻛوا وﻔَﺮ ﻛاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ وﻢﻫﻧُﻮر وﻢﻫﺮﺟ اﻢ ﻟَﻬِﻬِﻢﺑﻨﺪَ رﺪَاء ﻋاﻟﺸﱡﻬﺪِّﻳﻘُﻮنَ و اﻟﺼﻢﻚَ ﻫﻟَﺌو اﻪﻠﺳر وﻪﻨُﻮا ﺑِﺎﻟ آﻣاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦو
ﻴﻢﺤ اﻟْﺠﺎبﺤﺻﻚَ اﻟَﺌوا
19. And Those who believe in Allah and His Messengers, they are the sincere believers and the
witnesses with their Lord; they shall have their reward and their light. But those who disbelieve
and deny Our Signs, they shall be the dwellers of the Fire.
The blessed Verse makes mention of sincere believers as those who believed in God Almighty and
Prophetic calls.
The Arabic intensiﬁed form siddiq
("sincere")
denotes one acting upon sincerity and truth in all his deeds, words, and beliefs and his outward reﬂects
his inward and his inward is absorbed in the sea of spiritual and intuitive knowledge and sincerity.
Such people live according to truth and they will be rewarded for their righteous deeds and their light is
the reward of their sincere belief. Au contraire, those who denied Divine Signs and Verses and belied
the Prophets shall be friends and people of Hell.
According to Tabarsi, the eminent Shi‘i scholar, Harith ibn Mughayra narrates from Imam Baqir (as) who

in turned narrated traditions from the Noble Prophet (S), saying:
"Whoever of you knows the Imam of his time and awaits his authority resembles one who awaiting the
rise of the riser (may Allah hastens his arrival) from the Noble Prophet's (S) descendants wages war in
Allah's cause or he is likened to one martyred in the Noble Prophet's pavilion.”
Then, the Imam (as) said that there is a Qur’anic Verse in this regard and upon inquiring as to which
Verse, he recited:
"And Those who believe in Allah and His Messengers, they are the sincere believers and the
witnesses with their Lord; they shall have their reward and their light. But those who disbelieve
and deny Our Signs, they shall be the dwellers of the Fire."7

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 20
 ﺛُﻢﺎﺗُﻪ ﻧَﺒﻔﱠﺎرْ اﻟﺐﺠﻋﺚٍ ا ﻏَﻴﺜَﻞﻤدِ ﻛواالِ وﻮﻣ ا ﻓﺎﺛُﺮَﺗ وﻢَﻨﻴ ﺑﺗَﻔَﺎﺧُﺮزِﻳﻨَﺔٌ و وﻮﻟَﻬ وﺐﺎ ﻟَﻌﺎةُ اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﻴﺎ اﻟْﺤﻧﱠﻤﻮا اﻠَﻤاﻋ
ُﺘَﺎع ﻣﺎ اﺎةُ اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﻴﺎ اﻟْﺤﻣانٌ وﻮرِﺿ وﻪ اﻟﻦةٌ ﻣﺮﻐْﻔﻣ ﺷَﺪِﻳﺪٌ وﺬَاب ﻋةﺮﺧ اﻓﺎ وﻄَﺎﻣﻮنُ ﺣ ﻳا ﺛُﻢﻔَﺮﺼ ﻣاه ﻓَﺘَﺮﻬِﻴﺞﻳ
ِوراﻟْﻐُﺮ
20. Know that the worldly life is only play and amusement, pomp and mutual boasting among
you, and rivalry in respect of wealth and children. [It is] the likeness of vegetation after rain,
thereof the growth is pleasing to the farmer; afterwards it dries up and you see it turning yellow;
then it becomes straw. But in the Hereafter [there is] a severe torment and forgiveness from Allah
and good pleasure. And the life of this world is only a deceiving enjoyment.
Since love for the mundane world is the origin of all sins and the springhead of all errors, the blessed
Verse presents a telling depiction of the worldly life, its different stages, and the motives dominating
each stage by saying:
"Know that the worldly life is only play and amusement, pomp and mutual boasting among you,
and rivalry in respect of wealth and children."
The ﬁve cycles of human life consist of neglect, amusement, luxury, boasting, and rivalry in respect of
wealth and children. Childhood is spent in neglect, ignorance, and amusement. Adolescence is spent in
playfulness and escaping from serious issues to amusement.
Youth is spent in lust, love, and luxury. Then, man reaches the fourth stage when man is inclined toward
prestige and boastfulness. Finally, the ﬁfth stage is when man is preoccupied with gaining more
possessions and having more children.
The early stages are nearly determined by advancement in years, but later stages vary in different

people and stages like gaining further possessions may occupy man to the end of his life. Some
maintain, however, that each of the said stages occupies eight years of life totaling to forty years when
man's character is ﬁxed.
The blessed Verse proceeds with a similitude as to the beginning and the end of worldly life, saying:
"[It is] the likeness of vegetation after rain, thereof the growth is pleasing to the farmer;
afterwards it dries up and you see it turning yellow; then it becomes straw."
The Arabic word kuffar herein denotes farmers since the word kufr originally denotes covering and since
farmers sows the seeds by covering it by soil. Nonetheless, some exegetes maintain that the word is
employed herein in the sense of disbelievers, since worldly possessions may solely deceive disbelievers
and inspire wonder in them.
The Arabic word hutam denotes shattering and breaking into pieces and it is also applied to the straw
scattered by wind. The word ghayth denotes good rain. The verbal form yahiju is employed in two
senses: withering of plants and excitement.
It is worthy of note that human stages lasting seventy years and beyond are reﬂected in plants within a
period of several months. Man may sit by the farmland and witness in brief the transience of life.
The blessed Verse proceeds with the fruits of life saying that consequent to one's deeds, either severe
torment or Divine Satisfaction may fall into man's share. Finally, the blessed Verse ends by saying that
worldly life is nothing but deception. The Arabic word ghurur denotes deception and mata‘ signiﬁes the
means of using something.
Thus, the blessed Verse is saying that worldly life is the means of deception, namely it serves as the
means of deceiving oneself and others. It is worthy of note that the means of deception applies to those
who regard mundane life as their ﬁnal goal. They attach themselves to and rely on it. they set their ﬁnal
goal on gaining further possessions.
However, if the bounties of the mundane world serve as the means of attaining to exalted human values
and everlasting happiness, it will be like the farm of the Hereafter and a bridge which may be employed
to attain to sublime goals. Attending to the world and its bounties as a passageway and temporary place
of residence may lead man to two different orientations.
It may either lead to quarrels, corruption, injustice, tyranny, disobedience, and neglect or it may lead to
awareness, awakening, sacriﬁce, brotherhood, and forgiving. In other words, what leads disbelievers to
deception and chastisement may lead believers to growth, development, and Divine Forgiveness and
Satisfaction.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 21
ﻪ اﻟﻞﻚَ ﻓَﻀ ذَﻟﻪﻠﺳر وﻪﻨُﻮا ﺑِﺎﻟ آﻣﻠﱠﺬِﻳﻦ ﻟﺪﱠتﻋضِ اراﺎء وﻤضِ اﻟﺴﺮﻌﺎ ﻛﻬﺿﺮ ﻋﻨﱠﺔﺟ وﻢِﺑﻦ ر ﻣةﺮﻐْﻔ ﻣَﻟﺎﺑِﻘُﻮا اﺳ
ﻴﻢﻈ اﻟْﻌﻞ ذُو اﻟْﻔَﻀﻪاﻟﺸَﺎء وﻦ ﻳ ﻣﻴﻪﺗﻮﻳ
21. Race with one another in hastening toward Divine Forgiveness and Paradise whose width is
as the width of the heaven and the earth, prepared for those who believe in Allah and His
Messengers. That is the Grace of Allah which He bestows on whom He is pleased with. And Allah
is the Owner of Great Bounty.
The preceding blessed Verse reﬂects that human deeds in this world will entail either severe torment or
Divine Forgiveness and Satisfaction. The blessed Verse in question emphasizes racing in hastening
toward Divine Forgiveness.
Thus, the blessed Verse says:
"Race with one another in hastening toward Divine Forgiveness and Paradise whose width is as
the width of the heaven and the earth, prepared for those who believe in Allah and His
Messengers."
Divine Forgiveness is actually the key to Paradise encompassing the heaven and the earth which is now
prepared for believers.
It is noteworthy that making a reference to Divine Forgiveness prior to receiving glad tidings of being
admitted to Paradise delicately reﬂects the truth that so long as man is not absolved of sins, he will not
deserve to being admitted to Paradise and be near unto Divine Threshold.
It is also worthy of note that racing toward Divine Forgiveness may be carried out through its means,
including repentance and compensation for missed obligations and basically obedience to God Almighty
and refraining from committing sins.
The blessed Verse ends by saying:
"That is the Grace of Allah which He bestows on whom He is pleased with. And Allah is the
Owner of Great Bounty."
Undoubtedly, such vast Paradise with its great bounties may not be attained by such insigniﬁcant deeds,
but it is Divine Grace, Mercy, and Favor that such great reward is bestowed against such insigniﬁcant
deeds. Man may not expect otherwise, since rewards are always consistent to the generosity of the one
bestowing rewards.

Thus, the expression clearly reﬂects that Divine Rewards are not bestowed on the basis of insigniﬁcant
deeds, but they are Divine Bounties and Favors.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 22
ﻴﺮﺴ ﻳﻪ اﻟَﻠﻚَ ﻋنﱠ ذَﻟﺎ اﻫاﺮن ﻧﱠﺒ اﻞﻦ ﻗَﺒﺘَﺎبٍ ﻣ ﻛ ﻓ اﻢﻧﻔُﺴ ا ﻓﻻضِ ور ا ﻓﺔﻴﺒﺼﻦ ﻣ ﻣﺎبﺻﺎ اﻣ
22. No calamity befalls on the earth or in yourselves but it is inscribed in the Tablet before We
bring it into existence. Verily, that is easy for Allah.
The world of existence is well-measured and prior to becoming existent, all phenomena have been
recorded.
Thus, to lay further emphasis on refraining from mundane attachments and not being affected by worldly
possession and loss, the blessed Verse says:
"No calamity befalls on the earth or in you but it is inscribed in the Preserved Tablet before We
bring it into existence. Verily, that is easy for Allah."
Calamities like earthquakes, ﬂoods, tempests, and different blights and also human afﬂictions like death,
ailments, and undesirable occurrences have all been pre-ordained and recorded in the Preserved Tablet
aiming to test mankind in encountering vicissitudes.
However, it is worthy of note that the calamities mentioned in the blessed Verse in question are solely
inevitable ones beyond human control.
The same theme is reﬂected elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an8:
"And whatever of misfortune befalls you is the consequence of what your hands have earned.
And He is Oft-Forgiving."
The twain blessed Verses interpret each other reﬂecting that afﬂictions befalling man fall into two
categories, the ﬁrst of which include numerous chastisements and atonements of sins, e.g. injustice,
treason, deviation, and neglect, constituting the consequence of our deeds.
The second category includes the inevitable afﬂictions beyond human control affecting individuals and
societies aiming at trials. These two categories are discrete. Thus, many Prophets, friends of God
Almighty, and pious believers were afﬂicted by such calamities for their trial or promotion of exalted
states such that those who are nearer unto Divine Threshold suffer further calamities.
There is a precise philosophy for such afﬂictions which were mentioned above in discussions on
theology, Divine Justice, and afﬂictions.

In this vein, it is narrated that upon Imam ‘Ali ibn al-Husayn Zayn al-‘Abidin's (as) arrival in shackles and
fetters at Yazid's meeting, the latter turned to the Imam (as) and recited Verse 30 from Surah al-Shura9:
"And Whatever of misfortune befalls you, it is because of what your hands have earned. And He
is Oft-Forgiving,"
sarcastically connoting that the afﬂictions of their family are the consequences of their deeds. However,
the Imam (as) refuted his claim by saying that the blessed Verse had not been revealed about them, but
another blessed Verse had been sent down as per which God Almighty had preordained such afﬂictions
for them for the upkeep of the Islamic faith.10
It is worthy of note that afﬂictions befalling the unjust aim at warning them, but those befalling believers
are the means of trial and growth and those befalling Allah's friends aim at promotion of their exalted
states.11
According to another tradition:
"Afﬂictions of the unjust are for warning them, those befalling believers are for trial, and those befalling
Allah's friends are for promotion of their states."
It is noteworthy that:
"And verily it is easy for Allah"
reﬂects that recording so many afﬂictions in the Preserved Tablet is facile for Allah. The Preserved
Tablet indicates Divine Omniscience reﬂected in the world of creation and the system of causality
governing it.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 23
ٍﺨْﺘَﺎلٍ ﻓَﺨُﻮر ﻣﻞ ﻛﺐﺤ ﻳ ﻻﻪاﻟ وﻢﺎ آﺗَﺎﻛﻮا ﺑِﻤﺣ ﺗَﻔْﺮﻻ وﻢَﺎ ﻓَﺎﺗ ﻣَﻠا ﻋﻮﺳ ﺗَﺎَﻴﻟ
23. In order that you may not grieve at the things that you fail to achieve, nor rejoice at what has
been given to you. And Allah likes not prideful boasters.
Now let us turn to the philosophy of preordination of such afﬂictions in the Preserved Tablet as reﬂected
in the Holy Qur’an:
"[You are afﬂicted with such calamities such that] you may not regret the things that you fail to
achieve, nor rejoice at what has been granted to you."
The twain brief clauses actually present a solution to one of the sophisticated issues of the philosophy of

creation. Man faces unpleasant entanglements and problems in the world of existence and many a time
raises the question as per which what are the reasons lying behind such excruciating calamities when
God Almighty is Most Gracious, Most Merciful, and Most Compassionate?
Such calamities aims at warning man that he should not be attached to mundane possessions and
glories, since the world is but a passageway or a bridge by which you are not supposed to be allured.
You are not supposed to regard it to be everlasting, since such attachment is the bitterest foe to your
happiness as it makes you forget God Almighty and impedes your path toward development. Such
afﬂictions serve as sirens alerting the neglectful and whips struck upon dormant souls. They symbolize
intransience of the world.
The point is that worldly possessions allure men and make them forget God Almighty. They wake up
when the caravan has departed for long and they are abandoned in the desert.
Thus, God Almighty preordained afﬂictions and vicissitudes such that human soul may ascend to such
elevated states that he may not be affected by pleasant and unpleasant occurrences.
After the occurrences in Karbala’, Zaynab (as) said:
"I did not notice but pleasant occurrences preordained by God Almighty."12
It is narrated that in his last moments in the battleﬁeld, Imam Husayn (as) said:
"O Lord! I am satisﬁed with Your Satisfaction and I am patient in Your afﬂictions."13
Imam ‘Ali (as) likened his eagerness to martyrdom to that of the infant to its mother's breast.14 If man
becomes aware the reasons lying behind afﬂictions, he will not be envious, avaricious, wrathful, and
hateful, since he knows that all afﬂictions have been wisely preordained.
If we know that Divine Bounties entail obligations, we will not rejoice at them and if we know that we
have to compensate for them on the Day of Resurrection, we will not regret at losing them. The blessed
Verse ends by saying that God Almighty does not favor the vain. The Arabic words mukhtal and fakhur
denote arrogant and boastful respectively.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 24
ُﻴﺪﻤ اﻟْﺤ اﻟْﻐَﻨﻮ ﻫﻪنﱠ اﻟ ﻓَﺎلﺘَﻮﻦ ﻳﻣ وﺨْﻞ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺒونَ اﻟﻨﱠﺎسﺮﻣﺎﻳﺨَﻠُﻮنَ وﺒ ﻳاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ
24. Those who are misers and enjoin people to miserliness. And whosoever turns away from
expending in His Cause and giving loans, then Allah is Rich, Worthy of all praise.

The blessed Verse in question elaborates on the aforesaid points and depicts the vain arrogant, saying:
"Those who are misers and enjoin people to miserliness."
Severe attachment to mundane possessions requires arrogance and vanity which in turn require
miserliness and enjoining others to the same. Such people are miserly since they regard mundane
possessions as the means of arrogance and vanity.
They do not intend to lose them. But enjoining others to miserliness is owing to the fact that if others
happen to be generous, they will be disgraced. Secondly, since they favor miserliness, they enjoin
something by which they are enamored. God Almighty emphatically enjoins others to expend in His
Cause and refrain from miserliness. Such encouragement does not stem from the need of His Pure
Essence.
The blessed Verse ends by saying:
"And whosoever turns away from expending in His Cause and giving loans, then Allah is Rich,
Worthy of all praise."
He is needless but all need Him, since He is the Origin of all things. He is also Worthy of all praise, since
He encompasses all Perfect Attributes.
Although
"miserliness"
(bukhl) mainly reﬂects miserliness in expending possessions, but the semantic range is broader such
that it includes miserliness in imparting knowledge, acting upon obligations, and the like.
In this vein, mention will be made of some traditions.
Imam ‘Ali (as) said:
"Do not consult with the miserly."15
Once circumambulating at night, Imam Sadiq (as) thus invoked God Almighty:
"O Lord! Keep me from miserliness."16
The Noble Prophet (S) said:
"The true miser is one who hears my name but refrains from saluting me."17
The Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as) said:

"Glancing at the miserly and associating with them hardens man's heart."18
Imam ‘Ali (as) said:
"Miserliness is the attire of poverty and destitution."19
Imam ‘Ali (as) said:
The miserly are humiliated among their friends and beloved ones."20
Imam Sadiq (as) said:
"The best of you are your generous and chivalrous people and the worst of you are the miserly.
Beneﬁcence toward brethren and making efforts to meet their demands reﬂect pure faith."
Imam Ridha (as) said:
"The miserly are remote from God Almighty, Paradise, and people."21

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 25
ﻊﻨَﺎﻓﻣ ﺷَﺪِﻳﺪٌ وسﺎ ﺑﻴﻪﺪِﻳﺪَ ﻓﻟْﻨَﺎ اﻟْﺤﻧﺰا وﻂﺴ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻘ اﻟﻨﱠﺎسﻘُﻮمﻴانَ ﻟﻴﺰاﻟْﻤ وﺘَﺎبْ اﻟﻢﻬﻌﻟْﻨَﺎ ﻣﻧﺰاِﻨَﺎتِ وﻴﻠَﻨَﺎ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺒﺳﻠْﻨَﺎ رﺳرﻟَﻘَﺪْ ا
ﺰِﻳﺰ ﻋ ﻗَﻮِيﻪنﱠ اﻟﺐِ ا ﺑِﺎﻟْﻐَﻴﻠَﻪﺳر وهﺮﻨﺼﻦ ﻳ ﻣﻪ اﻟﻠَﻢﻌﻴﻟﻠﻨﱠﺎسِ وﻟ
25. Verily, We have sent Our Messengers with clear proofs and sent with them the Scripture and
the Balance that mankind may keep up justice. And we brought forth iron wherein is mighty
power as well as many beneﬁts for mankind that Allah may test who it is that will help Him and
His Messengers in the unseen. Verily, Allah is All-Mighty, All-Invincible.
As mentioned in the preceding blessed Verses, racing toward Divine Mercy, Forgiveness, and Paradise
requires the leadership of Divinely appointed leaders, the blessed and most signiﬁcant Verse in question
treats the same and precisely elucidates the goal behind sending the Prophets and their Prophetic calls,
saying:
"We sent down Our Messengers with clear proofs and sent with them the Scripture and the
Balance that mankind may keep up justice."
"Clear proofs"
(bayyinat) covers a broad semantic range embracing the miracles and intellectual arguments of Divinely
appointed Messengers.
The singular noun 'Book' (kitab) connoting Scriptures reﬂects the unity of their spirit and truth, although

their contents are further perfected with the passage of time and human development. The word
'Balance' (mizan) denotes the means of weighing but undoubtedly herein connotes its immaterial
signiﬁcance, namely something by which all human deeds may be assayed.
The word balance reﬂects Divine Commands and Laws thereby a distinction may be made between truth
and untruth and good and bad. The Holy Qur’an is the clear proof and the Scripture and it elucidates
Divine Laws and Commands. In other words, the Holy Qur’an constitutes three dimensions.
The goal of sending the Prophets, such great men, with such perfect equipment, is to keep up equity
and justice.
It is worthy of note that the clause:
"that mankind may keep up justice"
reﬂects moves on the part of mankind rather than the Prophets making people keep up justice.
In other words, the blessed Verse is saying that people must grow such that they keep up justice
themselves. Nonetheless, despite the exalted state of ethics, belief, and fear of God Almighty in any
society, there are still people who disobey to God Almighty and stand in the way of keeping up equity
and justice.
Thus, the blessed Verse proceeds to say:
"And we brought forth iron wherein is mighty power as well as many beneﬁts for mankind that
Allah may test who it is that will help Him and His Messengers in the unseen. Verily, Allah is AllMighty, All-Invincible."
Thus, the three means of Divinely appointed Messengers may lead to their ﬁnal goal when supported by
the guarantee of making use of iron and its mighty power."
However, some maintain that the expression
"We have sent down"
reﬂects the alien origin of iron, but the fact is that such expressions connote the bounties bestowed from
higher to lower levels and since all resources are with God Almighty and He created iron for different
beneﬁts of it, the expression:
"We have sent down"
is used herein.
In this vein, it is narrated from the Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as):

"Sending down connotes its creation."22
It is worthy of note that the Arabic word ba’s denotes severity, intensity, power, and might and it
connotes war and struggle as well. Thus, some Qur’an exegetes maintain that it signiﬁes military
equipment employed for invasion and defense.
Thus, it is narrated from the Commander of the Faithful, Imam ‘Ali (as) that the word in question
connotes weaponry and other things.23 Such instances clearly reﬂect its applicability. The word 'beneﬁts'
(manaﬁ‘) reﬂects any use made by man of iron.
We know that iron makes many a contribution in human life and its discovery made a new epoch in the
history of mankind knows as the Iron Age.
The discovery altered all spheres of human life reﬂected in the dimensions of the word 'beneﬁts' in the
blessed Verse in question that also refers to another goal behind sending the Prophets and sending
down Scriptures and the creation of certain means like iron, saying that God Almighty sent them to know
who assist Him and His Messengers in the Unseen.
Divine Omniscience herein reﬂects the objective actualization of His Knowledge, namely it reveals that
who will rise to render support to God Almighty and His religion and thus rise toward the upkeep of
equity and justice and who will refrain from acting upon such great obligation. Thus, one of the main
goals is to test mankind and screen and purify them.
"Assisting God Almighty undoubtedly reﬂects support His religion and Messengers and propagation of
truth, equity, and justice, although God Almighty is in need of no one but all beings are in need of Him.
Thus, the blessed Verse ends with:
"Indeed Allah is All-Mighty, All-Invincible."
He may turn the entire world upside down in one single moment and cause the perdition of all enemies
and the triumph of His friends. However, the main goal of sending down the Messengers is the growth
and development of mankind, thus they are called to assist the religion of truth.
Thus, it is narrated from the Noble Prophet (S):
"Only swords may make people rise and swords are the keys to Paradise and Hell."
Thus, Divinely appointed leaders hold the Scripture in one hand and the sword in the other. They begin
with calling people to truth and justice by logical arguments, but if they fail to acknowledge the truth, they
have to use force to make them believe.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 26
َﻘُﻮن ﻓَﺎﺳﻢﻨْﻬ ﻣﻴﺮﺜﻛﺘَﺪٍ وﻬﻢ ﻣﻨْﻬ ﻓَﻤﺘَﺎبْاﻟةَ وﻮﺎ اﻟﻨﱡﺒﻬِﻤﺘِﻳ ذُرﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻓﻌﺟ وﻴﻢاﻫﺮﺑاﺎ وﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻧُﻮﺣﺳرﻟَﻘَﺪْ او
26. And verily, We sent Noah and Abraham and placed in their offspring Prophethood and
Scripture. And among them there are some who are guided; but many of them are sinners.
The Prophets were appointed by God Almighty rather than by mankind. The preceding blessed Verse
generally treated of sending the Prophets, but the blessed Verse in question deal with the ArchProphets, beginning with Noah and Abraham (as) and the Arch-Prophets, saying that God Almighty
vested Prophethood and Scriptures with their offspring; nonetheless, all their offspring failed to beneﬁt
from such great heritage and Bounties. Some of them found Divine Guidance in their light, but many of
them were faithless, corrupt, and disobedient to Allah.
Prophethood began with Noah (as) and it was passed down to Abraham (as) and other Arch-Prophets.
Then, it was passed down to some of their offspring. However, a limited number beneﬁted from the Light
of Guidance, but the majority of mankind went astray.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 27
ًﺔﻤﺣرﻓَﺔً وا رﻮهﻌ اﺗﱠﺒ ﻗُﻠُﻮبِ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻓﻌﺟ وﻧﺠِﻴﻞ اﻨَﺎهآﺗَﻴ وﻢﻳﺮ ﻣﻦ اﺑﻴﺴﻨَﺎ ﺑِﻌﻗَﻔﱠﻴﻨَﺎ وﻠﺳﻢ ﺑِﺮ آﺛَﺎرِﻫَﻠﻨَﺎ ﻋ ﻗَﻔﱠﻴﺛُﻢ
ﻢﻫﺮﺟ اﻢﻨْﻬﻨُﻮا ﻣ آﻣﻨَﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺎ ﻓَﺂﺗَﻴﻬﺘﺎﻳ رِﻋﻖﺎ ﺣﻫﻮﻋﺎ ر ﻓَﻤﻪانِ اﻟﻮﻐَﺎء رِﺿﺘ اﺑ اﻬِﻢﻠَﻴﺎ ﻋﻨَﺎﻫﺘَﺒﺎ ﻛﺎ ﻣﻮﻫﺘَﺪَﻋﺔً اﺑﻴﺎﻧﺒﻫرو
َﻘُﻮن ﻓَﺎﺳﻢﻨْﻬ ﻣﻴﺮﺜﻛو
27. Then, We sent after them Our Messengers and We sent Jesus, son of Mary (as), and gave him
the Gospel. And We ordained in the hearts of those who followed him compassion and mercy.
But the monasticism which they invented for themselves, We did not prescribe for them, but they
only aimed at pleasing Allah, but they did not observe it with the right observance. Therefore, We
gave those among them who believed their reward; but many of them are disobedient to Allah.
The blessed Verse treats of sending the Prophets in succession by God Almighty for guiding mankind
and sending Scriptures upon them such that God Almighty has provided mankind with Guidance
imparted to them through His Messengers.
He also appointed Jesus, son of Mary (as), to Prophethood and sent down the Gospel unto him and
made the hearts of his adherents merciful and compassionate. The compassion of Jesus' (as) people
was like that of our Noble Prophet, Muhammad (S), such that concerning his companions, the Noble
Prophet (S) said that there had been compassionate people among them.

Jesus' (as) people were so compassionate that if they were boxed in the ear, they not only did not take
vengeance but also they turned the other side of their faces.
Today, Christians claim the same attitude and take pride in it but we notice that they cause the
destruction of millions or billions of people by inventing weapons of mass destruction for their
expansionist policies and they are even prepared to cause the destruction of their co-religionists.
"But the monasticism which they invented for themselves, We did not prescribe for them, but
they only aimed at pleasing Allah, but they did not observe it with the right observance."
The Arabic word ruhbaniyya
("monasticism")
is cognate with ruhban ("monastic, monk").
The latter, cognate with ruhba
("fear")
is applied to someone who is most pious, ascetic, and God fearing. The word designates a Christian
monastic living in seclusion for worshipping God, asceticism, and fear of God Almighty.
The blessed Verse is saying that God Almighty did not oblige them to follow monasticism, but they were
merely asked to gain Divine Satisfaction. In other words, monasticism was not in the Christian doctrine,
but Christians innovated it later on.
Early monasticism was rather moderate, but it turned toward deviation, error, and corruption and it was
misused to ensnare people. Thus, monasteries were turned into centers of corruption and abnormalities
penetrated into the Christian faith.
Therefore, the blessed Verse is saying that their goal was set upon Divine Satisfaction, but they failed to
observe it duly and appropriately. Thus, God Almighty rewarded those who believed, but the majority of
them were disobedient and sinners.
It is owing to the same reason that monasticism has been severely criticized and condemned by the
Islamic faith and the well-known tradition:
"There is no monasticism in Islam"
is mentioned in numerous Islamic sources.24
In his exegetic work titled Majma‘ al-Bayan, Tabarsi narrates from Ibn Mas‘ud that once he was
mounted beside the Noble Prophet (S) when the latter asked:

"Do you know what was the origin of Christian monasticism?"
He replied:
"God Almighty and His Messenger know better."
He said:
"after Jesus (as), the disobedient and tyrants manifestly committed sins and disobeyed Divine
Commands and believers could not tolerate their disobedience. Thus, Christian believers waged three
wars with them and many monotheists fell in battles and few of them survived.
They said that if they waged further wars with them, all monotheists would fall and thought it would be
better to leave the world to them and each of them live a life of seclusion and devotion in caves until
Muhammad promised by Jesus (as) would arrive.
They had been leading a monastic life until I was appointed to the Prophetic call. Some of them believed
in me, acknowledged my Prophethood, followed my injunctions, and were rewarded, but some of them
failed to believe and perished."
Then, the Noble Prophet added:
"O Ibn Mas‘ud! Do you know where the monasticism of my community lies?"
I replied:
“God Almighty and His Messenger know better."
He replied:
"Migration, jihad in Allah's Cause, establishing prayers, fasting, paying alms tax, obligatory and
supererogatory pilgrimage to Mecca, and rendering serves to Muslims."25

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 28
ﻪاﻟ وﻢَ ﻟﺮﻐْﻔﻳ وﺸُﻮنَ ﺑِﻪا ﺗَﻤ ﻧُﻮرﻢﻞ ﻟﱠﻌﺠﻳ وﻪﺘﻤﺣﻦ ر ﻣﻦﻔْﻠَﻴ ﻛﻢﺗﻮ ﻳﻪﻮﻟﺳﻨُﻮا ﺑِﺮآﻣ وﻪﻨُﻮا اﺗﱠﻘُﻮا اﻟ آﻣﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻬﻳﺎ اﻳ
ﻴﻢﺣ رﻏَﻔُﻮر
28. O you who believe! Fear Allah and believe in His Messenger such that He will give you a
double portion of His Mercy and He will give you a light by which you shall walk in this world and
the Hereafter and He will forgive you. And Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.
The blessed Verse may address the Christians mentioned in the preceding blessed Verse encouraging

them to truly observe monasticism and turning away from the world and believe in the Noble Prophet of
Islam (S) after Jesus (as) such that they receive the rewards for believing in Jesus (as) and Muhammad
(S).
It is narrated from the Noble Prophet that those Christians who believed in him truly observed
monasticism.26 It is worthy of note, however, that the preceding Verse and the one in question may be
interpreted independently thereby Muslims may deepen their belief in God Almighty and His Messenger
(S).
The phrase:
"a double portion of His Mercy"
(kiﬂayn min rahmatihi) may connote Divine Light and Divine Forgiveness.
It may also reﬂect the portions mentioned elsewhere27 in the Holy Qur’an:
"O Lord! Give us in this world that which is good and in the Hereafter that which good."
It is also said that the twain portions are rewards for believing in the Noble Prophet of Islam (S) and
former Prophets, since any Muslim is obliged to believe in and respect all former Prophets and their
Scriptures.
Finally, pious believers shall be rewarded by Forgiving and absolution of sins, without which no Bounty
shall be pleasing to man. In other words, man is supposed to feel secure from Divine torment and then
he may ﬁnd his path through the light of belief and fear of God Almighty and ﬁnally receive double
portions of Divine Mercy.
It is noteworthy to say that according to the traditions narrated from Ahl al-Bayt (as), the word:
"light"
(nur) in this blessed Verse is applied to the infallible Imam representing Divine Light and followed by
people.

Surah al-Hadid - Verse 29
ﻞ ذُو اﻟْﻔَﻀﻪاﻟﺸَﺎء وﻦ ﻳ ﻣﻴﻪﺗﻮ ﻳﻪﺪِ اﻟ ﺑِﻴﻞنﱠ اﻟْﻔَﻀا وﻪ اﻟﻞﻦ ﻓَﻀ ﻣءَ ﺷَﻠونَ ﻋﻘْﺪِر ﻳﺘَﺎبِ اْ اﻟﻞﻫ اﻠَﻢﻌ ﻳﱠﯩﻟ
ﻴﻢﻈاﻟْﻌ
29. So that the people of the Scripture may know that they have no power whatsoever over the
Grace of Allah [and all double privileges and blessings belong to them] and that Grace is in His

Hand to bestow it on whomsoever He wills. And Allah is the Owner of Great Bounty.
The blessed Chapter opened with gloriﬁcation of Allah and ends with Divine Grace. It is reﬂected
elsewhere in the Holy Qur’an28 that those among the People of the Scripture who believe in the Islamic
faith shall be rewarded twice (ajrahum marratayn). The same theme is to be found in these blessed
Verses.
Addressed to Muslims it is said that if they fear Allah and believe in the Noble Prophet of Islam, they
shall also be rewarded twice, such that the people of the Scripture may not imagine that Muslims may
not receive double portions of Divine Mercy and such portions solely belongs to them.
Taking into account the blessed Verses including the phrase
"Great Bounty"
(fadhl ‘adim), it is elucidated that Great Bounty connotes Guidance, Paradise, Divine Forgiving,
Prophethood, Following Divine Satisfaction, and possession of accurate insight and distinction which is
not employed for mundane Bounties. All-Wise Allah selects certain people to receive His Grace. Thus,
Divine Grace is dependent upon His All-Wise Will rather than our imaginations.
Finally, the blessed Verse in question may be a response to the ambitions and groundless claims of
some Jews and Christians claiming that Paradise and Divine Grace solely belong to them and others are
deprived of them:
("And they say, 'None shall be admitted to Paradise unless he be a Jew or a Christian.' These are
their own desires. Say [O Muhammad!]: 'Produce your proof if you are truthful.'")29.
O Lord! All Grace and Mercy are in Your Hand. Do not deprive us of such Great Grace and Mercy.
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